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PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 
IN ANSWER TO 
A resolut£on if the House if 19th cif December last, transmitting correspondence 
in relation to Russian America. 
FEBRUARY 19, 1868.-Referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs and ordered to be printed. 
To the House qf Rep'resentatives if the United States : 
In reply to the resolution adopted by the House of Representatives of the 
of December last, calling for correspondence and information in relation to 
· America, I transmit reports and accompanying documents from the 
of State and the Secretary of the Treasury respectively. 
ANDREW JOHNSON. 
WASHI~GTON, Februa1·y 17, 1868. 
DEPARTMENT OF ST A'.rE, 
Washington, February 17, 1868. 
The Secretary of State, to whom has been referred the resolution of the HouEte 
Representatives of the 19th of December last, requesting the President, if con-
with the public interests, to communicate to that house " copies of all 
10rre:spor1de1rJ.Ce with, and instructions to, our minister to Russia in regard to the 
of Russian America; also, all the correspondence wit!::. the Russian 
at Washington concerning the late treaty with Russia, together with all 
tion in the possession of the executive department of the govern-
in regard to the country proposed to be ceded by said treaty/' has the 
to lay before the President the papers mentioned in the subjoined list, 
embrace all the documents and information of the nature indicated in the 
in the possession of this department not heretofore comri:mnicated to 
submitted: 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
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List if papers arcompanying the report if the Secretary o/ State o/ 17th Feb-
ruary, 1868, on Alaska. · 
1. Notes informally submitted to the chairman of the committee in the Senate, 
with the Alaska treaty, by the Secretary of State, (with accompaniments.) 
2. 'rreaty of cession, concluded March 30, 1867. 
3. Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, March 23, 1867. 
4. Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward, March 25, 1867. 
5. Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) March 29, 1867. 
6. Mr. Seward to Mr. Clay, April 1, 1867. 
7. Mr. Ulay to Mr. Seward, (extract,) May 10, 1867. 
8. Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, May 13, 1867. 
9. General Halleck to Mr. Stanton, (telegram,) May ~0, 1867. 
10. Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, (with accompaniment,) ~lay 20, 1867. 
11. Mr. Seward to Messrs. Conness and Holladay, (telegram,) May 22, 
1867. 
12. Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward, (with accomp·animents,) May 22, 1866. 
13. Mr. Seward to Mr. Stanton, May 25, 1867. 
14. Mr. F. W. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, (with accompaniments,) June 4, 
1866. 
15. Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward, June 7, 1867. 
16. Mr. Clay to Mr. Seward, July 5, 1867. 
17. Mr. Seward to Mr. Clay, July 23, 1867. 
18. Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniments,) August 13,1867. 
19. Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, August 13, 1867. 
20. Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, (with accompaniment,) August 13, 1867. 
21. Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, August 15, 1867. 
22. Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward, August 20, 1867. 
23. Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, September 11, 1867. 
24. Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl, (with accompaniment,) October 29, 1867. 
25. Mr. Clay to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) November 21, 1867. 
Miscellaneous correspondence and papers relating to tlte acquisition o/ Alaska. 
2·6. M.r. Jackson to Mr. Seward, April 3, 1867. 
27. Mr. Fletcher to Mr. Seward, (extract,) April 3, 1867. 
28. Mr. Collins to Mr. Seward, April 4, 1866. 
29. General Halleck to Mr. Stanton, (telegram,) April 4, 1867. 
30. Commander Rodgers to Mr. Seward, April 3, 1867. 
31. Some account of Russian America, from Prof. Baird. 
32. General Meigs to Mr. Seward, April 4, 1867. 
33. Mr. Kirtland to Mr. Seward, April 5, 1867. 
34. Mr. Gibbs to Mr. S~ward, April 6, 1867. 
35. Mr. Swan to Mr. Seward, April 8, 1867. 
36. Mr. Berry to Seward, April 9, 1867. 
37. Mr. Mahony to Mr. Seward, April 10) 1867. 
38. From the Boston Evening Transcript, April 11, 1867. 
39. Mr. Cone to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) April 12, 1867. 
40. Mr. Kirtland to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) April 16, 1867. 
41. Captain Harris to Mr. Seward, April 21, 1867. 
42. Mr. Shepherd to Mr. Seward, (extract,) April 28, 1867. 
43. From the New York Herald, April 29, 1867. 
44. Mr. Dennison to Mr. Seward, May 1, 1867. 
45. Mr. Cone to Mr. Seward, May 6, 1867. 
46. Mr. Taylor to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) May 19, 1867. 
47. Mr. Welles to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) May 22, 1867. 
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48. Mr. Chappell to Mr. Seward, May 30, 1867. 
49. Mr. McCulloch to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) June 3, 1867. 
50. Mr. Cushman to Mr. Gibbs, June 9, 1867. 
51. Mr. McCulloch to Mr. Seward, June 12, 1867. 
52. Mr. Stanton to Mr. Seward, (with 'accompaniment,) July 3, 1867. 
53. Mr. McDonald to Mr. Seward, (extract,) July 15, 1867. 
54. Mr. Miller to Mr. Gibbs, September 2, 1867. 
55. Mr. Ballou to Mr. Seward, Se'ptember 7, 1867. 
56. From the Pacific Tribune, September 7, 1867. 
57. Mr. Browning to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) October 26, 1867. 
58. Mr. Seward to General Grant, October 28, 1867. 
59. Mr. 'raylor to Mr. Seward, November 1, 1867. 
60. Mr. Gibbs to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniments,) November 6, 1867. 
61. Mr. Brooks to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) November 21, 1867. 
62. Mr. Amory to Mr. Seward, with accompaniment,) December 113, 1867. 
63. Professor Henry to Mr. Seward, December 23, 1867. 
64. Mr. Fletcher to Mr. Seward, (extract,) January 1, 1868. 
65. Mr. Wicker to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) J aouary 10, 1868. 
66. Mr. Stanton to Mr. Seward, (with accompaniment,) January 22, 1868. 
67. Survey of Russian Colonies in North America, by Lieutenant-Captain 
Golovin. 
68. Extracts from· voyages made in the years 1788-9, by John Mears, esq , 
London, 1790. 
69. From Lippincott's Magazine for February 1, 1868, communicated to the 
Department of State by the editor. 
70. Photographic copies of maps of harbors and bays on the coast of Alaska, 
•~PIImn•>n~'ing the report of the Secretary of State of February 17, 1868, to 
ent, in part answer to House resolution of December 19, 1867. • 
71. Map of Russian America, or Alaska, compiled from charts and surveys 
theW estern Union 'relegraphic Expedition, 1867. 
72. Map of northwestern America, showing the territory ceded by Russia to 
United States. United States Coast Survey office, 1867. 
Extract from Mr. Sumner's speech, in relation to influences which pro-
the cession. 
"'rhe uses of Russian America," a newspaper extract forwarded to de-
t. 
75. Extract from the Washington Evening Star of the 21st December, 1867. 
Notes iriformally submitted to the cltaiTman o/ the committee in tlu &enate, with 
the Alaska t?·eaty, by the Secretary qf State. 
Probably this treaty stands alone in the history of diplomacy, a'S an impor-
treaty conceived, initiated, prosecuted and completed, without being pre-
or attended by protocols or despatches. 
The archives of the State Department show a continuous progress and growth 
friendship and cordiality between the United States and Russia, beginning 
the establishment of the government. The late civil war, which disturbed,. 
did not shatter to pieces the relations betwt>en the United States and most 
the European t'tates, was marked in its very beginning by demonstrations of 
athy and solicitnde for the stability of the Union on the part of Russia. 
was taken on both sides to anticipate and prevent the happening of any 
that might tend to distress or embarrass the relations between the two 
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States would be at liberty, if they should find it necessary, to carry prizes inttt 
Russian ports. No confederate agent was ever received or encouraged or en• 
tertained at St. Petersburg. Such difficulties as occasionally arose out of com .. 
plaints by the citizens and subjects of .the two countries were amicably adjusted 
by verbal explanations without being made grounds for complaint or reclama. 
tion in writing. 
'.rhe visit of the Russian fleet to the United States in the winter of 1863 was 
intended by the Emperor, and was accepted by the United States, as a demon-
stration of respect and good··Will, and resulted in an increase of mutual regard 
and sympathy. 
As early as 1861, the executive governments of the two countries came to 
an understanding to act in concert with a view to the establishment of a con-
nection between San Francisco and St. Petersburg, by an interoceani0 telegraph 
line across Behring's Straits. At a subsequent day Congress sanctioned and 
gave its co-operation to that policy. · 
On the 26th of December, 1864, the Secretary of State, by direction of the 
President, invited the }~mperor of Russia to send his principal adviser, the Arch-
duke Constantine, upon a visit to the United States, intimating an opinion that 
such a visit would be beneficial to the United States, and by no means unprofit-
able to Russia, and giving the assurance that the Archduke, coming as ana-
tional guest, would receive a cordial and most demonstrative welcome by the 
government and people of the United States. '.rhe then condition of domestic 
affairs in Russia prevented the acceptance of this invitation. A copy of the 
invitation is annexed. 
'rhe memorial of the legislature of Washington 'rerritory to the President, 
received in February, 1866, was made an occasion, in general terms, for com-
municating to Mr. de Stoeckl the importance of some early and comprehensive 
arrangement between the two conn tries, to prevent the growth of difficulties 
arising out of the fisheries in the Russian possessions. 
In the spring of 1866, Mr. Fox, late Assistant Secretary of the Navy, was 
made the bearer of the expressions of national sympathy with the Emperor, 
arising out of the attempt at his assassination. He was especially charged to 
express the most friendly feelings towards the government and people of Rut~sia. 
In the month of October, 1866, Mr. de Stoeckl, wh? had long been the Rus-
sian minister here, and enjoyed in a high degree the confidence of the govern-
ment of the United States, went home on a leave of absence, promising his best 
exe1·tions to facilitate the establishment of good relations upon a permanent 
basis. He returned to Washington early in the month of' March last. The 
treaty for the cession of Russian America to the United States was concluded and 
signed on the 30th day of March last. A copy is annexed of the only two notes 
which passed between the negotiators before the final execution of the treaty. 
Memorial if tke legislature if f-Vashington Taritory to the PresidP.nt. 
Received February, 1866. 
T.o his Excellency'ANDREW JoHNSON, 
President if the United States: 
Your memorialists, the legislative assembly of Washington Territory, beg 
leave to show that abundance of codfish, halibut, and salmon, of excellent 
q nality, have been found along the shores of the Russian possessions. Your 
memorialists respectfully request. your Excellency to obtain such rights and 
privileges of the government of Russia as will enable our fishing· vessels to visit 
the ports and harbors o.f its possessions to the end that fuel, water, and provi-
sions may be easily obtained, that our sick and disabled fi~:hermen may obtain 
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assistance, together with the privilege of curing fish and repamng 
in need of repairs. Your memorialists further request that the Treasury 
lepartment be instructed to forward to the collector of customs of this Puget 
district such fishing licenses, abstract-journals, and log-books as will 
our hardy fishermen to obtain the bounties now provided and paid to the 
in the Atlantic States. Your memorialists finally pray your Excel-
to employ such ships as may be spared from the Pacific naval fleet in 
· ancl surveying the fishing banks known to navigators to exist along 
coast from the Cortez bank to Behring straits. And, as in duty 
your memorialists will ever pray. 
Passed the house of representatives January 10, 1866. 
Passed. the council January 13, 1866. 
EDWARD ELDRIDGE, 
Speaker House if Represmtatives. 
HARVEY K. HINES, 
President if the Counci1. 
Mr. Seward to Mr. Clay. 
[Confidential.] 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, December 26, 1864. 
Sm: Your despatch of the 22d of November, No. 64, has been received. 
for the very interesting account it contains of a conversation with 
uke Constantine. It manifests much sagacity, and certainly very 
sentiments towards the United States. Nevertheless, the misconcep-
our actual condition, which it reveals, makes me wish it were possible 
to come out and spend a few months in America. I think it would be 
to us, and by no means unprofitable to Russia. I forbear from spe-
my reasons. They will readily occur to you, as they would to his 
highness, if his thoughts were once turned in that direction. Of one 
he might be assured, that, coming as a guest of this government, he would 
ve a cordial and most demonstrative welcome by it, and by the people. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
TY CONCERNING THE CESSION OF THE RUSSIAN POSSESSIONS IN 
NORTH AMERICA, BY HIS MAJESTY, THE EMPEROR OF ALL THE RUSSIAS, 
TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. CONCLUDED MARCH 30, 1867. 
RATIFIED BY THE UNITED STATES MAY 28, 1867. EXCHANGED JUNE 
20,1867. PROCLAIMED BY THE UNITED STATES JUNE 20, 1867. 
By the P1·esident if the United States if America. 
A PROCLAMA'riON. 
Whereas a treaty between the United States of America and his Majesty the 
of all the Russias was concluded and signed by their respective pleni-
IOterttiaJnes at the city of Washington, on the thirtieth day of March last, 
treaty, being in the English and }-,rench languages, is, word for word, as 
The United States of America and 
' Majesty the Emperor of all the 
· being desirous of strengthe.n-
Sa Majeste l'Empereur de toutes l(•S 
Russies et les Etats-U nis d' Amerique, 
desirant rafiermir, s' il est possible, la 
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ing, if possible, the good understanding 
which exists between them, have, for 
that purpose, appointed as their pleni-
potentiaries: the President of the United 
States, William H. Seward, Secretary 
of State; and his Majesty the Emperor 
of all the Russias, the Privy Counsellor 
Edward de Stoeckl, his envoy extraor-
dinary and minister plenipotentiary to 
the United States. 
And the said plenipotentiaries, hav-
ing exchanged their full powers, which 
were found to be in due form, have 
agreed upon and signed the following 
articles : 
ARTICLE I. 
His Majesty the Emperor of all the 
Russias agrees to cede to the United 
States, by this convention, immediately 
upon the exchange of the ratifications 
thereof, all the territory and dominion 
now possessed by his said Majesty on 
the continent of America and in the 
adjacent islands, the same being con-
tained within the geographical limits 
herein set forth, to wit : The eastern 
limit is the line of demarcation between 
the Russian and the British possessions 
in North America, as established by 
the convention between Russia and 
Great Britain, of February 28-16, 1825, 
and described in Articles III and IV 
of said convention, in the following 
· terms: 
" Commencing from the southernmoRt 
point of the island called Prince of 
Wales Island, which point lies in the 
parallel of 54 degrees 40 minutes north 
latitude, and between the 131st and the 
133d degree of west longitude, (meri-
dian of Greenwich,) the said line shall 
ascend to the north along the channel 
called Portland channel, as far as the 
point of the continent where it strikes 
the 56th degree of north latitude ; from 
this last-mentioned point, the line of 
demarcation shall follow the summit of 
the mountains situated para1lel to the 
coast as far as the point of intersection 
of the I 41st degree of west longitude, 
(ofthesamemeridian;) and finally, from 
the said point of intersection, the said 
meridian line of the 141st degree, in its 
prolongation as far as the Frozen ocean. 
bonne intelligence qui existe entre 
out nomme, a cet effet, pour leurs 
nipotentiaires, savoir: Sa Majestel 
pereur de toutesles Russies, le Oounsei 
ler PriveEdouardde Stoeckl,sonenvoJ' 
extraordinaire et ministre plenipot61l• 
tiaire aux Etats-U nis ; et le President 
des Etats-U nis, le Sieur William Hj 
Seward, Secn3taire d'Etat, lesquela, 
a pres a voir echange leur pleins-pouvoirs. 
trouves en bonne et due forme, ont 
arrete et signe les articles suivants: 
ARTICLE I. 
Sa Majeste 1' Empereur de toutes les 
Russies s'engage, par cette convention, 
a ceder aux Etats- U nis, immediatement 
apre l'echange des ratifications, toutle 
'.rerritoire avec droit de souverainete 
actuellement possede par Sa Majeste sur 
le continent d' Amerique aiusi que les 
iles contigiies, le dit Territoire etant 
compris dans less limites geographiques 
cid€ssous indiquees, savoir : la limite 
orientale est la 1igne de demarcation 
entre les possessions Russes et Britan-
niques dans 1' Amerique du N orda, insi 
qu' elle est etablie par la convention 
conclue entre la Russie et la Grande-
Bretagne, le -!t Fevrier 1825, et definie 
dans les termes suivants des articles III 
et IV de la dite convention: 
"A partir du point le plus meridional 
de l' Ile dite Prince of Wales, lequel 
point se trouve so us la parallele due 54 me 
degre 40 minutes de latitude nord, et 
entre le 131 me et le 133me degre de lon-
gitude ouest ( meridien de Greenwich), la 
dite ligne remontera, au Nord le long de 
la passe dite Portland Channel, jusqu' 
au point de la terre ferme, ou elle atteint 
le 56me degre de latitude nord ; de ce 
dernier puiut la ligne de demarcation 
suivra la cr~te des montagnes situees 
parallelement ala cote jusqu' au point 
d'intersection du 1 u me degre de longi-
tude ouest (m~me meridien); et final· 
ment, d u dit point d'intersection la meme 
ligne meridienne due 141me degre for-
mera, dans son prolongementjusqu' ala 
mer Glaciale, la limite entre les posses-
sions Russes et Britanniques sur le con-
tinent de l' Amerique nord-ouest. 
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"IV. With reference to the line of 
demarcation laid down in the preced-
ing article, it is understood-
" 1st. That the island called Prince 
tfWales Island shall belong wholly to 
Bussia," (now, by this cession, to the 
United States.) 
"2d. That whenever the summit of 
the mountains which extend in a direc-
tion parallel to the coast from the 56th 
degree of north latitude to the point of 
intersection of the 141st degree of west 
longitude shall prove to be at the dis-
tance of more than ten marine leagues 
from the ocean, the limit between the 
British possessions and the line of coast 
which is to belong to Russia as above 
mentioned (that is to say, the limit to 
the possessions ceded by this conven-
tion) shall be formed by a line parallel 
to the winding of the coast, and which 
shall never exceed the distance of ten 
marine leagues therefrom." 
The western limit, within which the 
territories and dominion conveyed are 
contained, passes through a point · in 
Behring's straits on the parallel of sixty-
five degrees thirty minutes north lati-
tude, at its intersection by the meridian 
which passes mid way between thf island 
of Krusenstern, or Ignalook, and the 
island of Ratmanoff or N oonarbook, and 
proceeds due north, without limitation, 
into the same Frozen ocean. rrhe same 
western limit, beginning at the same 
initial point, proceeds thence in a course 
nearly southwest, through Behring's 
straiLs and Behring's sea, so as to pass 
midway between the northwest point of 
theislandofSt.Lawrenceand the south-
east point of Cape Choukotski, to the 
meridian of one hundred and seventy-
two west longitude; thence, from the 
intersection of that meridian, in a south-
westerly direction, so as to pass midway 
between the island of Attou and the 
Copper island of the Kormandorski 
couplet or group in the North Pacific 
ocean, to the meridian of one hundred 
and ninety-three degrees west longitude, 
ao as to include in the territory conveyed 
the whole of the Aleutian islands east 
of that meridian. 
"lV. II est entendu, par rapport ida 
ligne de demarcation diterminee dans 
I' article precedent: 
'' 1 o. '..J.ue l'ile dite Prince of Wales, 
appartiendra toute entiere ala Russie:" 
(mais des ce jour en vertu de cette ces-
sion aux Etats-Unis.) 
"2o. Que partoute ou la crete des 
montagnes qui s'etendent dansune direc-
tion parallele a la cote, depuis le 56me 
degre de latitude nord au point d'inter-
section du141 medegre de longitude on est 
se trouverait ala distance de plus de dix 
lieues marines de !'ocean, la limite entre 
les possessions Britanniq ues et la lisicre 
de c6te mentionee ci-dessus comme de-
vant app:ntenir a la Russie" ( c'est-a-
dire la limite des possessions cedees par 
cette convention:) "sera formee par une 
ligne parallele aux sinuosites de la cote 
et qui ne pourra jamais en ~tre eloignee 
que de dix lieues marines." 
La limite occidentale des Territories 
cedes passe par un point au detroit de 
Behring sous la parallele du soixante 
cinquieme degre trente minutes de lati-
tude Nord a son intersection par le rneri-
dien qui separe a distance egale les iles 
Krusenstern ou Ignalook et l'ile Ratma-
noff ou N oonarbook et remonte en ligne 
directe, sans limitation, vers le Nord, 
jusqu a ce qu' elle se perde dans la mer 
Glaciale. Commenyant au meme point 
de depart, cette limite occidentale suit 
de la un cours presque Sudouest, a trav-
ers le detroit de Behring et la mer de 
Behring, de maniere a passer a distance 
egale entre le point N ordouest de l' ile 
Saint Laurent et le point Sudest du cap 
Choukotski jusqu' au meridien cent 
soixante douzieme de longitude Ouest; 
de ce point, a partir de 1' intersection 
de ce meridien, cette limite suite une 
direction Sudouest de maniere a passer 
a distance egale entre l' ile d' Attou et 
l' ile Copper du grouped' ilots Korman-
dorski dans 1' ocean Pacifique Septen-
trionaljusq u' au meridien de cent q uatre-
vingt-treize degres de longitude Ouest, 
de maniere a enclaver, dans le Terri-
toire cede, toutes les iles Aleoutes situees 
a l' est de ce meridien. 
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ARTICLE II. ARTICLE II. 
In the cession of territory and do min-
. ion made by the preceding article are 
included the right of property in all 
public lots and squares, vacant lands, 
and all public buildings, fortifications, 
barracks, and other edifices which are 
not private individual property. It is, 
however, understood and agreed, that 
the churches which have been built in 
the ceded territory by the Russian gov-
ernment shall remain the property of 
such members of the Greek Oriental 
Church resident in the territory as may 
choose to worship therein. Any gov-
ernment archives, papers, acd docu-
ments relative to the territory and 
dominion aforesaid, which may be now 
existing there, will be left in the pos-
session of the agent of the Unhed States; 
but an authenticated copy of such of 
them as may be required will be, at all 
timef', given by the United States to the 
Russian government, or to such Russian 
officers or subjects as they may apply for. 
ARTICLE III. 
The inhabitants of the ceded territory, 
accord in.g to their choice, reserving their 
natural allegiance, may return to Russia 
within three years; but if they should 
prefer to remain in the ceded territory, 
they, with the exception of uncivilized 
native tribes, shall be admitted to the 
enjoyment of all the rights, advantages 
and immunities of citizens of the United 
States, and shall be maintained and pro-
tected in the free enjoyment of their 
liberty, property and religion. The un-
civilized tribes will be subject to such 
laws and regulations as the United States 
may, from time to time, adopt in regard 
to aboriginal tribes of that country. 
ARTICLE IV. 
His Majesty the Emperor of all the 
Russias shall appoint, with convenient 
despatch,anagentor agents fortha pur-
pose of formally delivering to a similar 
agent, or agents appointed on behalf of 
the United States, the territory, domin-
ion, property, dependencies and appurt-
enances which are ceded as above, and 
Dans' le Territoire cede, par 
precedent, ala Sonverainete des 
U nis, sont compris le droit de 
sur ious les terrains et 
terres inoccupees, touts les 
tions pub1iq ues, fortifications, 
et autres edifices qui ne l'IOnt 
priete privee individuelle. Il est, 
fois entendu et convenue que les egli-
construites par le Gouvernement Ru881' 
sur le 'rerritoire cede, resteront la pro-
priete des membres del' Eglise Grecque 
Orientale residant dans ce Territoire et 
appartenant a ce culte. Tons les ar--
chives, papiArs, et documents du Gouv-
ernement, ayant trait au susdit Terri-
toire, et qui y sont main tenant deposes, 
seront places entre les mains del' agent 
des Etats-Unis; mais les Etats-Unia 
fourniront, toujours q nand il y aura lieu, 
des copies legalisees de ces documents 
au Gouvernement Russe, aux officiers 011 
sujets Russes qui pourront en faire la 
demand e. 
ARTICLE III. 
II est reserve aux habitans du Terri-
toire cede le choix de garder leur nation-
alite et de rentrer en Russie dans l' es-
pace de trois ans; mais s'ils preferent 
rester dans le Territoire cede, ils seront 
admis, a l' exception toutefois des tribus 
sauvages, a jouir de tous les droits, 
a vantages, et immunites des citoyens des 
E tats-U nis, et ils seront main tenus et 
proteges dans le plein exercise de leur 
liberte, droit de propriete, et religion. 
Les tribus sauvages seront assujeties aux 
lois et reglements que les Etats-Unis 
pourront adopter, de temps en temps, a 
1' egard des tribus aborig?mes de ce pays. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Sa Majeste l' Empereur de toutes les 
Russies nommera, aussitC>t que possible, 
un agent on des agents charges de rem-
ettre, formellement a 1' agent ou aux 
agents nommes par les Etats-U nis, le 
Territoire, la souverainete, les proprie· 
tes, dependances et appartenances ainsi 
cedes et de dresser tout autre acte qui 
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doing any other act which may be 
necessary iu regard thereto. But the 
eession, with the right of immediate 
'on, is nevertheless to be deemed 
and absolute on the exchange 
tions, without waiting for f!uch 
delivery. 
ARTICLE v. 
Immediately after the exchange of the 
'fications of this convention, any forti-
. or military posts which may be 
the ceded territory shall be delivered 
the agent of the United States, and 
Russian troops which may be in the 
shall be withdrawn as soon as 
·reasonably and conveniently 
ARTICLE VI. 
In consideration of the cession afore-
the United States agree to pay at 
ury in Washington, within ten 
afer the exchange of the ratifi-
of this convention, to the diplo-
representative or other agent of 
Majesty the Emperor of all the 
· , duly authorized to receive the 
seven million two hundred thou-
dollars in gold. The cession of 
and dominion herein made is 
d to be free and unin-
d by any reservations, privi-
franchises, grants or possessions, 
any associated companies, whether 
or incorporate, Russian, or any 
or by any parties, except merely 
individual property holders; and 
cession hereby made conveys all 
rights, franchises, and privileges 
belonging to Russia in the said ter-
or dominion, and appurtenances 
ARTICLE VII. 
When this convention shall have 
duly ratified by the President of 
United States, by and with the 
· and consent of the Senate, on 
part, and on the other by his 
the Emperor of all the Russi as, 
tions shall be exchanged at 
gton within three months from 
date hereof, or sooner, if possible. 
sera necessaire a 1' accomplissement de 
cette transaction. Mais la cession, avec 
le droit de possession immediate, doit 
toutefois ~trA consideree complete et ab-
solue a 1' echange des ratifications, sans 
attendre la remise formelle. 
ARTICLE v. 
Immediatement apres 1' echange des 
ratifications de cette convention, les for-
tifications et les postes militaires qui se 
trouveront sur le rerritoire cede seront 
remis a l' agent des Etats-Unis, et les 
troupes Russes qui sont stationnees dans 
le dit Territoire seront retirees dans un-
terme praticable et qui puisse convenir 
aux deux parties. · 
AR'fiULE VI. 
En consideration de la susdite ces-
sion,·les Etats-U nis s'engagent a payer 
a la Tresorerie a Washington dans le 
terme de dix mois, apres l'echange des 
ratifications de cette convention, sept 
millions deux cent mille de dollars en or, 
au Representant diplomatique ou tout 
autre agent de Sa lVIajeste l'Empereur 
de toutes les Russies dument autorise 
a recevoir cette somme. La cession du 
Territoire avec droit de souverainete 
faite par cette convention, est declaree 
libre et degagee de toutes reservations, 
privileges, franchises, ou possessions 
par des compagnies Russes ou tout 
autre, Iegalement constituees ou autre-
ment, ou par des associations, sauf sim-
plement les proprietaires possedant des 
biens prives individuels et la cession 
ainsi faite transfere tons les droits, fran-
chises et privileges appartenant actuelle-
ment a la Russie dans le dit Territoire 
et ses dependances. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Lorsque cette convention aura ete 
dument ratifiee par Sa Majeste l'Em-
pereur de toutes les Russies d' nne part, 
et par le President des Etats-Unis avec 
l' avis et le consentement du Senat, de 
1' autre, les ratifications en seront 
echangees a washington dans le terme 
de trois mois, a compter du jour de la 
signature, ou plus tot si faire se peut. 
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In faith whereof, the respective pleni-
potentiaries have signed this conven-
tion, and thereto affixed the seals of 
their arms. 
Done at Washington, the thirtieth 
day of March, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-
seven. 
[L. s.] WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
[L. s.] EDOUARD DE STOECKL. 
En foi de quoi les plenipotentiarei 
1·espectifs out signe cette convention et 
y ont appose le sceau de leur armes. 
Fait a Washington le 18-30 jour de 
Mars de 1' an de Notre Seigneur mil 
huit cent soixante sept. 
[L. s.J EDOUARD DE STOEOKL. 
[L. s.J WILLIAM H. ~EW ARD . 
.And whereas the said treaty has been duly rat ified on both parts, and the 
respective ratifications of the same were exchanged at W ashiugton on this twen-
tieth day of June, by William H. Seward, Secretary of State of the United 
States, and the Privy Counsellor Edward de Stoeckl, the envoy extraordinary 
of his Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, on the part of their respective 
governments, 
Now, therefore, be it known that I, ANDREW J oHNSO;"J, President of the United 
States of America, have caused the said treaty to be made public, to the end 
that the same and every clause and article thereof may be observed and fulfilled 
with good faith by the United States and the citizens thereof. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of the 
United States to be affixed. 
Done at the city of Washington, this twentieth day of June, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven, and of the independence 
of the United States the ninety-first. 
l L. s.] ANDREW JOHNSON. 
By the President : 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary of State. 
Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, March 23, 18G7. 
SIR : With reference to the proposed convention between our respective gov-
ernments for a cession by Russia of her American tenitory to the United States, 
I have the honor to acquaint you that I must insist upon that clause in the 
sixth article of the draught which declares the cession to be free and unincum-
bered by any reservations, privi1eg8s, franchises, grants, or possessions by any 
associated companies, whether corporate or incorporate, Russian or any other, 
&c., and must regard iL as an ultimatum ; with the President's approval, how-
ever, I will add two hundred thousand dollars to the consideration money on 
that account. 
I avail myself of this occasion to offer to you a renewed assurance of my 
most distinguished consideration. 
Mr. EDWARD DE STOECKL, ~c., ~c., ~· 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary of State. 
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Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward. 
[Translation.] 
IMPERIAL LEGATION oF RussiA To THE UNITED STATES, 
Wasl~ington, Marek 25, 1867. 
Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: I have had th6 honor to receive the note which 
you were pleased to address to me on the 3d :March, 1867, to inform me that 
the federal government insists that the clause inserted in article sixth of the 
project of convention must be strictly maintained, and that the territory to be 
ceded to the United States must be free from any arrangement and privileges 
conceded either by government or by companies. 
In answer, I believe myself authorized, Mr. Secretary of State, to accede 
literally to this request on the conditions indicated in your note. 
Please accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurances of my very high con-
sideration. 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Secretary if State if the United States. 
Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward. 
[Translation.] 
STOECKL. 
WASHINGTON, Marc!~ 17-29, 1867. 
Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: I have the honor to inform you that by a tele-
gram dated 16-28 of this month from St. Petersburg, Prince Gortchakoff informs 
me that his Majesty the Emperor of all Russias gives his consent to the cession 
of the Russian possessions on the American continent to the United States for 
the stipulated sum of seven millions two hundred thousand dollars in gold, and 
that his Majesty the Emperor invests me with full powers to negotiate and sign 
the treaty. 
Please accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurance of my very high con-
sideration. 
STOEOKL. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary if State if the United States. 
[Telegram.] 
WILLIAM H. SBWARD: 
NEw YoRK, May 15, 1867. 
Just received following telegram from St. Petersburg: 
"Treaty ratified. Bodisco carries it back and leaves immediately. 
"GOTOHAKOFF." 
I shall be in Washington to-morrow. 
STOEOKL. 
Mr. Seward to Mr. Clay. 
No. 241.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Wasltington, Ap1·il 1, 1867. 
SIR: I transmit for your information a copy of a treaty stipulating for the 
cession of Russian America to the United States, which instrument was signed 
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here on the 30th ultimo by Mr. Stoeckl and myself, and has been laid 
the Senate by the President. 
I am your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
CAS~IUS M. CLAY, E sq., ~., ~c., ~c. 
MT. Clay to Mr. Seward. 
[Extract.] 
No. 140.1 LEGATION oF ·rHF. UNITED STATES, 
St. Petersburg, Russia, Jlllay 10, 1867. 
SIR: Your despatch No. 241, April 1, 1867, enclosing me the treaty between 
Russia and America, ceding us all Russian America, was duly received. I 
awaited the expression of European and Rut3sian sentiments in reference thereto 
before answering you. I congratulate you upon this brilliant achievement which 
adds so vast a territory to our Union; whose ports, whose mines, whose waters, 
whose furs, whose fisheries, are of untold value, and whose fields will produce 
many grains, even wheat, and become, hereafter, in time, the seat of a hearty 
white population. I regard it as worth at least fifty millions of d.ollars; and, 
hereafter, the wonder will be that we ever got it at all. My attention was first 
called to this matter in 1863, when I came over the Atlantic with the Ron. 
Robert J. Walker, upon whom I impressed the importance of our ownership 
of the western coast of the Pacific, in connection with the vast trade which was 
springing up with China and Japan and the western islands. He told me that 
the Emperor Nicholas was willing to give us Russian America if we would 
close up our coast possessions to 54° 40'. But the slave interest, fearing this 
new accession of "free soil," yielded the point and let England into the great 
ocean. Since then, in connection with the necessity of our owning one end of 
a European telegraph line, quite independent of England, I have talked with, 
and I have urged the Russian authorities in a private way, to put the privileges 
of the Hudson Bay Company, sublet them by the Russian American Company, 
in our hands, with a view of having the natives friendly to us, and our telegraph 
line, &c., in case of war. And I trust I have added indirectly in this final 
cession, which, by your address and secrecy, took me with a most agreeable 
sqrprise. 
'J.lhere is now beginning to be a party of "ins" and ''outs," as in America 
and England, and they (the" outs") have attempted to make interest against 
the administration by attacking the treaty. The Russians are very jealous of 
foreigners, and traditionally opposed to ceding territory, yet, in consequence of 
the good feeling everywhere prevailing in our favor, I regard the sale as pop· 
ular. I have heard it said : "Well, we have sold to you too cheaply, but it's 
all in the family;" and others look upon it with favor because we are to be near 
their eastern possessions, and a~ they regard us perpetual friends, in hopes that 
it may ultimately lead to the expulsion from the great Pacific of nations whose 
power in the east is justly feared. 
* * * * * * 
Mr. Bodisco has come with the treaty. 
Believe me truly, my dear sir, your obedient servant, 
C. M. CLAY. 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary of State, ~., ~· 
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Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, May 13, 1867. 
SIR : I have the honor to inform you that Brigadier General Lovell H. 
Rousseau bas been appointed by the President the commissioner on the part 
of the United States to receive, from the commissioner appointed on behalf of 
his Majesty the Emperor of all the Rnssias, the . territory ceded to the United 
States by the treaty of tbe 30th of March last. .A copy of the instructions 
which have been given to General Rousseau for his guidance in executing that 
trust is herewith communicated for your information and that of your govern-
ment. 
I avail myself of this occasion, sir, to offer to you a renewed assurance of 
my most distinguished consideration. 
WILLIAM H . SEW .ARD, 
Secrela'ry if State. 
Mr. EDwARD DE STOECKL, ~., o/c·• ~c. 
[Telegram received at War Department, Washington, May 23, 1867. Time 8.45 a. m.] 
General Halleck to Mr. Stanton. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., May 20, 1867. 
If the Russian American territory is to be occupied this year the troops 
should be sent there in June, or at least in July. I recommend the establish-
t, for the present, of four posts of one company each, viz: 
1st. New .Archangel, in Sitka bay. 
2d. In Cook's inlet. 
3d. On Kadiok island. 
4th. On Onolaska island. 
Probably the occupation of posts in Norton's sound, Bristol bay, and on the 
river, had better be postponed till next year. Not more than four com-
can well be spared from the troops now on the coast for services in the 
territory. 
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, 
Secretary if War. 
H. W. HALLECK, Major fleneral. 
Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, May 20, 1867. 
SIR: I have the honor to communicate a copy of a telegram from San Francisco, 
the 15th instant, addressed to the Assistant Secretary of State, by the honor-
John Oonness and Mr. Benjamin Holliday-the former, as you are aware, 
a senator of the United States from California. This telegram represents that 
steamer will be det~patched for Sitka, in Russian .America, early in next month, 
asks whether United States citizens may ship merchandise on board of her. 
As the exchange of ratifications of the treaty for the cession of Russian 
America only awaits the arrival of the ratification of his Majesty, the Emperor 
of all the Russias, which you have already announced to me, and which is un-
derstood to be on its way hither, it is hoped that you may feel warranted in 
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giving such instructions to the imperial authorities at Sitka as will enable this 
department to give a favorable answer to the inquiry above referred to. 
I avail myself of this occasion, sir, to offer to you a renewed assurance of my 
very high consideration. 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Mr. EDwARD DE STOECKL, o/£;., o/£;., 4-c. 
Messrs, Vonness and Holliday to Mr. Seward. 
[Telegram.] 
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., May 15, 1867. 
A steamer will be despatched for Sitka early in June next. Many of .our 
citizens are anxious to ship merchandise to that point. Have they the right to 




Ron. F. W. SEWARD, 
Assistant Secretary of State. 
Mr. Seward to Mr. Conness and Mr. Holliday. 
[Telegram.] 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Wasl~>ington, D. 0., May 22, 1867. 
Your telegram of 15th received. The Russian consul at San Francisco is 
authorized to give documents securing privileges to vessels conveying merchan-
dise and provisions to Sitka, and without waiting official occupation; but vessel 
must be furnished with proper papers by collector San }.,rancisco. 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Ron. JNo. CoNNESS, and BEN. HoLLIDA v, Esq., 
San Francisco. 
Mr. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward. 
[Translation.] 
LEGATION oF RussiA IN THE UNITED STATEs~ 
JVashington, May 22, 1867. 
Mr. SECRETARY : I have had the honor to receive the note which you were 
pleased to address to me this day, (20th instant,) asking if American vessels 
can go to Sitka immediately. 
As the treaty has already been ratified by his Majesty the Emperor, I feel 
myself authorized to give the authorities of Sitka the instructions necessary 
to allow the vessels loaded with goods and provision.:;, which it is proposed to 
send from San },rancisco, to be admitted, without delay, into the ports of the 
ceded territory. For that purpose I address the enclosed telegram to the consul 
of Russia in San Francisco, with an order to transmit it to the commander-
in-chief of the colonies. 
Please accept, Mr. Secretary, the assurance of my distinguished consideration. 
STOEOKL. 
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WASHINGTON, May 22, 1867. 
The treaty for the cession. to the United States of our n~rthwes~ American 
possessions having been ratified by t~e Emperor, any Amenc~n ship that. ~ay 
go there henceforward must be admitted, and any merchandise or provisiOns 
must be allowed to be landed free. Forward this telegram to the chief com-
mander at Sitka by the first opportunity. 
STOECKL, Russian Minister. 
MARTIN KLINKOWSTROEM, 
Russian Consul at San Francisco. 
Mr. Seward to Mr. Stanton. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, May 25, 1867. 
SIR: I have read Major General Halleck's despatch of the 20th instant. 
The exchange of ratifications of the Russian American treaty is expected to 
be made not later than the 30th of June. The Russian minister expects 
commissioners to come here from St. Petersburg to make formal delivery 
of the territory soon after the exchange of ratifications. Those commissioners 
will proceed hence to San Francisco, and the journey will occupy some time. 
Troops need not be sent before the formal delivery of possession is made by the 
commissioners. I think that the commissioners of both parties may be expected 
to be able to leave San Francisco as early as the 25th of July. 1\tly present 
thought is that Major General Halleck, or Major General McDowell, ought to 
be instructed to proceed to Russian America as commissioner to receive the 
delivery of the Territory. In that case the troops could probably go with the 
military commissioner. 
The Secretary of the Navy informs me that he will order a suitable ship of 
war to convey the commissioners, and I suppose that he will also furnish the 
necessary transports. Would you be good enough to confer with him on the 
subject ? 
Giving you these facts for your information, I have now to submit the ex-
pediency of your making such reply to Major General Halleck as you shall deem 
discreet and proper. 
I am, &c., 
Hon. E. M. STANTON, 
Secretary o/ War. 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Mr. F. W. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washin15ton, June 4, 1867. 
Sm: I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter of yesterday, addressed 
to this department by the Secretary of the Treasury, stating that it is contem-
plated soon to despatch a revenue cutter to the coast of Russian America for 
various purposes, and requesting that application may be made to you for a 
communication to the Imperial authorities in the territory sanctioning the 
voyage. 
This department would consequently be obliged to you for the communica-
tion referred to, if you should deem yourself authorized to accede to the request. 
Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my highest consideration, 
F. W. SEWARD, 
Acting Secretary. 
Mr. EDWARD DE STOECKL, ~.,~c., ~c. 
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June 3, 1867. 
SIR : I have the honor to enclose, for your information, a copy of further 
instructions regarding trade with Sitka, which it is proposed to forward by th~ 
next steamer to San .E\·ancisco. I shall be pleased to receive your suggestions 
upon it at an early day, as it is important that the instructions should be per-
fected before 'rhursday next. 
Captain W. A. Howard, of the revenue cutter service, will proceed to San 
Francisco by the next steamer, and take charge of the steam-cutter Lincoln, 
which is preparing for a voyage to Sitka and the coast of the ceded territory, 
to gain information on various subjects, as to suitable sites for custom-houses, 
lights, beacons, and coaling stations, and, under guidance of officers of the Coast 
Survey, and directions from the Smithsonian, as to the contour ::>f the coast, the 
location of fishing grounds, and the resources of the country in minerals, trees, 
plants, and animals. 
In order to enable the expedition to accomplish the desired results, and to 
avoid any possible interference with the Russian authorities, it is thought best 
to request you · to lay the matter before the Russian minister and obtain fi·om him 
a communication to the Russian officers in the territory, sanctioning the explora-
tion. This, too, I should be glad to have by 'rhursday, if practicable. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary qf State. 
H. McCULLOCH, 
Secretary cif the Treasury. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June, 1867. 
SIR: On the 29th ultimo you were instructed to ''clear for Sitka," under 
certified manifests "countersigned by the Russian consul, domestic goods not 
taxable, and other foreign and domestic on which all duties and taxes have been 
paid, but no others, and no arms, ammunition, or ardent spirits," and to send by 
first vessel "either Lieutenant Calvin. L. Hooper, or Lieutenant George W. 
Moore, to remain at Sitka until relieved, and superintend discharge of cargoes." 
Previously, on the 22d and 25th of May, the Russian consul at San Fran-
cisco was instructed on the subject by the Russian minister here, also by tele-
graph. Copies of his telegrams are enclosed herein, together with another 
from the Department of State to Messrs. Oonness and Holliday. 
It will be your duty, accordingly, to permit merchandise of the nature specified 
to be shipped to Sitka until further orders, but to no other quarter of the Rus-
sian American possessions. Yon will be expected to adhere most rigidly to the 
rules laid down, both as to the character of the goods cleared, ann as to the ob-
servance of every formality, since the ceded. territory is yet subject to the ex-
clusive dominion of Russia, and the concessions made by the Russian minister 
in favor of the United States vessels, in anticipation of the final transfer of 
jurisdiction, are defined within precise limits, merchandise not coming within the 
exact range of the instructions ca1mot be landed there. Of the manifests pro-
perly, certified an.d countersigned, one will, of course, be retained at the custom-
house and one will accompany the cargoes to be presented to the American 
agent at Sitka. These will be certified and countersigned in such manner that 
they cannot be altered, or added to without detection. It will be the duty of 
tbe agent at Sitka to see that all cargoes are accompanied by the proper mani-
fests duly verified, and to superintend the unloading thereof in person. He will 
see that no prohibited articles are landed, and after indorsing the manifests pre-
sented to him, he will preserve them to be compared, if necessary, with the re-
tained copy at the port of shipment. 
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Should any vessel arrive from a foreign port, he will ad vise them that no por-
of their cargoes can be landed until after having been entered at some port 
of the United States, and the duties paid, and in compliance with the regula-
tions herein laid down. 
If it is attempted to land merchandise in vio1ation of these rules, he will 
advise the Russian commandant and request his interposition, but he is not 
authorized to interfere actively himself. 
He will, of course, be expected to notify the department or its officers of 
anything that may come to his knowledge likely to operate injuriously to the 
revenue. 
Copies of this letter and its enclosures are transmitted to be forwarded to the 
officer whom you have sent to Sitka, under my telegram of the 29th ultimo. 
Very respectfully, 
-------, 
Secretary qf the Tt·easury. 
'rhe CoLLECTOR oF CcsToMs, 
San Francisco, California. 
Mr. Stocckl to Air. Seward. 
[Translation. J 
NEw YoRK, June 7~ 1867. 
Mr. SECRETARY O.F STATE: It was only yesterday that I had the honor to 
receive the note which you addressed to me on the 4th J nne, as well a::; a copy 
of a despatch from the 8ecretary of the Treasury, on the subject of despatching 
&revenue cutter to the shores of the Russo-American possession. 
I will take the liberty of suggesting that it will be of advantage, before giving 
to the Russian authorities at Sitka instructions, supplementary to those which I 
have already transmitted to them, to await the orders I must in a short time 
receive. 
Mr. Bodisco ought to arrive in a fortnight at the furthest. He will bring in-
structions as well for me as for the Russian authorities at Sitka, and I could 
then give on my part more precise orders to the commandant of our colonies. 
Captain Howard will not be able to rea('.h California in less than a month. 
Before that time the exchange of ratifications will take place, and I shall be in 
possession of ample instructions on the part of my government, which it will 
be easy to transmit by telegram. In this manner a postponement of some days · 
could not, I hope, embarrass the measures which the Secretary of the Treasury 
may deem it his duty to take in the interest of the ceded territory. 
Please to accept, lVIr. Secretary of State, the assurance of my high consid-
eration. 
STOECKL. 
Ron. F. W. SEWARD, 
Secretary qf State ad interim. 
Mr. Clay to JYir. Seward. 
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
St. Petenbu'rg, Russia, July 5, 1867. 
Sm: You were not, perhaps, aware, when you made the Russian treaty of 
cession, that the Russian American Fur Company kept soldiers and defended 
the territory of Russian America. So the words, "fortifications, barracks, &c., 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--2 
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not private individual property," would convey nothing to us, although uo 
you intended to buy all of those. I write now to inform you that 
been an understanding between the Russian government and the Russian 
ican Company, and it is expected that you will claim all military posts, &c, 
this they will grant. I doubt not, if insi::;ted on. The other franchises of 
Russian American Company bad expired by time in thi.s yt:.ar, and were 
renewed. As a matter of fact. I believe that the Russian American 
kept soldiers at every place of occupation, saw-mills, ice-works, &c., but 
could hardly be construed to be "fortifications or barracks," in equity. 
My object is simply to give you some idea of the facts, which may be of use 
to you, in settliug with the commissioner of the Russian government, who will 
deliver over the property to us. 
I am, sir, your most obedient servant, 
C. M. CLAY. 
Hon. vV. H. SEWARD, 
SecTctary if State, TVasltington, D. C, U. S. A. 
J.lir. Seward to J.'lir. Clay. 
No. 257.] DEPARTME~T OF STATE, 
Washington, July 23, 1867. 
SIR: I have received your despatch of the 5th instant, relating to the con- • 
struction of the treaty of cession, ancl thank you for your attention. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
'\VILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
General CAS81US Jl. CLAY, o/c., ~c., ~· • 
Mr. de Stoeckl to ll1r. SewaTd. 
[Translation.] 
WASHINGTON, August 13, 1867. 
l\Ir. S~::cRETARY OF STATE: I have the honor to remit to you herewith copy 
of the instructions given to Captain Pestchouroff, commissioner of the imperial 
government for the transfer of the territory which formed the Russian colonies 
of the northv-.Test of the American continent. 
Please accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurance of my very high consid-
eration. 
S'rOEOKL. 
Ron. vVILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
. Secretary if State if the United States. 
Translation if instructions gil:en to Captain Pestclwurr.rff, commissioner on the 
part if tlte ImpeTial Russian government, for the del-i·vcr?J if the Russian 
Ame1·ican colonies to th~ govcTnment if the Umted States. 
1. Captain Pestchouroff has been directed to proceed to Washington and 
enter, through the medium of the Secretary of State and the Russian minister, 
into communication with the commissioner appointed by the United States 
government to receive the said colonies, for the purpose of establishing an un-
derstanding as to the said transaction. 
2. On the arrival of the two commissioners at New Archangel, Sitka, Captain 
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.reEitcnomrott is directed to proceed, in the first place, to th~~ formal transfer of 
territory under mutual national salutes. . 
All the forts and military posts will be delivered at once to the American 
forces that may follow the United States commissioner. Captain 
floott>hf\lH'f\t+ will take the necessary steps to send home the Russian troops as 
as convenient and deliver the barracks to the use of the American soldiers. 
The public buildings, such as the governor's house, the buildings used 
ment purposes, dock yard, barracks, hospitals, schools, public grounds, 
all free lots at Sitka and Kodiac, will be delivered. by Captain Pestchouroff 
the American commissioner as soon as practicable. · 
5. All the houses and stores forming private property will remain to be dis-
of by their proprietors. To this same category belong smiths, joiners, 
tanners, and other similar shops, as well as ice-houses, saw and flour 
and any small barracks that may exist on the islands. · 
6. 'J.1he two commissioners, after making the division between the property 
to be transferred to the American government and that left to private proprie-
tors, will draw up a protocol, and the American commissioner, on the documents 
fnrllished by the local Russian authorities, will deliver legalized certificates to 
the owners of said property in order to enable them to possese. that property or 
otherwise to dispose of it. 
7. The churches and chapels remain, according to the stipulations of the 
, the property of the members of the Greco-Russian community. The 
houses and lots uf ground which were granted to these churehes remain their 
property. 
8. As the Russian American Company possess in the colonies large stores of 
furs, provisions and other goods, at present distributed in Sitka, Kodiac and 
different other stations on the continent and islands, they will require a certain 
lapse of time to collect,· sell or export their property. For that purpose the 
company will leave an agent or agents charged with the duty of settling finally 
their affairs. · 
It is hoped that the federal government will allow the Russian American 
Company to settlJ finally their business, without subjecting their property or 
· agents to any taxes for a period of eighteen months or at least one year, 
considering that the same property has never been taxed heretofore, and that 
the company, under the present circumstances, will have to dispose of their 
property at a loss. 
V. In the settlement of all the affairs in connection with the transfer of the 
, Captain Pestchouroff is directed to proceed in the most amicable way~ 
and the Imperial Russian government hopes that the authorities of the United 
States will be guidei by the same liberal views, in order to avoid any difficulties 
to complete this transaction in the spirit of the friendly relations existing 
the two governments .. 
Mr. Seward to Mr. de Stoeckl. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
TVash.ington, August 13, 1867. 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of this date, 
nied by a translation of the official instructions to Captain Pestchouroff, 
rapp1omted by the Imperial government . of Russia, to transfer to the United 
the territory ceded by the treaty of the 30th of l\farch last. 
I avail myself of this occasion, sir, to offer to you a renewed assurance of 
my very high consideration. 
1vfr. EDWARD DE STOECKL, o/c., o/c., ~c. 
WILLIAM H. SI~W ARD, 
Secreta1·y o/ State. 
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JJir. Seu·ard to 11'/r. de Stoeckl. 
DEP.A RTl\IENT OF STATE, 
_lVasllington, August 13, 
SIR: I ha,-e the honor to inform you that Brigadier General Lovell H. 
seau has been appointed by the President the commissioner on the part of 
United States to receive from the commissioner appointed on behalf of 
Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias the territory ceded to the U 
States by the treaty of the 30th of March last. A copy of the 1"u tstrlllctill)il 
which have been given to General Rousseau for his guidance in executing 
trust is herewith communicated for your information and that of your 
ernment. 
I avail myself of this occasion, sir, to offer to you a renewed assurance 
my most distinguished consideration. 
WILLIAM H. SEvV ARD. 
Mi·. EDWARD DE STOECKL, <rc, A·c., ~·c. 
ExEcuTIVE MANSION, 
TVashington, August 7, 1867. 
Brigadier General LovELL H. RousSEAF, if J(entucky: 
You are hereby appoir1ted agent on behalf of the United States to receive 
from the agents of his 1\Iajesty the ~mperor of all the Russias the territory, 
dominion, property, dependencies, and appurtenances which are ceded by his 
Imperial Majesty to the United States, under the treaty concerning the ces:;ion 
of the Russian possesRions in North America, concluded March 30, 1867. A 
copy of the treaty is herewith communicated for your· information and gov·· 
ernrnent. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto signed my name 2.nd caused the seal of 
the United States to be affixed. 
By -~he President : 
vVILLIAM H. SEwARD, 
Secretary of State. 
ANDREvV JOHNSON. 
JJir. Seward to JJir. de Stocckl. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
lVashington, August 15, 1867. 
SIR : By a letter of yesterday, General Grant, the Acting Secretary of War, 
expressed a desire to be informed as to the extent of the accommodations for 
troops and their supplies, which will be turned over to the United States by the 
Russian government, at Sitka, and at any other points which it is deemed 
necessary should be garrisoned by the United States. 'rhis information is im-
portant, in view of the fact that the season will have advanced too far to admit 
of the erection of suitable buildings after our troops shall have reached there. 
As it is presumed that the commissioner of the Imperial government is well 
informed on this subject, I beg that you will enable me to reply to the inquiry 
of the Acting Secretary of War. 
Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my highest consideration, 
WILLIAM: H. SEWARD. 
Mr. E ow AHD TIE STOECKL, ~·c., ~-c,. ~·c. 
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Air. de Stoeckl to Mr. Seward. 
[Translation.] 
NEw YoRK, August 20, 1867. 
~Ir. SECRETARY OF STATE: In reply to the letter you have done me the 
honor to address to me on the 15th of this month, I make it a duty to inform 
you that the only point at which we had a military garrison was at Sitka. The 
number of men we maintained there never exceeded two hundred, and latterly 
there were at Sitka only eighty men. The barracks in which these troops are 
stationed, and which will be turned over to the federal government, may con-
veniently hold from a hundred to a hundred and twenty men. Beside the gar-
rison at Sitka there are some advanced posts on the main land, occupied by tour 
or five men each. These posts are situated far to the north, and it will be diffi-
cult to turn them over to the United States troops before next spring. As to 
what relates to provisions the federal government will be able to supply itself 
in the warehouses of the Russo-American Company with breadstuffs, butter, 
sugar, tea, and salt fish. In the Sitka market may be found fresh fish, goat 
meat, wild, in small quantities . It would be well for the American government 
to take measures for provisioning its troops with fresh meat or salted, coffee, and 
other articles which are used in the United States army. 
Please accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurance of my very high consid-
eration. 
STOECKL. 
Ron. \VtLLIA:\1 H. SEWARD, 
Secretary of State if tl~e United States . 
. J[r ..... elcard to Air. de Stoeckl. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Waslzington, September 11, 1867. 
MY DEAR :\IR. DE STOECKL: Your confidential note of this date, in reply to 
mine of the 9th, has been received. 
I do not think that in any case the government of the United States will fail 
to fulfil the stipulations contained in the Russian American treaty to the letter, 
as well as in spirit; autl I think that you may, without hesitation, so assure the 
cabinet at St. Petersburg. 
I am, my dear Mr. de Stoeckl, with great regard, your obedient servant, 
\VILLIAl\1 H. SE\V ARD. 
lllr. SlWa1'(Z to 11lr. de Stoeckl. 
DEPART.ME.'JT OF STATE, 
Wasl~ington, October 29, 18G7. 
SIR: I haYe the honor to enclose for your information a copy of a letter of 
yesterday to General Grant, the Secretary of \Var all interim, embodying an 
instruction whic '1 the President has directed to be sent by telegraph to :\lajor 
General Halleck, by him to be promptly communicated to .Jiajor General Rous-
sean, nt Sitka, with a view to preventing premature and illegal atte1npts to 
occupy land in Alaska. 
Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my very high consideration. 
W1LLIA:JI H. SEvY ARD. 
~lr. EDWARD Dl:: STOECKL, ~ c., ~·c ., ~c. 
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lrfr. Clay to Mr. Seward. 
No. 163.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
St. PeterJ>6urg, .Novem!Jer 21, 
SIR: I herein transmit to you a memorandum descriptive of the Russian 
rial system of Russian America, (portage,) division of property, &c., marked A 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Sercetary if State. 
'I'RANSLATIOK OF THE RUSSIAN MEMORANDUM MARKED A A. 
BY S. N. BUYNITZKY. 
E 'xplanatory memorandum in answer to the communication of the ministry of foreign affairs 
department of interior 1·elations, dated August 31, 1867, No. 5, 790, pursuant to the comm,J. 
nicotion addressed by Hon. TV. H. Seward, Secretary of Stt1te, August 6, 1867, to St. Peters-
burg, to the American envoy near the impe1·ial court. 
To the question concerning tbe system of division and measurement of landed property 
which was adopted by the imperial government in the late Russian American possessions: 
The question, as stated by the government of the United States of America, has to be 
solved in two relations: first, in relation to the natives who occupied of yorr the lands which 
composed the Russian American colonies; and, second, in relation to tlte colonists who bad 
settled i u that country after it had been included into the limits of Russian empire. 
Adverting· first to the natives or aborigines, we may divide them into two gToups: the isl-
anders and the inhabitants of the AmPrican continent. The islanders, on their part, must 
be again subdivided in two sections: the dependent aDd peaceful inhabitants of the Aleutian 
islands, and the independent inhabitants of the islands of the far north-that is, the islands 
Ookeevock, St. Lawrence, and Noonivock. Upon these three last islands there never existed 
any Uussian Rettlement; the intercourse of Russians with those tribes was wholly confined 
to the lilllits of retail trade, for which purpose vessels of the Russian American Company 
were but oecasionally sent thither, and, therefore, neither the imperial government nor the 
company ever had auy influence upon the mode of division of lands between said natives, 
who, to the present time, use such lands in perfect freedom, without any foreign interference 
or restrictions. Ex;actly in the same way, (owing to the ~;haracter of tbe object which was 
constantly pursued by the agents of the company,) neither the government nor the company 
had any interest to interfere with the distribution of lanc;ls between the inhabitants of the 
Aleutian islands. All these islands, the boundaries of which are fixed by nature itself, are 
held and used by the A~eutes by right of prescription, never interrupted by any foreign "·io-
lation or mterference. The division of lands between the Aleutian settlements was established 
at a time anterior to the Russian occupation, and continues to be inviolably preserved accord-
ing to mages prevalent of all antiquity amongst the natives. Neither the imperial govern-
ment, by the authority conferred to the Rnssian American Company, nor the agents of the 
company, by the strength of imperial grants, ever interfered with the internal division of lands 
between the indigenous Aleutes, and if the local administration occasionally undertook the 
examination of tlteir mutual claims, it exceptionally happened in cases of misunderstanding 
and contf'sts between the natives themselves, and never otherwise than upon applieation of 
the interested parties and persons, when the local Toyunns, or elders of villages, had failetl 
to satisfy tho respective claims of parties by their own authority. To the preservation of such 
order in the colonies particularly cont1ibuted the peaceful and submissive character of the in-
habitants of Aleutian islands, and, therefore, the immutability, or, as it were, the stagnation 
in that respect, must not be attributed to the indifference of local administration to the interests 
of that country ; on the contrary, the position itself of the Aleutian islands gave birth to such 
immobility in the mode of turning to account the territory of those islands. Competition 
alone, either between the natives or on the part of foreig·n settlers from abroad, might have 
modified the existing system of land-keeping, but 11one of the two cases did happen, and in 
fact, could not have taken place. The native popnlation of each separate i;;land is so >ery 
insignificant, that the inhabitants of any one could not meet with the slightest cause of col-
lision of interests in the use of lands; in addition to this, the soil itself being perfeetly barren, 
and unfit either for agricultural or grazing· purposes, there was no reason why the natives 
should endeavor to extend the limits of their lands ; if they value their grounds; it is exclu-
sively on account of streams abounding· in fish, or of coast sites, designated by the local 
name of Liyda, (Layda;) for the Aleutes, being neither agriculturists nor cattle breeders, 
live exclusively upon fish and shell fishes thrown ashore by the tide, so that the welfare of 
the natives is measured by the abundance of sea fruits supplied by the tide, and the prosperity 
of Aleutian settlements is calculated by the riches of the "Liyda, '' ex&ctly in the same way 
as the prosperity of continental settlements is chiefly calculated by the productiveness of 
.the ground. 
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Out of this short outline of the condition of the islanders it is not difficult to realize the 
reasons why, for the time of Russian dominion over that country, we do not meet with any 
government regulations which would be ealculated to establish amongst the natives any cer-
tain system of acquisition or occupation of land. There was even less ground for the enact-
ment of any particular regulations in view of immigrant settlers. vVbo can ever have a mind 
to settle in that country, where permanent fogs and dampness of atmosphere and want of 
solar heat and light, leaving out of the question anytting like agriculture, make it impossible 
to provide even a sufficient supply of bay for cattle, and where man, from want of bread, 
salt, and meat, to escape scurvy :nust constantly live upon fish, berries, shell-fish, sea cab-
bages, and other products of the sea, soaking them profusely with the grease of sea beasts. 
The Aleutian islands may attract transient traders, but no permanent settlers ; to inhabit them 
one must be an Aleute; and if it were not for the sea surrounding· the islands, this country, 
owing to its unfavorable climatic conditions and the sterility of Hs ground, would have never 
been inha1ited at all; and, therefore, the American government will have, as the Russian 
imperial governmept had, to protect the local natives against arbitrary taking of possession 
and violence, not in the interior of the islands, but from sea, because unsparing foreignP.rs, 
prompted by avaricious hope of easy temporary gain, will, before all, endeavor to take advan-
tage of the local population, which, being scarce, and rather fond of strong drink, will not 
long resist temptation, and shall perish, together with all those branches of trade for which 
islanders alone are fit, and particularly the Aleutes, these ancient, permanent, and practiced 
inhttbitants of the ocean. 
But if we do not meet '"'ith foreign settlers upon the islands of Russian America, the 
colonial administration began at a sufficiently early period to colonize some islands with the 
so-called colonial settlers. 
The imperial government, while granting to the Russian American Company, for a deter-
mined period, the exclusive possession and use of our territory in America, conceded to the 
company the right (statute, chapter 8, section 2, § 228) "to settle upon fitting grounds those 
of the old servants who would be willing, and to supply them with dwellings and implements 
at the cost of the company." Otherwise, as to the apportionment of lands to such settlers. 
there were no particular regulations, restrictions, or formalities. Usually the chief adminis-
trator, conforming to the statute, (§ 162,) at the installation of an applicant for settlement, 
or of his family, assigned a place for the new settlement according to his own better under-
standing; and this simple designation of whereabouts g·ave the settler a right to occupy and 
use such area of land and trading grounds as he could or thought it necessary to occupy for 
his housekeeping and fishing requirements; only, in order to avoid contestations between the 
settlers and the natives, particular attention was paid to the division between them of streams 
and other trading places, so that neither the natives nor the colonists could have any right to 
fish or hunt upon grounds to them not assigned. Under this system of distribution of lands 
::.ml trading grounds the first occupation and using of a certain locality, whether by an indi-
vidual or by a eommunity, notwithstanding the lack of f::>rmalities, conferred unquestionable 
right of possession, and, therefore, in case that these tenitories would have to revert from 
out the competency of the company into the hands of the imperial goYernment, said right 
would be recognized and formally confirmed for the future as right of property. Such set-
tlers exist in the districts of Kacliak, Atkha, and Oung-a, and belong, all of them, owing to 
the character of their housekeeping and trade, to the section (register) of country inhabit-
ants. Moreover, there is a certain number of individuals who hold like right of possession 
in the port of New Archangel. Some of them possess but houses and yards in the limits 
marked upon the plan of the port of New Archangel; others possess, in addition, field 
grounds. Upon the whole, the settlers who liYe in New Archangel, considering the local 
conditions of their life, cannot be properly counted to the number of citizens, as well as the 
port of New Archangel itself cannot be properly called a city. 
If, at the actual transition of the territory under the rule of United States government, a 
division of land estates and a formal recognition of property rights, together with the fixing 
of boundaries, should be deemed necessary, then, in reference to existing settlers, either 
aliens, that is, colonial mtizens, or creoles, (denominated by colonial registers " colonial 
citizens,") it would be equitable to adopt, as basis of definition of limits, certificates attested 
by local colonial authorities, ·wherewith some lots, as, for instance, yards and gardens, would 
be, if necessary, recognized as priYate property, and other, as shores, meadows, woods, 
streams, &c , as communal property of the settlers of each separate locality. 
Now, going over to the inhabitants of the American continent, we meet with pben?mena 
completely different. Settlements nearest to the coast have many common features with the 
islanders, as ·well in respect of settled life as in respect of means of existence and trade;. 
but, the deeper we advance into the continent of America, the mo.re varies the character of 
the natives. Tho inhabitants of tlle coast, like those of the Aleutian islands, distinguish 
themselves by submissiveness, good-nature, and visible marks of social instinct; such are 
tlte Eenaya·tis, the Tsltugaces, Kooskolcvimians, and the Aglegorwtes; nearly all of them 
al'e Christians; they are of a rather gentle disposition, and lived in good understanding and 
constant intercourse with the Russians, so that the Russian American Company, in order 
to entt•t tain friendly reiat.ions, and to induce the natives to carry on fur trade, yearly pro-
vided. upon the Kenayan eoast, a supply of about ten thousand youkola, or drled fish. On 
the contrary, the further from the coast, the more rough aucl independent the character of 
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the savages; every symptom not only of social, but even of settled life, disappears, because-
these native,'>, having no other occupation but hunting, migrate in the track of game from 
one part to another, establishing but provisional settlements for winter season; to this class 
of savages must be numbered the Galoshes, the '' Toondras," the Coltslzans, the Magmutes, the 
Agoolmutes or Koossilvakians, the Aziagrnutes, the Malemutes, the Anglzelics, the Kooyou-
/wnians, and the ll:Iednovetzes, and, generally, the tribes inhabiting the islands of the Caloshian 
archipelago, the banks along Stakhin river month; along the rivers Kvikbpack, Kooskok· 
vim, Kooyoncan, Shikhtalick and their tributaries, and the shore below and above the 
Straits of Behring. Most of these tribes live in primeval forests of such thickness that the 
only ways of communication are rivers, along the streams of which they travel in their "bay-
daras" (boats) during summer season, to trade, partly with neighboring savages, anJ partly 
with Russian redoubts and" odinotshkas," situated along the sea-coast, and at the moutho. 
Kvikbpack and Kooskokvim rivers. During winter these people accomplish their travels 
with "nartas" (sleighs) drawn by dogs, and reach as far as the grounds of the Tshuktches 
of S1beria, crossing upon ice 'the Strait of Behring. All these tribes are supplied with 
fire-arms and spirits, of which they are, like all savages, very fond-in part from English 
possessions, amlin part by foreign transient ships. The Russian American Company hardly 
ever penetrated into the interior of the continent, and, owing to the wild character of its in-
habitants, never established there any settlements; only for trading purposes, small factories, 
called redoubts and " odinotshkas," were established along the coast, preferably, near the 
bays and the months of large rivers. These factories generally consist of a roofed yard of 
moderate size, iri which live the clerk of the company, with a few workmen out of the pacified 
natives, and where is stored a small supply of dried fish and some manufactured goods, 
wanted for the use of savages. Such is, in general features, the character of the Russian Ame-
rican continent. From all, what we said, it clearly appears, that in this region no attempts 
were ever made, and no necessity ever occurred to introdnce any system of land-ownership; 
the country occupied by savages is too vast; they use to camp in certain fit places, gen-
erally marked by mountains, rivers, and streams, each having its name, but no fixed bounda· 
ries ·whatever, and their migrations are guided by wild instinct and unbounded will. All 
this region bas neither past nor present, and it may be confidently said of the future, that it 
is far and impenetrablP.. Every attempt of civilizing that country will stumble against 
unconquerable obstacles : the complete absence of local topography, the wild character of 
the savages, and no less wild character of nature : but, above all, the rigor and inconstancy 
of climate. To achieve any good results for the future of that country, by means of con-
quest and violence, would hardly be possible; to drive the savages further into the interior 
of the American continent, however difficult, would be possible; but this plan will be con-
nected with irrecoverable money and material losses ; the more so, that a civilized popula-
tion will never be attracted to that country; there can be expected speculators, but no per-
manent settlers; there can be expected no civil1zed population, no permanent industry, but 
rather spoliators of the natives, and depredatory working out of the riches as well on the 
surface as in the womb of the earth. Such system can devastate, but not organize the 
country. To civilize the savages would seem to be a surer, although a more difficult, way 
of turning to account the country and its population. This could be effected by two 
means, working at the same time: by acquainting the natives with objects of material com-
fort and luxury, as, for instance, the use of bread, tea, and wearing ornaments, and by 
imparting to them religions instruction ; but, to this last end, missionaries familiar with 
local dialects are wanted. This system was lately adorted by the Russian American Com-
pany for the colonies nearest to the port of New Archangel, and although a decisive result 
was not yet attained, a visible progress in the intercourse with the natives was effected, so. 
that Caloshes, one of the most savage and unyielding tribes, came to work in New 
Archangel, a fact ·which never happened before. 
To the question concerning the system of lineal and square measures which were used in 
the colonies for measuring ground : 
Now, in answer to the question, \Vhat square superficial measure was used in the Rus-
sian American possessions? it is to be stated that there was adopted the same measure which 
is in use in Russia, that is, the land was measured by "dessiateenas ; " each dessiateena 
numbers 2,400 square "sajenns," i.e., 30 sajenns of '"''idth and 80 in length ; each sajenn 
numbers 7 Enghsh feet, consequently each Russian dessiateena contains 16,800 square 
English feet. [See note.] 
Actual state counsellor, 
KOSTLIVTZOV. 
OCTOBER d, 18G7. 
NoTE OF THE TRANSLATor:..-Tbe nnmber of English square feet contained in each. 
Russian "dessiateena" is not l 6,800, as it is erroneously stated in Mr. Kostlivtzov's memo-
randum, but seven times larger, viz: 117,600 square feet. The error of the memorandum 
consists in taking seven English feet as equivalent to one Russian square "sajenn," whereas 
seven feet are equivalent to one lineal "sajenn," and, therefore, one square sajenn contains 
seven by seven English feet ; so that the number of square "sajenns" in one "dessiateena," 
which is 2,400, must be multiplied by forty-nine, and not by seven, as it is done in the 
memorandum. 
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MISCELLANEOUS CORRESPONDENCE AND PAPERS RELATING TO THE 
ACQUISITION OF ALASKA. 
Mr. Jackson to Mr. Sewm·d. 
CoMMONWEALTH OF .MASSACHUSETTS, STATE HousE, STATE 
LIBRARY AND OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF BOARD OF EDUCATIO:\T, 
Boston, April 3, 1867. 
DEAR SIR: I have this moment been conversing with Captain Bryant, now 
a representative in our legislature, respecting the value of the Russian territory 
to this country. He has been there in the whaling business, and is familiar 
with the coast, its bays, sounds, and inlets, which are quite remarkable for nav-
igable advantages. He represents the territory as of immense importance for 
its fisheries: and ultimately for its lumber, to our Pacific west, and that seven 
millions "is nothing ·' in comparison to its value to our Union. Captain Bryant 
is a very intelligent and observing man, and perfectly trustworthy, of strong 
common sense and decided opinions, and is somewhat versed i!l some depart-
ments of natural history. 
Captain Bryant is here as a representative from Fairhaven, and conaidering 
his statements worthy of entire confidence, I thought it desirable that th ey 
should be available, if needed, to promote a national object. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. WJLLIAl\T H. SEWARD, 
Secretary if State. 
SAMUEL C. JACKSON, 
Acting State Librarian. 
lvir. Colhns to Mr. Seward. 
NEw YoRK, Apnl 4, 1867. 
SIR : The many erroneous statements in the press of the day in regard to the 
country of Ruesian America has induced me to lay before you a number of 
facts not generally known to the public, and which, I trust, may be valuable to 
the Department of State. 
In my investigations to determine the route of the Russian American tele-
graph, I sought the highest sources of information in regard to the physical and 
topographical condition of the northwestern limb of our continent. As early 
as 1856, when I first visited St. Petersburg, I embraced every opportunity to 
become acquainted with Russian officers and parties high in authority who were 
competent to enlighten me on the subject, and studied all the maps and books 
that could be found relating to the country. 
Rear-Admirall!.,rulghelm, now governor of the A moor country, and who held 
the office of govE:rnor of Russian America for .five years, has also given me 
much valuable information. I have also had frequent conferences with the 
governor and directors of the Russian American Company, from whom much 
has been learned. 
The boundaries aud general outline of Russian America are so well known 
that nothing need be said as to its location. Commencing at 54° 40' N. lati-
tude, on the Pacific, the mainland is masked by a succession of islands to the 
Pellinsula of Alaska, so that open boats or small river steamers can navigate 
safely between the islands and the mainland. :Many of these islands are clothed 
with splendid timber, and the waters abound in fii3h. 'l'he coast of the main-
land is densely timbered, which fact was one of the cau::;es which induced the lo-
cation of the Russian American telegraph to be made inland and east of the 
mountains. 
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The first river of any importance that enters the sea in Russian America is 
the Stekeen, or St. Francis, in about 56° N. latitude. This river has been 
followed by the telegraph exploring parties to the Cascade~, where it breaks 
through the coast range of mountains dividing British Columbia from Russian 
America. This river is found navigable for boats, according to the reports of 
traders, for a conaiderable distance towards the Rocky .Mountains. Game and 
fish are ab,undant, timber good, and gold mining has already been commenced 
by a party of Americans. Natives are quite numerous during the fishing sea-
son, but are reported friendly and anxious to trade furs, &c., for merchandise. 
It is said that the pro::;pect for gold on this river is equal to the old 1849 days 
of California. 
There are many small streams as you ascend along the coa:;t and passes over 
the mountains into British Columbia, and parties of natives trade with the in-
terior tribes more to the east and north by following some of these streams, 
and thus arrive in the valley between the coast range and Rocky mountains. 
r_rhe next river of any importance is the Copper Mine, which enters the sea 
in view of l\fount St. Elias, in about 60° N. latitude and 142° W. longitude. 
This river is of importance in conseqnenee of its location and the access it gives 
to the interior, as it unites by a lake with the waters of the Yukan within 
Russian territory, giving almost uninterrupted navigation from the coast, on the 
Pacific, by way of the Youcan and the Kvichpak, to Behring sea, thns giving 
€asy access through a large part of the southwest limb of this country. 
Next comes Cook's inlet and a river entering into it, which the Russian 
American Company use, in conusction with the Koosequequim, to reach the 
Kaitchpak and Fort St. Michael. · 
After passing the Peninsula of Alaska we fincl a considerable river entering 
into Bristol bay. 'rhis stream, by a system of lakes, is said to connect with 
Cook's inlet. 
Next in order comes the Kooaequequim, a river of considerable magnitnde, 
and of importance to the country in giving navigation to the interior. This 
section of the country affords considerable trade to the Russian Amc.rican Com-
pany, in which .they l1ave trading stations. 
The largest, most important, the chief and ,q neen of all the rivers west of 
the Rocky mountains and north of 49° nort.h latitude, is the great Kvichpak, 
which enters the Behring sea between 64:J and 650 north latitude by several 
mouths, and on a parallel of 1650 west longitude. The great river has an east-
erly course for some 50, then bends abruptly to the north some 4°, thence nearly 
.east to a point not far distant from the British frontier, where it receives the 
Porcupine or Rat river from the northeast, and the Youcan from the southeast. 
The junction of these two rivers forms the Kvichpak. It i.;; navigable to the 
3ea a distance of one thousand ( 1,000) miles for steamboats. 
rrhis riYer had never been seen by white men in its whole course previous to 
explorations for the construction of ti1e Russian American telegraph. In fact, 
on many maps the Yon can was traced as an affiuent of an imaginary river 
emptying into the Arctic ocean; but these explort.tions haYe determined a great 
geographical fact, which places the K vichpak at the head of all rivers on the north-
west coast, and giving Russian America the largest river north of 49°. 
As we proceed north through Behring strait and enter the Artie ocean, we 
find Kotzebue sound, which is fed by a considerable river, on which is a large 
population. Here is found, like on the coast of Arctic Siberia, extensive de-
posits of animal remains, where fossil ivory may become, as in Siberi<t, an article 
of valuable commerce. 
Further east there are many bays and sounds, and beyond Point Barrow the 
Colville river enters Garrison bay. This river has its main course to the south, 
.and the natives report it navigable ancl inhabited from a point not far from the 
northern bend of the K vicbpak to the sea. 
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Fort Youcau, the head station ,of the Hudson's Bay Company west of the 
Rocky mountains, is on Russian territory. This fact has not been established 
by government survey, yet it is well known in both Russia and England. No 
difficulty bas grown out of it between the two governments, because the Russian 
American Company and the Hudson's Bay Company, who have enjoyed 
exclusive trade in these regions, came to an understanding as to their 
mutual interests along the line of disputed territory, in order that there should 
be no conflict one way or the other amoDg the natives. They were for peace 
along the boundaries, and no doubt pursued a wise course. 
~lnjor Kennicott, chief of the telegraph exploring party, who died on the 
Kvichpak last year, had passed, someyears previously, a winter at Fort Youcan. 
He describes the country as favorable to trade, and of great importance to the 
Hudson's Bay Company. He explored a large district of the country around 
the fort, generally on foot. He entered the country, on his first visit, by the 
Mackenzie River pass, returning the same way. On his voyages for the explora-
tion of the route of the telegraph, he entered by way of Fort St. Michael, near 
Behring strait. On the upper waters of the K vichpak, and upon the whrle 
course of the Youcan, timber is plentiful ; the country abounds in game, and the 
rivers and lakes afford fish; salmon ascend the Kvichpak in great numbers, 
and are largely taken by the natives for food both for themselves and their dogs 
during winter. The natives are reported by Major Kennicott, and by employes 
of the Hudson's Bay Company, as peaceable and wonderfully ho11est, theft being 
rarely known among them. rl'hey are a vigorous, enterprising people, and very 
fond of foreign trade and merchandise, though the difficulty and cost of trans-
portation by way of Mackenzie's river route limits the supply to much below 
the demand. Navigation by way of the Kvichpak would increase the trade 
and value of this country one-hundred-fold in a few years; in fact, the Kvich-
pak, with steam upon it, would reveal a new world to enterprise and adventure. 
By this stream the whole of a hitherto unknown country is brought within the 
reach of steam communication from San Francisco; and when the stars and 
stripes shall float at Fort Youcan, we may look for mines of gold and silver being 
discovered quite as rich as those further south. The furs of this country are 
wonderfully plentiful, and form a valuable and extensive commerce both to the 
Russian and British traders. rl'hat the Hudson's Bay Company can afford to 
transport their merchandise and supplies overland from Hudson's bay, or by 
way of Bt. Paul, and return their furs over the same route, is a striking evidence 
of the value of the trade, because transportation over this long route cannot cost 
less than one dollar per pound. vVith the Kvichpak open to Eteam navigation, 
ten cents a pound from San Francisco would pay handsomely. 
Upon the whule, Russian America, with her dependencies, the islan.Js attached 
thereto, is a valuable countiry in itself, viewed intrinsically. It is not such a 
country as Oregon or Washington in climate or soil, but it has, nevertheless, 
many sources of wealth. 
In the southern section gold is known to exist; on Coppermine river (whence 
its name) there is ;copper, though as a matter of policy the Russian American 
Company have not encouraged mining, because they feared that mining, even if 
successful, would soon break up their monopoly of the fur trade, and open the 
country to the searching eyes of foreiguers and the demoralizing influences of 
cheaper goods and more lucrative employment of the natives. 
The fisheries along the coast and islands will build up a population and com· 
merce there which, at no distant day, will rival Newfoundland and the coast of 
the Atlantic east of Cape Cod. 'l'he shoals and bank along the islands of Rus-
sian America are the resort of myriads of codfish, unsurpassed in size or delicacy. 
Once give a lodgement there, fishing towns will soon spring into existence, giving 
for our Pacific coast a nursery for first-class seamen, which, in the growing com-
merce of the Pacific, will be just what we want there in the future, in order to 
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give us the supremacy of that great ocean. 'I'he fisheries alone are worth more 
to us than the whole cost of the country, and will repay us in the future amply 
for the investment. The immense population of Asia and the islands of the 
Pacific will be good customers for surplus fish, and will readily take away all 
we may have to spare. 
Timber for building purposes is abundant and convenient; saw-mills will 
soon make the lumber trade a source of profit not only for domestic use, but for 
export to Asia and the more t~outhern islands; boat and ship-building can be 
carried on profitably where good timber is so abundant and easily procured. 
The acquisition is also valuable on account of several deposits of coal along 
the coasts and islands. At Kodiac the Russian American Company have worked' 
a coal vein for some years past, and have used it in their forges and woi'kshops, 
as well as on their steamers employed in carrying on their commerce with Cali-
fornia and Asia. 
Nor is this country to be counted as nothing in an agricultural point of view. 
Wheat, barley, and oats can be procured as far north as 60°; gardens flourish 
along the coasts in the Russian settlements, producing all the vegetables requi-
site for domestic use. 
It rnnst always be remembered that the Pacific coast of America of equal de-
grees is much warmer than the Atlantic coast. 
The isothermal line of Sitka (New Archangel) is equal to Newfoundland or 
St. Petersburg.._that is, about 40° to 45° of Eahrenheit; and the mean of the 
thermometer is ascertained to be 45° 4'; winter, 34 ° 7'; summer, 56° 2'. 
Taking it, then, as a whole, the country of Russian America cannot be con-
sidered, as some would have it, a dreary waste of glaciers, icebergs, white bears, 
and walrus, and only fit for the Esquirnaux and drinkers of train oil. 
One more article of commerce must not be lost sight of-that is ice. On the 
islands there are many fresh-water lakes, which afford an inexhaustible supply 
of very pure ice. 'l'he trade in ice so far has been carried on either by the 
Russian American Company or under their permit, consequently the ice trade 
has not been developed to any extent. This trade, in the hands of Americans, 
would soon grow to wonderful proportions, for the reason that these lakes in 
Russian America supply the only ice suitable for shipment on the Pacific north 
of the equator. 
I did not mention in order, when speaking of the fisheries, that all the way 
north, from Kodiac to the Arctic, whales are found in great abundance. Kodiac 
and Bristol bay are old whaling grounds, and many a New England town owes 
its wealth to the large catch of whales in Russian American waters. 
Walrus are as plentiful at and about Behring strait as blackberries are with 
us in August. With American fi~hiug· settlements along the coast, the ivory 
and oil of the walrus wHl become no small source of wealth to our enterprising 
fishermen. 
One more fact in regard to climate and t emperature. Major Kennicott died 
at the great eastern bend of the Kvichpak, five hundred miles, by the course of 
the river, from its entrance into Behriug sea. rl'he ice in the K vichpak broke 
up on the 23d day of l\lay, 1866, and on the 25th of May a portion of his com-
panions embarked in a native boat, taking with them Major KP.nnicott's remains, 
navigated the river to the sea without obstruction, and then coasted north sev-
enty miles to 1!-,ort St. Michael, a post of the Russian American Company. 'l'his 
proves a great deal as to the favor{lble temperature of that country, and makes 
t he Kvichpak nearly as early as the St. Lawrence in point of navigation. 
I have the honor to be, very t ruly, your obedient servant, 
P. McD. COLLINS, 
U. S. G. A., Amonr Rzrer. 
lion. 'VILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
S ecretm·y qf State, lVash.ington , D. C. 
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1111-. Fletcher to Mr. Seu·ard. 
[E~tract.] 
MouNT AIRY, PHILADELPHIA, April 5, 1867. 
DEAR SIR: I beg leave respectfully, as one of the nation, to return you my 
thanks for the great benefit you have conferred upon the whole Union by your 
recent treaty with Russia, obtaining thereby the va~t fishery grounds extending 
into those northern seas. 
We shall want all the fish that can be ca.ught there to feed our rapidly in-
creasing population. 
Respectfully, your friend, 
CHARLES FOSDICK FLETCHER. 
Ron. 'WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
S ecretary o/ State United States o/ America. 
C:eneml Halleck to M1·. Stanton. 
'fhe following teleg-ram was received on 'rhursday: 
SAN FRAN CISCO, CALIFORNIA, 
April 4, 1867. 
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretm-y if War: 
I learn from a gentleman who has recently visited many parts of Russian 
America that its value is greater than has been supposed. 'l_1he rejection of the 
treaty will cause great dis~atisfaction on this coast, especially in California. 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Major General. 
Extract from a letter dated April 3, 1·ecei·ved at the Depm·tment qf S tate from 
Commodore John Rodgers, commandant qf tlte navy yard, Boston. 
''I think the Russian American acquisition would be valuable, and, if worth 
anything, the price would b~ a bagatelle. A few houses in Broadway would 
amount to as much. I see in the papers that the value of the gTound in New 
York proposed for the post offi~e is estimated by some parties at five millions 
of dollars." 
"The stretch of coast to the southward of Mount Elias, left out in the Herald's 
map, is the important part." 
"'rite southern part of the Russian possessions in America, in latitude 55°, is 
in the same latitude as the northern part of England." 
"We should get a strip of shore much like Norway, which supplies Europe 
with enormous quantities of timber." 
"The shore being an eastern coast, as regards the ocean, it5 much warmer 
than a western one." 
''The furs are a minor consideration; fisheries and timber may be very valu-
able, the timber particularly so tJ a coast as bare as that of the Pacific." 
Some account o/ Russian America. 
The following is the substance of information in regard to Russian America 
derived from Professor Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution: 
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MEANS OF INFORMATiON.· 
He has had two explorers in that field between one and two yeara, who 
returned last autumn, bringing a complete collection of specimens of natural 
hjstory, extending from the British possessions to the shores of the Polar-sea~ 
CL1MATE-TEl\1PERATVRE. 
The coast from Prince of Wales island to the entrance of Behring straits, 
during the witJter months, has about the same cljmate and temperature as at 
vVashington city. 'rhere is little snow and much rain, and during the summer 
months, the weather is very foggy. 
TIMBER. 
The whole country, well up to the northern coast, is heavily timbered, chiefly 
hard pine forests. There are small trees up to the very shores. Some of the 
islands arc heavily timbered with pine forests and dense underbrush; some of 
them are covered with grass of lux.uriant growth. 
THE SOIL 
on the west coast produces excellent barley; and roots, such as rat:!ishes ancl 
turnips; and esculentt:~, such as lettuce, cabbage, &c. 
ANIMALS. 
Furred animals, such as sea otter, river otter, sable, furred seal, mink, foxeB, 
black, silver, red, &c., abound in great number8. Red deer are on the south 
and reindeer on the north side. 
FISH. 
Herring, F:almon, halibut and codfish abound in exhaustless nttmber.s. In 
Behring sea and northward great whales are very numerous. 
ML~ERALS. 
Surface washings of gold have been discoverefi on the headwaters of the 
streams on the east side of the Coast range of mountains. 'l'he geological devel-
opments are the same on the west slopei:l. Native copper has been discovered 
in various places on the 13oast and in the vicinity of Copper river. '.rhere is iron 
ore of excellent quality, and belieYed to exist in exhaustless quantities, which is 
now being melted and worked by Russian artisans in repairing ships, &c. 
Coal is found in large quantitie8, and is used by the Russians for naval pur · 
poses. It is similar to the New Brunswick coal, and not equal to Cumberland coal. 
Recent discoveries have been made of what is believ2d to be a better quality of 
coal. It has not yet been tested. 
INHABITANTS. 
Five or six thoueand Itussians, and fifty or sixty thousand Indians aud Es-
CJ.Uimaux. 'rhe Esquimaux inhabit the coa~ on the Northern sea. They are 
industrious and peaceable, and live by hunting and fishing, 'rhe Indians 
inhabit the interior. 'l'hey are peaceable, and live by hunting, fishing and 
trapping. 
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General Meigs to JJiJr. Sewm·d. 
QuARTERMASTER GENERAL's OFFICE, 
12 vV ALNl.i T STREET, PHILADELPHIA, 
April 4, 1867. 
l\ly DEAR SIR: I am surprised to find it stated that objections are made to the 
acquisition of Russian America. I can conceive of no greater boon to our Pa-
cific States, and I cannot suppose that Atlantic senators 1vill deny to the people 
of those States the fisheries depending upon Russian America now within their 
grasp. \Ve need such a nursery of seamen, such a commerce, as these fisheries 
will produce. They will feed the coasts and islands of the Pacific, and the 
vigorous climate will breed a race of hardy adventurers to repeat on the Pacific, 
softened by Christian civilization, the deeds of the old Norse sea-kings on the 
Atlantic. 
As a lover of my country, anxious for the growth and prosperity and strength 
and virtue of the nation, I should value Russian America, its fisheries and mines, 
beyond the hot plains of Mexico or the fertile plantationf? of Cuba. 
I trust that no effort needed to secure this great acquisition will be omitted. 
The execution of the treaty will crown our generation with the praises and 
thanks of future ages. 
I am, truly and respectfully, your friend and servant, 
Hon. vVtLLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary of State. 
~Ir. l{irtland to Mr. Seward. 
1\tf. U. MEIGS. 
CLEVELAND, OHio, April 5, 1867. 
SIR: Public attention is unusually awakened at this time in regard to Rus-
sian North America. Very limited knowledge is possessed by our most intelli-
gent people of the value and importance of those territories. 
Some years since, while the late Major Kennicott was pursuing the study of 
natural history in my office, I placed in his hands for perusal Cook's Vanctmver, 
Port Lock, and Dixon's Voyages to the Northeastern P11cific Coasts, and also 
Governor Simpson's Overland Journey Round the World, and suggested to him 
that those Russian possessions offered a new and rich field for the investigation 
of the naturalist. In consequence of this suggestion he ultimately undertook, 
eight years since, his first trip by Lakes Superior, Winnepeg, Athabasca, and 
Great Slave lake down to Fort Simpson, where he spent the first winter; thence 
down the Mackenzie to the tide waters of its deltas; thence up the Pearl river 
to Fort McPherson ; thence over the Porcupine mountains, the northern termi-
nation of the Rocky mountains, to the Porcupine river, and down it to its junction 
with the Youcan, on the 147th degree of west longitude, where the British fur 
company have a large post, over a degree on Russian territJry. Here he spent 
the second winter, and the next season returned home over the same route. 
When Collins's overland telegraph company fitted out their expeditions to 
Behring sea, two years since Major Kennicott, in charge of a corps of young 
naturalists, emba~ked in the company:s and Smithsonian Institute employment; 
my grandson, Lieutenant Charles Pease, was one of the number. His experi-
ence and discipline as a master's mate, on board the Conestoga gunboat on the 
Mississippi during the war, together with his natural enthusiasm and zeal, fitted 
him for th·e undertaking. Kennicott and party after leaving ~an Francisco 
touched first at Sitka, then at the Aleutian group of islands, and at length 
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passed the U nimak passage into Bristol bay, and thenc e to Fort St. Michaels, 
a Russian post and depot on a small island contiguous to Stuad's island, in the 
base of N 01-ton's sound. 
As soon as winter set in Lieutenant Pease, with a sledge and dog train, ex-
plored the coast from St. Michaels down to the mouth of the Youcan, eighty 
miles, and returned on the ice up the Youcan to its junction on its right bank 
with the river Anirick, and up that stream to its head, and thence overland to St. 
Michaels. 
At midwinter Kennicott's party moved by the same means up the Unalak-
leat river, which joins the head of Norton's sound near Cape Denbigh, and here 
built a fort and depot, (La Barge,) and then late in winter crossed over the moun-
tains to Nulato by means of dog trains and sledges, and conveyed by them 
two seal skin boats for continuing their explorations up the river to the English 
}..,ort Y oucau. 
While waiting for the breaking up of the ice, Kennicott died suddenly on 
the 13th of :May last. Pease determined to bring home the remains of his com-
mander and early companion, which he successfully accomplished; but which 
required energy and perseverance that would have made him a hero in a romance. 
'rhe ice left on the 18th, and Pease, with the remains, set sail down the river 
on the 20th. Two white lads and two Esquimaux formed his crew. After 
running 500 miles down the river to Behring's sea he was compelled to run 
his frail craft eighty miles over the oblique surfs rolling in from that open sea. 
Fifteen days and nights Vv"ere occupied in the voyage, and he was frequently 
beset by the coast Indians, who were intent on robbery and murder, and who 
were only restrained by a judicious display of six-shooters. 'l'he year previous 
they had killed and robbed Lieutenant Bernard of the British navy, who had 
been engaged in searching for Sir John Franklin, and whose remains are now 
preserved by the Russians in a vault excavated in frozen earth at St. 1\Iichaels. 
(Vide Richardson's Arctic Explorations, page 324.) 
In this vault Kennicott's remains were deposited till late in September, when 
Colonel Bulkley arrived in the Nightingale, (Captain Gordon's former slave 
ship,) and in her Lieutenant Pease sailed with his charge to Plover bay and 
Petro Paulasky, in Kamtschatka. From thence he recrossed the Pacific, among 
the ice, snows, and gales of that region, late in October, and, by way of San 
Francisco, the isthmus, and New York; he arrived here in January last, and 
finally committed Kenuicott's remains to their final resting place at rl'he Grove, 
near Chicago. 
'l'he Youcan or Kvichpack river, as well as most of the rivers in that coun-
try, are incorrectly laid down on most maps. In Johnson's Family Atlas it is all 
wrong, (the edition of 1863,) but in map XLVI of Sidney Hall and William 
Hughes, Edinburgh, 1854, that river is correctly drawn. 
On most maps the junction of the Porcupine and Y oucan is in place at 14 7° 
of west longitude. :From thence a little below and diverging from the Arctic 
circle, the main river runs southwest to about 159° west longitude, and just be-
· low the 65° of north latitude the river turns abruptly south and forms almost a 
right angle. In this angle is a long island, and on the left bank of the river is 
situated Nulato. The river here is one and a half mile wide-as large and 
deep as the .Mississippi. JTrom thence to its mouth ( !500 miles) it is deep, tor-
tuous, and studded with islands. 
These statements will show you that Lieutenant Pease has had extensive op-
portunities for observations. He is rich in facts, but diffident and reticent, seem-
ing to fear that their narration may make him appear v.ainglorious. His pur-
pose was to return and resume his labors, but which has been defeated by the 
abandonment of the undertaking on the part of the company. . 
Before it was known that negotiations were pending for obtaining this terri-
tory, he frequently pointed out to me the importance to the United States it 
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would be. Its fur trade, fisheries, and probably minerals, are of immense value, 
and as controlled by the present inert fur company of Russia are of little amount. 
He says that thP- value of the harbor of Sitka alone as a resort and refuge to 
our ships would soon exceed the purchase money, and he thinks that the pur-
chase is as important as was that of Louisiana. A want of knowledge of its 
resources can account only for any opposition to the ratification of the treaty. 
Should you deem it necessary to obtain. any details of information respecting 
that territory, he would with pleasure render them; or should you or any de-
partment of the government require his services in that. region, I presume they 
could be seeured. For my standing and responsibility I beg leave to refer you 
to the Hon. John Sherman of the Senate, or Judge D. K. Cartter. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
JARED I. KIRTLAND. 
Hon. WILLI AM H. SEw A RD. 
M1·. Gibbs to JJ!Ir. Sewm·d. 
W ASHINGTO~, April 6, 1867. 
SIR: I regret exceedingly to hear that there is even a possibility of the re-
jection of the Russian treaty. As a citizen of Washington Territory, a resi-
dent for many years on the Pacific coast, and having made its interests a matter 
of study, I can state, without hesitation, that the country relinquished by Russia 
is the most important acquisition that we could obtain. I know that I speak 
the sentiments of the entire population of the Pacific when I say its loss would 
create there a feeling not only of disappointment, but of injury. In the whole 
line of the cost belonging to the United States, the harbor of San Francisco is 
the only one at once accessible to vessels of heavy draught, and defensible. 
Puget's sound, with all its bays and harbors, is entirely at the mercy of an 
English fleet, which, secure in the easily fortified ports of Vancouver it~land, 
commauds the whole strait of Fuca, its entrance. In case of war with any 
maritime nation, our commerce would again be swept from the north pacific, 
as it was during the late rebellion, by a single cruiser. With, however, the in~ 
• vulnerable bays which lie among the islands or ruu far into the coast of Russian 
America, we could, without keeping a powerful fi.Aet on that sea, or a numerous 
land force, protect it against the world. · 
To enumerate the other considerations urging the ratificatiou of t.he treaty 
would expand this letter into an essay, and I will not trespass further on your 
patience. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEORGE GIBBS. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Sec1·etary if State. 
M1·. Swan to Mr. Seward. 
98 NRWTON STREET, BosToN, MASSACHUSETTS, 
April 8, 1867. 
SIR : I beg leave, most respectfully, to call your attention to a subject con-
nected with the Russian treaty, which, if not already provided for in that treaty, 
should, in my judgment, either be so incorporated, or else be made the subject 
of a separate treaty. 
It is the right of .American citizens to visit all the navigable waters within 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--3 
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the jurisdiction of Russia, on the Asiatic eide of the Pacific ocean, the sea 
Okhotsk, the Arctic ocean, and all the bays, rivers, straits, &c., either on 
Asiatic or American coasts, for the purpose of whale and cod fisheries, 
purposes of trade and intercourse with the inhabitants of that region. 
At present there is no treaty of any kind between Russia and the United. 
States relative to the north Pacific, and the growing importance of our whale 
and cod fisheries makes it imperative that a treaty should be made by which 
conflicting interests can be adjusted. 
The importance of the acquisition of Russian America by the United States 
cannot be over estimated, and of all the States most directly benefited by such 
a purchase, next to the Pacific States, is the State of Massachusetts. Our 
w hal em en from New Bedford and N autucket, and our cod fishermen from 
Gloucester and Cape Cod, already monopolize a branch of industry in the 
Pacific, which is yearly becoming of vast importance; and if honorable sena-
tors could only understand the real facts in relation to the question, it seems to 
me that they would not hesitate a moment in ratifying the treaty. 
My att~ntion for several years has been given to the subject of the develop-
ment of our interests in the north Pacific, and ten years since I wrote a number 
of articles, which WAre published in the Transcript and Traveler of Boston; 
in the Journal of Commerce of New York, and in the National In telligencer 
of Washington. In the Boston rrranscript of July 7, 1857, in an article on 
"our relations with Russia on the Pacific," I called particular attention to the 
fact that no treaty existed between the United States and Russia, and showed 
the great neceseity then exi:::ting that a treaty should be made. 
Although a native of Massachusetts, I have resided in Washington Territory 
for fifteen years, and am fully conversant with its history and the present wants 
of the people, and for the paet three months I have been endeavoring to induce 
the fishermen of Cape Ann and Cape Cod to send a colony to locate on the 
Strait of Fuca; and I have the information that this fall .a large number of 
schooners and men are intending to go to the Pacific to engage in the fisheries 
of the north Pacific ocean. 
My object is to create a colony in Washington Territory, to develop that 
mine of wealth which lies in the waterR of the north Pacific; an enterprise 
which, if fostered and encouraged by our government, will tend not ouly to 
populate anfl. build up Washipgton Territory, but be a means of wealth to 
Oregon and California. 
My judgment is that the acquisition of Russian America by the United 
States will be a direct and positive bene~t to Washington Territory, particu-
larly that portion west of the Cascade mountains; and I trust before the Senate 
adjourns, that not only may that treaty of purchase be ratified, but that the 
other matters to which I have referred may be incorporated in it, that American 
citizens, desirous of embarking in any enterprise in the north Pacific, may be 
definitely iJ?formed under what regulations they may act, so as not to infringe 
any of the Russian laws. 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your oLedient servant, 
JAMES G. SWAN. 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary qf &ate, Washington, D. C. 
Mr. Berry to Mr. Seward. 
SALEM, OREGON, April 9, 1867. 
DEAR SIR : In common with the mass of the people of our country, I, as an 
individual, take great interest in matters pertainiog to the growth and expansion 
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of these United States, and being in possession of a few facts connected with 
the northwest coast which may be useful to you, officially, must be my apology 
for addressing you. 
1st. I have in my possession a piece of gold of the weight of one-half ounce, 
which was panned out or mined in Russian America during the year 1862. 'l'he 
person who presented the piece to me told many strange stories of the mineral 
wealth of that country, which he undoubtedly believed, and narrated to me at 
various times during a prospecting tour through eastern Oregon and Idaho. 
Among the many and various statements_ were some such as these : " That 
he found coarse gold in both slate and quartz rock; that he found masses of 
copper ; and positively affirmed that in one locality there was streaming verde-
gris i that on Bristol river there were abundant coal croppings ;" and with many 
other curious facts, geographical and otherwise, he often regaled me. 
2d. At the present time I have in my employ one of the Stickeen river pros-
pectors, who, after passing through the thirty miles of Russian territory, con-
tinued up the Stickeen some three hundred miles, said to have pierced the 
country one hundred miles further inland than any other party of prbspectors. 
The next party below them on the river was the Ji~rench company, out fitted by 
the government of British Columbia, who pushed their explorations no further 
than what is known by Stickeen prospectors as the "great glacier." Our Ameri-
can company, of whom I write, continued onward until forced to return by short 
rations. The result of their workings done by hand rocker and pan was $1,100 
gold dust for eight days' work, with 13.50 cash, after a division, in native silver, 
washed and saved in their rockers and panR; some pieces of the silver were as 
large as a quarter of a dollar. The same party also saved a large variety of 
curious and supposed valuable stones, of which in the rough they had no knowl-
edge, except agates, red and green, and rubies, red and black, of which each 
kind they preserved some fine specimt:ns; but during their return trip down the 
coast they were canoe wrecked, (simply overturned,) and thereby lost their 
season's work. 
One of the French company before mentioned brought to Portland, in this 
State, some twenty oad dollars in silver, a portion of the result of his washings, 
and distributed it among his friends. 
I am sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
M.P. BERRY. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary qf State, TVasMngtmt, D. C. 
M1·. ]}Jalwny to M-r. Seward. 
OFFICE oF THE ST. Loms TJM~:<:s , 
St. Louis April fO, 1867. 
DEAR SIR: Enclosed is a slip from the St. Louis 'l'imes of this day, sug-
gestive of the acquisition of that portion of British North America which lies 
between our Territory of Washington and the acquired territory of Russian pos-
sessions on the northwest. In addition to the suggestions of this article, let me, 
without being considered officious or offensively intrusive, urge upon you to take 
the initiatory steps at once to close up the gap referred to, by acquiring the ne-
cessary territory from Great Britain. It can be done much more easily than 
at another time, and it must be acquired some day. Besides this, the acquisition 
of the interposed territory will enhance the value of that just acquired in an 
eminent degree, and silence whatever opposition there may be to tile recent ac-
quisition, atJd convert objections into 'approval of that important event. I do not 
deem it necessary to enforce _by argument what must be more apparent to your-
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self thn,n it has presmted itself to my mind, but will merely add that whatever 
I may be able to do to advocate a policy of this kind, if inaugurated by you, 
shall be done by 
Yours, very respectfully, 
D. A. MAHONY. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secntary if' State, TVasl~ington, D. C. 
RUSSIAN POSSESSIONS ACQUIRED. 
Notwithstanding the almost univerRal opposition of the press, and especially of the radical 
portion of it, the Senate has ratified t};le treaty by whicli the Russian possessions in America 
have been transferred to the United States. This acquisition will bb productive of conse-
quences which are scarcely foreseen at present, and which but few persons take the trouble 
to think about. One of these effects will be the acquisition, by one metms or another, of that 
portion of British America lying on the Pacific ocean, between the United States Territory 
of Washington and the newly-acquired possessions. It will not do to have the territorial 
pos~Sessions of the United States so disintegrated, as this new aquisition is, from the Union, 
and therefore we t>xpect to hear that negotiations have already commenced for the acquisi-
tion of a slice of British North America The fact is, we must have it, cost what it will, 
and though Great Britain will probably be reluctant to part with it, she could do it now with 
a better grace than she can hereafter, when the question of its acquisition by the United 
States might be presented to her in a very disagreeable aspect. If Mr. Seward has not 
already made the proposition to Great Britain for the acquisition referred to, we suggest that 
l1e do so at once. It will only be necessary for him to communicate to the British govern-
ment the treaty by which Russian America bas been acquired, and to show how necessary it 
is that our territorial domain on the Paclf1c ocean should be coterminous. The government 
of Great Britain is doubtless ready to recive such an intimation from our government, aud to 
acquiesce, if not exactly graciously, at least without a show of repugnance, to so reasonable 
a proposition. Great Britain knows well enough that the acquisition oftbe territory in questiun 
is only one of time, and that whatever she may now do to develop the resources of her pos-
sessions in the northwest will inure to the benefit of the United States. Hence it will be 
the part of prudence in Great Britain to give up this, to her, barren possession, but which, 
as a part of the United States, will become of immense value, and of an importance para· 
mount to any minor consideration which might be objected to the acquisiton. The acquisi 
tion of this outlying slice of the American continent is the first sure step taken towards ab-
sorbing it all in the American Union, an event which is determined on by that which has 
just trauspired. 
As we, among the very few, favored the acquisition of Russian America, so we take posi-
tion m all vance for the immediate acquirement of the whole British coast line on the Pacific. 
Some may object and say that we have terrritory enough. That may be true, but this terri-
tory might as well belong to the United States anll become a part of it, as to remain a mere 
distant possession of Great Briain, disagreeable as a neighbor, when it can be made valuable 
as a part of ourselves. 
[From the Boston Evening Transcript, Thursday, Aprilll, 1867.] 
RTJSSIAN AMER.ICA. 
The new treaty between the United States and Russia, by which the latter power cedes to 
the former all the region known as Russian America. naturally leads people to inquire what 
are the benefits to be derived from this acquisition, what are the wants of the country, and 
how should we proceed in our relations with the natives of that region. 
Independent of the rich mineral wealth said to l1e dormant in Russian America, the com· 
mercial advantages it will give to our citizens are very good. The waters of the Pacific, of 
the sea of Kamtscbatka, of Behring's strait, and the Are tic ocean, which wash its shores, teem 
with life. Whales, codfish, halibut, salmon, seals and sea-otter are found in great abundance, 
but hitherto, with the exception of our whalemen, and of late our cod fishermen, no Ameri-
cans have turned the;r attention to commercial enterprises in that direction. The policy of 
the governors of the Russian American Company, who have had the exclusive use and gov 
ernment of Russian Americ.a, has not been of a nature to induce American capital to be in-
vested in that region. But ·with American sf'ttlements and American ports on the coast, our 
fishermen will be able to do more, and under more favorable circumstances, than they can at 
present. 
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In order, however, to induce settlers to go to that remote region, our government should 
adopt a very liberal policy. Either make Sitka a free port, or else not extend the operations 
of the internal revenue law into the country. Have the same reg·ulations which the English 
government bad at Victoria on Vancouver's island, which built that city up by inducing cap-
italists and traders to settle there on account of its being a free port, rather than on the Amer-
ican side of the Strait of Fuca, in Washington Territory, where the duties and taxes swept off 
a large per cent. of profits. 
New Archangel, or Sitka, as it is now exclusively called, is the capital of Russian America. 
It is situated on the western side of Baranof's island, and is a place of considerable import-
ance. More than twenty years ago it contained a population of over a thousand persons, of 
whom one· half were Russians, and a majority of the others half-breeds or creoles. The houses 
are of wood, mostly covered with iron, and the town is protected or overlooked by batteries. 
The governor's house is large and substantial, and there is an extensive arsenal, including a 
foundry, a shipyard, shops for various artificers, a hospital and a church. Sitka also at that 
time, and althoug·h so remote from all civilized countries, contained several schools, in which 
children were instructed at the expense of the Russian American Company; also a library 
of two thousand volumes, and an observatory supplied with instruments most necessary fur 
astronomical and magnetic observations. On comparing the results of meteorological ob~er­
vations (says ''Green how") it appears that the mean temperature of every month of the year 
at Sitka is higher than that of any place in America east of the Rocky mountains within 
several degrees of the same latitude. 
By Russian accounts, in 1845 the number of establishments of the Russian Amercan Com-
pany was twenty-six, all situated south of Behring's strait. The immediate subjects of the 
company were seven hundred and thirty Russians, fourteen hundred and forty-two creoles, 
or children of Russian fathers by native mothers, and eleven thousand aborigines of the 
Kurile, Aleutian and Kodiak islands. The number of inhabitants of the more northern por-
tions of Russian America has not been definitely ascertained. They are of the Esquimaux 
family, while those mentioned resemble more the tribes of the Siberian shore, being larger, 
whiter and more intelligent. These Indians have been treated by the Russian American 
Company in a manner which has been productive of much good. They made no treaties 
with them to pay them annuities and let them massacre the settlers, as has been the policy 
of our government, but they made them obey their laws, and when they did so they were 
treated kindly, and when they did not obey they were either put into the fort and made to 
work, or else were tied up and whipped. The governors of the Russian American Company 
were a rough set, and their tender mercies, perhaps, would be considered by some of our 
philanthropists of the "Lo the poor Indian" school, to be cruel, but the result has shown 
that the course pursued was the best for those savages. 
I was informed by gentlemen who have resided many years in Washington Territory, 
who visited Kodiak last summer, and who were fully competent to judge by comparison 
between those Indians and the Indians under charge of our government in vVasbiugtou 
Territory, that the Russian Indians were infinitely superior to ours. They appeared more 
civilized, lived better, and looked better. They are all obliged to belong to the Greek 
church, and appeared contented and happy. How they will be when the strict rule of the 
Russian Company is taken away, and the feebly-applied rules of our Indian bureau intro-
duced, remains to be seen. One thing is certain-there is a large body of Indians to be 
taken care of and governed. It is to be hoped that the American government will comider 
the purchase from the Russians a sufficient extinguishment of all title to the land, and not 
go through the grave farce of making another Indian treaty. The days of treaty-makmg 
with Indians have gone by. Our laws extend over our whole country, and are equally 
applicable to all residents. Indians should be treated simply as the wards of Congress. 
Let that body determine what they will do for the Indians, and what they requue tbe Indians 
to do, and then have a military force to see that the laws are obeyed. If the Indian obe,r.s, 
treat him well. If he does not, treat him as summarily as the Russians du, and it will be 
found that the policy of the Russian, as well as the policy of the Hudson's Bay Company, 
is the best for savages. 
When William Penn met in council with the Delawares and Mingoes in 1682, and made 
that celebrated treaty which Voltaire says "was never sworn to and never broken," there 
was something approaching to equality between the contracting- parties. But the policy of 
treaty wi~h the Indians, which had its origin in our own weakness, has been continued 
until we witness, as Senator Nesmith remarked in Congress, "the farce and burlesque on 
diplomacy, ·when the government of the United States on the one hand, and a band of 
stolid, half-starved, and naked Diggers on the other, constitute the high contracting parties "· 
This acquisition of new territory, so far removed from our present borders, offers an excel-
lent opportunity for our government to initiate a new policy in the Indian service. Let no 
treaties be made, but let our Indian bureau send a competent commission to examine the 
working of the presAnt policy of the Hussian Company and see if we cannot continue it, or 
perhaps better it. The Indians must be made to feel that we have the power to compel them 
to obey. Presents, annuities, and good talk about the Great Father at Washington are, in 
the expressive vernacular of the day, " entirely played out." 
Now that military law is applied in some places, I would most strongly recommend and 
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urge our government to establish a military or naval rule over Russian America. A wilf. 
new country Hke that, so far removed from the central government, requires as governor 
man of promptness and energy to act in all exigencies, with plenty of troops and war 
sels under his command, and with discretionary powers to act upon his own responsibiltf. 
Operations with Indians should be prompt, and a drumhead court-martial is better adapte4 
and will have more moral effpct in keeping them peaceful than any other tribunal. 
We may reasonably look for a rush of adventurers to the new territory, and tmless we 
h~tve a military force there it is morally certain that there will be collision between our peo 
ple and the natives, particularly if the low vagabonds who acquire a precarious living by 
selling whiskey to the Indians are not rigidly and entirely excluded. 
The present inhabitants have always been subjected to military rule, and to know that 
they must obey the laws, and the future prosperity of that country depends largely in begin· 
ning our government of it in a right manner. When there is a population of our own citi· 
zeus sufficient to administer the laws themselves, it will be time enough to let them do so. 
But at present it will be for the best interest of all that the first established government of 
the United States in Rusr;ian America should be either military or naval. 
The acquisition of Russian America is of great importance to New England, and particu· 
larly to Massachusetts. Our whalemen of Nantucket and New Bedford, and our fishermen 
of Cape Ann and Cape Cod, already monopolize the waters of the North Pacific, and are 
drawing rich treasures from that mine'-" wealth that lies within the waters of the northern 
oceans. Maine, too, has sent her sons to; nu:>e distant seas, and the ice from Sitka and 
Kodiak is carried by their vessels to the southern coasts of California and South America. 
We feel an interest in this treaty as well as California and Oregon and Washington, and 
it is a source of gratification to all who have given their attention to the subject, that our 
State Department should have prepared, and our Senate so promptly responded to this treaty 
of purchase. Washington Territory will be largely benefited. It opens a market for her 
agriculturalal products, and it will be a means of increasing her population ; for the shores 
of the Strait of Fuca offer peculiar advantages for fishermen to colonize and make the 
Gloucester of the Pacific in that Territory, a position bearing about the same relation 
between Sitka and San Francisco as Gloucester does between the Newfoundland banks and 
.New York. 
We needed a treaty with Russia relative to the North Pacific, and this settles a question 
that has remained open for years. 
J. G. SWAN. 
Mr. Cone to Mr. Seward. 
WASHI~GTON, April12, 1867. 
SIR: The North American and United States Gazette of this morning con-. 
tains the best article yet published upon the Russian treaty; and thinking, per-
haps, it might not have come under your observation, and that you might like to 
see it, I send you my copy. 
Very respectfully, 
D. D. GONE, 410 Sixth street. 
Ron. F. W. SEWARD. 
[From the Philadelphia North American and Gazette, Friday, Aprill2, 1867.] 
RUSSIAN AMERICA. 
Russia now ceases to be an American power. She has voluntarily abandoned this conti-
nent, and surrenders her American possessions to the great republic with which she has ever 
been so friendly. By a treaty, just ratified by the United States Senate, what has hitherto 
borne the name of Russian America becomes our property, and the area of the United States 
for the first time extends to the Arctic ocean, flanking on both sides British Columbia, and 
opening up to us that glorious prospect so long dreamed of by sanguine Americans-our 
domination of this continent. 'Ve had supposed that the treaty would be ratified, but we 
confess to some surprise that only two negative votes could have been mustered, after so 
much opposition. Perhaps this may be accounted for by the fact that while all the democratic 
and administration senators supported the treaty, as a matter of course, the six republican 
senators from the Pacific States united in an earnest request to their brother republican sen-
ators to vote for the treaty as a favor to their section, whose interests would be very largely 
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benefited by it. Such an appeal as this is difficult to resist, e~pecially w~en the proclivities 
of all parties in this republic are so strongly in favor of accessiOns of tern tory. 
We held our own opinion in reserve on this question, out of respect for what seemed to be 
a strong element of opposition to the treaty, on economical, political, and international 
grounds, though we felt confident of the ratification of the treaty. Had there been any .need 
of our aid in securing the acceptance of this territory, it would have been promptly g1ven, 
for in all questions of this sort we rise superior to partisanship, and go only for our country. 
To those of our republican cotemporaries who have displayed so much zeal against this 
treaty, we advise a little more mature reflection iu future emergencies of th~ kind, befo~e 
they rush off in such eager haste to commit themselves and the party; for th1s measure IS 
but one of a series that must inevitably follow under any administration of this republic, just 
as the necessities of foreign governments induce them to prefer ready money to territory un-
available to them. 
Whenever the British government may stand ready to sell us Vancou.ver's isl.and, or British 
Columbia, or Newfoundland, or Labrador, we trust that the lesson of th1s Russmn treaty may 
be remembered and applied, and that the republicans may not repeat the follies of the old 
whigs, who rendered their policy odious by opposing all accessions of territory. Vast as 
our present empire is, the genius of our people and the ambition and capacity of the repub-
lic are fully commensurate with it. Indeed, it may be truly said that the genius of the nation 
expands with its opportunities, and that thus far no field of operations has been found to.o 
great for UF~. 'This is the most remarkable fact in our history, and it is eloquent of the possi-
bilities and probabilities of the future. 
As to the high latitude of Russian America, let us remind our friends that the whole of 
Finland lies north of the sixtieth parallel, and yet it had in 1851 no less than 1,636,915 in-
habitants. A considerable portion of Russian America lies below that parallel, extending 
down to about the fifty-fifth parallel, and this territory is large enough to contain a million 
of prosperous settlers, being seaboard regions, valuable on account of the fisheries, the ice 
trade to California, and the inexhaustible supplies of lumber. The greater part of the popu-
lation of Sweden and Norway is in territory of the same latitude as Russian America. Nor 
is that region as cold as is generally supposed, the isothermal 1i11es on the Pacific seaboard 
running far more northerly than~they doJwith us in the Atlantic States. The thermometrical 
average of temperature will compare favorably with that of Canada. 
Our whaling interests are now heaviest in the seas adjacent to Russian America, both 
above and below Behring's strait. While Russia retained both sides of that strait, and 
England dominated Baffin's bay, our whalers were always liable to interference from any 
absurd fishery regulations that either England or Russia might choose to make and try to 
enforce. It was obviously very much against our interests to have this state of things con-
tinued, and it was therefore a wise act in Mr. Seward to terminate it by acquiring possession 
of one side of Behring's strait, through which the most of our whalers are obliged to pass. 
In this re~pect, the importance of this treaty can hardly be over estimated, and American 
commerce in the Pacifit: must undoubtedly be very largely benefited by the change. With 
this territory in our possession, we can now establish whaling ports along that whole coast, 
and ship the products home on coasting voyages. New Archangel, the capital of the terri-
tory, is already an important place, possessing much trade, and as soon as it passes under 
the :flag of the republic it will attain a far greater consequence. 
The lust of dominion displayed by Russia has been so universal that it is a matter of no 
small consequence to have freed this continent from her designs. That she had such does 
not admit of question. We see the fact in the very possession of this large territory she has 
now sold us, and it is well known that during the period ju~t preceding our own acquisition 
of California her intrigues on the west coast were very extensive. With the enormous de· 
velopment of our empire, our strength, our ambition, our capacity and rapidity of progress, 
Russian ambition has disappeared from the American continent and devoted its attention to 
the vast wastes of Asia. For this reason her willingness to sell us Russian America is in 
the strict line of her present policy. 
One objection urged with some vehemence to the ratification of this treaty was that the 
territory was widely separated from our present empire, and that our uniform policy has been 
to annex only contiguous territory. But the desire of all our countrymen 'to recover posses-
sion of all that portion of the west coast we parted with by the Oregon treaty with England 
seems irresistible. So earnest was the sentiment on this subject when the negotiations were 
pending, that President Polk, his cabinet, and the democratic party seemed ready to fig·ht 
sooner than surrender any of it. The question of reannexation will doubtless some day be 
reviewed in order to connect our new purchase with Washinaton Territory. It is important 
to remember that this strip that we parted with would exactly make the connection. Events 
may occur that will enable us to recovN this territory, and if we do we shall then have the 
whole coast from Behring's strait to Mexico. 
Those who reproach the senators from the Pacific States for their anxiety to make this ac-
quisition should remember that it was by an exactly similar policy that Florida, Louisiana, 
and Texas were annexed, and our Atlantic seaboard extended to such magnificent dimen-
sions. 1'he ambition of the Pacific division of the Union is, at this time, more active and 
expansive than that of the Atlantic States, and should be encouraged rather than restrained. 
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They are eager to stretch (lUI" empire from Darien to the Axctic ocean, so that the republie 
shall become in fact, as well as in name, the United States of North America. Upon the 
expulsion of Maximilian from Mexico, we shall probably purchase Lower California and 
Sonora, and so we shall go on year after year growing in dimensions and capacity. 
There was a time when we had doubts as to the wisdom of this rapid aggrandizement, but 
events have dispelled our doubts, and satisfied us that the republic flourishes best by a con-
stantly aggressive policy. The more room we have to fill, the more rapidly do we progress 
iu filling- it. What we can do with our present empire is no measure of what we might be 
able to do with an empire far greater. The American spirit will never be satisfied so long as 
there exists any empire greater in territory, or population, or strength, or resources than our 
own. It is both our destiny and our duty to go on expanding. As we can make no alli-
ances with safety, and must yet ever be jealous of the fate of any portion of the continent, 
the best thing seems to be to annex to our own empire as much as possible, and as fast as it 
may be attainable. The trouble and anxiety we have had from having such neighbors as 
England in Canada, France in Mexico, and Spain in Cuba, ought to convince the most 
skeptical that our aim should be to have no neighbors at all. 
Some years before the civil war we E>ndeavored to direct attention to the need of our ac-
quiring a position of some consequence in the West Indies. Efforts to that end were made, 
but without any encouragement from Congress or the people. Mr. Buchanan :was desprr-
ately bent on getting Cuba at any price, and only succeeded in rendering the matter impos-
sible. We could have acquired the Spanish part of St. Domingo, known as the republic 
of that name; but while we were laughing over it Spain stepped in and anticipated us, and 
though her attempts failed there, it can hardly be said that the republic is yet free from her 
meddling. Mr. Seward bas recently purchased, by treaty, from the republic, a naval station 
in tbe bay of Samana. It would, perhaps, have been easier and better to have annexed the 
whole republic. 
These annexations will have the useful effect abroad of serving to show the world that 
the great republic, so far irom having culminated and begun to decline, as some supposed 
from the civil war, was really only on the threshold of its greatest era. It will prove, too, 
tbllt the war bas not weakened us or deprived us of strength or ambition to go on expanding. 
If outlying colonies or possessions serve to make any empire great, why should we refuse to 
have them? If a comparatively small nation like the English could grow to such pro-
digious importance in the world by means of possessions wholly remote and widely separated, 
bow much more would the wealth, population, enterprise, ambition, and actual strength of 
such an empire as ours be rnhanced by the same influences? These are questions that 
every enlightened American should answer for himself, and we cannot doubt that the answer 
of most of them will be just such a one as the Senate has given. 
Mr. J(irtland to JJtir. Seward. 
CLEVELAND, OHio, April 16, 1867. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of 
the lOth instant. · 
On the return home, in January last, of Lieutenant Pease from his expedition 
to Russian North America, he placed his observations and discuveries at the 
command of Mr. Boone for arrangement and publication, supposing they might 
interest the intelligent portion of the community. He also furnished extensive 
extracts of a report to the Russian government, of an exploration of that terri-
tory by Lieutenant Zayoyskiu in 1841-'42, which abounds in information that 
has not perhaps ever come before the American public. 
I was also able to add some items obtained, either verbally from my protege, 
the late Major Kennicott, or from his correspondence. 
Mr. Boone has already completed an extensive and elaborate article, and 
placed the manuscript in the hands of the publishers of the Atlantic magazine. 
It will appear, I suppose, in the June number of that journal. 
Enclosed is an account of the death of Major Kennicott, and of the convey· 
an ee of his remains from Nulato, down the river Y oucan, and across Behring's 
sea to the island of St. Michael, at the base of Norton's sound, by Lieutenant 
P ease. 
I am, sir, with great respeet, yours, &c., 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secntary of State. 
JARED I. KIRTLAND. 
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COLLINS'S OVERLAND TELEGRAPH-DEATH OF MAJOR ROBERT KENNICOT'f. 
Under the patronage of the Overland Telegraph Company, Major Kennicott, with a corps 
of young naturalists, advanced by way of San Francisco to the North Pacific ocean. The 
scientific public was shocked a few days since by a brief telegram announcing the death of 
Major Kennicott. Further particulars are contained in the following extracts fi·om a private 
letter of Charles Pease, junior, and from his diary recently received by his family. 
It will be recollected that Major Kennicott returned home two years since from a three 
years' overland journey by the way of Superior, Athabasca and Great Slave lakes, Macken-
zie's river to its tide-waters within the Arctic Circle, and ultimately to Fort Youcan, a post 
of the British Northwestern Fur Company, situated within the limits of Russian North Amer-
ica. At the latter place he spent a winter and secured many interesting specimens in natural 
history. He was unaccompanied by any companion in this arduous undertaking . . With 
his sledge and faithful dogs he often travelled hundreds of miles from any human being, en-
camping at night in the snow, with the temperature from forty to sixty degrees below zero. 
His fragile constitution seemed better adapted to a sick room, in charge of a kind mother and 
sisters, than for engaging in such an enterprise. Yet his energy and indomitable resolution 
sustained him in his arduous undertaking. ·whether the manuscript history of this former 
journey, which he commenced writing, was completed, is by us unknown. 
It is proper to add that on most maps, the river Youcan is laid down as emptying into the 
Arctic ocean near Point Beechy, under the name of River Colville. It is so represt,mted in 
maps 15 and 16 of Johnson's Atlas. If there be such a river, the course there laid down is 
imaginary and erroneous. 
If the reader wishes to obtain a correct understanding of these extracts, let him take those 
maps and mark on the point of land intervening between the Youcan and Porcupine rivers, 
above their junction, the location of the Brith;h Fort Youean. Below that, erase the River 
Colville, and then draw a large and very tortuous river, running southwesterly, in the direc-
tion of Cape Denbigh. When near to it, turn the river south, almost at right angles, and 
divide it into two channels, by a long and extensive island. Opposite the head of this island, 
on the south shore, in the angle, mark the locality of the Russian post Nulato. From the 
south end of this island trace the course of the Youcan in a bold semicircular sweep south 
and west. to its junction, in four channels, with Behring sea, about equal distances between 
Capes Denbigh and Romanzoff. 
On the peninsula between Behring sea and this river, Fort St. Michaels is situated, on the 
margin of the sea about half way between the north mouth of the Youean and Cape Denbigh. 
This large and extensive river from Nulato to Fort You can had never been visited by white 
men. It was Kennicott's design to explore it. · The Telegraph Company placed a small 
steamer under the command of C. Pease, junior, to carry Kennicott and company, last au-
tumn, up to the British post; but the ineompetency of the engineer defeated the design, and 
the naturalists wintered with the Russians at Nulato, where Kennicott died 
FORT ST. MICHAELS, August 19, 1866. 
MY DEAR WIFE AND PARENTS: Poor Kennicott is no longer with us. He died very sud-
denly at Nulato, a Russian port on the Youcan river, the I:3th of May last. The facts are these : 
He bad many disappointments and failures since our arrival at St. Michael, which, though 
it has been impossible to remedy, had taken a severe hold ou him and seemed to have en-
tirely broken him down. He complained much of dizziness and a strange sensation in his 
head. On the morning of the 13th of May, we had a late breakfast, and not seeing Major 
Kennicott around, concluded he had gone out for a walk, as be very often did early in the 
morning. I sent one of our Indians to look for him. Lebarge, one of our party, and I 
took a walk down the river bank, and had not gone over two hundred yards from the fort 
when I saw Kenuicott lying on his back; I ran up to him and saw in an instant that he 
was dead. I sent Lebarge back for assistance, which immediately came, and conveyed the 
body to the fort. An open compass was lying by his side. It was supposed he was taking 
bearings, and after leaning over and making marks on the sand, raised up and then fell dead. 
I c~nnot describe the feelings of our party. There were six of us at Nulato at the time of 
~faJor Kennicott's death, waiting for the ice in the river to break up so that we could start 
m boats for Fort Youcan, a distance of six hundred miles. 
Mr. Ketehum, the oldest one of the party, takes ·command. H~ appointed me second in 
command, and desire<l me to do with the remains of Major Kennicott as I thought proper. 
I employed a Russian to make a coffin, which was rendered perfectly tight with spruce pitch 
procured from the Indians. '\Ve plaeed the remains in the coffin and kept it open for three 
days, when we took our last look, and then deposited it in a vault, as I decided to take the 
remains to St. Michaels, a distance of £i.ve hundred miles by river, and eighty miles from the 
mouth of the river by sea. In the winter we cross over the mountains with our dogs and 
sleds ; by that route it is only two hundred and fifty miles, but it was then too late for the 
latter route, as the mountain streams were fast breaking up, so I decided to start down the 
river as soon as the ice broke up. We had two Exquimaux boats made of seal skins, that 
we had intended to have gone to Fork Youcan in. I took the largest one, which is thirty-
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three feet long and six feet wide, and rigged with a large sail. On the 23d of May the ice 
broke up; on the morning of the 25th we loaded t.he boat with things necessary for the trip, 
and then placed the major's remains on board. We bade good-bye to Messrs. Ketchum and 
Lebarge, who started the next day for Fort Youcan. Accompanying me were Messrs. Smith, 
Adams and Dyer. For a crew I had three Indians. After sailing down the river a few miles 
from Nulato we overtook the ice and drift-wood and found a very rapid current, and it seemed 
every moment as though the boat would swamp, but we managed to land on an island, and 
while there had a heavy thunder shower. At about three p. m. we started again and ran 
about twenty miles, when we camped for the night. Next day we made about fifty miles, 
passed an Indian village called Khottoz, stopped there a few minutes and bought some fish 
of the Indians. At night camped on an island; 27th, travelled about thirteen miles, came 
to an Indian village containing about one hundred Indians. Engaged one to go with Dyer, 
who left us there and went across to Unalakleat, where the other party had been stopping. 
2tlth, left at one a. m., had fair wind all day, stopped once, then continued until twelve at 
night; the current was very rapid, with large quantities of drift-wood, but little ice. We made 
about seventy-seven miles. 29th, left camp early in the morning, passed an Indian village. 
They fired guns for us to stop, but we were a mile from shore and kept on our course. 
Shortly after we met about fifty Exquimaux with their boats going up the river on a trading 
expedition. We stopped a short time and had a talk with them. I had seen many of them 
in the winter at Unalakleat. I informed them of Major Kennicott's death, which affected 
them very much, as he had been a great favorite with them all. After leaving them we 
passed an Indian village, called Annie. The current to-day has been very rapid-ran until 
midnight before we could find a safe place for the boat to lie. May 30th, weather· bound, 
wind blowing hard up stream, which makes the river very rough. 31st, started early, but 
did not go far before the wind came around dead a head ; we put under the lee of an 
island and lay there until evening. Just before evening I shot a large swan. June 1st, 
sailed during all of last night; overtook an Indian in a canoe. My Indians said he was better 
acquainted with the river than they, so I took him on board as pilot. He pointed out one 
channel after another leading us out of the main riv~?r until I suspected he was taking us out 
of our course. We continued on until one in the morning, when we came out into Chagal-
lok river, near the lower mouth, where it empties into the Youcan. Here there was a large 
Indian village. We had not landed before we were surrounded with canoes; I counted 
twenty. The chief came alongside, and I made him a present of a knife, tobacco and calico, 
which pleased him very much. He informed me that we were the first white men that ever 
came there. I went on shore and employed another Indian for a guide. The wind was fair 
and strong, and our boat made good progress. Adams, Smith, and the Indians went to 
sleep, and I steered the boat, my pilot telling me which channel to take. Pao>sed an Indian 
village at four p. m.; saw a tent there and stopped ; found it belonged to the Russian pro· 
vost. Took a cup of tea with him, and then continued on our journey. Stopped at a Rus-
sian post. called the Mission ; it contams several houses and one church. I took tea with 
the Bydurshek, procured a new guide and started on again, sailed ten miles and camped. 
June 2d, started early after being nearly devoured by mosquitoes; came to an Indian village 
at noon; saw some Indians on the bank of the river; took one of them for a guide and let 
the one I had return; sailed until night; camped on an island; shot a wild goose, and found 
a nest with three eggs in it. June 3d, sailed all day, passed several islands that were covered 
with geese and swans. June 4th, continued on during last night and arrived at the Russian 
post, Androfsky, at two o'clock this morning. The commander of the post invited us to 
his house; we took tea and slept in his house during the forenoon. At noon I bad the 
Indians take everything out of the boat and give it a thorough cleansing and oiling. At 
evening the wind being fair we got under way alild sailed until four in the morning. June 
5, started at noon with a fair wind, passed through a drove of seals, sailed all day ; at evening 
took a channel that leads into the Pastolec river, which we entered two miles from the mouth, 
where it empties into the sea, at two o'clock a. m. June 6th, where we were obliged to wait for 
the tide. June 7, we started at high tide, but the wind hauled around dead ahead and we were 
obliged to put in, and camped on the beach. June 8th, started with fau wind and tide, 
stood out to sea about six miles to clear some long points; sailed forty miles, and at evening 
put into a small river and took tea; started out again and at four in the morning entered 
the channel leading direct to Fort St. Michaels. Early in the morning of the 15th, we were 
within sight of the fort, but the channel was very shallow and rocky and we were obliged 
to proceed very slow. When near the fort we fired a gun whieh brought all the party to 
the beach to meet us. Dyer went to Unalakleat and informed the party that we were on 
the way down with the remains of Major Kennicott, and they all came here. In the after-
noon we had funeral service, and deposited the remains in a vault, where they will remain 
until the arrival of the ship, when I hope they will be sent home. I shall do all in my power 
to have them forwarded. 
On my arrival here I was pretty well fatigued with the care of running the boat. I 
steered her every inch of the way from Nulato to this place. 
Ketchum and Lebarge have returned from Fort Youcan and brought me two letters from 
home dated last November. 
All the property that belonged to Major Kennicott is in my charge. I have taken an in-
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ventory of everything and will bring them home on my return, which I hope will occur 
before next spring. 
We have explored the route from Behring's straits to Fort Youcan, and there will be no 
difficulty in building the telegraph line on it. 
The Youcan river averages a mile and a half wide from the sea to Fort Youcan, and is 
navigable all the way for large steamers. 
Captain Harris to Mr. Seward. 
PHILADELPHIA, April 21, 1867. 
SIR: Having formed an organization to go to Russian America with the in-
tention of settling and making permanent homes for the citizens of the States, 
we as such desire to write to you to see what arrangements could be effected 
between the government and the parties which are anxious to emigrate to that 
country. 
Having called a meeting of citizens of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to that 
effect, we are waiting to hear from the government in regard to emigration, and 
the welfare of such emigrants. Having been elected chairman of the committee 
they have prevailed upon me to inform you of our proceedings. 
Resolved, That we, members of the Pioneer association for the civilization of 
the lately acquired Rusf3ian American territory, (now America,) ask the honor-
able Secretary of State for his good offices in the furtherance of this object. 
Resolved, That we pledge ourselves to equip ourselves for the above object, 
and rely on the United States government to assist us in the objects of its 
civilizing influences. 
Resolved, That having entire reliance in the patriotism of the government of 
the United States, we ask an early reply to this communication. 





CALVIN CURTIS, SecTetary. 
All communications to be addressed to Captain N. R. Harris, 1002 Wharton 
street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Ron WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary if State, Washington, D. C. 
Mr. Skeplzerd to Mr. Seward. 
[Extract.] 
NEw HAVEN, CoNN., April 28, 1867. 
RESPECTED AND DEAR SIR: While making geological surveys in the Hud-
son bay territory, some time since, I gained numerous facts about the vast 
animal and mineral resources of Russian America, and in behalf of Connecticut 
desire to return my warmest thanks for the recent purchase thereof . 
.. * * * * * * * .. 
Your obedient servant, 
FORREST SHEPHERD. 
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[From the New York HPrald, April29, 1867.] 
RUSSIAN AMERICA-ITS VAST RESOURCES. 
Russia and the United States, the young giants respectively of the Old and New Worlds, 
in whom are concentrated greater vitality and strength than in any other of the modern pow· 
ers, are at this moment, although in most respects the antipodes of each other, engaged in 
the same work-that of expansion and progression. They stand now upon the two conti-
nents, the one the impersonation of absolutism, the other of republicanism. No two nations 
at once bear a more forcible resemblance and exhibit a more strikiltg contrast, and at this 
moment no two, despite the aggressive policy of Prussia or the menacing silence of France, 
are ·watched with more solicitude or are likely to accomplish more smpendous r11snlts. The 
specific ultimate object at which Russia aims is the acquisition of the European possessions 
of the Sultan. With the proud city of Constantinople, the command of the Bosphorus, and 
the commerce of tlte Black Sea under her control-an unbroken territory extending from the 
Arctic to the Mediterranean, and stretching across Asia-she would be effectually mistress of 
Europe. The United States do not detine their aspirations, but look quietly forward to the 
time when the "whole boundless continent" will form one unbroken republic. The remark-
able entente cordiale, which for a quarter of a century has been increasing between us, ren· 
ders this similarity of object the more natural. 
Russia and the United States must ever be friendly, the colossi having neither territorial 
nor maritime jealousies to excite the one against the other. The interests of both demand 
that they should go hand in hanrl in their march to empire. 
WHY RUSSIA CEDES THE TERRITORY. 
It is in this light that the cession of the vast Russian American possessions to the United 
States should be regarded; for this territory, embracing a country more than seven times as 
large as the State of New York, is the spontaneous offer of the Emperor, and entirely unex-
pected and unsolicited on the part of the United States. This is the second time it bas been 
tendered to us. It seems to have been suggested with the same spirit of friendly sympathy 
which, when the two chief powers of western Europe were on the point of recognizing· the 
southern confederacy, prompted the anchoring of two large Russian fleets, as if by accident, 
at the same time, one in the harbor of New York and the other in the bay of San Francisco-
a silent but eloquent hint to keep bands off. The officers of both fleets became the public 
guests of the re~pective communities. The spectacle bad its effect, and recognition was 
abandoned. Of course Russia has her own interests to subserve in this transaction, and 
quietly enjoys the ill-concealed chagrin of her old enemy, England, in being thus unexpect-
edly hemmed in, north, west, and south, by her republican neighbor. Russia is also little 
reluctant to part with a territory which, owing to i_ts remoteness from t.he centre of govern· 
ment, can never be of much commercial value to a power not essentially maritime, while to 
her republican friend and ally it becomes of immediate importance in every point of view. 
Under the rule of the Russian Trading Company it yielded little or no revenue ~o the impe· 
rial treasury, the monopoly consuming all the profits and sharing but a tithe of the burdens 
of its government. There was every reason why Russia should cede, and why we should 
acquire this immense tract of territory. The information concerning a country so far re-
moved from the ordinary routes of commerce must necessarily be, at best, only of a general 
nature. Pacts, therefore, obtained from personal experience, and reliable data from recent 
explorers, may serve to illustrate the prominent features of the country and its people until 
more detailed examinations can be made. 
A GLANCE AT RUSSIAN AMERICA HISTORICALLY 
Russian books furnish interesting particulars of the discovery of the American coast north 
of 58° 50' by Captain .Behring, who was sent out on a voyage of exploration in 1733 by the 
Empress Ann of Russia. He also discovered the greater part of the islands between the two 
continents. From that time Russian bunters and trappers from Okhotsk began to extend 
their expeditions to the northwest coast of America. Positive information exists of about 
forty expeditions of this kind during the last half of the eighteenth century. The Andrejanoff 
islands (a portion of the Aleutian archipelago) were formally annexed to Russia in 1766. A 
government exploration started from Okhotsk, in 1790, under the command of Captain Bil· 
lings. To Captain Taryteheff, one of the members, are due important researches on the 
hydrography and ethnology of those countries. The first attempt at a permanent settlement 
was due to three Russian traders-Shelekhoff and two Golikoffs-who fitted out two or three 
vessels to be sent to the land of Alaska, also cFtlled America, to islands known or unknown, 
for the purpose of trading in furs, of exploring the country, and entering into' relations with 
the inhabitants. Their first expedition started in 1781, and the first settlement was founded 
on the island of Kadjak. The authority of the Russian government was thus established on 
this and the adjacent islands. In 1790 Shelekhoff, then residing at Irkoutsk, sent out the 
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merchant Baranoff to govern the new colony. The name ofBaranoff, who for twenty-seven 
years was the controlling mind of the new e11terprise, thus appeared for the first time in its 
history. Shelekhoff died in 1795, and his widow continued the business, which gradually 
increased, especially after combining with the Milnikoff Company. The charter of this joint 
company was signed in August, 1798, and confirmed at St. Petersburg in 1799. Novo .Ark-
kangelsk, on the island of Sitka, now known as the town of that name, was founded in 179!). 
The boundaries of the lands granted to the company, and defined in its renewed charter of 
1821, were formally confirmed and acknowledged by the treaties with tb~ United States in 
1824, and Great Britain in 1825. Such is, in brief, the history of the Russian American 
Trading Cornpany of the present day, whose extended charter has lately expired, never to be 
renewed. Emulous of the remarkable success attending the Hudson's Ray Company's 
enterprise, they gradually pushed their operations in all directions, and extended their sta-
tions far beyond the originally prescribed limits, having at last reached the coast of Califor-
nia. This was prior to the Mexican independence, and the necessary privileges were con-
ceded by the Spanish government, who then owned California. They also stretched over to 
the Asiatic side, along the Okhotsk sea, and had several establishments there-one especially 
at Ayan, in latitude 52° 26' 11orth, longitude 131:5° 20' east. It has a population of about 
three hundred, with a governor and a small garrison, and was tolerably well fortified in the 
Crimean war. The company also have establishments at Alaska, Cook's inlet, Bristol bay, 
and Norton sound, all on the American side of Behring's straits, and in the Aleutian and 
Kurile islands. These are their principal stations, but many smaller ones might be men-
tioned. Upon the expiration of their charter, as above stated, the government declined to 
renew it, despite the most strenuous efforts on the part of the concessionists, who at the time 
were reaping a splendid harvest from their enterprise. They have now thirty-eight fur and 
trading stations alDng the coast, Sitka being the general headquarters. 
WHY THE EMPEROR REFUSED TO RENEW THEIR CHARTER. 
The reasons of this refusal on the part of the Russian government were, first, that the com-
pany had failed to meet the real objects of the concession, which were to encourag·c immi-
gration te those regions, and induce tbe settlement of a population which would develop its 
mineral and agricultural resources. This, however, was what the company had no idea of 
doing; on the contrary, their interests pointed to the discouraging of all branches of indus 
try, save that which yielded them their enormous profits-the fur trade. This business is 
aiametrically opposed to agricultural pursuits, since farming tends to clear away forests, and 
consequently to thin off wild animals. It was also plainly injurious to this traffic to dinrt 
the attention of the natives from hunting to other pursuits; for, in a thinly populated coun-
try, every hand that can manage an oar or use a gun is valuable. Hence the mining and 
agricultural advantages of Russian America, under the monopoly of the company, have been 
studiously kept in the background, and the government has seen, with much Llissatisfaction, 
that while the development of California greatly benefited the company in reducing the 
prices of their supplies of provisions and other articles from abroad, not the least good resulted 
to Russia in developing the national rewurces. But another still more powerful considera-
tion with the imperial government was that for the last fifteen years certain political reasons 
seemed to point out the wisdom of selling the whole of this great territory to the United 
States. 
THE AMERICAN NORTHWEST FUR 'l'RADE. 
In the infancy of our commerce a few far·seeing New York and Boston merchants recog-
nized the importance of the trade and commerce of what was vaguely known as the ' 1 north-
west coast." The Columbia river and Oregon were then the uttermost ends of the earth-
unknown solitudes which only a few of our hardy pioneers and navigators had penetrated; 
and it is to tho:;e early adventurers that is due the credit of founding our splendid possessions 
along the Pacific coast which now crown the republican empire. 
OUR RUSSIAN TREATY OF 1824. 
While Europe was gradually emerging from the chaos of the Napoleon wars our govern-
ment, in 1824, entered into a treaty with the Emperor Nicholas, by which the United States 
was prevented from making any settlement north, and Russia south, of 54° 40'; but the ships 
of both powers might, for a term of ten years from that date, frequent the harbors and coasts 
for the purpose of fishing and trading with the natives. .At the expiration of this term of ten 
years the Emperor declined to renew the treaty or to allow American vessels to trade on the 
unoccupied coasts north of 54° 40'. Our plenipotentiaries at St. Petersburg were instructed, 
in 1836, to inquire into the cause. The only reasons offered to our ministers, Messrs. Wil-
kins and Dallas successively, by Count Nesselrode, the Russian minister of foreign affairs, 
was that the renewal of the fourth article of the treaty of 1824 would enable the Americans 
to furnish the natives of the coast with spirituous liquors and fire-arms. This result was 
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doubtless produced by the representations of the Russian American Trading Company, who 
regarded with the deepest j ealousy the advent of a people whose enterprise and keen intelli· 
gence boded no good to their princely monopoly. 
There was, however, some foundation for this exclusiveness, as the rum sold to the Indians 
had already demoralized the coast tribes, and hostile bands had been found armed with mll8· 
kets bought from the American traders. President Van Buren, as in duty bound, alluded to 
this very delicately in his message to Congress in December, 1838, and from that time the 
whole subject quietly subsided, and no treaty has ever been signed since that time. The 
imperial concessions to the Russian American Company granted them the exclusive right to 
trade in those regions, and consequently American trading vessels could not be permitted to 
violate the privileges of that grant. Thus, w bile Russian ships were admitted freely to all 
American waters, the Russian government found itself unable, without violatiJ,g private 
rights, to concede the same privileges to us. This has, at times, deuply annoyed Baron 
Stoeckl, the Russian ambassador at Washington. 
RUSSIAN AMERICA OFFERED '1'0 US DURING THE CRIMEAN WAR. 
In the summer of J 854, during the Crimean war, the Russian government considering the 
opportunity favorable, resolved to take a step, which, as above stated, bad been long in con-
templation. This was to hem in the British possessions on the northwest coast by conveying 
the Russian territories to a people whose adivity and proximity would create a powerful 
rival to England in the North Pacific. Baron Stoeckl at that time formally proposed the 
sale of the whole of Russian America to the United States. 
THE OFJi'ER REFUSED BY PIERCE AND HIS CABINET. 
President Pierce dec.lined the offer for reasons never made public, but which also induced 
him about the same time to refuse the gift of the whole of the republic of Honduras, which, 
under the administmtion of President Cabanas, was tendered to the United States through 
Senor Barrundia, the special agent sent hither for that purpose. The proposed cession of 
Russian Ameriea was regarded as the first step towards the acquisition of all the northern 
part of the continent by the great republic. But at that time the timid Pierce and his cabinet 
feared complieations w1th England, and the United States was not so sure of her imperial 
position as at present, when the war of the rebellion has raised her into the first power on 
the globe. Perhaps, too, Russian America wa~ considered worthless by persons then, as 
now, ignorant of its positive value to us commercially and politically. 
This was as great a mistake as that unhappy treaty which, after the northwest boundary 
dispute, gave Vancouver's island to England, a concession which would scarcely have been 
made had its immense strategic value been fully comprehended. A greater blunder was 
never committed by any government than by ours in consenting to give up Vancouver's 
island to Great Britain. She never bad any right to it, and in retaining it retained about 
all she then really cared for in that region The development of the mineral and other 
resources of British Columbia has smce demonstrated the wisdom and foresight of her per-
sistency. 
CESSION OF RUSSIAN-CALIFORNIA CLAIMS. 
It has for some time been the policy of Russia to head off England in the North Pacific, 
and this cession of her American possessions is but in pursuance of her original designs. 
This policy of yieldi11g her American possessions to us commenced as far back as in Hl47, 
shortly after the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and our acquisition of California. Reference 
has already been made to the extension of the Russian trading posts early in the present 
century to the Routh"' ard in Califoruia by spe<"ial treaty with the .Spanish govern·,nent. The 
ltussian American Trading Company, availing ibelf of that treaty, located a trading, manu-
facturing, and agricultural station at Bodega, just north of San Francisco, and erecting a 
fort there. This settlen1ent was given up to tbe United States, but before the cession and 
just prior to the discovery of gold, the Russian Admiral Wrangel was sent out to examine 
the country and report upon its value, with the view, probably, of asking a consideration for 
the lands ceded. Admiral Wrangel reported the eountry of "no value," and the Russians 
sold out for a song to private parties,( the pioneer tlutter being the principal purchaser of the 
crops and cattle.) This grant of laud fac~d for n1any leagues on the Pacific coast, immedi-
ately in front of the richest g-old mines in the world, which were discoverPd very soon after· 
wards, and although the terms of the grant pn•scri bed the boundaries north and south, there 
was no limit to its extent into the then unknown interior. It may be questioned whether 
Russia would have ~o g·racefnlly presented us with these lands bad she known the priceless 
value of what she ceded. 
GOVERNORS FUZUJELM AND MAKSOUTOFF. 
The governor of Russian America has his residence at Sitka. His powers are absolute, 
embracing- the dt-atb set1tence. The former gov<wnor, who lived there for many years, was 
Admiral :Fuzujelm, whose name is known to all Californians for his generous hospitality to 
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strangers visiting Sitka, and especially to Americans. His wife, a lady of St. Petersburg 
and remarkable for her personal beauty and elegant accomplishments, ably seconded the 
governor in his philanthropic efforts towards instructing the people, and forming establish-
ments for their comfort and general improvement. Admiral Fuzujelm and family passed 
through San Francisco and New York in the summer of 18fJ4, and were for several days at 
the St. James hotel. Their children were educated at Sitka, and spoke English, French, 
and GerUJan fluently, to say nothing of their native Russian. The governor repaired to St. 
Petersburg, rendered an account of the condition of the country, and is now go'vernor of the 
departmeut of eastern Siberia at Nieolaifsti, on the Amoor. He was succeeded by the present 
governor, Prince Maksoutoff, who had been second in command for several years. The Rus-
sian troops and all their military paraphernalia will be withdrawn from Sitka, as provided by 
the late treaty, immediately after the exchange of the ratifications of the convention, and all 
fortifications will be surrendered to the United States, who will proceed to establish their own 
form of government. This, of course, will terminate the line of Russian American govern-
ors, and it is not improbable that the principal families will leave with Prince Maksoutoff. 
MINERAL RESOTTRCES OF RUSSIAN AMERICA. 
There are good reasons to assume that our Russian American acquisition, comprising 
nearly five hundred thousand square miles of territory, will reward exploration by turning 
up a valuable mineral country. The data are thus far rather scanty, but such as exist are to 
the point and favor the above supposition. The imperial government was long desirous that 
the Russian American Company should thoroughly explore the interior, which, however 
barren in appearance, and m1promising in an agricultural point of view, seemed likely to 
prove valuable in minerals. This was one of the objects of the grant made to that company; 
but their aim being immediate profit, and knowing that their lucrative fisheries would suffer 
in any mining excitement, they shrewdly raised every possible objection against the prac-
ticability of prospecting the interior, urging as a principal reason the hostility of the natives. 
The Emperor thereupon offered them additional troops, in fact, as many as they wanted, the 
company to maintain them at its own expense. This they declined for some specious reason, 
and the government, although conYinced that gold existed there, especially after its succes-
sive discovery in Oregon, Washington Territory, and British Columbia, in regular progres-
sion northward, allowed the subject to subside. 
GOLD EXCITEMENTS INJURIOUS TO FUR COMPANIES. 
The ghost in the closet of the Hudson Bay Company always was that gold might be dis-
covered in British Columbia, which would ruin their lucrative fur trade by the desertion of 
their employes to the placers. At last, in 1858, the long-dreaded discovery was made, and 
the company's factors hastened to assert that it was all humbug, and, with their traditional 
dislike of immigration, advised strangers not to visit British Columbia. This has also 
been the policy of the Russian American Company. 
GOLD DISCOVERIES WORK NORTHWARD. 
The discovery of gold has been steadily to the northward since the days of the early Spa-
niards, who, in the sixteenth century, imagined that gold was confined to the tropi('s. No 
one suspected its existence in the north until the California marvel awoke the world to the 
splendid reality. From that time richer gold fields have been continually developed north-
ward, until those of British Coluo1bia, far north of Fraser river, promise to outshine all that 
has hitherto been found. Mr. Collins states that gold mining has already been commenced 
by American prospectors on the Steeken or St. Francis river, as far north as fifty-six degrees 
oflatitude. This liver flows into the sea through Russian American territory, and the writer 
adds that the prospect for gold on that river was reporterl to be equal to the palmy days of 
California. If these reports prove to be corn•ct, our hardy miners along the non bern frontier 
and California will not be long in overrunning the eouutry and exposing its hiddt>n treasures. 
On the Copper Mine river the Indians bring lumps aud nug-gets of pure copper into Kodiac 
and the settlements near the mouth of that river. ~any large specimens of metallic copper 
and of copper ore have been taken to St. Petersburg. 
DAZZLING ACCOUNTS BY ROCHE, THE EXPLORER. 
Roche, who seems to have travelled with eyes and ears open on the mineral suhject, and 
who, perhaps, hoped that Russian Ameriea might some day be absorbed by 1ts big·ger British 
neighbor, grows eloquent over the gold, silver. and even diamonds destiued to be fuund in 
that country. His statements respecting other parts of the cominent have proved very cor 
rect, and hence the following is entitled to attention: "Russian America,., be says, "pos-
sesses in its minerals and ores far greater riches than its furs or fi;;heries or even its forests 
can be made to yield, the turning to account of which would give life to this whole reg-ion, 
and tend to raise up villages and towns as pro~>perous as those of far less hospitable Siberia." 
Coal and copper, he says, have been found along the Mackenzie, and he bad little doubt, 
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from the comparison which he had made between the geographical features of both countri 
that the whole region was as rich in minerals and ores as Siberia, and that upon a proper 
ploration gold would be found in the rivers and valleys. This was fifteen years ago, and C 
part of the pre~liction has already been fulfilled, as surface gold washings are reported at 
being successfully worked. He boldly asserts it as his belief that platinum, lead. silver, dia· 
monds, and all other precious stones of Siberia would be found in the mountains of Russian 
America. He adds that several valuable minerals, such as fine jasper, porcelain clay, semi· 
opal, plumbago, gypsum, various colored ochres, amber, sulphur, petroleum, galena, por-
phyry, variegated marble, and iron ore had been discovered. Whether these precious pro· 
ducts exist in any considerable quantities Mr. Roche does not say. He received these state. 
ments from ·what he took to be reliable authority. 
COAL DEPOSITS OF RUSSIAN AMERICA AND THEIR FUTURE NATIONAL VALUE. 
Mines of coal are known to exist in numerous places on the Russian American coast and 
on the Aleutian island<;. It is generally of a bituminous character. The Rnssian steamers 
have long supplied themselves fr.:>m the Kodiac mines, where alone exists enough to meet 
all present or future demands of commerce. The Russians, who are fully alive to the value 
of coal, have always had a keen eye fm: such deposits, both on the Ametican and Asiatic 
coasts, for they know that it forms one of the most essential materials of war. They now 
hold a portion of Saghalien island for its valuable coal mines, and the English, who are not 
less awake to its importance, have for some time been vainly influencing the .Japanese to 
exclude them. This coal is of excellent quality, and the Russians get it at the mere cost of 
mining. The Russian American Company have for some years past used the coal from 
Kodiac island in their workshops and forges. 
Coal is distinctly traced through California from and within thirty miles of San Francisco 
northward to Orf'gon, where in Coose bay are inexhaustible mines, from which a lucrative 
business is maintained with San Francisco; thence northward, equally large coal fields exist 
near the Umpqua river, and still further north, at Bellingham bay, in Washington Territory. 
the most valuable coal mines on the Pacific coast have been successfully worked for ten or 
fifteen years. ThCJse of Vancouver's island are equally productive, and supply the British 
naval and merchant steamert:i, as well as the whole coal eonsumption in British Columbia. 
It is, consequently, nothing· remarkable that Russian America should possess valuable coal 
mines. Iron mines, perfectly accessible and easily worked, are also found. 'l'he1e is there-
fore no lack of natural resCJurces in the newly acquired terri tory for Yankee ingenuity to 
work upou, and it remains with ourselves to turu them to profitable account. 
CLIMATE AND WEATHER STATISTICS OF THE NORTHWEST COAST. 
The so-called rigor of the Russian American climate has been urged as a reason why the 
country cannot be worth our acceptance. This results from want of reliable information 
e,bout that region, and a general vague idea obtained from old school-books and encyclopedias 
that it is a scene of frightful desolai,ion and eternal ice. An i mparti.al examination of the 
facts as obtained from those who have passed much of their lives there might suffice to lay 
this ice-ghost. It is truly observed that Russian America is not especially an agricultural 
country. Compared with the rich lands of Orf'gon and California, it certainly is not. 
Roche, the French traveller who penetrated the interior of Russian America some fifteen 
years ago. nevertheless gives a flattering account of the fertility of some of the inland valleys 
and great river courses. He represents the inland country as being well watered with lakes 
and rivers; abounding, even to the Arctic Cirele, with splendid forests of large pines; and 
an astonishing vigor of vegetation, owing to the humidity of the atmosphere. He states that 
the Hudson Bay Company, who have loeated upon the Russian possessions in several in-
stances, have raised the cereals nearly as far north as sixty degrees, but that this cannot be 
done on the coast lands, and that corn, despite the moist atmosphere, will not grow anywhere 
in the country. These facts formed a portion of a paper read before the Literary and His-
torical Suciety of Quebec in 1855. 
The failure of the coast lands, agriculturally, is not due to severity of climate, but rather 
to the soil, which, as has been already remarked, is generally poor along the coasts. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PACIFIC AND ATLANTIC CLIMATES. 
Sitka is situated on about the meridian of Edinburg. Its climate bas sometimes been com-
pared to that of Scotland. Its mean temperature is only four degrees lower than that ot 
London, but the isothermal line gives it that of Newfoundland. Phy&ical conditions, how-
ever, have latterly been discovered which place its climate rather approaching that of New 
England, and the facts fully bear out this estimate. The difference in temperature in favor 
of tlle Pacific side of the continent is well known. Take, for example, San Francisco, which 
lies in about the latitude of Delaware bay, the entrance to Delaware bay. Yet, in San Fran-
cisco, even thin ice is rarely seen in mid-winter, snow never falls, flowers bloom in the open 
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air the year round, and winter is only- to be distinguished from summer by the bracing ocean 
winds of the former and the frequent rains · of the latter. l<"or those who have steamed or 
sailed up Delaware bay in winter no description will be required. 
This great mildness on the Pacific side is not less marked to the northward. The writer 
has travelled along the coast lands of Oregon in mid-winter without seeing ice, and snow only 
on the mountain-tops, and at no time suffered from cold, night or day. The same experi-
ence was had in British Columbia, at Vancouver's island, and among the mountains of Fra-
ser river and the Lillocet country. There the climate is more rigorous, but at no time ap-
proaching the severity of the past winter throughout our middle and northern States. Rus-
sian America, along its entire Pacific coast, from the latitude of 54 degrees 40 minutes around 
to the Aleutian islands, has probably never experienced so cold a winter as that we have 
just undergone on the Atlantic side. Sitka includes ice among its exports, with which it 
supplies all the American Pacinc coast, and will before long send it to the ports of China 
and India. Bnt so does the country around Boston, and yet a million people find that cli-
mate quite endurable. Without attempting or desiring to magnify the Russian American 
climate into that of a mild country, the writer would endeavor to dissipate the erronc·ous 
ideas which seem to have obtained concerning it. 
It is certain that rye and barley grow well, even with the rude cultivation which is vouch-
Sfifecl to th em ; and it is stated that wheat has been raised in some of the protected inl and 
valleys, but this is subject to grave doubts. Potatoes and all the esculents thrive there 
wherever the soil is good or has been enriched, as is often done with manure made of fish; 
and there seems to br. no good reason why grains and vegetables should not do as well there 
as in Nova :3cotia and Newfoundland. 
FUR TRADING AND FISHING MONOPOLIES OPPOSED TO AGRICULTURE. 
But the poliey of the Russian American Company has been steadily opposed to directing 
the attention of its employes away from their lucrative fur trade, and for this reason agricul-
ture has been diseouraged. They have invariably kept a year's food on hand in their store-
houses at Sitka-enough for their employes to provide against the possibility of scarcity, or the 
loss of the annual ship loaded with supplies. 
Until lately not even a kitchen garden was cultivated at any of these coast settlements ; 
but latterly the people are beginning to raise vegetables, and rye and barley have been suc-
cessfully attempted. From this total neglect the people are gradually awakening to the 
consciousness that the soil can be made productive by tillage, although thtse lands are by 
no means as fertile as the valleys of the great rivers. Even the commonest vegetables were 
imported, preserved in cans; and Prince, Maksoutofl', the present governor of Sitka, having 
sent to San Francisco for a cow, in order to have a supply of milk for a sick child, it was 
found necessary to bring hay to keep the animal-the only cow in Russian Arnerica-from 
starving. But the company at last began to see the folly of tabooing agriculture and con-
fining the industry to one branch. This, however, was just at the expiration of their mo-
nopoly, which has lasted about sixty years. Ploughs and farming implements are almost 
as unknown as they were in California in the days of the Spaniards. In fact, the country is 
in a completely primitive state, and cultivation, save in a few insignificant instances of 
kitchen gardens and the like, scarcely exists even in name. The soil of the new territory, 
therefore, must, in its present condition, be called unproductive; but it is not because it is 
utterly barren, or the climate too severe for agricultural pursuits. In the hands of Ameri· 
cans, Russian America can be made self-itllstaining. 
THE WEATHER AT SITKA AND ON THE WHALING GROUNDS. 
The recent statements concerning the climate south of Behring straits are simply absurd 
to those who know the temperature along the coasts. These ideas have been exhumed from 
the exaggerated accounts of the early voyagers, whose befogged and cumbrous volumes are 
consulted , when dozens of wide-awake adventurers are living among us who know the coun-
try thoroughly, and are ready to impart information concerning it. The whole Pacific coast, 
from California to the Arctic, is at times enveloped in dense fog, lasting sometimes several 
weeks, and long and chilling rains, as well as snow-storms in winter, are frequent. In the 
summer the most extraordinary contrast occurs, and the heat is at times unbearably oppres-
sive, not only at Sitka, but across the Alaskan peninsula, in the sea of Kamtschatka. A 
whaling shipmaster, who bas passed several seasons in the far north, asserts that he has 
seldom suffered more with the heat in the Atlantic States than he has on the coast of Russian 
America during the summer months. The Aleutian islands, stretching across the ocean 
nearly on the fifty-second parallel, are about in the latitude of the south of England or Ger-
many. 'l'he trading company's stations, two of which are located on the principal Aleutian 
islands, ar.c in a humid, but not cold, climate, which is generally milder than that of our 
Atlantic seaboard between the capes of Delaware and New York. These facts, after all that 
has been said in opposition to the climate of the new territory, may seem incred1ble unless 
supported by reason and proofs, which it will be here in place to adduce. 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--4 
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EXPLANATION OF THE MODERATE CLIMATE ON TiiE NORTHWEST COAST-THE" 
CURREN'r," OR GULF STREAM OF THE PACIFIC-DESCRIPTIONS OF THESE 
ASIA'l'IC CURRENTS BY EMINENT NAVIGATORS. 
The cause of the higher temperature of the Pacific coast over the same paraUels of 
on the Atlantic side is precisely the same cause which moderates the climate of England 
France-the warm waters of the Gulf Stream. There exists in the Pacific a gulf stream 
ing under nearly similar conditions with that of the Atlantic side. Maury, in his '' 
directions," satisfactorily explains tbe moderate temperature of the North Pacific 
1nense warm ocean current flowing fi·om the coasts of India and China towards 
straits. "This stream," be says, ;~ escapes from the straits of Malacca, and, being joined 
others from the Java and China seas, passes out into the Pacific, like another gulf stream, be-
tween the Philippines and the shores of Asia, whence it attempts the great circle route for the 
Aleutian islands, tempering climates and flowing towards the northwest coast of Ame1ica ;" 
and he then proceeds to describe the points of resemblance between this ocean current and 
the gulf stream of the Atlantic. The Pacific stream may even be traced for thousands of 
miles by its temperature, and even the altered color of its waters. It sweeps over from the 
Japanese coast towards the north, against the bend of the continent, to Russian America, 
where it is turned to the southward, along the coasts of Oregon, California, and Mexico. 
The same facts, but in a much fuller and more explicit manner, are given in Kerhallet's 
General Examir.ation of the Pacific, translated and published by the Messrs. Blunt, in which 
the "Japan current," as he and other eminent navigators now term it, is minutely described. 
The Pacific gulf stream, commencing in the vicinity of Loo Choo islands, sets rapidly along 
the Asiatic shores, whence . striking off across the ocean in a well-defined belt, it expends its 
warm currents at Behring's straits and along the Russian American coast, where it turns 
along the coast southward to California. This remarkable stream varies in temperature,but 
runs as high as eighty-one degrees Fahrenheit in the India:n seas, and is at about fifty degrees 
:Fahrenheit at Behring's straits, where it spreads out and tempers the American coast climate 
for many degrees of latitude. 
Lieutenant Bent, United States navy, an able and experienced navigator, read a paper 
some time since on this subject before the New York Geographical Society. He states that 
the strength and character of this Pacific current are as decidedly marked as those of the 
gulf stream on the coast of Florida, and that its influence in modifying the climate of the 
northwest coast is not less remarkable. Its softening influence is felt along our Nortl: Pa· 
cific shores to such ail extent that, to use the navigator's own words, "vessels trading to 
Petropaulovski, (on the Asiatic side,) when becoming unwieldy fi·om accumulations of ice 
on their bulls and rigging, run over to a higher latitude on the American coast and thaw out, 
in the same manner that vessels frozen up on our own coast retreat again into the Gulf Stream 
until favored by an easterly wind." 
This concmrent testimony, were H not corroborated by thousands of witnesses as to the 
mildness of the temperature of the northwest coast, should set at rest the fables of a frigid 
climate there; and, what is equally satisfactory, they divest the subject of vutgar mystery 
in explaining the causes by the simplest laws of nature. The experience of the present 
writer on the northwest coast and the mterior of British Columbia, added to the evideuce of 
others who know the extreme North Pacific, leads to but one c.onclusion-that whatever ob-
j ection may be raised against the final acquisition of Russian America as regards its value, 
material or political, there are no grounds for rejecting it on the score of an inhospitabln 
climate. As regards the northern coast, and at Behring's straits and around on the Arctic 
shore, there can be no question as to the severity of the winter; but it is not presumed that 
any contingency could arise which would call for a settlement there. The fisheries, fur trade, 
and general course of commerce are to the southward, east of the sea of Kamtscbatka, iu the 
great bend of the ocean lying between the eastern coast and the peninsula, thence to China 
and India. 
NECESSITY OF AN EXPLORING EXPEDITION BEING SENT FROM SAN FRANCISCO. 
'!'here is a speedy and effectual way of solving these vexed questions of climate and the 
general value of Russian America. Our government should, without delay, despatch a steam 
revenue cutter from San Francisco for special service this summer in exploring that portion 
of the coast, which half a century of experience has taught the Russians is available tor gen-
eral commercial purposes. Such a vessel, if despatched at once by telegTaph--and one or 
two might now be mentioned as well caleulated for the trip-would reach Sitka, say, by the 
middle of May, and quite in time for the breaking up of the northern winter and the opeu-
ing of the inlets and rivers of the far north. At Sitka the local authorities would supply 
pilots and guides who have passed their lives in those regions, and the voyag·e of exploration 
could be completed, for all practieal purposes, by October. The steamer would find an ample 
supply of coal at two or three well known mines, especially at Kodiac island. She could 
visit any or all of the company's ports or trading stations, of which, as has already been 
stated, there are thirty-eight, and ascertain, from actual observation and accounts taken on 
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the spot, the whole story in time for the meeting of Congress next winter. Such a flying 
expedition, of course, could not be expected to navigate any great distance up the Kvichpak 
or other large rivers, or effect any detailed exploration of the interior; but, with an active 
and wide-awake little corps of the proper men, untrammelled by red-tape restrictions, the 
expedition would bring back more live information on all important points than could be ob-
tained by years of fumbling among the accounts of ancient navigators and musty books of 
travel. 
M1·. Dennison to Mr. F. W. Seward. 
CoLUMBUs, lJ!Iay 1, 1867. 
Mv DEAR SIR: Let me make to the Secretary, through you, my hearty con-
gratulations upon his purchase of Russian America, which I hope he may give 
me and the country the opportunity to renew by securing the British Pacific terri-
tory during his administration of the State Department. We must own the 
Pacific coast from the Isthmus up. 
With the kindest regards, I am, truly yours, 
W. DENNISON. 
Ron. F. W. SEWARD, 
Assistant Secretary if State. 
Mr. Bone to Mr. Seward. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO, May 6, 1867. 
Sm: Knowing the interest you take in everything concerning the territory 
purchased from the Russian government, I have taken the liberty of informing 
you that in the June number of the Atlantic Monthly will appear an article 
by me on Russian America, in which, in addition to the general information in 
regard to the character and capabilities of the country, are given accounts of 
the explorations of the rivers Kvihpak and Kuskokvim by Lieutenat1t Zayoy-
skin in 1843-' 4, under direction of the Russian government, and the explora-
tions of Kvihpak by the expedition sent out by the telegraph company. The 
facts were furnished by Lieutenant Charles Pease, (one of the expeditionary 
corps,) and I have also had the assistance of all the documents, maps and 
sketches in the possession of the telegraph company, together with the papers 
of the late Major Kennicott. I believe the facts given are more full than have 
yet been published, and in calling your attention to the article, I do so solely 
because I am desirous that the objections existing to the purchase should be 
removed. 
In this connection I would respectfully recommend Lieutenant P ease to your 
consideration, should it be considered advisable to send a government expedi-
tion or agent to the territory. 
I am, your obedient servant, 
J. H. A . BONE. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWAHD. 
Mr. Taylor to Jltir. Seward. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Wasl~ington, May 19, 1867. 
SIR: Referring to my communication of May 17 upon the situation of north-
west British America, I beg leave to enclose an article corroborative of my state-
ments from the St. Paul Press of May 16, 1867. 
Re!!!pectfully, 
I. W. TAYLOR. 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Secretary if State. 
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THE RED RIVER COLONY. 
The New York Evening Post thinks that "if there are any parts of the British posses-
sions to the north of us which. seem likely to become disintegrated and to drop into our 
ownership, they are British Columbia and the region now known as the 'Red River Settle-
ment.' The people of the latter region have the most reason to pray for annexat}on. Their 
trade and communications all seek a channel by way of Minnesota, and the people are well 
nigh isolated from their loyal fellow-colonists." · 
The frequent complaints of the colonists, through the Nor' Wester and other channels, 
against the rule of the Hudson Bay Company, and the assertion of that paper that the 
feeling against the continuance of the present system is so strong that the propriety of 
assuming "squatter sovereignty" is openly discussed, are no new manifestations of the 
desire of the Red Iiver people either for annexation to Canada for a colonial government of 
their own, or, if neither of these are granted, for annexation to the United States. What 
they desire first of all is self-government, and their wishes are rapidly tending in the direction 
of their interests towards the American Union. The Evening Post truly says: 
"'l'he unequalled wheat region which extends from St. Paul to the Red River settlement 
will before many years be the home of a vast, prosperous, and homogeneous population, all 
of whom will virtually belong to the United States, although they may possibly be separated 
for a time by imaginary political lines to their and our injury." 
Mr. Welles to 1Wr. Seward. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, May 22, 1867. 
SIR: In accordance with your verbal request, .I enclose herewith a copy of a 
letter from Mr. I. S. McDonald, in relation to the recent acquisition of Russian 
America. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
GIDEON WELLES, 
Secretary of the Navy. 
b'ecretary of State, Washington, D. C. 
]}Ir. McDonald to Mr. Welles. 
STEILAcooM, PIERCE Oou~TY, WASHI~GTON TERRITORY, 
ApTil 12, 1867. 
HoNORED Sm: Some fifteen montl1s ago our territorial legislature passed a 
memorial to his Excellency the PresidAnt of the United States, soliciting his 
good offices with the government of Russia for certain rights in the Russian 
American waters, which has resulted in the acquisition of that beautiful rich 
country, the purchase of which would be a good bargain at one hundred millions. 
The memorial further asks his Excellency to employ some of the naval fleet 
in surveying the fi.sbing banks on our coast from the Cortez bank to Behring's 
straits. 
I desire to ask you for such information as will enlighten us on this all-im-
portant subject. The facilities on Puget sound for furnishing shelter, water, 
coal of the best quality at five dollars per ton, oak timber, and every needed 
element in the construction and repair of ships, should appeal in earnest to our 
government, and orders should be issued to the admiral of this station at once, 
to rendezvous a portion of his fleet on the 8ound. · . 
'l'he acquisition of Russian America, with its hordes of savages, should be au 
additional incentive to such orders forthwith. 
I have located a claim inside of "Ketron island," some three miles above this 
place, which I have offered to Admiral 'rhatcher for a dry dock: and naval arsenal. 
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The above claim is well supplied with water power for any purpose, plenty of 
stately firs for spars and planking, with choice pasture oaks fit fur every pur-
pose of ship-repairing and building. Good granite rock abounds on the claim, 
and I am informed that excellent soft coal·beds are to be found below the sur-
face, but of this I will inform myself better soon. 
I solicit your opinion at your earliest convenience. 
Yours, very sincerely, 
Ron. G. WELLES, 
Secretary tif tlw United States Na'liy, 
Washington City, D. C. 
I. S. McDONALD. 
I am the father, prompter, and writer of the territorial memorial above 
referred to, and hope, in this my forty-eighth year, to receive the approbation of 
my country.-lbid. 
P. S.-Our late delegate to Congress, Hon. A. I. Denny, arrived home yester-
day; consequently we have no delegate at your government at present, but hope 
to send you soon a man of commercial experience. 
I. S. McD. 
Mr. Chappell to Mr. Seward. 
NEw LoNDON, CoNNECTICUT, JYiay 30, 1867. 
DEAR Sm: I have to own receipt of your esteemed favor .of the 25th instant, 
and thank you for the information conveyed, and a map of the territory of 
Russia lately ceded to the United States, so kindly forwarded. 
I desire to send a master by next California steamer to Sandwich islands to 
take charge of one of my vessels there, and proceed from thence, about the 25th 
of July next, to tbe Aleutian islands for the purpose of trading, sealing, fish-
ing, &c. 
I beg leave to inquire if I should be fully warranted in doing this. Also, if 
the Department of State would grant to me a letter which would justify the 
master of such a vessel in the lawful prosecution of his voyage, in case he should 
meet any of the inhabitants of said islands. 
An early reply would much oblige, very respectfully, yours, 
RICHARD H. CHAPP ELL. 
Ron. WrLLIAM H . bEWARD, 
Secretary if State, Washington. · 
Mr. McCulloch to Mr. Seward. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June 3, 1867. 
SIR : I have the honor to enclose for your information a copy of further instruc-
tions regarding trade with Sitka, which it is proper to forward by the next 
steamer to San Francisco. 
I shall be pleased to receive your suggestions upon it at an early day, as it 
is important that tbe instructions should be perfected before 'I'hursday next. 
Captain W. A. Howard, of the revenue cutter service, will proceed to San 
Francisco, by the next steamer, and take charge of the steam cutter Lincoln, 
which is preparing for a voyage to Sitka, and the coast of the ceded territory to 
g-ain information on various subjects, as to suitable sites for custom-houses, 
lights, beacons, coaling stations, and, under gnidance of officers of the coast sur-
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vey and directions from the Smithsonian, as to the contour of the coast, the 
location of fishing grounds, and the resources of the country in minerals, trees, 
plants, and animals. 
In order to enable the expedition to accomplish the desired results, and to 
avoid any possible interference with the Russian authorities, it is thought best 
to request you to lay the matter before the Russian minister and obtain from 
him a communication to the Russian officers in the territory sanctioning the 
exploration. This, too, I should be glad to have by Thursday, if practicable. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary qf State. 
H. McGULLOOH, 
Secretary qf tke Treasury. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June, 1867. 
SIR : On the 29th ultimo you were instructed to "clear for Sitka," under cer-
tified manifests, "countersigned by the Russian consul, domestic goods not tax-
able, and others, foreign and domestic, on which all duties and taxes have been 
paid, but no others, and no arms, ammunition, or ardent spirits;" and to send 
by first vessel ''either Lieutenant Calvin L. Hooper or Lieutenant Geo. W. 
Moore, to remain at Sitka until relieved, and superintend discharge of cargoes.'' 
Previom:ly, on the 22d and ~5th of May, the Russian consul at San Francisco 
was iustruc~ed on the subject by the Russian minister here, also by telegraph. 
Copies of his telegrams are enclosed herein, together with another from the De-
partment of State to Messrs. Oonness and Halliday. It will be your duty, ac-
cordingly, to permit merchandise of the nature specified to be shipped to Sitka 
until further orders, but to no other quarter of the Russian American possessions. 
You will be expected to adhere most rigidly to tile rules laid down, both as to 
the character of the goods cleared, and as to the observance of every formality, 
since the ceded territory is yet subject to the exclusive dominion of Russia, and 
the concessions made by the Russian minister in favor of United States vessels, 
in anticipation of the final transfer of jurisdiction, are defined within precise 
limits; merchandise not coming within the exact range of the instructions can-
not be landed there. 
Of the manifests, properly certified and countersigned, one will, of course, be 
retained at the custom-house, and one will accompany the cargo to be presented 
to the American agent at Sitka. These will be certified and countersigned in 
such manner that they cannot be altered or added to without detection. 
It will be the duty of the agent at Sitka to see that all cargoes are accom-
panied by the proper manifests, duly verified, and to superintend the unloading 
thereof in person,. He will see that uo prohibited articles are landed, and after 
indoro:;ing the manifests presented to him he will preserve them to be compared, 
if necessary, with the retained copy at the port of shipment. 
Should any vessels arrive from a foreign port he will advise them that no 
portion of their cargoes can be landed until after having been entered at some 
port of the United States and the duties paid, and in compliance with the regu-
lations herein laid down. 
If it is attempted to land merchandise in violation of these rules, he will ad-
vise the Russian commandant and request his interposition, but he is not author-
ized to interfere actively himself. 
He will, of course, be expected to notify. the department or its officers of any-
thing that may come to his knowledge likely to operate injuriously to the 
revenue. 
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Copies of this letter and its enclosures are transmitted, to be forwarded to the 




Secretary of the Treasury. 
Collector of Customs, San Francisco, California. 
Mr. Cuslanan to Mr. Gihhs. 
(From Hon. Joseph Cush:nan, register of land office, Washington Territory, respectfully 
referred to Secretary of State.) 
OLYMPIA, June 9, 1867. 
Mv DEAR GENERAL: It gives me pleasure to thank you for two valuable 
documents-J. Ross Brown's report on mines and minerals and papers relating 
to Russian America. The latter are particularly interesting to me, because I 
believe the purchase of northwestern America will prove a great benefit to this 
Territory, to the Pacific coast, and the whole country; valuable for its fish-
eries, pine lumber, coal, minerals, furs, whaling-grounds, ice, and its hun-
dreds of inlets, sounds, rivers, bays, and harbors, and the protection, in many 
ways, it will give to our navigating interests and commerce in time of war with 
any maritime nation. Having lived in a fishing town at the east, I fully appre-
ciate its importance to the cod, halibut, and seal fisheries, and the whaling inter-
ests. Five hundred vessels, employing five thousand men in the cod fishery 
alone, with only ordinary fishermen's luck, would not overstock the Pacific mar-
ket. The deck of a fisherman is the school-house of the ocean. What a means of 
defence and offence in a naval war! The hardy fishermen were the bottom of 
the brilliant naval victories we gained in the last war with Great Britain. 'rhen 
the whaling interests! Can a whaleship be fitted out in New Bedford for 
forty·months, costing, say, $40,000, with thirty or forty men on board, come 
around the Horn to the northwest coast, consuming two-thirds of her time in 
making passages, while paying and feeding forty men, and compete with a ves-
sel sailing from Puget Sound or Sitka, and making a successful voyage in four 
months? Recollect that a whaleman is the dearest freighter in the world/ and 
the best clipper-ships are up in San Francisco for New York for freight or charter 
at one-half price per ton what she got coming out. The object is to get something 
pay expenses to get the ship home. '.rhe new purchase will give a great im-
petus to ship-building in and the carrying trade from Puget sound. In good 
time we shall build the steamers, coal and lumber craft, fishermen, and whale-
men, for the Pacific coast. For these and various other reasons I believe the 
acquisition of Russian America (which I hope will be named either Alaska, 
Sitka, or Kodiak) will prove a great benefit to our people. 
Very truly, yours, 
JOSEPH CUSHMAN. 
Mr. McCulloc'h to Mr. Seward. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
June 12, 1867. 
Sm : Your letter of the 11th instant has been received suggesting several 
points ofir.quiry to be had in view by the officers of the revenue cutter Lincoln, 
in the course of the cruise along the coast of Russian America, and I regret to 
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say it arrived too late' to be communicated to Captain Howard before the sail-
ing of the steamer of yesterday. 
Fortunately, however, the printed memoranda specially provided by the 
Smithsonian Institution covered substantially all the points, except that in rela-
tion to the local governments and forms for administeriug justice; if you desire 
it, Captain Howard will be instructed by telegraph on that subject. 
A copy of the Smithsonian memorandum is herewith transmitted for your 
information. · 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Scerttary qf State. 
HUGH McCULLOCH, 
Sec1·etary rif the Treasury. 
For the memorandum above referred to see enclosure B to the report of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, forming part of this House document. 
Mr. Stanton to Mr. Seward. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, Jitly 3, 1867. 
Sm : I have the honor to enclose to you for your information a copy of a 
communication from Major General Halleck, dated May 22, relating to the ter-
ritory on the Pacific recently purchased from the Russian government. 
Yours, truly, 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary qf State. 
EDWIN M. STANTON, 
Secretary of War. 
Major General Halleck to Major General Townsend. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PAITFIC, 
San Francisco, Cal., Jl;lay 22, 1867. 
GENERAL: The treaty ceding Russian America to the United States having 
been ratified by both goyernments, I presume orders will soon be issued for its 
military occupation. Troops sent for this purpose should reach their posts in 
June, or at latest, in July, as some time will be required to put the buildings 
now existing there in condition for winter occupatiu11, and also to place military 
stores under cover. 
I do not think that more than four companies can, at this time, be sp~red 
from the present military departments of this division, and I propose that these 
shall be sent to-1st, New Arclwngel, in Sitka harbor; 2d, the present Rus-
sian factory in Cook'.r; inlet; 3d, ]{odiak island~· and 4th, Annalaska island. 
It is understood that there are important Russian trading posts in Bristol bay, 
in Norton's sound, and on the Youcan or Kvichpak river, and persons on this 
coast acquainted with the country think that a military or naval station should 
be established on one of the more western of the Aleutian islands. But I 
think the occupation of these points may very well be left until next year, or 
at least for further consideration and until more troops can be sent to this coast. 
Kew Arclwngel, in Sitka, is the present capital of the country, and the 
headquarters of the government and trading companies. It is deemed of suffi-
cient importance for a military post. 
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There is a RuEtsian post and trading factory in Cook's inlet, and the land on 
the south side of the inlet is said to be good for agricultural purposes. It wi1l 
probably be one of the first points settled by our people. Moreover, there is 
said to be a coal mine in this inlet which has been worked to some extent. A 
military post seems to be required here. 
Kodiak island is the place from which the Russian American Commercial 
Company obtain nearly all the ice used in California. It also bas some com-
mercial importance, and seems to require a small military post, at least tem-
porarily. 
Annalaska island is represented to be the most important of the Aleutian 
group. It bas several good harbors, and is near the Aunimak pass, through 
which much of our shipping will pass in going to and retuming from Kam-
schatka sea and Behring's straits. In one of its harbors is the coal depot of the 
Russian American Telegraph Company, the coal being obtained from a neighbor-
ing island of the Scburnaginski group. Officers of the telegraph company 
express the opinion that this will eventually become a place of commercial 
importance. 
1t is presumed that tlfe transfer of this country will soon be followed by an 
organized territorial civil government, with the extension over it of the general 
laws of the United States. In m·ganizing such government for this territory, 
special regard shonld be had to Indian affairs. 
This country and the adjacent British territory contain a very large India~ 
population, some of whose tribes are warlike, and of a character far superior to 
those of Oregon, California, Nevada, and adjacent countries. Heretofore the 
excellent policy of the Russian government and fur companies, and of the 
Hudson Bay Company, bas kept these Indians at peace with and friendly to 
the whites. But should ou1· Indian system, with its treaties, annuities, agents, 
frauds, and peculations, be introduced there, Indian wars must inevitably fol-
low, and instead of a few companies for its military occupation, as many 'regi-
ments will be called for, with the resulting expenditure of many millions of 
dollars every year. lVIore than seventy years' experience on this coast has 
satisfied me that the introduction of the Indian bureau system into the Pacific 
States and '.rerritories has had a most pernicious effect, both upon the settlers 
and the Indians, and the sooner it is abolished the better for the local popula-
tion and for the general government. 
Although, as stated in my telegram of the 18th of March last, I do not re-
gard this newly acquired territory as very valuable as an agricultural country, 
I am satisfied, from information since derived from explorers and from officers 
of the Russian American Telegraph Company, who have very politely given 
me access to their maps and reports, that it is capable of sustaining a very con-
siderable population and will afford many advantages to our commerce. Its 
value to us will be very much greater than it could ever by any possibility be 
to the Russian government. 
I am under many obligations to Colonel Charles S. Bulkley, formerly of the 
quartermasters' department of our army, now chief officer of the Russian 
American 'l'elegraph Company, for valuable information in relation to this 
country, and he has placed at my disposal his maps and charts. From these 
and other sourcer~, I am having compiled a general map of the country, with 
charts of its principal harbors, which will be forwarded as soon as completed. 
:Most of the published maps of the country are very meagre al!(1 erroneous. 
I learn from Colonel Bulkley, and find his statements confirmed by the printed 
reports of earlier explorers, that the word "Alaska" is applied by the natives 
and Russians to most of the ceded territory, usually called by us "Russian 
America." This word, it is said, signifies continent or mainland, as distinguished 
from the l-ittle lands or islands of the Kodiak, Schurnaginski and Aleutian 
groups, and those in the Kamsch~tka sea and Behring's straits. It is under-
btood that the term Alaska (erroneously written in some recent maps Aliaska, 
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which letters rto not properly represent the sound of the word) is used by the 
natives and Russian settlers to include or apply to all the Russian possessions 
on the American continent. 
I therefore respectfully recommend that this name of "Alaska" be employed 
to designate the military district or department which may be organized there, 
and also the civil territorial government, should one be organized by Congress 
for that country. Other terms have been proposed in newspaper articles, but 
they do not seem to me as appropriate as this word. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Major General Commanding. 
Brevet Major General E. D. ToWNSBND, 
Assistant Adjutant General, Washington, D. C. 
ADJUTANT GENERAL's OFFICE, July 2, 1867. 
Official: 
E. D. rrOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
Mr. McDonald to Mr. Seward. 
[Extract.] 
STEILAcooM, PIERCE CouNTY, 
Waslzington Territory, July 15, 1867. 
HoNORED Sm : Herein enclosed I forward you a printed copy of a letter from 
my pen which appeared in the Vancouver Register, touching the purchase of 
Russian America, and its prospective influence on the commerce of the Pacific 
coast. Having had much experience in the fishing business in my native 
country, in Prince Edward Island, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and its sur-
rounding waters, my first efforts on this coast, in 1859, were directed to the 
Russian cod grounds, but I failed to get a foothold there. In January, 1866, I 
forwarded you a. printed copy of the memorial then before the territorial legis-
lature, with a long letter, in which I called your attention to, and urged you to 
put forth your efforts to acquire, such privileges in the Russian waters for our 
fi3hermen as have been enjoyed by our eastern friends in the waters of British 
America. At the same time I forwarded a like copy and letter to Mr. Charles 
Sumner, in the United States Senate ; but as neither of you took any notice of 
my letters, I dropped the matter for the time. 
You, sir, the savior of this great, grand, and glorious republic, have added 
fresh laurels to your deserved renown by the timely purchase of this mine of 
wealth. You may rest assured that your successful purchase of this eminent 
domain will shed lustre on your name. 
There are thousands of wild Indians frequenting those waters who are brave 
and desperate. As they are all fond of spirits, and as this coast has become a 
resort for the refuse of the earth, severe laws must be enacted to regulate. traffic 
there, as all the outlaws on the Pacific will engage in the whiskey traffic with 
the tribes, and murders and rapine will folio~. 
The Indians should be placed under the management of the War Depart-
ment, and all offer1ders should be brought to summary punishment by drum-
head court-martial. Nothing short of summary trials for whiskey sellers can 
preserve the peace in RusEian America. 
* * * * * * 
Your obedient servant, 
L. McDONALD. 
Ron. WrLLIAM H. SEWARD, 
SecretaTy qf State, Waski7?gton, D. C. 
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M1-. Miller to Mr. Gibbs. 
(Respectfully referred to the Secretary of State by Mr. Gibbs.) 
OLYMPIA, September 2, 1867. 
DEAR GIBBS: You have again placed me under obligations for the valuable 
speech of Hon. Charles Sumner on the purchase of Russian America. 
I have watched anxiously for the proceedings of the House to appropriate the 
purchase money to carry into execution that treaty. The sum our government 
is to pay is a mere pittance for that vast region and its many substantial benefits 
which must accrue from its acquisition. Can it be possible, after that ex-
haustive speech of Mr. Sumner, that any member of Congress can hesitate in 
his duty at once promptly to ratify said purchase? 
The privilege of fishing on those banks, with Sitka as a free port in perpetuity, is of 
itself worth the price we are paying for the whole territory with all its incidents. 
But when we take into consideration the fact of its giving to the United States 
the control of the fur trade of the world, its vast timber resources, its wealth 
in coal and copper and other minerals, its being the point from which ice must 
be supplied to all Pacific countries, and when steamers become more gP-neral 
than now, plying from China, Japan and the Sandwich islands, that trade will 
obtain a great importance. To me, however, the bare fact of reducing the num-
ber of European sovereigns making claim to the American continent is of itself 
worth the money we are paying for it. It is a step in the right direction. It looks 
to the Americanization of the American coast. It must be followed by our necessary 
acquisition of British Columbia. It will drop of its own gravity into our lap as an 
apple from a tree. With the Pacific seaboard ours the East India trade is the 
legitimate property of the United States; the Pacific coast the depot of the world 
This is no Utopian thought. Look at your map; make a triangle with our 
Pacific coa::;t as one of the legs, eastern Asia as the other; within its area the 
Sandwich islands are so located that whether they ultimately belong to the 
United_ States, they are, of necessity, tributary and dependent upon it. 
In a political point of view it cannot fail to become the territory we lost by 
the cruel blunder of 1846. We regain what we then lost. r_rhe people of 
British Columbia are crushed out by heavy taxes to support a government more 
ornamental than practical. The American element, which preponderates, is 
ready for annexation. A pride, possibly patriotic, prevents a large number of 
the English subjects from asking the fostering care of the U nitecl States, but a 
ballot to-day, secret in its order of being taken, would overwhelmingly show 
that the people of that country are for annexation to the United States as the 
only hope of their prosperity. With our possetSsions to the north, the Sand-
wich islands according us all its commercial benefits, Asia near our coast, the 
Pacific railroad soon to be the highway over which many of its most valuable 
commodities will find their way to the eastern cities, and even to Europe, the 
keys to the Pacific are in our hands. r.rhe purchase of Russian America is the 
entering wedge for assimilation of the Pacific countries to the United States. 
I trust you, gentlemen, from this side will not allow the treaty to miscarry by 
the House failing to make the necessary appropriation. 
Forgive this trespass upon your time; truth will triumphantly bear out every 
statement herein made. 
I am sincerely your friend, 
Ron. GEORGE GIBBS, 
Washington City, D. G. 
W. W. MILLER. 
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llfr. Ballou to Mr. Seward. 
SAN ~-,RA:'\ICISCO, September 7, 1867. 
MY DEAR SIR: Since my last with enclosures a vessel arrived in this port 
from Kodiac. The following is a copy of a letter received by me : 
Mr. BALLOU: We beg to inform you that we have at last found the seam of coal that we 
have hunted so long-no thanks to the R. A. Co. It is wonderful, over :10 feet deep, pure 
anthracite; we trace it one mile; good harbor; oak and fir timber. Our fortune is made; 
thanks to you alone. We hope to see you soon. 
A. & G. MARSH. 
The above is verbatim. This is only one instance of the great mineral re-
sources of thn,t country. I know of others more astonishing, and had I funds 
sufficient, quickly would I develop ast mishing facts that would soon make 
Alaska in many respects vie with almt>St any portion of our country; but, as I 
said in my first letter to you, it is no agricultural country. Its minerals, fish 
and furs are enough. 
Should I not be honored by a government position, as applied for in. my last, 
and some of your eastern capitalists want to form a company whose capital 
shall be $100,000 or more, I will take $10,000 of stock and manage the affair 
BO as to dnuble the money in two years or I'll loose my head. To do this will 
require immediate ·attention and no delay, as the ground must be occupied before 
the immigration flock in. My reference can be had and money at any time 
required. As I suppose I am wearying your padence I close 'till some reply. 
Yours, 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SF.WARD, 
Secretary of State. 
W. T. BALLOU. 
[From the Pacific Tribune, September 7, ] 86i.-Forwarded to department by Joseph Cush-
man, esq.] 
THE NORTHERN CONTINENTAL RAILROAD. 
"This road has, from the first, attracted the attention of that class of men at the east who 
are known as capitalists, and are never known as politicians. The capitalists of New Eng-
land have always viewed the enterprise with. favor. The legislatures of six States have 
passed a resolution in favor of its construction. The proposed road can hardly be said to be 
an opposing one, or rival of the Central Paeifie, since the two routes are a thousand miles 
apart, and a vast country would be opened up for settlement wholly separate from that along 
the Central road. Tin great backbone route of the continent is now so certain of its future, 
that it is idle to talk of divertimg business from it. The confl.iet of interests is so remote, if, 
indeed, there can be any at all, that no opposition need be made to the construction of the 
Northern Pacific Railroad, either by the central or southern railroads. If, therefore, a 
grant of land is sought by the northern road, seeing that the precedent of grants has al-
ready been e~tablished, it will be likely to obtain the concession. The road, in that event, 
would be built in time without a doubt. 
"The Olympia Tribune injures its own cause by endeavoring to figure out a more central 
or expeditious route for Asiatic commerce; and it makes itself ridiculous by computing Lake 
Supelior as a link in the route, when it is well known that this body of water is hardly nav-
ig·able tive months of the year, and that nearly the whole route is beset with all the rigors 
of loug northern winters. The Asiatic route across the continent is made sure for centuries 
to come. 'l'he great city at the Golden Gate has settled that question, and will have more in-
fluence in keeping it settled for the future than all the thinly settled States and Territories of 
the north can exert in any contrary direction." 
The above extract is from the San Francisco Evening Bulletin of the 8th ultimo. We 
italicise the portion to which we wish to call the reader's attention. Seldom has an article 
appeared in the newspapers so full of sectionalism and inaccuracies. We are entirely wil-
ling that the Bulletin should call the central " the great hack bone route of the coutiuent," 
fur certainly it attains a higher elevation than any other road either constructed or proposed, 
but ''it is idle" t.o state that anybody wishes to divert its legitimate trade or business. In 
ignorance the Bulletin lies under a mistake in supposing that the northern road wants 
another grant of land. Its charter gave only 46,000,000, aHd that, as the Bulletin kindly 
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sug-gests, "may, in time," build the road. , But let us inform the unposted Bulletin that it 
is not land, but subsidie::; or bonds, the same as were granted the Central Pacific road, that 
are asked of Congress. Will the Bulletin favor that? And will the California SRnators and 
representatives in Congress vote for it? Of course they will, for in all fairness and honor 
they are bound to do it, and ''they are all, all honorable men." . The Bulletin is again wrong 
iu asserting that "the Olympia Tribune injures its own cause by endeavoring to figure out 
a more central route for Asiatic commerce." We didn't figure for a more central route at 
all, but we pointed out the more northern route as the best one to satisfy the commercial 
necessities of three continents. We have said, and still contend, that in connection with 
the river St. Lawrence and the great lakes, tlte trade between Europe and Asia will be car-
ried on the Northern Pacific railroad. There is nothing singular in this belief; in the ab-
sence of a railroad through British territory the Canadian papers acknowledge it, and why ? 
Because they know it is the shortest route, shortest from land to land and from sea to sea ; 
that the road is eminently practicable; the route is well timbered and watered, and that the 
road can be comparatively cheaply run and repaired; that there is plenty of coal along the 
route, and at both termini to supply steamships crossing the Pacific to Asia, and through 
the great chain of lakes crossing the Atlantic to Europe. The trouble with the Bulletin is, 
hat the northern route is right in the natural highway between Europe and Asia, and it 
can't be got out of t!te way, ." and it is destined, at no distant day, to be not only the con-
necting link between Puget sound, Boston, and New York, but between Europe and Asia. 
In this la.tter view of the case, there can be no fear of successful rivalry, for a line to San 
Francisco would strike the Pacific in such low latitude that the oceanic part of the route 
would be very much lengthened, and the diverging sweep of the coast of America and Asia 
also adds immensity to the distance between laud and land." 
John Randolph once said in Congress that "the Ohio river was frozen up one-half of the 
year and dried up the other half." The Bulletin has improved upon J ohu, by stating that 
"Lake Superior is hardly navigable five months in the year," and therefore "worthless as 
a link in the northern route." This assertion is untrue, and the conelusion is illegitimate, 
for with equal truth the same thing might be said of the Erie and W elland canals, and the 
most important harbors in Europe and America. That fact is, that owing to greater eleva-
tion, the Central Pacific road on the Nevada range for some forty or fifty miles must be pro-
tected from avalanches of deep snow by bomb-proof coverings, and more trouble and danger 
is anticipated there by accomplished engineers tl..mn on the whole northern route. 
The Bulletin again informs us in advance that ''the Asiatic route across the continent is 
made sure for centuries to come. The great city at the Golden Gate has settled that ques-
tion." Eureka! The decree of the Almighty, the laws of nature and of trade must all 
hold up because a lot of brick and mortar is piled up beautiful and high in the city of earth-
quakes at the Golden Gate! Five hundred millions of people in Asia, 200,000,000 in Europe, 
and20,000,000 in America must forever go out of their way to accommodate a few resident bank-
ers and shopkeepers in San Francisco, to whom may be added some thousands of strangers 
who are eventually swallowed up and run through the city like a dose of salts! Well, will 
the Golden Gate city control the commerce of the world? So, in effect, says the Bulletin. 
We reckon not. 
San Francisco is a rich and prosperous city, but as a market it is very fluctuating. It is 
a splendid place to buy everything you want to sell, and sell everything you want to buy, 
but in course of time all this will be changed by the two continental railroads, and both roads 
will be successful. 
THE NORTH PACIFIC RAIROAD. 
The Olympia (W. T.) Tribune of July 20 says: · 
A. A. Denny has sent us the following resolutions passed by the legislature of Massa-
chusetts, accompanied by a note, in which be states: 
"I enclose a copy of the resolutions passed by the legislature of Massachusetts, relating to 
the North Pacific railroad, and forwarded to me by Governor Bullock. I have no doubt the 
fortieth Congress will grant the requited assistance. The company will then commence 
work in earnest and push it until the road is completed." 
Whereas, the general government has fully and wisely committed itself to the policy of 
extending, with judicious discrimination, direct and substantial aid in the construction of 
great highways of travel and trade within its territorial boundaries; and whereas the North-
ern Pacific railroad, incorporated by act of Congress, approved July 2, 1864, and to be con-
structed on the forty-sixth parallel of latitude, from the head of Lake Superior to the Colum-
bia river and Puget sound, is a work of great national importance, presenting, in connection 
with existing lines of communication extending westward from the Atlantic coast, a direct, 
feasible, and eligible route across the continent, which will open the Territories of Dakota, 
Montana, Illaho, Washington, and Oregon to civilization, settlement, and commerce, and 
stimulate the development of their agricultural and mineral resources, and which will invite 
the foreign commerce of China and Japan to our Pacific coast and across the continent 
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within our boundaries, thereby vastly increasing the national wealth and revenue, and pro-
moting both our foreign and domestic commerce and the general industry of our people; and 
whereas, New England, from her geographical position and the character of her industry, is 
deeply and especially interested in the promotion of the prosperity and the development of 
the resources of the northwes~; Therefore, 
Resolved, That the senators and representatives in Congress from Massachusetts are hereby 
requested to urge the passage of an act granting such assistance from the general government 
to the Northern Pacific railroad as will insure its immediate construction and completion. 
Resolved, That his excellency the governor be reqm~sted to transmit a copy of the foregoing 
preamble and resolutions to each of our senators and representatives in Congress at an early 
day. 
Massachusetts is, thus far, the sixth State that has passed legislative resolutions in favor 
of the construction of the North Pacific railroad. The legislatures of the northern States and 
Territories will doubtless pass similar resolutions. In all honesty, consistency, and fairuess, 
Congress is bound to grant the Northern all the facilities it dia the Central Railroad Com-
panJ. Congress is asked to do no more, in honor it can do no less. Equal justice has thus 
far been denied; will be tardily granted ; but the northern people are now determined that 
the road shall be constructed. All available means will be used to accomplish the great 
work, and all opposing powers shall not prevent it. All commercial Europe; all British 
America; all New England; all the States that touch the great lakes; all the territories in 
the vicinity of the route, representing, in Europe, 20,000,000, and on this continent 
20,000,000 of people, are directly interested in this the great work of the age. Look on the 
map, at the great trading nations of Europe, (and all north of the forty-fifth parallel,) at the 
short cut across the Atlantic from Liverpool to the mouth of the St. Lawrence, or Portland, 
Maine, thence to Jedo in Japan, or Shanghai or Canton in China; and this comprehensive 
view will indicate the northern route as tile pro.per one to satisfy the commercial necessities 
of the chilized world. Let the American people build the Northern Pacific railroad. Widen 
a little the Saut St. Marie, or St. Mary's Canal; dig a ship-canal around our side of the 
Niagara Falls, and the English or Canadians (as they ultimately will) dig a ship-canal from 
Lake Ontario to Lake Huron, or rather Georgian bay, thus saving four hundred miles in the 
big bend of lake communication, and how, then, will the matter stand? The products of 
industry will be carried betwPen the east and the west, (beginning at Liverpool,) in large 
steam propellers, direct to the western shores of Lake Superior, thence by rail to Puget 
sound, thence in steam propellers, using steam only as an auxiliary, direct to Jedo in Japan, 
and to Shanghai and Canton in China. But for passengers and light freight quicker com-
munication will be needed. 
Say· from Liverpool to Portland or Boston _____ . ____________ • _____ • _____________ 10 days. 
Thence by rail to Puget sound _________ . ___ -. ______ . ___ --- _- _________________ 6 " 
Thence by steam to Hong Kong----------------------------------~------- ____ 21 
Making- ___ -- _____ . _______________ - __ . ______ - _ . ____ . _____ - - .. __ . _____ 37 
The northern will not only be the quickest but the cheapest route. Recollect it is com-
paratively well timbered and watered, and there is plenty of coal at both termini. While 
the central road attains an elevation of 7,080 feet above the sea level on the Nevada range, 
the Snoqualmie Pass is believed by those competent to judge only about 2,500 feet on the 
summit of the cascades above the level of the sea, and the approach on either side is very 
gradual. No serious obstructions are anticipated in the mountain passes in Montana. It is 
well known that in some of these passes, owing to the physical features of the country and 
prevailing winter wind-currents, the winter temperature is higher than at certain points on 
the central route. One fact in regard to climate in high latitudes is worth noting: In the 
capital of this Territory ice only made lf inches in thickness during the past winter. How 
thick did it make in Boston and Chicago? 
[From the Pacific Tribune, August 31, 1867.] 
A COI.ONY IN TROUBLE, 
Judging from present indications, it appears highly probable that before long the British 
colony now sandwiched between two of Uncle Sam's Territories will be annexed to tbe United 
States. British Columbia is the sick man of the Pacific coast; his disease is not considered 
mortal, but the political doctors will not inform his family of the true cause and extent of the 
disease, and dare not advise (although Pverybody knows) the only proper remedy. With a 
public debt of $1,200,000 unprovided for: estimated expenditures of more than $700,000, 
with an annual income of about $325,000, our northern neighbors are getting no better very 
fast. What are the remedies proposed by the colonial government press? Confederation with 
Canada and political retrenchment of expenses in the administration of her governmental 
affairs. The colonists themselves have no faith that either or both of these measures can do 
them any good. 
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The British Colonist urges the reduction of the governer's salary to $12,500 per annum, 
and that of cm·taii;t other officials pro rata; but this partial retrenchment will hardly begin to 
cover the evil, and if it could, the British government could not well make such an innova-
tion in her general colonial policy to suit a special case in favor of her northwestern posses-
sions. 
When the State of Vermont had nearly 300,000 inhabitants her governor's salary, without 
perquisites, was $500 per annum. The salaries of our territorial governors amount to only 
about $2,100 in coin, and under United States jurisdiction that would be the annual com-
pensation of the governor of British Columbia. 
To pay the annual budget of our northern neighbors ev~ry white man, woman, and child 
in the colony must pay a tax in some form or other of one hundred and twenty-five dollars 
each. Such a per capita tax in the State of New York, with her present population, would 
amount to the sum of$400,000,000, and in the United States and Territories over$4,000,000,000. 
How idle it is to talk about retrenchment under British ideas of what constitutes an econom-
ical admiuistration of the government, or to suppose that confederation with other British 
colonies, two thousand miles away over the mountains, will relieve either present or future 
embarrassments. The fact is that the trouble of our neighbors is inherent, and inseparably 
connected with the British system of government. Why has the population of British 
Columbia decreased? Why has property in good substantial brick and granite buildings, 
eligibly situated in Victoria, the finest town site on the Pacific coast, decreasEd in market 
value within the last few years full seventy-five per cent? True, Victoria was to a great 
extent built up under a sudden gold excitement, but have the resources of British Columbia 
been exhausted? No; on the contrary, partial developments have greatly increased their 
known extent and real value. Why, then, this depletion and depreciation ? Mainly because 
6,000 poor but enterprising immigrants to a new country, as yet, are taxed beyond endur-
ance to support in regal splendor a horde of useless titled officials, sent 10,000 miles to govern 
a sparsely settled colony, which is of no earthly use to the home government or to her Cana-
dian confederation, nor are they of any use to the colony. Let British Columbia place her 
fortunes with the United States, property would soon increase in value fifty per cent., the 
public debt be assumed or paid, taxation equalized and diminished, and pomposity and 
extravagance would be exchanged for republican simplicity and rigid economy in public 
matters. Our British neighbors see all this; so do John Bull and Uncle Sam. 
From the present aspect of affairs in Europe and our past relations with Great Britain, cer-
tainly the English government can have no inducement to be on bad terms with the United 
States, and since the acquisition of Russian America it does appear to us that the Alabama 
claims, the San Juan imbroglio, and the transfer of British Columbia will all be settled at 
once and together. From reliable information, we have no sort of doubt that could a fair 
expression of public opinion be taken in B1itish Columbia to-morrow, free from all official 
influence or the fear of any imputation of disloyalty, that more than three quarters of her 
citizens would vote for annexation to the United States. 
Mr. B1·owning to Mr. Seward. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Wasl~ington, D. C., October 26, 1867. 
SIR: In reply to your communication of the 24th instant in relation to attempts 
of American citizens to acquire pre-emption rights to lands at Sitka, in the 
newly acquired Territory of Alaska, I have the honor to enclose for your in-
formation a copy of a report this day made to me by the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office upon the subject of your inquiries. Such claims and 
settlements are not only without the sanction of law, but are in direct violation 
of the provisions of the laws of Congress applicable to public domain secured to 
the United States by any treaty made with a foreign nation ; and, if deemed 
necessary and advisable, military force may be used to remove the intruders. 
This department has no officers at Sitka, nor in any other part of the "Russian 
purchase," and must rely upon the State Department to cause the necessary 
orders in the premises to be communicated to our authorities there. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. \V'ILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary rif State. 
0. H. BROWNING, Secretary. 
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11-fr. lVilson to Mr. Browning. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERWR, 
General Land Office, October 26, 1867. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the department letter of 
yesterday, enclosing a communication of the 24th from the honorable Secretary of 
State, by which the department is advised that citizens of the United States 
are attempting to make cla-ims and settlements at Sitka within the "Russian 
purchase" under the town site and pre-emption laws, and I have the honor to 
state that such settlements are illegal and contrary to law. See act of March 3, 
1807, vol. 2, page 445, United States Statutes. 
In the absence of specific legidation by Congrees providing for the organiza-
tion of land districts within the "Rus::;iau purchase," and the extension of our 
system of surveys over the same, settlements and claims under the town site 
and pre-emption laws are unlawful, and cannot be recognized under existing 
laws. · 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH S. WILSON, 
Commissioner. 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNIXG, 
SecTetary of the Interior. 
M1·. Sewo,rd to General Grant. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
TVasl~ington, October 28, 1867. 
GE:-Jl.:RAL : In the absence of specific legislation by Congress for the organi-
zation of land districts in Alaska, claims of pre-emption and settlements are not 
only without the sanction of law, but are in direct violation of laws applicable 
to the public domain. Military force may be used to remove intruders if neces-
sary. Will you have the goodness to instruct Major General Halleck to this 
effect by telegraph, and request him to communicate the instruction to Major 
General Rousseau at Sitka? 
I have the honor to be, General, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
General u.-S. GRANT, 
Ser;retary of War ad interim. 
Mr. Taylor to Mr. Seward. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, November 1, 1867. 
Sm: I have information from Fort Edmonton, a post of the Hudson's Bay 
Company upon the Saskatchewan river of Central British America, that it is 
deemed necessary to fortify that post far beyond any previous necessity of de-
fence from Indians, for the purpose of resisting hostile demonstrations by the 
miners migrating from the adjacent Territory of Montana. 
The American population is rapidly increasing in this remote British territory. 
'l'he Hudson Bay Company (pronounced in the Westminster Review of July 
"the last great monopoly") is tbe only pretence of civil authority in that region; 
and my correspondence from Montana leads m'e to anticipate the organization of 
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a provisional government similar to Austin's dismember~en~ of Texas f;om 
Mexico, or the early occupation of the valley of the Columbia nver by Amencan 
immigrants -prior to tbe treaty fixing tbe northern boundary of Oregon.. 
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, &c., 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEwARD, 
Secretary o/ State. 
JAMES W. TAYLOR. 
Mr. G,ibbs to Mr. Seward. 
NEw YoRK, November 6, 1867. 
SIR: I have the honor herewith to forward extracts from the New York 
papers of yesterday and to-day, and to be, 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary o/ State. 
PUGET SOUND. 
GEORGE GIBBS. 
Government officers are engaged in s~lecting sites for fortifications and a navy yard at 
this point in Washington Territory. \Vith the timber of Washington Territory and the iron 
of Oregon, the great staples for ship-building are found in close proximity. The principal 
fortifications on the sound will be constructed at Point Wilson, at the entrance of Admiralty 
inlet, commanding Fuca straits and the sea ttpproaches to British Columbia, and confront-
ing Vancouver island itself. 
New England ship-builders and fishermen are already settling in this region. Three ship-
yards are now in operation and four vessels are already on their stocks, two of which are 
sh1ps. A fifth ship-yard is projected at Long· bay, near Olympia. The cheapnes of material 
on Puget sound, owing to the dose neighborhood of the best timber, and the numerous splen-
did sites for yards that abound on its shores, are circumstances that must soon bring it into 
great prominence. 
THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY MONOPOLY. 
It is now some four or five years since the Hudson's Bay Company, forecasting the cer-
tainty of the early termination of its territorial sway in the northwest, proceeded to reorganize 
itself with the view, first, of increasing the number of its stockholders, and thereby enlarg-
ing its influence for the purpose of selling out to good advantage. 
It issued stock in 186:3 to the amount of two millions sterling, which was readily taken up. 
The late Mr. Ellice was, at the time, the controlling authority in the concern, as he had 
beeu for forty years previously. He saw very clearly that the substitution of a regularly 
organized government in British Columbia, for the company's patriarchal system, must 
shortly apply to the whole of the northwest territory, and he concluded that, as a preparatory 
step, he could dispose to good advantage of a considerable portion of his interest, and allow 
the transfer to be made by a company in which he should not have so large a stake. The 
change was made with an adroitness characteristic of the man. The reorganized company 
in its prospectus proposed to establish a plan of colonization along the southern boundary 
line, wherever there was land to attract settlers. The directors proclaimed their utmost 
readiness to surrender to cultivation their hunting-grounds as soon as they should be re-
quired, and to prepare the way for immigration as fast and on as liberal a scale as their 
means would afford, resigning their proprietary rights-upon receiving reasonable compensa-
tion-whenever the British parliament should see fit to organize a colony within the terri-
tory. The company's promises have not been redeemed. The only show they have made 
of attracting settlement has been simply to order surveys for the opening up of lines of tele-
graphic communication. And that ·work has proceeded so slowly that the residents of the 
Red River couvtry despair of ever seeing it completec1 under the company's direction. 
The sparse population in the valley of the Saskatchewan are dissatisfied, and the move-
ment in Vancouver's island, looking to annexation to the United States, has given them 
nerve to represent their grievances as intolerable. 
A change in their political relations is regarded by nearly all the responsible residents as 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--5 
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an absolute necessity of their existence. The newly confederated provinces have for the 
time enough on hand, without attempting to take the northwest or the Pacific colonies in 
charge. The purchase of the former would involve an outlay of at least $10,000,000 before 
they could even set up a feasible claim to a title. As much more would be needed to open 
up communication with the northwest colony. And even then, the question of permanent 
possession would not be solved. The settlements in northern Minnesota are advancing so 
rapidly toward the high latitudes that the Hudson's Bay Company's subjects find all their 
material interests lie in the direction of that prosperous State; and they w~;mld vote to-morrow, 
had they the right of voting, for annexation to the United States. 
[From the New York Evening Post, November 5, 1867.] 
FROM THE PACIFIC COAST-BRI'TISH COLUMBIA IN FAVOR OF ANNEXATION-THE MINING 
INTERESTS OF OUR WESTERN STATES-PROPOSED SCHOOL OF MINES-RECENT GOY· 
ERNMET SURVEYS. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., November 5, 1867. 
Private advices from British Columbia, through an authentic source, represent public senti-
ment in that region as almost universally in favor of annexation to the United States. 
The progress of American enterprise in the adj )ining States and Territories presents a 
marked contrast to the condition of things in that tax-ridden colony. There is no affinity 
between the officers of the government and the people. BusineRs is depressed. It requires 
the utmost efforts of the residents to exist. Victoria is almost deserted, nearly one-third of 
the houses being untenanted. The movement of a Canadian confederacy is regarded as 
utterly at variance with the true interests of British Columbia, and few thinking men in that 
region favor it. . 
The increasing importance of the great mineral regions west of the Rocky mountains, and 
tl1e vast area of country which, it appears from recent explorations, remains yet undeveloped, 
will doubtless furnish many interesting subjects for discussion during the approaching session 
of Congress. 
Prominent among these will be a movement for the establishment of a great national school 
of mines, on a liberal and comprehensive basis; an institution similar, in its general scope 
and organization, to the great mining schools of Europe, upon which we are now compelled 
to rely for nearly all the scientific aid employed in the reduction and amalgamation of our ores. 
The act of Congress of June 17, 1862, ''for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic 
arts," grants to every State a quantity of public land equal to 30,000 acres for every one of 
its senators and representatives in Congress, under the census of 1860; and, though not 
limited to agriculture, is generally regarded as bearing more directly upon that than upon 
any other interes-t. It was a great step towards the recognition of the principles laid down 
by 'Vashington, that no question of greater importance appealed to the consideration of gov· 
ernment than the establishment of national schools of science. It is contended, however, 
that the provisions of the act have reference to local institutions, for the development of local 
interests, rather than to a great industrial pursuit in which the people of all the States an:l 
Territories are directly inwrested. The prouuct of our mines is now estimated to be $75,000,000 
a year; and there is reason to believe it might be largely increased by the establishment of 
an institution commensurate in its design with the magnitude of the interests involved. Sta-
tistics recently collected show that there is an average loss in the reduction of ores of not 
less than twenty-five per centum, amounting in the aggregate to more than $18,000,000 a 
year, of which at least $10,000,000 could by proper systems of working be saved. But the 
efi'ect of increased skill in the various processes of extracting the precious metals from the 
ores would go very far beyond this. It would open up new districts and render remunera-
tive many of the mining enterprises which now fail to pay, and many which result in absolute 
loss. Such at least are some of the arguments urged in favor of the proposed measure. 
There can be no harm done at all events in presenting these facts for consideration. 
A letter from a gentleman holding a high official position in Arizona, dated Prescott, Sep-
tember 30, rAceived in the city by the last mail, urges the importance of making the Territory 
of Arizona a separate military department. A regiment of volunteers to be recruited there is 
earnestly recommended for the suppression of Indian hostilities. The Apaches have been 
very troublesome of late, and there is an end to nearly all progress in mining and Rgriculture. 
The regulars, it is said, have done good servicP, but are not so efficient as volunteers in 
fighting Indians. The Pimas and Maricopas, who were at one time enrolled as volunteers, 
have proved themselves more than a match for the Apaches in all their recent encounters; 
but they are more successful as individual fighters than as an organized body under the 
restraint of military discipline. 
The removal of the ca.pital from Prescott to Tucson, recently announced by telegraph from 
San Franeif'co, will probably be a temporary measure. Tucson is hot and dry, and is by no 
mean::; so central as Prescott. 
Commissioner Wilson, of the General Land Office, is in receipt of ad vices from the surveyor 
general at Denver, Colorado, showing the extension of the survey of the base line west, sixty 
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miles in Boulder and Snm!Jlit counties ; the survey of the ninth guide meridian west through 
Boulder, Gilpin, and Clear Creek counties; and the survey of township ten south, range 
sixty-seven west, in Douglas county, in the Territory of Colorado. 
The survey of the base line was commenced at a point taken to be the summit of the Rocky 
mountams, it being a high projecting ridge from the snowy range, and extends west, passing 
through the middle part near its south boundary. The eastern portion of the line passes over 
three mountain ridges, separated by streams which flow through good rich bottom lands, the 
mountains being covered with dead and fallen timbers. 
The ninth guide meridian running north from the first standard parallel south, for the first 
twelve miles passes through a rough mountainous country, where the timber has been cleared 
away for mining and other purposes. The northern portion of the line is also over a moun-
tainous country, covered with dead and fallen timber, consisting of pine and spruce. 
The township surveyed, embracing an area of 22,992 acres, situated in Gilpin county, con-
tains some valuable land for agricultural purposes, the greater portion of which has been 
claimed by actual settlers for several years. The eastern portion is mountainous, and is val-
uable chiefly for the timber it contains. 
llfr. Brooks to Mr. Seward. 
ALTA 0ALTFOR.:\fTA NEWSPAPER OFFICE, 
529 California street, Frederick Mac Crellisk qo Co., PropTietors, 
San ~Francisco, No·vember 21, 1867. 
SIR: The enclosed correspondence of the Alta California from Alaska is 
forwarded for the use of the Secretary. 
Very respectfully, 
NOAH BROOKS, 
Editor Alta California. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary qf State, Washington, D. C. 
ACQUISITION OF ALASKA. 
[From the special correspondent of the Alta.] 
THE FORMAL TRANSFER OF RUSSIAN AMERICA TO THE UNITED STATES-DESCRIPTION 
OF THE GULF OF GEORGIA AND FORT RUPERT-QUEEN CHARLOTTE'S ISLAND-GLIMPSE 
OF '£HE PROMISED LAND FROM SITKA SOUND-SITKA, OR "NEW ARCHANGEL," AND THE' 
VESSELS IN PORT-ITS POPULATION AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS-RELIGIOUS SER·· 
VICES IN THE GREEK CHURCH. 
[No. l.] 
SITKA HARBOR, October 17, 1867. 
EDITORS ALTA: Lr,aving Nanaimo on the morning of Saturday, October 5, we took a. 
northwest course up the main body of the Gulf of Georgia. Islands grew numerous, and 
each side had its frequent stretch of water reaching inland. Sometimes it was ouly a nook· 
or recess, of which we could see the limit, but oftener it was a strait opening into a land-
locked bay, of whose waters we caught only a partial glimpse. The gulf itself soon began 
to divide into channels, and by noon we were travelling a narrow passage, at f0 '11e points not 
over five hundred yards wide. The current was rapid against us-at times five knots per 
hour. The douds which had covered the mountains cleared up, and during the afternoon· 
we had a view of the wonderful scenery of this region. The snow-capped summits of the 
Cascade range displayed their sharp, ruggerl outlines in the distance eastward, while 
near by, on the Vancouver side, almost perpendicular from the water's edg:e, the hills shot 
up to a height of ten to twenty hundred feet. They were covered, even where most precipi--
tous, with low, dark pines and firs. Now and then in a ravine near the summit, the snow 
gleamed out with unwonted whiteness from its shady retreat. The water in these channels 
is very deep, with a rocky bottom. The lead often goes down one hundred and fifty fathoms. 
At sunset we came to a safe anchorge under Blinldnsop's Peak. The clouds had begun to 
gather, and Captain Dall judged it better to drop anchur for tbe night. 
Early the next morning we started, with a eloudless sky and a bracing atmosphere , During 
the night the higher peaks had reteived a fi-esh sprinkling of snow-the first of the season. 
The cool air grew genial as the sun rose above the hills. By nine o'clock, even the most 
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invalid passenger was on the upper dec:\r. The morning drill and inspection of the soldiel8. 
are always more carefully attended to on Sunday. To-day the exercise was performed with 
rare precision and alacrity. I have no partiality for the soldier's life. Of all vocations it is 
the most dreary and forbidding; but at tQ.is hour, under the inspiring influence of the cheer-
ing sunlight and the sparkling waters, there was some semblance to romance in the dull rou-
tine of the soldier's experience. 
At eleven we entered Rupert bay, and divine service was held on the upper deck by Rev. 
J. 0. Rainer, the army chaplain who accompanies the expedition to Sitka. The discourse was 
practical, correct, and brief. Seldom is a. sermon delivered under circumt:~tances to awaken 
deeper reflection ; and the stillness of the audience showed that they appreciated the occasion. 
Soon after we reached Fort Rupert, a tra.ding post of the Hudson Bay Company. It con· 
sists of a small stockade fort, and a considera.ble group of Indian huts. A few yeart:~ ago the 
Rupert tribe numbered a thousand, but the small-pox has reduce<} them to about three hun-
dred. The post has only a dozen white persons, under the charge of Captain Mowatt, the 
commander of the steamer Labouchere. In her unlucky trip la8t year, when leaving San 
Francisco, she was wrecked upon a reef near Point Reyes. His employers, the Hudson Bay 
Company, have located him here, thinking probably that his talents would be more profitaby 
employed at this solitary post. Toward sunset, the Gulf of Georgia widened into the ocean, 
and we were once more upon the Pacific. The rolling of the ship sent a large percentage of 
us to our rooms before dark. 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE'S ISLE. 
The next day, Monday, opened with showers and a dense fog. At eight we came in sight 
of Queen Charlotte's island, named after the good old snuff-taking consort of George the 
Third. The island is one hundred and forty miles long, with a broken surface near the coast 
not unlike that of Mendocino county. In the interior there are said to be good grass lands, 
and about twelve hundred evil-disposed Indians. For several years past efforts have been 
made by several c.ompanies from Victoria to discover mines among the hills. Traces of cop-
per and gold have been found, and still more positive evidence of beds of anthracite coal. 
A rumor had reached Nanaimo that a well-defined vein of anthracite bad been recently laid 
open; but reports of this kind always need confirmation. Should a genuine deposit be dis-
covered it will be of great value, for no want of the Pacific coast is more pressing than that 
of anthracite coal. 
The wind and rain continued through the day, and night set in with a fresh southeaster. 
Before dawn the weather became more quiet, and at nine in the morning we could dimly see, 
ten miles to the northward, the rocks of Cape Orminy, the southern extremity of the island 
of Baranoff. It was our first view of the possessions newly acquired by our government. 
We sailed along its western coast during the day, and laid by at dark, awaiting the dawn 
before entering Sitka sound, the name given to the bay that leads up to ~ew Archangel. 
LOOK OF THE PROMISED LAND. 
At early dawn, Wednesday, October 8th, the more expectant of the passengers were up to 
catch the first glimpse of the "promised land." But the clouds hung sullenly over the water 
till long after breakfast, when suddenly the sun broke through a.break in the mist, and Mount 
Edgcombe, the chief landmark of Sitka sound, appeared to the northwest of us. The sound 
opens with a width of eleven miles, and, with little diminution, reaches fourteen miles north-
ward. A series of low, narrow islands skirt its bead, lying within less than a mile of the 
shore, behind the largest of which is the town of Sitka, as it is called by Californians, or New 
Archangel, as it is by its inhabitants. With the exception of the governor's house, the town 
bas but a few feet of elevation above the water at high tide, and cannot be seen above the 
low woodlands which cover the island in ti·ont of it. 
There are three entrances to the harbor. The wind was blowing freshly, and as the pilot 
was not positively familiar with these channels, Captain Dall laid to, and sent a boat to the 
'town. Soon after, the United States revenue cutter Lincoln came in sight on a re turn from 
an excursion, and sending a pilot on board, we passed through the western inlet, and at noon 
.came to anchor a mile from town. The clouds had now disappeared, revealing tbe magnifi-
cent surroundings of the harbor. Sitka lies more than half encircled by a group of cone-like 
mountains, remarkable for their precipitous sides and sharply-pointed summits. On a clear 
.day, the harbor and the town itself can boast of scenery equalled by few ill the world, and 
certainly surpassed by none in North America. It rivals Hio Janerio and the finest harbors 
.of the eastern Asiatic coast. A day sufficiently clear to uncover all the summits does not 
occur, however, oftener than once a week. This afternoon, while the sun shone brightly over 
'the bay, the mountain peaks were covered so far as to show only the base of the snow fields 
which lay above. 
'l'oward night, quite a company of officers from the American ships of war, of which three 
are anchored in the harbor, came on board and exchanged civilities. Some Indians brought 
down a supply of salmon, halibut and duck for to-morrow's breakfast, and at an early hour 
all retired to a sound night's rest. 
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THE PORT AND ITS SURROUNDlNGS • 
.At this high latitude one readily notices the prolongation of twilight. Thursday morning 
dawned without a cloud, and gave early promise of one of those autumnal days, so very rare 
in Sitka, when "not a mist disturbs the sky." I was up at four to witness the coming twi-
light. First appeared the faint gray haze, then the dull streak, then the bright flush and 
crimson lining, till at length the full disk of the orb which brings life and light arose above 
the sharp crest of the mountain. It wab now, however, more than two hours since the begin-
ning of the dawn. Meanwhile, the John L. Stephens ran up the barrow harbor near to the 
wharf, and anchored amid the vessels, of which there were ten in port, viz: the steamship 
Resaca, Captain Bradford; the Jamestown, Captain McDougall; the revenue cutter Lincoln, 
Captain White; the merchant ship Buena Vista, from San Francisco; the Mameluke, from 
the Sandwich Islands, with two steamships and three sailing vessels belonging to the Russian 
American Company. . . 
We were now able to examine our surroundings. The harbor is narrow, lying between the 
island Yapouski and the curving shore of the mainland. It is hardly a hundred rods wide, 
but has an ample depth. The town has convenient, but not extensive wharfing. The beach 
is mostly covere~ with small boulders of greenstone, trap, and hard clay slate. The appear-
ance of the town itself is not very inviting. On the right are the warehouses of the Russian 
American Company, the governor's residence, the churches, and the houses of the Russian 
population. On the left is the Indian town, consisting of some sixty square block cabins, a 
part of them reaching in single file along down the beach. They are built of hewn logs, with 
roofs of cedar bark, and betray in their structure a blending of savage and civilized taste-
the former greatly predominating. They have no windows, but a wide opening in the centre 
of the roof answers the twofold purpose of admitting the light and affording an egress for the 
smoke of the fire, which is built in the centre of the cabin. 
The island-Baranoff-on which Sitka is built, takes its name from a former governor, and 
is eighty-four miles long, with an average width of twenty miles. It has no white inhabi-
tants except the residents of this town, who, with the Creoles, number 886. The Indians 
are of the Koluske tribe, and are said to number 1, 128. The present town of Sitka was set-
tled in 1804, and owes its origin to the sea otter, the most valuable fur-bearing animal of the 
northern seas. At that time it was found in large numbers about this and the adjacent 
islands, and the high v'alue of its skin led to the transfer of the headquarters of the Russian 
American Company from Kodiak to this port. 
APPEARANCE OF THE TOWN, 
Reaching the wharf and passing a battery of old-style guns, the visitor first comes to the 
fur warehouses of the Russian American Company, consisting of several long two-story houses, 
painted yellow, with sheet-iron roofs painted red. In thbse are deposited the fur skin~, many 
of which are brought here in their crude state. They are forwarded here from all the trading 
posts of Russian America. New Archangel (Sitka) is the general depot, and all furs are 
brought here for sorting and the needed preparation for foreign shipment. Those now in 
store are said to be worth one· million dollars. Passing up the main street, and leaving the 
governor's house on a rock bluff to the right, we came to the custom-house, the business 
offiees, and the storehouse for the company's supplies. Close at hand, and in the middle of 
a small plaza, stands the Greek church, the only building in the town having any claim tp 
architectural beauty. It is a spacious wooden structure, l1aving a spire of oriental style on 
the front, and a large dome on the centre of the edifice. The spire has a chime of bells, and 
is ornamented with an ancient clock face. The body of the church is of a blue slate color, 
the roof and dome of a deep green, and the window-frames and doors white. As a structure 
it would do credit to any New England town. Near by is the Lutheran church, built and 
occupied by Finlanders, who in Russia form an important class of dissenters. 
Beyond the churches come the ''Club House," occupied by the unmarried officers of the 
company; the school-house, the hospital, and various workshops, including a small foundry. 
Situated near this street are the houses occupied by private families, all of which are owned 
by the company. They are built on alleys, with planked sidewalks. A stream of moderate 
size flows through the town, on which is a saw-mill; yet there is a less use of boards here thah 
any other civilized town I have visited. Every edifice, large and small, is built of hewn 
logs, hewn, in the better class of houses, so as to leave no crevices, with the external and in-
ternal walls so well dressed as to be suitable for painting or papering. 
Really, there is only one street in the town, the one of which we have spoken, and this 
turning toward the beach, terminates in the only road leading from the town. It runs along 
the shore for a mile, and turning north is stopped at the base of a jagged mountain. It affords 
the only pleasant walk on the island, and on a fair day has been for many years the fashion-
able promenade of both the aristocracy and the plebeians of New Archangel. 
FIRST DAY ON SHORE. 
Our first day at Sitka was clear. The mercury stood at 54° above zero in the shade, and 
the sun gave a genial warmth to the atmosphere. Everybody was exultant over a climate 
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so mild, and yet in so high a latitude as to be almost under the north star. We all resolved 
to vindicate a land whose reputation for fair days bad been so badly traduced abroad. The 
military, with the exception of General Davis and suite, did not go on shore, but the civilians 
made good use of the day in visiting every point of interest. Some of us clambered with 
some difficulty far enough up the mountain side to overlook the town and harbor, and get a 
nearer view of the venerable snow drifts still far above us. 
We returned on shipboard at the dinner hour-five. The sun went down in a gathering 
haze, and an hour later the sky was thickly overcast. After dark many from the (lther ships 
came on board to inquire for news from the outer world. Before ten a heavy mist began to 
fall, a few lights gleamed from the shipping, and everything was quiet save the barking of 
the Indian dogs on shore. Truth compels us to say that this was the only entire sunny day 
we have yet witnessed in Sitka. 
SUNDAY IN ALASKA. 
Friday, the second day after our ani val, was cloudy, with frequent showers. A few of us 
visited the island opposite, called by the Russians Yapouski, or Japan island. It contains 
nearly a thousand acres, and is covered with a thick growth of the bushes of the salmonbeny, 
gooseberry, and elder. Near by are a few patches of grass, and the rocky knolls have a few 
low spruce and cedars. 
The next day opened more favorably. According to our ship calendar it was Saturday, 
October 12, but on shore it was the Russian Sunday. Civilization radiating from Europe, 
and carrying with it, both east and west, the observance of the first day of the week as the 
Christian Sabbath, has midway met on the opposite side of the globe upon the islands of the 
North Pacific. Advancing eastward, every fifteen degrees of longitude brought the beginning 
of the day an hour earlier. As the settlement of this coast came from Russia eastward, bring-
ing with the Russian flag western time, the day is earlier by twenty-four hours with them 
than with us, Californians, who are bringing the American flag and a consequent later time 
westward. Hence their Sunday is our Saturday, and the other days of the '<veek are in cor-
responding discord. Scientifically both are correct, the discrepancy arising from the rotun-
dity of the earth and its daily revolution from west to east. Of course, as soon as the Ameri-
can flag is raised the Russian calendar will give place to ours, and Sunday will be the same 
day in Alaska as in the United States . 
The Russian bishop had recently arrived at Sitka from Kodiak, and the exercises of to-day 
were to be of unusual interest. We left the ship early, as the services of the Greek ehurch 
always begin at nine, and are only held during· the forepoon. There are no seats in their 
churches, the audience standing or kneeling during the service. We found the audience 
mostly Russian, although quite a number of creoles (half-breeds) and a few Indians were 
present. They all appeared devout and earnest, making the sign of the cross on the fore-
bead and breast, and kneeling to kiss the floor. The interior of the church was handsomely 
furnished with altars, desks, and chandeliers, and adorned with a profusion of paintings 
and statuettes. The bishop was dressed in a robe of white figured satin, with gold lace 
trimmings, and the priests in green brocade. The services were quite as ceremonious as 
those of the Catholic church, and appeared to be similar. The chanting by the choir was 
well performed, and, like the other services, was in Hussian. The countenance of the bishop 
does not indicate a high intelligence, but corresponds with his reputation as a quiet, benev-
olent man. The service elose<l by divesting the bishop of his robes and insigniawith a 
studied formality. The Greek church differs from the Roman Catholic in ignoring the 
Pope, and discarding celibacy as a condition of the priesthood. Most of them marry, but 
are not allowed to marry a second time. It is a singular feature of the ecclesiastical policy 
of the Greek church that widower~S only are eligible to the office of bishop. 
FIRST AMERICAN RELIGIOllS SERVICE. 
The next day, October 13, was the American Sunday. The day was drizzly till late in 
the afternoon. The Lutheran church in town has had no pastor for two years, and per-
mission was given to Rev. Mr. Rainer, the army chaplain, to hold serviees there in the after-
noon. It is not so large and pretentious an edifice as the Greek church, but bas pews after 
the English fashion, an organ, and an air of neatness and comfort. The occasion was 
worthy of note. It was the first service ever held by an American clergyman in Alaska. 
The audience was typical of the mixed population of the region. There were eleven Ameri-
cans, fifteen Finland Russians, and, more numerous than both, the dusky natives of the 
island. Though catching not an idea from the words uttered, they seemed to appreciate the 
event as one of moment-the beginBing of an era in the history of the country. 
The discourse had for its text the words "Worship God." "To-day," said the preacher, 
"we can say that the influence of Luther has encompassed the world. Crossing both con-
tinents, it now unites in one faith and practice men of diverse origin, habits, and culture." 
The speaker alluded to the important change which was soon to occur in the government of 
the country. He felt that he uttered the sentiment of the American people when he extended 
the hand of fellowship, heartfelt and sincere, to the residents of the territory. Their rights 
as citizens would be respected by the people of the United Stat~s, and would be protected by 
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just and impartial laws. He believed that between them there would be a generous and 
prevailing harmony; and that under the guidance and worship of the same God, aided by 
the influence of free schools and republican institutions, there was a prosperous future await-
ing Alaska. 
Military appointments are not always made with reference to fitness, but Mr. Rainer's 
experience qualifies him for the duties of his present position. He is familiar with pioneer 
life. Emigrating from Ohio to Oregon, twenty years ago, he delivered the first religious 
discourse in Portland, and was the earliest preacher in Umpqna and Rogue River valleys. 
But this letter has already exceeded its intended limits. We are patiently awaiting the 
arrival of the Ossipee, which was due a week ago. In the mean time we are making such 
explorations about the island as the weather and opportunity pe~·mit. 
DEL NORTE. 
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ARRIVAL OF THE OSSIPEE AT SITKA-OFFER OF THE TROOPS TO TAKE PAR'l' IN THE 
TRANSFER-THE CEREMONIES TAKE PLACE AT THE GOVERNOR'::-5 HOUSE-THE RUSSIAN 
SOLDIERH SALUTE THE AMERICAN FLAG-SIX AMERICAN LADIES AND SIX RUSSIAN LA-
DIES WITNESS THE CEREMONIES-SPEECH OF CAPTAIN PESTCHOUROFF IN TRANSFER-
RING THE TERRITORY, AND SPEECH OF GENERAL ROUSSEAU IN ACCEPTING IT-RE-
GRETFUL FEELINGS OF THE RESIDENT RUSSIANS. 
SITKA, October 18, 1867. 
ARRIVAL OF THE OSSIPEE. 
EDITORS ALTA: During last night guns were heard in the distance by the sailors, and 
during the breakfast hour the Ossipee appeared.in the outer harbor. At eleven o'clock she 
came to anehor in our midst. She had left San Francisco only two days after the John L. 
Stephens, reached Victoria in good time, and left there for Sitka the same day that our 
steamer left Nanaimo. On reaching Queen Charlotte's island, the sea-sickness of General 
Rousseau induced the captain to take the inner passage through Fitzhugh's Straits. The 
weather proved unfavorable, and thirteen days were occupied in making the trip from Vic-
toria to Sitka-more than twice the time occupied by the John L. Stephens. Nearly all 
were severely sick from the rolling of the ship during the storm. She has on board 210 per-
sons, including 22 commissioned naval officers and 25 marines. The Ossipee is commanded 
by Captain Emmons, and is named after a mountain in New Hampshire. As soon as she 
was at anchor, General Davis, the commander of the United States forces in the harbor, sent 
to the commissioners the following communication: 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES TROOPS, 
Sitka Harbor, Territory of Alaska, October 18, 1867. 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to annl)unce to the commissioners of transfer the safe 
arrival of the United States troops under my command, designated to occupy the newly 
ceded Territory of Alaska. The troops are still ori the transit steamer John L. Stephens, 
where they will be retained till such time as the commissioners shall designate for their 
landing. 
<?wing to the length of time the troops have been on shipboard, it is hoped that the com-
missioners will make the necessary arrangements for their landing as soon as it can be con-
veniently done. It affords me pleasure to offer the services of myself and command to the 
commissioners to take any part they may desire in the ceremonies of transferring the ter-
ritory. 
I am, gentlemen, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Major General L. H. ROUSSEAU, U. S. A, and 
Captain PESTCHOUROFF, Russian Imperial Navy. 
JEFF. C. DAVIS, 
Brevet J.ltfajor General, Commanding. 
GENERAL ORDERS. 
In view of the unavoidable discomforts on shipboard, General Davis was desirous that 
arrangements should be made to put the soldiers in quarters on shore at the earliest practi-
cable time. Soon after, he personally conferred with the commissioners, and they decided 
that the ceremony of the tra~sfer of the Russian colonies in North America to the United 
States should take place at half-past three this afternoon, at the governor's house-this edi-
fice being the capitol under the existing government. 
Prince Maksoutoff, the governor, gave orders that the Russian military force, consisting 
of a company of one hundred men, should appear in uniform at three ; and General Davis 
directed the military on the John L. Stephens to be landed in full dress at the same hour. A 
flag, forwarded by the State Department for this occasion, was intrusted to a " guard of 
honor," consisting of twenty men. The afternoon, though partially doudy, was pleasant. 
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE TRANSFER. 
At three o'clock the Russian troops formed on the parapet in front of the governor's house, 
on the right of the government flag-staff, a fir mast, 100 feet high; At the same moment, 
our troops embarked in the launc~hes belonging to the men-of-war, the boat of General Davis, 
with the flag and guard of honor, taking the lead. This movement covered the little harbor 
with boats, and the sheen of the muskets, the uniforms of the officers, with the dark and 
lofty mountains as a background, presented a novel and impressive picture. A short row, 
and the stars and ·stripes were landed for the first time on our new territory. As soon as 
the soldiers were all landed, General Davis, with the guard of honor, proceeded to the gov-
ernor's house, the latter taking their position on the left, in front of the flag-staff. Our sol-
diers now filed past, and took their position on the left of the Russians, the latter presenting 
arms, and ours returning the salute. 
The battalion of United States troops was commanded by Brevet Major C. 0. Wood, of 
the ninth infantry; the guard of honor by Lieutenant J. E. Eastman, of the second artil-
lery; company H, of the seeond artillery, was commanded by Brevet Captain J. B. Me· 
Intire; company F, of the ninth infantry, by Lieutenant M. C. Foot; Lieutenant C. P. 
Eagan, of the ninth infantry, and Lieutenant B. W. Livermore, second artillery, were with 
their respective companies. G1:lneral Davis was attended by the members of his staff, Brevet 
Lieutenant Colonel G. H. Weeks, ass1stant quaTtermaster ; Assistant Surgeon A. H. Hoff; 
and Lieutenant S. H. Kenney, assistant adjutant general. The Russian infantry were com-
manded by Captain Helrousky. 
APPEARANCE OF THE SOLDIERY. 
The Russian soldiery were dressed in a dark uniform, trimmed with red, with flat, 
glazed caps. Here, in Sitka, they are employed as day-laborers on working days ; but on 
holidays, which, under the Russian regime, number eighty-six annually, in addition to Sun-
days, they are frequently called out on drill, and by this means become familiar with ordi-
nary military evolutions. The United States troops appeared in the usual full dress. Com-
paring the two, the most casual observer would say that the latter were the more energetic, 
mercurial, and net!vous, with a keener eye and sharper features than the Russian soldiery. 
The soldiers of Russia, taken from the lower class of peasantry, have been trained from 
youth to regard themselves as mere machines, with no will or purpose of their own. A 
passive, perhaps it might truthfully be said a stupid, or at least an indifferent expression, 
marks the countenances of the most of them. As a rule, they are orderly, simple, well 
disposed. In my earlier reading of Russian history I had been led to regard 
"Her whiskered pandoors and her fierce hussars" 
as little less than ferocious demons. But in her military representatives at Sitka one looks 
in vain to find that £erce aspect which English prose, as well as verse, is apt to ascribe to 
the Muscovite soldiery. 
LOOK OF THE SPECTATORS. 
In the mean time there was collected in front of the military a larger assemblage of specta-
tors than is wont to be seen in Alaska. First, in point of numbers, were the commissioned 
naval officers belonging to the ships of war now in port, numbering ninety-eight; next were 
the marines and sailors, about eighty in number; then came the civilians, perhaps reaching 
sixty. From feelings which Americans can well appreciate, few of the Russian people Wtlre 
present. Aside from the military and officials, whom duty compelled to be in attendance, I 
do not think that twenty were witnesses of the ceremony. 
On sueh occasions it is often that a numerous as well as an important part of the specta-
tors are the ladies. Such, however, could not be the case at this remote outpost of civiliza-
tion. It is quite probable that what was wanting in quantity was more than compensated in 
quality. Of Ametican ladies, six were present: the wives of General Davis, Colonel Weeks, 
Major Wood, and Rev. Mr. Rainer, of the John L. Stephens, the wife of Mr. Dodge, collector 
of the port, and the wife of Captain McDougall, of the Jamestown. Six Russian ladies were 
also present: the Princess Maksoutoff, the wife and daughter of Vice-Governor Gardsishoff, 
and three whose names I do not know. 
CEREMONIES OF THE TRANSFER. 
At half-past three Prince Mo.ksoutoff, and the commissioners, General Rousseau and Cap-
tain Pestchoul'off, appeared, and taking their position near the fl.ag-staffwe_re saluted by the 
military. Captain Pestchouroff then gave the signal to lower the Russian ·flag. As soon as 
it began to move down the staff a gun thundered from the Ossipee, the ship of the senior 
officer of our squadron. A moment after it was answered by a gun from the Russian battery. 
These guns were fired alternately, first by us and then by them, until twenty-one guns were 
fired by each. When the flag had descended one-third of the distance, it caught fast upon 
the yardarm. One of the governor's marines ascendil.\g di~engaged it, and it dropped down 
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upon the heads of the Russian soldiers, as if seeking a home with those who were its ap-
pointed defenders. Captain Pestchouroff, turning to the American commissioner, General 
Rousseau, said: " By the authority of his Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, I tTansfer 
to you, the agent of the United States, all the territory and dominion now possessed by his 
Majesty on the continent of America and in the adjacent islands, according to a treaty made 
between these two powers." · 
General Rousseau replied: "I accept from you, as agent of his Majesty the Emperor of all 
the Russias, the territory and dominion which you have transferred to me, as commissioner 
on the part of the United States to receive the same." 
Our flag was now bent to the ha1liards by two Ameriean sailors, and George Lovell Rous-
seau, a lad of fifteen and son of General Rousseau, assisted by a midshipman, raised the 
"Stars and Stripes" slowly and surely to the head of the staff. A gnu thundered from 
the Russian battery, answered by one from our ship. The firing was alternate, as before, 
until each had fired the national salute. 
The Russian eagle had now given place to the American, and the national colors floated 
over a new, wide-spread territory. Our dominion now borders on a new oeean, and almost 
touches the old continent-Asia. Democratic institutions now extend over an area hitherto 
the possessiOn of a despotic government. The occasion inspired the soul of every American 
present, and as the officers retired three mighty cheers were given, and we all rejoiced that 
we now stood on American soil. 
THE ABORIGINAL ELEMENT. 
There was another feature of the occasion which must not be omitted. The John L. Ste-
phens lies opposite the Indian portion of the town. The transit of the military from the 
steamer to the landing attraeted their attention. Savage curiosity was on the alert. It is a 
trait of the red man never to betray inquisitiveness; but they could not permit the opportu-
nity to witness, as far as they were able, the imposing ceremonies in progress to pass unim-
proved. They put off in their canoes, rounded the anchorage, and took a position in the 
harbor, from whence they had a remote but yet impressive view of the proceedings . Of the 
nature of the event. they had a partial knowledge, and were disposed to regard it unfavor-
ably. Their acquaintance with American whaleships has not prepossessed them in our favor. 
They watched the descending and ascending flag, listened unmoved to the booming cannon, 
and quietly retired. 
FEELINGS OF THE RUSSIANS. 
The inquiry naturally arises in the mind of the reader, "How do the Russians of Alaska 
regard this sale of the territory to a foreign power? '' Very much as you, reader, would in 
the same circumstances. I have already mentioned that very few of them witnessed the ~er­
emonies of the transfer. The Russians, like the Americans, are proud of their vast domain. 
Hitherto, in her history, Russia, like the United States, has invariably been adding- to but 
never surrendering any of her territories. The sale of Alaska is an anomaly in her policy. 
However judicious the disposal of this domain may seem to the Emperor and to the European 
Russians, those subjects living in the territory cannot see the expediency of the act in the 
same light. Yet, even if aclmowledging its expediency, there is to them something irksome 
and forbidding in the very act of surrendering the soil, even to a friendly power. Added to 
this, Alaska is the fatherland-the native soil of the more active and intelligent of her peo-
ple. Some of tbe chief business men in the employ of the company here, with their wives, 
were born in Sitka. The lofty, snow-clad mountains, the dark forests, and the rock-bound 
islands, are associated with their earliest and most tender recollections. They would be less 
than human were they to Iegard this cession of the country with any other than feelings of 
sadness. 
No one could walk the streets to-day, after the announcement of the arrival of the commis-
sioners, without perceiving that an air of depression pervaded the Russian population. I 
overheard one say in broken English to a companion, "I cannot be present at the death of 
the country." "There will be many tears shed to-night in Sitka," said a Finlander to our 
interpreter, and it is told that the intelligent and accomplished wife of the governor, after 
the ceremony of the transfer was over, retired to her chamber and wept bitterly. If the re-
port be true-and I do not doubt that it is-the feeling does credit to her head and to her 
heart. 
Let me not be misunderstood. The Russian citizens of Sitka are loyal to their sovereign, 
and submit to his mandate peaceably and without complaint. There has been no repining, 
no exhibition of moroseness or ill-will toward our people. Yet it was impossible for the more 
patriotic of the resident population not to have a feeling of sorrow while seeing the flag under 
which they were born lowered from its time-honored position, never again to float over their 
island home. 
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DOMICILIATION-A SPELl. OF HEAVY WET-SCANTY GLEAMS OF SUNSHINE-METEOR• 
OLOGICAL ITEMS-GOOD COUNTRY FOR ICE-MAKING-GLACIERS AND ICE FIELDS-
THE OLD RUSSIAN MONOPOLY-HOW THE SITKIANS LIVED. 
SITI{A HARBOR, October 25, 1867. 
EDITORS ALTA: A week has elapsed since the transfer of this territory to the government 
of the United States. The commissioners have been engaged in making an inventory of the 
public buildings and other property to be transferred to our government, and to be taken 
charge of and immediately occupied by the military force now in the harbor. It is under-
stood that the duties of the commissioners are now completed, and that General Rousseau 
will leave this evening on the Ossipee for Victoria. To-day, also, the soldiers, greatly to 
their satisfaction, are being transferred from the John L. Stephens to the barracks lately 
occupied by the Russians. For a few days past both barracks and soldiers have been under-
going a much-needed purification. The unmarried officers are also taking comfortable quar-
ters at the "Club House," while next week General Davis and lady will become occupants 
of the governor's house. The lower rooms of the custom-house are being fitted up for the 
headquarters of the government officers. 
Meanwhile the weather bas been unremittingly dubious. It was well the ceremonies of 
the transfer were held immediately on the arrival of the commis~ioners. Since then there 
has not been an hour of pleasant weather. In a word, reader, Sitka is the region of inces-
sant storms, dripping forests, dank masses, dense mud, and drifting mists. There Pluvius 
reigns with undisputed sway. It is the paradise of ducks and sea-gulls, of salmon and shell-
fish. Three Arizona miners, disgusted with the aridity of that sunny region, and yearning 
for the sight of a cloud, if no bigger than a man's hand, decided last June to come to Sitka. 
They arrived just in time to enjoy the delightful humidity of August, the rainfall averaging 
about an inch daily. The desire of their souls has been satisfied. This opens the way for 
me to say a few things upon the subject of 
METEOROLOGY. 
vVe have now been here seventf .. en days. Of those, one was sunny, two · cloudy without 
rain, seven partially and seven constantly rainy. According to the Russian meteorological 
tables, the average amount of rain falling duriug the past fourteen years bas been eighty-five 
and two-thirds inches annually--a little less than Senator Sumner's figures. May, June, 
July, January, and February are the driest months. All the rest are rainy, and August, 
October, December, and March intensely so. Accordiug to the measurement of Mr. 
Treskovsky, of the Russian observatory, over twenty-one inches of rain fell during last 
August. Ou the 26th of that month he reports a fall of three inches. When the sun does 
break through the clouds, it is laughable to see the cattle, dogs, cats, and hens, as well as 
humans, seek the brief sunshine, and bask in its transient warmth. 
These constant rains are especially annoying to the soldiers. Since the transfer of the ter-
ritory they have been detailed from the steamer, twenty-five at a time, to serve on guard 
about town. Returning last night, after a four hours' entlurance of the pitiless storm, one 
honest Celt, as he came dripping from the boat up the gangway, vented his indignation by 
exclaiming, "Be Jasus, who bought this country 1 It wasn't me!" 
HOW THE MERCURY STANDS. 
The temperature here is very equable. Yesterday the mercury stood at 41 degrees above 
zero, without varying a degree in niue hours. This morning it was down to 36 degrees at day-
break, and there was a slight fall of snow flakes. The snow line on the mountains is gradu-
ally descending. The old "perennial" drifts are now covered, and the newly-f~:~.llen snow 
reaches down to within seven hundred feet of the ocean level. The range of the mercury for 
the past two weeks has been from 35 to 54 degrees above zero. The average has been 4:~ de-
grees. The Russian records affirm that the 'highest point to which the mercury has ever 
risen at Sitka was 69 degrees, and the lowest 18 degrees above zero. A dozen miles in the 
interior has a much colder climate than here in winter, and a correspondingly warmer in 
summer. On the Stikine river, in the same latitude as Sitka, but 150 miles in the interior, 
the mercury goes down to 30 degrees below zero every winter. 
THE ICE BUSINESS. 
The American-Russian Company was organized fourteen years ago. Their leading pur-
pose was to procure ice from some available point on the North Pacific coast. By flowage 
they converted a low swamp, a mile back of Sitka, into a pond of sixty acres, and built an 
'ice-house of a capacity to hold 10,000 tons. But the ice is too porous and brash for exporta-
tion, and for several years past no ice has been stored here. The company at this time pro-
CUTe their ice from artificial ponds on a small island adjacent to Kodiak. The winters there 
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afford solid ice from eighteen to twenty-five inches thick. The company, having recently be.-
come exclusively Californian, is enlarging its operations. The agent, General Dana, is making 
extensive prepai·ations at Reclutsky lake, fifteen miles east of here, for procuring a part of 
the annual supply. A clam has been built giving a flowage of ten feet, and affording at its 
fall an excellent chance for catching salmon. As the prevailing winter wind sweeps the lake 
longitudinally, the iee will be obtained from an artificial basin of eight to ten acres at the 
head of the dam, the waters of which cannot be disturbed by the winds. The company 
hereafter expP.ct to transport 20,000 tons of ice annually, and have now in store a stock suf-
ficient for two years. 
THE SNOW -FALL. 
As to the sno\\; in Alaska Territory, the quantity depends on the locality. On the shores 
of this and the adjacent islands it seldom falls over six to eight inches. The deepest fall in 
the main street at Sitka within five years was two feet. It is soft, and seldom lasts over a 
week at a time. It is not solid enough for runners, but has a consistency which, among the 
Yankees, is called "slush." Yet, in an air-line, there is perpetual snow within three miles 
of the town, and at an altitude of eighteen hundred feet. Ten miles distant, among the 
inland mountains of this island, there are always drifts of snow coming down to within five 
hundred feet of the ocean level. 
Among the mountains on the main land the snow reaches a depth almost fabulous. Captain 
Amos T. Whitford, of Victoria, who passed the winter of 1863-'64 on the Stikine mountains, 
about one hundred miles in a direct line from the coast, tells me that during the last of Janu-
ary and the whole of February there was an average depth of over twenty feet covering that 
entire district. It did nut disappear, even from the valleys, till the last of May. On the 
Alaska peninsula, and in the vicinity of Cook's inlet, the snow-fall is about the same as in 
Lower Canada, six to seven feet deep. but accorLling to Russian authorities, in the broad 
distriet further to the north, embracing the highlands about the head-waters of the Kvichpak, 
the average depth exceeds thirty feet. 
fiLACU:RS IN ALASKA. 
In a territory nine-tenths of the surface of which perpetual snow is always seen, it will 
readily be inferred that in some sections glaciers will be numerous, and at times of great 
extent. There are none in the vicinity of this town, but, from the entrance to Sitka sound, 
one is distinctly visible to the northeast, hanging on the mountain side like a glove with 
its distended fingers reaching clown wards. Mount St. Elias and Mount Fairweather-the 
latter so called because the early ·whalemen used to hail its sight as an omen of clear clays-
are the highest known summits of Alaska. But they are surrounded by an atmosphere too 
cold for the production of glacial phenomena. The white snow covers them with an ever-
lasting mantle down to their very base. Their height is unknown, and their summits will 
never be trodden by human foot. 
But the long line of sea-coast, from the Stikeen river to Behring's straits and the frozen 
ocean, is the habitat of th.e glacier. Twenty miles above the mouth of the Stikine there are 
glaciers which the early records of the Hudson Bay Company describe as "riva,Jling those of 
tho Alps in size and beauty." One hundred miles further north is the mouth of the Chilcaht 
river, from which for many hundred miles westward there is a succession of glaciers over-
hanging the Paeific shores. Since our arrival Pr,)fessor George Davidson, chief of the Ex-
ploring expedition on this coast, has returned from an examination of the region about the 
Chilcaht. Just below the mouth of that. river is a large glacier facing the west, six miles 
wide, and reaching to the snowy summit of a mountain 2,000 feet high. The ice reaches 
down to the base-the belt of land separating it from the water being less than a hundred 
yards wide. The ice at the base ha~< the blue Alpine color, and a number of streams issue 
from its base. It exhibits in its texture every variety of contortion. 
Further west there is a constant recurrence of these overhanging ice fields. One lying 
directly on the coast, opposite Mount St. Elias, has a width of over thirty miles, and 
bathes its crystal base in the tide-waters of the Pacific. Captain Wm. H. Kentzel, of San 
Francisco, who for twelve years has made frequent trips along its margin, says that in the 
clear sunshine its gleaming surface and rich prismatic coloring exhibit a magnificence which 
awes into silence every intelligent beholder. . 
On the high range of mountains which reach the entire length of Alaska peninsula, these 
glaciers more than a century ago attracted the attention of the earlier navigators. They 
wear that '' dreary grandeur " peculiar to the scenery of high latitudes. 
THE RUSSIAN AMERICAN COMPANY. 
The rainy weather of the past week has preYented any excursion to a distance, and com-
pelled me to confine my "notes" to the town. ,One of the features which strikes the Ameri-
cau visitor as peculiar is the absence of signs. You cannot find the "shingle" of a lawyer 
or a doctor, not a placard of a milliner or a dressmaker, no conspicuous sign of dry goods 
dealer or grocer, no projecting transparency of restaurant or hotel. Everything has been 
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owned and administered by the American Russian Company. They owned all the build-
ings, public and private, in the town, which are numbered from unity upwards, reaching 
one hundred and twenty-three. They fur.nished all the goods and supplies, bought all the 
products of sea and land, were proprietors of all the wharves and shipping. Every specimen 
of live stock, except the poultry, and all the pianos the town can boast of, were and are still 
their exclusive property. The general regulations of these Russian colonies were established 
by the directors at St. Petersburg, sanctioned by the Czar, but all executive and judicial au-
thority was vested in the governor. Alaska bas rever had a,ny judges or jurors, and no law-
making body bas ever been convened in her 'Capital. Among her early governors was Gen-
eral Baranofl', who held this position for thirty years, and gave name to the island on which 
Sitka is built. His successors exhibiting less integrity in the financial management of the 
colonies, the gubernatorial term was limited to five years, without reappointment. 
THE EX-GOVERNOR, 
Prince Maksoutoff, the late incumbent, entered upon his duties three years ago last Au-
gust. He is a well built, business-like, affable ' gentleman of forty. The governor, nomi-
nated by the directors, but subject tv the approval of the Czar, must belong either to the Im-
perial army or navy. Prince Maksoutoff is an officer of the navy. The tmnual salary was 
$1,000, with $1,000 for family expenses, and perquisites in furs worth from $4,000 to $6,000, 
It is understood that at the close of his term, each governor, unless prodigal of his income, 
was worth at least $50,{)00. 
The Princess Maksoutoff, a lady of rare personal attractions, as well as intelligence, is, 
perhap8, ten years younger than her hus.band, and speaks English with ea!'.e and accuracy. 
Accompanied by her five children, she will leave in a few weeks for St. Petersburg, by way 
of San Francisco and Liverpool. The Prince will remnin at Sitka till April, then visit on 
business Kodiac, Oonalaska and other western posts, and return to Russia in midsummer. 
He will leave Alaska with the good will of all her people. 
THE RUSSIAN POPULATION, 
Aside from the Indians, the Russians number only two-fifths of the remaining population 
of Sitka. Of these, eight to ten officers with their families, and as many unmarried clerks, 
will return to Russia by the eastern route at an early day. Of the laboring class and sol-
diers it is probable that a majority, aecustomed to a life of routine and unwilling to adapt 
themselves to American ideas and habits, will leavtl Alaska. Such as prefer to do so, will 
be transported by the company to the Asiatic settlements on the Amoor. Many of tbem 
have either Creole or Indian wives, with children. Their employment and that of their 
household has been varied-cleaning and packing of fur skins, fishing, unloading ships, 
hewing timber and other incidental labors. They have been a slow, simple-hearted, well-
disposed people. On account of the numerous holidays, they have worked for the company 
not over two hundred days annually. Their pay has been about sixty dollars per year. To 
a citizen of the States, this would seem nothing short of " starvation " wages. True, their 
fare has been coarse, and they have, to use a homely phrase, lived "from hand to mouth," 
yet in Sitka no family has really ever been destitute of food or clothing. The company has 
a bttkery, and furnishes coarse wheat bread at four and a half cents a pound, and dispenses 
either fish or venison soup gratis. The soup is prepared daily, and, after inspection as to 
its quality by an official, is distributed from the soup-house to each family, according to its 
wants. Added to this, the company furnishes physician, priest, and school-teacher free from 
tax. Food, drink, and clothing· is supplied at a stipulated price. In a word, it leaves noth-
ing for the individual to do-but to work. 
Hence, to the laboring class in Sitka life has been monotonous and without excitement; 
yet., having no conception of any other, they have been, for 'the most part, a contented peo-
ple. Their world was the little town in which they lived, with its surrounding waste of 
water and woodland. The busy outside world, its revolutions, its bustling trades and start-
ling improvements, have been to them of as little moment as to the inhabitants of the moon. 
Of all the inventions of the past century only two have been practically known to this people-
the friction match and one or two sewing machines. 
But a new era has dawned, and ere a twelve-month passes this remote village ~ill be as 
wild with speculation, as agitated by excitement, as deeply earnest in the pursuit of gain, 
and as eager for the earliest news from abroad, as any growing town in Kansas or Minnesota. 
DEL NORTE. 
CRUISE OF THE LINCOLN. 
CARRYINO THE FLAG INTO NEW REGIONS-AMONG THE FOGS-WHA'l' THE COAST LOOKS 
LIKE-OUR NORTHERN POSSESSIONS-FROM SAN FRANUSCO TO OONALASKA-LEAVING 
FOR THE NEW TERRI'fORY. 
The readers of the Alta will like to know something of the cruise of the revenue cutter 
Lincoln, which has just returned from her long cruise in the nothern possessions of the 
United States, so I shall proceed without any further preface to say that we left San Fran-
• 
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cisco July 21, and after a somewhat rough passage, with northwest winds, arrived at Vic-
toria on the 27th. We made but a short stop here, leaving on the same night, and steaming 
up the straits to Fort Rupert, Vancouver island, where we anehored on the following night, 
having made a run of twenty-four hours from Victoria. From this point we had wretched 
weather for nearly the whole distance to Sitka, the rain falling continually, and a heavy fog 
lying low on the water. Leaving Fort Rupert on the morning of the 28th, at 7 o'clock, we 
held our course through Queen Charlotte's sound, the weather continuing thick and lowering, 
and at night anchored in a very fair little harbor., for which we had no name. Our next 
anchorage was at Bella-Bella, in Milbank sound, where we were obliged to put in at 10 
o'clock in the forenoon, the fog being so thick that it was impossible to run any further. 
There we remained at anchor until next day, the prospect being dismal enough, with the 
drizzling fog, and nothing substantial to be seen anywhere but the vague outlines of a shore 
covered with scrubby timber wood, or rather of some sort of evergreen. Next morning we 
weighed anchor, the weather lighting up somewhat, and steamed through Grenville channel 
slowly, and at night anchored in Swanson's harbor, where we remained until morning at 6 
o'clock, when we steamed to the western entrance of the channel, and made Lawson's harbor, 
our anchorage for that night. 
FIRST GLIMPSE OF ALASKA. 
After leaving Lawson's harbor we made but about eight miles, the fog closing down upon 
us so densely that it was impossible to see half the ship's length. This fact alone ought to 
be sufficient apology for the paucity of my details of this part of the trip, as there was actually 
nothing to be seen, felt, touched or tasted but fog, fog, fog. At noon, however, the fog 
lifted, and we steamed to Fort Simpson, whieh port we reached at 6 p. m., and anchored in 
sight of Alaska, which lies across the inlet from Fort Simpson, which is in British America. 
I said in sight of Alaska, but there was too much fog to see far. But we had a plenty of 
observations subsequently, as there were some gleams of fine weather afterward. For the 
most part of our stay of six days, however, the rain fell almost continually, and the coast 
surveying party labored under great difficulty in securing the observations which they de-
sired. They met, however, with tolerable success, and deserved better luck than they 
received, for they w01ked hard enough for it. 
From Fort Simpson we steamed to sea, and soon encountered our old enemy, the fog, 
which was dense and disagreeable enough. On the second evening after leaving Fort 
Simpson, we cast anchor in what we suspected might be Sitka hay, but the fog was so dense 
that for all we knew it might be the place ''where the Pole sticks up through the snow." 
Next morning, as we were sending a boat off to see where we might be, the fog lifted like a 
drop-curtain, and there to our delight and relief was Sitka, the governor's house, barracks, 
Greek church, and other buildings being plainly seen, thongh at some distance inland. We 
got under way at once, and were soon moored off the town. Your own correspondent has 
given you a sketch of the place, and what t.ranspired there; so I will not amplify further 
than to say that as we reached there before any of the United States officials or commis-
sioners did, we bad the first look at the place, which was something. The inhabitants were 
stolid and indifferent, appnrently, to what was about to happen to them, and did not express 
nny feeling, if they had any, as to the impending transfer of their country to Uncle Sam's 
dominions; but I gathered that, on the whole, they did not much like it; I would not either, 
if I were they. We remained here ten days, taking observatious, but, as usual, under great 
difficulties, on account of the fog. It rained continually, and when the faint gleam of sun-
light did shine out, old Sol looked so weak and sickly that he could not be recognized. 
COASTING. 
Having taken all of the observations that were possible at this time, we left Sitka, and 
steamed seaward to Kodiak westward, but on the passage made a deflection southward in 
search of a small island, which has been reported as having been once seen, but were unsuc-
cessful, no such island being found. The weather "''as more pleasant, and the sea tolerably 
smooth up to our arrival at Kodiak, where we remained four days, taking observations and 
surveying the harbor, which work was facilitated by the unusual pleasant weather . . From 
Kodiak we coasted along the peninsula of Alaska southwestward to Oonalaska, one of the 
Aleutian islands, where, after four days' steaming, we found a snug, land-locked harbor, 
and a small Russian trading post and a few Russians, with about 300 Indians. The soU is 
fertile, and small vegetables are raised rapidly, but there is no timber, and not much wood. 
While here a party fi·om the Lincoln made the ascent of Mount Macquosynsky, an extinct 
volcano, covered with snow. They described the sight on the summit as being curious and 
interesting, some slight sy·mptoms of internal commotion being visible in the crater; scone 
and Java were scattered profusely about Other volcanoes, extinct or lately active, are 
scattered about on the adjacent islands. At Captain's harbor, where we lay, fish were 
abundant, and very good, especially the halibut, which were superior. 
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BACK TO SITKA. 
Very full and valnable observations having been taken here, we steamed back to Sitka, 
having spent ten days at Oonalaska anq vicinity. The first part of the passage back we 
had heavy southeast weather, and it afterwards changed to the southwest, with the sea run-
ning heavy and very thick most of the time. At Sitka we remained nine days, taking 
observations, and then steamed along the coast in a S.SE. direction, and on the 8th October 
sighted the John L. Stephens, and gave her a pilot for Sitka, and followed her into port. 
On the 10th we took on board General Davis and some of his staff, and went on a cruise in 
search of some harbor that might prove superior to that of Sitka, which is exposed to the 
southwest winds; but no better one was found. 
MORE COASTING. 
A few days after we got under way and steamed north, anchoring, after one day's run, in 
Baptist bay, where we remained over night. The next day we coasted along and made the 
mouth of Chilcaht river, where we anchored for the night, which was as far north as any part 
of our expedition went. Here the weather was extremely cold, the air being chilled by the 
vast quantities of snow that covered the peaks along the coast. The whole line of coast is 
bleak and forbidding in the extreme, being r 'cky and bluffy, with glaciers pressing from the 
icy range above down to the water's edge. The anchorage at Chilcaht is poor, being exposed 
to the southeast winds. Here we found the Chilcaht Indians, a powerful and somewhat 
troublesome tribe, a party of whom, with their chief, came alongside, the British flag flying 
from one of their canoes. We gave them an American ensign, and if they hoisted it, as we 
presumed they did, it was the first ever hoisted in those parts, surely. 
Returning to Sitka, Octobtr 19th, we found that we were "one day after the fair," the 
American flag being then over the town, and Alaska in possession of the United States. 
After tarrying here four days, we turned into the innermost channel, along the coast toward 
the mouth of the Stikine river, going throug·h Stephens's Pass and the channel above referred 
to. We had a pleasant passage of two days and a half, and remained in the mouth of the 
Stikine, which debouches into a series of sounds and inlets, two days, taking the usual 
observations. The country back of the Stikine mountains is said to be open and tolerably 
fertile, and the weather is dry and pleasant, with some natural advantages that are not 
found elsewhere along the coast. The British possessions, however, come down very close 
to the coast, and the gold diggings which have been discovered here are on British soil. 
They are surface diggings and yield but a small return. ' 
HOMEWARD BOUND. 
Hence homeward, we met with nothing worthy of recital. We passed down through 
Clarence straits to Fort Simpson, through Vancouver straits, Grenville channel, Queen Char-
lotte's sound, Gulf of Georgia, Active pass, to Victoria, where we arrived on the lith of 
November, having experienced some heavy weather for a part of the way, though the passage 
was a favorable one on the whole. After coaling at Victoria, we left there on the morning 
of the 14th, and arrived in San Francisco on the evening of the lOth. The expedition may 
be considered as a success, scientifica11y considered. As for the value and resources of the 
country-well, seven millions is a good deal of money. 
LINCOLN. 
THE SCIENTIFIC EXPLORATION TO ALASKA-THE PARTY-THEIR PURPOSES-THEIR MOVE-
MENTS--1MPOR1'ANT DISCOVERY-A GREAT COD BANK-BETTER THAN NEWFOUND-
LAND-FINE OPI'ORTUNITIES FOR CURING-GREAT BEHRING FISHERY--FINE WHALING 
GROUNDS-BOTANY, ETC.-OLD CHARTS AND CORRECTIONS--LIGHT-HOUSES, BAYS, ETC. 
-DISCOVERY 0~ COAL DEPOSITS-COAL OIL-COPPER-FUR TRADE-SALMON-OCEAN 
CURRENTS. 
Pending the interchange of tbe ratification of the treaty between the United States and 
Russia, Professor Peirce, the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, appreciating the importance 
of scientific investigat,ion in that region, called on Professor George Davidson and Captain 
C. P. Patterson to make a geographical reconnoissance of the territory, and take such other 
observations as time :.md opportunity would permit. 
The party, as it left San Francisco, was composed of Geo. Davidson, chief; A. T. Mos-
man, astronomer; S. Forney, ----; G. Farquhar, hydrographer; W. G. W. Harford, 
conchologist; Dr. A. Kellogg, botanist; T. A. Blake, geologist, and ,V, Hamell, engineer. 
The Coast Survey had no vessel here to spare for the accommodation of the party, and the 
Treasury Department, w hieh was interested in the examination of the coast for custom-house 
purposes, granted the use of the Lincoln, on board of which the scientific party found accom-
modations. They had brought out with them a supply of ::.11 the instruments that they 
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needed, except that several additional chronometers were desirable, and these to the number 
of eight were kindly furnished by the Navy Department. 
The Lincoln, having taken the time and set their chronometers, left San Francisco on the 
21st of July, and arrived on the 27th at Victoria, where they observed the time and made 
arrang-ements to connect that place with the old astronomical station at Port Townsend. 
They arrived at Fort Simpson, which is just south of the Russian boundary line of 54° 40', 
on the 3d of August, and then remained there five or six days, hoping to get a chance to 
take some observations, but saw nothing save fogs and rain. They took the outside route 
-that is, outside of the islands-for Sitka, and arrived there on the 12th of August. Here 
the work of the party really commeneed, although incidentally they lletermined by their 
observations the latitude and longitude of Victoria and Fort Simpson. At Sitka the party 
made several explorations in search of reported silver deposits, but did not succeed in finding 
the article in the location designated. The botany of this region was thoroughly examined 
by Dr. Kellogg, who has made a report on the timbers growing in this region, and collected 
specimens of various kinds of wood, including yellow cedar, the most valuable tree in this 
section. This timber was formerly exported to China as a regular article of commerce. It 
is superior to any other wood on this coast for general cabinet purposes, and as a ship timber 
it is of remarkable endurance. The wreck of one of the Russian American Company's ves-
sels was examined and found in a perfectly sound condition, with the iron and copper both 
well preserved and the wood sound around them. This vessel was built thirty-two years ago 
and was wrecked s11veral years ago. "\Ve understand that the party have specimens of the 
timber of this wreck, and will take them to Washington. The largest cedar trees seen were 
125 feet high and four feet in diameter, carrying their bulk well up. The cedar forests may 
be too far ti·om San Francisco to have much immediate value, but they are of great prospect-
ive value. The Sitka spruce is very abundant, grows larger than the cedar, and is much 
like the Oregon spruce, a strong and serviceable kind of timber. The character of the vege-
tation s.hows that the average temperature, or the isothermal line, is very high for the lati-
tude, and the conchology showed the same fact. Potatoes and turnips produce well after the 
sphagnum or moss is removed from the surface of the ground. 
SPHAGNUM, ETC, 
This sphagnum is one of the main features of Alaska. It is a thick moss, seldom less 
than a foot and sometimes three feet deep, and covers the whole face of the country from the 
middle of Vancouver island to the end of the Aleutian islands. It forms a soft cushion, 
into which the traveller sinks at least to his boot-top at every step ; and in this moi:::;t climate 
the sphagnum is always soaking wet. It appears to be very similar to the vegetable material 
from which the peat beds in the temperate zone were formed. 
After taking observations at Sitkl;l, the party sailed for St. Paul, on Kodiak island, the 
second station or trading post of the Russian American Company. Here the expedition 
found an agreeable change from the universal forest of Sitka, to a country generally covered 
with herbage and sphagnum, and with trees. only in the valleys and sheltered localities. The 
country affords good pasturage. There are numerous natural meadows with wild grass over 
two feet high. Hay is made here, and there is always sun enough to cure it, but there is 
a lack of labor to cut it. The hay is of good quality, and it is stacked in the open air. 
The ice used in San Francisco is imported from St. Paul, where the Russian American 
Company have an artificial lake with an area of forty acres. The cutting commences in 
December, when the ice is a foot thick, and. lasts about three months, until the ice becomes 
soft. The laborers are all Aleutians. The ice slides down a chute from the lake into the 
ice-house, and thence by another chute 1nto the ship. 
The salmon are so abundant in the streams in the spnng that they impede the passage of 
boats, and when a strong southeast wind comes, it drives them on shore, where they lie two 
and three feet deep aud putrify. 
The botanist and conchologist made some interesting observations here, and then the 
Lincoln sailed for Oonalaska, in longitude 1660. 
VALUABLE COD BANK. 
Near Oonalaska a large and valuable cod bank was discovered, and its precise position 
determined. The fish are the true cod, of large size and good flavor, better, according to 
the opinions of persons lately from Newfoundland, than those taken at the latter place. The 
facilities for fislnng are better than on the south side of Newfoundland, the depth of water 
being less and more uniform, and the bank more extensive. Fifty miles out the depth is 
only fifty fathoms, whereas at Newfoundland the depth is ninety fathoms within a few miles 
of the land. The Oonalaska banks entirely surround some of the islands, which offer good 
facilities for drying. Heretofore, as our readers generally are aware, the cod-fish caught in 
the northern Pacific wa;ters have been brought to ~an Francisco to be dried, at great expense 
and inconvenience. The newly discovered cod bank is considered far superior to any now 
known to the cod-fishers in the north Pacific, but we are unable to learn its precise position, 
which, however, will be published at Washington long before the commencement of the 
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next cod-fishing season, in April. Last year there were twenty-five vessels fishing for cod, 
most of them from San Francisco, and a few from Victoria. In a few years we shall have 
a large exportation of codfish. The number of Aleutians on the different islands was aseer· 
tained, so that the fishermen know where to go to find laborers. 
HERRING AND WHALE. 
The bays in these islands abound with large, well-flavored herring. Heretofore the cod-
fishers have taken their herring for bait from San Francisco, but that will not be necessary 
hereafter. Clams are also abundant, and these can be used in case of need for bait. In 
Behring sea, according to the report of whaling captains, there are 20,000 square miles of 
soundings, filled with cod and halibut. Further than that, there is excellent whaling ground 
between Sitka and Kodiak, the sea there being full of the mollusk, which is the chieffood 
of the whale. American wha\emen have not liked the place because there was a lack of 
convenient harbors of resort, but that objection will probably be removed before long. 
From the longitude of Kodiak the botany of the country changes, as not a tree or sem· 
blance of a tree is found amongst the Aleutian islands, which rise to elevations Qf six and 
seven thousand feet, almost precipitously from the ocean, the low-lands and mountains still 
being covered with this carpet of moss, affording nourishment for animals and fuel for the 
inbab~tants. The timber for houses and boat-building is brought from Sitka or packed up 
on the coast. 
After the party completed their astronomical observations they returned direct to Sitka, 
about the 20th of September, where they completed their round of observations. From that 
port they went to the month of the Chilkaht river, at the bead of Chatham straits, in latitude 
59° 12'; hence back to Sitka, the Stickeen river, Fort Simpson and Victoria. 
The observations of the party at the different stations indicate that the geographical 
positions, as laid down by the Ru~>sian American Company on the charts, are very nearly 
correct, and our navigators may safely take them as such. There are many corrections 
necessary in the details of the work, even in the best English charts of Sitka sound, as we 
have shown in previous articles printed in the Alta. These errors it is the intention of the 
Coast Survey to correct in the coming season, especially as one or more dangers are said to 
exist in the approaches to Kodiak. We understand that reports have been forwarded to 
the department at \Vashington upon the expediency and position of light-houses and aids to 
navigation at Sitka sound, Kodiak and Oonalaska, so absolutely necessary in this region of 
fog and rain. 
The party has gathered an immense amount of information and statistics about the climate 
of the country, from the published and manuscript records of the Russian American Com-
pany, furnished through the kindness of Prince Maksoutoff, who offered the expedition every 
facility in his power. 
MINERALS, ETC. 
The party is reported to have discovered traces of large and valuable coal deposits con-
tiguous to water, which will be developed in the printed reports of the Coast Survey. They 
received from the Russian American Company specimens of coal oil, copper, and coal, from 
the veins which have been worked by the company. Gold is also reported by the Russians 
to have been found on the Kakny river, emptying into Cook's inlet at the factory of St. 
Nicholas, in latitude 60° 32'. They have also reported several coal beds of good thickness, 
not yet worked, the localities of which have been named to the Coast Survey department at 
Washington by Professor Davidson, while it is well known that at theAtna or Copper river 
plenty of pure copper is obtained by the natives of the interior and brought to the coast as 
a regular article of traffic with the coast Ill(lians. Mr. Klintoffstrom, the Russian consul at 
this port, (San Francisco,) has in his possession fine specimens of this native copper. The 
miners from the Stickeen report that they make an average of five dollars per clay with the 
ordinary roeker, which earnings could be largely increased by the use of improved mining 
tools and machinery. 
FUI!S. 
About the value of the fur trade but little could be ascertained from the Russians. They 
lreep employed two fine steamers and six or eight sailing vessels, with numerous factories or 
stations, and a large retinue of employes throug-hout their late possessions. It is said that 
they insure their furs for nearly one million of dollars in gold each year. The Russian Com-
pany has, in Sitka sound, lately established large salmon fisheries, in the traps of which as 
many as 1,000 fish are taken daily. These fisheries, we understand, have been purchased 
by an American company, which they intend to develop. 
CURRENTS, ETC. 
A study of the ocean currents has been made from all the authorities available to account 
for the high isothermal line on the Alaska coast. The great Asiatic current comes from the 
coast of Japan, strikes the American coast in about latitude 50°, one part diverging to the 
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south along the California coast, and the other to the north along the coast of Alaska. The 
average temperature of Sitka, for a period of years, is said to be -'13°. 
At Oonalaslm it is somewhat lower on account of its proximity to the Behring sea, from 
which flows a current to the southward. Along the coast of Kamschfttka a branch of the 
Asiatic current sweeps to the northward, and passes through the western part of Behring- sea 
into the Arctic ocean. 
\Ve understand that the expedition consider the territoxy a valuable acquisition, not only 
on account of its giving us the supremacy of the Pacific,_ but also ~or the va~ue of its fnrs 
and minerals, and more especially for the great extent and mexhaustJble suppltes of codfish 
and whale, which will in time become the nursery of a hardy race of seamen, similar to thoEe 
created by the fisheries on the banks of Newfoundland. 
Considering the lateness and consequent shortness of the seaeon, besides the weather being· 
unusually bad on account of rain and fog, the expedition is said to have been entirely sat-
isfactory and successful. Pull reports from the different gentlemen of the scientifi~ dE:>part-
ments have been written out and forwarded to their chief, who will carry them personally to 
Washington in the next steamer. 
THE NORTHERN INDIANS. 
Official visit .to the Indians of Alaska and British Columbia-ImrJortant infonnalion to 
traders- Temper and disposition of the Indians-Facilities for trade- 1'/te propeT policy 
to be pu-rsued. 
On the 3d of September last General Halleck sent Colonel R. N. Scott to Port Simpson 
and the southern islands of Alaska, to collect information in regard to the Indian tribes which 
live near the dividing line between our new territory and British Columbia. Colonel Scott 
has returned and reported the result of his observations. 'Ve have been permitted to make 
some extracts from his report, which will be of value to our trading vessels who may visit 
that country next season. 
THE BRITISH INDIANS. 
The total number of British Indians on and near the boundary may safely be estimated at 
6,800. 'l'he American tribes on and near the same line number about 2,000 souls. As a rule 
these Indians, bound together by trading interests and family connections, are friendly to 
each other. They are also generally well disposed towards the whites, whether "Bostons" 
or ''King George men." These Indians understand perfectly well that it is for their interest 
to have competition for the furs, skins, fish, &c., which they offer for sale or barter. These 
articles command much higher prices since tLe Hudson Bay Company's monopoly expired. 
The officers of that corporation complain of their business being injured by outside traders, 
who are generally Americans, and assign as a reason that it is only from such parties that 
Indians can buy liquor. There is no doubt much force in this reasoning·, but American en-
terprise bas quite as much to do with the success of these traders as American whiskey. 
The Kakes, Stikeens, Hydahs, Chimpsains, 'fongass, Cape Fox, and other tribes congre-
gate on Portland channel and the Naas river, to trade with each other am1 with the \vhites-
the liquor trade being generally carried on within what is now our own boundary. 
HOW TO KEEP 'filE INDIANS PEACEABLE. 
I do not apprehend that the Indians in British .Columbia would offer any obstacle to the 
settlement by our people of the islands and maiuland east and to the southward of Sitka. 
Difficulties will, however, in all probability arise between the whites and our own Indinns. 
These tribes live along the shores of the various bays, rivers, and inlets. To keep them in 
subjection will require either the interposition of the navy, manifested by one or more lig-ht-
draught gunboats paying periodical visits to the various villages, and, when necessary, in-
flicting summary punishment, or the constaDt employment of an armed quartermaster's 
steamer, which could probably perform such duty while transportmg supplies from post to 
post. 
I respectfully recommend that a show of military power be made, at the earliest practicable 
moment, to the Kakes, Hunnos, Chilcahs, and Hoodsnahoos. 
A WHITE SE'fTLEMEK'f. 
There are about thirteen whites at a mining station on Stid:een river, called Shakersville, 
about one hundred and thirty-five miles above the mouth. Thus far, they have had no serious 
trouble with the Indians. The river is navigable for light-draught steamboats for about one 
hundred and forty miles, and for canoes much further. It is an important channel of trade 
with the Indians in the British possessions, through to the headwaters of the Naas and Skeena 
rivers, and there is no doubt but that our revenue officers will have to pay particular atten, 
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tion to that inlet. They may require military protection. If a military post should be estab-
lished at any point on the river, it would hasten the development of the country, and would 
certainly concentrate in its vicinity a large number of Indians, who would thus come under 
our immediate control. 
TRADING POSTS. 
Portland channel is an important inlet for trade with the interior tribes. It is desirable, 
as a means for protecting the country, and for the purpose of affording protection to our traders 
and revenue officers, as well as to preserve peace between our own and the British Indians, 
to establish a small military post on or near the channel. Impressed with these reasons, and 
in view of the importance of the trade upon the channel and adjacent inlets, I crossed over 
from Fort Simpson to our own territory in search of a site suitable for a military station. I 
believe the most suitable place to be Tong ass island. N eakoot, alias "Ebitt," chief of l.he 
'l'ongass, is very anxious to have an American trading post established on the island, and, 
thinking that we must be there for some such purpose, he offered a house and garden patch to 
Major Hoyt and myself for nothing. He says that the establishment of such a station would 
concentrate in the vicinity the Cape Foxes, the scattered members of his own tribe, and many 
other Indians; and that many others would go there to trade who now deal at Fort Simpsou 
and on the Naas river. 
BRITISH INDIAN POLICY. 
From such information as I have been able to obtain, I have no hesitation in attributing 
the great success attendant for so many years upon the Indian policy of the Hudson Bay 
Company, and to her Majesty's colonial officers, to the following facts: 
The savages are treated justly-receiving protection in life and property from the laws 
which they are forced to obey. 
There is no Indian bureau, with a.ttendant complications. 
There is no pretended recognition of the Indian's title in fee simple to the lands on which 
he roams for fish or game. 
Intoxicating liquors were not introduced among these people so long as the Hudson Bay 
Company preserved the monopoly of trade. 
Prompt punishment follows the perpetration of crime, and from time to time the presence 
of a gunboat serves to remind the savages along the coast of the power of their masters. Not 
more than two years ago the Fort Rupert Indians were severely punished for refusing to de-
liver up certain animals Jemanded by the civil magistrate. Their village was bombarded and 
completely destroyed by her Britannic Majesty's gunboat Clio. 
As the result of such policy we find trading posts, well stocked with everything tempting 
to savage cupidity, safely conducted by one or two whites among distant and powerful tribes. 
There is not a regular soldier in all British Columbia, (except marines on shipboard and at 
Esquimault,) and yet w bite men hunt through the length and breadth of that province in 
almost absolute security. 
INDIANS LIVING ON AND NEAR THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN BRITISH COLU:MniA AND THE 
RUSSIAN AMERICAN TERRITORY RECENTLY CEDED TO THE UNITED STATES. 
This embraces all Indians who are within easy access of Portland channel, coming there 
to trade, &c., or within an area of sixty miles north and south of that inlet. 
Chimpsains.-Living on Chimpsain peninsula. Their principal village is at Fort Simp-
son, where a Hudson Bay post (the largest on the coast) has been located for some thirty 
years. There are about nine hundred (\:100) Indians at this point, living in large, strongly 
built lodges. There are about six hundred of this tribe at Met-la-kaht-la, a missionary and 
trading· village, about fifteen miles to the southward of Fort Simpson, on Chatham sound. 
Fort Simpson is a large stockade fort, armed with eight four-pounder iron guns; but there are 
now but three or four whites at that station. 
Naas River Indians.-This river empties into Portland channel at about 55° north latitude, 
and about thirty miles to northward and eastward of Fort Simpson. 
Mr. Cunningham (the Naas river trader for Hudson Bay Company) was at Fort Simpson 
while I was there, and kindly furnished such information as I possess in reference to tribes 
on that and the Skeena rivers. He estimates the total number of Naas Indians at two thou-
sand. 
The Kakes, Foxes, Hydahs, Tongass, and Stikeens trade on the Naas for Oulicoon oil and 
other art1cles. The Naas Indians go into Portland channel, near its head, to catch salmon, 
which are said to be very abundant. 
There is a tribe of about two hundred souls now living on a westerly branch of the Naas, 
near Stikeen river. They are called '' Lackweips,'' and formerly lived on Portland channel. 
They moved away in consequence of an unsuccessful war with the Naas, and now trade ex-
clusively with the Stikeens. The Hudson Bay Company is making strong efforts to reconcile 
this feud in order to recover their trade. 
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Skeenrz River Indians.-This stream empties into Port Essington, about thirty-five miles 
below Portland channel. Its source is not far from the headwaters of the Naas. The total 
number of Indians on the river and its tributaries is reliably estimated at twenty-four hundred, 
viz: Kits-alas, 400; Kits-win-gabs, 300; Kits-i-guchs, 300; Kits-nay-ucks, 400; Ha-gul-
gets, 500; Kits-a-gag, 500; Kits-win-scolds, 400. The last named tribe lives between the 
Naas and Skeena. They are represented as a very superior race-industrious, sober, cleanly 
and peaceable. 
Kithatels. -Living on the islands in Ogden's channel, about sixty miles below Fort Simp-
son. They number about 300 persons, and are not considered very trustworthy. These peo-
ple trade at Metlakalilla. 
Hyda!ts.-This name is given to the Indians on the northern shores of Queen Oharlotte's 
islands, and to all of our Indians on Prince of Wales islands, except the Hennegas and Ch'1t-
Rinahs. 
The British Indians, living along the shore from Virago sound to North Point and Cape 
Kuox, number about three hundred. Those at ~fassett's harbor are also estimated at three 
hundred. . 
The American Hydahs are called Ky-ganneis, or Kliarakans. They number about six 
hundred souls, and are scattered along the shore fi:om Cordova to Tonock bay. Quite anum-
ber of the men from these tribes are employed about Victoria and in the saw-mills on Puget 
sound. A few years ago some of the British Hydahs captured the schooner Blue Wing, off 
Seattle, ,V. T., and murdered all of the crew and passengers-five or six persons. 
Tongass .-Not many years ago this was a war-like and numerous tribe. It now numbers 
not more than two hundred souls. They hunt, fish, and trade among the islands, and on 
northern shores of Portland channel. Their principal village is on Tongass island, to which 
reference is made elsewhere in this report. There is said to be a small settlement of these 
people on Cape Northumberland, numbering about firty persons. 
Cape Fox lndians.-A small tribe is living at Cape Fox, about fifteen miles from Portland 
channel; about one hundred and fifty in all. The Hudson Bay Company's people consider 
these Indians as belonging to the Tongass, but as they are repudiated by the old Tongass 
chief, have reported them separately. 
Stikeens.-There are now about one thousand of these people. Five or six hundred of 
them live on the Stikeen river, and the remainder are scattered along the coast from Point 
Highfield to Port Steward. This tribe is fast disappearing. Ten years ago they numbered 
over fifteen hundred souls. I cannot say how many of the river Stikeens are in our territory. 
Captain Coffin reports, however, that there is a Russian boundary monument on that river, 
about one hundred and thirty-five miles from its mouth, marking a point ten marine leagues 
from tbe coast. If he is correct as to the nature of this monument, most of these Indians 
are within our boundary 
The Stikeen tongue is spoken all the way from Portland channel to Kay's island. 
INDIANS ON 'l'HE ISLANDS EAST AND SOllTH OF SITKA, AND ON THE MAINLAND FROM CAPE 
SPENCEr.. TO PORTLAND CHANNEL. 
The tribes enumerated in the former schedule are omitted in this statement. On tlJe Prince 
of Wales isl:mds are the following: 
Hennegas.-Living at Cape Pole, opposite Warren's island. They number about five 
hundred persons, and are said to be very peaceable. 
Chatsinas.-On northerly end of the island, and on west side of Clarence straits. A peace-
able tribe, numbering about five hundred persons. 
On Kuprinnoff island are the 
Kakcs.- This name is given on the Russian charts as "Kekous," but I adopt the name by 
which they have been known for years by American and British traders. Their village is 
on the northwestern side of the island, near tbe head of Prince Frederick's sound. They 
number about eight hundred souls. In former years they gave us a great deal of annoyance 
in Puget sound. In 18;)7 some of their tribe murdered the collector of customs at Port 
Townsend, \Vashington Territory, and it is sai<l that they are very much excited at there-
port that they are coming under the "Bostons," apprehending punishment for their various 
crimes. I am also informed that this tribe has always given trouble to the Russians. There 
is a branch of this tribe on Cape Farlshan, or Farnshaw, at mouth of Stephen's passage, and 
opposite northeastern end of the island. They number about two hundred. 
On Admiralty island are these: 
!Coidxnous.-On Hood's bay, opposite Poynibsni straits; about eight hundred people in 
all; have a bad reputation among traders. 
Awks.-This tribe is scattered along Douglass channel, on Douglass island, and on the 
mainland from Lynn canal to Tuco inlet. The whole number is about seven hundred. They 
are poor as compared with other Indians. The British traders give them a fair reputation, 
but our own people cail them "bad." 
The only other island is Tehitchagoff island, tbe port of which is Port Frederick. On the 
northern end of this island is a tribe of about one hundred and fifty persons. I could not 
learn their tribal namP, nor anything as to their disposition. 
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IXDIAXS OX THE MAINLAXD. 
Hunnos, or Hoone-ahs.-Scattered along from Cape Spencer to Point Couverden. They 
number about one thousand in all. These people are celebratel1 as sea-otter and S<'al hunters. 
Captain Swanson says they have no reason for animosity towards Americans. I learned 
from Captain Coffin, however, that they are dangerous customers, and that on one occasion 
they captured a vessel belonging to the Hudson Bay Company. 
C!tilcahs.-At the head of Lynn canal and mouth of Chilcah river, number at least twelve 
hundred souls. They are proud and independent in manner, and are said to cherish peculiar 
hatred to Americans. About seventy of their forefathers were killed some sixty years ago 
by the crew of an American brig, and a desire for revenge is still cherished by their posterity. 
Small parties of Americans should be very cautious in dealing ·with tl10m. 
Hoods-na-lwos.-At head of Chatham straits, numuer about seven hundred. Some of their 
people havfl also been blled by American sailor~. and Captain Swanson says they will also 
seek revenge. 
Tacos.-Living about Port Dunham and Lead of Taco inlet. Number about three hun-
dred, and represented as "rich and saucy." 
Sundowns.-There are about one hundred and fifty of these people living in Port Houghton. 
Character, very doubtful. · 
](yaks -About two hundred of this tribe living on mainland behind Kay's island. Char-
acter doubtful. 
ON THE "INSIDE PASSAUE." 
The following Indians are those living· on and near the "Insiue passage" from Victoria, 
British Columbia, to Sitka; those enumerated in the foregoing schedules not being included: 
Nanaimo.-Tbere are from three to four hundred Indians at and in the vicinity of ~his coal 
mine. Tiley are kept in thorough subjection. 
Cape Mudge.-Sonth end of Vale's island. A small fishing station. About one hundred 
Indians congregate there at certain seasons of the year. 
Nimkish.-Tbere are about two hundred people living· on the Nirnkish river, about eighty 
miles above Cape Mudge. This tribe bears a very good reputation. 
Fort Rupe1·t.-1'his is a largo Hudson Bay Company station, surrounded by r.bout four 
hundred Indians, whose reputations are bad. They have, however, been in good behavior 
since their village was bombarded by the Clio. 
Hahwithis.-These people live on Hope island, in Shadwell passage, about twenty miles 
northwestward of Fort Rupert. They are an industrious and quiet people, completely under 
control of the Roman Catholic priests. They have good houses and fine gardens. I esti-
mate their numbers at about two hundred. 
Quats-i-nas.-Live on Smith's inlet, north of Cape Cantron. They are estimated at about 
one hundred and fifty souls, and bear a doubtful character. 
Wykcenas.-Not more than one hundred persons in this tribe living on Rious channel. 
Bella Bellas.-There are about three hundred Indians on 'Wilbank sound, who congr!:'gaie 
on the islands of Bella Bella, where there is a trading station. They have quite a gooLl 
character among traders. . 
J{itz·a goos and Hi-hys.-Living on Laredo channel. There are about one hundred sou ~s 
in each tribe. A peaceable people. 
J(it-kats.-On Douglass channel. Quiet people. Not more than one hundred souls. 
1\"it-a-mats.-Living on Kitamat river. These people are estimated at over two hundred 
souls, and have a bad reputation. 
Mr. Amory to 1\fr. Seward. 
UNITED STATES DESPATCH AGEXCY, 
Boston, December lS, 1867. 
M v DEA ll SIR: Referring to my respects of yesterday in full conviction of 
the value of Mr. Brewer's opinion, I would only add that the dagger referred to 
is a curiosity and valuable as metal. 
It can be sent to vVashington if required, but it is much valued by Captain 
Brewer. 
Respectfully and faithfu1ly, yours, 
Ron. \VJLLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary qf State. 
JONArl'HAN AMORY. 
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Mr. Brewer to Mr. Amory. 
JAMAICA PLAIN, December 16, 1867'. 
DEAR Sm: Your note of the 14th instant has been received, in which :You· 
reque:::t some information in regard to the Ru:::sian territory lately purchased by 
our government. It is many years since I left there, and I can only give you 
. my views of that country, as formed then, and from information gleaned from 
my friends who were on that coast at the time. In the years 1826, 1827, and· 
1828, I was first officrr of the American brig Chinchella, Captain Thomas 
:Jieek, master, which vessel was employed trading between the Sandwich 
ielands, Sitka, and China, and passed two months of each of those years (from 
the middle of August to middle of October,) in the port of Sitka. \Ve 3lways 
found the climate mild £n tlte extreme for so high a northern latitude, and with 
much rain, and which I attributed to the immense forests near the coast. 'I'he 
forests furnish the finest spi1rs for shipping I have ever seen in any part of the 
world, as also lumber for other purposes. When there, in 1827, l was placed in 
charge of two ships' crews, and we cut tvro cargoes of very fine spars, from an 
inlet about twenty miles south of Sitka, rafting and towing them to the ships in 
the port of Sitka. Near the place where we cut the spars there were some boil-
ing medicinal springs, where the Rm:sians had e1:>tablished a hospital for their 
sick. 
The coast of Alaska abounds with fish of various kind5, such as salmon, hali-
but, and coafish, and I think the fisheries of that territory of more value to our 
posse:3sions of Ualiforuia and Oregon than those of Newfoundland to New Eng-
land. "Wild deer and game of various species were then very abundant, and 
most of the hardy roots, such as potatoes, turnips, beets, cauliflower, aud cab-
bnges, were cultivated in small patches by the Russians. The spars which we 
obtained were cut clown so near the edges of the cliffs 've had but little trouble 
in launching them from the cliff into deep water. The whole coast seemed for 
many miles north and south of Sitka to be lined with forests of pine and spruce 
of a very large growth. Between Prince of Wales island and Bristol bRy I 
have good reason to believe there are many very fine harbors, which would be 
inYaluable to our whale shipR as harbors of refuge in bad weather, as the north-
west whaling ground exteuds from 500 to 600 north, and from 1390 west to 
1700 east. 
Between the years 1840 and 1845 there were about three hundred American 
whale ships in that location every year, and were not admitted into Russian 
ports, unless in distress, the ports being considered contraband for any trade, 
except the port of Sitka. In the years 1826 to 1828 we sold our cargoes direct 
to the Russian government and received our pay entirely £n fur-seal skins, 
whi.ch skins were all taken upon the northern part of that coast and the adja-
cent islands, as also large quantities of ivory, (walrus teeth,) and walrus skins, 
and brought into the port of Sitka in the vessels of the Russian American Com-
pany. Between the years 1840 and 1845, or thereabouts, the right whales 
abounded upon what was called the northwest ground, and after the years of 
1S45 and 1846, the whales gradually changed their feeding ground, and were 
not so abundant from that date, although many ships have taken a fair catch 
every year since in that vicinity. The right whale changes his feeding ground 
every few years, and for the past two or three years they seem to be returning 
to northwest ground, and I have no doubt but in a year or two more they will 
be as plenty as formerly in that neighborhood, or from Prince of Wales island 
on the south, to Behring's straits on the north, and our American whalers will 
again be found there; and I trust our government will cause some of the fine 
harbors between Sitka and Bristol bay to be accurately surveyed for their use. 
The Russian American Company have for the past sixty or seventy years. 
.. 
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had establishments at Prince Wniiam's sound, Cook's inlet, Bristol bay, and 
also upon several of the adjacent islands, for the purpose of collecting furs, ivory, 
&c. When trading at Sitka I purchased from a native a dagger made from 
pure copper, and having noticed that most of the daggers were made of that 
material, I inquired from whence they obtained the metal, and they always 
pointed inland to the northeast, and from all I could learn they obtained the 
copper near the head of Admiralty inlet or sound, and near Mount Fairweather. 
I send you herewith the copper dagger for your inspection~ in order that you 
may judge of its purity. 
I have thus given you about all the information I can now think of, and I 
will add that I much regret that Congress seems to place so Ettle value on our 
acquisition of that territory, as to hesitate to make the necessary appropriation 
for its payment, and can only attribute this to the somewhat imperfect knowl-
edge of that country as known to Americans in general. I have no doubt in my 
own mind that the British government would gladly give double the amount of 
the purchase money were that territory offered to them, as its possession would 
give them over one thousand miles of uninterrupted line of sea-coast upon the 
Pacific ocean, or from Vancouver's island to Behring's straits. 
Having been constantly engaged in business in various capacities from the 
year 1823 to the present time, in various parts of the north Pacific ocean, I 
feel great interest in the acquisition of Alaska, which many persons may deem 
extravagant, and will close hoping our government will cheerfully make the ap-
propriation in order to secure that territory to Americans. 
Respectfully, yours, 
CHARLES BREWER. 
JoNATHAN AMORY, Esq., Jamaica Plains. 
Prqfessor Henry to Mr. Seward. 
SMITHSO~IAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, December 23, 1867. 
Sm: Your communication of the 18th instant, asking for any unpubli3hed in-
formation relative to Russian America that might be in possession of this insti-
tution, has been received. 
In reply I beg to state that at the request of the Treasury Department a 
series of translations from Russian and German books in the library of this in-
stitution has been commenced, and a part completed. r_t,his we beg to transmit 
to yon for examination, with the request that it may be returned, as it is to be 
studied and arranged as the basis of the report. 
It may, nevertheless, be stated in general terms, that as most of these works 
were consulted by Mr. Sumner in the preparation of his report and speech on 
the subject, the inferences to be deduced from the documents in question will 
probably not differ materially from those arrived at by that gentleman. 
In connection with the cod-fishery on the coast of Alaska, it may be men-
tioned as an interesting fact, to which my attention has just been called by 
Professor Baird, that it is stated in the last quarterly report of the trade and 
commerce of San Francisco, September 30, 1867, that the dried fish brought 
from the coast of Alaska, by fourteen vessels, amounted, for the season, to 
seven hundred and eighty-eight tons. The previous year, 1866, the first 
of the business, two hundred and fifty-five tons were taken in the same time, 
the yield for the entire season of that year amounting to nine hundred and two 
u 
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tons. Carrying out the same proportion the yield for 1867 may be P.stimated 
at over three thousand tons for the second year of the fishery. 
I have the honor to be yonr obedient servant, 
Hon. vVJLLIAM H . SEWARD, 
Secretary qf State. 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
S2r:1·etary Sm£thsonian lnstitutior>. 
Mr. Fletclur to Mr. Seward. 
[Extracts.] 
MouNT AIRY, PHILADELPHIA, 
January 1, 1868. 
DEAlt Sm: 'l'his being New Year's day, I thought I would write you a few 
lines, as I cannot pay my respects to you personally, and wish you the compli-
ments of the season. I compliment you, but I should rather compliment the 
future inhabitants of this nation for your great foresight, by gaining outposts, 
bulwarks of strength. 
* * * * * * * 
I talked with Admiral--- and Surgeon--. -, both naval officers of long 
experience, and they see the great importance of a naval station in the West 
Indies. No wonder there was an earthquake there. The powtrs of Europe 
trembled, and great fear fell upon those old monarchies when it was announced 
that the American Union had placed her foot upon the islands of the sea; the 
American anchor cast there-emblem of hope! 
I have read sketches of some of the speeches of members of CongTess in op-
position to the addition of territory. I was old enough to hear read the speeches 
and writings for and against the purchase of Louisi:ma. The arguments now 
used by the opposition were similar then and now. If we annexed that great 
province of Louisiana, we should be overrnn with French and Spanish Catho-
lics and infidels ; for in that time a Catholic and au infidel were regarded by 
some of our pious inhabitants with like horror. Another argument against the 
purchase was the great additional extent of territory ; it was said we could never 
govern so extensive an empire, &c., &c. These objections are all preserved in 
the archives of the nation, with which you are more conversant than I am, but 
I have lived to see all these forebodings of danger falsified. The schools which 
were first established in New England, and soon after established in New York, 
have been extended and are now being extended to and through the whole re-
gion which was formerly the province of Louisiana. 'rbe Protestant religion is 
spreading in all parts of Louisiana, from New 01:leans to Oregon on the far-off 
Pacific shore, while Catholics and infidels are as numerous in Boston as in any 
part of the country. 
The United States is a great nation. Each individual thinks himself one of 
a great nation. Why are "we the people" a great nation 1 Because various 
nationalities, kindreds and tongues have come to this continent and. united 
their fortunes together. Spaniards, Swedes, Danes, the high and low Dutch, 
}..,ranks, Italians, English, Scotch, Irish, and many other nations congregated 
here and united under one government, and the policy of the people has been, 
and is now, to annex. 
Look at the little wee Union which was first formed in the colonies Mas-
sachusetts and Plymouth, Hartford and New Haven-so small that it had little 
power or influence beyond its own immediate neighborhood, and yet these 
States were more powerful united than was each separate. 
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In the beginning of the Revolution the English government thought little of 
thA riot~ and insurrections in Boston. But when all the colonies rose as one 
man and formed the beginning of this Union, one nation under one Congress, 
then Britain trernble<l. Since then we have been going on from glory to glory, 
increasing in individual consequence as the nation increases in size. A mem-
ber of Congress of the United States feels that he is a great man; why does he 
feel so 1 B ecause he is the representative of a great nation. The annexation of 
Louisiana has added to the greatness of the members of all the small States. 
'I'he member from Rhode Island assists to make laws for Oregon and 'I'exas, 
and is a mnch grP.ater man than he would have been had Rhode Island not been 
a separate kingdom. 'I'he increase of territory adds to the dignity and self-
importance of every man and every member of Congress and the government. 
\Vhich of us would like to part with any of the territory we have ; which of 
us, the people of the United States, would like to go back and be the small na-
tion we were in the beginning instead of the great nation we are now, and the 
greater nation we expect to be? On this question the children should vote. At 
the time of the revolutionary war the Mississippi was our western bounhry; 
now two-thirds of the United States lies west of that great river; then the thir-
ty-first degree bounded our southwestern territory borcler; now all of Florida, 
including part of the State of Alabama aml Mississippi, are annexed to the United 
States. '.rhe people of the United States fought the great rebellion for the 
preservation of the Union-not the old Union of the Revolution, of 800,000 square 
miles, but the increased Union of 3,000,000 square miles. 
If we had been satisfied with the old Union, we might have saicl to the rebels, 
"'l'ake all of the territory which we have annexed since the Revolution, andes-
tablish yourselves in a new government; we will withdraw into our old posses-
sions and be content. Neither east nor west. would have agreed to this arrange-
ment; we all wished to keep what we had annexed. We loved the youngest 
child with as much affection as the oldest, and were not willing to part with 
any. So will it be with our new sister Alaska, coming to us clothed in furs. 
She will receive a warm welcome from her more southern sisters. The future 
greatness and glory of this Union will be largely sustaitled by the commerce 
of Asia, and there are two prominent points where our navy can protect that 
commerce. The possession of Alaska will enn.ble the United States navy to 
be the preponderating power in the north Pacific ocean, ancl the possession of 
those central islands in the West Indies, St. Thomas, &c., will enable another 
branch of the navy to guard America,n commerce across the Isthmus of Darien, 
and through and over all Central America. 
I should think all the merchants in the country would hail with delight these 
two outposts as a guarantee that their future enterprises will be protected. 
* * * * * * * * 
l\fy wish is, that C0ngress may second your exertions and secure to the 
country these great safeguards. to the nation. 
I have stricken out the names of the two naval officers whom I have men· 
tioned, as I bave no right to promulgate their opinions without their consent, 
but they coincide with mine, and with all the naval officers on this station with 
whom I have conversed. ' 
Wishing you many happy New Years, I am, respectfully your friend, 
CHARLES lfOSDICK FLE'rCHER. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. S8WARD, 
Secretary o/ State, TVaslzington, D. G. 
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Jl;b·. TVicke1· to lflr. Seward. 
LocKPORT, N.Y., JanuaTy 10, 1868. 
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith an article on "St. Paul's 
island," territory of Alaska, and would most respectfully invite your attention 
to the same. 
rrhe facts therein contained were gathered while visiLing the island in No-
vember, 1866. Hoping they may be of service to the government and received 
in the spirit which actuates me forwarding the same, 
· I am, sil', very respeclfully your obedient servant, 
l?RANK N. \VICKER, 
Late Ckiif if Land Sen·ice Russian American Telegrapl~ Expedition. 
Hon. WrLLTAl\1 H. SEWARD, 
Secreta?·y if State, 1Vashington D. C. 
ST. PAUL'S JSLAND. 
The above-named island is situated in Behring sea, north of and about three days' sail 
from Onnimok Pass, in the Aleutian or Fox islands. It is bet;veen fifty and sixty miles in 
length, with a breadth of from one to five miles, and is without doubt the most valuable 
point in the recent acquisition. 
The Russian American Fur Company have maintained a post and settlement there for 
years, employing· the native Aleutian islanders in killing the fur seal and curing the skins. 
·rhese animals literally cover the island. The smface of island in the vicinity of the settle-
ment is dish-shaped in appearance, and the outer rim from the summit to the water's edge is 
so completely covered with tqe fur seal, that when landing one naturally stops and surveys 
with wonder and amazement this numberless congregation of living animals; as you move 
forward they open right and left, remindir.g one very much of a large flock of sheep in a 
very small field. They vary in size from small pups of fifty pounds to old sea lions of two 
tons. Those weighing about two hundred pounds are selected for their fur. 'I'he Russian 
Company have realized over and above expenses $100,000 annually, for years, for the skins 
alone, and although each seal will yield f~·om one to three gallons of oil, it has been allowed 
to go to waste on account of their failing to furnish try works of sufficient capacity. 
The method of killing tho seal is quite novel. Fifteen or twenty natives, armed with 
clubs or bats from six to eight feet in length, will surround a drove of several thousand, 
drive them inland to a convenient point, when the work of destruction begins. A ~ight 
blow on the tip of the nose is sufficient, and as the animals huddle together as if for mutual 
protection, those of the desired shade and color are easily selected and despatched. 
The ground being covered with dead seal, the balance are driven further on, when opera-
tions commence as before, care being taken to kill the males only, as it has been recently 
ascertained that by so doing the animals would remain constantly on the island, and their 
number rapidly increase. 
The company have furnished 75,000 skins annually, in accordance with a standing l'on-
tract for that number, without any apparent decrease; and when we take into consideration 
the fact that one male seal is sufficient for three hundred females, and that the company 
furnish the 75,000 from the former without auy apparent diminishment of their numbers, we 
have a faint idea of the wealth contained on tbe island. 
!twill thus be seen that, with proper management, the island should be made to yield Pu 
handsome revenue to the government. Strict regulations, similar to those adopted by the 
Russians, should be enforced, thereby preventing an indiscriminate slaughter of those val-
uable animals. Unless this is clone, speculators, whalers, and others anxious to amass a 
fortune in the shortest possible time, will take possession and ruin in one year a business 
which should be made permanent and profitable for years to come. 
The climate is mild considering- the latitude, 57° north, and cattle and poultry are raised 
and kept on the island without difficulty. 
The only walrus skeleton in the United States (now at the Smithsonian Institute) was 
taken by the natiAes near this island. 
Respectfully submitted : 
FRANK N. WICKER, 
Late C!tief of Land Sc1·vice Russian American Telegraph Expedition. 
LOCKPORT, N. Y., January, 1868. 
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1Wr. Stanton to Mr. Seward. 
WAR DEPARTME~T, 
Washington City, January 22, 1868. 
Sm : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 8th 
January, enclosing a copy of a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
December 1~, 1867, relative to the acquisition of Russian America, and to trans-
mit herewith copies of all the correspondence on file in this department on the 
subject referred to in your note. 
Your obedient servant, 
EDWIN M. STANTON, 
Secretary qf TYm·. 
'l'he honorable the SECRETARY OF STATE. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTA"'T GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
lVashington, January 23, 1868. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit copies of letters in relation to Russian 
America, comprising the whole correspondence received at this office on the 
subject, with the exception of Major General Halleck's communication dated 
May 22, 1867, a copy of which has already been furnished to the State De-
partment, and two photographic maps of the country, which are not sent as it 
is presumed that copies of them are in possession of the honorable Secretary of 
State. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient serva?t, 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
Ron. E. M. STANTON, 
Secretary if War. 
[Telegram.] 
SAN: FRANCISCO, ,ilfay 31, 1867. 
Major General E. D. TOWNSEND, Assistant Adjutant General: . 
I request that Brevet Colonel Williamson, corps of engineers, be authorized to have some 
charts of harbors in Russian America photographed for government use. The original manu-
script can be obtained from Russian officers for that purpose. Copies will cost less than two 
dollars each. They are of great importance to us. 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Major Gencml. 
[Indorsements on the above.l 
Respectfully referred to the chief of engineers. 
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, June 4, 1867. 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
ENG1NEER DEPARTMENT, June 6, 1867. 
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant General. Colonel 'Villiamson has been authorized 
by the bureau to have copies of the charts of Russian harbors photographed for government use. 
A. A. HUMPHREYS, 
Chief of Enginee1·s. 
Official: 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
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Proceed.ings of a board convened at Snn Fmnciseo, California, by virtue of the following 
order, viz: 
[Special Orders No. 110.] 
HEADQUAltTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, June 21, 1867. 
I. Brel'et Major General Robert Allen, quartermasters' department; Brevet Colonel J. 
MeL. Taylor, subsistence department, and Surgeon C. C. Keeney, medical department, will 
constitute a board to report upon any changes which they may deem necessary or advisable 
in the service-ration for the troops to be stationed at Sitka, Kodiak, and other posts in the 
newly acquired territory. 
II. The board will take into consideration the facts that an abundant supply of fresh fish 
can be obtained at these posts and also some venison, bear meat, and other game; and that 
there is neither fresh beef nor fresh mutton in that country. All beeves and sheep used for 
the subsistence of the troops there, as well as the forage for feeding all animals during tbe 
coming winter, must be shipped from San Francisco or the Columbia river. It is also most 
probable that no vegetables can be obtained in that country during the coming year. 
III. The board will meet to-morrow at 11 o'clock a. ru., in General Allen's office, and will 
report as early as possible. 
By order of Major General Halleck: 
Official: 
JAMES B. FRY, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
ROBERT N. SCOTT, 
Brevet Lieut. Col. U. S. A., A. A. A. G. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, 
June 22, 1867. 
The board met pursuant to the above order. Present, all the members. 
The board recommend the following ration for troops to be stationed at Sitka, Kodiak, and 
other posts in the newly acquired territory, viz: 
Pork or bacon, hvelve ounces, or one and a quarter pounds of mutton. 
Flour, eighteen ounces, or one pound of hard bread. 
Beans, fifteen pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Rice, ten pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Coffee, ten pounds to the one hundred rations, or one and a half pounds of tea. 
Brown sugar, fifteen pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Vinegar, four quarts to the one hundred rations. 
Adamantine candles, one and a quarter pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Soap, four pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Salt, three and three-quarters of a pound to the one hundred rations. 
Pepper, one quarter of a pound to the one hundred rations. 
Molasses, four quarts to the one hundred rations. 
Dried apples, twenty-four pounds to the one hundred rations, or thirty-six pounds drieo 
peaches. · 
Mixed pickles, four quarts to the one hundred rations. 
The issue of meat to be for ten days. Pork, five days in ten. Bacon, four days in ten. 
Mutton, one day in ten. 
For sale to officers : Canned meats, fruits, and vegetables. 
There being no further business before the board, it adjourned sine die. 
ROBERT ALLEN, 
Assistant Quartermaste1· General. 
Adopted subject to the approval of the Secretary of \Var: 
J. MeL. TAYLOR, 
Brevet Colonel nnd C. S. 
CHAS. C. KEENEY, 
Su1·geon U. S. A. 
JUNE 22, 1867. 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Major General Commanding. 
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[Indorsements on the foregoing.] 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF TilE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, .June 25, 1~67. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant GAneral for the approval of the Secretary of 'Var. 
Attention is invited to my General Order No. 19, (copy herewith,) promulgating proceetl-
ing-s of this board. 
H. W. HALLECK, 
llfaj. Gen. U.S. A., Commanding llfilita1·y D·ivisivn of the PaciJic. 
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFlCE, 
Washington, .July 23, ] 8G7. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissary General of Subsistence. 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
OFFICE COMMISSARY GENEltAL OF SUBSISTENCE, 
.July 26, 1867. 
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant General. As the army ration is fixed by law, no 
authority for this action is known to this office. 
1A. E. SHIRAS, A. C. G. S. 
AUGUST 15, 1867. 
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of 'Var and approved by him. 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
Official: 
[General Orders No. 19.] 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, .Jnne 22, 1867. 
On the recommendation of the special board convened by Special Orders No. 110, from 
these headquarters, dated June 21, 1867, the following service-ration is adopted for the troops 
to be stationed in Sitka harbor, Kodiak, and other military posts in the newly acquired terri-
tory, subject to the approval of the Secretary of 'Var, viz: 
Pork or bacon, twelve ounces, or one and a quarter pounds of mutton. 
Flour, eighteen ounces, or one pound of hard bread. 
Beans, fifteen pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Rice, ten pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Coffee, ten pounds to the one hundred rations, or one and a half pounds of tea. 
Brown sugar, fifteen pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Vinegar, four quarts to the one hundred rations. 
Adamantine candles, one and a quarter pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Soap, four pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Salt, three and three-quarter pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Pepper, one quarter of a pound to the one hundred rations. 
Molasses, four quarts to the one hundred rations. 
Dried apples, twenty-four pounds to the one hundred rations, or thirty-six pounds of 
dried peaches. 
Mixed pickles, four quarts ,to the one hundred rations. 
The issue of meat to be for ten days. Pork, five days in ten. Bacon, four days in ten. 
Mutton, one day in ten. 
For sale to officers: Canned meats, fruits, ancl vegetables. 
By order of Major General Halleck: 
Official: 
Official:. 
JAMES B. FRY, 
Assistant Adjutant General 
ROBERT N. SCOTT, 
Brevet Lieut. Col. U. S. A., A. D. C. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
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[General Orders No. 1 9. J 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, Cal-ifornia, June 22, 1867. 
On ihe recommendation of the special board, convened by Special Orders No. 110, from 
these headquarters, dated June 21, 1867, the following service-ration is adopted for the troops 
to be stationed in Sitka harbor, Kodiak, and other military posts in the newly acquired ter-
ritory, subject to the approval of the Secretary of War, viz: 
Pork or bacon twelve ounces, or one and one-fourth pounds of mutton. 
Flour, eighteen ounces, or one poun<l of hard bread. 
Beans, fifteen pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Rice, ten pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Coffee, ten pounds to the one hundred rations, or one and one-half pounds tea. 
Brown sugar, fifteen pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Vinegar, four quarts to the one hundred rations. 
Adamantine candles, one·and one-fourth pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Soap, four pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Salt, three and three-fourths pounds to the one hundred rations. 
Pepper, one-fourth pound to the one hundred rations. 
Molasses, four quarts to the one hundred rations. 
Dried apples, twenty-four pounds to the one hundred rations, or thirty-six pounds dried 
peaches. 
Mixed pickles, four quarts to the one hundred rations. 
The issue of meat to be for ten days; pork, five days in ten; bacon, four clays in ten; 
mutton, one day in ten. 
For sale to officers-canned meats, fruits, and vegetables. 
By order of Major General Halleck: 
JAMES B. FRY, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
[Indorsements on the foregoing.] 
ADJUTANT GENERAL's OFFICE, July 25, JS67. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissary General of Subsistence, United States army, for 
report. 
By order of the Secretary of "\V ar : 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assisllf.nt Adjutant General. 
OFFICE OF TilE COMMISSARY GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE, 
July 29, 1867. 
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant General. As the army ration is at this time fixed by 
law, no authori~ is known at this office for the change mentioned in the within order. 
A. E. SHIRAS, 
Assistant Commissary General of Subsistence. 
Official: 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
vVArt DEPARTME~n. ADJUTANT GENERAL's OFFicE, 
Washington, August 16, 1867. 
Sm: Referring to your indorsement of the 26th ultimo, upon the report of a board of offi-
cers convened by Major General Halleck to report upon any changes which might be deemed 
necessary or advisable in the service-ration of troops stationed at Sitka, Kodiak, and other 
posts in the newly acquired territory, which was forwarded by him to this office, together 
with his General Order No. 19, of June 22, 1867, adopting the service-ration as recommended 
by said board for the approval of the Secretary of vVar, I have the honor to inform you that 
the su!:Jject having bren submitted by the Secretary of War, has been approved by him. 
A copy of General Halleck's Order No. 19 is respectfully enclosed herewith for your informa-
tion. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The COLVEI'HSSARY GENERAL Ol•' SuBSISTENCE, 
Washington, D. C. 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant Gencml. 
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The following is a copy of the order referred to in foregoing: 
[General Orders No. 19.] 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVI~ION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, June 22, 1867. 
On the recommendation of the special board, convened by Special Orders No. 110, from 
these headquarters, dated June 21, 1867, the following service-ration is adopted for the troops 
to be stationed in Sitka harbor, Kodiak, and other military posts in the newly acquired ter-
ritory, subject to the approval of the Secretary of War, viz: 
Pork or bacon, 12 ounces, or It pounds of mutton. 
Flour, 18 ounces, or 1 pound of hard bread. 
Beans, 15 pounds to the 100 rations; or 
Rice, 10 pounds to the 100 rations. · 
Coffee, 1U pounds to the 100 rations, or 1 t pounds of tea. 
Brown sugar, 15 pounds to the 100 rations. 
Vinegar, 4 quarts to the 100 rations. 
Adamantine candles, lt pound to the 100 rations. 
Soap, 4 pounds to the 100 rations. 
Salt, 3i pounds to the 100 rations. 
Pepper, t pound to the 100 rations. 
M~lasses, 4 quarts to the 100 rations: . I To be issued in lieu of an equiv-
Dned apples, 24 pounds to the 100 ratwns, or 36 pounds dned ~ 1 t 1 f th b a en money va ue o o er peac es. t f th r 
Mixed pickles, 4 quarts to the 100 rations. J pars 0 era Ion. 
The issue of meat to be for ten days ; pork, five days in ten; bacon, four days in ten; 
mutton, one day in ten. 
For sale to officers-canned meats, fruits and vegetables. 
By order of Major General Halleck: 
Official: 
JAMES B. FRY, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
ROBERT N. SCOTT, 
Brevet Lieutenant Colonel U. S. A., A. D. C. 
[Indorsements on the foregoing.] 
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant General, with the recommendation that the word or 
be inserted between "beans" and "rice," and that "molasses," "dried apples" or 
"peaches," and ''pickles," be issued in lieu of an equivalent monev value of other parts of 
the ration. • 
A. E. SHlRAS, 
Assistant Commissary General Subsistence. 
OFFICE CoMMISSARY GENERAL SuBsisTENCF., 
August 20, 1867. 
Approved by the Secretary of War ad interim : 
Official: 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant Gentral. 
ADJUTANT GENERAL's OFFICE, Altgust 20, 1867. 
R. WILLIAMS. 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
[Special Orders No. 113.] 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, June 24, 1867. 
I. The chief quartermaster of the division will prepare transportation for two companies 
from San Francisco to Sitka harbor, and one company from San Francisco to St. Paul's, 
Kodiak island, touching at Sitka. The vessels employed should reach Sitka harbor on or 
before the 5th of August next. 
II. Full supplies of quartermasters', commissary, medical, ordnance, and other stores, for 
one year, ·will be sent to the above-named posts. It is not necessary that all the supplies 
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should be sent upon the vessels which carry the troops; but tents, camp equipage, and the 
buildings heretofore ordered, must accompany the troops who are to use them. 
III. A small vessel will be procured for despatch between the several posts which may be 
established in the new territory. 
IV. Companies "B" anq "H," second artillery, and company "F," ninth infantry, will 
be held in readiness, in the harbor of San Francisco, for embarcation as directed above. 
By order of Major General Halleck: 
Official: 
Official~ 
JAMES B. FRY, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
ROBERT N. SCOTT, 
Brevet Lieutenant Colonel U. S. A., A. A. A. G. 
R. WILLIAMS. 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
[Telegram.J 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, August 13, 1867. 
E. D. TOWNSEND, Assistant Adjutant General: 
It will be too late in the season to build barracks anJ storehouses at Sitka. Please ascer-
tain from Russian commissioner whether buildings for two companies and their supplies will 
be immediately transferred to United States. If not, buildings must be prepared and 
shipped from this place. 
Official: 
[Telegram.] 
H. vV. HALLECK, Major Ger; eral. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
SAN FRANCISCO, August 13, 1867. 
E. D. ToWNSEND, Assistant Adjutant General: 
As troops leaving here the middle of September cannot reach Russian America till in 
October-too late to erect buildings for their accommodation-! therefore will garrison Sitka. 
only this fall, unless ordered otherwise. 
Official: 
H. W. HALLECK, Major GeneTal. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Wasllington, September 6, 1867. 
GENERAL: In relation to the despatch of Major General Halleck, of the 2d 
of September, instant, in which he requests that the President will· by procla-
mation declare the newly acquired Russian territory an Indian territory in order 
to prevent the introduction of ardent spirits among the Indians there, I am in-
structed to say that the President will retain the same for fnrther consideration. 
At the same time he desires that :Major General Halleck will confer with General 
Rousseau upon that subject, to the end that the matured views of those officers 
may be submitted to the President as early as practicable. 
For the information of the \V ar Department, I communicate a copy of an 
opinion of E. Peshine Smith, esq., Examiner of Claims in this department, which 
sets forth a view of the laws of the United States bearing upon that question, 
which view is adopted by this department. 
I have the honor to be, general, your obedient servant, 
General U. S. GRANT, 
SecTetary if TVar ad interim. 
Official: 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
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BuREAU OF CLAIMS, September 5, 1867. 
Proclamation that the territory ceded by Russia is Indian territory: 
Such a proclamation is recommended by General Halleck in order to prevent 
the introduction of whiskey among the Indians. 
The net of 1834, ( 4 Stat., 729,) "to regulate trade and intcrcouri"e with the 
Indian tribe~,'' provides that "all that part of the United States west of the 
Mississippi, and not within the States of Missouri and Louisiana or the Terri-
tory of Arkansas, * * * for the purposes of this act be deemed and taken 
to be the Indian country." . 
The question is, wiJether the provisions of that act in respect to trade ancl 
intercourse with Indians are to be restricted to their operation in the Indian 
country which was within the United States at the time if tlle passage qf the 
act, or whether they take effect and apply to new territory acquired by conquest 
or treaty, without any further legislation giving them such extension. 
I think this question has been settled by the Supreme Court of the United 
States in the case of Cross 'VS. Harrison, (16 Howard's R., 164, 1 99.) The 
question there was, whether upon the ratification of the treaty for the cession of 
California the existing several laws carne into operation so as to regulate the 
rate of duties on imported goods without any act of Congress declaring their 
will in that respect, and creating collection districts. 'The court held that the 
ratification of the treaty made California a part of the United States, and that 
so soon as it became so the territory instantly became subject to the acts which 
were in force to regulate foreign commerce with the United States. 
The argument was urged in that case that the revenue laws applied ody to 
the territory under our jurisdiction when they were passed, until Congress, by 
creating collection distrids in the new 'rerritory, or some other act of the same 
nature, had ma11ifested it.s will that the lawa should be thus applied. That argu-
ment was overruled by the court, and it would, therefore, be overruled in respect 
to Alaska and commerce with tho Indian tribes. 
I think, therefore, that the new territory became a part of the Indian country 
on the 20th June last. A proclamation by the President is only necessary for 
the information of persons going into the territory of the restrictions to which 
they are subject in their intercourse with Indians. I think, however, the treaty 
itself may work some modification in the existing law. For instance, one of 
the provisions is that no license to trade with the Indians shall be granted to 
any persons except citizens of the United States. 'I'he thircl article of the treaty 
provides that the inhabitants of the ceded territory, reserving their natural alle-
giance, may return to Russia within three years, but if they prefer to remain in 
the territoty they (with the exception of native uncivilized tribes) shall be ad-
mitted to the enjoyment of all the rights, advantages, and immunities of citizens 
of the United States. While it may be that they cannot acquire thejitll rights 
of American citizenship until their election has been evidenced by remaining 
three years, it seems to me it would be a harsh constmction, and one to be 
avoided, if possible, which should postpone for that period their right to receive 
a license to trade with the Indians. It can hardly bu the intention of the treaty 
that they should lose any privileges by the incorporation of their territory with 
the United States. The provision should be deemed an enabling and not are· 
strictive one. 
If doubt remain on this point, as it may, it should, I think, be removed by 
Congress. 




Assistant Adjutant General. 
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[Telegram.] 
SAN FRANCISCO, September 25, 1867. 
ADJUTANT GENERAL United States Army: 
The engineer company arrived on the 22d. instant, in good sanitary condition. It will 
garrison Fort Point. Brevet Major General J. C. Davis, with one company of artillery and 
one company of infantry, sailed for Sitka to-day. It is understood that the commission sail 
on the Ossipee man-of-war to-morrow. 
Official: 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Major General, Commanding. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Fmncisco, California, November 19, 1867. 
GENERAL: It is understood that the best agricultural land in the newly acquired territory 
of Alaska is to be found on the peninsula of Kenay, between Cook's inlet and Prince 
William's sound. The climate is said to be far better than at Sitka or Kodiak. It is pro-
posed to establish a military post -on this peninsula early next spring, and no doubt settlers 
will follow as soon as they are certain of protection. 
I therefore respectfully suggest to the Department of the Interior that these lands be sur-
veyed and brought into market at as early a period as possible. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Mrjor General U. 8. A., Commanding Military Division of the Pacific. 
ADJUTANT GENERAL of the army, Washington, D. C. 
Official: 
[General Orders No. 26.] 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, September 23, 1867. 
I. The following treaty, concerning the cession of the Russian possessions in North 
America by his Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias to the United States of America, is 
published for the information of all concerned : 
The United States of America and his Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, being de 
sirous of strengthening, if possible, the good understanding which exists between them, 
have, for that purpose, appointed as their plenipotentiaries: the President of the United 
States, William H. Seward, Secretary of State; and his Majesty, the Emperor of all the 
Russias, the Privy Counsellor Edward de Stoeckl, his envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary to the United States; and the said plenipotentiaries, having exchanged their 
full powers, which were found to be in due form, have agreed upon and signed the following 
articles: · 
ARTICLE I. 
His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias agrees to cede to the United States by this 
convention, immediately upon the exchange of the ratifications thereof, all the territory and 
dominion now possessed by his said Majesty on the continent of America and in the adja-
cent islands, the same being contained within the geographical limits herein set forth, to wit: 
the eastern limit is the line of demarcation between the Russian and the British possessions 
in North America, as established by the convention between Russia and Great Britain, of 
February 28-16, 1825, and described in Articles III and IV~ said convention, in the fol-
lowing terms : 
"Commencing in the southernmost point of the' island called Prince of Wales island, 
which point lies in the parallel of 54° 40' north latitude, and between the 13lst and 1 33d de-
gree of west longitude, (meridian of Greenwich,) t1e said line shall ascend to the north 
along the channel called Portland channel as far as the point of the continent where it strikes 
the 56th degree of north latitude; from this last mentioned point, the line of demarcation 
shall follow the summit of the mountains situated parallel to the coast as far as the point of 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--7 
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intersection of the 14lst degree of west longitude, (of the same meridian,) and, finally, 
from the said point of intersection, the said meridian line of the 141st degree in it.s prolon-
gation as far as the frozen ocean. 
"With reference to the line of demarcation laid down in the preceding article, it is 
understood-
'' 1. That the island called Prince of Wales island shall belong wholly to Russia, (now, 
by this cession, to the United States.) 
"2. That whenever the summit of the mountains which extend in a di,rection parallel to 
the coast from the 56th degree of north latitude to the point of intersection of the 141st de-
gree of west longitude shall prove to be at the distance of more than ten marine leagues 
from the ocean, the limit between the British possessions and the line of coast which is to 
belong to Russia as above mentioned, (that is to say, the limit to the possessions ceded by 
this convention,) shall be formed by a line parallel to the winding of the coast, and which 
shall never exceed the distance of ten marine leagues therefrom." 
The western limit within which the territories and dominion conveyed are contained, 
passes through a point in Behring's straits on the parallel of sixty-five degrees thirty miuutes 
north latitude, at its intersection by the meridian which passes midway between the islands 
of Krusenstern or Ignalook and the islands of Ratmanoff or N oonarbook, and proceeds due 
north, without limitation, into the same frozen ocean. The same western limit, beginning 
at the same initial point, proceeds thence in a course nearly southwest through Behring's 
straits and Behring·'s sea, so as to pass midway between the northwest point of the island of 
St. Lawrence and the southeast point of Cape Chonkotski to the meridian of 172° west lon-
gitude; thenca from the intersection of that meridian in a southwesterly direction, so as to 
pass midway between the island of Attow and the Copper island of the Kormandorski 
couplet or group in the North Pacific ocean to the meridian of 193° west longitude, so as to 
include in the territory conveyed the whole of the Aleutian islands east of that meridian. 
ARTICLE II. 
In the cession of territory and dominion made by the preceding article are included. the 
right of property in all public lots and squares, vacant lands, and all public buildings, forti-
fications, barracks, and other edifices which are not private individual property. It is, how-
ever, understood and agreed that the churches which have been built in the ceded -territory 
by the Russian government shall remain the property of such members of the Greek Orien-
tal church resident in the terriwry as may choose to worship therein. Any government ar-
chives, papers, and documents relative to the territory and dominion aforesaid which may be 
now existing there will be left in the possession of the agent of the United States, but an 
authenticated copy of such of them as may be required will be, at all times, given by the 
United States to the Russian• government, or to such Russian officers or subjects as they · 
may apply for. 
ARTICLE III. 
The inhabitants of the ceded territory, according to their choice, reserving their natural 
allegiance, may return to Russia within three years ; but if they should prefer to remain in 
the ceded territory, they, with the exception of uncivilized native tribes, shall be admitted 
to the enjoyment of all the rights, advantages, and immunities of citizens of the United 
States, and shall be maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, prop-
erty, and religion. The uncivilized tribes will be subject to such laws and regulations as 
the United States may, from time to time, adopt in regard to aboriginal tribes of that 
country. 
ARTICLE IV. 
His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias shall appoint, with convenient despatch, an 
agent or agents for the purpose of formally delivering to a similar agent or agents appointed 
on behalf of the United States, the territory, dominion, property, dependencies and appur· 
tenances which are ceded as above, and for doing any other act which may be necessary in 
regard thereto. But the cession, with the right of immediate possession, is nevertheless to 
be deemed complete and absolute on the exchange of ratifications, without waiting for such 
formal delivery. 
ARTICLE V. 
Immediately after the exchange of the ratifications of this convention, any fortifications or 
military posts which may be in the ceded territory shall be delivered to the agent of the 
United States, and any Russian troops' which may be in the territory shall be withdrawn as 
soon as may be reasonably and conveniently practicable. 
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ARTICLE VI. 
In consideration of the cession aforesaid, the United States agree to pay at the treasury, 
at Washington, within ten months after the exchange of the ratifications of this convention, 
to the diplomatic representative or other agent of his Majest~ the Emperor of all the Rus-
sias, duly authorized to receive the same, seven million two hundred thousand dollars in 
gold. The cession of territory and dominion herein made is hereby declared to be free 
and unincumbered by any reservations, privileges, franchises, grants, or possessions, by 
any assoeiated companies, whether corporate or incorporate, Russian or any other, or by 
any parties, except merely private individual property-holders; and the cession hereby 
made conveys all the rights, franchises, and privileges now belonging to Russia in the said 
territory or dominion, and appurtenances thereto. 
AR'rlCLE VII. 
When this convention shall have been duly ratified by the P!·esident of the United States, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, on the one part, and on the other by his 
Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, the ratifications shall be exchanged at Washington 
within three months from the date hereof, or sooner, if possible. 
In faith whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed this .convention, and thereto 
affixed the seals of their arms. 
Done at Washington, the thirtieth day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and sixty-seven. 
[1. s.] 
[L. s.] 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
EDOUARD DE STOECKL. 
II. The foregoing treaty was ratified by the United States, May 28, 1867 ; exchanged, 
June 20, 1867; and proclaimed by the President of the United States, June 20, 1867. 
By order of Major General Halleck: 
Official: 
Official: 
JAMES B. FRY, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
R. E. DE RUSSY, 
lst Lieutenant 2d Artillery, A. D. C. 
R. WILLIAMS, A. A. G. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San 1/'rancisco, California, November 25, 1867. 
GENERAL: I transmit herewith copies of my instructions of September 6 and 
24, in regard to the military district of Alaska. 
I learn from General Rousseau that the formal transfer of the territory to the 
United States took place on the 18th of October. 
I have received no official despatches from General Davis, but learn fmm other 
sources that his troops were landed immediately upon the formal transfer of the 
territory, and that they are comfortably housed in Sitka. It is doubtful whether 
I shall be able to communicate with General Davis again during the winter. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Major General, Commanding. 
ADJUTANT GE~ERAL oftlte Army, Washington, D. C. 
Official: 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THH PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, September 6, 1867. 
GENERAL: 1. You have been appointed commander of the military district of 
Alaska, which includes all the Russian American territory ceded to the United 
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States by the treaty of :March 30, 1867. You will therefore assume command 
of the two companies designated in Special Orders No. 141, current series, from 
these headquarters, for the garrison of Sitka, as soon as the same are ready to 
embark on the transport chartered for that purpose. 
2. In accordance with instructions from the General-in-Chief of the at:my, the 
military district of Alaska will, until further orders, be attached to the depart· 
ment of California. You will therefore report directly to the headquarters of 
that department, at San Francisco, California. 
3. Should you reach Sitka before the arrival of the commissioners appointed 
to transfer and receive formal possession under the provisions of the treaty, y0u 
will retain your command on the transport until such formal transfer is made. 
If, however, the commissioner on the part of the United iStates should request 
. you to take part in the formal proceedings of transfer, you will do so, either per· 
sonally or with your command. If, by any accident, the vessel carrying the 
commissioners should be unduly delayed, you will arrange with the Russian 
authorities for landing your troops, and putting them into winter quarters, prior 
to any formal transfer-this being provided for in the treaty. 
4. The unexpected delay in the arrival of the commissioners and the advance 
of the season, render it impossible to establish the other posts ordered for your 
disttict. Other troops, however, will be sent to you, as early as practicable in 
the spring. In the mean time you will inquire into and report upon the more 
prominent points in the district-their relative importance in regard to trade, 
to the probable settlement of the country, influence upon the Indians, &c. Among 
the places which have been suggested for military posts, are Portland Canal, 
opposite Fort Simpson; the mouth of Stikine river; Port Mulgrave, in Behring's 
bay; Chugachnick gulf, in Cook's inlet; Saint Paul, Kodiak island; Captain's 
harbor, Oonalaska island; Fort Alexander, Bristol bay; Fort Michael, Norton 
sound; and some point or points on the Youcan river. As not more than four 
additional companies can be sent to your command next year, it is not proposed 
that you occupy all these points, but you will report upon their relative advan-
tages, and the means necessary for occupying those which you may select. 
5. Prepared materials for officers' quarters, barracks, hospital, store-houses, 
&c., for two companies, will be sent with your command to -Sitka. It is pre-
sumed that at least some public buildings there will be transferred to you for 
the accommodation of your troops. You will, therefore, use only so much of 
these prepared materials as you may find absolutely necessary, reserving the 
remainder for the other posts which are to be established next spring. 
6. Every possible precaution must be taken by your command at Sitka 
against fire. You will appreciate the importance of this when you reflect upon 
the probable condition of your command, should its provisions and stores be 
destroyed by fire during the coming winter. A fire-engine, with proper appa-
ratus, will be furnished by the quartermasters' department, and you will see 
that your men are properly instructed and exercised in its use, and that a suf-
ficient supply of water is always on hand. 
7. You will also give particular attention to the sanitary condition of your 
command, and of the post of Sitka. As the supply of fresh meat and vegeta-
bles will, at least for the next winter, be limited, the deficiency must be made 
np with fresh fish, game, and antiscorbutics. 'l'his subject will demand especial 
attention. 
8. Immediately after the exchange of flags, and the formal transfer of the 
ceded territory, you_ will direct the district quartermaster and acting commissary 
to take possession of all public lots and squares, vacant lands, and all public 
buildings, barracks, and edifices, and all pu~lic property in Sitka, ceded by the 
treaty and transferred to the United States. But the Russian officerd and 
trvops who now occupy the same, and who may wish to continue such occupa-
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tion temporarily, will not be required to vacate them until such time as may be 
reasonably and conveniently practicable. 
9. You will also designate some officer to take possession of the fortifications, 
and their armaments, ordnance stores, &c., in Sitka, ceded by the treaty and 
transferr~d to the United States; and also of all government archives, papers, 
and documents relating to the ceded territory and dominion which may exist in 
that place. and the same will be carefully preserved, in order that copies may 
hereafter be furnished to the RusE~ian government, in accordance with tteaty 
stipulations. 
10. You will also, at the proper time, designate officers to take possession of 
the fortifications, barracks, public lots, vacant lands, public buildings, ordnance 
stores, archives, papers, documents, and other public property transferred to 
the United States, at the several military posts, towns, villages, and settlement::; 
in the ceded territory. Proper inventories and returns will be made of all public 
property so received. 
11. You will notice that by article 2 of the treaty of cession it is stipulated 
that the churches which have been built in the ceded territory by the Russian 
government :<hall remain the property of such members of the Greek Oriental 
church, resident in the territory, as may choose to worship therein. You will 
see that this stipulation is most carPfnlly observed. 
12. In article 3, of the same treaty, it is stipulated that: "The inhabitants of 
the ceded territory, according to their choice, reserving their natural allegiance, 
may return to Russia within three years; but ,if they should prefer to remain 
in the ceded territory, they, with the exception of the uncivilized tribes, shall 
be admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights, advantages, and immunities of 
citizens of the United States, and shall be maintained and protected in the free 
enjoyment of their liberty, property, and religion. The uncivilized tribes will 
be subject to such laws and regulations as the United States may from time to 
time adopt in regard to aboriginal tribe£ in that country." You will perceive 
that, by this article, it is left optional with all Russian subjects either to return 
to Russia within the stipulated time, or to remain here and be admitted to the 
enjoyment of all the rights and immunities of citizens of the United States, 
with the free enjoyment of liberty, property, and religion. 
13. To such Russian subjects as may feel bound by the ties of natural alle-
giance to return to the mother country, you will give all proper facilities for the 
accomplishment of their wishes. To those who elect to remain as citizens of 
the United States you will extend your official protection and encouragement. 
Whatever may be the future for those who go, and for those who stay, and for 
us who are to occupy and possess this new territory, I am sure that we shall, 
one and all, now and hereafter, hold in most respectful and kind remembrance 
the people of Russia and their august sovereign, the best and most cons~ant 
friend of the republic of the United States. 
14. Notwithstanding the most benevolent intentions of the Emperor toward 
his American colonies, their immense distance from the metropolitan govern-
ment, and the delay and difficulties of communication, have probably heretofore 
prevented the application to them uf the same fostering care which they other-
wise would have received, they have been too far from the heart of a vast 
empire to feel the warmth of the life current and enjoy the vitality of the gov-
ernment of a common country. Hence the trade of these colonies has lan-
guished, their agriculture has been neglected, and their general progress almost 
imperceptible. Perhaps these facts have constituted the moving causes which 
induced his Imperial Majesty to consent to the cession of this territory, and the 
transfer of the allegiance of its inhabitants to the U nitcd States, as a govern-
ment more capable, from its proximity, of promoting its interests ancl supplying 
its wants. ' 
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15. But, l1enceforth, the citizens of that territory who elect to remain will be 
entitled to all the rights, privileges, and immunities guarantied by the Const.i-
tn tion of the United States to all the inhabitants of our republic. They will 
be under the care and protection of our government. To it their allegiance 
will hereafter be due and required; and, in return, they will be entitl~d to its 
protection and constitutional guarantees. They will have unrestricted inter-
course and commerce with all the States and Territories of the federal Union, 
subject only to the ordinary custom-house regulations of internal and coastwise 
trade. Our merchants and trading vessels will visit their ports, and offer for 
sale such articles as they may desire to purchase, and receive in exchange such 
articles as they may wish to sell. Their ports will also be open to foreign 
commerce, subject only to revenue laws which apply equally and uniformly to 
all ports of our common country. Mail and telegraph communications will 
very soon be established between Sitka and San Francisco, and thence with 
all parts of America, Europe, and Asia. With these facilities for trade and 
commerce with other parts of the world, this new territory must soon become 
what nature intended it to be, and what it has frequently been called, "the 
New England of the Pacific." 
16. It may be proper to remark in this place that it is a well-established 
principle of international law that a change of sovereignty involves no change 
in the rights of private property, whether of individuals or of municipal cor-
porations, and that the existing laws of any territory acquired by the United 
States by conquest or cession, which do not conflict with the constitutional and 
fundamental principles of our government, remain in force till suspended, 
altered, amended, or repealed by proper authority. All citizens of the ceded 
territory are, therefore, entitled to all the civil rights and liberties which they 
enjoyed under their former government, as also all the rights and privileges 
guaranteed by the Constitution and general laws of the United States. And 
to these will also be added, in due time, the political rights which belong to 
citizens in the Territories of the United States. It is important that yon 
make yourself familiar with these principles of international, constitutional, 
and municipal law, so as not only to avoid errors yourself, but to be able to 
advise and warn others about to emigrate to and settle in that country. 
17. In regard to the aboriginal and uncivilized tribes of your district, you 
will, in the absence of any organized civil territorial goverument, and so far 
as our laws authorize or permit, act as their general superintendent, protecting 
them from abuse and regulating their trade and intercourse with our own 
people. Military officers have no authority to make Indian treaties. You will, 
therefore, enter into no negotiations of that kind, or attempt to bind our gov-
ernment to any contracts or agreements, without special authority and under 
special instructions. 
18. In regard to the tribal and uncivilized Indians on Baranoff island and the 
adjacent islands and coast, you will exercise the most careful vigilance, as these 
natives are known to be both warlike and treacherous. You will consult with 
the Russian governor and other officers in regard to regulating their intercourse 
with the post and settlement of Sitka; and you will strictly enforce, qoth with 
regard to the whites and the natives, such regulations as you may deem neces-
sary to adopt with regard to these Indians and their intercourse with our people. 
It is suggested that they be prohibited from entering or remaining within your 
garrison during . the night, and it may be well to have guns charged with grape 
and canister always bearing on their village, ready, at an instant's warning, 
to destroy them. Such precautions may prevent serious troubles and disasters. 
19. You will be careful to cultivate friendly relations with all the inhabitants 
of your district, whether Russian, creole, or aboriginal ; you will endeavor to 
impress upon your subordinates the importance of maintaining and cultivating 
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pacific rrlations with the people of the country; and you will be careful to 
check and punish any improper conduct on the part of your subordinates and 
of the troops under their command. 
20. Past history has shown that most of the difficulties .which have occurred 
in this territory between the natives and foreign settlers have arisen from a 
violation of tribal laws or rules in regard to the rights and duties of their 
females. You will give your special attention to this matter, and will adopt 
such measures as you may deem necessary to prevent any complaint on this 
score. 
21. You will also, in the absence of any laws or regulations in regard to 
trade between our citizens and the tribal and uncivilized Indians of the ceded 
territory, discountenance all monopolies, old or new, and under whatsoever pre-
text, and at the same time prevent the abuses which too frequently result from 
the unrestricted intercourse of avaricious traders and ignorant, but vindictive, 
natives. 
22. You will endeavor to impress upon the tribal and uncivilized inhabitants 
of the ceded territory which constitutes ) our military district, and especially 
upon their chiefs, that our government will regard them as subject to its laws 
and entitled to its protection ; that while they are protected by our government 
they will be required to respect the rights of all citizens of the republic; and 
that if any member of a tribe maltreat a citizen of the United States the whole 
tribe, and especially its chief, will be held responsible for the offence or crime 
committed by one of its members, unless they expel such criminal or deliver 
him to us for punishment. 
23. The Russians have occupied the territory which constitutes your com-
mand for a long period of years. Their number has always been small, and 
their military forces never equal to those which will be placed under your 
orders; nevertheless, their officers, agents, and merchants have travelled un-
molested through most parts of that vast country. Indian hostilities there have 
been limitea to one or two temporary outbreaks near Sitka. The British gov-
ernment has occupied directly and by means of its commercial companies, their 
agents and servants, an Indian country on this continent grea. ter in extent than 
the whole United States, and containing a larger number of tribal and uncivil-
ized Indians than we have. And yet we have never heard of hostilities and 
wars between that government and its native subjects in America, although 
trade bas been carried on with savage tribes in its remotest extremities. But 
our people and the tribal Indians have been for years, and are still, in con-
tinual hostilities, and there is scarcely a county or district in our frontier 
States or Territories which does not demand and expect a military force for its 
loeal protection larger than the Russian or British governments have deemed 
necessary for the control of its vast Indian possessions on this continent. 
These facts should receive your careful and serious consideration in assuming 
the command of a military district in which there are some fifty thousand na-
tives and a population of only a few thousand whites and creoles. In this con-
nection you will bear in mind that neither the Russian nor the British government 
ou this continent has ever made Indian treaties, had au Indian bureau or Indian 
superintendP-nts and agents, or paid millions of dollars for Indian annuities and 
Indian goods which were promised to, but never received by, the native Indians. 
24. Orders heretofore issued from the headquarters of the division and depart-
ment will, so far as applicable, be considered as· in force in the district of Alaska. 
You will, however, regard such orders and these instructions as directory, in the 
general sense of that term, but subject to modification in their application to new 
caRes and under new and different circumstances. But orders and regulations 
exclusively of an administrative character are applicable to almost every case 
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which may arise, no matter what may be the special contingency and particular 
circumstances. 
Very respectfully, your obedi('nt servant, 
H. W. HALLECK, 
. Major General, Commattding. 
Brevet Major General J. C. DAvrs, Present. 





.Assistant Adjutant General. 
HEADQUARTERS MII.JTARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, September 6, 1867. 
GENERAL: In addition to the general instructions which have been given you 
to-day by the division commander, he directs me to add the following remarks 
as confidential. It is probable that the governor's house and other public build-
ings at Sitka will be turned over to you, and that they can be made available 
for the occupation of yourself and your command during the comiBg winter. It 
is also probable that during the next session of Congress a territorial government 
will be organized for the ceded Russian American possessions, and that the offi-
cers of such territorial government will be located at Sitka, as the capital, and 
it is possible that orders may be received to turn over to such civil officers the 
buildings at that place which are now occupied by the Russian authorities and 
which may be transferred to you; and, (urther, it is quite possible that within a 
few years the trade and commerce of Sitka will be such as to require the occu-
pation, for commercial purposes, of the sites of the present redou9t, governor's 
house, barracks, and Russian· storehouses. Under these circumstances it may 
be well to provide for an early abandonment of the site of the town of Sitka as 
a military post, and the transfer of the military establishment to Japan island. 
It appears, from the best maps in our possession, that this island is about a mile 
in length, its greatest width about half a mile, and that it lies directly opposite 
the town of Sitka, and distant from it only about a quarter of a mile. If, in 
your opinion, this island is required for military purposes, you will designate 
and occupy it as a military reservation, and erect thereon such of the buildings 
sent with your command as you may deem proper. Should you deem it best, 
yon are authorized to locate most of your military force on this i~land, and to 
construct a proper wharf for landing. In that case little or no money will be 
expended on the buildings at Sitka proper, and your arrangements will be made 
on the supposition that Japan island is to be the military depot for the district. 
As our information in regard to the topographical character of the several 
localities in Sitka harbor is very imperfect, the location of the military depot 
is left to your discretion and judgment, after a careful examination of Sitka 
and the adjacent country. It is probable, however, that you will find it advisable, 
for the present, to station your command in the town of :::litka. There are several 
other islands which seem to command the different entrances to the harbor or 
anchorage. You will designate as military reservations such of these as you 
may deem necessary to be occupied for military defence, and prevent their occu-
pation by squatters and settlers. You will notify any persons who attempt to 
bnild upon them that they are not open to settlement, and tllat they will not be 
allowed compensation for aby improvements which they may make. 
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You will report in full upon this subject, withi maps of such lands as you think 
should be declared military reservations by proclamation of the President of the , 
United States. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES BJFRY, 
Assistant Adjutant Gen~:a~ 
Brevet Major General J. C. DAVIS, Present. ~ 




Assistant Adjutant GeneTal. 
H,EADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San FTancisco, California, SeptembeT 24, 1867. 
GE~ERAL : The instructions heretofore given you are hereby changed in this 
much: 
On reaching Sitka, before the arrival of the joint commission to deliver and 
receive possession of the ceded territory, you will, with t~e permission of the 
Russian authorities, land the animals which are carried on the transport, and 
also the forage for their use, procuring some suitable enclosure for the animals and 
shelter for the forage. You will also, with permission of the Russian officers, 
land a proper guard for the protection of such commissary and quartermasters' 
property. 
Should you deem it necessary, after consultation with the Russian officers, 
you are also authorized to immediately commence the construction of store-
houses, &c., and the landing of the military stores on the" John L. Stevens.'' 
But your troops will remain on the transport till the arrival of the commission-
ers, and the formal transfer of the territory is made, as heretofore directed. 
The transport must be discharged as early as possible. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Brevet Major General J. C. DAVIS, Present. 
Trough General McDowell. 
Official : 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Major General Commanding. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, June 27, 1S67. 
GF.l\'ERAL: I have to acknowledge the receipt of General Grant's letter of 
May 29, with enclosures, respecting the military occupation of the territory 
recently ceded by Russia to the United States. I fnlly agree with the General 
that the new district should, at least for the present, be attached to the depart-
ment of California, as the communication with it will be much more frequent 
and direct from San Francisco than from Oregon. Should it be attached to the 
department of the Columbia, there must be great delay and inconvenience in 
all official correspondence and action, both in regard to supplies and military 
command. It is probable that at some future time it will be necessary to make 
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that territory a separate department or to give to the commanding officer there 
the powers of a department commander. 
It will be seen from the enclo:::;ed Special Order No. 113, that I propose to send 
to that territory, when we take possession, only three companies. I think the 
lateness of the season will render it difficult to provide for a larger Cllmmand 
this year. You will notice that the treaty fixes no definitive time for the with-
drawal of the Russian troopR. It says: "'l~hey are to be withdrawn as soon as 
m<ty be reasonably and conveniently practicable." And the Russian authori-
ties here are unable to inform me whether any government barracks or store-
houses will be vacated by them this year. 'l,his, I understand, will depend upon 
the instructions which the Russian commissioner may bring from his government, 
and the vessels which may be available for the transportation of the troops. 
Under these circumstances I cannot calculate with any certainty upon finding 
quarters there for our officers and men who are to garrison the posts of which 
we take possession. Moreover, the lateness of the season will render it difficult 
to construct, from materials found there, shelters for our men and stores for the 
coming winter. At Sitka we may be able to rent private buildings, should no 
public ones be vacated, but probably not at other Russian ports. I am informed 
that the governme11t buildings on Cook's inlet have been either removed or de-
stroyed. It is, moreover, reported that ·nearly all the buildings occupied by 
Russian troops will be claimed by the Russian American Fur Company, as 
private property. Considering the uncertainty of this matter I have directed 
General Allen to prepare materials for erecting some buildings which will be 
sent to the troops. If not required for the posts which are to be garrisoned 
this year, they will come in use next spring when posts shall be established 
further north. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant 
Brevet Major General E. D. TowNSEND, 
H. W. HALLECK, 
MaJor General Commanding. 
A.ssistant Adjutant Gene?·al U. S. Army, Wasltington, D. C. 
Official: 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
~Vashington, October 28, 1867. 
SIR : In the absence of specific legislation by Congress for the organization 
of land districts in Alaska, claims of pre-emption and settlement are not only 
without the sanction of law, but are in direct violation of laws applicable to the 
public domains. Military force may be used to remove intruders if neeessary. 
Will you have the goodness to instruct Major General Halleck to this effect 
by telegraph, and req nest him to communicate the instruction to Major General 
Rousseau, at Sitka 1 
I have the honor to be, general, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
General U. S. GRANT, 
Secretary qf War ad interim. 
Official: 
------, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
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HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, California, November 23, 1867. 
GENERAL : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
Octol.Jer 29, transmitting a letter of the previous day from the Secretary of 
State in regard to claims of pre-emption in Alaska; also your telegram of Oc-
tober 29, on same subject. 
Since General Rousseau left here, October 25, there has been no means of 
communicating with Sitka. It is presumed that the general is by this time in 
Portland, Oregon. 
I will give the proper instructions to General Davis, who now commands in 
Alaska, by the earliest opportunity. lt is doubtful, however, whether there 
will be any further communication with Sitka before next spring. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. W. HALLECK, 
Major General United States Army, 
Commanding J.11ilitary Division if tke Pacific. 
ADJUTANT GENERAL OF THE ARMY, 
Official: 
Washington, D. C. 
------, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DISTRICT OF ALASKA, 
New Archangel, Alaska Territm·y, November 12, 1867. 
MAJOR: I have the honor to submit the following official report of the expe-
dition of the United States troops under my command, designated to occupy 
Russian America, now the military district of Alaska; also such incidents worthy 
of record as have occurred since our arrival here : 
The steamer John L. Stephens, with the command and stores on board, left 
the wharf at San Francisco on the 25th of September. Owing to the dense fog 
which prevailed during the afternoon, the vessel was compelled to anchor near 
Alcatraz, where she remained until the next morning. ~rhe voyage was resumed 
at daylight the 26th, and with fair winds and weather, Cape Flattery, the en-
trance to Puget sound, was reached during the forenoon of the 30th, and the 
anchorage at Esquimalt, near Victoria, about 8 o'clock in the evening of the 
same day. During the forenoon of tbe 31st, I made the visit required by 
etiquette upon the English officials at Victoria, and was courteously received 
by them. 'rhe same afternoon the steamer resumed the voyage for N anaimo, at 
which place it was intended to take in coal sufficient for the remainder of her 
trip and return. In attempting to reach the wharf at this place on the morning 
of the 1st October, the vessel got aground, where she remained until the next 
day. On the 2d coaling was commenced, and continued until the morning of 
the 6th, when the voyage was again resumed, through the straits of St. John, 
until we reached the ocean at Dixon's entrance, near the north end of Vancou-
ver's island. Our whole passage through the sound was exceedingly pleasant, 
but the ocean part of it, north of Vancouver's island, was very rough-quite 
enough to admonish us that the stanchest-built ships only should be used in 
navigating this part of our coast at this season of the year. 'J1he harbor of 
New Archangel was reached the 9th> but the ehip was only able to get to her 
proper anchorage on the morning of the lOth. The following day I went 
ashore, and called upon Prince Maksoutoff, the Russian governor, and was 
politely received by him; during the interview I made arrangements for the 
landing of our animals upon one of the little islands in the harbor. The 
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animals were landed du1 ing the two succeeding days, in small boats or fbts . 
rrhe troops were retained on the vessel, in accordance with my instructions, 
patiently awaiting the coming of the commissioners of transfer, until the morn-
ing of the 18th, when the pleasing intelligence of their safe arrival was announced 
1hroughout the harbor and town. I lost no time in calling upon the commis-
sioners and informing them of my readiness to take any part in the ceremonies 
of transf~:;r they might desire ; also urged as much despatch in making the 
transfer as was compatible with their duties. It was soon decided to make the 
tran~fer the same evening, (the 18th.) The troops were soon and easily landed 
in small boats, mostly furnished and manned from the ships of war lying in the 
harbor. These ships were the Ossippee, R Psaca, and James town, commanded 
by Captains Emmons, Bradford, and McDougal. The troops were formed near 
the flagstaff bearing the imperial flag of Russia, in front of the governor's bouse. 
The Russian troops were shortly afterwards formed on the same ground. At 
4 o'clock p. m., the time agreed upon by the commissioners, the Russian flag 
was lowered, the troops of both nations coming to a present arms, and the 
artillery of both nations firing a salute, the Americans leading off. A few 
minutes after, our national flag was run up and saluted in like manner, the 
Rmsians taking the lead ; thus ended the r.eremonies. The territory and 
dominion of Russian America were formally declared ours. Next came the 
business of designating the property which should be turned over with the 
territory. On the morning of the 20th, a number of buildings of different 
kinds were pointed out by the commissioners as United States property, and 
on the morning of the 21st we commenced landing our stores. Owing to the 
refusal of the commander of the steamer John L. Stephens to lay his vessel 
alongside of the wharf, the discharging of her freight bad to be done by lighters 
and small boats; eleven or twelve days were consumed in unloading the vessel, 
notwithstanding I furnished every day a large detail of men of the command 
to assist. In settling the question of demurrage, I refused to give a certificate 
allowing demurrage for any part of this time, being satisfied that the ship could 
have laid at the wharf with as much safety as where she did lay, and that she 
could have been unloaded with greater facility and much quicker at the wharf. 
I think there is a disposition on the part of some ship-masters, who have been 
up here recently, to disparage the harbor by giving it a bad name. The storm 
which blew here on the night of the 26th ultimo was an unusual one. I am 
informed that it was the severest that has been experienced here in forty years; 
considerable damage was done to some of the ships in the harbor, but I am 
satisfied that most of it was the result of negligence, and want of proper outfit 
for the vessels in the way of anchors, chains, &c. The harbor, take it in all 
respects, is a very goorl one, and, with ordinary care in the management of a 
vessel, there is no danger in laying at the government wharf. r.rhe water is 
not deep enough at low water for large vessels : this i:::~ the only difficulty. The 
commissioners turned over to us some eleven or twelve buildings in all; several 
of t.hem were only sheds, which could be made useful only for temporary shelter 
f\.)r stores. I thjnk many more houses should have been considered United 
States property, 'but it was the business of the commissioners to decide these 
questions, not mine. The business of getting possession of them devolved upon 
me to a great extent, and I have had considerable trouble in the performance of 
tlJis unpleasant duty. The barracks for the troops were given up in good 
season, but a large and much needed storeroom is still nearly all occupied by 
the Rus8ian American Company; it is much needed for our commissary stores. 
By dint . of perseverance, in which both officers and men have shown a com-
mendable degree of zeal and industry, we are now, I am happy to report, quite 
comfortably quartered. 'l'he reputation of this place for raining, snowing, and 
sleeting, has been fully ve1~ified since our arrivaL The amount of work that 
can be accomplished per day in this climate is much lefls, probably, than in any 
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other on the continent. The summer months may prove more favorable to our 
operations, and on this account I would like, respectfully, to suggest the advan-
tages of sending the troops designed for this district {I.S early next spring as ex-
pediency will admit. '.rhe Indians inhabiting the little village just outside of 
the palisades protecting the town number, from what I can learn, about twelve 
hundred in all. '.rhey are at present at peace, but have the reputation of being 
very hostile and insolent. They fear the Americans, and look with considerable 
mistrust upon us. I have been compelled to arrest several of them for thieving., 
&c. Notwithstanding they evidently fear us, they frequently boast that they 
can and will whip us some day. I have been too much engaged to inquire about 
the Indian tribes beyond this vicinity. '.rhe sailing vessel Czarowitch leaves 
for San Francisco to-day, giving us an opportunity to write. I forwarded by 
the Stephens all our monthly reports and papers due up to the last of October. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Major J.P. SHERBOURNH, 
JEFF. C. DAVIS, 
B1·evet Major General Commanding. 
Adjutant General Depa·rtment qf Cal., San Francisco, Cul. 
Official: 
Official: 
ROBERT N. SCOTT, 
Brevet Lieutenant Colonel U. S. Army, A. A. A. G. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, December 21, 1867. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a communication from 
Major General Halleck, commanding the military division of the Pacific, concern-
ing the peninsula of Kenay, in the newly acquired territory of Alaska, and to 
request that his suggestion, "that these lands be surveyed and brought into 
market at as early a period as possible," be canied out. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. SECR~TARY OF THE IN'l'ERIOR. 
Official: 
U.S. GRANT, 
Secretary of rVar ad interim. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
Survey of Russian colonies in North America, by. Lieutenant Captain Golovin.* 
RUSSIANS APPEAR UPON ALEUTIAN ISLANDS. 
The Aleutian islandt~ were discovered by Captain Behring in 17 H. At the 
same time Captain Tshirikoff, who had been sent for discoveries, together with 
Behring, and separated from the expedition, while endeavoring to join it came 
in view of the northwestern coast of America, between 48° and 49° of north-
" Lieutenant Captain Golovin was ord13red, in 1860, to survey the Russian colonies in 
North America. The present article is an extract of the detailed, highly interesting, and 
important information about the state of the colonies in that year, communicated by Golovin 
in a report to the Grand· Duke, General Admiral, (Constantine of Russia.) 
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ern latitude. The furs imported by the crews who made part of the expedition, 
as well as their narratives about the newly-discovered islands, awakened the 
enterprising spirit of Russian merchants and of many former government em-
ployes in Siberia. Of this last category, a sergeant of the Kamtschatka com-
pany, Bassov, first of all determined to try his luck. He built a vessel, 
shitina, (sewed boat,) so called, on account of its being sewed with threads of 
whalebone, gave it the name Kapiton, and achieved, in 17 43, the first sea 
voyage to the island of Behring. Following in his track, ot]fer traders began 
to visit the Aleutian islands, equipping vessels, on personal account, or forming 
between themselves small companies upon shares. In 17114, the Russian go\'-
ernment granted privilege to merchants Y ougov and Trapeznikov to carry on 
exclusive trade upon Aleutian islands, under condition of collecting from the 
inhabitants a tribute, on behalf of the government, and paying, besides, to the 
fisc a tythe from their own profits. But, subsequently, (namely, in 1790,) the 
tribute w.as repealed. Of course, expeditions equipped for commercial pur-
poses, by people disposing of no sufficient capital, and caring but for the great-
est possible profit, such expeditions could not always have been altogether 
successful. Vessels, imperfectly provided, and still more impPrfectly managed, 
often perished in those inhospitable waters. But, notwithBtanding all this, the 
profits were still considerable, and allured the daring. A merchant of Rylsk, 
Gregory Shelikhoff, was the first who understood to what account the newly 
discovered country might be turned, if sufficient means were applied to the 
fitting out of well-provided expeditions, and to the scheme of establishing per-
manent trading-posts, not only upon Aleutian islands, but also on the north-
western coast of North America. Stimulated by this idea, Shelikhoff, together 
with Captain Michael and merchant John Golikov, formed, in 1783, a company, 
built in Okhotsk three vessels, sailed himself, with 190 traders, for Kadyak 
island, there landed in the bay, to which he gave the name of haven of the 
three saints, (Trokh Swiatiteley,) began to build small forts in different places, 
established trading-posts, first on Kadyak, Alognac, and U nalashka islands, 
and thereafter on the bays Kenayan and Tshugatshian, and, in 1786, returned 
to Okhotsk. Fraudulent transactions on the part of John Goligov having 
paralyzed the means of the company, Shelikhoff determined to establish in 
Irkutsk a central commercial office, where the management of business was 
intrm;ted to a board of directors under Shelikhoff's personal superintendP-nce. 
But, with the death of Shelikhoff, which happened the same year, the pros-
pects of the compatJ.y were nearly ruined, owing to the intrigues and swindles 
of Golikov. However, the heirs of Shelikhoff succeeded to conjure the crisis, 
and, in 1797, formed one single company, whose chief direction was established 
in Irkutsk. The affairs went on somewhat better. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE RUSSIAN AMERICAN COMPANY- PRIVILEGE~ AND 
VARIOUS IMMUNITIES GRANTED UNTO lT BY GOVERNMENT. 
The local authorities of Irkutsk having reported to Emperor Paul I on the 
organization and operation of the new company, he ordered that company to 
draw, for its own guidance, certain regulations, taking example from similar 
foreign companies, and submit them to the examination of the department of 
commerce. In consequence of this order, the company, under the firm of 
American United Company, devised an instrument, wherein it stated the prin-
ciples on which the company was to be organized, the rules to regulate the 
management of the bureau, and the election of directors, the obligations of the 
company concerning its duty to spread settlements and develope commerce, to 
discover new lands and isles, to propagate Cbristianity, to establish commercial 
intercourse with the jnhabitants of newly diflcovered countries, and to promote 
the interests of Russian commerce on the Pacific ocean. 'rhe Emperor Paul 
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I approving of this plan, took the company under his protection, and ordered 
particular rules and privileges to be devised for the use of the company for 
twenty years. On the 8th of July, 1799, the charter, having beAn perfected, 
was confirmed by the Emperor. Since that time the company began to bear 
the name of Russian American Company, and received, besides other privileges, 
the right of enlarging Russian dominion along the northwestern coast of 
.America, not only to the north from 65° of latitude, but also to the south, so 
far as it would prove useful and practicable, wherever the country is not held 
by any other nation. By highest ukase, dated October 19, 1800, it was 
ordered that the chief administration should be transferred to St. Petersburg, 
leaving in Irkutsk a separate bureau. By this time the original value of the 
shares had ritlen to more than threefold ; so that, in order to facilitate the sale 
of remaining shares, it was allowed, by highetjt order, in 1801, to divide them 
into 500 rouble lots, and to issue 7,350 of the same. In 1802, his Majesty 
Emperor Alexander I was pleased to deposit with the company 10,000 roubles, 
represented by 20 shares, on account of the destitute. This example was fol-
lowed by the Empress and the Grand Duke Tsessarevitsh. In this way, 
owing to the concurrencA of the government, the capital of the company soon 
increased to a considerable extent. But the government did not stop at that 
point. In order that the company might send its vessels from Kronstadt, the 
Loan Bank, by imperial ukase, in .August, 1802, was ordered to advance the 
company 25,000 roubles for one year, at legal interest. In Maich, 1803, it was 
ordered to supply the company with 100,000 roubles, by a loan out of the 
Escompting Bureau; and, in June, 1806, the same bureau received orders to 
assign 200,000 roubles to the permanent fund of the company, out of which 
fund the bureau was to advance money, at usual terms of discount, upon appli-
cations of the company's chief direction. In· the course of this same year, a 
special flag was granted to the company, and officers and seamen of the gov-
ernment navy were allowed to serve on board of the company's ships. (In 
accordance to the ukase of April 9, 1802.) · The privileges granted to the 
company, which were to expire on the 1st of January, 1822, were prolonged 
for twenty years more. (Charter confirmed by the Emperor on the 13th of 
September, 1821; and again for a second period of twenty years, beginning with 
J atmary 1st, 1842.) * 
ESTABLISHMENT OF SETTLEMENTS, 
It was clear that the object of the government, while tendering its protection 
to the company, was to extend the influence of Russia on the Pacific ocean, 
and also in China and Japan, and, by way of colonization, to awaken the spirit 
of commercial enterprise in far Siberia. The company, in its turn, well 
understood its own interests and the views of government; and, availing itself 
of the rights granted, began to establish permanent settlements as well on Aleu-
tian islands as on the American coast, partly in places where settlements had 
already been founded by former traders, and partly on new points, more conveni-
ent for traffic with the natives and better suited to the purposes of civilizing the 
indigenes and promoting agriculture and stock raising. In 1819, the company 
possessed already settlements on the islands Commodore, Atkha, Unalaska, 
St. Paul's, St. George's, Kadyak, Baranoff's, or Sitkha; on the American coast 
near Kenayan bay, forts (redoubts) and posts ( odinotshka, single, isolated fort,) 
Pavlovski, Georgevski, Alexandrovski, and V oskressenski ; on Tshugatshian 
bay, Ji..,orts Constantine and Helen; on Yakootat bay, part of Behring's gulf, 
Fort Nicholas; near the cape St. Elias, St. Simeon's fort. On Yakootat bay, 
formerly existed a settlement called Glory of Russia, (Slava Rossii,) but in 
" The last charter was examined and confirmed by the Emperor in 1844, but it was 
ordered to compute the term of its working from the lst of January, 1842 
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1803, it was destructed by Koloshes, and since had never been rebuilt. On 
U rup, eighteenth island of the Kurile group, a settlement gradually decayed 
under the mismanagement of the overseer, appointed by the company. In. 
1812, th~ company founded, in California, on the shore of New Albion, under 
30° 34' of nurth latitude and 122° 33' of west longitude, a small village, Ross, 
with the view of establishing and developing in those parts agriculture and 
stock raising, and to secure, by these means, the supply of the colonies with 
provisions, as in most of the settlements, owing to climatic conditions, neither 
~tock raising nor agriculture could prosper. Of course, at the beginning, the 
settlement of Ross occupied but a small extent of land, but, as early as 1817, 
the neighboring Indians proposed to the superintendent of the settlement, Lieu-
tenant Hagemeister, to cede to the company as much of their ground as would 
be wanted ; at the same time the fur trade (beavers and otters) along the coast 
of California yielded rather considerable profits. The company, while taking 
possession of Ross, had obtained authority from the Spanish government, who 
was, at that time, in possesttion of California. Nevertheless, the Catholic mis-
sionaries and the commanders of presidios, in that province, looked with diffi-
dence upon the growing Russian settlement; however, no disputes arose until 
Mexico, together with California, proclaimed· their independence. After this, 
the New Mexican government claimed its rights upon the settlement of Ross 
and insisted upon. the withdrawal of the Russians; but these claims remained 
without effect until the company. meeting with no support on the side of the 
Russian government, and seeing that the settlement of Ross does not procure 
any advantages, (owing to defective management,) determined to assign to a 
Mexican citizen, Mr. Sutter, for the sum of 4~.857 roubles and 14 copecks, 
(silver money,) all the estate, chattels, and cattle belonging to the settlement of 
Ross.* 
Misunderstandings with England an the United States qf NortA America-
Definitive settlement qf the boun ar£es qf Russian possessions in Nortlt 
America. 
At the time when the Ameri Western and the Hudson Bay Companies 
were contending about their frontiers on Columbia river and in Oregon, the 
whalers of both nations and various adventurers appeared within the limits of 
our territory, exterminating whales, buying furs from the natives, and supplying 
them with arms and whiskey, causi evident damages and detriment to our 
company. The Russian American ompany applied for protection to the gov-
ernment, and by an ukase of Empero Alexander I, dated September 4, 1821, 
all the territory extending along the orthwestern coast of America, from the 
strait of Behring to the 51° of nort latitude, the Aleutian islands and the 
eastern coast of Siberia, as well as alo g the Kurile islands, from the strait of 
Behring to the southern point of Uru , island, i. e., to the 45° 511 north lati-
tude, was proclaimed as belonging to Russia, and the right of fishing, whaling, 
or carrying on any other trade, on islands, in ports and bays, lying within said 
limits, was exclusively reserved to Russian subjects. In the same time it was 
resolved that war cruisers should be sent to our colonies, bearing orders to stop 
and seize all foreign vessels engaged in commerce or trade within our limits, 
*Part of this sum was paid by Sutter at different periods, and the remaining $15,000 were 
to be collected by Mr. Stewart, American citizen and Russian consul at San Francisco, who 
was recommended to the company by the Russian minister Mr. Bodisco. Mr. Stewart hav-
ing collected from Sutter, absconded embezzling the money received, so that, taking into 
account the expen!'>es occasioned by the necessity of sending, at different times, agents to 
Califomia, for collection of moneys due by Sutter, the account-books of the company actu-
ally exhibit a deficiency as large as ~7,484 roubles and 45 copecks in paper. 
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and consequently that captured ships. after examination of each case by a 
special commission, should be fined or confiscated. In pursuance of this ukase, 
an American brig, Pearl, of Boston, was seized at Sitka. The American gov-
ernment protested equally against the prohibition of carrying trade within Rus-
sian limits and against the definition of the boundaries by the line drawn along 
the American coast down to 51° of north latitude, referring in this last objec-
tion t0 the first section of the charter granted by Paul I, wherein the frontier 
line of our territory npon the northwestern coast of North America was defined 
by the 55° of north latitude, beyond which the Russians ought not to spread 
their control, as they made no new discoveries since that time.* Moreover, 
the Americans had always enjoyed full liberty of trade in those waters, and 
consequently cannot be restrained by any nation whatever. England, on its 
part, equally protested. It was stated that RuRsia, in defining the term of its 
frontier line down to the south of 55° , encroached upon such part of the Ameri-
can coast as was claimed by the Hudson Bay Company, because this company 
traded with natives inhabiting this part of the territory under contest,. N eguti-
ations dragged on for a considerable length of time, and resulted at last in a 
convention with the United States on the 5th (17th) of April, 1824, and with 
England on the 16th (28th) of July, 1825. 
E x tracts from voyages made in the years 1788-'89. 
Among the trees which compose these forests, we observed the white spruce, 
with the pine and cypress, and a great variety with whose form and foliage we 
are wholly unacquainted, many of which, however, would answer every purpose 
of the dock-yard. Timbers cut from some of them proved so extremely hard 
that it was with difficulty they could be worked into shape. We particularly 
remarked that in King George's sound, Port Cox, and Port Effingham, the trees, 
in general, grow with great vigor, and are of a size sufficient for masts of any 
dimensions. 
During the summer, when employed in navigating the coast, we saw great 
numbers of whales, and were sometimes witnesses to dreadful battles between 
them, the swordfish, and the thrasher, who filled the air with the noise of their 
combats. 'l'he natives, in hunting the whale, prefer those small ones with 
hunches on their backs, as being most easy to kill. They pursue, also, the sea-
lion and the sea-cow, for the same reason. 'l'he vast number of seals which are 
everywhere seen render them an easy prey to the natives, who consider them 
as delicious food. Their skins are of a silvery color, spotted with black, and 
covered with coarse ha,ir. 
rrhe aquatic fowls were far more numerous, and consisted of the common sea-
gulls and shags, many kinds of ducks and divers, the sea-parrot, and many 
others, of which we knew not the names. 
*The point on the northwestern coast of America, ascertained by Captain Tshirikoff and 
considered as a discovery achieved by R-ussians, was marked on the map by Mr. Muller (M. 
A.) under the 55th deo-ree of north latitude, whereas, Tshirikoff, being in view of the Ameri-
can coast, ascertained"' by observation that he lay in the_ parallel of 48 degre~s. It _is known 
that the boat sent on shore by Tshirikoff, under boatswam Abraham Dement1eff, with twelve 
oars, never returned ; the same is stated about the three men who were despatched on the 
following day to search for Dementieff. Mr. Zenovieff, former Russian minis~er at Ma,drid, 
reported the 26th of July, 1789, that the ship St. Charles, commanded by Captam Goro, found 
near San Blaz, between 48 degrees and 49 degrees north. latitude, eight vill.ages, where _lived 
from sixteen to twenty families, (in each village,) that IS, about ~6~ Russians: That 1s the 
reason why the company believes that the true limit of our Amer~ca? possessiOns must faJl 
between 48 degrees and 49 degrees, and not under 55 degrees, as 1t IS erroneously stated m 
the charter granted by Emperor Paul I. 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--8 
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Vast quantities of fish are to be found, both on tl1e coast and in the sounds 
or harbors. Among these are the halibut, herring, sardine, silver- bream, salmon, 
trout, cod, elephant-fish, shm·k, dog-fish, cuttle-fish, great variety of rock-fisl1, 
&c., all of which we have seen in the possession of the natives, or have been 
caught by ourselves. There are, probably, a great abundance of other kinds, 
which are not to be taken by the hook-the only method of taking fish with 
which the natives are acquainted-and we had neither trawls nor nets. In the 
spring the herrings, as well as the sardines, frequent the coast in vast shoals. 
'l'he herring is from seven to eight inches long, and, in general, smaller than 
those taken in the British seas. The sardine resembles that of Portugal, and is 
vt>ry delicious. They are here taken by the peo!Jle in prodigious quantities. 
They first drive the shoals into the smaller coves, or shallow water, when a 
certain number of men, in canoes, keep splashing the water, while others sink 
branches of pine with stones ; the fish are then easily taken out with woode11 
troughs, or wicker-baskets. We have sometimes seen such numbers of them 
that a whole vmage has not been able to cleanse them before they began to 
grow putrid. The season for taking these fish is in the months of July and 
August. Certain people, at this time, are stationed on particnlar eminences, to 
look for the arrival of the shoals, which cn,n be very readily distinguished by the 
peculiar motion of the sea. The natives then embark in their canoes to pro-
ceed in their fishery. 'l'he sardine is preferred by them to every other fish, ex-
cept the l:'almon. In the months of July, August, and September, salmon are 
taken, though not h1 so great abundance as the other fish, but of a very delicate 
flavor. 
The pure malleable lumps of copper ore seen in the posseBsion of the natives 
convince us that there are mines of this metal in the vicinity of this part of the 
western coast. We once saw a piece of it which appeared to weigh about a 
pound, through which a hole had been perforated suffic~ently large for a handle 
to pass, in order to make a kind of hammer. On inquiring of the man in whose 
poBsession it was from whence he procured it, he made us understand that he 
bad received it in barter from some of the native people who lived more to the 
northward. 
We have also occasionally seen necklaces, and a sort of bracelets worn on the 
wrist, which were of the purest ore, and, to all appearance, had never been in 
the possession of a European. 
The Spaniards, in the month of August, 1769, opened a mine in an island 
ca1led Hog island, which is situated in the harbor of Friendly Cove, in King 
George's sound. Their miners were kept constantly at work, and no one but 
themselves ttufferecl to approach the island, except the soldiers ordered to guard it.. 
[From Lippincott's Magazine for 1st February, 1868. Communicated to the Department of State by the editor.] 
ALASKA-WHAT I~ IT WORTH? 
This is now the foremost question of its kind "before the House and tbe country," as the 
member from Blank has said, or will say, and it is proper to aid in ehicidating· it if we can 
fumish or suggest material for this purpose. It is popularly supposed that a train of pur" 
chases, of which St. Thomas, the Bay of Samana, and the Sandwich Islands are but the be-
ginning, will follow tbe purchase of Alaska, and many persons will doubtless form their con-
clusions as to the propriety of paying for this continental tract by their fears that the prece-
dent may h:ad to bargams in volcanic islands, the very existence of which may nut be 
depended upon. vVe propose to look at this case on its merits, however, and to give the 
reader some facts which we believe al'e new. 
From letters just received from tho enterprising- Captain Long, of the American wbaleship 
Nile, it appears that he sailed through Behring sirait northward in a summer unusually favor-
able ; and, going Jurtber northwestward than usual, came upon a new coast, along which he 
sailed many days, and which he found sloping gently to the sea in tracts eovered \'vitl.t 
abundant vegetation. Its lowest point he places in latitude 78° 40' north, and loug·itude 
178° 30' east; while he sailed northeastward for some hundreds of miles, to latithde 7::)0 :JO' , 
before parting with his new-found continent. In grateful remembrance of the Russian navi-
gator and scholar who gave many years to the development of the knowledge of the North 
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Pacific, Captain Hall called his discovery Wrangell's Land; but we cannot believe that, w Len 
Captain Loug's narrative appears in full, we shall fail to find in it tb at he landed, raised the 
flag of his country, and took pos:>ession in the great name of the United States of A!llerica. 
As:mming this, as we have a right to do, we call this a new continent of our own. \Ve claim 
its seal fisheries and its whaling grounds, its broad tracts or breeding grounds for water-fowl , 
its white foxes and sea-otters, its Kutchin and Eskimo, whether few or many. And it leuds 
atlditional interest; to the attainment of title to Russian America, that the gateway to the new 
continent, where none yet dispute our rights, lies through narr0w seas and straits where the 
range of modern cannon ·could sink our heaviest iron-clads in going to and from "Wrangell's 
Land. 
But Alaska deserves comparison with something more tangible than this new mirage of 
the Ardie seas. The true character of the north Pacific is only slowly being· revealed to us. 
It has bt>en known to the enterprise of enlightened nations only for a few y ears; and until 
California was occupied by us, the ·whole coast, from San Francisco northward, was but a 
liue of hunting and trading posts, neither England nor Russia seeking to put it to other uses. 
Ami for the last twenty years British occupa1tcy, beyond the immediate surrounding"' of the 
few gold mines of Frazer's river, has carefully been restricted to the cultivation ot the fur 
trade, and to encouraging the gTowth of fur-bearing wild animals and their savage hunters . 
It has been the interest of all these parties to prevent colonization, and we might, for half a 
century longer, remain without knowledge of the capacity of this coast to sustain the occu-
pancy of enlightened nations but for the invitation of Russia to examine the country, and 
buy it if we like. 
In the firt>t place, the North Pacific is an ocean in ' 'vhich the waters circulate from tropical 
to polar latitudes and back again, as they do in t!Je Atlantic ocean.. Along the coas t of China 
and Japan a strong current, the equivalent of the Gulf Stream off our own coast, bears north-
eastward, past the great peninsula of Kamtsehatka, and is loBt in the direction of Behriug 
strait. On the coa:;t of California, particularly, the return of this great current gives a pecu-
liar chill to the air near the sea, causing a strong, cold draught through the mid-bonn; of 
every summer day, and making overcoats acceptable at San Francisco in July and August.. 
This cold current could only flow down in consequence of the flow of at least a;; much-
really much more- warm water northward; and to this warm northward current Captain 
Long was indebted for power to spend the summer just past in coasting along the new 
Wrang-ell's Land. 
In short, the warm waters of the Pacific bathe the northwe~tern shores of Atnerica as the 
Gulf Stream does the northwestern shm:es of Europe, and the consequence is that this long 
line of coast an(l its great islands are all habitable, as the British Islands and Norway are. 
A warm and humid. atmosphere constantly sweeps over them from a sea in which no .ice drifts 
southward to wreck vessels in dense Newfoundland fogs. The harbors of the coast are al-
ways open, and at Sitka, latitude 57° nonh, ice neverforms in its landlocked anchorage, and 
the snows dissolve in water almost as they fall. Even the island of Sitka, better named 
Baranoff, after its most honored Russian governor, does not afford ice-ponds from which tbe 
ban Francisco market can be supplied. An attempt to erect such ponds, ten or twelve years 
ago, was a failure, the ice sometimes forming, but being always "brash," soft, and rotten , 
and they were speedily abanJoned, the company going to Kodiak island, two or three hun-
dred miles northwestward, and there obtaining the ice sent to San Francisco since tha t time. 
There is no ice along· the coast, therefore, from latitude 54° 40' to a point bquud Sitka, 
at least-probably to the fifty-eighth parallel. To express this fact in terms or 111 eamres of 
the Atlantic coast, would be to say that no ice would be found on the coas t from Mai11e to 
the northern extremity of Labrador-an Atlantic impossibility. But on the west of Europe 
""e find the same conditions; the west of the British islands has no harbors covered wi[h 
ice in winter, and the west of Norway is free quite up to the limit of settlement, and almost 
to Rammerfest and Havoe. These two points on the extreme north of Norway, and looking· 
towards Spitzbergen tllere, as I\otzebue sound looks out toward 'iVrangell's Land, ha>'e the 
winter temperature of Eastport, .Maine. Again, Port Providence, just southwest of the en-
tranee of Behring strait, latitude 64° 14' north, has the mean winter temperature of Frederic-
ton, New BrunswiCk, of Halifax, and nearly of Montreal. It cannot, therefore, be so cold 
at Behring strait as we supposed. The thermometer readings at Port Clarence, the depot of 
the telegTaph company recently operating iii H.ussian America, nearer to the strait than Port 
Prvviueucc, and at latitude 65° 45' north, gave for two months of the winter of 18;) 1-'02 an 
average nearly at zero, which undoubtedly closed navigation at that point for the season. 
This is colder than on the prairies of northern Minnesota, where the average winter tempera-
ture is 10° above zero, as observed for a period of years at Fort H.ipley. At Sitka, and on the 
great islands of the vicinity, the softening influence of the warm-water currents of the Pa-
cific in >vinter is most striking. The great Wrangell observed the thermometer carefully 
at Sitka for ten years, from 1833 to 184:2, and the average for the winter was recorded by 
him at ~{5°-a degree warmer than 'Vashington city. But in 1842 the Russian government 
established an observatory at Sitka, observations of the thermometer having been recorded 
hourly from that time to the advent there of General Rousseau and the United States land 
aud naval forces. From a careful summary of this remarkable series of observations we 
find the winter temperature 33° , or almost exactly the same as at Philadelphia. And it is 
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also very equable-the c'Langes not so great as here, the snow, when it falls, always soft, 
and the bitter winter frosts of New York and New England wholly unknown. 
At this well-appointed scientific observatory every form of observation in physical science 
was also maintained from 1842 forward, the observations being· printed at ]eng ih in lllHllY 
stately volumes published by the Russian government. Among these the quantities of snow 
and min have been recorded, and we find a profusion of rain, with relatively very little 
snow. The average rain-fall is eighty-three inches, most of which falls in August and the 
fall and winter months, the spring and early summer not having an excess of rain. In 
August last nearly twenty inches fell-an immense quantity, as it was thought--at Sitka, 
and about two inches in excess of the quantity falling in the same month at Philadelphia. 
But it is only fair to state that we bad a large excess above the averag·e on this side the con-
tinent for that month. The quantity of snow, earefully measured at each fall, averaged fifteen 
· inches for each winter month, and ten inches each for March, April, and November. None 
fel-l in May or in October. Frequently whole months of winter elapsed with no snow, and 
very Httle usually fell in November. Clearly thPre is little reliance on sleighing at Sitka, 
and we learn that some persons detest such wet winters as they there experience. But in 
the valleys of the mainland the climate is reported by residents there, attaches of the tele-
graph company, to the present writer, to be delightfully free from excess of rain in summer 
and of snow in winter. 
As a consequence of the humid atmosphere and equable temperature of this long coast, the 
forest growths of the North Pacific are magnificent. Pines and deciduous trees flourish 
equally over all these islands and peninsulas, extending to the interior until the rising peaks 
of the coast mountains or the high plateaus crowning the Rocky mountain range reduce forest 
trees to shrubs. But of the low lands there are 50,000 to 75,000 square miles so covered in 
iu Russian America, most of it equal to the best forests of Vancouver's island and of Wash-
ington Territory. This resource for timber and lumber will be of incalculable value to the 
naked plains of California for centuries to come. Sir John Richardson speaks of the forests 
of Sitka as follows : 
" On the island of Sitka, lying in 57° to 58° north latitude, the forest, nourished by a 
comparatively high mean temperature and a very moist atmosphere, is equal to the richest 
woodlands of the United States."* 
"Yet corn does not grow," adds the same writer in the same paragraph. Probably it does 
not; yet in the interior, at Fort Simpson, and undoubtedly on Prince of Wales's island, there 
are arable lands and a climate soft enough to ripen wheat. Barley will grow even in the 
Yukon River valley, far north, and in the interior the broad, continental area of Alaska, 
latitude 66° north. If England, with a summer temperature of 58°, can ripen wheat, the 
same warmth will ripen it on the Pacific coast. On Prince of Wales's Queen Charlotte's, 
and Vancouver's islands we have the climate of England almost exactly reproduced, and 
the first-named, in tbe limits of Alaska, is a spacious, habitable tract, a hundred mi.les or 
more southward of Sitlia. Lancashire, the cool, humid, yet rich northwest of England, is 
reproduced in Prince of Wales's island; and experience has proved that people can live and 
thrive by many employments in Lancashire. 
Away to the north, however, stretch mountains and plains that geographies of even the 
modern sort have not described; and having bought and got possession of them, we are 
curious to know with what they are filled. Going· north, by way of the Chilcat river, we 
come abruptly, and almost at the very coast, upon glaciers like those of the Alps. The 
mountains rise so near the sea that the ice formed on them works downward in regular gla-
ciers-ice so clear and blue as to prove its purity and solidity beyond doubt, and to resist the 
moderate summer temperature, though surrounded with vegetation and animal life. A por-
tion of this eoast, here rnnning westward for two hundred miles, is quite rough and forbid-
ding, but beyond Prince William's sound, on the Kenay peninsula, and particularly south-
westward a little distance, at Kodiak island, the capacity for occupation improves, and ac-
cess to the interior is facilitated. Still more strikingly further west, and where the great 
river Yukon enters the sea, the region of profuse animal and vegetable life for the summer 
begins. The valley of the Yukon stretches nearly a thousand miles east and west, the river 
rising near the 135th meridian, in the Rocky mountains, and emptying its waters in Beh-
ring's sea at the 166th meridian-thirty-one degrees of longitude being traversed by it. 
·writers describe this valley as the meeting-ground of the nations of the north for trade every 
summer; and that it is mild enough in climate for summer travel is proved by tle thermo-
metric record at Fort Yukon, latitude G6° north, where the mean summer heat is 60°, or equal 
very nearly to that of London, 60° :3'; Stockholm, 60° 4'; and St. Petersburg, 60° 6'. Still, 
*This mag11ificent fore~t growth is more fully described by the same author, (Arctic Searching .J;;xpedition 
for Sir John Franklin, by Sir John Richardson, p. 418, Amer. ed.,) as follows: "With the pby~iognomy of 
the vegetation on the Rocky mountains and west of that range I have no personal acquaintance, and borrow 
the following notice of the vegetat•on of Sitka from Bongard: Sitka is situated at the entrance of Norfolk 
souud, on the £fty-seventh parallel, near an extinct volcano named Mount Edgecumbe, which marks the 
entrance of the sound. The most remarkable mountain in the immediate vicinity of the settlement is West-
terwoi, which is 1hree thousand Parisian feet in height, and is clothed to its summit by a dense forest of pines 
and spruces, Home of which acquire a diameter of seven feet, and the prodigious length of one hundred and 
sixty feet. '!'he hollow trunk of one of these trees, formed into a canoe, is able to contain thirty men, with 
all their household effects. The climate of Sitka is very much milder than that of Europe on the same 
parallel." 
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we do not yet infPr that an abrupt transfer of the seats of Eastern empire will be made to 
the valiey of the Yukon, wLatever the Kutchin, the Eskimo, and the Dog·-rib Indians may 
fur centuriPs past have done on that memorable tract. Again, Sir John Richardson is our 
anthority for the report of summer h<>at at Fort Yukon; and for the month of July the mean 
waR 65-i/;0 , or equal to the summer heat of the north shore of Lake Ontario. 
We bave spoken of the nations who meet and trade on the great river Yukon. There 
are four of these, of whom we have some partial description. First, the Kutchio, the cen-
tral resident nation of the Yukon valley, nuru bering a thousand warriors at least, according 
to Mr. Murray, a g·entleman long residing at Fort Yukon as the agent of the Hudson's Bay 
Company. Mr. Murray describes them as "of the average height of Europeans, well form ell, 
with regular features, high foreheads, and light complexions. The wife of one of the chief.; 
was so handsome that she would be considered a fine woman in any country. The 
principal men of the Kutcbin possess two or three wives each," and Mr. Murray "knew one 
old leader who bad five. Poor men, whose abilities as hunters were small, remained bach-
rlors ." Enough of the Kutchin, personally, most persons will exclaim; yet, Mr. Murray 
goes on to describe them as "a lively, cheerful people, excelliug in dancing, singing·, and 
athletic exercises." Their currency, or medium of exchange, is well maintained, being ex-
clusively of a variety of beads brought from Italy. Neither expansion nor contraction is 
complained of: and the only infringement they submit to is to reckon their accounts at th e 
trading posts in "beavers." Allied to the Kutcbin proper are many smaller nations of the 
southern coast-the Kenaiyer, of Cook's inlet; the Kolushes, who buil\:1 wooden houses 
about Prince 'Villiam's sound; the Atriaer, who work in iron and copper, and several other 
tribes, in all, numbering many thousands of active and energetic people. 
The next great nation is the Kuskutchewak, living on the Lower Yukon and on the 
Kouskokvim river, southward of the Yukon. They dwell in winter in regular villages, and 
ill summer travel inland to obtain provisions and to trade at the great markets of the Yukon 
valley. 'l'hey are very generous and public-spirited; they erect a spacious building for 
public purposes in every village, and "they are passionately fond of the vapor bath, and 
often use it three or four times a day." "They indicate time with accuracy, and can dis-
tinguish stars and planets." Bawn Wrangell writes much in praise of the Kuskutchewak; 
but no man has numbered or estimated them; there are certainly many thousands. 
Next are the Inuit, "ceux qui miaux," * or Esquimaux, as they are generally called. 
They are the well-known occupants of nearly all the northern and eastern coasts, and they 
£nd their western limit where the nations meet on the Yukon. The fourth nation is the 
Tinne, or Chepewyans, coming from the interior on the south to the same great rendezvous. 
Of these Tinne many bad traits are related; but one singular merit is universally ac-
corded to them-" the singular characteristic of strict honesty; no precautions for the safety 
of property are necessary when among them." They are not, we regret to say, residents of 
Alaska; they only visit certain portions of its borders annually to trade. 
We should also name the great nation Tchuktcbe, of Behring strait, the i..slands of 
Behring's sea, and Asia on the west. They are numerous and powerful. They occupy the 
Aleutian islands, and constitute an intellig·ent body of traders from the Asiatic to the Amer-
iean eoast. In Siberia t.hey are nomads, maintaining herds of reindeer, and travelling great 
distances to the interior fairs of the remote east. 
All the first named nations, as we have said, resort annua1ly to the valley of the Yukon 
to trade; the western nations, accompanied by a few Russians, sweeping slowly up that 
broad valley, and meeting the Inuit and Tinne of the east at about the 140th meridian, or 
some distanee east of Fort Yukon. In the mild summer climate of this valley the festivals 
and fairs of this long unknown north are held, and the handsome resident merchants of the 
!Cutchin race are the arbiters, and hold the balance between the east and the west. Mr. Is-
bistus's eulogy of these people is so rose-colored that we cannot refrain from quoting it, 
notwithstanding the praises previously recorded of them: "An athletic, finfl-looking race, 
COIJsiderably above the average stature, most of them being above six feet in height, and 
re111arkably well-proportioned; * * * with black hair, fine sparkling; eyes, regular and 
well-set tee th, and a fair complexion; * * * with countenances bandso111e and pleasing, 
aud capable of great expression." We wait impatiently for a nearer aequaiutance with this 
people, and for admission to their society. And all this, bear in mind, transpires on our own 
t-rritory, the far-rolling Yukon, at the 67th parallel of north latitude, in a country not so 
much as knowu to us to exist until very recently. 
But it is possible that the Kutchin, the Tchucktche, the Inuit and the Tinne have not yet 
ratified this transfer. The discussion in the public halls of tbe Kuskutchewak may be pend-
ing as we write. Stipulations may be required quite beyond our power to comply with. 
Shall we send an embassy and a suitable escort? Can we not persuade them to assimilate 
their institutions to ours? and, as there are certainly fifty thousand of them, can they not go 
into an eleetion at once, and apply, through one member of the House and the proper num· 
ber of senators, for congressional mileage and other proofs of identity with our fortunes to 
all future time? The conting·ency that some court might pronounce them "Indians not 
taxed" could be removed by taxing them forthwith. 
* '' Ceux qui miaux," those who mew or shout in a peculiar tone, from the habit of therie people to Sill round 
a ship with their boat~, an<.l to shout or call in a peculiar tone to trade with them. 
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Altogether. this new country of the north west increases in interest as Wfl examine if. Its 
valnc is much be,yond our expectations. It ha,; a climate singularly favorable for its latitude, 
and it has a productive capacity of very ample proportions, although peculiar to ilself. 
Bongard pronounces it warmer than the same latitut'les of the west of Europe, but we find 
it almost exactly the:, same. If New York city is habitable in winter we can live at Sitka, 
for the last-named place is the ·warmer of the tvvo at that season. It is mag-nificently tim-
bered, and deep land-locked harbors remain free from ice through the year, affording oppor-
tunities for ship building superior to those of the nvers and bays of Maine. It is inhabited 
by native tribes; more numerous, intelligent, and capable than most of those we have known 
in lower latitudes. It swarms with animal life; the water-fowl of the whole continent crowd 
to their breeding grounds there in summer; herds of deer of every variety, fur-bearing ani-
mals without number, and a profusion of animal life strikingly greater than equal areas of 
any part of the continent at the south afford Such is the uuiversal testimony of intelligent 
explorers, at the head of whom we reckon Sir John Richardson. It is singular that 11early 
al l the migratory singing and woodland birds of the United States go to this far northland 
and breed there in the short summer. 
Clearly we can occupy the coast first, and, building towns there, can trade peacefully with 
the nations of the interior, if it is found too costly to attempt at once to exterminate them. 
:Many alternatives will doubtless open with the mere lapse of time : and IJow, with our debt 
on our hands and on our beads, it will be better to make friends with such nations as the 
l(utchin , than to enter on possession of their country against their will, and at the risk of 
prolonged war. 
The Pacific coast of this continent is a vast field for the occupanry of enlightened nations, 
the precise value of which it would be preposterous to attempt now to calculate. Let us 
enter with courage and confidence on the possessions that fall to us; and if, for the present, 
we look doubtfully on the vista of Wrangell's Land, just opened to us through Behring's 
straits, hesitating at the suggestion to establish ourselves there, let us stop at nothing short 
of that strait. \Ve can, at least, go where the winters are not coltler than New York harbor; 
~md the ship-builders of Maine would not hesitate at fastening upon a coast where icP even 
closes the harbors for two or three months of winter. There will be uses in the near future, 
jf there are uot uses now, for the abundant and cheap natural supplies of Sitka and the ad-
jii.cent islauds in the maintenance of tbe great commerce of the Pacific, which the rapid suc-
ces~ion of eveuts is developing in our hands, and in our hands almost alone. 
THE USES OF RUSSIAN AMERICA. 
Many who favored the purchase of the new province will doubtless be disappointed to learn 
thnt ·thc British public, as represented by the London Times, bears it with most philo~wpbical 
equanimity. Time was, they say, when such a cession of territory might have been resented 
as a menace of future aggression. But England has learned wisdom with years, and no 
longer commits the costly folly of going to war upon every possible occasion. If the United 
States desires the terntory, and is contented to pay seven millions for it, the Times concedes 
she bas a perfect right to do so. To question her right would be to assert a British "Monroe 
doctrine," ·which is the last thing England thinks of doing. Tbe only advantage which the 
United States can g·ain from th is barren territory, "not one spot of which the n:tme is known 
to any but geographerti and na,vigators," is, the Times f'ays, a probable coutingm1cy which 
may arise. "It is more probable--nor is there any wisdom in dii<guising the probability-
that it bas been purchased with a view of aRserting the claim of the Unitecl States to supre-
maey on the North American continent." But even this does not disturb the tranquility 
"·ith which our English cousins see us extending our coast line to the North Pole and en-
closing their provinces. In answer to the possible objection that this cession cuts off British 
Columbia from the Pacific, the Times rE>asons that it wa.s shut off before, and that whether 
the occupants of the enelosing province be Russians 1r Americans makes no difference, and 
that had England wished to buy, Russia would not have sold. But the Times goes even 
furt her in its amiable optimism, and says: 
"The aspiration of the United States to absorb the whole of North America is no secret; 
hut that des1gn is not really furthered by this purchase. vVe retaiu ou1 hold upon Canada 
more to pleflse the Canadians th1:1,n ourselves; and though we certainly shall not imitate the 
example of Russia by selling it to the Americans, we shall be happy to make it independent 
as soon as it pleases, and leave it to choose its future destiny for itself." 
It then admits that the connection of British Columbia with California is much closer than 
with any of the English colonie8, and that a large proportion of the inhabi tants are already 
Americant;. If these influences are destined to overcome the spirit of loyalty and attract the 
province into the Union, the Times thinks the substitution of the star-spangled banner for 
the Russi1:tn flag· on the northern frontier, "will but hasten their operation by a year or two." 
Since it is ver.v improbable that the American people. more espeeially those of the Pacific 
Sta.tes, will patiently bear a break in their coast line of some five hundred and fifty miles, 
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would it not be WE'll for Mr. Seward to gain further glory by offering to accept British Co-
lumbia as a settlement, or part settlement of the Alabama claims? The Derby ministry are 
anxious to terminate the troublesome question whir.h was raised by their predecessors, and 
would doubtless deal w:th the matter in a liberal spirit. They have already announced their 
intention of paying· whatever sum an impartial arbitration shall decide. British Columbia is 
ricll in gold mines, its climate comparatively mild, it must eventually belong to ns, and by 
ohtainiug it now we have the advantage of settling one dispute, and avoiding the occasion 
of another. 
[From the Washington Evening Star of December 21, 1867.] 
OUR TERRITORIAL .ACQUISITIONS. 
To those who remember the intense national yearning exhibited a few years ago for a foot-
hold in the West Indies-the irritation and heart-burning displayed because foreign powers 
held there the key to the Gulf, to the mouth of the Mississippi, and to the Isthmus transit, 
while the United States, with her surpassing interests at stake, had not an inch of land even 
for a coaling station-to those who remember further, that our f1:1verish .solicitude to gain 
some such foot bold carried us nearly t0 the point vf hostilities with Spain, when that po·wer 
obstinately refused to sell us what we wanted-to those, we say, who remember all this, it 
certainly seems odd that now, when by peaceful diplomacy the acquisition of what was so 
mnch desired can be gained without a drop of bloodshed, and for a bagatelle in the way of 
p1ice, an oppor;ition should display itself in every form of depreciation and ridicule. The 
sqt1ibs about Mr. Seward's purchases of icebergs, tornadoes, and eMthquakes are innumer-
able. Some of them ~re merely grotesquely droll, a~ in the case of "Mark Twain's" sup-
positions uncle, who goes to St. Thomas in quPst of bucolic quietness, and is first thrown on 
shore two or three counties inland, ship and all, by a hurricane, and in turn has his brick-
yard undermined by a volcano, and his farm knocked on end by an earthquake; but for the ~ 
most part the ridicule has more malice than fun, and is used in place of argument to defeat 
the proposed purchase. Secretary Seward, however, can afford a philosophic smile at these 
ebullitions, on the doctrine that they are privileged to laugh who win, and he, probably, has 
no fear that he will not be backed up in his territorial acquisitions by the American people, 
who believe in having plenty of elbow room territorially. There are few fulJ-blooded Amer-
icans who do not devoutly believe in the doctrine that this country is to absorb, not only 
Rnasian America, but all the Britis.la possessions in North America, and not only the Danish 
islands, but all the other islands of the \Vest Indies, Spanis b, British, French, Dutch, and 
Swedish; and there are few who do not look upon the recent negotiations of Mr. Seward for 
the acquisition of territory north and south as the initial steps in our career of "manifest 
destiny." So fixed is the feeling, in behalf of territorial ex vans ion, in the national heart, 
that it is not to be questioned or disputed; and any party or set of men putting themselves 
in opposition to this irresistible current of opinion must go under. This has been shown in 
the case of every accession of territory by the United States-Louisiana, Texas, California, 
&c.-and will be to the end of time . 
.As regards the derision thrown upon the recent purchases by our government, it is curious 
to note with what exactness history repeats itself. In looking over sbme newspaper files of 
1803-'4, the time of the Louisiana pnrchase, reeently, we were struck by the similarity of the 
line of opposition made to that purchase that is uow made to the purchase of the Russian 
and Danish territory. The purchase of Louisiana by Mr. Jefferson was assailed in every 
form of squib, epigram, doggerel, parable, and parody. Mr. Jefferson's recital of the re-
sources of that territory, its saline springs, fertile lands, it;; importance as commanding the 
Mississippi river, was lampooned and derided in almost identical terms with those now used 
iu reference to the Alaska and St. Thomas purchase. It was a malarial swamp; its prairies 
were destitute of trees or vegetation; we had been cheated. by giving $15,000,000 for a terri-
tory so worthless and pestilential that it could never be inhabited or put to aP.y possible use; 
the purchase would lead to complications and wars with foreig·n powers, and so on. The 
bugbear of a foreign war to follow upon the purchase was held up pertinaciously. The 
New York Commercial Advertis<:>r, of December l, 1803, criticising the toasts given, in 
honor of Jefferson, at a celebration hy tl1e Tammany Society, quotes the eleventh toast-
"Loztisiana, the bloodless acquisition of whose territory will form a lasting monument to the 
wisdom of Jeflerson "-and sn.ys: "Perhaps this boast is the most unhappy of all, because, 
after paying $15,000,000 for the country, we must fight in order to obtain possession, and, 
instead of a 'bloodless acquisition,' we must look, as Mr. Jefferson philosophically expresses 
it, on a ' bloody arena.' " 
The Commercial Advertiser, of December 7, 1803, has the following: 
"The intelligence that the Marquis de Cass Yrugo has suddenly disappeared from Wash-
ington, so that it is doubted whether his wife knows where he has gone, has occasioned con-
siderable specu1ation. The most probab1e opinion is that he has taken in high dudgeon the 
entrance upon Louisiana by force, and that we must have a twist with the Spaniards." 
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It was contended that the territory acquired would be not only valueless but "a curse," 
and that it would be much wiser to avoid its infliction by buying, not the territory, but the 
free navigation of the Mississippi. The Commercial Advertiser of December 1, 1803, says: 
"This is the economy of the present administration. All that was wanted might haYe been 
secured at half the expense, a place of deposit, and the free navigation of the Mississippi. 
A:> to the country of Loui::;iana, it can be nothing but a curse, the mountain of salt notwith-
standing." 
The main artillery of the opponents of the purchase, however, was ridicule. For the most 
part it is too trivial ami pointless for reproduction, but it was doubtless considered smart at 
the t-ime. A similar opinion will, perhaps, be given by the reader fifty yPars hence upon the 
newspaper satire now afloat upon territorial expansion. The federal papers were especiaily 
merry upon Mr. Jefferson's mountain of salt in Louisiana, the theory having been broached 
that the salt springs emanated from some mountain of solid salt. They suggested that it 
was "Lot's wife magnified by process of time." 
The Albany Sentinel squibbed the purchase, in an "Indian Tradition as lately communi-
cated to Captain Lewis by Logau, the celebrated Indian chief," to show how the salt came 
in Louisiana. The satire is not very smart, but the animus is shown by the amount of space 
-a couple of columns-given to the matter. 
The Commercial Advertiser, December 1, 1803, bas the following, which is a specimen of 
thousands of squibs and epigrams afloat at that time: 
'' Herastatus of old, to eternize his name, 
Set the temple of Diana all in a flame ; 
But Jefferson lately of Bonaparte bought, 
To pickle his fame, a mountain of salt." 
It seems that salt from the new territory was displayed for the benefit of the scoffers, but 
they still refused to believe. The same paper quoted above says: 
"Few, it is believed, have yet run to see the specimen of salt sent to his consort by Dr. 
Mitchell, now speaking in Congress. Perhaps there may be a suspiciOn that the salt did 
not come from Louisiana, or, it it did, that there is no positive information from what part 
of the mountain it was hewed." 
The editor of the New York Evening Post says that the traveller who informed Mr. Jef-
ferson of the salt territory in the purchase, should have added that some leagues to the west-
ward of these was an immense lake of molasses, and an extensive vale of hasty-pudding! 
'fhe New Year's addresses of the federal papers for January, 1804, all harped upon the 
same topic of ridicule, the Louisiana purchase. The following is extracted from the address 
of the Connecticut Courant: 
But let us trace this mighty mind, 
:Formed to amaze and bless mankind. 
See him commence, land speculator, 
And buy up half the realm of nature; 
Towns, cities, Indians, Spaniards, prairies, 
Saltpetre, rats, and buffalo dairies ; 
Harvests all ripened for the sickle, 
And salt enough the world to pickle-
Salt, which in rain and shine bas stood, 
From Adam's fall, through Noah's flood; 
And yet enou~·h remains behind 
To eure the pork of all mankind. 
Here too we find a soil so deep, 
Wool grows on stumps as well as sheep ; 
And shrubs ~J,nd trees, if e'er they grew, 
Have lost their foothold and slumped through; 
And men dare 110t, so soft's the road, 
Without their snow-shoes walk abroad. 
At random here, the mammoth browses 
As large as common meeting-houses ; 
Snakes reach the size of saw-mill logs. 
The Br;jJance, January 17, 1806, quotes, admiringly, from the New Year's address of the 
HnJ::;on Gazette thus : 
Mr. Jefferson's great Louisiana land speculation is made the subject of the following lines : 
Hail, mighty Thomas! by thy wit 
The crafty eonsul has bePn bit ; 
For, when he thought he gave you trash 
Iu pay for fifteen millions cash; 
When he took in our plenipo, 
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Anrl made a fool of wise Monroe, 
And when the crafty dog· believed, 
E'en thou. great Thomas, wast deceived: 
Thou quickly show'd him who's the dolt, 
And turned a mountain into srdt; 
Nay, some affirm, that just below, 
Where vales of grass in general grow, 
Thy philosophic eye has found 
A lake of guineas flowing round. 
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'I'he New Year's address of the New York Evening· Post has the following in 'the same 
direction: 
While on Missouri's bank is seen 
A mountain (with no herbage green) 
Of solid snlt! 'With heaven it wars, 
And rusts the polish of the stars. 
Around its sides, so smooth and clean, 
Ten thousand mammoth hug·e are seen; 
Who licking, with each other vie, 
Then scud, and drink the river dry. 
The subjoined, from the Balance, of September 17, 1805, was considered a very smart 
epigram in those days: 
Louisiana is claimed by many, 
And each one claims the whole; 
France, Spain and Fredon, 
Have there each an Eden; 
But the devil beguiled them all. 
The same paper, the Balance, in some "Predictions for the year 1806," says : 
A wonderful discovery has been made. Allan B. Magruder will begin the history of Mr. 
Jefferson's administration, in which he will pursue the same sublime strains of the piece in 
which he compares Mr. Jefferson to Jupiter, seated on the top of Olympus, viewing in seren-
ity and silence the fate of empires. It will include an account of the lwrned frog, of the 
salt mountnin, of the prairie dog, &c. * * * * * * * * 
The Vermont Mercury, under the head, '' Wonderful prospect of a great bargain, n bas two 
columns of satire and burlesque aimed at this Jefferson purehase, which v.·as doubtless relished 
immensely at that day. In this article the Mercury says: 
It is whispered in certain circles that a courier has arrived, post haste, from his lunar 
ma:jesty the Man in the Moon. His majesty, it is said, proposes forthwith, while the thing 
is yet in his power, to treat with government for the sale of a territory, supposed to be that 
which bas been sneeringly called the "limbo of vanity," or the "paradise of fools," con-
taining the whole exterior half of that orb. If seized with avidity, the acquisition will 
immortalize the negotiators, and be an inexhaustible source of wealth, greatness and bound-
less empire. " * * Should we decline to accept the proposal, his majesty swears point 
blank that be will cover the whole lucid part of his dominion with a blanket, and dep1ive us 
of moonshine. 
The mind expands with astonishment at the sublime prospect which this wonderful neg-o· 
tiation oprns to the philosophic view. It seems to be the first and a sure step in the ladder 
which leads to universal empire, at least over all the planetary system. Each revolving 
planet may be purchased in succession. The mighty Herschel, though he hide his enormous 
head in an almost incalculable distance from the unassisted eyes of mortals, may yet be 
bougbt as a bauble for government to play with. The comets may be purchased, or at least 
chartered as frigate:; to carry treaty bearers and useful laborers; and the sun himself, that 
great source of illuminism, with his fiery phiz, may yet have reason to tremble for his own 
iudependence. ·what a mighty, what a terrible republic we then shall be! 
The no-more-territory cry extended away down east to Portland, Maine, (then Ma-ssachu-
setts,) and in a song sung with "immense applause" by Mr. Charles Prentis at "The cele-
bJ ation of American Independence, July 4, I SUo," in that city, we find the Louisiana purchase 
very much torn to pieces, and depreciated. "Lands," sang Mr. Prentis-
Lands as useful to us, lands as much too our own, 
As are diamonds unfound, or as realms in the moon! 
Land abounding with salt-would to heaven that some, 
:From the mountain of salt, to our Congress might come; 
For a little fine salt will make cows' young thrive faster, 
And what's Congress Hall now but the nation's cow pas Lure'! 
Sister France wanted cash; nothing else woul<l content her; 
Fifteen millions of dollars we cheerfully sent hor; 
It is nonsense to gruuge such a trifle of cash, 
For '' Who steals my purse, sir, steals nothing· but trasll. ,, 
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Very badly sqnibbed, too, was tbe purchase in a "Dialogue" between "Dick and Tom" 
in the 13alancf', in which Dick asserts th:-tt the "democrats, poor wights, are snnk in LouiHi-
ana's mire." In a parody upon the "House that Jack built" Jefferson is scoreJ. as the man 
That squandered the treasure, five millions and more, 
That was lodged in the trunk, all rifled and tore, 
That lay in the house that George built. 
Whole c,olumns were given in the papers to parablets and chronicles, in which the worth-
l<>ssness of the Louisiana territory, and the awful manner in which Jefferson had been gulled 
in the purchase, were set forth in scriptural phrase. The articles in the papers of that day 
. ridiculing that important acquisition of territory would fill volumes, but the above serve as 
specimens. Had our government been laughed out of the Louisiana purchase, would not the 
laug·h be very much against us at this day? The ridie;ule and depreciation in regard to that 
purchase soon died out- as the importance of the acquisition was developed, and so it will be 
in n;gard to Alaska and St. Thomas. Already the New York Tribune, the leading opponent 
of the recent purchases, admits through its Alaska correspondence the surpassing value of 
that acquisition in view of its fisheries alone. It is now found that the climate of this "ice-
field" is really milder than that of some of our northern States. 
Similar admissions in regard to the Danish isl;tuds are finding their way into the same class 
of papers, and it is now shown by the history of .st. Thomas that the so much talked of hur-
ricalles only occur at intervals of about tw~nty-five years, the visitations at that island having 
occurrect, according to the ~ecords, in 171.3,. 17.313, 1-742, 1772, 1793, Hll9, 1837,_ and .1867. 
Uncle Sam can stand a hurncaue there o~.;tce in twenty.five years for the sake ot holdmg a 
position that commands the isthmus and-the gu.lf; and that is a central point of oceanic travel 
for both continents. · · · : 
Extract .from Mr. Suuiner's speecl~, in r~lation to influences whick promoted tl1e 
cesswn. 
r:rhis memorial,* on its presentation to the President, in February, 1866, was 
referred to the Secretary of State, by whom it was communicated to Mr. de 
Stoeckl, the Russian minister, with remarks on the importance of some early 
and comprehensive arrangements between the two powers, in order to prevent 
the growth of difficulties, especially from the fisheries in that region. 
Shortly afterwards another influence was felt. Mr. Cole, who had been 
recently elected to the Senate from California, acting in behalf of certain persons 
in that State, sought to obtain from the Russian government a license or fran-
chise to gather furs in a portion of Hs American possessions. 'rhe charter of 
the Russian American Company was about to expire. This company had al-
ready underlet to the Hudson Bay Company all its franchise on the main land 
between 54 ° 40' and Mount St. Elias; and now it was proposed that an Amer-
ican company, holding direct from the Ru~sian government, should be substituted 
for the latter. The mighty Hudson Bay Company, with its headquarters in 
London, was to give way to an American company, with its headquarters in 
California. Among the letters on this subject addressed to Mr. Cole, and now 
before me, is one dated at San Francisco, April 10, 1866, in which this scheme 
is developed as follows : 
There is at the present time a good chance to organ;ze a fur trading company to trade be-
tween the United States and the Russian possessions in America, and as the charter formerly 
granted to tl1e Hudson Bay Company has expired, this would be the opportune moment to 
start in. " " " " I should think that by a little management this charter 
could be obtained from the Russian government for ourselves, as I do not think they are 
very willing to renew the charter of the Hudson Bay Company, and I think they would give 
t~e preference to an American company, especially if the company should pay to the Russian 
government five per cent. on the gross proceeds of their transactions, and also aid in civiliz-
ing and ameliorating the condition of the Indians by employing missionaries, if required by 
the Russian government. For the faithful performance of the above we ask a ooarter for 
the term of twenty-£ ve years, to be renewed for the same length of time if the Russian gov-
trnment :find the company deserving. The eharter to invest us with the right of trading in 
all the country between the British American line and the Russian archipelago. " " " " 
Remember, we wish for the same charter as was formerly granted to the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, and we offer in return more than they did. 
"Memorial of legislature of Washington Territory, a copy of which is given with the pre-
ceding papers. 
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Another correspondent of l\fr. Cole, under date of San Francisco, 17th Sep-
tember, 18G6, wrote as follows: 
I have talked with a man who has been ou the coast, and in the trade, for ten years past, 
and he says it is much more valuable than I have supposed, and I think it very importaut to 
olJtain it if p<msible. 
The Russian minister at Washington, whom Mr. Cole saw repeatedly upon 
this subject, was not au.thorized to act, and the latter, after conference with the 
Department of State, was induced to address Mr. Clay, minister of the United 
t)tates at St. Petersburg, who laid the application before the Ruasian govern-
ment. This was an important step. A · letter from Mr. Clay, dated at St. Pe-
tersburg as late as February 1, 1867, makes the following revelation: 
The Russian government has already ceded away its rights in Russian America for a term 
of years, and the Russo-A.meriean Company has .already. ceded the same to the Hudson Bay 
Company. This lease expires in June next, and the president of the Russo-American Com-
pany tdls me that they have been in correspondence wi.th the Hudson Bay Company about 
a renewal of the lea~e for another term of twenty-five ·or thirty years. lJntil be receives a 
definite answer he cannot enter into negotiations with us or your California company. My 
opinion is that if he can get off with the Hqdson Ba.y Company he will do so, when we can 
make some arrangements with the Rus.so-American Company. 
Some time had elapsed since the original ~ttempt of Mr. Gwin, also a Senator 
fl·om California, and jt is probable that the Ru~sian government had obtained 
information which enabled it to see its way more clearly. · It will be remem-
bered that Prince Gortschakow had promised . an inquiry, and it is known that 
in 18Gl Captain-Lieutenant Golowin, of the . Russian navy, made a detaih~d 
report on these possessions. Mr. Cole had the advantage of his predecessor. 
There is reason to believe, also, that the administration of the fur company had 
not been entirely satisfactory, so that there were well-founded hesitations with 
regard to the renewal of its franchise. Meanw bile, h1 October, 1866, Mr. de 
StoE:'ckl, who had long been the Russian minil"ter at .... V'l ashington, and enjoyed 
in a high degree the confidence of our government, returned home on a leave of 
absence, promising his best exertions to promote good relations between the 
two countries. While he was at ~t. Petersburg the applications from the United 
States were under consideration; but the Ru~:<sian government was disinclined 
to any minor arrangement of the character proposed. Obviously something 
like a crisis was at hand with regard to these possessions. The existing gov-
ernment was not adequate. The franchises granted there were about to termi-
nate. Something must be done. As Mr. de Stoeckl was leaving in February 
to return to his post the Archduke Constantine, the brother and chief adviser 
of the Emperor, handed him a map with the line::; in onr treaty marked upon it, 
and told !Jim he might treat for this cession. rrhe minister arrived in Waslling-
ton early in .March. A negotiation was opened at once with our government. 
l!'inal instructions were received by the Atlantic cable from St. Petersburg on 
the 29th March, and at four o'clock on the morning of the 30th March this im-
port ant treaty was signed by Mr. ~eward on the part of the lJ t!ited States and 
by Mr. de Stoeckl on the part of Russia . 
. Few treaties have been conceived, initiated, prosecuted, and completed in so 
simple a manner without protocols or despatches. The whole nego r.iation will 
be seen in its result, unless we accept two brief notes, which constitute all that 
passed between the negotiators. These have an interest general and special, 
and I conclude the history of this transaction by reading them.* 
THE TREATY. 
The treaty begins with the declaration that "the United States of America 
and his Majt~sty the Emperor of all the Russias, being desirous of strengthening, 
* The notes will be found among the preceding correspondence. 
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if poseible, the good understanding which exists between them," have appointed 
plenipotentiaries, who have proceeded to sign articles, wherc~in it is stipulated 
on behalf of Russia that '' l1is l\fajesty the Emperor of all the Russias agrees to 
cede to the United States by this convention, immediately upon the excl1ange 
of the ratifications thereof, all the territory and dominion uow possess(:d by his 
said Majeety on the continent of America and in the adjacent islands, the same 
being contained within the geographical limits herein set forth;" and it i-; stipu-
lated on behalf of the United States that" in consideration of the cession afore-
s:dd the United States agree to pay at _the treasury in Washington, within ten 
months after the ratification of this convention. to the diplomatic represeutative 
or other agent of his Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, duly authorized to 
receive the same, $7,200,000 in gold." The ratifications are to be exchanged 
within three months from the date of the treaty. or sooner, if possible. 
Beyoud the consideration founded on the desire of " strengthening the good 
understanding between the two countries, there is the pecuniary consideration 
. already mentioned, which underwent a change in the progress of the negotiation. 
The sum of seven millions was originally agreed upon; but when it was nuder-
stood that there was a fur company and also an ice comi:Jany enjoying monopo-
lies under the existing government, it was thought best that these should be 
extinguished, in consideration of which our government added $200,000 to the 
purchase-money, and the Russian government in formal terms declared "the 
cession of territory and dominion to be free and unincumbered by any reserva-
tions, privileges, franchises, grants, or possessions, by any associated companies, 
whether corporate or incorporate, or by any parties, ex-cept merely private indi-
vidual property-holders." 'l'hus the United States receive this c~ssion free of 
all incumbrances, so far at least as Russia is in a condition to make it. 'rhe 
treaty proceeds to sny, that "the cession hereby made conveys all the rights, 
franchises, and privileges now belonging to Russia in the said territory or dominion 
and appurtt-nances thereto.'' In other words, Russia conveys all that she has to 
convey. 
Speech of Hon. Cltarles Sumne1·, if JJiassar:kusetts, on the cession of Russian 
America to tlw United States. 
"Thirteen governments, founded on the natural authority of the people alone, without a 
pretence of miracle or mystery, and which are destined to spread. over t!te northern part of 
tlutl whole quarter of the globe, are a great point gained in favor of the rights of mankind."-
( John Adams's preface to his defence of American constitutions, dated at Grosvenor Square, 
London, January 1, 1787.) 
Mr. PRESIDENT: You have just listened to the reading of the treaty by 
which Russia cedes to the United States all her possessinns on the North 
American continent, in consideration of $7,200,000, to be paid by the United 
Sr.ates. On the one side is the cession of a vast country with its jurisdiction 
and its resources of all kinds ; on the other side is the purchase-money. Such 
is this transaction on its face. 
BOUNDARIES AND CONFIGURATION. 
In endeavoring to estimate its character I am glad to begin with what is clear 
and beyond question. I refer to the boundaries fixed by the treaty. Com-
mencing at the parallel of 54 ° 40' north latitude, so famous in our h;story, the 
line ascends Portland channel to the mountains, which it follows on their sum-
mits to the point of intersection with the 14lst degree wedt longitude, which 
li1 1e it ascends to the Frozen ocean, or, if yon please, to the north pole. This 
il:l the eastern boundary, separating this region from the British possessions, and 
it is borrowed from the treaty between Ruo5sia and Great Britain in 1825, 
) 
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estahllshing the re~ations between these two powers on this continent. It will 
be seen that this broundary is old; the rest is new. Starting from the Frozen 
ocean, the western boundary descends Behring straits, midway between the two 
islands of Krusen stern and Ratmanov, to the parallel of 65° 30', j nst below 
where the continents of America and Asia approach each other the nearest ; 
and from this point it proceeds in a course nearly southwest through Behring 
straits, midway between the island of St. Lawrence and Cape Chonkotski, to 
the meridian of 172° west longitude, and thence, in a southwesterly direction, 
traversing Behriug sea, midway between the island of Attou on the east and 
Copper island 011 the west, to the meridian of 193° west longitude, leaving th~ 
prolonged group of the Aleutian islands in the possessions now transferred to 
the United States, am1 making the western boundary of our country the dividing 
line which separates Asia from America. 
Look at the map and see the configuration of this extensive region, whose 
estimated area is more than five hundred and seventy thousand square miles. 
I speak by the authority of our own Coast Survey. Including the Sitkan 
archipelago at the south, it takes a margin of the main land fronting on the 
ocean thirty miles broad and three hundred miles long, to mount St. Elias, the 
highest peak of the continent, when it turns with an elbow to the west, and 
then along Behring straits northerly, when it rounds to the east along the 
Frozen ocean. Here are upwards of four thousand statute miles of coast, 
indented by capacious bays and commodious harbors without number, embracing 
the peninsula of Alaska, one of the most remarkable in the world, fifty mile8 
in breadth and three hundred miles in length ; piled with mountains, many 
volcanic and some still smoking; peuetrated by navigable rivers, one of which 
is among the largest of the world; studded with islands which stand like senti-
nels on the coast, and flanke,d by that narrow Aleutian range which, starting 
from Alaska, stretches far away to Japan, as if America were extending a 
friendly hand to Asia. 'rhis is the most general aspect. There are details 
llpecially disclosing maritime advantages and approaches to the sea which 
properly belong to this preliminary sketch. According to accurate estimates 
the coast line, including bays and islands, is not less than eleven thous;tnd two 
hundred and seventy miles. In the Aleutian range, besides innumerable islets 
and rocks, there are not less than fifty-five islands exceeding three miles in 
length; there are seven exceeding forty miles, with Ounimak, which is the 
largest, exceeding seventy-three miles. In our part of Behring sea there are 
five considerable islands, the largest of which is St. Lawrence, being more than 
ninety-six miles long. Add to all these the group south of the peninsula of 
Alaska, including the Shumagins and the mag·nificent island of Kodiak, and 
then the Sitkan group, being archipelago added to archipelago, and the whole 
together constituting the geographical complement to the West Indies, so that 
the northwest of. the continent answers archipelago for archipelago to the 
southeast. 
DISCOVERY OF RUSSIAN AMERICA BY BEHRING, UNDER INSTRUCTIONS FROM 
PETER THE GREAT. 
The title of Russia to all these possessions is derived from prior discovery, 
which is the admitted title by which all European powers have held in North and 
South America, unless we except what Eugland acquired by conquest from 
Fran~e; but here the title of France was derived from prior discovery. Russia, 
shut up in a distant interior and struggling with barbarism, was scarcely 
known to the other powers at the time they were lifting their flags in the 
western hemisphere. At a later day the same powerful genius which made her 
known as an empire set in motion the enterprise by which these possessions were 
opened to her dominion. Peter the Great, himself a ship-builder and a reformer, 
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who had worked in the ship-yards of England and Holland,fas curious to know 
if Asia and America were separated by the sea, or if they ct nstituted one undi-
vided body with diffel'ent names, like Europe and Asia. To obtain this inform-
ation be wrote with his own hand the following instructi01~- s, and ordered his 
chief admiral to see them carried into execution: 
One or two boats with decks to be built at Kamtschatka, or at any o -her convenient place, 
with which inquiry should be made in rele1tion to the northerly coasts\ to see whetht:n· t.hey 
were not contiguous with America, since their end w-as not known; and this doue, they 
should see whether they could not somewhere find an harbor belonging Ito Europeans or an 
Enropean ship. They should likewise set apart some men who shou[d inquire after the 
name and situation of the cou,sts diseovered. Of all this an exact jourrial shmld be kept, 
with which they should return to Petersburg.-(Miiller's voyages from Asia to America, by 
Jeffreys, p. 45.) ; 
The Czar died in the winter of 1725; but the Empress Catharine, faithful 
to the desires of her husband, did not allow this work to be /neglected. Vitus 
Behring, a Dane by birth, and a navigator of some experiew~e, was made com-, 
mander. The place of embarcation was on the other side or,· the Asiatic conti-
nent. Taking with him officers and ship-builders, the navig91tor left St. Peters-
burg by land 5th February, 1725, and commenced the prelimi:nary journey across 
Siberia, northern Asia, and the sea of Okhotsk to the coa'St of Kamtschatka, 
which they reached after i:p_finite hardships and delays, sometimes with dogs for 
horses, and sometimes supporting life by eating leather bags, straps, and shoes. 
More than three years wei·e passed in this toilsome and perilous journey to 
the place of embarcation. At last, on the 20th of July, 1728, the party was 
able to set sail in a small vessel, called the Gabriel, and described as "like the 
packet-boats used in the Baltic" Steering in a northeasterly direction, Behring 
passed a large island, which he called St. Lawrence, from the saint on whose 
day it was seen. This island, which is included ;n the present cession, may be 
considered as the first point in Russian discovery, as it is also the first outpost 
of the North American continent. Continuing northward, and hugging the 
Asiatic coast, Behring turned back only when be thought he had reached the 
northeastern extremity of Asia, and was satisfied that the two continents were 
separat~d from each other. He did not penetrate further north than 67° 301• 
In his voyage Behring was struck by the absence of such great and high 
waves as, in other placeB, are common to .the open sea, and he observed fir trees 
swimming in the water, although they were unknown on the Asiatic coast. 
Relations of inhabitants, in harmony with these indications, pointed to "a 
country at no great distance toward the east." His work was still incomplete, 
and the navigator before returning home put forth again for this discovery, but 
without success. By another dreary land journey he made his way hack to 
St. Peten:;burg in March, 1730, after an absence of five years. Something was 
accomplished for Russian discovery, and his own fame was engraved on the 
maps of tl1e world. 'rhe straits through which he sailed now bear his name, as 
also does the expanse of sea which he traversed on his way to the straits. 
The spirit of discovery continued at St. Petersburg. A Cossack chief, 
undP.rtaking to conquer the obstinate natives on the northeastern coast, proposed 
also "to discover the pretended country on thR 1<---,rozen sea_" He was killed by 
an arrow before his enterprise was completed. Little is known of the result ; 
but it is stated that the navigator whom he had selected, by name Gwosdew, in 
1730 succeeded in reaching a "strange coast" between sixty-fi,-e and sixty-six 
degrees of north latitude, where he s;aw people, but could not speak with them 
for want of an inte-rpreter. 'l'hi::; must have been the coast of North America, 
and not far from the group of islands in Behring straits, through which the 
present boundary passes, separating the United States from Russia, and America 
from Asia. 
'l'he desire of the Russian government to get behind the curtain increased. 
Behring volunteered to undertake the discoveries that remained to be made. 
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He was created a commodore, and his old lieutenants were created captain~:<. 
The senate, the admiralty, and the Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg, all 
united in the enterprise. Several academicians were appointed to report on the 
natural history of the coasts visited, among whom was Steller, the naturalist, 
said to be "immortal" from this association. All of these, with a. nurnerou::3 
body of officers, journeyed across Siberia, northern Asia, and the sea of Okhotdk, 
to Kamtschatka, as Behring had journeyed before. Though ordered in 1732, 
the expe-lition was not able to leave the western coast until 4th of June, 17 41, 
when two well-appointed ships set sail in company "to discover the continent of 
America." One of these, ·called the St. Paul, was under Commodore Behring; 
the other, called the St. Peter, was under Captain Tschirikow. }-,or some time 
the two kept together ; but in a violent storm and fog they were separated, when 
each continued the expedition alone. 
Behring first saw the continent of North America on the 18th July, 17 41, 
in latitude 58° 281• Looking at it from a distance " the country had terrible 
high mountains that were covered with snow." Two days later he anchored in 
a sheltered bay near a point which he called, from the saint day on which he saw 
it, Cape St. Elias. He was in the shadow of Mount St. Elias. On landing he 
found deserted huts, fireplaces, hewn wood, household furniture, an arrow, edge· 
tools of copper with "store of red salmon." Here also several birds unknown 
in Siberia were noticed by the faithful Stdler, alllong which was the blue jay. 
of a peculiar species, now called by his name. Steering northward, Beln·ing 
found himself constrained by the elbow in the coast to turn westward, and then 
in a southerly direction. Hugging the shore his voyage was constantly arrested 
by islands without number, among which he zigzagged to find his way. Several 
times he landed. On one of these occasions he saw natives who wore "upper 
garments of whale's guts, breeches of seal-skins, caps of the skins of sea lions, 
adorned with various feathers, especially those of hawks." These "Americans," 
as they are called, were fishermen, without bows and arrows. They regaled the 
Russians with "whale's flesh," but declined strong drink. One of them, on re-
ceiving a cup of bra~dy, "spit it out again as soon as he tasted it and cried 
aloud, as if complaining to his countrymen how ill he had been used." This 
was on one of the Shumagin islands, near the southern coast of the peninsula 
of Alaska. 
Meanwhile, the other solitary ship, proceeding on its way, had sighted the 
same coast 15th July, 1741, in the latitude of 56°. Anchoring at some distance 
from the steep and rocky cliffs before him, Tschirikow sent his mate with the 
long-boat and ten of his best men, provided with small-arms and a brass cannon, 
to inquire into the nature of the country and to obtain fresh water. The long-
boat disappeared in a small wooded bay, and was never seen again. 'l'hinking 
it might have been damaged in landing, the captain sent his boatswain with the 
small boat and carpenters well armed to furnish nec.essary assistance. The small 
boat disappeared also, and was never seen again. At the same time great smoke 
was observed continually ascending from the shore. Shortly afterwards two 
boats filled with natives sallied forth and lay at some distance from the vessel, 
when, crying "Agai, Agai," they put back to the shore. Sorrowfully the Rus-
sian navigator turned away, not knowing the fate of his comrades and unable to 
help them. This was not far from Sitka. 
Such was the first discovery of these northwestern coasts; and such are the 
first recorded glimpses of the aboriginal inhabitants. 'l1he two navigators had 
different fortunes. Tschirikow, deprived of his boats, and therefore unable to 
land, hurried home. Adverse winds and storms interfered. He supplied him-
self with fresh water only by distilling the ocean or pressing rain from the sails. 
But at last, on the 9th of October he reached Kamtschatka, with his ship':;; 
company of seventy diminished to forty-nine. During this time Behring was 
driveu, like Ulysses, on the uncertain waves. A single tempest raged for seven-
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teen days, so that Andrew Hosselberg, the ancient pilot, who bad known the 
sea for fifty years, declared that he had seen nothing like it in his life. Scurvy 
came with its disheartening horrors. The commodore himself was a sufferer; 
rigging broke; cables snapped ; anchors were lost. At last the tempest-tossed 
vessel was cast upon a desert island, then without a name, where the commodore, 
sheltered in a ditch and half covered with sand as a protection against cold, 
died 8th December, 1741. His body after his decease was" scraped out of the 
ground" and buried on this i8land, which is called by his name, and constitutes 
an outpost of the Asiatic continent. 'l'hus the Russian navigator, after the dis-
covery of America, died in Asia. Russia, by the recent demarcation, does not 
fail to retain his last resting place among her possessions. 
TITLE OF RUSSIA. 
For some time after these expeditions, by which Russia achieved the palm of 
discovery, imperial enterprise slumbered in those seas. 'rhe knowledge already 
acquired was continued and confirmed only by private indivi-duals, who were led 
there in quest of furs. In 17 45 t.he Aleutian islands were discovered by an 
adventurer in seareh of sea otters. In successive voyages all these islands were 
visited for similar purposes. Among these was Onnalaska, the principal of the 
group of Fox islands, constituting a continuation of the Aleutian islands, whose 
inhabitants and productions were minutely described. In 1768 priv:tte enter-
prise was superseded by an expedition ordered by the Empress Catharine, which, 
leaving Kamtschatka, explored this whole archipelago and the peninsula of 
Alaska, which to the islanders stood for the whole continent. Shortly after-
wards all these discoveries, beginning with those of Behring and Tschirikow, 
1v·ere verified by the great English navigator, Captain Cook. In 1778 he sailed 
along the northwestern coast, "near where Tschirikow anchorfld in 17 41 ;" then 
again in sight of mountains "wholly covered with snow from the highest summit 
down to the sea-coast," "with the summit of an elevated . mountain above the 
horizon," which he supposed to be the Mount of St. Elias of Behring; then by 
the very anchorage of Behring; then among the islands through which Behring 
zigzagged, and along the coast by the island of St. Lawrence until arrested by . 
ice. If any doubt existed with regard to Russian discoveries it was removed by 
the authentic report of this navigator, who shed such a flood of light upon the 
geography of this region. 
Such from the beginning is the title of Russia, dating at least from 17 41. The 
coast of BritiRh Columbia, next below, was discovered by Vancouver in 1790, 
and that of Oregon, still further down, by Gray, who, sailing from Boston in 
1789, entered the Columbia river in 1790 ; so that the title of Russia is the 
earliest on the northwestern coast. I have not stopped to quote volume and 
page, but I bflg to be understood as following approved authorities, and I refer 
especially to the Russian work of .Muller, already cited, on the Voyages from 
Asia to Amer£ca J. the volume of Coxe on Russian Discoveries with its supple-
ment on the Comparative View qf Russian Discoveries J. the volume of Sir J ohu 
Barrow, on Arctic Voyages J. Burney's Russian and Northeastern Voyages/ and 
the third voyage of Captain Cook, unhappily interrupted by his tragical death 
fi·om the natives of the Sandwich islands, but not until after his exploration of 
this coast. 
There were at least four other Russian expeditions by which this title was 
confirmed, if it needed any confirmation. r.rhe :first was ordered by the Empress 
Catharine in 1785. It was under the command of Commodore Billings, an 
Englishman in the service of Russia, and was narraterl from the orig1inal papers 
by Martin Sauer, secretary of the expedition. In the instruction~ from the 
Admiralty at St. Petersburg the commodore was directed to take possession of 
"such coasts and islands as he shall first discover, whether inhabited or not, that 
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cannot be disputed, and are not yet subjec.t to any European power, with con-
sent of the inhabitants, if any," and this was to be accomplished by setting up 
'• posts marked with the arms of Russia, with letters indicating the time of 
sovereignty, a short account of the people, their voluntary submission to the 
Russian sovereignty, and that this was done under the glorious reign of the great 
Catharine the Second." (Billings's Northern Russia, Appendix.) The next was 
in 1803, in the interest of the Russian American Company. There were two 
ships, one under the command of Captain Lisiansky, and the other of Captain 
Krusenstern, of the Russian navy It was the first voyage round the world by 
the Russian government, and lasted three years. During its progreRs these ships 
visited separately the northwest coast. of America, and especially Sitka and the 
island of Kodiak. Still another enterprise organized by the celebrated minister 
Count Romanzoff, and at his expense, left Russia in 1815, under the command 
of Lieutenant Kotzebue, an officer of the Russian navy, and son of the German 
dramatist, whose assassination darkened the return of the son from his long 
voyage. It is enough for the present to say of this expedition that it has left 
its honorable traces on the coast even as far as the Frozen ocean. There remains 
the enterprise of Liitke, at the time captain, and afterward admiral in the Russian 
navy, which was a voyage round the world, embracing especially the Russian 
possessions, commenced in 1826,. and described in French with instructive full-
ness. w ·ith him sailed the German naturalist Kittlitz, who has done so much 
to illustrate the natural history of this region. 
A FRENCH ASPIRATION 0~ THIS COAST. 
So little was the Russian title recognized for some time, that when the un-
fortunate expedition of La Perouse, with the frigates Boussole and Astrolabe, 
stopped on this coast in 1787, be did not hesitate to consider the friendly harbor 
in latitude 58° 361, where he wa::; moored, as open to permanent occupation. 
Describing tllis harbor, which he named Port des Fran9ais, as sheltered behind 
a breakwater of rocks, with a calm sea and with a mouth sufficiently large, he 
says that nature seemed to have created at this extremity of the world a port like 
that of Toulon, but vaster in plan and accommodation; and then considering that 
· it had never been discovered before, that it was situated thirty-three leagues 
northwest of Remedios, the limit of Spanish navigation, about two hundred and 
eighty-four leagues from Nootka and a hundred leagues from Prince William 
sound, the mariner records his judgment that "if the Erench government had 
any project of a factory on this coast no nation could have the slightest right to 
oppose it." (La Perouse, Voyage, tom. 2,p. 147.) r_rhns quietly was Russia 
dislodged. The frigat~s sailed further on their voyage and never returned to 
l!'rance. Their fate was un~nown, until after fruitless search and the lap:;e of 
a generation their shipwrecked hulls were accidently found on a desert island of 
the southern Pacific. The unfinished journal of La Perouse recording his visit 
to this coast had been sent overland, by way of Kamtschatka and Siberia, to 
]'ranee, where it was published by a decree of the National Assembly, thuc 
making known his supposed discovery and his aspiration. 
EARLY SPANI~H CLAIM. 
Spain also has been a claimant. In 177 5 Bodega, a Spanish navigator, seek-
ing new opportunities to plant the Spanish flag, reached the parallel of 58° on 
this coast, not far from Sit.ka; but this supposed discovery was not followed by 
any immediate assertion of dominion. The universal aspiration of Spain had 
embraced this whole region even at an early day, and shortly after the return of 
Bodega another enterprise was equipped to verify the larger claim, being nothing 
less than the original title as discoverer of the straits between America and Asia 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--9 
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and of the conterminous continent under the name of Anian. This curious 
episode is not out of place in this brief history. It has two branches: one con-
cerning early maps on which straits are represented between America and Asia 
under the name of Anian; the other concerning a pretended attempt by a 
Spanish navigator at an early day to find these straits. 
~i There can be no doubt that early maps exist with northwestern straits marked 
An ian. There are two in the Congressional Library in atlases of the years 1717 
and 1680; but these are of a date comparatively modern. Engel, in his 
Memories Geograpl~iques, mentions several earlier, which he believes to be 
genuine. There is one purporting to be by Zaltieri, and bearing date 1566, an 
authentic pen-and-ink copy of which is now before me from the collection of 
our own Coast Survey. On this very interesting map, which is without latitude 
or longitudp,, the western coast of the continent is delineated with straits sepa-
rating it from Asia not unlike Behring straits in outline, and with the name in 
Italian Stretto di Anian. Southward the coast has a certain conformity with 
what is now known to exist. Below the straits is an indentation corresponding 
to Bristol bay ; then a peninsula somewhat broader than that of Alaska ; then 
comes the elbow of the coast ; then lower down three islands, not unlike Sitka, 
Queen Charlotte, and Van~ouver; and then, further south, is the peninsula of 
Lower California. Sometimes the story of Anian is explained by the voyage 
of the Portuguese navigator, Caspar de Cortereal, in 1500-1505, when, on 
reaching Hudson bay in quest of a passage rou·nd America, he imagined that he 
had found it, and proceeded to name his discovery "in honor of two brothers 
who accompanied him.'' Very soon maps began to record the straits of Anian; 
but this does not explain the substantial conformity of the early delineation 
with the reality, which seems truly remarkable. 
The other branch of inquiry is more easily disposed of. This turns on a 
Spanish document entitled "Relation of the discovery of the strait of Anian, 
made by me, Captain Lorenzo Ferren Maldonado," purporting to be written at 
the time, although it did not se~ the light till 1781, when it was published in 
Spain, and f\hortly afterward became the subjEct of a memoir before the French 
Academy. If this early ,account of a northwest passage from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific were authentic, the whole question would be settled, but recent 
geographers indignantly discard it as a barefaced imposture. Clearly Spain 
once regarded it otherwise ; for her government in 1789 sent out an expedition 
"to discover the strait by which Maldonado was supposed to have passed in 
1588 from the coast of Labrador to the great ocean." The expedition was not 
successful, and nothing more has been heard of any claim from this pretended 
discovery. The story of Maldonado has taken its place in the same category 
with that of Munchausen. 
REASONS FOR THIS CESSIO;'<~ BY RUSSIA. 
Turning from this question of title, which time and testimony have already 
settled, I meet the inquiry, why does Russia part with possessions thus a:-so-
ciated with the reign of her greatest emperor and filling an important chapter of 
geographical history? On this head I have no information which is not open 
to others. But I do not forget that the first Napoleon in parting with Louisiana 
was controlled by three several considerations: first, he needed the purchase-
money for his treasury; secondly, he was unwilling to leave this distant un-
guarded territory a prey to Great Britain in the event of hostilities which 
seemed at hand; and thirdly, he was glad, according to his own remarkable 
language, "to establish forever the power of the United States and give to 
England a maritime rival destined to humble her pride." Such is the record of 
history. Perhaps a similar record may be made hereafter with regard to the 
present cession. It is sometimes imagined that Russia, with all her great 
empire, is financially poor, so that these few millions may not be unimportant to 
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her. It is by foreign loans that her railroads have been built and her wars have 
been aided. All, too, must see that in those "coming events," which now more 
than ever" cast their shadows before," it will be for her advantage not to hold 
outlying possessions fron which thus far she has obt tined no income commen-
surate with the possible expense for their protection Perhaps, like a wrestler, 
she now strips for the contest, which I trust sincerely mq,y be averted. Be-
sides, I cannot doubt that her enlightened Emperor, who has given pledges to 
civilization by an unsurpassed act of emancipation, would join the first Napo-
leon in a desire to enhance the maritime power of the United States. 
'J.1hese general considerations are re-enforced when we call to mind the little 
influence whir.h Russia has thus far been able to exercise in this region. Though 
possessing dominion over it for more than a c~ntury, this gigantic power has 
not been more genial or productive there than the soil itself. Her government 
there is little more than a name or a shadow. It is not even a skeleton. It is 
hardly visible. Its only representative is a fur company, to which has been 
added latterly an ice company. 'l'he immense country is without form and with-
out light; without activity and without progress. Distant from the imperial 
capital, and separated from the huge bulk of Russian empire, it does not share 
the vitality of a common country. Its life is solitary and feeble. Its settle-
ments are only encampments or lodges. Its fisheries are only a petty perquisite, 
belonging to local or personal adventurers rather than to the commerce of na-
tions. 
In these statements I follow the record. So little were these possessions 
regarded during the last centu.ry that they were scarcely recognized as a com-
ponent part of the empire. I have now before me an authentic map, published 
by the Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg in 1776, and reproduced at eon-
don in 1787, entitled ''General Map of the Russian Empire," where you will 
look in vain for Russian America, unless we except that link of the Aleutian 
chain nearest to Asia, which appears to have been incorporated under the Em-
press Anna at the same time with Siberia. (See Uoxe's Russian Discoveries.) 
Alexander Humboldt, whose insight into geography was unerring, in his great 
work on New Spain, published in 1811, after stating that he is able from official 
documents to give the position of the Russian factories on the American conti-
nent, says that they are "nothing but sheds and cabins employed as magazines 
of furs." He remarks further that "the larger part of these small Russian col· 
onies do not communicate with each other except by sea," and then, putting us 
on our guard not to expect too much from a name, he proceeds to say that •· the 
new denomination of Russian America or Russian possessions on the new con-
tinent must not make us think that the coasts of Behring's Basin, the penin,. 
sula of Alaska, or the country of Tchuktchi have become Russian provinces in 
the sense given to this word, when ·we speak of the Spanish provinces of Sonora · 
or New Biscay." (Humboldt, Essai Politique sur La Nouvelle Espagne, tom. 
I, pp. 344, 345.) Here is a distinction between the foothold of Spain in Cali-
fornia and the foothold of Russia in N ortb America, which will at least illus-
trate the slender power of the latter in this region. 
In ceding possessions so little within the sphere of her empire. embracing 
more than one hundred nations or tribes, Russia gives up no part of herself; and 
even if she did the considerable price paid, the alarm of war which begins to 
fill our ears, and the sentiments of friendship declared for the United ~Hates, 
would explain the transaction. 
THE NEGOTIATION, IN ITS ORIGIN AND COMPLETION. 
I am not able to say when the idea of this cession first took shape. I have 
heard that it was as long ago as the administration of Mr. Polk. It is within 
my knowledge that the Russian government was sounded on the subject during 
the administration of Mr. Buchanan. This was done through Mr. Gwin, at the 
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time senator of California, and Mr. Appleton, Assistant Secretary of State. For 
this purpose the former had more than one interview with the Russian minister 
at Washington some time in December, 1859, in which, while professing to 
speak for the President unofficially, he represented "that Russia was too far off 
to make the most of these possessions; and that, as we are near, we can derive 
more from them." I:t;i reply to an inquiry of the Russian minister Mr. Gwin 
said that "the United States could go as high as $5,000,000 for the purchase," 
on which the former made no comment. Mr. Appleton, on another occasion, 
said to the minister that "the President thought that the acquisition would be 
very profitable to the States on the Pacific; that he was ready to follow it up, 
but wished to know in advance if Russia was ready to cede; that if. she were, 
he would confer with his cabinet and influential members of Congress" All 
this was unofficial; but it was promptly communicated to the Russian govern-
ment, who seem to have taken it into careful consideration. Prin~e Gortscha-
kow, in a despatch whiC!h reached here early in the summer of 1860, said that 
"the offer was not what might have been expected; but that it merited mature 
reflection; that the minister of finance was about to inquire into the condition 
of these possessions, after which Russia would be in a condition to treat." 'The 
prince added for himself that "he was by no means satisfied personally that it 
would be for the interest of Russia politically to alienate these possessions; that 
the only consideration which could make the scales incline that way would be 
the prospect of great financial advantages; but that the sum of $5,000,000 does 
not seem in any way to represent the real value of these possessions;" and he 
concluded by asking ihe minister to tell Mr. Appleton and Senator Gwin that 
the sum offered was not considered "an equitable equivalent." The subject 
was submerged by the presidential election which was approaching, and then by 
the rebellion. It will be observed that this attempt was at a time when politi-
cians who believed in the perpetuity of slavery still had power. Mr. Buchanan 
was President, and be employed as his intermediary a well-known sympathizer 
with slavery, who shortly afterward became a rebel. Had Russia been willing, 
it is doubtful if this controlling interest would have sanctioned any acquisition 
too far north for slavery. 
Meanwhile the rebellion was brought to an end, and peaceful enterprise was 
renewed, which on the Pacific coast' was directed toward the Russian possessions. 
Our people there, wishing new facilities to obtain fish, fur, and ice, sought the 
intervention of the national government. r:I'he legislature of Washington Ter-
ritory, in the winter of 1866, adopted a memorial to the President of the United 
States, entitled "in reference to the cod and other fisheries," as follows: 
To his Excellency ANDREW JoHNSON, 
President of the United States : 
Your memorialists, the legislative assembly of Washington Territory, beg leave to show 
that abundance of codfish, halibut, and salmon of excellent quality have been found along 
tbe shores of the Russian possessions. Your memorialists respectfully request your excel-
leney to obtain such rights and privileges of the government of Russia as will enable our 
fishing vessels to visit the ports and harbors of its possessions to the end that fuel, water, 
and provisions may be easily obtained, that our sick and tlisabled fisherml'n may obtain san-
itary assistance, together with the privilege of curing fish and repairing vessels in need of 
repairs. Your memorialists further request that the Treasury Department be instructed to 
forward to the collector of customs of this Pugl't sound district such fishing licenses, abstract 
journals, and log-books as will enable our hardy fishermen to obtain the bounties now pro-
vided and paid to the fishermen in the Atlantic States. Your memorialists finally pray your 
excellency to employ such ships as may be spared from the Pacific naval fleet in exploring 
and surveying the fishing banks kaown to navigators to exist along the Pacific coast from 
the Cortes ban~ to Behring straits; and, as in duty bound, your memorialists will ever pray. 
Passed the house of representatives January 10, 1866. 
Passed the council January 13, 1866. 
EDWARD ELDRIDGE, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
HARVEY K. HINES. 
President of the Council. , 
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This memorial, on its presentation to the President in February, 1866, was 
referred to the Secretary of State, by whom it was communicated to Mr. de 
Stoeckl, the Russian minister, with remarks on the importance of some early 
and comprehensive arrangement between the two powers in order to prevent the 
growth of difficulties, especially from the fisheries in that region. 
Shortly afterwards another influence was felt. Mr. Cole, who had been recently 
elected to the Senate from California, acting in behalf of certain persons in that 
State, sought to obtain from the Russian government a license or franchise to 
gather furs in a portion of its American possessions. The charter of the Russian 
American Company was about to expire. This company bad already underlet 
to the Hudson Bay Company all its fi·anchise on the main land between 540 401 
and Mount St. Elias; and now it was ·proposed that an American company, 
holding direct from the Russian government, should be substituted for the latter. 
':rhe mighty Hudson Bay Company, with its headquarters in London, was to 
give way to an American company, with its headquarters in California. Among 
the letters on this subject addressed to Mr. Cole, and now before me, is one dated 
at San ~-,rancisco, April 10, 1866, in which this scheme is developed as follows: 
There is at the present time a good chance to organize a fur trading company to trade 
between the United States and the Russian possessions in America, and as the charter for-
merly granted to the Hudson Bay Company has expired this would be the opportune moment 
to start in. ..,. " * * I should think that by a little management this charter 
could be obtained from the Russian government for ourselves, as I do not think they are very 
willing to renew the charter of the Hudson Bay Company, and I think they would give the 
preference to an American company, especially if the company should pay to the Russian 
government five per cent. on the gross proceeds of their transactions, and also aid in civil-
izing and ameliorating the condition of the Indians by employing missionaries, if required 
by the Russian government. For the faithful performance of the above we ask a charter for 
the term of twenty-five years, to be renewed for the same length of time, if the Russian 
government finds the company deserving; the charter to invest us with the right of trading 
in all the country between the British American line and the Russian archipelago. * " 
* * Remember, we wish for the same charter as was formerly granted to the Hudson 
Bay Company, and we offer in return more than they did. 
Another correspondent of Mr. Cole, under Jate of San Francisco, 17th Sep-
tember, 1866, wrote as follows: 
I have talked with a man who has been on the coast and in the trade for ten years past, 
and he says it is much more valuable than I have supposeJ, and I think it very important 
to obtain it if possible. 
'rhe Russian minister at Washington, whom Mr. Cole saw repeatedly upon 
1his subject, was not authorized to act, and the latter, after conference with the 
Department of State, was induced to address Mr. Clay, minister of the United 
States at St. Petersburg, who laid the application before the Russian govern-
. ment. This was an important step. A letter from Mr. Clay, dated at St. 
Petersburg, as late as 1st ~,ebruary, 1867, makes the following revelation: 
The Russian government has already ceded away its rights in Russian America for a term 
of years, and the Russo-American Company bas also ceded the same to the Hudson Bay 
Company. This lease expires in June next, and the president of the Russo-American Com-
pany tells me that they have been in correspondence with the Hudson Bay Company about 
a renewal of the lease for another term of twenty-five or thirty years . Until he receives a 
definite answer he cannot enter into negotiations with us or your California company. My 
opinion is that if he can get off with the Hudson Bay Company he will do so, when we can 
make some arrangements with the Russo-American Company. , 
Some time bad elapsed since the original attempt of Mr. Gwin, also a senator 
from California, and it is probable that the RusBian government bad obtained 
information which enabled it to see its way more clearly. It will be remembered 
that Prince Gortscbakow bad promised an inquiry, and it is known that in 1861 
Captain Lieutenant Golowin, of the Russian navy, made a detailed report on 
these possessions. Mr. Cole had the advantage of his predecessor. There is 
reason to believe, also, that the administration of the fur company had not been 
entirely satisfactory, so that there were well-founded hesitations with regard to 
the renewal of its franchise. Meanwhile, in October, 1866, Mr. de Stoeckl, who 
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l1ad long been the Russian minister at Washington, and enjoyed in a high degree 
the confidence of our government, returned home on a leave of absence, promising 
his best exertions to promote good relations between the two countries. While 
he was at St. Petersburg the applications from the United States were under 
consideration; but the Russian government was disinclined to any minor ar-
rangement of the character proposed. Obviously something like a crisis was at 
hand with regard to these possessions. The existing government was not 
adequate . • The franchises granted there were about to terminate. Something 
must be done. As Mr. de Stoeckl was leaving in February to return to his post, 
the Archduke Constantine, the brother and chief adviser of the Emperor, handed 
him a map with the lines in our treaty marked upon it, and told him he might 
treat for this cession. The minister arrived in Washington early in March. A 
negotiation was opened at once with our government. Final instructions were 
received by the Atlantic cable from St. Petersburg on the 29th March, and at 
four o'clock on the morning of the 30th March this important treaty was signed 
by Mr. Seward on the part of the United States and by Mr. de Stoeckl on the 
part of Russia. 
Few treaties have been conceived, initiated, prosecuted, and complet~d in so 
simple a manner without protocols or despatcltes. The whole negotiation will 
be seen in its result, unless we accept two brief notes, which constitute all that 
passed between the negotiators. 'l'hese have an interest general and special, 
and I conclude the history of this transaction by reading them: 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, March 23, 1867. 
SIR: With reference to the proposed convention between our respective governments for a 
cession by Russia of her American territory to the United States, I have the honor to acquaint 
you that I must insist upon that clause in the sixth article of the draught which declares the 
cession to be free and unincumbered by any reservations, privileges, franchises, grants, or 
possessions by any associated companies, whether corporate or incorporate, Russian or any 
other, &c., and must regard it as au ultimatum. With the President's approval, however, 1 
will add $200,000 to the consideration. money on that account. 
I avail my~;elf of this occasion to offer to you a renewed assurance of my most distin-
guished consideration. 
Mr. EDWARD DE STOECKL, ~c., ~c., &.·c. 
[Translation.] 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
'WASHINGTON, Mnrclt 17-29, 1867. 
Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: I have the honor to inform you that by a telegram datP.d 16-
28th of this month, from St. P etersburg, Prince Gortchakow informs me that his Majesty 
the Emperor of all the Russias gives his consent to the cession of the Russian possessions on 
the Ameriean continent to the United States for the stipulated sum of $7,200,000 in gold, 
and that his Majesty the Emperor invests me with full powers to negotiate and sign the 
treaty. 
Please accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurance of my very high consideration. 
STOECKL. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary of State of the United States. 
THE TREATY. 
The treaty begins with the declaration that "the United States of America 
and his Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, being desirous of strengthening, 
if possible, the good understanding which exists between them," have appointed 
plenipotentiaries, who have proceeded to sign articles, wherein it is stipulated 
on behalf of Russia that "his Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias agrees to 
cede to the United States by this convention, immediately upon the exchange 
of the ratifications thereof, aU the territory and dominion now possessed by his 
said Majesty on the continent of America and in the adjacent islands, the same 
being contained within the geographical limits herein set forth;" and it is stipu-
lated on behalf of .the United States that "in consideration of the cession afore-
said the United States agree to pay at the treasury in Washington, within ten 
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months after the ratification of this convention, to the diplomatic representative 
or other agent of his Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, duly authorized to 
receive the same, $7,200,000 in gold." The ratifications are to be exchanged 
within three months from the date of the treaty, or sooner, if possible. 
Beyond the consideration founded on the desire of ''strengthening the good 
understanding" between the two countries, there is the pecuniary consideration 
already mentioned, which underwent a change in the progress of the negotiation. 
1'he sum of seven millions was originally agreed upon; but when it was under-
stood that there was a fur company and also an ice company enjoying monopo-
lies under the existing government, it was thought best that these should be 
extinguished, in consideration of which our government added $200,000 to the 
purchase money, and the Russian government in formal terms declared "the 
cession of territory to be free and unincumbered by any reservations, privileges, 
franchises, grants, or possessions, by any associated companies, whether corpo-
rate or incorporate, or by any parties, except merely private individual property-
holders." Thus the United States receive this cession free of all incumbrances, 
so far at least as Russia is in a condition to make it. The treaty proceeds to 
say, tbat "the cession hereby made conveys all the rights, franchiseE!, and priv-
ileges now belonging to Russia iu the said territory or dominion and appurte-
nances thereto." In other words, Hussia conveys all that she has to convey. 
QUI:<;STIONS ARISI~U UNDER THE TREATY. 
There are questions not unworthy of attention, which arise under the treaty 
between Russia and Great Britain, fixing the eastern limits. of these possessions, 
and conceding certain privileges to the latter power. By this treaty, signed at 
St. Petersburg 28th February, 1825, after fixing the boundaries between the 
Russian and British possessions, it is provided that "for the space of ten years 
the vessels of the two powers, or those belonging to their respective subjects, 
shall mutually be at liberty to frequent, without any hindrance whatever, all 
the inland seas, gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast for the purpose of fishing 
and of trading with the natives;" and also that "for the space of ten years the 
port of Sitka or Novo Archangelsk shall be open to the commerce and vessels 
of British subjects." (Ilertslet's Commercial Treaties, vol. 2, p. 36G) In the 
same treaty it is also provided that "the subjects of his Britannic Majesty, from 
whatever quarter they may arrive, whether from the ocean or from the interior 
of the continent, shall forever enjoy the right of navigating freely and without 
any hindrance whatever all the rivers and streams which in their course toward 
the Pacific ocean may cross the line of demarcation." (Ibid.) Afterwards a 
treaty of commerce and navigation bet. ween Russia and Great Britain was signecl 
at St. Petersburg, 11th January, 1843, subject to be terminated on notice from 
either party at the expiration of ten years, in which it i::; provide 1 that "in 
regard to commerce and navigation in the Rusaian possessions on the northwest 
coast of America, the convention of the 28th 1!-.,ebruary, 1825, continues in fnrce " 
(ibid., vol. 6, p. 767.) Then ensued the Crimean war between Russia and Great 
Britain, effacing or suspending treaties. Afterwards another treaty of commerce 
and navigation was signed at St. Petersburg 12th January, 18.1)9, subject to be 
terminated on notice from either party at the expiration of ten year::;, which 
repeats the last provision. (Ibid., vol. 10, p. 1063.) 
Thus we have three different stipulations on the part of Russia; one opening 
seas, gulfs, and havens on the Russian coa.st to BL'itish subjects for fiahing and 
trading with the natives; the second making Sitka a free port to British sub-
jects ; and the third making British rivers which flow through the Russian pos-
sessions forever free to British navigation. Do the United States succeed to these 
stipulations 1 
Among these I make a distinction in favor of the last, which by its language 
is declared to be "forever," and may have been in the nature of an equivalent 
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• at the settlement of the boundaries betw;een the two power!?. But whatever may 
be its terms or its origin, it is ol;lvious that it is nothing but a declaration of public 
law, as it has always been e~pounded by the United States, and is now recog-
nized on the continent of Europe. While pleading with Great Britain in 1826 
for the free navigation of the St. Lawrence, Mr. Clay, who was at the time Sec-
retary of State, said that "the American government did not mean to contend 
for any principle the benefit of which, in analogous circumstances, it would deny 
to Great Britain." (Wheaton's Elements of International Law, part 2, cap. 4.) 
During the same year Mr. Gallatin, our minister in London, when negotiating 
with Great Britain for the adjustment of our boundaries on the Pacific, proposed 
that" if the line should cross any of the branches of the Columbia at point:'! from 
which they are navigable by boats to the main stream, the navigation of both 
branches and of the main stream should be perpetually free and common to the 
people of both nations." At an earlier day the United States made the same 
claim with regard to the Mississippi, and asserted as a general principle that "if 
the right of the upper inhabitants to descend the stream was in any case ob-
structed it was an act bY, a stronger society against a weaker, condemned by the 
judgment of mankind." (Ibid.) By th~se admissions our country is estopped, 
even if the public law of the European continent, first declared at Vienna with 
regard to th~ Rhine, did not offer an example which we cannot afford to reject. 
I rejoice to believe that on this occasion we shall apply to Great Britain the 
generous rule which from the beginning we have claimed for ourselves. 
The two other stipulations are different in character. They are not declared 
to be "forever," and do not stand on any principle of public law. Even if sub-
sisting now, they cannot be onerous. I doubt much if they are subsisting now. 
In succeeding to the Russian possessions it does not follow that the United 
States succeed to ancient obligations assumed by Russia, as if, according to a · 
phrase of the common law, they are "covenants running with the land." If 
these stipulations are in the nature of servitudes, they depend for their duration 
on the sovereignty of Russia, and are personal or national rather than territorial. 
So at least I am inclined to believe. But it is hardly profita~le to speculate on 
a point of ;:,o little practical value. Even if" running with the land," these ser· 
'ltitudes can be terminated at the expiration of ten years from the last treaty by 
a notice, which equitably the United States may give, so as to take effect on 
the 12th January, 1869. Meanwhile, during this brief period, it will be easy 
by act of Congress in advance to limit importations at Sitka; so that this "free 
port" shall not be made the channel or doorway by which British goods may 
be introduced into the United States free of duty. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE TREATY. 
From this survey of the treaty, as seen in its origin and the questions under 
it, I might pass at once to a survey of the possessions which have been con-
veyed; but there are other matters of a more general character which present 
themselves at this stage and challenge the judgment. These concern nothing 
leas than the unity, power, and grandeur of the republic, with the extension of 
its dominion and its institutions. Such considerations, where not entirely inap-
plicable, are apt to be controlling. I do not d01~bt that they will in a great 
measure determine the fate of this treaty with the American people. 'l'hey are 
patent, and do not depend on research or statistics. To state them is enough. 
Advantages to tlu Pacific coast. 
l. Foremost in order, if not in importance, I put the desires of our fellow-
citizens on the Pacific coast, and the special advantages which they will derive 
from this enlargement of boundary. 'rhey were the first to ask for it, and will 
be the first to profit by it. While others knew the Russian possessions only on 
the map they knew them practically in their resources. While others were still 
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indifferent they were planning how to appropriate Russian peltries and fisheries. 
'rhis is attested by the resolutions of the legislature of Washington Territory; 
also by the exertions at different times of two senators from California, who, 
differing in political sentiments and in party relations, took the initial steps which 
ended in this treaty. 
These well-known desires were founned, of course, on supposed advantages; 
and here experience and neighborhood were prompters. Since 18!)4 the people 
of California have received their ice from the fresh-water lakes in the island of 
Kodiak, not far westward from Mount St. Elias. Later still their fishermen 
have searched the waters about the AlPutians and the Shumagins, commencing 
a promising fishery. Others have proposed to substitute themselves to the 
Hudson Bay Company in their franchise on the coast. But all are looking to 
the Orient, as in the time of Columbus, although like him they sail to the west. 
To them China and Japan, those ancient realms of fabulous wealth, are the 
Indies. To draw this commerce to the Pacific coast is no new idea. It haunted 
the early navigators. Meares, the Englishman, whose voyage in the intervening 
seas was in 1789, closes his volumes with an essay, entitled "The trade between 
the northwest coast of America and China," in the course of which he dwells on 
the "great and very valuable source of commerce" afforded by China as "form-
ing a chain of trade between Hudson bay, Canada, and the northwest coast," 
and then he exhibits on the American side the costly furs of the sea otter, which 
are still so much prized in China; "mines which are known to lie between the 
latitudes 400 and 600 north;" and also an "inexhaustible supply" of ginseng, 
for which there is still such a demand in China that even Minnesota, at the 
headwaters of the Mississippi, supplies her contribution. His catalogue might 
be extended now. 
As a practical illustration of this idea, it may be mentioned that for a long 
time most if not aU the sea otter skins of this coast found their way to China, 
excluding even Russia herself. China was the best customer, and therefore 
Englishmen and Americans followed the Russian Company in carrying these 
furs to her market, so that Pennant, the English naturalist, impressed by the 
peculiar advantages of this coast, exclaimed, "What a profitable trade with 
China might not a colony carry on were it possible to penetrate to that part of 
the country by means of rivers and lakes!" But under the present treaty this 
coast is ours. 
The absence of harbors at present belonging to the United States on the 
Pacific limits the outlets of the country. On that whole extent, from Panama 
to Puget's sound, the only harbor of any considerable value is San Francisco. 
Further north the harbors are abundant, and they are all nearer to the great 
marts of Japan and China. But San Francisco itself will be nearer by the way 
of the Aleutians than by Honolulu. rrhe projection of maps is not always cal-
culated to present an accurate idea of distances. From measurement on a globe 
it appears that a voyage from San Francisco to Hong Kong by the common way 
of the Sandwich Islands is 7,140 miles, but by way of the Aleutian islands it is 
only 6,060 miles, being a saving of more than 1,000 miles, with the enormous 
additional advantage of being obliged to carry much less coal. Of course a 
voyage fi·om Sitka, or from Puget sound, the terminus of the Northern Pacific 
railroad, would be shorter still. 
The advantages to the Pacific coast have two aspects, one domestic and the 
other foreign. Not only does the treaty extend the coasting trade of California, 
Oregon, and Washington 'rerritory northward, but it also extends the base of 
commerce with China and Japan. 
To unite the east of Asia with the west of America is the aspiration of com-
merce now as when the English navigator recorded his voyage. Of courRe 
whatever helps this result is an advantage. 'rhe Pacific railroad is such an ad-
vantage, for, though running westward, it will be, when completed> a new high-
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way to the east. This treaty is another advantage, for nothing can be cleare1· 
than that the western coast must exercise an attraction which will be felt in 
China and Japan, just in proportion as it is occupied by a commercial people 
communicating readily with the Atlantic and with Europe. This cannot be 
done without consequences not less important politically than commercially. 
Owing so much to the Union. the people there will be bound to it anew, and the 
national unity will receive another confirmation. r_rhus the whole country will 
be a gainer. So are we knit together that the advantages to the Pacific coast 
will contribute to the general welfare. 
Extension qf dominion. 
2. rrhe extension of dominion is another consideration calculated to capti-
vate the public mind. Few are so cold or philosophical as to regard with insen-
sibility a widening of the bounds of country. Wars have been regarped as 
successful when they have given a new territory. The discoverer who had 
planted the flag of his sovereign on a distant coast has been received as a con-
queror. The ingratitude which was shown to Columbus during his later days 
was compensated by the epitaph that he had given a new world to Castile and 
Leon. His discoveries were continued by other navigators, and Spain girdled 
the P-arth with her possessions. Portugal, France, Holland, England, each fol-
lowed the example of Spain and rejoiced in extended empire. 
Our territorial acquisitions are among the landmarks of our history. In 1803 
Louisiana, embracing the valley of the Mississippi, was acquired ·from France 
for fifteen million dollars. In 1819 Florida was acquired from Spain f-or three 
million dollars. In 1845 r_rexas was annexed without any purchase, but subse-
quently her debt was assumed to the amount of seven and a half million dollars. 
ln 1848 California, New Mexico, and Utah were acquired from Mexico, after 
war, and on payment of fifteen million dollars In l854 Arizona was acquired 
from Mexico for ten million dollars. And now it is proposed to acquire Russian 
America. 
The passion for acquisition, which is so strong in the individual, is not less 
strong in the community. A nation seeks an outlying territory, as an individual 
seeks an outlying farm. The passion shows itself constantly. France, passing 
into Africa, has annexed Algeria. Spain set her face in the same direction, but 
without the same success. There are two great powers with which annexation 
has become a habit. One is Russia, which from the time of Peter the Great has 
been moving her flag forward in every direction, so that on every side her limits 
have been extended. Even now the report comes that she is lifting her southern 
landmarks in Asia, so as to carry her boundary to India. rrhe other annex-
ationist is Great Britain, which from time to time adds another province to her 
Indian dominion. If the United States have from time to time added to their 
dominion they have only yielded to the universal passion, although I do not 
forget that the late Theodore Parker was accustomed to say that among all 
people the Anglo-Saxons were remarkable for "a greed of land." It was land, 
not gold, that aroused the Anglo-Saxon phlegm. I doubt, however, if this pas-
sion be stronger with us than with others, except, perhaps, that in a community 
where all participate in government the national sentiments are more active. It 
is common to the human family. 1'here are few anywhere who could hear of a 
considerable accession of territory, obtained peacefully and honestly, without a 
pride of country, even if at certain moments the judgment hesitated. With an 
increased size on the map there is an increased consciousness of strength, and 
the citizen throbs anew as he traces the extending line. 
Extension qf republican institutions. 
3. More than the extension of dominion is the extension of republican insti-
tutions, which is a traditional aspiration. It was in this spirit that independ:-
ence was achieved. In ·the name of human rights our fathers overthrew the 
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kingly power, whose representative was George the Third. They set themselves 
openly against this form of government. '.rhey were against it for themselves, 
and offered their example to mankind. They were Roman in character, and 
tumed to Roman lessons. With a cynical au~:~terity the early Cato said that 
kings were" carnivorous animals," and at his instance the Roman senate decreed 
that no king should be allowed within the gates of the city. A kindred senti-
ment, with less austeritv of form, has been received from our fathers; but our 
city can be nothing less than the North American continent, with its gates on 
all the surrounding seas. 
John Adams, in the preface to his Defence of the American Constitution, 
written in London, where he resided at the time as minister, and dated January 
1, 1787, at Grosvenor square, the central seat of aristocratic fashion, after ex-
posing the fabulous origin of the kingly power in contrast with tbe simple 
origin of our republican constitutions, thus for a moment lifts the curtain of the 
future: "Thirteen governments," he says plainly, "thus founded on the natural 
authority of the people alone, and without any pretence of miracle or mystery, 
and whicl~ are destined to spread over the northern part qf that wlwle quarter 
qf the globe, is a great point gained in favor of the rights o( mankind." (John 
Adams's Works, volume 4, page 293.) Thus, according to this prophetic mini('l-
ter, even at that early day was the destiny of the republic manifest. It was to 
spread over the northern part of the American quarter of t4e globe; and it was 
to be a support to the rights of mankind. 
By the text of our Constitution the United States are bound to guarantee a 
"republican form of government" to every State in this Union; but this obli-
gation, which is only applicable at home, is an unquestionable indication of the 
national aspiration everywhere. The republic is something more than a local 
policy; it is a general principle, not to be forgotten at any time, especially when 
the opportunity is presented of bringing an immense region within its influence. 
Elsewhere it has for the present failed; but on this account our example is more 
important. Who can forget the generous lament of Lord Byron, whose passion 
for freedom was not mitigated by his rank as an hereditary legislator of Eng-
land, when he exclaims in memorable verse: 
"The name of commonwealth is past and gone 
O'er the three fi"actions of the groaning globe!" 
Who can forget the salutation which the poet sends to the "one great clime," 
which, nursed in freP-dom, enjoys what he calls "the proud distinction" of not 
being confounded with other lands, 
''Whose sons must bow them at a monarch's motion, 
As if his senseless sceptre were a wand!" 
The present treaty is a visible step in the occupation of the whole North 
American continent. As such it will be recognized by the world and accepted 
by the American people. But the treaty involves something more. By it we 
dismiss one more monarch from this continent. One by one they have re-
tired ; first ]~ranee ; theu Spain ; then France again ; and now Russia; all 
giving way to that absorbing Unity which is declared in the national motto, 
E Pluribus Unum. 
Anticipation qf Great Britain. 
4. Another motive to this acquisition may be found in a desire to anticipate 
the imagined schemes or necessities of Great Britain. With regard to all these 
I confess my doubts, and yet, if we may credit report, it would seem as if there 
was already a British movement in this direction. Sometimes it is said that 
Great Britain dAsires to buy if Russia will sell. Sir George Simpson, governor-
in-chief of the Hudson Bay Company, declared that without the strip on the 
coast underlet to the former by the Russian company the interior would be 
"comparatively useless to England." Here, then, is a provocation to buy. 
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Sometime.s report assumes a graver character. A German scientific journal, in 
an elaborate paper entitled ''The Russian Colonies on the Northwest Coast of 
America," after referring to the constant "pressure" upon Russia, proceeds to 
say there are already crowds of adventurers from British Columbia and Cali-
fornia now at the gold mines on the Stikine, which flows from British territory 
through the Russian possessions, who . openly declare their purpose of driving 
the Russians out of this region. I refer to the Archiv fiir Wissenschaftliche 
Kunde von Russland, edited at Berlin as late as 1863, by A. Erman, volume 
22, pages 4 7-70, and unquestionably the leading authority on Russian questions. 
At the same time it presents a curious passage bearing directly on British policy 
from the British Colonist. a newspaper of Victoria, on Vancouver's island. As 
thiR was regarded of sufficient importance to be translated into German for the 
instruction of the readers of a scientific journal, I shall be justified in laying it 
before you restored from the German to English. It is as follows : 
The informaticn which we daily publish from the Stildne river very naturally excites 
public attention to a great extent. Whether the territory through which the river flows be 
considered in a political, commercial, or industrial light, there is a probability that in a short 
time there will be a still more general interest in the claim. Not only will the interventiOn 
of the royal jurisdietion be demanded in order to give to it a complete form of government, 
but if the land proves to be as rich as there is now reason to believe it to be it is not improb-
able that it will result in negotiations between England and Russia for the transfer of the sea-
coast to the British Crown. It certainly is not acceptable that a stream like the Stikine, 
which for one hundred and seventy to one hundred and ninety miles is navigable for steamers, 
which waters a territory so rich in gold that it will allure thousands of men-certainly it is 
not desirable that the business of such a highway should reach the interior through a Russian 
door of thirty miles of coast. The English population which occupies the interior cannot 
be so easily managed by the Russians as the Stikine Indians of the coast manage the Indians 
of the interior. Our business must be in British hands. Our resources, our energies, our 
undertakings cannot be fully developed in building up a Russian emporium at the mouth of 
. the Stikine. vVe must have for our productions a depot over which the British flag waves. 
By the treaty of 1825 the navigation of the river is secured to us. The navigation of the 
Mississippi was also open to the United States before the Louisiana purchase, but the growing 
strength of the North made the attainment of that territory either by purehase or by might an 
evident necAssity. Vl e look upon the sea-coast of Stikine land in the same light. The strip 
of land which stretches along from Portland canal to Mount St. Elias with a breadth of 30 
miles, and which according to the treaty of Hl25 forms a part of Russian America, must 
eventually become the property of Great Britain, either as the direct result of the develop-
ment of gold, or for reasons which are now yet in the beginning, but whose results are cer-
tain. For it is clearly undesirable that the strip three hundred miles long and thirty miles 
wide which is only used by the Russians for the collection of furs and walrus teeth shall 
forever control the entrance to our very extensive northern territory. It is a principle of Eng-
land to acquire territory only as a point of defence. Canada, Nova Scotia, Malta the Cape 
of Good Hope, and the gTeat part of our Indian possessions, were all acquired as defensive 
points. In Africa, India, and China the same rule is to-day followed by the government. 
With a power like Russia it would perhaps be more diffieult to get ready, but if we need the 
sea-coast to help us in our business in the precious metals with the interior and for defence, 
then we must have it. The United States needed Florida and Louisiana and they took them. 
We need the shore of New Norfolk and New Cornwall. . 
It is just as much the destiny of our Anglo-~orman race to possess the whole of Russian 
America, however wild and inhospitable it may be, as it has been the destiny of the Russian 
Northmen to prevail over northern Europe and Asia. As the wandering Jew and his phan-
tom in the tale of Eugene Sue, so will the Anglo-Norman and the Russian yet look upon 
each other from the opposite side of Behring straits. Between the two races the northern 
half of the Old and New World must be ilivided. America must be ours. 
''The present development of the precious metals in our hyperborean Eldorado will most 
probably hasten the annexation of the territory in question. It can hardly be doubted that 
the gold region of the Stildne extends away to the western source of the Maekenzie. In this ' 
case the increase of the business and of the population will exceed our most sanguine expec-
tations. Who shall reap the profit of this 7 The mouths of rivers have as well before as since the 
time of railroads controlled the business of the interior. For our national ptide, the thought, 
however, is unbearable that the Russian eagle should possess a point which owes its importance 
to the British lion. The mouth of the Stikine must be ours, or at least an outer harbor must 
be established on British soil from which our steamers can pass the Russian girdle. Fort 
Simpson, Dundas Laud, Portland canal, or some other convenient poi.nt, must be selected 
for this purpose. The necessity of speedy action in order to secure the control of the Stikine 
is apparent. If we let slip the opportunity, so shall we permit a Russian state to arrive at 
the door of a British colony. 
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Thus, if we may credit this colonbl ejaculation, caught up and preserved by 
German science, the Russian possessions were destined to round and complete 
the domain of Great Britain on this continent. 'l'he Russian " eagle" was to 
give way to the British "lion." The Anglo-Norman was to be master as far 
as Behring straits, across which he might survey his Russian neighbor. How 
this was to be accompli::;hed is not precisely explained. 'l'he promises of gold 
on the Stikine failed, and it is not improbable th!lt this colonial plan was as un-
substantiaL Colonists become excited easily. This is not the first time in 
which Russian America has been menaced in a similar way. During the 
Crimean war there seemed to be in Canada a spirit not unlike that of the Van-
couver journalist, unless we are misled by the able pamphlet of Mr. A. K. 
Roche, of Quebec, where, after describing Russian America as ''richer in re-
sources and capabilities than it has hitherto been a1lowed to be either by the 
English who shamefully gave it up, or by the Russians who cunningly obtained 
it," the author urges an expedition for its conquest and annexation. His pro-
position fell on the happy termination of the war, but it exists as a warning, 
with anotice also of a former English title, "shamefully" abandoned. 
This region is distant enough from Great Britain ; but there is an incident of 
past history which shows that distance from the metropolitan government has 
not excluded the idea of war. Great Britain could hardly be more jealous of 
Russia on these coasts than was Spain in a former day, if we may credit there-
port of Humboldt. I quote again his authoritative work, Essai Politique sur 
la Nouvelle Espagne, (tom. 1, page 345,) where it is recorded that as early as 
1788, even while peace was still unbroken, the Spaniards could not bear the idea 
of Russians in this region, and when in 1790 the Emperor Paul declared war on 
~pain, the hardy project was formed of an expedition from the Mexican ports of 
Monterey and San Blas against the Russian colonies, on which the philosophic 
traveller remark8, in words which are recalled by the Vancouver manifesto, that 
"if this project had been executed the world would have witnessed two nations 
in conflict, which, occupying the opposite extremities of Europe, found them-
selves neighbors in another hemi~phere on the eastern and western boundaries 
of their vast empires." Thus notwithstanding an intervening circuit of half 
the globe, two great powers were about to encounter rach other on these coasts. 
But l hesitate to believe that the British of our day in any considerable numbers 
have adopted the early Spanish disquietude at the presence of Russia on this 
continent. 
The amity o/ Russia. 
5. There is still another consideration concerning this treaty which must not 
be disregarded. It attests and assures the amity of Russia. Even if you doubt 
the value of these possessions, the treaty is a sign of friendship. It is a new 
expression of that etente cord£ale between the two po~ers which is a phenome-
non of history. '!'hough unlike in institutions, they are not unlike in recent 
experience. Sharers of a common glory in a great act of emancipation, they 
also share together the opposition or antipathy of other nations. Perhaps this 
experience has not been without its effect in bringing them together. At all 
events, no coldnees or unkindness has interfered at any time with their good 
relations. • 
The archives of the State Department show an uninterrupted cordiality be-
tween the two governments dating far back in our history. More than once 
Russia has offered her good offices between the United States and Great 
Britsin; once, also, she was a recognized arbitrator. She offered her mediation, 
to prevent war in 1812, and again, by her mediation in 1815, brought about 
peace. Afterwards it was under her arbitration that questions with Great 
Britain arising under the treaty of Ghent were amicably settled in 1822. But it 
was during our recent troubles that we felt more than ever her friendly senti-
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ments, although it is not improbable tl1at the accident of position and of distance 
had its influence in preserving these undisturbed. The rebellion, which tempted 
so many other powers into its embrace, could not draw Russia from her habitual 
good will. Her solicitude for the Union was early declared. She made no un-
justifiable concession of ocean belligerency, with all its immunities and powers, 
to 1·ebels in arms against the Union. She furnished no hospitality to rebel 
cruisers ; nor was any rebel agent ever received, entertained, or encouraged at 
St. Petersburg; while, on the other hand, there was an understanding that the 
United States should be at liberty to carry prizes into Russian ports. So 
natural and easy were the relations between the two governments that such 
complaints as incidentally arose on either side were amicably adjusted by verbal 
explanations without any written controversy. 
,Positive acts occurred to strengthen these relations. As early as 1861 the 
two governments came to an agreement to act together for the establishment of 
a connection between San Francisco and St. Petersburg by an inter-oceanic tele-
graph across Behring straits ; and this agreement was subRequently sanctioned 
by Congress. Meanwhile occurred the visit of the Russian fleet in the winter 
of Hl63, which was intended by the Emperor and accepted by the United States 
as a friendly demonstration. rrhis was followed by a communication of the 
Secretary of State, dated 26th December, 1864, in the name of the President, 
inviting the Archduke Constantine to visit the United States, in which it was 
suggested that such a visit would be "beneficial to us and by no means unpro-
fitable to Russia," but forbearing" to specify reasons," and assuring him that, 
coming as a national guest, he would receive a cordial and most demonstrative 
welcome. Affairs in Russia prevented the acceptance of this invitation. After-
wards, in the spring of 1866, Congress, by solemn resolution, declared the sym-
pathies of the people of the United States with the Emperor on his escape from 
the madness of an assassin, and Mr. Fox, at the time Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy, was appointed to take the resolution of Congress to the Emperor, and, in 
~ischarge of this trust, to declare the friendly sentiments of our country for Russia. 
He was conveyed to Oronstadt in the monitor Miantonomoh, the most formidable 
ship of our navy ; and thus this agent of war became a messenger of peace. 
~rhe monitor and the minister in Russia were received with unbounded hos-
pitality. 
In relations such as I have described the cession of territory seems a natural 
transaction entirely in harmony with the past. It remains to hope that it may 
be a new link in an amity which, without effort, has overcome differences of in-
stitutions and intervening space on the globe. 
SHALL THE TREATY BE RATIFIED? 
Such are some of the obvious considerations of a general character bearing on 
the treaty. The interests of the Pacific States; the extension of the national 
domain; the extension of republican institutions; the foreclosure of adverse 
British posst>ssions and the amity of Russia; these are the points which we have 
passed in review. Most of thesA, if not all, are calculated to impress the public 
mind; but I can readily understand a difference of opinion with regard to the 
urgency of negotiation at this hour. Some may think that the purchase-money 
and the annual outlay which must follow might have been postponed for another 
decade, while Russia continued in possession as a trustee for our benefit. And 
yet some of the reasons for the treaty do not seem to allow delay. 
At all events, now that the treaty has been signed by plenipotentiaries on 
each side duly empowered, it is difficult to see how we can refuse to complete 
the purchase without putting to hazard the friendly relations which happily sub-
sist between the United States and Russia. The overtures originaUy proceeded 
from us. After a delay of years, and other intervening propositions, the bargain 
was at length concluded. It is with nations as with individuals. A bargain 
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once made must be kept. Even if still open to consideration, it must not be 
lightly abandoned. I am satisfied that the dishonor of this treaty, after what 
has passed, would be a serious responsibility for our country. As an interna-
tional question, it would be tried by the public opinion of the worlil, and there 
are many who, not appreoiating the requirement of our Constitution by which a 
treaty must have "the advice and consent of the Senate," would rt-gard its rejec-
tion as bad faith. There would be jeers at us and jeers at Russia also ; at us 
for levity in making overtures, and at Russia for levity in yielding to them. 
Had the Senate been consulted in advance, before the treaty was signed or 
either power publicly committed, as is often done on important occasions, it 
would now be under less constraint. On such a consultation there would have 
been an opportunity for all possible objections, and a large latitude to a reason-
able discretion. Let me add that, while forbearing objection now, I hope that 
this treaty may not be drawn into a precedent, at least in the independent manner 
of its negotiation. I would save to the Senate an important power that justly 
belongs to it. 
A CAVEAT. 
But there is one other point on which I file my caveat. r.rhis treaty must not 
be a precedent for a system of indiscriminate and costly annexation. Sincerely 
believing that republican institutions under the primacy of the United States 
must embrace this whole continent, I cannot adopt the sentiment of Jefferson, 
who, while confessing satisfaction in settlements on the Pacific coast, saw there 
in the future nothing but ''free and independent Americans," bound to the 
United States only by "ties of blood and interest" without political unity. Nor 
am I willing to restrain myself to the principle so tersely expressed by Andrew 
Jackson, in his letter to President Monroe: "Concentrate our population, con-
fine our frontier to proper limits, until our country, to those Hmits, is filled with 
a dense population." But I cannot disguise my anxiety that every stage in our 
predestined future shall be by natural processes without war, and [ would add, 
even without purehase. There is no territorial aggrandizement which is worth 
the price of blood. Only under peculiar circumstances can it become the sub-
ject of pecuniary contract. Our triumph should be by growth and organic 
expansion in obedience to "pre-established harmony," recognizing always the 
will of those who are to become our fellow-citizens. All this must be easy if 
we are only true to ourselves. Our motto may be that of Goethe, "Without 
haste, without rest." Let the republic be assured in tranquil liberty with all 
equal before the law, and it will conquer by its sublime example. More happy 
than Austria, who acquired possessions by marriage, we shall acquire them by 
the attraction of republican institutions-
'' Bella gerant, alii ; tu, felix Austria, nube ; 
Nam qme Mars aliis, dat tibi regna Venus." 
The famous epigram will be just as applicable to us, inasmuch as our acquisi-
tions will be under the sanction of wedlock to the republic. There may be 
wedlock of a people as well as of a prince. Meanwhile our first care should be 
to improve and elevate the republic, whose sway will be so comprehensive. 
Plant it with schools; cover it with churches ; fill it with libraries; make it 
abundant with comfort so that poverty shall disappear; keep it constant in the 
assertion of human rights. And here we may fitly recall those words of anti-
quity, which Cicero quoted from the Greek, and which Webster in our day 
quoted from Cicero: "You have a Sparta; adorn it." 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION UPON RUSSIAN AMERICA. 
I am now brought to consider the character of these possessions and their 
probable value. H ere I am obliged to confess a dearth of authentic information 
easily accessible. There are few among us who read Russian, so that works in 
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this language are locked up from the world. One of these, in two large and 
showy volumes, is now before me, entitled "A Historical Survey of the Formation 
of the Russian American Company, and its Progress to the Present Time, ·• by 
P. Teshmenew, St. Petersburg. The first volume appeared in 1860, and the 
second in 1863. Here, among other things, is a tempting engraving of Sitka, 
wrapped in mists, with the sea before and the sn.ow-capped mountains darkened 
with forest behind. Judging from the table of contents, which has been trans-
lated for me by a Russian, the book ought to be instructive. There is also 
another Russian work of an official character, which appeared in 1861 at St. 
Petersburg, in the IVIorskoi Sbornic!~, or Naval Review, and is entitled'' Ma-
terials for the History of the Russian Colonies on the Coasts of the Pacific." 
· The report of Captain Lieutenant Golowin, made to the Grand Duke Constan-
tine in 1861, with which we have become acquainted through a scientific German 
journal, appeared originally in the same revrew. These are recent productions. 
After the early voyages of Behring, first ordered by Peter the Great and super-
vised by the Imperial Academy at St Petersburg, the spirit of geographical 
research seems to have subsided at St. Petersburg. Other enterprises absorbed 
the attention; And yet I would not do injustice to the voyages of Billings, 
recounted by Sauer, or of Lisiansky1 Krusenstern, and Langsdorf, or of Kotze-
bue, under the auspices of Russia, the last of which may compare with any as a 
contribution to science. I may add Lutke also; but Kotzebue was a worthy 
successor to Behring and Cook. 
Beside these official contributions, most of which are by no means fresh, there 
are materials derived from casual navigators, who, scudding these seaa, rested 
in the harbors there as the water-fowl on its flight; from whalemen, who were 
there merely as Nimrods of the ocean; or from adventurers in quest of the rich 
furs which it furnished. There are also the gazetteers and geographies ; but 
they are less instructive on this head than usual, being founded on information 
now many years old. 
Perhaps no region of equal extent on the globe, unless we except the interior 
of Africa or possibly Greenland, is as little known. Here I do not speak for 
myself alone. A learned German, whom I have already quoted, after saying 
that the explorations have been limited to the coast, testifies that " the interior, 
not only of the continent, but even of the island of Sitka, is to-day unexplored, 
and is in every respect terra incognita." The same has been repeated of the 
islands also. Admiral Li:i.tke, whose circumnavigation of the globe began in 
1825, and whose work bears date in 1~35, says of the Aleutian archipelago, 
that ''although frequented for more than a century by Russian vessels and 
those of other nations, it is to-day almost as little known as in the time of 
Cook." Another writer of authority, the compiler of the official work on the 
People of Rm5sia, published as late as 1862, speaks of the iuterior as "a mys-
tery." And yet another says that our ignorance with regard to this region 
would make it a proper scene for a chapter of Gulliver's Travels. 
Where so little was known there was scope for invention. Imagination was 
made to supply the place of knowledge, and poetry pictured the savage desola-
tion in much-admired verse. Campbell, in the Pleasures of Hope, while ex-
ploring "earth's loneliest bounds and ocean's wildest shore," reaches this region, 
which he portrays: 
"Lo! to tbe wintry \vinds tbe pilot yields, 
His bark careering o'er unfatbomed fields. 
Now far he sweeps, where scarce a summer smiles, 
On Behring's rocks, or Greenland's naked isles; 
Cold on his miduight watch the breezes blow, 
From wastes that slumber in eternal snow, 
And waft across the wave·s tumultuous roar• 
The wolf's long howl from Oonalaslut' s shore.'' 
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All of which, so far at least as it describes this region, is inconsistent with the 
truth. rrhe poet ignores the isothermal line, which plays such a conspicuous 
part on the Pacific coast. Here the evidence is positive. Portlock, the navi-
gator, who was there toward the close of the last century, after describing 
Cook's inlet, which is several degrees north of OonalaRka, records his belief 
"that the climate here is not so severe as has been generally supposed; for in 
the course of traffic with the natives they frequently brought berries of several 
sorts, and in 11articular blackberries, equally fine with those met with in Eng-
land." (Voyage, p. 118.) Kotzebue, who was here later, records that he 
found the weather "pretty warm at Oonalaska." (Voyage, vol. 1, p. 27 5.) 
South of the Aleutians the climate is warmer still. The poet ignores natural 
history also as regards the distribution of animals. Curiously enough, it does 
not appear that there are "wolves?' on any of the Aleutians. Coxe, in his 
work on Russian Discoveries, (p. 17 4,) records that "reindeer, bears, wolves, 
and ice-foxes are not to be found on these islands." But he was nevel' there. 
Meares, who was in those seas, says "the onl:IJ animals on these islands are 
foxes, some of which are black." (Voyage, vol. 1, p. 16.) Cook, who was at 
Oonalaska twice, and once made a prolonged stay, expressly says, "l!..,oxes and 
weasels were the only quadrupeds we saw; they told us that they had hares 
also." (Voyage, vol. 2, p. :H8) But quadrupeds like these hardly sustain the 
exciting picture. 'l'he same experienced navigator furnishes a glimpse of the 
inhabitants as they appeared to him, which would mak~ us tremble if the 
"wolves" of the poet were numerous. He says that "to all appearance they 
are the most peaceable, inoffensive people he ever met with;" and Cook had 
been at Otaheite. "No such thing as an offensive or defensive weapon was 
seen amongst the natives of Oonalaska." (IMd., pp. 509, 515.) rrhen at least 
the inhabitants did not share the ferocity of the "wolves" and of the climate. 
A.uother navigator fascinates us by a description of the boats of Oonalaska, 
which struck him "with amazement beyond expression;" and he goes on to 8ay, 
"If perfect symmetry, smoothness, and proportion constitute beauty, they are 
beautiful beyond anything that I ever beheld. I have seen some of them as 
transparent as oiled paper." (Billings's Voyages, p. 15.) But these are the 
very boats that buffet "the wave's tumultuous roar," while "the breezes" waft 
the ~~wolf's long howl." This same navigator introduces another feature. Ac-
cording to him the Russians sojourning there "seem to have no desire to leave 
this place, where they enjoy that indolence so pleasing to their minds." ( P. 
161.) The lotus eaters of Homer were no better off. The picture is com-
pleted by another touch from Liitke. Admitting the want of trees on the 
island, the admiral suggests that their place is supplied not only by luxuriant 
grass, but by wood thrown upon the coast, including trunks of camphor from 
Chinese and Japanese waters, and "a tree which gives forth the odor of the 
rose." (Voyage, tom. 1, p·. 132.) Such is a small portion of the testimony, 
most of which was in print before the poet wrote. 
Nothing has been written about this 1egion, whether the coast or the islands, 
more authentic or interesting than the narrative of Captain Cook on his third 
and last voyage. ·He saw with intelligence, and described with clearness almost 
elega,nt. The record of Captain Portlock's voyage from London to the north-
west coast in 1786, 1787, and 1788 seems to be honest, and is instructive. 
Captain Meares, whose voyage was contemporaneous, saw and exposed the im-
portance of trade between the northwest coast and China. Vancouver, who 
came a little later, has described some parts of this coast. La Perouse, the 
unfortunate French navigator, has afforded another picture of the coast painted 
with French colors. Before him was La Maurelle, a l!""'renchman sailing in the 
service of Spain, who was on the coast in 1779, a portion of whose journal is 
preserved in the appendix to the volumes of La Perouse. After him was Mar-
chand, also a Frenchman, who, during a voyage round the world, stopped here 
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in 1791. The voyage of the latter, published in three quartos. is accompanied 
by an Historical Introduction, which is a mine of information on all the voy-
ages to this coast. 'rhen came the several successive Russian voyages already 
mentioned. Later came the Voyage Round the World by Captain Belcher, with 
a familiar sketch of life at Sitka, where he stopped in 1837, and an engraving 
representing the arsenal and light-house there. Then came the Journey Round 
the World in 1841 and 1842 by Sir George Simpson, governor-in-chief of the 
Hudson Bay Company, containing an account of a visit to Sitka and the hos-
pitality of Hs governor. 'ro these I may add the Nautical :Magazine for 1849, 
volume 18, which contains a few excellent pages about Sitka; the Journal of 
the London Geograpical Society for 1841, volume 11, and for 1852, volume 12, 
where this region is treated under the head of Arctic Languages and Animal Life; 
Burney's Russian and N ortheai'tern Voyages ; the magnificent work entitled 
Les Penples de la Russie, which appeared at St. Petersburg in 1862, on the 
tenth centennial anniversary of the foundation of the Russian empire, a copy of 
which is in the Astor library; the very recent work of Murray on the Geo-
graphical Distribution of Mammals; the work of Sir John Richardson, Fauna 
Bor~ali-Americana; Latham on Nationalities, in the chapters which treat of the 
population of Russian America; the Encyclopedia Britannica; and the admirable 
Atlas of Physical Geography, by Keith Johnston. I mention also an elaborate 
article by Holmberg, in the Transactions of the Finland Society of Sciences at 
Helsingfors, said to be replete with information on the ethnography of the north-
west coast. · 
Perhaps the most precise and valuable information has been contributed by 
Germany. The Germans ar~ the best of geographers; besides many Russian 
contributions are in German. MUller, who recorded the discoveries ·of Behring, 
was a German. N otbing more important on this subject has ever appeared than 
the German work of the Russian Admiral Von Wrangel, Statistische und Eth-
nographische Nachrichteu iiber die Russichen Besitzungen an der Nordwestkiiste 
von America, first published by Baer in his Russian Beitrage in 1839. There 
is also the Verhandlungen der Russisch-Kaiserlichen Mineralogischen Ges-
sellschaft zu St. Petersburg, 1848 and 1849, which contains an elaborate article, 
in itself a volume, on the orography and geology of the northwest coast and 
the adjoining islands, at the end of which is a bibliographical list of the works 
and materials illustrating the discovery and history of the west half of North • 
America and the neighboring seas. I may also refer generally to the Archiv 
filr vVissenschaftliche Kund von Russland, edited by Erman, but especially the 
volume for 1863, containing the abstract of Golowin's report on the Russian 
Colonies in North America, as it appeared originally in the Morskoi Sbornich. 
Besides these there are W appaus Handbuch von Geographic und Statistik von 
Nord Amerika, published at Leipsic in 1855; Peterman in his Mittheilungen 
i.i.ber wichtige neue Erforschungen auf dem gesammtgebiete der Geographie for 
1856, vql. 2, p. 486; for 1859, vol. 5, p. 41; and for 1863, vol. 9, pp. 70, 236, 
277, 278; Kittlitz DenkwUrdigkeiten einer Reise nach dem Russischen America 
a,uch Kamtschatka, published at Gotha in 1858 ; also, by the same author, 'rhe 
Vegetation of the Coasts and Islands of the Pacific, translated from the Ger-
man and published at London in 1861. · 
Much recent information has been derived from the great companies possess-
ing the monopoly of trade here. L::ttterly there has been an unexpected pur-
veyor in the Russian American Telegraph Company, under the direction of 
Colonel Charles L. Bulkley, and here our own countrymen come to help us. 'l'o 
this expedition we are indebted for authentic evidence with regard to the char-
acter of the country and the great rivers which traverse it. The Smithsonian 
Institution and the Chicago Academy of Sciences co-operated with the Tele-
grap}:l Company in the investigation of the Natural History of the region. Major 
Kennicott, a young naturalist, originally in the serv'ice of the Institution, and 
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Director of the Museum of the Chicago Academy, was the enterprising chief 
of the Youcan division of the expedition. While in the midst of his valuable 
labors he died suddenly in the month of May last at Nulato, on the banks of 
the great river, the Kvichpak, which may be called the Mississippi of the 
North, far away in the interior and on the confines of the Arctic Circle, where 
the sun was vi;ible all night. Even after death he was still an explorer. From 
this remote outpost his remains, after descending the unknown river in an 
E~quimaux boat of seal-skins, steered by the faithful comlJanion of his labor:::, 
were transported by way of Panama to his home at Chicago, where he now 
lies buried. Such an incident cannot be forgotten, and his name will always 
remind us of courageous enterprise; before which distance and difficulty disap-
peared. He was not a beginner when he entered into the service of the r.rele-
graph Company. Already he had visited the Youcan country by the way of 
the Mackenzie river, and contributed to the Smithsonian Institution important in-
formation with regard to its geography and natural history, some of whic~1 will 
be found in their reports. Nature in novel forms was open to him. The birds 
here maintained their kingdom. All about him was the mysterious breeding-
place of the canvas-back duck, who8e eggs, never before seen by a naturalist, 
covered acres. · 
If we look to maps for information, here again we find ourselves disappointed. ' 
Latterly the coast is outlined and described with reasonable completeness ; so 
also are the islands. This is the contribution of navigators and of recent Rus-
sian charts. But the interior is little more than a blank, calling to mind '' the 
pathless downs," where, according to Prior, the old geographers " place ele-
phants instead of towns." I have already referred to what purports to be a 
"General Map ot the Russian Empire," published by the Academy of Sciences 
at St. Petersburg, in 1776, and republished at London, in 1787, where Russian 
America does not appear. I might mention, also, that Captain Cook complained 
in his day of the Russian maps as "wonderfully erroneous." On his return, 
English maps recorded his explorations and the names he assigned to different 
parts of the coast. rrhese were reproduced in St. Petersburg, and the Russian 
copy was then reproduced in London, so that geographical knowledge was very 
little advanced. Some of the best maps of this region are by German:;, who 
always excel in maps. Here, for instance, is an excellent map of Aleutian 
islands and the neighboring coasts, especially to illustrate their orography and 
geography, which will be found at the end of the volume of "Transactions of 
the Imperial Mineralogical Society" at St. Petersburg, to which I have already 
referred. 
Late maps attest the tardiness of information. Here, for instance, is an ex-
cellent map of North America, purporting to be publil:lhed by the Geographical 
Institute of Weimar as late as 1859, on which we have the Youcan pictured, 
very much like the Niger in Africa, as a large river meandering in the interior 
without any outlet to the sea. Here also i:; a Russian map of this very region, 
as late as 1801, in which the course of the Youcan is left in doubt. On other 
maps, as in the atlas of Keith J obnston, it is pictured under another name as 
entering into the frozen ocean. But the secret is penetrated at last. Rec.ent 
discovery by the enterprise of our citizens in the service of the Telegraph 
Company fixes that this river is an a:ffiuent of the Kvichpak, as the Missouri i.s an 
affinent of the Mississippi, and enters into Behring sea, by many mouth£, be-
tween the parallels of 64° and 65°. After the death of Major Kennicott a di-
vision of his party, with nothing but a skin boat, ascended the river to Fort 
Youcan, where it bifurcates, and descended it again to Nulato, thus establil:llting 
the entire course from its sources in the Rocky mountains for a distance ex-
ceeding a thousand miles. I have before me now an outline map j~st prepared 
by our Coast Survey, where this correction is made, but this is only the h.:1rbiu-
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ger of the maturer labors of our accomplished bureau when the coasts of this 
region are under the jurisdiction of the United States. 
In closing this abstract of authorities, being the chief sources of original 
information on this subject, I cannot forbear expressing my satisfaction that, 
with the exception of a single work, all these may be found in the congres-
sional library, now so happily enriched by the rare collection of the Smith-
sonian Institution. Sometimes individuals are like libraries; and this seems to 
be illustrated in the case of Professor Baird, of the Smithsonian Imtitution, 
who is thoroughly informed on all questions connected with the natural history 
of Russian America; and also of George Gibbs, esq., now of Washington, who 
is the depositary of valuable knowledge, the result of his own personal studies 
and observations with regard to the native races. 
CHARACTER AND VALUE OF RUSSIAN AMERICA. 
I pass now to a consideration of the character and value of these possessions 
as seen under these different heads : first, government; secondly, population; 
third1y, climate; fourthly, vegetable products; fifthly, mineral products; sixthly, 
furs; and seventhly, fiE>-heries. Of these I shall speak briefly in their order. 
'rhere are certain words of a general character, which I introduce by way of 
preface. I quote from Blodgett on the Climatology if tlze United States and 
qf tke temperate latitudes qf tke Nortk American continent: 
It is most surprising that so little is known of the great islands and the long line of coast 
from Puget sound to Sitka, ample as its resources must be even for recruiting the transient 
commerce of the Pacific, independent of its immense intrinsic value. To the region bor-
dering the northern Pacific, the finest maritime positions belong throughout its entire extent; 
and no part of the west of Europe exceeds it in the advantages of equable climate, fertile 
soil, and commercial accessibility of the eoast. The western slope of the Rocky mountain 
system may be included as a part of this maritime region, embracing an immense area from 
the forty·fifth to the sixtieth parallel and five degrees of longitude in width. The cultivable 
serviee of this district cannot be much less than three hundred thousand square miles. 
From this sketch, which is in the nature of a picture, I pass to the different 
heads. 
GOVERNMENT. 
I. The Russian settlements were for a long time without any regular govern-
ment. They were little more than temporary lodgments for purposes of trade, 
where the will of the stronger prevailed. 'l'be natives, who had enslaved each 
other, became in turn the slaves of these mercenary adventurers. Captain Cook 
records "the great subjection" of the natives at Oonalaska when he was there 
in 1778, and a Russian navigator, twenty years later, describes the islands gen-
eraJly, as ''under the sway of roving hunters more savage than any tribes he 
had hitherto met with." (Billings's Voyage, page 27 4.) At Oonalaska the 
Russians for a long time employed all the men in the chase, "taking the fruits 
of their labor to themselves." 
'rhe first trace of government which I find was in 1790, at the important 
island of Kodiak, or the Great Island, as it was called, where a Russian com-
pany was established under the direction of a Greek, by the name of Delareff, 
who, according to the partial report of a Russian navigator, ''governed with the 
strictest justice, as well natives as Ruasians, and established a school, where 
the young natives were taught the Russian language, reading and writing" 
(Billings, page 171.) Here were about fifty Russians, including officers of the 
company, and another person described as there "on the part of government 
to collect tribute." The establishment consisted of five houses after the 
Russian fashion; barracks laid out on either side somewhat like the boxes at 
a coffee-house, with different offices which are represented as follows: "An 
office of appeal to settle disputes, levy fines, and punish offenders by a regular 
trial: here Delareff presides, and I believe that few courts of justice pass a 
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sentence with more impartiality; an office of receival and delivery, both for the 
company and for tribute; the commissary's department; counting-house; all in 
this building, at one end of which is D~lareff's habitation." (Ibid, page 173.) 
If this picture is not overdrawn-and it surely is- affairs here did not im· 
prove with time. 
It seems that there were various small companies, of which that at Kodiak 
was the most considerable, all of which were finally fused into one large trading 
company, known as the Russian American Company, which was organized in 
1799, unde1· a charter from the Emperor Paul, with the power of administration 
throughout the whole region, including the coasts and the islands. In this re- · 
spect it was not unlike the East India Company, which has played such a part 
in English history; but it may be more properly compared with the Hudson 
Bay Company, of which it was a Russian counterpart. The charter was for a 
term of years, but it has been from time to time extended, and, as I understand, 
is now on the point of expiring. The powers of the company are sententiously 
described by the "Almanach de Gotha" for 1867, where, under the head of 
Russia, it says that "to the present time Russian America has been the property 
of a company." 
I know no limitation upon the company, except that latterly it has been 
bound to appoint its chief functionary, called "Administrator General," from 
the higher officers of the imperial navy, when he becomes invested with what 
are declared the prerogatives of a governor in Siberia. This requirement has 
doubtless secured the superior order of magistrates which the country has lat-
terly enjoyed. Among these have been Baron W ran gel, an admiral, who was 
there at the time of the treaty with Great Britain in 1825; Captain Koupreanoff, 
who had commanded the Azof, a ship of the line in the Black sea, and spoke 
English well; Captain Etholine; Admiral Fujurelm, who, after being there five 
years, was made governor of the province of the Amoor; Admiral W odski and 
Prince Macksoutoff, an admiral also, who is the present Administrator General. 
The term of service is ordinarily five years . 
The seat of government is the town of New Archangel, better known by its 
aboriginal name of Sitka, with a harbor as smooth and safe as a pond. Its 
present population cannot be far from one thousand souls, although even this 
is changeable. In the spring, when sailors leave for the t:ea and trappers 
for the chase, it has been reduced to as few as one hundred and eighty. It was 
not without a question that Sitka at last prevailed as the metropolis. Liitke 
sets forth reasons elaborately urged in favor of St. Paul on the island of Ko-
diak. (Voyage, tom., p. 153.) · 
The first settlement there was in 1800, by Baranow, the superintendent of 
the company, whose life was passed in this country, and whose name has been 
given to the island. But the settlement made slow progress. Lisiausky, who 
was there in 1804, records that "from his entrance into Sitka sound, there was 
not to be seen on the shore the least vestige of habitation." (P. 145.) The natives 
had set themselves against a settlement there. Meanwhile the seat of government 
was at Kodiak, of which we have an early and friendly glimpse. I quote what 
Lisiansky says, as exhibiting in a favorable light the beginning of that govern-
ment which has been transferred to the United States : 
The island of Kodiak, with the rest of the Russian settlements along the northwest coast 
of America, are superintended by a kind of governor general or commander-in-chief, who 
has agents under him, appointed, like himself~ by the company at Petersburg. The smaller 
settlements have each a Russian overseer. These overseers are chosen by the governor. and 
are selected for the office in consequence of their long services and orderly conduct. They 
have the power of punishing, to a certain extent, those whom they superintend; but are 
themselves amenable to the governor if they abuse their power by acts of injustice. The 
seat of government is on the harbor of St. Paul, which has a barrack, different storehouses, 
several respectable wooden habitations, and a church, the only one to be found on the coast.-
lbid., p. 214. 
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From this time the company seems to have established itself on the coast. 
Lisiansky speaks of "a single hunting party of nine hundred men, gathered 
from d\fferent places, as Alaska, Kodiak, Kenayr Cook's inlet, and commanded by 
thirty-six toyons, who are subordinate to the Russians in the service of the 
American company, and receive from them their orders." (Ibid., 153.) From 
another source I learn that the inhabitants of Kodiak and of the Aleutian islan~s 
were regarded as "immediate subjects of the company; " the males from eight-
een to fifty being bound to serve it for the term of three years each. '1 hey 
were employed in the chase. The population of Alaska and of the two great 
'bays, Cook's inlet and Prince William sound, were also subject to the company; 
but they were held to a yearly tax in furs without any regular service, and they 
could trade only with the company. Otherwise they were independent. This 
, seems to have been before the division of the whole into districts, all under the 
company, which, though primarily for the business of the company, may be re-
garded as so many distinct jurisdictions, each with local powers of government. 
Among these were two districts which I mention only to put aside, as not 
included in the present cession: (1.) The Kurile islands, being the group nest-
ling near the shores of Japan, on the Asiatic side of the dividing line between 
the two continents. (2.) The Ross settlement in California, now abandoned. 
'.rhete remain five other districts: (1.) The district of Atcha, with the bu-
reau at this island, ·embracing the two western groups of the Aleutians known 
as the Andreanowsky islands and the Rat islands; and also the group about 
Behring's island, which is not embraced in the present cession. (2.) The dis-
trict of Oonalaska, with the bureau at this island, embracing the Fox islands, 
the peninsula of Alaska to t~e meridian of the Shumagin islands, including 
these and also the Prybelov islands to the north of the peninsula. (3.) The dis-
trict of Kodiak, embracing the pen~nsula of Alaska east of the meridian of 
the Shumagin islands, and the coast westward to Mount St. Elias, with the 
adjacent islands, ir.cluding Kodiak, Cook's inlet, and Prince William sound; 
then northward along the coast of Bristol bay. and the country watered by the 
Nushagak and Kuskokwim rivers; all of which is governed from Kodiak with 
redoubts or palisaded stations at N ushagak, Cook's inlet, and Prince William 
sound. ( 4.) The northern district, embracing the country of the Kvichpak 
and of Norton's sound, under the direction of the commander of the redoubt at 
St. Michaels; leaving the country northward, with the islands St. Lawrence and 
St. Mathews, not embraced in this district, but visited direct from Sitka. (5.) 
rr'he di8trict of Sitka, emhracing the coast from Mount St. Elias, where the 
Kodiak district Ends, southward to the latitude of 54° 401 ; with the adjacent 
islands. But this district has been curtailed by a lease of the Russian Amer-
ican Company in 1839, for the space of ten years, and subsequently renewed, 
in which this company, in consideration ofthe annual payment of two thousand 
otter skins of Columbia river, underlets to the Hudson Bay Company all 
its franchise for the strip of continent between Cape Spencer at the north and 
the latitude of 540 401, excluding the adjacent islands. 
rrhe central government of all these districts is at Sitka, from which emanates 
all orders and instructions. Here also is the chief factory, from which supplies 
are forwarded to different places, and where the proceeds of the trade are col-
lected. 
'.rhe operations of the government may be seen in its receipts and expenditures, 
including its salaries and allowances. In the absence of a complete series of 
such statistics to the present time, I mass together what I have been able to 
glean in different fields, relating to particular years, knowing well its unsatis-
factory character. But each item has its instruction for us. 
The capital of the company, in buildings, wares, and vessels, in 1833, was 
said to be 3,658,577 rubles. In 1838 the company possessed twelve vessels, 
amounting together to fifteen hundred and fifty-six tons, most of which were 
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built at Sitka. According to Wappa,us, who follows Wrangel, the salaries of 
the officers and workmen of the company in 1832 amounted to 442,877 rubles. 
At that time the persons in itd service numbered 1,025, of whom 556 were 
Russians, 152 Creoles, and 317 Aleutians. In 1851 there were in the service of 
the company one staff officer, three officers of the imperial navy, one of-ficer of 
engineers, four civil officers, thirty religious officers, and 686 servants. The 
expenses of the company from 1826 to 1833, a period of seven years, were 
6,608,077 rubles. '_rhese become interesting to us when it is considered that, besides 
what was paid on account of furs, and the support oft he persons in the service of 
the company, were other items incident to government, such as ship-building, 
navigation, fortifications, hospitals, schools, and churches. From a later authority 
it appears that the receipts of the company, reported at St. Pet.ersburg for the 
year 1856, were 832,749 rubles, against expenses, 683,892rubles, incurred for 
"administration in Russia and the colonies, " insurance, transportation, and 
duties. The relative proportion of these different expenses does not appear. 
I have another report for 1857, where the revenue was 832,7 49 rubles, with ex-
penditures of 683,892 rubles, leaving the difference for dividends, which were 
fixed at 18 rubles a share. 
These are explained by other statistics, which I am able to give from the re-
port of Golowin, who furnishes the receipts and expenditures of the company 
from 1850 to 1859, inclusive. '!,he silver ruble, which is the money employed 
in the table, is taken at our Mint for seventy-five cents. 
Receipts from 1850 to 1859, inclusive. 
Silver rubles. 
Tea traffic ...........••...........•.....•..•......•....••...••...••••.. 4, 145, Po~ 79 
Sctle of furs ...................................•••......•.........••.... 1, 709, ]49 00 
Commercial licenses ...............••...•............•...•••.....•...... 2, 403, 296 Gl 
• Other traffics . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 170, 235 76 
TotaL ........................................................... 8, 528, 551, 13 
Expenditures/rom 1850 to 1859, inclusive. 
'Sustenance of the colony ............................................. .. 
Colonies churches ....•................................................. 
Benevolent institutions ................................................ . 
Principal administrative officers ......... ............................... . 
Tea duty .......................................•..........•......•.•. 
Transportation and packing- of tea ..................................... . 
Purchase and transportation of merchandise ............................. . 
Insurance of tea and merchandise ...................................... . 
Loss during war and by shipwreck ..................................... . 
Reconstruction of the company's house in St. Petersburg .........••...••.• 
Capital for the use of the poor ......................................... . 








21:3, 696 2~) 
217,026 55 





Total. ........................................... ~ . . • • . . .. . . • • . . 8, 528, 551 ] 3 
Analyzing this table we shall arrive at a clearer insight into the affairs of the 
company. If its receipts have been considerable, they have been subject to 
serious deductions. }-,rom the expenditures we may also learn something of the 
obligations we are about to assume. 
From another table I learn that during this same period 122,006 rubles were 
received for ice, mostly sent to California ; 26,399 rubles for timber, and 6,250 
rubles for coal. I think it not improbable that these items are included in the 
list of " receipts," under the term "other traffics." 
In Russia the churches belong to the government, and this rule prevails in 
these districts, where there are four Greek churches and five Greek chapels. 
rrhere is also a Protestant church at Sitka. I am glad to add that at the latter 
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place there is a public library, which some years ago contained seventeen hun-
dred volumes, together with journals, maps. atlases, and mathematical instru-
ments. In Atcha, Oonalaska, Kodiak, and Sitka, schools are said to have been 
maintained at the expeme of the company, though not on a very comprehensive 
scalP ; for Admiral Wrangel mentions only ninety boys as enjoying these ad-
vantages in 1839. In Oonalaska and Kodiak there were at the same time or-
phan asylums for girls, where there were in all about thirty. But the admiral 
adds that ''these useful institutions will, without doubt, be improved to the 
utmost." Besides these, which are confined to pat·ticular localities, there is said 
to be a hospital near every factory in all the districts. 
I have no means of knowing if these territorial subdivisions have undergone 
any recent modifications. 'rhey wi1l be found in the Russichen Besitzungen of 
Wrangel, published in 1839; in the Geographie of Wrappaus in 1856, and in 
the Archiv von Russland of 1863, containing the article on the report of Gol-
owin. I am thus particular with regard to them from a double motive. Be-
sides helping to an understanding of the existing government, they may afford 
suggestions of practical importance in any future organization. 
The company has not been without criticism. Some of the pictures of it are 
by no means rose color. These, too, may furnish instruction for the future. 
Early in the century its administration was the occasion of open and repeated 
complaint. It was pronounced harsh and despotic. Langsdorf is indignant 
that " a free-trading company should exist independent of the government, not 
confined within any definite regulations, but who can exercise their authority 
free and uncontrolled, nay, even unpunished, over so vast an extent of country." 
In stating· the case he adds that "the Russian subject here enjoys no protection 
of his property, lives in no security, and if oppressed bas no one to whom he 
can apply for justice. The agents of the factories and their subordinates, influ-
enced by humor or interest, decide everything arbitrarily." (Voyages, vol. 2, p. " 
70.) And this arbitrnry power seemed to prevail wherever a factory was estab-
lished : "the stewardship in each single establishment is entirely despotic; 
though nominally depending upon the principal factory, these stewards do just 
what they please, without the pQssibility of being called to account." (Ibid., 
vol. 2, p. 69.) If such was the condition of Russians, what must have been 
that of the natives 1 Here the witness answers : "I have seen the Russian fur 
hunters dispose of the lives of the natives solely according to their own arbi-
trary will, and put these defenceless creatures to death in the most horrible man-
ner." (P. 70.) Krusenstern concurs in this testimony, and, if possible, darkens 
the colors. According to him, "every one must obey the iron rule of the agent 
of the American Company; nor can there be either personal property or indi-
vidual security where there are no laws. The chief agent of the American 
Company is the boundless despot over an extent of country which, comprising 
the Aleutian islands, stretches from 57° to 60° of latitude, and from 130° to 
190° of east longitude ;"~ ... !tnd he adds, in a note, "there are no courts of justice 
in Kodiak, nor in any of the company's possessions." (Voyages, vol. 2, p. 
107.) Kotzebue, who came later, while confessing his incompetency to speak on 
the treatment of the natives by the co~pany, declares his "wounded feelings 
and commiseration." (Voyage, vol. 3, p. 314.) It is too probable that the mel-
ancholy story of our own aborigines has been repeated here. As these criti-
cisms were by Russian officers, they must have had a certain effect. I cannot be-
lieve that the recent government, administered by the enlightened magistrates of 
whom we have heard, has been obnoxious to such terrible accusations; nor must 
it be forgotten that the report of Lisiansky, the other Russian officer, who was 
there at the same time, is much less painful. 
Baranow, who had been so long superintendent, retired in 1818. He is 
praised much by Langsdorf, who saw him in 1806, and by Li.itke, who was at 
Sitka in 1828. Both attribute to him a genius for his place and a disinterested 
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devotion to the interests of the company, whose confidence he enjoyed to the 
end. Although administering affairs here for more than a generation without 
rendering any accounts, he died poor. He was succeeded by Captain Hague-
meister. Since then, according to LUtke, an infinity of reforms has takon place, 
by which order and system have been introduced into the government. 
'rhe Russian officer, Captain Golowin, who visited these possessions in 1860, 
bas recommended certain institutional reforms, which are not without interest 
to us at this time. His recommendations concern the governor and the people. 
According to him the governor should be appointed by the Crown, with the 
concurrence of the company, removable only when his continuance is plainly 
injurious to the colony; he should be subject only to the Crown, and his 
powers should be limited, especially in regard to the natives ; he should provide 
protection for the colonists by means of cruisers, and should personally visit 
every district annually; the colonists, Cl'f~oles, and subject natives, such as the 
Aleutians, should be governed by magistrates of their own selection ; the name 
of" free creole" should cease; all disputes should be settled by the local magis-
trates, unless the parties desire an appeal to the governor; schools should be 
encouraged, and, if necessary, provided at the public expense. Surely these 
suggestions, which are in the nature of a reform bill, foreshadow a condition of 
self-government in harmony with republican institutions. 
It is evident that these Russian settlements, distributed through an immense 
region and far from any civilized neighborhood, have little in common with 
those of European nations elsewhere, unless we except those of Denmark, on 
the west coast of Greenland. Nearly all are on the coast or the islands. They 
are nothing but "villages," or "factories," under the protection of palisades. 
Sitka is an exception, due unquestionably to its selection as the headquarters 
of the government, and also to the eminent character of the governors who 
have made it there home. The executive masion and the social life there have 
been described by recent visitors, who acknowledged the charms of politeness 
on this distant northwestern coast. Liitke describes life among its fogs, and 
especially the attractions at the governor's house. This was in the time of 
Admiral Wrangel, whose wife, possessing a high education, embellished this 
wilderness by her presence, and exhibited the example of a refined and happy 
household. His account· of Sitkan hospitality differs in some respects from 
that of the English writers who succeeded. He records that :fish was the staple 
dish at the tables of functionaries as well as of the poor, and that the chief 
functionary himself was rarely able to have meat for dinner. During the 
winter a species of wild sheep, the musimon or argalis, also known in Siberia 
and hunted in the forests, furnished an occasional supply. But a :fish diet did 
not prevent his house from being delightful. 
Sir Edward Belcher, the English circumnavigator, while on his voyage round 
the world, stopped there. From him we have an account of the executive 
mansion and fortifications, which will not be out of place in this attempt to por-
tray the existing government. The house is of wood, described as "solid,'' 
one hundred and forty feet in length by seventy feet wide, of two stories, with 
lofts, capped by a light-house in the centre of the roof, which is covered with 
sheet iron. It is about sixty feet above the sea level, and completely commands 
all the anchorages in the neighborhood. Behind is a line of picketed logs 
twenty-five feet in height, flanked at the angles by block-houses, loop-holed, 
and furnished with small guns and swivels. The fortifications, when complete, 
"will comprise five sides, upon which forty pieces of cannon will be mounted, 
principally old ship guns, varying from twelve to twenty-four pounders." The 
arsenal is praised for the best of cordage in ample stores, and for the best arti-
ficers in every department. The interior of the Greek church was flmnd to be 
"splendid, quite beyond conception in such a place as this." The school and 
hospital had "a comparative cleanliness and much to admire, although a man .. 
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of-war's man's ideas of cleanliness are occasionally acute." But it is the social 
life which seems to have most surprised the gallant captain. After telling us 
that " on Sunday all the officers, civil and military, dine at the governor's," he 
introduces us to an evening party and dance, which the latter gave to show his 
English guest "the female society of Sitka," and records that everything 
"passed delightfully," especially that "the ladies, although self~taught. acquit-
ted themselves with all the ease and elegance communicated by European 
instruction." Sir Edward adds that "the society is indebted principally to the 
governor's elegant aud accomplished lady, who is of one of the first I-tussian 
families, for much of this polish." And he describes sympathetically her long 
journey through Siberia with her husband, "on horseback or mules, enduring 
great hardships in a most critical moment, in order to share with him the priva-
tious of this barbarous region." But according to him barbarism is disappear-
ing ; and he concludes by declaring that "the whole establishment appears to 
be rapidly on the advance, and at no distant period we may hear of a trip to 
Norfolk sound through America as little more than a summer excursion." 
(Belcher's Voyage, vol. 1, p. 107.) Is not this time near at hand ? 
Shortly afterwarde, Sir George Simpson, governor-in-chief of the Hudson 
B::ty Company, on his overland journey round the world, stopped at Sitka. He 
had just crossed the continent by way of the Heel river settlements to Vancou-
ver. He, too, seems to have been pleased. He shows us in the harbor "five 
sailing vessels, ranging between two hundred and three hundred and and fifty 
tons, besides a large bark in the offing in tow of a steamer," and he carries us 
to the executive mansion, already described, which reappears as "a suit of apart-
ments, communicating, according to the Russian fashion, with each other, all of 
the public rooms being handsomely decorated and richly furnished; command-
ing a view of the whole establishment, which was, in fact, a little village, while 
about half way down the rock two batteries on terraces frowned respectively 
over land and water." r.rhere was another administrator general since the visit 
of Sir Edward Belcher; but again the wife plays her charming part. After 
portraying her as a native of Helsingfors, in Finland, the visitor adds: "So this 
pretty and lady-like woman had come to this secluded home from the furthest 
extremity of the empire." Evidently in a mood beyond contentment, he says: 
" We sat down to a good dinner in the French style: Lhe party, in addition to 
our host and hostess and ourselves, comprising twelve of the compa:tq's officers." 
And his final judgment seems to be given when he says: "The good folks appear 
to live well. fJ.'he surrounding country abounds in the chevreuil, l roebuck,] the 
finest meat that I ever ate, with the single exception of moose, while in a little 
stream within a mile of the fort salmon are so plentiful that, when ascending 
the river, they have been known literally to embarrass the movements of a 
canoe." (Simpson's Journey, vol. 1, page 227.) Such is the testimony. 
With these concluding pictures, I turn from the government. 
POPULATION. 
II. I come now to the population, which may be considered in its numbers 
and in its character. In neither respect, perhaps, can it add much to the value 
of the country, except so far as native hunters and trappers are needed for the 
supply of furs. Professor Agassiz touches this point in a letter which I have 
just received from him, where he says: "To me the fact that there is as yet 
hardly any population would have great weight, as this secures the settlement 
to onr race." But we ought to know something at least of the people about to 
become the subjects of our jurisdiction, if not our fellow-citizens. 
First. In trying to arrive at an idea of their numbers, I begin with Lippin-
cott's Gazetteer, as it is the most accessible, according to which the whole popu-
lation in 1855, aboriginal, Russian, and Creole, was 61,000. The same estimate 
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appeara also in the London Imperial Gazetteer, and in the geographic of W ap-
paus. Keith Johnston, in his atlas, calls the population in 1852, 66,000. 
McCulloch, in the last edition of his Geographical Dictionary, puts it as high as 
72,375. On the other hand, the Almanack de Gotha for the present year, 
received only a few weeks ago, calls it in round numbers, 50,000. This esti-
mate seems to have been adopted substantially from the great work entitled 
Les Peuples de la Russie, which, from its character, I am disposed to consider 
as the best authority. 
Exaggerations are common with regard to the inhabitants of newly-acquired 
possessions, and this distant region has . been no exception. An enthusiastic 
estimate once placed its population as high as four hundred thousand. Long 
ago Schelekoff, an early Russian adventurer, reported that he had subjected to 
the Crown of Rus~ia fifty thousand "men " in the island of Kodiak alone. But. 
Lisiansky, who followed him there in 1805, says" the population of this island, 
when compared with its size, is very small." (Voyage, p. 193.) After the 
" minutest research " at that time, he found that it amounted only to four thou-
sand souls. It is much less now; probably not more than fifteen hundred. 
Of course it is easy to kriow the number of those within the immediate juris-
diction of the company. This is determined by a census from time to time. 
Even here the aborigines are the most numerous. Then come the Creoles, and 
last the Russians. But here you must bear in mind a distinction with regard to 
the former persons. In Spanish America all born there of European parentage 
are "Creoles;" in Russian America this term is applicable only to those whose 
parents are European and native-in other words, "half-breeds." According to 
Wrangel, in 1839, the census of dependents of the company in all its districts 
was 246 Russians, 684 Creoles, and 8,882 Aleutians and Kodiaks, being in all 
9,812. ~Of these 4,918 were men, and 4,804 were women. Here the number of 
Russians is small. There is another report a little later, preserved by W ap-
paus, which is not materially diffBrent. In 1851, according to the report of the 
company, there was an increase of Russians and Creoles, with a corresponding 
diminution of aborigines; being 505 Russians, 1,703 Creoles, and 7,055 abo-
rigines, in' all 9,283. In 1857 there were 644 Russians, 1,903 Creoles, and 
7,245 aborigines, in all 9,792, of whom 5,733 ·were men, and 4,659 were women. 
The increase from 1851 to 1857 was only 500, or about one per cent. annually. 
In 1860 there were ''some hundred" Russians, 2,000 Creoles, and 8,000 
aborigines, amounting in all to 10,540, of whom 5,382 were men, and 5,158 were 
women. I am thus particular with thesj details that you may see how station-
ary population has been even within the sphere of the company. 
'rhe number of Russians and Creoles in the whole colony at the present time 
cannot be more than 2,500. The numbers of aborigines under the direct gov-
ernment of the company may be 8,000. There remain also the mass of aborigi-
nes outside the jurisdiction of the company, and having only a temporary or 
casual contact with it for purposes of trade. In this respect they are not unlike 
the aborigines of the United States while in their tribal condition, described so 
often as "Indians not taxed." For the number of these outside aborigines I 
prefer to follow the authority of the recent work already quoted, Les Peuples de 
la Russie, according to which they are estimated at between forty and fifty 
thousand. 
Secondly. In speald~g of character, I turn to a different class of materials. 
The early Russians here were not pilgrims. They were mostly runaways, flee-
ing from justice. Langsdorf says that " the greater part of the inferior officers 
of the different settlements were Siberian criminals, malefactors, and adventurers 
of various kinds." (Voyages, vol. 2, p . 67.) Their single and exclusive business 
was the collection of furs, hom which they obtained the name of Promuschleniks, 
or fur collectors. But the name very early acquired a bad odor. Here again we 
have the same Russian authority, wlw, after ~;aying that the inhabitants of the 
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distant islands are under the superintendence of a Promiischlenik, adds, " which 
is, in other words, under that of a rascal, by whom they are oppressed, tormented, 
and plundered in every possible way." (Ibid., p. 70.) It must not be forgot-
ten that this authentic portrait is not of our day. 
The aborigines are all in common language called Esquimaux ; but they dif-
fer essentially from the Esquimaux of Greenland, and they also differ among 
themselves. Though popularly known by this famlly name, they have as many 
divisions and subdivisions, with as many languages and idioms, as France once 
had. There are large groups, each with its own nationality and language, and 
there are smaller groups, each with its tribal idiom. In short, the great problem 
of language is reached here. Its forms seem to be infinite. Scientific inquiry 
traces many to a single root, but practically they are different. Here is that 
.confusiou of tongues which yields only to the presence of civilization, and it 
becomes more remarkable, as the idiom is often confined to so small a circle . 
If we look at them ethnog-raphically we shall find two principa.l groups or races, 
the first scientifically known as Esqnimaux, and the r:'lecond as Indians. By 
another nomenclature, which has the sanction of aq.thority and of usage, they 
are divided into Esquimaux, Aleutians, Kenaians, and Koloschians, being four 
distinct groups. 'rhe Esquimaux and Aleutians are said to be Mongolian in 
origin. According to a rioubtful theory they passed from Asia to America. by 
the succession of islands beginning on the coast of Japan and extending to 
Alaska, which for this purpose became a bridge between the two continents. 
r~rhe Kenaians and Koloschians are Indians, belonging to known American 
races; so that the~e four groups are ethnographically resolved into two, and the 
two are resolved popularly into one. 
'!,here are general influences more or less applicable to all these races. The 
climate is peculiar, and the natural features of the country are commanding. Cool 
summers and mild winters are favorable to the huntsman and fisherman. Lofty 
mountains, volcanic forms, large rivers, numerous islands, and an extensive sea 
coast, constitute the great book of nature for all to read. None are dull. Gen-
erally they are quick. intelligent, and ingenious, excelling in the chase and in 
navigation, managing a boat as the rider his horse, until the man and the boat 
seem to be one. Some are very skilful with tools and exhibit remarkable taste. 
The sea is bountiful, and the land has its supplies. ~.,rom these they are satis-
fied. Better still, there is something in their nature which does not altogether 
reject the improvements of civilization. Unlike our Indians, they are willing 
to learn. By a strange superstition, which still continues, these races derive 
their descent from diffel'ent animals. Some are gentle and pacific ; others are 
warlike. All, I fear, are slaveholders; some are cmel task-masters; others in 
the interior are reputed to be cannibals. But the country back from the sea-
coast is still an undiscovered secret. 
1. Looking at them in their ethnographical groups, I begin with the Es7ui-
rnaux, who popularly give their name to the whole. They number about sev-
enteen thousand, and stretch along the indented coast from its eastern limit on 
the frozen ocean to the mouth of Copper river in 60° north latitude, excluding 
the peninsula of Alaska, occupied by the Aleutians, and the peninsula of Kenay, 
occupied by the Kenaians. More powerful races of Indian origin, following the 
courses of the great rivers northward and wetltward, have gradually crowaed 
the Esquimaux from the interior, until they constitute a belt on the salt water, 
including the islands of the coast, and especially Kodiak. Their various dia-
lects are traced to a common root, while the prevailing language betrays an 
affinity with the Esquimaux of Greenland, and the intervening country watered 
by the Mackenzie. They share the characteristics of that extensive family, 
which, besides spreading across the continent, occupies an extent of sea-coast 
greater than any other people of the globe, from which their simple navigation 
has sallied forth so as to give them the name of Phoonicians of the North. 
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Words exclusively belonging to the Esquimaux are found in the dialects of 
other races completely strangers to them, as Phrenician sounds are observed in 
the Celtic speech of Ireland. 
The most known of the Russian Esquimaux is the small tribe now rem::tining 
on the island of Kodiak, which from the beginning has been a centre of trade. 
Although by various intermixture they already approach the Indians of the 
coast, losing the Asiatic type, their speech remains as a distinctive sign of their 
racl'. They are Esquimaux, and I describe them in order to give an idea of 
this people. 
The men are tall, with copper skins, small black eyes, flat faces, and teeth of 
dazzling whiteness. Once the women pierced the nostrils, the lower lip, and the 
ears for ornaments; but now only the nostrils are pierced. 'rhe aboriginal cos-
tume is still preserved, especially out of doors. Their food is mostly from the 
sea, without the roots or berries which the island supplies. The flesh and oil 
of the whale are a special luxury. The oil is drunk pure or to season other 
food. Accustomed to prolonged abstinence, they exhibit at times au appetite 
amounting to prodigy. In one night six meu were able to devour the whole of 
a large bear. A strong drink made from the strawberry and myrtle, producing 
the effect of opium, has yielded to brandy. Sugar and tea are highly esteemed; 
but snuff is a delight. Lisiansky records that they would go out of their way 
twenty miles merely for a pinch of snuff. They have tools of their own, which 
they use with skill. Their baidars, or canoes, are distinguished for complete-
ness of finish and beauty of form. Unlike those of the Koloschians, lower do,vn 
on the coast,which are hollowed from the trunks of trees, they are of seal-skins 
stretched on frames, with a single aperture in the covering to receive th e person 
of the master. 'l'he same skill appears in the carving of wood, whalebone and 
walrus ivory. Their general mode of life is said to be !ike that of other tribes 
on the coast. To all else they add a knowledge of the healing art and a passion 
f0r gaming. 
Opposite to Kodiak, on the main land to the east, are the Tshugatchi, a kin-
dred tribe, speaking the same language, but a different dialect. 'l'o the north 
is a succession of kindred tribes, differing in speech, and each with local pecu-
liarities, but all are represented as kind, courteous, hospitable, and merry. It is a 
good sign that merriment should prevail. Their tribal names are derived from a 
neighboring river or some climatic circumstance. Thus, for instance, those on the 
mighty Kwichpak have the name of Kwichpakmutes, or" inhabitants of the great 
river." Those on Bristol bay are called by their cousins of Norton sound Akh-
konghmutes, or ''inhabitants of the warm country;" and the same designation is 
applied to the Kodiaks. Warmth, like other things in this world, is comparative, 
and to an Esq uimaux at 64° north latitude, another five degrees further south 
is in a" warm country." 'rhese northern tribes have been visited lately by 
our telegraphic exploring expedition, who report especially their geographical 
knowledge and good disposition. As the remains of .Major Kennicott descended 
the Kwichpak they were not without sympathy from the natives. Curiosity 
also had its part. At a village where the boat rested for the night the chief an-
nounced that it was the first time white men had ever been seen there. 
2. 'l'he Aleutians, sometimes called western Esquimaux, number about three 
thousand, By a plain exaggeration, Knight, in his Cyclopedia if Geography, 
puts them at twenty thousand. Their home .is the archipelago of volcanic 
islands, whose name they bear, and also a portion of the contiguous peninsula 
of Alaska. 'l'he well-defined type has already disappeared; but the national 
dress continnes still. 'l'his is a long shirt with tight sleeves, made from the 
skins of birds, either the sea-parrot or the diver. 'l'his dress, which is called 
the parka, is indispensable as clothing, blanket, and even as habitation 
during a voyage, being a complete shelter against winu and cold. They, too, 
are fishermen and huntsmen ; but they seem to excel as artificers. Their 
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instruments and utensils have been noted for beauty, and their braidars .were 
pronounced by Sauer ''infinitely superior to thoRe of any other island." Still 
another navigator declares them to be " the best means yet discovered to go from 
place to place, either upon the deepest or shallowest water, in the q nicke~t, 
easiest, and safest manner possible." (Langsdorf's Voyage. vol. 1, p. 43.) 
These illustrate their nature, which is finer than that of their neighbors. They 
are at home on the water, and excite admiration by the skill with which they 
manage their elegant craft, so that Admiral Liitke recognized them as CosEacks 
of the sea. 
Ounalaska is the principal of these islands, and from the time they were first 
visited seems to have excited a peculiar interest. Captain Cook paiuted it 
kindly; so have succeeding navigators. Aud here have lived the islanders 
who seem to have given to navigators a new experience. Alluding especially 
to them, the reporter of Billings's voyage says: "The capacity of the natives 
of these islands infinitely surpasses every idea that I had formed of the abilities 
of savages." (P. 273.) There is another remark of this authority which shows 
how they had yielded, even in their favorite dress, to the demands of commerce. 
After saying that formrrly they had worn-garments of sea-otter, he pathetically 
adds, "bnt not since the Russians have had any intercourse with them." 
( P. 155.) Poor islanders! Exchanging choice furs, once their daily wear, for 
meaner skins. 
3. The ](enaians, numbering as n1any as twenty-five thousand, take their 
common name from the peninsula of Kenay, with Cook's inlet on the north and 
Prince William sound on the south. Numerous beyond any other family in 
H.ussian America, they belong to a wide -spread and teeming Indian mce, which 
occupies all the northern interior of the continent, stretching from Hudson bay 
in the east to the Esquimaux in the west. This is the great nation called some-
times Athabascan, or from the native name of the Rocky mountains, on whose 
flanks they live, Ohepewyan, but more properly designated as rrinneh, with 
branches in southern Oregon and northern California, and then again with other 
offshoots, known as the Apaches and Navajoes, in Arizona, New Mexico, and 
Chihuahua, more than thirty parallels of latitude from the parent stern. Of this 
extended race, the northwestern branch, known to travellers as Loucheux, and 
in their own tongue as Kutchin, after occupying the inner portion of Hussian 
America on the Y oukon and the Porcupine reached the sea-coast at Cook's 
inlet, wh ere it appears under the name of K enaians. r.rhe latter are said to 
bear about the same relat ion in language and intellectual development to the 
entire group as the islanders of Kodiak bear to the Ef\quimaux. 
The K euaians call themselves in th eir own dialect by yet auother name, 
f_l'hnainas, meaning men; thus by a somewhat boastful designation assertiog 
manhood. Their features and complexion associate them with the red men of 
America, aR does their speech. 'l'he first to visit them was Cook, and he was 
struck by the largeness of their heads, which seemed to him di8proportirmed to 
the rest of the body. rrhey were strong chested also, with thick short necks. 
spreading faces, eyes inclined to be small, white teeth, black hair, and thin 
beard. Their persons seemed to be clean and decent, without grease or dirt. 
In dress they were thought to resemble the people of Greenland. 'l'heir boats had 
a similar aftiuity. But i11 these particulars they were not unlike the other races I 
have already described. 1'hey were clothed in the skins of animals with the fur out-
ward, or sometimes in the skins of birds, over which, as a protection against rain, was 
worn a frock made from the intestines of the whale and resembling the gold-beater 
leaf, as was observed by Behring in his early voyage. r.rheir boats were of seal 
skin stretched on frames, and were of different sizes. In one of these Cook 
counted twenty women and one man, besides children. At that time, though 
thievish in propensity, they were not unamiable.. Shortly afterwards they were 
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reported by Russian traders, who had much to do with them, as ''good people," 
who behaved" in a very friendly manner." (Billings's Voyage, p. 197.) I do 
not know that they have lost this character since. 
Here, too, is the accustomed multiplicity of tribes, each with its idiom, and 
::.ometimes differing in religious superstition, especially on the grave question of 
descent from the dog or the crow. There is also a prevailing usage for the men 
of one tribe to choose their wives from another tribe, when the tribal character 
of the mother attaches to the offopring, which is another illustration of the law 
of slavery partus sequitur ventrem. The late departure from this usage is quoted 
by the old men as a sufficient reason for the mortality which has afflicted the 
K.enaians, although a better reason may be found in the ravages of the small-
pox, unhappily introduced by the Russians. In 1838 ten thousand persons on 
the coast are reported to have fallen victims to this disease. 
4. Last of the four races are the ]{olosr:hians, numbering about four thousand, 
who occupy the coast and islands from the mouth of the Copper river to the 
southern boundary of Russian America, making about sixteen settlements. 
rrhey belong to an Indian group extending as far south as the Straits of Fuca, 
and estimated to contain twenty-five thousand souls. La Perouse, after consid-
erable experience of th~ aborigines on the Athmtic coast, asserts that those whom 
he saw there are not Esquimaux. (Voyage, tom. 2, p. 205.) The name seems 
to be of Russian origin, and is equivalent to Indian. Here again is another 
variety of languages and as many separate nations. Near Mount St. Elias are 
the Jacoutats, who are the least known; then came the Thlinkitts, who occupy 
the islands and coast near Sitka, and are known in Oregon under the name of 
Sitikines; and then again we have the Kaigans, who, beginning· on Russian ter· 
ritory, overlap Queen Charlotte's island, beneath the British flag. All these, 
with th eir subdivisions, are Ko1oschians; but every tribe or nation has four dif-
ferent divisions, derived from four different animals, the whale, the eagle, the 
crow, and the wolf, which are so many heraldic deviees marking c1htinct groups. 
There are· points already noticed in the more northern groups which are 
repeated here. As among the Kenaians husband and wife are of different ani-
mal devices. A crow cannot marry a crow. There is the same skill in the con-
struction of canoes; but the stretched seal-skin gives place here to the trunk of 
a tree, shaped and hollowed so that it will sometimes hold forty persons. 'rhere 
are good qualities among the Aleutians which the Koloschians do not possess, 
but they have, perhaps, a stronger sense. They are of constant courage. As 
daring navigators they are uneurpassed, sailing six or seven hundred miles in 
their open canoes. Some are thrifty, and show a sense of prope;rty. Some 
have developed an aptitude for trade unknown to their northern neighbors or to 
the Indians of the United States, and will work for wages, whethEr in tilling the 
ground or other employment. r:rheir superior nature discards corporal punish-
ment, even for boys, as an ignominy not to be endured . 'I'hey believe in aCre-
ator and in the immortality of the soul. But here a mystic fable is woven into 
their faith. The spirits of heroes dead in battle are placed in the sky and appear 
in the Aurora Borealis. Long ago a deluge occurred, when the human family 
was saved in a floating vessel, which, after the subsidence of the wateri'l, struck 
on a rock and broke in halves. The Koloschians represent one half of the ves-
sel, and the rest of the world the other half. Such is that pride of race which 
civilization does not always efface. 
For generations they have been warriors, prompt to take offence and vindictive 
as is the nature of the fndian race ; always ready to exact an eye for an eye and 
a tooth for a tooth. This character has not changed. As was the case once in 
Italy, the dagger is an inseparable companion. Private quarrels are common. 
The duel is an institution. So is slavery still, having a triple origin in war, pur-
chase,·or birth. The r-Jlave is only a dog, and muot obey his master in all things, 
even to taking the life of another. He is without civil rights; he cannot marry 
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or possess anything; he can eat only the offal of another, and his body, when 
released by death, is thrown into the sea. A chief sometimes sacrifices his 
slaves, and then another chief seeks to outdo him in this inhumanity. All this 
is indignantly described by Sir Edward Belcher and Sir George Simpson. But 
a slave once a freedman has all the rights of a Koloschian. Here, too, are the 
distinctions of wealth. The rich paint their faces daily; the poor renew the 
paint only when the colors begin to disappear. 
These are the same people who for more than a century have been a terror on 
this coast. It was Koloschians who received the two boats' crew::: of the Rus-
sian discoverer in 17 41, as they landed in one of its wooded coves, and no sur-
vivor returned to tell their fate. They were the actors in another tragedy at 
the beginning of the century, when the Russian fort at Sitka was stormed and itR 
defenders put to death, some with excruciating torture. Lisiansky, whose visit 
was shortly afterward, found them " a shrewd, bold, though perfidious people," 
whose chiefs used "very sublime expressions," and swore oaths, like that of 
Demosthenes, by their ancestors living and dead, "calling heaven, earth, sun, 
moon, and stars to witness, particularly when they want to deceive." (Voyage, 
p. 16.) Since then the fort has been repeatedly threatened by these warriors~ 
who multiply by re-enforcements from the interior, so that the governor in 1837 
said, "Although seven hundred only are now in the neighborhoorl, seven thou-
sand may arrive in a few hours." (Belcher's Voyage, vol. 1, p. 94.) A. little 
later their constant character was recognized by Sir George Simpson, when he 
pronounced them "numerous, treacherous, and fierce," in contrast with Aleu-
tians, whom he describes as " peaceful even to cowardice." And yet this fight-
ing race is not entirely indocile, if we may credit recent report, that its warriors 
are changing to traders. 
CLIMATE. 
III. From population I pass to climate, which is more important, as it is a 
constant force. Climate is the key to this whole region. It is the governing 
power which rules production and life, for nature and man each must conform to 
its laws. Here at last the observations of science give to our inquiry a solid 
support. 
Montesquieu has a famous chapter on the influence of climate over the customs 
and institutions of a people. Conclusions which in his day were regarded as 
visionary or farfetched are now unquestioned truth. Climate is a universal 
master. But nowhere, perhaps, does it appear more eccentric than in the south-
ern portion of Russian America. Without a knowledge of climatic laws the 
weather here would seem like a freak of nature. But a brief explanation shows 
how all its peculiarities are the result of natural causes, which operate with a 
force as unerring as gravitation. Heat and cold, rain and fog, to say nothing of 
snow and ice, which play such a part .in this region, are not abnormal, but 
according to law. 
This law has been known only of late years. Even so ingenious an inquirer 
as Captain Cook notices the mildness of the climate without attempting to account 
for it. He records that in his opinion "cattle might exist in Ounalaska all the 
year round without being housed," (Voyages, vol. 2, p. 520 ; ) and this was in 
latitude 53° 52', on the same parallel with Labrador, and several degrees north 
of Quebec; but he stops with a simple statement of the suggestive fact. This, 
however, was inconsistent with the received idea at the time. A geographer, 
who wrote just before Cook sailed, has a chapter to show that the climate of 
Quebec continues across the continent, and by a natural consequence that Amer-
ica is colder than Asia. I refer to the Mernoires Geograpkiques of Engel, (page 
196.) He would have been astonished had he seen the revelations of an iso-
thermal map, showing that precisely the reverse is true; that the climate of Que-
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bee ctOf:S not continue across the continent; that the Pacific coast of our conti-
nent is warmer than the corresponding Atlantic coast, and that America is 
warmer than Asia, so far at least as can be determined by the two opposite 
coasts. Such ·is the unquestionable truth, of which there are plentiful signs. 
The Flora on the American side, even in Behring straits, is more vigol'ous than 
that on the Asiatic side; the American mountains have less snow than their 
Asiatic neighbors. Among many illuRtrations of the temperature I know none 
more direct than that furnished by the late Hon. William Sturgis, of Boston, 
who was familiar with the northwest coast at the beginning of the century, in a 
lecture on the Oregon question in 1845. After remarking· that the clima_te there 
is "altogether rnildm· and the winter less severe than in corresponding latitudes 
on this side of the continent," he proceeds to teRtify that, "as a proof of its 
mildness, he had passed seven winters between the latitudes of 51° and 57°, 
frequently lying so near the shore as to have a small cable fast to the trees, and 
only once was his ship surrounded by ice sufficiently firm to bear the weight of 
a mlln." But this intelligent navigator assigns no reason. 'ro the common 
observer it seemed as if the temperature grew milder travelling with the sun until 
it dipped in the ocean. 
Among the authorities open ,before me I quote two, which show that this dif-
ference of tempP.rature between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts was imagined, if 
not actually recognized, during the last century. Portlock. the Englishman, who 
was on this coast in 1787, after saying that during stormy and · unsettled weather 
the air had been mild and temperate, remarks that be is "inclined to think that 
the climate here is not so severe as has been generally supposed." (Voyage, 
p. 188.) La Perouse, the Frenchman, who was here the same year, and had 
beAn befure in Hudson bay, on the other side of the continent, says still more 
explicitly that "the climate of this coast appeared to him infinitely milder than 
that of Hudson bay in the same latitude, and that the pines which he had meas-
ured here were much larger.'' (Voyage, vol. 2, p. 187.) Langsdorf, when at 
Sitka in 1806, records that lVIr. John D. Wolf, a citizee of the United States, 
who bad passed the winter at the settlement, " is much surprised at finding the 
cold less severe than at Boston, Rhode Island, and other provinces of the United 
States which lie more to the south." (Voyages, v<Ol. 2, p. 10 1.) · 
All this is now explained by certain known forces in nature. Of these the 
most important is a thermal current in the Pacific, corresponding to the Gulf 
Stream in the Atlantic. 'Tbe latter, having its origin in the heated waters of 
the Gulf of Mexico, flows as a river through the ocean northward, encircling 
England, bathing Norway, and warming all within its influence. A similar 
stream in the Pacific, sometimes called the Japanese current, having its origin 
under the equator near the Pl1ilippines and the Malaccas, amid no common heats, 
after washing the ancient empire of Japan sweeps northward until, forming two 
branches, one moves onward to Behring straits, and the other bends eastward 
along the Aleutian islands, and then southward along the coast of Sitka, Ore-
gon, and California. Geographers have described this "heater," which in the 
lower latitudes is as high as 81° of Fahrenheit, and even far to the north it is as 
high as 60°. A chart now before me in Findlay's Pacific Ocean Directory 
portrays its course as it warms so many islands and such an extent of coast. 
An officer of the United States navy, Lieutenant Bent, in a paper before the 
Geographical Society of New York, while exhibiting the influence of this cur·· 
rent in mitigating the climate of the north west coast, mentions that vessels on 
the Asiatic side, becoming unwieldy with accumulations of ice on the hull and 
rigging, run over to the higher latitude on the American side and" thaw out.'' 
But the tepid waters which melt the ice on a vessel must change the atmosphere 
wherever they flow. 
I hope you will not regard the illustration as too familiar if I remind you that 
in the economy of a household pipes of hot water are sometimes employed in 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--11. 
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tempering the atmosphere by heat carried from below to rooms above. In the 
economy of nature these thermal currents are only pipes of hot water, modify-
ing the climate of continents by carrying heat from the warm cisterns of the 
south into the most distant places of the north. So also- there are sometimes 
'pipes of hot air, having a similar purpose; and these, too, are found in this 
region. Every ocean wind, from every quarter, as it traverses the stream of 
heat, takes up the warmth and carries it to the coast, so that the oceanic current 
is reinforced by an aerial current of constant influence. 
But these forces are aided essentially by the configuration of the northwest 
coast, with a lofty and impenetrable barricade of mountains, by which its islands 
and harbors are protected from the cold of the north. Occupying the Aleu-
tian islands, traversing the peninsula of Alaska, and running along the margin 
cf the ocean to the latitude of 54° 40', this mountain ridge is a ctimatic division, 
or, according to a German geographer, a" climatic shed," su~b as perhaps exists 
nowhere else in the world. Here are Alps, some of them volcanic, with Mount 
St. Elias higher than Mont Blanc, standing on guard against the arctic circle. 
So it seems even without the aid of science. Here is a dike between the icy 
waters of Behring sea and the milder Southern ocean. Here is a partition be-
tween the treeless northern coast and the wooded· coast of the Kenaians and 
Koloschians. Here is a fence which separates the animal kingdom of this 
region, leaving on one side the walrus and ice-fox from the frozen ocean and 
on the other side the humming bird from the tropics. I simply repeat the 
statements of geography. And now you will not fail to observe how by this 
configuration the thermal currents of ocean and air are left to exercise all their 
climatic pqwer. _ 
There is one other climatic incident here, which is now easily explained. 
Early navigators record the prevailing moistul'e. All are enveloped in fog. 
Behring names an island Foggy. Another gives the same designation to a cape 
at the southern extremity of 1-tussian America. Cook records fog. La Perouse 
speaks of continued rain and fog in the month of August. And now visitors, 
whether for science or business, make the same report. _ 'rhe forests testify also. 
According to physical geography it conld not be otherwise. The warm air 
from the ocean encountermg the snow-capped mountains would naturally pro-
duce this result. Rain is nothing but atmosphere condensed and falling in drops 
to the earth. Fog is atmosphere still held in solution, but so far condensed as 
to become visible. This condensation occurs when the air is chilled by contact 
with a colder atmosphere. Now, these very conditions occur on the northwest 
coast. The ocean ai r, as it comes in contact with the elevated range, is chilled 
until its moisture is set free. 
Add to these influences, especially as regards Sitka, the presence of mountain 
masses and of dense forests, all tending to make this coast warmer in winter 
and colder in summer than it would otherwise be. 
Practical observation has verified these conclusions of science. Any isother-
mal map is enough for our pnrpose; but there are others which show the relative 
conditions generally of different portions of the globe. I ask attention to those 
of Keith J olmson, in his admirable atlas. But I am glad to present a climatic 
table of the Pacific coast in comparison with the Atlantic coast, which has been 
recently compiled, at my request, from the archives of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion with the permission of its learned secretary, by a collaborator of the Institu-
tion, who visited Russian America under the auspices of the telegraph company. 
In studying this table we shall be able to comprehend the relative position of 
this region in the physical geography of the world: 
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Mean temperature in degrees, Precipitation in rain or snow. 
Fahrenheit. Depth in inches. 
~ ci ~ ~ >i ;j llD s s 
~ 
llD s s ~ B ~ .s ::) ~ ~ ·::: 8 i3... s p 0.. ::) p ~ p ~ Q) r/2 r/2 ~ r/2 r/2 ~ p.. 
-------- - - --- - - - --
St. Michaels, Russian America .. 28.75 52.25 27.00 7. 00 27.48 .......... ............ ............ ............ ----·· 
Lat. 63° 28' 45" north. 
Fort Youkon, Russian America. 14.22 59.67 17.37 23.80 16.92 ............. ........... ............. . ........... ......... 
Lat. (near) 67°. 
lkogmut, Russian America ..... 19.62 49.32 36.05 0. 95 24.57 . ............ ------- ........... ............ . ......... 
Lat.. 610 47'. 
Sitka, Russian.America ... . . . .. 39.65 53.37 43.80 32. 30 42.12 18.32 15.75 ~2.10 23.77 89.94 
Lat. 570 03'. 
Puget Sound, Wash'n Territory . 48.88 63.44 51.30 39.38 50.75 7. 52 3. 68 15.13 20.65 46.98 
Lat. 470 07'. 
Astoria, Oregon ...... . ......... 51.16 61.36 53.55 42.43 52.13 16.43 4. 85 21.77 44.15 87.20 
Lat. 400 111• 
San Francisco, California .. ... . 55.39 58.98 58.29 50.25 55. 73 6. 65 0. 09 2. 69 13.49 22.92 
Lat. 37° 48'. 
Nain, Labrador ........ . . . ..... 23.67 48.57 33.65 0. 40 26.40 . .......... . ------ - ----- - ------- ........... 
Lat. 570 101• 
Il!ontreal, Canada East ......... 41.20 68.53 44.93 16.40 42.77 7. 66 11.20 7. 42 . 72 27.00 
Lat. 450 30'. 
Portland, Maine . .............. 40.12 63.75 45.75 21.52 42.78 ------ ............ ............. ------- .......... 
Lat. 43° 39'. 
Fort Hamilton, New York ..... 47. 84 71.35 55.79 32. 32 51.82 11.69 ll. 64 9. 88 10.31 43.22 
Lat. 40o 371• 
Washington, Dist. of Columbia .. 54.19 73.07 53.91 33.57 53.69 10.48 10.53 10.16 10.06 41.24 
It will be seen from this table that the winters of Sitka are relatively warm, 
not differing much from those of Washington, and several degrees warmer than 
those of New York; but the summers are colder. The mean temperature of 
winter is 32° 301, while that of summer is 53° 37'. The Washington winter is 
38° 57'; the Washington summer is 73 ° 07'. 'rhese points exhibit the pecu-
liarities of this coast-warm winters and cool summers. 
'rhe winter of Sitka is milder than that of many European capital~. It is 
much milder than that of St. Petersburg, Moscow, Stockholm, Copenhagen,. 
Berne, or Berlin. · It is milder even than that of .Manheim, Stuttgard, Vienna, 
Sebastopol in the Crimea, or 'l,urin. It is not much colder than that of Padua .. 
According to observations at Sitka in 1831 it froze for only two days in Decem-
ber and seven days in J au nary. In February the longest frost lasted five days; 
in March it did not freeze during the day at all, and rarely in the night. 
During the next winter the thermometer did not fall below 21 ° Fahrenheit; in 
January, 1834, it n~ached 11°. On the other hand, a temperature of 5.0 ° has 
been noted in January. The roadstead is open throughout the year, and only 
a few land-locked bays are frozen., 
The prevailing dampness at Sitka makes a residence there far,from agreeable,. 
although it does not appear to be injurious to health. England is also damp, 
but Englishmen boast that theirs is 'the best climate of the world. At Sitka 
the annual fall of rain is eighty-nine inches. The mean annual fall in all Eng-
land is forty inches, although in mountainous districts of Cumberland and West-
moreland the fall amounts to ninety and even one hundred and forty inches. 
In Washington it is forty-one inches. 'rhe forests at Sitka are SD wet that they 
will not burn, although frequent attempts have been made to set them on fire .. 
The honses, which are of wood, suffer from the constant moisture. In 1828· 
there were tw6nty days when it rained or snowed continuously;. one hundred 
and twenty when it rained or snowed part of the day, and only sixty-six days 
of clear weather. Some years only forty bright days have been counted. 
Hinds, the naturalist, records only thirty-seven " really clear and fine days .'" 
A scientific observer who was thrre last year counted sixty. A visitor ~·or four-
teen days found only two when nautical o,bservations could be made; but these 
were as fine as he had ever known in any country. 
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The whole coast from Sitka to the peninsula of Alaska seems to l1ave the 
t:ame continuous climate, whether as regards temperature or moisture. The 
it'land of Kodiak and the recess of Cook's inlet are outside of this climatic 
curve, so as to be c( mparatively dry. Langsdorf reports the winters "frequently 
so mild in the lower parts of Kodiak, that the snow does not lie upon the ground 
f~.>r any length of time, nor is anything like severe cold felt." The Aleutian 
it3lands, further west, are somewhat colder than Sitl~a, althou'gh the diffrrence is 
not great. 'l,he summer temperature is seldom above 66°; the winter tem-
perature is more seldom as low as 2° below zero. The snow falls about the 
beginning of October, and is seen sometimes as late as the end of April ; but it 
does not remain long on the surface. The mean temperature of Ounalat'ka is 
about 400. Chamisso found the temperature of spring water at the begiiming 
of the year to be 380 50 1• There arc some years when it rains on this island 
the whole winter. The fogs prevail from April till the middle of J uiy, when 
they seem for the time to be driven further north. The· islands northward 
toward Behring straits are proportionately colder, but you will not forget that 
the American coast is milder than the opposite coast of Asia. 
l!,rom Mr. Bannister I have an authentic statement with regard to the tem-
perature north of the Aleutians, as observed by himself in the autumn of 1865, 
and the months following. Even here the winter does not seem so terrible as is 
sometimes imagined. During most of the time work could be done with com-
fort in the open air. It was only when it stormed that the men were kept 
within door8. In transporting supplies from St. Michaels to Nulato, a di~tance 
of two huudred and fifty miles, they found no hardship, even when obliged to 
bivouac in the opf'D air. 
On Norton sound and the Kwichpak river winter may be said to commence 
at the end of September, although the weather is not severe, till the end of 
October. rrhe first snow falls about the 20th or 25th SeptHmber. All the small 
_ponds and lakes were frozen early in October. The Kwichpak was frozen Eolid 
about the 20th or 25th of this month. On the 1st November the harbor at St. 
Michaels was s.till open, but on the morning of the 4th it was frozen solid enongh 
for sledges to cross on the ice. In December there were two thaws, one of them 
accompanied by rain for a day. The snow was about two feet deep at the end 
of the month. January was uniformly cold, and it was said that at one place 
sixty-five miles northeast of St. Mic!Jaels the thermometer descended to 58° 
below zero. JTebruary was unusually mild all over the country. In the mid-
dle of the month there w,as an extensive thaw, with showers of rain. About 
half of the snow disappeared, leaving much of the ground bare. March was 
pleasant, without very cold weather. Its mean temperature was 200; its mini-
mum was 30 below zero. 
Spring commences on the Kwichpak the lo3t of May, or a few days later, 
wlH:'n the birds return and vegetation begins to appear. The ice did not en-
tirely disappear irom the river till after the 20th May. The sea ice continued 
in the bay of St. Michaels as late as 1st June. The summer temperature is 
much higher in the interior of the country than on the coast. Parties travelling 
on the Kwichpak in J nne complained sometimes fi·om the heat. . 
'rhe river Yonkon, which, flowing into the Kwichp~k, helps to swell that 
stream, is navigable for at least four, if not five, months in the year. The 
thermometer at Fort Youkon iB sometimes at 65° belQw zero of .Fahrenheit, and 
for three months of a recent winter it stood at 500 below zero, without variation. 
In summer it rises above 80° in the shade; but a hard frost occurs at times in 
August. The s.mthwest wind bringR warmth, the northeast wind brings cold. 
Some years there is no rain for months, and then again showers alternate with 
' sunshine. The snow packs hard at an average ot two and a half feet deep. 
The ire is four or five feet thick ; in a severe winter it is six feet thick. Life 
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at Fort Y oukon under these rjgors of nature, althongh not inviting, is not in 
tolerable. 
Such is the climate of this extensive region, so far as i::; known, along its 
coast, among its islands, and on its great rivers, fl"om its southern limits to its 
most northern ice, with contrasts and varieties such as Milton describes : 
" For hot, cold, moist, and dry, four champions fierce 
Strive here for mastery." 
VEGETABLE PRODUCTS. 
IV. Vegetable pmducts depend upon climate. They are determined by its 
laws. Therefore what has been already said upon the oue prepares the way for 
the consideration of the other, and here we have the reports of navigators and 
the suggestions of science. 
From the time this coast was first visited navigators reported the aspects 
which nature assumed. But their opportunities were casual, and they were 
obliged to confine themselves to what was most obvious. As civilization did not 
exist, the only vegetable products were indigenous to the soil. These were trees, 
berries, and plants. At the first landing, on the discovery of the coast by 
Behring, Steller found among the provisions in one of the Indian cabins ''a 
sweet herb dressed for food in the same manner as in Kamtschatka." That 
"sweet herb" is the first vegetable production of which we have any record on 
this coast. At the same time, although ashore only six hours, this naturalist 
"gathered herbs, and brought such a quantity to the ship that the describing of 
them took him a considerable time." This description it is said was adopted 
afterwards in the Flora Siberica. 
Trees were noticed even before landing. They enter into descriptions, and 
are often introduced to increase the savage wildness of the scene. La Pcrouse 
doubts "if the deep. valleya of the Alps and the Pyrenees present a picture so 
frightful, and at the same time so picturesque, which would deserve to be visited 
by the curious if it were not at one of the extremities of the earth." ('rom. 2, 
page 191.) Lisiansky, as he approached the cast of Sitka, records that "nothing 
presented itself to the view but impenetrable woods reaching from the water-side 
to the very tops of the highest mountains, ·so wild and gloomy that they appeared 
more adapted for the reE~idence of wild beasts than of men." (Page 145.) 
Liitke portrays the "sav-age and picturesque aspect" of the whole northwest 
coast. ('rom. 1, page 101.) 
As navigators landed they saw nature in detail; and here they were impressed 
by the size of the trees. Cook finds at Prince William sound " Canada and 
spruce pine, some of them tolerably large." La Perouse alludes to trees more 
than once. He describes pines measuring six feet in diameter and one hundred 
and forty feet in height, and then again introduces us to "those superb pines fit 
for the masts of our largest vessels." Portlock notices in Cook's inlet " wood of 
different kinds in great abundance, such as pine, black birch, witch hazel, and 
poplar; many of the pines large enough for lower masts to a ship of four hun-
dred tons burden;" and then again at Port Etches he noticed "trees of the pine 
kind, some very large, a good quantity of alder, a kind of hazel, but not larger 
than will do tor making handspikes." Meares reports "woods thick," also'' the 
black pine in great plenty, capable of making excell~nt spars." Vancouver 
reports in latitude 600 1' "a woodland country." Sauer, who was there a little 
later in the expedition of Billings, saw trees six feet in diameter and one hun-
dred and fifty feet in height, " excellent wood for ship building." In Prince 
William sound the ship " took in a variety of fine spars," and he proceeds to 
say, "the timber comprised a variety of pines of immense thickness and height, 
some entir~ly tough and fibrous, and of these we made our best oars." Lisian-
sky says that at Kodiak" for want of fir he made a new bowsprit of one of the 
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pine trees, which answered ad~irably." Li:i.tke testifies to " the magnificent pine 
aJ;Id fir" at Sitka, adding what seems an inconsistent judgment with regard to 
its durability. Belcher notices Garden island, in latitude 60'"' 211, as" covered 
with pine treeR ;" and then again at Sitka speaks of a "very fine-grained bright 
yellow cypress as the most valuable wood, which, besides being used in boats, 
was exported to the Sandwich' islands in return especially for Chinese goods.'' 
Turning westward from Cook's inlet the forests on the sea line are rarer until 
they entirely disappear. The first settlement on the island of Kodiak was on -
the southwestern coast, but the want of timber there caused its transfer to the 
northeastern coast, where there are "considerable forests of fine tall trees." But 
where trees are wanting grass seems to abound. This is the case with Kodiak, 
the peninsula of Alaska, and the Atleutian islands generally. Of these Ouna-
laska, libeled by the immortal verse of Campbell, bas been the most described. 
Tl1is well-known island is without trees; but it seems singularly adapted to the 
growth of grass, which is often so high as .to impede the traveller and to overtop 
even the willows. The mountains themselves are for a considerable distance 
clothed with rich turf. One of thP-se scenes is represented in a print which you 
will find among the views of the vegetation of the Pacific in the Loadon repro-
duction of the work of Kittlitz. This peculiarity was first noticed by Cook, 
who says, with a sailor sententiousness, that be did not see there" a single stick 
of wood of any size," but '' plenty of grass very thick and to a great length." 
Lt:i.tke records that after leaving Brazil he met nothing so agreeable as the grass 
of this island. 
North of Al~ska, on Behring se::t, the forests do not approach the coast, ex-
cept at the heads of bays and sounds, although they abound in the interior, and 
extend even to within a short distance of the Frozen ocean. Such is the per-
sonal testimony of a scientific observer who has recently returned from this 
region. In N ortqn's sound Cook, who was the first to visit it, reports "a coast 
covered with wood, an agreeable sight," and, on walking in the country," small 
spruce trees, none. more than six or eight inches in diameter." The next day he 
sent men ashore "to cut brooms, which he needed, and the brancheR of spruce 
trees for brewing beer." · On the Kwichpak and its affiuent, the Youkon, trees 
are sometimes as high as a hundred feet. The supply of timber at St . .Michaels 
is from the drift wood of the river. Near Fort Youkon, at the junction of the 
Porcupine and the Youkon, are forests of pine, poplar, willow, and birch. The 
pine is the most plentiful ; but the small islands in the great river are covered 
with poplar and willow. Immense trunks rolling under the fort show that there 
must be large trees nearer the headwaters. 
But even in northern latitudes the American coast is not without vegetation. 
Grass here takes the place of trees. At Fort Youkon, in latitude 67°, there is 
"a thin, wiry grass." Navigators notice the contrast between the opposite 
coasts of the two continents. Kotzebue, while in Behring straits, where the 
two approach each other, was struck by black, mossy rocks frowning with snow 
and icicles on the Asiatic side, while on the American side "even the summits 
of the highest mountains were free from snow, and the coast was covered with 
a green carpet." (Voyage, vol. 1. p. 249) But the contrast with the Atlantic 
coast of the cont.inent is hardly less. The northern limit of trees is full seven 
degrees higher in Russian America than in Labrador. In point of fact, on the 
Atlantic coast, in latitude 570 581, which is that of Sitka, there are no trees. 
All this is most suggestive. 
Next after tref>S early navigators speak oftenest of berries, which they found 
in profusion. Not a sailor lands who does not find them. Cook reports "ber-
ries" on Norton sound, and " a great variety " at Ounalaska. Portlock finds 
at Port Etches "fruit bushes in great abundance, such as bilberry, raspberry, 
straw berry, and currant, red and black." At Prince WHliam sound "any quan-
tity might be gathered for a winter stock.'' Meares saw there "a few black 
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currant bushes." Billings finds at Kodiak "several species of berries, with cur-
rants and raspberries in abundance, the latter white, but extremely large, being 
bigger than a mulberry." Langsdorf finds all these at Ounalaska, with whortle~ 
berries and cranberries besides. Belcher reports at Gilrden island "strawber· 
ries, pigeon berries, whortleberries, and a small cranberry in tolerable profusion, 
without going in search of them." All these I quote precisely, and in the order 
of time. 
Next to berries were plants for food; and these were in constant abundance. 
Behring, on landing at the Shumagin islands, observed the natives "to eat roots 
which they dug out of the ground, and scarce shaked off the earth hefore they 
eat them." Cook reports at Ounalaska "a great variety of plants, such as are 
found in Europe and other parta of America, particularly Newfoundland, one of 
which was like parsley and eat very well, either in soups or salads." La Perouse, 
who landed in latitude 58° 37, finds a French bill of fare, including celery, 
chicory, sorrel, and "almost all that ex:iats in the meadowa and mountains of 
France," besides several grains for forage. Every day and each meal the ship's 
kettle was filled with theae supplies, and all eat them in soups, ragouts, and 
salads, much to the benefit of their health. Portlock reports at Port Etches, 
besides water-cresses," just above the beach, between the bay and the lake, a 
piece of wild wheat, about two hundred yards long and. five yards broad, grow-
ing at least two feet high, which with proper care might certainly be made a 
useful article of food;" at Cook's inlet he reports " ginseng and snakeroot." 
Meares reports at Prince William sound " snakeroot and ginseng, some of which 
the natives have always with them as a medicine." Billings finds at Kodiak 
"ginseng, wild onions, and the edible roots of Kamtschatka ;''and then again in 
Prince William sound he finds "plenty of ginseng and some snakeroot." Van-
couver finds at Cape Phipps "wild vegetables iu great abundance." L::tngsdorf 
adds to the list at Ounalaska "Siberian parsnip, or sweet plant." These, two, 
I quote precisely, and in the order of time. 
Since the establishment of Europeans on this coast an attempt has been made 
to introduce the nutritious grains and vegetables known to the civilized world ; 
but without very brilliant success. Against wheat and rye and against orchard 
fruits there are obstacles of climate perhaps insuperable. All these require sum-
mer beat; but here the summer is comparatively cold . The northern limit of 
wheat is several degrees below the southern limit of these po.ssessions, so that 
this friendly grain is out of the question. Rye flourishes further north, as do 
oats also. The supposed northern limit of these grains embraces Sitka and 
grazes the Aleutian islands. But there are other climatic conditions which are 
wanting at least for rye. One of these is dry weather, which is required at the 
time of its bloom. Possibly the clearing of the forest may produce some modifi-
cation of the weather. For the present barley grows better, and there is reason 
to believe that it may be cultivated succes~.>fully very far to the north. It has 
ripened at Kodiak. 'rhere are many garden vegetables which have become 
domesticated. Lutke reports that at Sitka potatoes flourish; so that all have 
enough. Langsdorf reports the same of Kodiak.. There are also radishes, cab-
bages, cauliflowers, peas, and carrots-making a very respectable list. 'Ihe 
same, perhaps, may be found at Ounalaska. On Norton sound I bear of radishes, 
beets, and cabbages. Even as far north as Fort Youkon, on the parallel of 67°, 
potatoes, peas, turnips, and even barley have been grown ; but the turnips were 
unfit for the table, being rotten at the heart. A recent resident reports that there 
are no fruit trees, and not even a raspberry bush, and that be lost all his potatoes 
during one season by a frost in the latter clays of July; but do not forget that 
these potatoes were the wall-flowers of the L-\rctic circle. 
Thus it appears that the vegetable productions of the country are represented 
practically by trees. 'l'be forests which overshadow the coast from Sitka to 
Cook's inlet are all that we can show under this head out of which a revenue 
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can be derived, unless we add ginseng. which is so much prized by the Chinese, 
and perl1aps also snakeroot. Other things may contributfl to the scanty support 
of a household; but timbtr will in all probability be an article of commerce. It 
has been so already. Ships from the Sandwich islanl:s have come for it, and 
there is reason to believe that this trade may be extended indefinitely, so that 
Russian America may be on the Pacific like Maine on the Atlantic, and the lum-
bermen of Sitka may vie with their hardy brethren of the East. 
Here a question occurs. These forests ae described seem to afford all that can 
be desired. The trees are abundant, and they are perfect in size, not unlike 
" The tallest pine 
Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the mast 
Of some great admiral.'' 
But a doubt arises as to their commercial value. Here we have the inconsistent 
testimony of Liitke. According to him the pines and firs which he calls "mag-
nificent " constitute an untried source of commercial wealth. N oc only Califor-
nia, but other countries poor in trees, like Mexico, the Sandwich islands, and 
even Chili, will need them. And yet he does not conceal an unfavorable judg-
ment of the timber, which as seen in the houses of Sitka, suffering from constant 
moisture, did not seem to be durable. (Voyage, tom. 1, pp. 105, 151.) Sir 
Ed ward Belcher differs from the Russian admiral, for he praises especially the 
timber of "the higher latitudes, either for spars or plank." (Voyage, vol. 1, p. 
300.) Perhaps its durability may depend upon the climate where it is used, so 
that the timber of this region may be lasting enough when transported to another 
climate. In the rarity of trees vn the islands and mainland of the Pacific the nat-
ural supply is in Russian America. Oue of the early navigators even imagined 
that China inust look this way, and he expected that "the woods would yield a 
handsome revenue when the Russian commerce with China should be estab-
lished." American commerce with China is established. Perhaps timber may 
become one of its staples. 
A profitable commerce in timber has already begun at Puget sound. By the 
official returns of 1866 it appears that iL was exported to a long list of foreign 
countries and places, in which I find Victoria, Honolulu, Callao, 'rahiti, Canton, 
Valparaiso. Adelaide, Hong Kong, Sydney, Montevideo, London, Melbourne, 
Shanghai, Peru, Coquimbo, Calcutta, Hilo, Cape 'rown, Cork, Guaymas, and 
Siam; and that in this commerce were employed no less than eighteen ships. 
thirty barks, four brigs, twenty-eight schooners, and ten steamers. The value 
of the lumber and spars exported abroad was over half a million dollars, while 
m0re than four time . that amount was shipped coastwise. But the coasts of 
Russian America are darker with trees than those further south. The pines in 
which they abound do not flourish as low down as Puget sound Northward, 
they are numerous and easily ~ccessible. 
In our day the Flora of the coast has been explored with care. Kittlitz, who 
saw it as a naturalist, portrays it with the enthusiasm of an early navigator; 
but he speaks with knowledge. He, too, dwells on the "surprising power and 
luxtiriance" of the pine forests, describing them with critical skill. The trtes 
which he identifie;;~ are the Pinus Canadensis, distinguished for its delicate foli-
age; the Pinus Mertensiana, a new species, rival of thn other in height; and 
Pinus Palustris, growing in swampy declivities, and not attaining height. In 
the clearings or on the outskirts of thickets are shrubs, being chiefly a species 
of rubus, with flowers of carmine and aromatic fruit. About and over all are 
mosses and lichens invigorated by the constant moisture, while colossal trees, 
undermined or uprooted, crowd the sul'face, reminding the scientific observer of 
the accumulations of the coal measures. Two different prints in the London 
reproduction of the work of Kittlitz present pictures of these vegetable produc-
tions grouped for beauty and instruction. I refer to these and also to the essay 
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of Hinds on the Regions if Vegetation, the latter to be found at the end of the 
volumes containing Belcher's voyage. · 
In turning from the vegetable products of this region, it will not be out of 
place if I refer for one moment to its domestic animals, for these are necessarily 
associated with such products. Some time ago it was stated that cattle had not 
flourished at Sitka owing to the want of proper pasturage and . the difficalty of 
making hay in a climate of such moisture. Hogs are more easily sustained, but 
feeding on fish, instead of vegetable products, their flesh acquires a fishy taste, 
which coes not recommend it. Nor has there been greater success with poultry, 
for this becomes the prey of the crow, whose voracity here is absolutely fabulous. 
A Koloschian tribe traces its origin to this bird, which in this neighborhood might 
be a fit progenitor. Not content with swooping upon hens and chickens, it 
descends upon hogs to nibble at their tails, and so succes!:lfully " that the hogs 
here are without tails," and then it scours the streets so well that it is called the 
scavenger of Sitka. But there are other places more favored. The grass at 
Kodiak is well suited to cattle, and it is supposed that sheep would thrive there. 
The grass at Ounalaska is famous, and Cook thought the climate good for cattle, 
of which we have at least one illustration. Langsdorf reports · that " a cow 
grazed there luxuriously for several years, and then was lost in the mountains." 
That grazing animal is a good witness. Perhaps also it is typical of the peace-
ful inhabitants. 
MINERAL PRODUCTS. 
V. In considering the mineral products I shall first askattention to such indi-
cations as are afforded by the early navigators. 'They were not geologists. 
Indeed, geology was at that time unknown. They saw only what was exposed. 
And yet during the long interval that lias elapsed not very much has been addecl 
to their conclusions. 'The existence of iron is hardly less uncertain now than 
then. The existence of copper is hardly more certain now than then. Gold, 
which is so ofttn a dangerous ignis fatuus, did not appear to deceive them. 
But coal, which is much more desirable than gold, was reported by several, and 
once at least with reasonable certainty. 
rrhe boat that landed from Behring, when he discovered the coast, found among 
other things "a whetstone on which it appeared that copper knives had been 
sharpened." This was the first sign of that mineral wealth which already excites 
such an interest. At another point where Behring landed "one of the Ameri-
cans had a knife hanging by his side, of which his peopl~ took notjce on account 
of its unusual make." It has been supposed that this knife was of iron. Next 
came Cook, who, when in Prince William sound, ,saw -"copper and iron." In 
his JUdgment the iron came through the iotervention of Indian tribes from Hud-
son bay or the settlements on the Canadian lakes, and his editor refers in a note 
to the knife seen by Behring as coming from the same quarter ; but Cook thought 
that the copper was obtained near at home, as the natives, when engaged in 
barter, gave the idea "that having so much of this metal of their own they 
wanted no more." Naturally enough, for they were not far from the Copper 
river. Maurelle, the French officer in the 8ervice of Spain, landed in sight of 
Mount St. Elias in 1779, and he reports Indians with arrow-heads of copper, 
"which made the Spaniards suspect mines of this metal there:" La Perouse, 
who was also in this neighborhood, after mentioning that the natnralists of the 
expedition allowed no rock or stone to escape observation, reports ochre, schist, 
mica, very pure quartz, granite, pyrites of copper, plumbago, and coal, and then 
adds that some things announce that the mountains contain mines of iron and 
copper. He reports further that the natives had daggers of iron and sometime8 
of red cbpper ; that the latter metal was common enough with them, serving for 
ornaments and for the poiuts of their arrows; and he then states the very ques-
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tion of Cook with regard to the way in which they acquired these metals. He 
insists that "the natives know how to forge iron and work copper." Spears 
and arrows "pointed with bone or iron," and also "an iron dagger" for each 
man, appear in Vancouver's account of the natives on the parallel of 540 591, 
just within the southern limits of Russian America. Lisiansky also saw at Sitka 
"a thin plate of virgin copper," found on Copper river, three feet in length and 
at one end tweuty inches in breadth, with figures painted on its sides, which had 
come from the possession of the natives. Meares reports ' pure malleable lumps 
of copper in the possession of the natives," sometimes weighing as much as a 
pound, also necklaces, all obtained in barter with other natives further north. 
Portlock, while in Cook's inlet, in latitude 590 261, at a place called Graham's 
harbor, makes another discovery. Walking round the bay he saw "two veins 
of kennel coal just above the beach, and with very little trouble several pieces 
were got out of the bank nearly as large as a man's hand." If the good capt::tin 
did not report more than he saw this would be most important, for from the time 
when the amusing biographer of Lord Keeper North described that clean flaky 
coal which he calls "candle," because often used for its light, but which is gen-
erally called kennel, no coal has been more of a household favorite. He reports 
further that " returning on board in the evening he tried some of the coal, and 
found it to burn clear and well." Add to these different reports the general ttJS-
timony of Meares, who, when dwelling on the resources of this country, boldly 
includes "minee which are known to be between the latitudes of 40° and 60° 
north, and which may hereafter prove a most valuable source of commerce between 
America and China." 
It is especially when we seek to estimate the mineral products that we feel 
the want of careful explorations. We know more of the roving aborigines than 
of these stationary citizens of the soil. We know more of the trees. A tree 
is conspicuous. A mineral is hidden in the earth, to be found by chance or 
science. Thus far it seems as if chance only had ruled. The Russian govern-
ment handed over the country to a trading company, whose exclusive interest 
was furs. The company only followed its business when it looked to wild 
beasts with rich skins rather than to the soil. Its mines were above ground 
rather than below. There were also essential difficulties in the way of any 
explorations. The interior was practically inaccessible. The thick forest, sat-
urated with rain and overgrown with wet mosses, preRented obstaclea which 
nothing but enlightened enterprise could overcome. Even at a short distance 
from the port of Sitka all effort had failed, and the inner recesses of the island, 
only thirty miles broad, were never penetrated. 
The late Professor Henry D. Rogers, in his admirable paper on the Physical 
Features of America, being a part of his contribution to Keith Johnston's Atlas, 
full of knowledge and of fine generalization, says of this northwe8t belt of 
country that it is "little known in its topography to any but the roving Indians 
and the thinly scattered fur-trappers." But there are certain general features 
which he proceeds to designate. According to him it belongs to what is known. 
as the tertiary period of geology, intervening between the cretaceous period and 
that now in progress, but including also granite, gneiss, and ancient metamor-
phic rocks. It is not known if the true coal measures prevail in any part, 
although there is reason to believe that they may exist on the coast of the Arctic 
ocean between Cape Lisburne and Point Barrow. 
Beginning at the south we have Sitka and its associate islands, composed 
chiefly of volcanic rocks, with limestone near. Little is known even of the 
coast between Sitka and Mount St. Elias, which, itself a volcano, is the begin-
ning of a volcanic region occupying the peninsula of Alaska and the Aleutian 
islands, and haviag no less than thirty volcanoes, svme extinct, but others still 
active. Most of the rocks here are volcanic, and the only fossiliferous beds are 
of the tertiary period. North of Alaska, and near the mouth of the Kwichpak, 
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the coast seems to be volcanic or metamorphic, and probably tertiary, with a 
vein of lignite near the head of Norton's sound. At the head of Kotzebue's 
sound the cliffs abound in the bones of elephants and other extinct mammals, 
together with those of the musk-ox and animals now living in the same latitude . . 
From Kotzebue's sound northward the coast has a volcanic character. Then 
at Cape Thompson it is called sub-carboniferous, followed by rocks of the car-
boniferous age, being limestones, shales, and sandstones, which extend from 
Cape Lisburne far round to Point Barrow. At Cape Beaufort, very near the 
seventieth parallel of latitude, and north of the Arctic circle, on a high ridge a 
quarter of a mile from the beach is a seam of coal, which appears to be of the 
true coal measure. 
From this general outline, which leaves much in uncertainty, I come now to 
what is more important. 
It is not entirely certain that iron has been found in this region, although 
frequently reported. The evidence points to the south, and also to the north. 
Near Sitka it was reported by the Russian engineer Doroschiq, although it does 
not appear that anything has been done to verify his report. A visitor there as 
late as last year saw excellent iron, reported to be from a bed in the neighbor-
hood, which was said to be inexhaustible, and with abundant wood for its reduc-
tion. Then again on Kotzebue's sound specimens have been collected. At 66° 
351 Kotzebue found a false return in his calculations, which he attrihuted to the 
disturbing infl~ence of "iron." A resident on the Youkon thinks that there 
is iron in that neighborhood. 
Silver also has been rep~rted at Sitka by the same Russian engineer who 
reported iron there; and, like the iron, in "sufficient quantity to pay for the 
working." 
Lead was reported by the Russian explorer, Lieutenant Zagoyskin, on the 
lower part of the Kwichpak; but it is not known to what extent it exists. 
Copper is found on the banks of the Copper river, called by the natives Mjednaja, 
meaning copper, and of its affiueiJt, the Tshitachitna, in masses sometimes as 
large as forty pounds. Of this there can be little doubt. It is mentioned by 
Golowin in the Arcl~iv of Erman as late as 1863~ It was undoubtedly from 
this neighborhood tbat the copper was obtained which arrested the attention of 
the early navigators. Traces of copper are also found in other places on the 
coast; also in the mountains near the Y oukon, where the Indians use it for 
arrow-heads. 
Coal seems to exist all along the coast; according to Golowin " everywhere 
in greater or less abundance." Traces of it are reported on the islands of the 
Sitkan archipelago, and this is extremely probable, for it has been worked suc-
cessfully on Vancouver'S' island below. It is also found on. the Kenaian penin-
sula, Alaska, the island of U nga, belonging to the Shumagin group, Ounalaska, 
and far to the north at Beaufort. At the latter place it is " slaty, burning with 
a pure flame and rapid consumption," and it is supposed that there are extensive 
beds in the neighborhood better in quality. For an account of this coal I refer 
to the scientific illustrations of Beechey's Voyage. The natives also report coal 
in the iuterior on the Kwichpak. 1'he coal of Ounalaska, and probably of 
Alaska, is tertiary and not adapted for steamers. With regard to that of Unga 
scientific authorities are divided. 1'hat of the Kenaian peninsula is the best 
and the mQst extensive. It is found on the eastern side of Cook's inlet, half 
way between Cape Anchor and the Russian settlement of St. Nicholas, in veins 
three-quarters of a yard or more in thickness, and ranging in quality from mere 
carboniferous wood to anthracite. According to one authority these coal veins 
extend and spread themselves far in the interior. It appears that this coal has 
been more than once sent to California for trial, and that it was there pronounced 
a good article. Since then it has been mined by the company, not only for 
their own uses, but also for export to California .. In making these statements I 
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rely particularly upon Golowin in the Arckiv of Erman, and also upon the 
elaborate work of Grewingk, in the 1'ransactions of the Mineralogical Society 
of Petersburg for 1848 and 1849, (p. 112,) where will be found a special map 
of the Kenaian peninsula. 
Gold is less important than coal, but its discovery produces more excitement 
r_rhe report of gold in any quarter stimulates the emigrant or the adventurer who 
hopes to obtain riches swiftly. Nor is this distant region without such experi-
ence. Only a few years ag~ the British colony of Victoria was aroused by a 
rumor of gold in the mountains of the Stikine river, not far in the interior from 
Sitka. At once there was a race that way, and the solitudes of this river were 
penetrated by hunters in quest of the glittering ore. Discomfiture ensued. 
Gold had been found, but not in any sufficient quantities reasonably accessible. 
Nature for the present set upobstacles. But failure in one place will be no 
discouragement in another, especially as there is reason to believe that the 
mountains here contain a continuation of those auriferous deposits which have 
become so famous further south. The Sierra Nevada chain of Califomia reaches 
here. ' , 
Traces of gold have been observed at other points. One report places a 
deposit not far from Sitka. The same writer, who reports iron there, alao 
reports that during the last year he saw a piece of gold as large as a marble, 
which was shown by an Indian. But the Russian engineer, Doroschin, fur-
nishes testimony more precise. He reports gold in at least three different locali-
ties, each of considerable extent. The first ·is the mountain range on the north 
of Cook's inlet and extending into Alaska, consisting principally of clay slate 
with permeating veins of diorite, the latter being known as a gold-bearing rock. 
He observed this in the summer of 1851. About the same time certain Indians 
from the Bay of Jakutat, not far from Mount St. Elias, brought him specimens 
of diorite found in their neighborhood making. therefore, a second deposit. In 
the summer of 1855 the same engineer found gold on the southern side of Cook's 
inlet, in the mountains of the Kenay peninsula. Satisfying himself, first, that 
the bank occupied by the redoubt of St Nicholas, at the mouth of the Kaknu 
river, is gold-bearing, he was induced to follow the development of diorite in 
the upper valley of the river, and as he ascended found a gold-bearing alluvion 
gradually increasing, with scales of gold becoming coarser and coarser, instead 
of being scarcely visible as at first. 
It does not appear that the discoveries on Cook's inlet were pursued ; but it 
is reported that the Hudson Bay Company, holding the country about the Bay 
of J akutat under a lease from the Russian company, have found the diorite in 
that neighborhood valuable. This incident has given rise tu a recent contro-
versy. Russian journals attacked the engineer for remissness in not exploring 
the Jakutat country. He has defended himself by setting out what he actually 
did in the way of discovery, and the essential difficulty at the time in doing more; 
all which will be found in a number just received of the work to which I have 
so often referred, the Arckiv von Russland by Erman, for 1866, volume 25, page 
229. 
Thus much for the mineral resources of this new-found cquntry as they have 
been recognized at a few points on the extensive coast, leaving the vast unknown 
interior without a word. 
FURS. 
VI. I pass now to furs, which at times have vied with minerals in value, al-
though the supply is more limited and less permanent. 'Trappers are "miners" 
of the forest, seeking furs as others seek gold. The parallel continues also in 
the greed and oppression unhappily incident to the pursuit. A Russian officer 
who was one of the early visitors to this coast remarks that to his mind the only 
prospect of relief for the suffe!ing natives "consists in the total extirpation of 
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the animals of the chase," which he thought from the daily havoc must take 
placf\ in a very few years.. This was at the close of the last century. 'rhe trade 
still continues, though essentially diminished, an important branch of commerce. 
Early in this commerce desirable furs were obtained in barter for a trifle, and 
when something of value was exchanged it was much out of proportion to the 
furs. This has been the case generally in dealing with the natives, until their 
eyes have been slowly opened. In Kamtschatka, at the beginning of the last 
century, half a dozen sables were obtained in exchange for a knife, and a dozen 
for a hatchet; and the Kamtschatkadales wondered that their Cossack conquer-
ors were willing to pay so largely for what seemed worth so little. Similar in-
cidents on the northwest coast are reported by the early navigators. Cook men-
tions that in exchange for "beads" the Indians at Prince William sound "gave 
whatever they had, even their fiue sea otter skins," which they prized no more 
than other skins, until it appeared how much they were prized by their visitors. 
Where there was no competition prices rose slowly, and many years after Cook 
the Russians at Kodiak, "in return for trinkets and tobacco," received twelve 
sea otter skins and fox skins of different kinds to the number of near six hun-
dred. These instances will show in a general way the spirit of this trade even 
to our own day. On the coast, and especially in the neighborhood of the fac-
tories, the difference in the value of furs is recognized, and a proportionate price 
is obtained, which Sir Edward Belcher found in 1837 to be ''for a moderately 
good sea otter skin from six to seven blankets, increasing to thirteen for the 
best, together with sundry knicknacks." But in the interior it is otherwise. A 
recent resident in the region of the Youkon assures me that he bas seen skins 
worth several hundred dollars bartered for goods worth only fifty cents. 
Beside whalers and casual ships with which the Esquimaux are in the habit of 
dealing, the commerce in furs on both sides of the continent north of the United 
States has for a long time been in the hands of two corporations, being the Hud-
son Bay Company, with its directors in London, and the Russian American 
Company, with its directors in St. Petersburg. The former is much the older 
of the two, and has been the most flourishing. Its original members were none 
other than Prince Rupert1 the Duke of Albemarle, Earl Craven, Lord Ashley, 
and other eminent associates, who received a charter from Charles li in 1670 to 
prosecute a search after a new passage to the South sea, and to establish a trade 
in furs, minerals, and other considerable commodities in all those seas, and in 
the British possessions north and west of Canada, with powers of government, 
the whole constituting a colossal monopoly, which stretched from Labrador and 
Baffin bay to an undefined west. At present this great corporation is known 
only as a fur Gompany, to which all its powers are tributary. For some time 
its profits have been so considerable that it has been deemed advi;-;able to hide 
them by nominal additions to the stock. With the extinc tion of the St. Peters-
burg c~rporation under the present treaty the London corporation will remain 
the only existing fur company on the continent, but necessarily restrained in its 
operation to British territory. It rema.ins to be seen into whose hands the com-
merce on the Pacific side will fall now that this whole region will be open to 
the unchecked enterprise of our citizens. 
This remarkable commerce began before the organization of the company. 
Its profits may be inferred from a voyage in 1772, described by Ooxe, between 
Kamtschatka and the Aleutians. The tenth part of the skins being handed 
to the custom-house, the remainder was distributed in fifty-five shares, contain-
ing each twenty sea otters, sixteen black and brown foxeil, ten red foxes, three 
sea-otter tails, and these shares were sold on the spot at from eight hundred to 
one thousand rubles each, so that the whole lading brought about fifty thousand 
rubles. 'rhe cost of these may be inferred from the articles given in exchange. 
A Russian outfit, of which I find a contemporary record, was,_ among other things, 
"seven hundred weight of tobacco; one hundred weight of glass beads; perhaps 
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a dozen ~pare hatchets and a few superfluous knives, of very bad quality; an 
immense number of traps for foxes; a few hams; a little rancid butter." With 
such imports against such exports the profits must have been considerable. 
~rom Langi5dorf we have a general inventory of the furs at the beginning- of 
the century in the principal magazine of the Russian Company on the island of 
Kodiak, collected on the islands, the peninsula of Alaska, Cook's inlet, Prince 
William sound, and the continent generally. Here were "a great variety of the 
rarest kinds of fox skins," black, blackish, reddish, silver-gray, and stone fox, 
the latter probably a species of the Arctic; brown and red bears, "the skins of 
which are of great value," and also" the valuable black bear;" the zisel marmot 
and the common marmot; the glutton ; the lynx, chiefly of whitish gray; the 
reindeer, the beaver, the hairy hedgehog, the wool of a wild Americau sheep, 
whitish, fine, and very long, but he could never obtain sight of the animal that 
produced this wool; also "sea otters, once the principal source of wealth to the 
compally, now nearly extirpated, a few hundred only being annually collected." 
r_rhe same furs were reported by Cook as found on this coast in his day, includ-
ing even the wild sheep . They all continue to be found, except that I hear 
nothing of any wild sheep save at a Sitkan dinner. 
rl'here has been much exaggeration with regard to the profits of the Russian • 
corporation. An English writer of authority calls them "immense,'' and adds 
that formerly they were much greater. I refer to the paper of Mr. Petermann, 
read before the Geographical Society of London in 1852. (Journal, vol. 22, p. 
120.) r_rhe number of skins reported at titnes is prodigious, although this fails 
to reveal precisely the profits. :E'or instance, Pribolow collected within two 
years on the islands north of Alaska, which bear his name, the skins of 2,000 
sea otters, 6,000 dark ice foxes, 40,000 sea bears or ursine seals, together with 
1,000 poods of walrus ivory. The pood is a Russian weight of thirty-six pounds. 
Liitke mentions that in 1803 no less than 800,000 skins of the ursine seal were 
accumulated in the factory at Ounalaska, of which 700,000 were thrown into 
the sea, partly because they were badly prepared and partly i11 order to keep 
up the price, thus imitating the Dutch, who for the same reason burnt their 
spices. Another estimate masses the collection for a series of years. From 
1787 to 1817, for only a part of which time the company existed, the Ounalaska 
district yielded upwards of 2,500,000 seal skins; and from 1817 to 1838, dur-
ing all which time the company was in power, the same district yielded 579,000 
seal skins. Assuming what is improbable, that these skins were sold at twenty-
five rubles each, some calculating genius h.as ciphered out the sum-total of pro-
ceeds at more than eighty five million rubles; or calling the ruble seventy-five 
cents, a sum-total of more than sixty-three million dollars. Clearly the latter 
years can show no approximation to any such doubtful result. 
Descending from these lofty figures, which if not exaggerations are at least 
generalities and relate partly to the earlier periods, before the time of the com-
pany, we shall have a better idea of the commerce if we look at authentic re-
ports for special periods uf time. Admiral Von Wrangel, who was for so long 
governor, must have been well informed. According to statemeJJts in his work, 
adopted also by Wa:ppaus in his Geographie, the company from 1826 to 1833, 
a peTiod of seven years, exported the skins of the following aniTJJals: 9,853 ~ea 
otters, with 8,751 sea-otter tails, 40,000 river beavers, 6,242 river or land otters, 
5,243 black foxes, 7,759 black-bellied foxes, 1,633 red foxes, 24,000 polar foxes, 
1,093 lynxes, 559 wolverines, 2,976 sables, 4,335 swamp otters, 69 wolves, 1,261 
bear::~, 505 muskrats, l 32,160 seals, 830 poods of whalebone, 1,490 poods of 
walrus ivory, and 7,122 sacks of castoreum. \-Vhat was their value does nol 
appear. Sir George Simpson, the governor-in-chief of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, who was at Sitka in 1841, represents the returns of the company 
for that year as follows : 10,000 fur seals, 1,000 sea otters, 2,500 land otters, 
and 20,000 wah·us teeth, without including foxes and martens. There is 
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still one other rep(Jrt for the year 1852, as f0llows: 1,231 sea otters, 129 young 
sea otters, 2,948 common otters, 14,486 fur seals, 107 bears, 13,300 beavers, 2 
wolves, 458 sables, 243 lynxes, 163 moleskins, 1,504 bags of castoreum, 684 
black foxes, 1,590 cross foxes, 5,17 4 red foxes, 2,359 blue Arctic foxes, 355 
white Arctic foxes, and also 31 foxes called white, perhaps Albinos. 
Besides these reports for special years, I am enabled to present from the Rus-
sian tables of Captain Golowin another, covering the period from 1842 to 1860, 
inclusive, being as follows : 25,602 sea otters, 63,826 ''otters," probably river 
otters, 161,042 beavers, 73,944 foxes, 55,540 Arctic foxes, 2,283 bears, 6,445 
lynxes, 26,384 sables, 19,076 muskrats, 2,536 ursine seals, 338,604 marsh otters, 
712 "pairs of hare," 451 martens, 104 wolves, 46,274 castoreums, 7,309 beavers' 
tails. Here is an inexplicable absence of seal skins. On the other hand, sables, 
which belong to Asia and not to America, are mentioned. The list is Russian, 
and perhaps embraces furs from the Asiatic islands of the company. 
From a competent source I learn that the value of skins at Sitka during the 
last year was substantially as follows : sea otter, $50; marten, $4; beaver, 
$2 50; bear, $4 50; black fox, $50 ; silver fox, $40; cross fox, $25 ; red fox, 
$2. A recent price current in New York gives the prices there in currency, as 
follows: silver fox, $10 to $50; cross fox, $3 to $5; red fox, $1 to $1 50; otter, 
$3 to $6; mink, $3 to $6; b8aver, $1 ' to $4; muskrat, twenty to fifty cents; 
lynx, $2 to $4; black bear, $6 to $12; dark marten, $5 to $20. These New 
York prices vary from those of Sitka. The latter will be the better guide to a 
comprehension of the proceeds at Sitka, which of course must be subject to deduc-
tion for the expenses of the company. Of the latter I say nothing now, as I 
have considered them in speaking of the existing government. 
The ski ttS, it appears, are obtained in three different ways: first, through the 
hunters employed by the company; secondly, in payment of taxes imposed by 
the company; and thirdly, by barter or purchase from independent natives. 
But with all these sources it is certain that the Russian Company has enjoyed 
no success comparable to that of its British rival; and still more, there is reason 
to believe that latteriy its profits have not been Ltrge. 
Amid all the concealment or obscurity which prevails with regard to the reve-
nues of the company, it is easy to see that for some time there must be a large 
amount of valuable furs on this coast. The bountiful solitudes of the forest 
and of the adjoining waters have not yet been exhausted; nor will they be until 
civilization has supplied substitutes. Such, indeed, is a. part of that humane 
law' 0f compensation which contributes so much to the general harmony. For 
the present there will be trappers on the land, who will turn aside only a little 
from its prizes there to obtain from the seq, its otter, seal and walrus. It cannot 
be irrell~ vant, and may not be without interest, if I call your attelltion briefly 
to those fur-bearing animals, which are about to be brought within the sphere 
of repnblican government. If we cannot find their exact census we may at 
least le-arn something of their character and value. 
rrhe comparative poverty of vegetation in the more northern parts of the 
continent contrasts with the abundance of animal life, especially if we embrace 
those tenants of the sea who seek the land for rest. These northern parallels 
are hardly less productive than the tropics. The lion, the elephant, and the 
hippopotamus find their counterpart in the bear, the walrus, and the seal, without 
including the sables and the foxes. Here again nature by an unerring law 
adapts the animal to the climate, and in providing him with needful protection 
creatr.s also a needful supply for the protection of man; and this is the secret 
of rich furs. Under the sun of the tropics such provision is as little needed by 
man as by beast, and therefore nature, which does nothing inconsistent with a 
wise economy, reserves it for other places. 
Among the furs most abundant in this commerce are those of the fox, in its 
different species and under its different names. Its numbers were noticed very 
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early, and gave the name to the eastern group of the Aleutiam, which were 
called Lyssie Ostrowa, or :E'ox islands. Some of its furs are among the very 
precious. 'l'he most plentiful is the red, or as it is sometimes called American ; 
but this fur is not highly prized. Then comes the Arctic, of little value, and of 
different colors, sometimes blue, and in full winter dress pure white, whose 
circompolar horne is indicated by his name. The cross fox is less known, but 
much more sought from the fineness of its fur and its color. Its name is derived 
from dark cruciform stripes, extending from the head to the back and at right 
angles over the shoulders. It is now recognized to be a variety of the red, from 
which it differs more in commercial value than in general character. 'l'he black 
fox, which is sometimes entirely of shining black with silver white at the tip of 
the tail, is called also the silver fox when the black hairs of the body are tipped 
with white. rl'hey are of the same name in science, sometimes called argentatus, 
although there seem to be two different names, if not different values, in com-
merce. This variety is more rare than the cross fox. Not more than four or 
five are taken during a season at any one post in the fur countries, although the 
hunters use every art for this purpose. The temptation is great, as we are told 
that "its fur fetches six times the price of any other fur produced in North 
America." Sir John Richardson, who is the authority for this statement, forgot 
the sea otter, of which he seems to have known little. Without doubt the black 
fox is admired for its rarity and beauty. La Hontan, the French commander 
in Canada under Louis XIV, speaks of its fur in his time as worth its weight in 
gold. 
Among the animals whose furs are less regarded are the wolverine, known in 
science as gulo or glutton, and called by Buffon the q nadrupecl vulture, with a 
dark-brown fur, which becomes black in winter, and resembles that of the bear, 
but is not so long nor of so much value. There is also the lynx, belonging to 
the feline race, living north of the great lakes and eastward of the Rocky moun-
tains, with a fur moderately prizecl in commerce. 'l1 here is also the muskrat, 
which is abundant in Russian America, as it ia common on this continent, whose 
fur enters largely into the cheaper peltries of the United States in so many 
different ways, and with such various artificial colors, that the animal would not 
know his own skin. 
Among inferior furs I may include that very respectable animal, the black 
bear, reported by Cook "in great numbers and of a shiny black color." The 
grizzly bear is less frequent and is inferior in quality of fur to all the -varieties 
of the bear. 'l'he brown bear is supposed to be a ,variety of the black bear. 
The polar bear, which at times is a formidable animal, leavi~g a foot-print in the 
snow nine inches long, was once said not to make an appearance west of the 
Mackenzie river, but he has been latterly found on Behring straits, so that he, 
too, is included among our new population. The black bear, in himself a whole 
population, inhabits every wooded district from the Atlantic to the Pttcific, and 
from Carolina to the ice of the Arctic, becoming more numerous inland than on 
the coast. Langsdorf early remarked that he did not appear on the Aleutians, 
but on the continent, near Cook's inlet and Prince William sound, which are 
well wooded. He has been found even on the isthmus of Panama. Next to 
the dog he is the most cosmopolitan and perhaps the most intelligent of animals, 
and among those of the forest he is the most known, even to the nursery. His 
showy fur once enjoyed great vogue in hammercloths and muffs, and it is still 
used in military caps and pistol holsters, so that he is sometimes called the army 
bear. Latterly the fur has fallen in value. Once it brought in London from 
twenty to forty guineas. It will now hardly bring more than that same number 
of shillings. 
rrhe beaver, arnphibit:Jus and intelligent, has a considerable place in commerce, 
and also a notoriety of its own as the familiar synonym for the common cover-
ing of a man's head; and here the animal becomes historic. By royal procla-
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mation in 1638 Charles I of England prohibited the use of any material in the 
manufacture of hats" except beaver stuff or beaver wool." This proclamation 
was the death-warrant of beavers innumerable, sacrificed to the demands of the 
trade. Wherever they existed over a wide extent of country, in the shelter of 
forests or in lodges built by their extraordinary instinct, they were pursued and 
arrested in their busy work. r.rhe importation of their skins into Europe-during 
the last century was enormous, and it continued until one year it is said to have 
reached the unaccountable number of six hundred thousand. I give these 
figures as I find them. Latterly other materials have been obtained for hats, so 
that this fur has become less valuable. But the animal is still hunted. A medi-
cine supplied by him, and known as the castoreum, has a fixed place in the 
materia medica. 
The marten is perhaps the most popular of all thE> fur-bearing animals that 
belong to our new possessions. An inhabitant of the whole wooded region of 
the continent, he finds a favorite home in the cold forests of the Youkon, where 
he needs his beautiful fur, which is not much inferior to that of his near relative 
the far•famed Russian sable, In the trade of the Hudson Bay Company the 
marten occupies the largest place, his skins for a single district amounting to 
more than fifty thousand annually, and being sometimes sold as sable. The 
ermine, which is of the same weasel family, is of little value except for its cap-
tivating name, although its fur finds its way to the English market in enormous 
quantities. The mink, also of the same general family, was once ljttle regarded. 
but now, by a freak of fashion in our country, this animal has ascended in value 
above the beaver, and almost to the level of the marten. His fur is plentiful on 
the Youkon and along the coast. Speeimens in the museum of the Smithsonian 
Institution attest its occurrence at Sitka. 
The seal, amphibious, polygamous, and intelligent as the beaver, has always 
supplied the largest multitude of furs to the Russian Company. The early navi-
gators describe its appearance and numbers. Cook encountered them constantly. 
Excellent swimmers, ready divers, they seek rocks and recesses for repose, 
where, though watchful and never sleeping long without moving, they become 
the prey of the hunter. Early in the century there was a wasteful destruction 
of them. Young and old, male and female, were indiscriminately knocked on 
the head for the sake of their skins. Sir George Simpson, who saw this im-
providence with an experienced eye, says that it was hurtful in two ways : first, 
the race was almost exterminated ; and secondly, the market was glutted some-
times with as many as two hundred thousand a year, so that prices did not pay 
the expense of carriage. The Russians were led to adopt the plan of the Hud-
son Bay Company, killing only a limited number of males who have attained 
their full growth, which can be done easily, from the known and systematic 
habits of the animal. Under this economy seals have multiplied again, vastly 
increasing the supply. . 
Besides the common seal there are various species, differing in appearance, so 
as to justify different names, and yet all with a family character, including the 
sea leopard, so named from his spots ; the elephant seal, from his tusks and 
proboscis; and the sea lion, with teeth, mane, and a thick cylindrical body. 
These are of little value, although their skins are occasionally employed. 'l'he 
skin of the elephant seal is strong, so a5 to justify its use in the harness of 
horses. There is also the sea bear, or ursine seal, very numerous in these waters 
whose skin, especially if young, is prized for clothing. Steller speaks with 
grateful remembrance of a garment which he made from one while on the desert 
island after the shipwreck of Behring. . • 
Associated with the seal and belonging to the same family, is the walrus, 
ca)led by the British the sea- horse, the morse or the sea-cow, and by the French 
bete a la grande dent. His two tusks, rather than his skin, are the prize of 
the hunter. Unlike the rest of the seal family, he is monogamous and not poly-
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gamous. Cook vividly describes an immense herd asleep on the ice, with one 
of their number on guard, and when aroused roaring and baying aloud, while 
they huddled and tumbled together like swine. At tim(:)s their multitude is so 
great that bef~·e being aroused several hundred are slaughtered, as game in a 
park. Their hide is excellent for carriage braces, and is useful about ship. 
!3ut it is exclusively for their ivory that these hecatombs are sacrificed. A sin-
gle tooth weighs sometimes several pounds. Twenty thousand teeth reported 
as an annual harvest of the Russian Company must cost the lives of ten thousand 
walruses. The ivory compares with that of the elephant, and is for some pur-
poses superior. Long ago, in the days of Saxon history, a Norwegian at the 
court of Alfred exhibited to the king "teeth of price and excellency" from what 
he called a horse whale. Unquestionably these were teeth of walrus. 
I mention the sea otter last; but in beauty and value it is the first. In these 
respects it far surpasses the river or land otter, which, though beautiful and 
val11able, must yield the palm. It has also more the manners of the seal, with 
its fondness for sea-washed rocks, and with a maternal affection almost human. 
1'he sea otter seems to belong exclusively to the no.rth Pacific. Its haunts once 
exten<!cd as far as the bay of San Francisco; but long ago it ceased to appear 
in that southern region. Cook saw it at N ootka sound. Vancouver reports it 
at Chatham strait "in immense numbers, so that it was easily in the power of 
the natives to procure as many as they chose to be at the trouble of taking." 
But these navigators, could they revisit this coast, would not find it in these 
places now. Its present zone is between the parallels of 600 and 650 north 
latitude on the American and Asiatic coasts, so that its range is very limited. 
Evioently it was Cook who first revealed the sea otter to Englishmen. In the 
table of contents of his third voyage are the words, "Description of the Sea Otter;" 
and in the pages that follow there is a minute accuunt of this animal, and espe-
cially of its incomparable fur, which is pronounced "certainly softer and finer 
than that of any other we know of." Not content with description, the famous 
navigator adds in remarkable words, "therefore, the discovery of this part of 
North America, where so valuaLle an article of commerce may be met with, 
cannot be a ·matter of indifference." 1,hese words stimulated the commercial 
enterprise of that day. Other witnesses followed. Meares, describing his voy-
age to this coast, placed this fur high above all other furs: "the finest in the 
world, and of exce~ding beauty;" and La Perouse made it known in France as 
"peltry the most precious and common in those seas." Shortly afterwards all 
existing information with regard to it was elaborately set forth in the Historical 
Introduction to the Voyages of Marchand, published at Paris, under the auspices 
of the Institute. 
The sea otter was known originally to the Russians in Kamtschatka, where 
it was called the sea beaver; but the discoveries of Behring constitute an epoch 
in the commerce. His shipwrecked crew, compelled to winter on the desert 
island which now bears his name, found this animal in flocks, ignorant of men 
and innocent as sheep, so that they were slaughtered without 1·esistance to the 
number of more than eight hundred. Their value became known. 1!-,abulous 
prices were paid by the Chinese-sometimes, according to Coxe, as high as one 
hundred and forty rubles. At such a price a single sea otter was more than an 
ounce of gold, and a flock was a gold mine. rrhe pursuit of gold was renewed. 
It was the sea otter that tempted the navigator, and subsequent discovery was 
under the incentive of obtaining the precious fur. Mi:i.ller, calling him a beaver, 
says in his History of Russian Discovery, "the catching of beavers enticed many 
people to go to these parts. and they never returned without great quantities, 
which always produced large prices." All that could be obtained were sent to 
China, which was the objective point commercially for this whole coast. r_rhe 
trade became a fury. Wherever the animal with exquisite purple-black fur ap-
peared he was killed;., not always without effort, for he had learned something 
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of his huntsman and was now coy and watchful, so that his pursnh was often 
an effort, but his capture was always a triumph. The natives, who ·had been 
accustomed to his furs as clothing, surrendered them. Sometimes a few beads 
were their only pay. All the navigators speak of the unequal barter. ''Any 
sort of beads" were enough, according to Cook. The story is best told by 
Meares, who says " such as were dressed in fnrs instantly stripped themselves; 
and in return for a moderate quantity of spike nails we received sixty-five sea 
otter skins." Vancouver describes the "humble' fashion" of the natives in poor 
skins as a substitute for the beautiful furs appropriated by their " Russian 
friends." The picture is completed by the Russian navigator when he confesses 
that "after the Russians had any intercourse with them" the natives ceased to 
wear sea otter skins. In the growing rage the sea otter nearly disappeared. 
Langsdorf reports them as " nearly extirpated, since the high prices for them 
induce the Russians for a momentary adyantage to kill all th·ey meet .with, both 
old and young. Nor can they see that by mch a procedure they must soon be 
deprived of the trade entirely." This was in 1804. Since then the indiscrimi-
nate massacre has beeri arrested. 
Meanwhile our countrymen entered into this commerce, so that Russians,·. 
Englishmen, and Americans were all engaged in slaughtering sea otters, and~ 
selling their furs to the Chinese until the market of Canton was glutted. Lis-
iansky, on his arrival there, found "immense quantities in American ships." By· 
and by the commerce was engrossed by the Russians and English. And now 
it passes into the hands of the United States with all the other prerogatives be--
longing to this territory. 
FISHERIES. 
VII. I come now to the fisheries. the last head of this inquiry, and not infe-
rior to any other in importance; perhaps the most important of all. What even 
are sea-otter skins by the side of that product of the sea, incalculable in amount, 
which contributes to the sustenance of the human family 1 
Here, as elsewhere, in the endeavor to estimate the resources of this region, 
there ifl vagueness and uncertainty. Information at least is wanting; and yet . 
we are not entirely ignorant. Nothing is c~earer than that fish _in great abund-
ance are taken everywhere on the coast, around the islands, in the bays, and 
throughout the adjacent seas. On this head the evidence is c0nstant and com-
plete. Here are oysters, clams, crabs, and a dainty little fish of the herring tribe· 
calh•d the oolachan, contributing to the luxury of the table, and so rich in its oily 
nature that the natives are said to use it sometiinfs as a " candle." Besides these,. 
which I name now only to put aside, are those great staples of commerce and. 
mainstays of daily subsistence, the salmon, the herring, the halibut, the cod, and 
behind all the whale. This short list is enough, for it offers a constant feast, . 
with the whale at hand for light. Here is the best that the sea affords for the 
poor or the rich; for daily use, or for the fast days of the church. Here also is 
a sure support at least to the inhabitants of the coast~ 
But in order to determine the value of this supply we must go further and 
ascertain if these various tribes of fish, reputed to he in such numbers, are found 
under such conditions and in such places as to constitute a permanent and profit-
able fishery. r:I.,his is the practical question, which is still undecided. It will 
not be enough to show that the whole coast may be subsisted by its fish. It 
should be shown further that the fish of this coast can be made to subsist other 
places, so as to become a valuable article of commerce. And here uncertainty 
begins. The proper conditions of an extensive fishery are not yet understood. 
It is known that certain fisheries exist in certain waters and on certain sound-
ings, but the spaces of ocean are obscure, even to the penetrating eye of science. 
Fishing banks known for ages are still in many respects a mystery, which is 
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increased where the-fishery is recent or only coastwise. There are other banks, 
which fail from local incidents. 'l'hns very lately a cod fishery was commenced 
on Rochdale bank, sixty-five miles northwest of the Hebrides; but the deep 
rolling of the Atlantic and the intolerable weather compelled its abandonment. 
Before proceeding to consider the capacity · of this region for an extensive 
fishery it is important to know such evidence as exists with regard to thA supply, 
and here again we must resort to the early navigators and visitors. Their evi-
dence, re-enforced by modern reports, is an essential element, even if it does not 
entirely determine the question. 
Down to the arrival of Europeans on this coast the natives lived on fie h. This 
had been their constant food, with small additions from the wild vegetation of 
the country. In summer it was fish freshly caught; in winter it was fish dried 
or preserved. At the first landing on the discovery Steller found in the deserted 
cellar which he visited "store of red salmon," and the sailors brought away 
"smoked fishes that appeared like carp, and tasted very well." 'l'hiR is the 
earliest notice of fish on this coast, which are thus directly associated with its 
discovery. The next of interest which appears is the account of a Russian 
navigator in 1765, who reports on the Fox iRlands, and especially Ounalaska, 
" cod, perch, pilchards, smelts." Thus early cod appears. 
If we repair to Cook's Voyages we shall find the accustomed instruction, and 
here I shall quote with all possible brevity. At Nootka sound he reports fish 
"more plentiful than birds," of which the principal sorts in great numbers were 
"the common herring, scarcely exceeding seven inches in length, and a smaller 
sort, the same with the anchovy or sardine," and now and then" a small brownish 
cod, spotted with white." 'l'hen again, he reports at the same place "herrings 
and sardines and small cod," the former "not only eaten fresh, but likewise dried 
aud smoked." In Prince William sound he reports that "the only fish got were 
some torsk and halibut, chiefly brought by the natives to sell." Near Kodiak 
he reports that " having three hours calm his people caught upward of a hun-
dred halibuts, some of which weighed a hundred pounds, and none less than 
twenty pounds;" and he adds,. naturally enough, "a very seasonable refresh-
ment." In Bristol bay, on the northern side of Alaska, he reports "tolerable 
success in fishing, catching cod, and now and then a few flat-fish." In Norton 
sound, still further north, he reports that in exchange for four knives made from 
an old iron hoop he obtained of the natives ''near four hundred pounds weight 
of fish caught on· this or the preceding day; some trout, and the rest in size and 
taste between the mullet and a herring." On his return southward, stopping at 
Ounala~?ka, he reports " plenty of fish, at first mostly salmon, both fresh and 
dried; some of the salmon in high perfection; also salmon, trout, and once a 
halibut that weighed two hundred and fifty-four pounds;" and in describing the 
habits of the islanders he reports that " they dry large quantities of fish in sum-· 
mer, which they lay up in small huts for winter's use." Such is the testimony 
of Captain Cook. 
No experience on the coast is more instructive than that of Portlock, and from 
his report I compile a succinct diary. July 20, 1786, at Graham's harbor, Cook's 
.inlet .: "'l'he Russian chief brought me as a present a quantity of fine salmon, 
&trffi.cient ·to serve both ehips for one day." July 21: " In s~veral hauls caught 
about thirty salmon and a few flat-fish;" also further, "The Russian settlement 
had on one side a small lake of fresh water, on which plenty of fine salmon were 
caught." July 22: "'l'he boat returned deeply loaded with fine salmon." July 
28, latitude 60° 09': " Two small canoes came off; they had nothing to barter 
but a few dried salmon." July 30: "Plenty of excellent fresh salmon obtained 
for beads and buttons." August 3: ''Plenty of fine salmon." August 9, at 
Cook's inlet: "The greatest abundance of fine salmon.'' August 13: "Here-
abouts would be most desirable situation for carrying on a whale fishery, the 
whales being on the coast and close in shore in vast numbers, and there being 
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convenient and excellent harbors qnite handy for the business." ·After these 
entries the English navigator left the coast for the Sandwich Islands. 
Returning during the next year, Portlock continued to record his observations, 
abstract in brief. May 21, 1787, Port Etches, latitude 60° 21': " The harbor 
affords very fin-e crabs and muscles." June 4: "A few Indians came along-
side bringing some halibut and cod." June 20 : "Plenty of flounders, crabs 
also plenty and fine. Several fishing alongside for flounders caught cod and 
halibut.'' June 22 : '' Sent the canoe out some distance in the bay, and it soon 
returned with a fine load of cod and halibut. This induced me to send her ont 
frequently with a fishing party, and they caught considerably more than was 
sufficient for ~aily consumption." June 30: " In hauling the seine caught a 
large quantity of herrings and some salmon; the herrings,, though small, were 
very good, and two hogsheads of them were salted for sea store." July 7 : 
"We daily caught large quantities of salmon, but the unsettled state of the 
weather not permitting us to cure them on board, sent the boatswain with a 
party on shore to build a house to smoke them in." July 11 : " The seine was 
frequently hauled, and not less than two thousand salmon caught at each haul. 
The weather, however, preventing us from curing them as well as could have 
been wished, we kept only a sufficient quantity for present use, and let the rest 
escape. The salmon were now in such numbers along the shores that any 
quantity whatever might be caught with the greatest ease." All this testimony 
of the English navigator is singularly explicit, while it is in complete harmony 
with that of the Russian visitors and of Cook, who preceded. 
The report of Meares is similar, although less minute. Speaking of the na-
tives genera11y, he says, "they live entirely upon fish, but of all others, they 
prefer the whale." Then again, going into more detail, he says, "vast quanti-
ties of fish are to be found, both on the coast and in the sounds or harbors. 
Among these are the halibut, herring, sardine, silver-beam, salmon, trout, cod, 
all of which we have seen in the possession of the natives, or have been caught 
by ourselves." The herrings he describes as taken in such numbers "that a 
whole village has not been ablfl to cleanse them." At Nootka the salmon was 
of very delicate flavor, and " the cod taken by the natives of the b~st quality.'' 
French testimony is not wanting, although it is less precise. 'rhe early navi· 
gator, who was on the coast in 1779, remarks that "the fish most abundant is 
the salmon." La Perouse, who was there in 1787, mentions a large fish weigh-
ing sometimes more than a hundred 'pound:;, and several other fish, but he pre-
ferred '' the salmon and trout, which the Indians sold in larger numbers than 
could be consumed." A similar report was made by Marchand, the other 
l!'rench navigator, who finds the sea and rivers abounding in " excellent fish," 
particulary salmon and trout. 
Afterwards came the Russian navigator, Billings, in 1792 ; and here we have 
a eimilar report, only different in form. Describing the natives of Ounalaska, 
the book in which this visit is recorded says, "they dry salmon, cod, and halibut, 
for a winter supply." At Kodiak it says, "whales are in amazing numbers about 
the straits of the islands and in the vicinity of Kodiak.'' 'l'hen again, the re-
porter, who was the naturalist Sauer, says : "I observed the same species of 
salmon here as at Okhotsk, and saw crabs." Then again, ''the halibuts in 
these seas are extremely large, some weighing seventeen poods, or six hundred 
and twelve pounds avoirdupois. The liver of this fish, as also of cod, the 
natives deem unhealthy, and never eat, but extract the oil from them." Then 
again, returniug to Ounala:;ka, the reporter says, "the other fish are halibut, cod, 
two or three species of salmon, and sometimes one very common in Kamtschatka 
between four and five feet long." 
From Lisiansky, another Russian navigator, who was on the coast in 1804, I 
take two passages. The first relates to the fish of Sitka. "For some time," 
be says, "we had been able to catch no fish but halibut. Those of the species 
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which we caught were fine, some weighing eigl1teen stone, and were of an ex-
cellent flavor. rrhis fish alJOunds here from 1\Iarch to November, when it re-
tires from the coast till the winter is at an end." The other passage relates to 
the subsistence of the inhabitants during the winter. "They live,'' he says, 
" on dried salmon, train oil, and the spawn of fish, especially that of herrings, 
of which they always lay in a good stock." 
Langsdorf, who was there at the same time, is more full and explicit. Of 
Ounalaska, he says : " 1'he principal food consists of fish, sea dogs, and the flesh 
of whales. Among the fish the most common and abundant are several sorts of sal-
mon, cod, herrings, and holy butt. The h-1lybutts, which are the sort held in the 
highest esteem, are sometimes of an enormous size weighing even several hun-
dred pounds.'' 1'hen again of Kodiak he says, ''the most common :fish, those 
which, fresh and dry, constitute a principal article of food, are herrings, cod, 
holy butt, and several sorts of salmon; the latter are taken in prodigious num-
bers by means of nets or dams." Of Sitka, he says, ''We have several sorts 
of salmon, holybutt, whitings, cod, and herrings." A goodly variety. 
Liitka, also a Russian, tells us that he found :fish the standing dish at Sitka, 
from the humblest servant to the governor, and he mentions salmon, herrings, 
cod and turbot. Of salmon there are no less than four kinds, which were raten 
fresh when possible, but after J nne they were sent to the fortress Ralteil. The 
herrings appeared in 1!-,ebruary and March. 1'he cod and turbot were caught 
in the straits during winter. Liitka also reports "fresh cud" at Kodiak. 
I close this abstract of foreign testimony by two English authorities, often 
quoted. Sir Edward Belcher, while on this coast in 1837, records that" :fish, 
halibut, and salmon of two kinds were abundant and moderate, of which the 
crews purchased and cured great quantities." Sir George Simpson, who was 
at Sitka in 1841, says "halibut, cod, herrings, flounders, and many other sorts 
of fish are always to be had for the taking, in unlimited quantities. Salmon 
have been known literally to emba1Tass the movements of a canoe. About one 
hundred thousand of this fish, equivalent to :fifteen hundred barrels, are annually 
salted for the use of the establishment." Nothing could be stronger as state-
ment, and when we consider the character of its author nothing could be stronger 
as authority. 
Cumulative upon all this accumulation of testimony is that of recent visitors. 
Nobody visits this coast without testi(ying. The fish are so demonstrative in 
their abundance that all remark it. Officer~:~ of the United States navy -report 
the same fish substantially which Cook reported as far north as the Frozen ocean. 
Scientific explorers, prompted by the Smithsonian Institution, report cod in 
Behring straits, on the limits of thu Arctic Circle. One of these reports, that 
while anchored near Ounimak, in 1865, the ship with a couple of lines caught 
" a great many :fine cod, most of them between two and three feet in length." 
He supposes that there is no place on the coast where they are not numerous. 
A citizen of Massachusetts, who has recently returned from a prolonged resi-
dence on this coast, writes me from Boston, under date of March 8, 1867, that 
" the whale and cod fisheries of the north Pacific are destined to form a very 
important element in the wealth of California and Waahington 'ferritory, and 
that already numl;>ers of fishermen are engaged there and more are intending to 
leave." From all this testimony, there can be but one conclusion with rega•rd at 
least to certain kinds of fish. 
Salmon exist in unequalled numbers, so that this fish, so aristocratic elsewhere, 
becomes common enough. Not merely the prize of epicures, it is the food of all. 
Not merely the pastime of gentle natures, like Izaak Walton or Humphry Davy, 
who employ in its pursuit an elegant leisure, its capture is the daily reward of 
the humblest. On Vancouver's island it is the constant ration given out by the 
Hudson Bay Company to the men in their service. At Sitka ships are supplied 
with it gratuitously by the natives. By the side of the incalculable multitudes 
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swarming out of tnc Arctic waters, haunting this extended coast, and peopling 
its rivers, so that at a single haul Portlock took not less than two thousand, 
how small an allowance are the two hundred thousand which the salmon fi.:5heries 
of England annually supply. 
Herring seem to be not less multitudinous than the salmon. Their name, de-
rived from the German lzeer, signifying an army, is amply verified. As on the 
coast of Norway, they move in such hosts at times that a boat makes its way 
with difficulty through the compact mass. I do not speak at a venture ; for I 
have received this incident .from a scientific gentleman who witnessed it on the 
coast. r_rhis fish, less aristocratic than the salmon, is a universal food ; but here 
it would seem to be enough for all. 
The halibut, which is so often mentioned for its size and abundance, is less 
generally known than the others. It is common in the fisheries of Norway! 
Iceland and Greenland. In our country its reputation is local. Even at the 
seaport of Norfolk,-in Virginia, it does not appear to have been known before 
1843, when its arrival was announced as that of a distinguished stranger: "Our 
market yesterday morning was enriched with a delicacy from the northern 
waters, the halibut-a strange fish in these parts, known only to epicures and 
naturalists." The larger fish are sometimes coarse and far fi·om delicate, but 
they furnish a substantial meal, while the smaller halibut is much liked. 
The cod is perhaps the most generally diffused and abundant of all, for it swims 
in all the waters of this coast from the Frozen ocean to the southern limit, and in 
some' places it is in immense numbers. It is a popular fish, and when cured or 
salted is an excellent food in all parts of the world. Palatable, digestible, and 
nutritions, the cod, as compared with other fish, is as beef compared with other 
meats, so that its incalculable multitudes seem to be according to a wi~e econ-
omy of nature. A female cod is estimated to contain 3,400,000 eggs. 'l'alk of 
multiplication a hundredfold. Here it is to infinity. Imagine th<>se million 
eggs grown into fish, and then the process of reproduction repeated, and you 
have numbers which, like astronomical distances, are beyond human conception. 
But here the ravenous powers of other fish are more destructive than aby efforts 
of the fishermen. . 
Behind all these is the whale, whose corporal dimensions fitly represent the 
space which he occupies in the fisheries of the world, hardly diminished by pe-
troleum or gas. On this extended coast, and in all these seas he is at home. 
Here is· his retreat and play-ground. 1'his is especially the case with the right 
whale, or, according to whalers, the "right whale to catch," with his bountiful 
supply of oil and bone, who is everywhere throughout this region, appearing at 
all points and swarming its waters. At times they are very large. Kotzebue 
reports them at Ounalaska of fabulous proportions, called by the natives Alia-
mak, and so long" that people engaged at the opposite end of the fiRh must 
halloo very loud to be able to understand each other." rrhere is another whale 
known as the bow-head, which is so much-about Kodiak that it is sometimes 
called the Kodiak whale. The valuable sperm whale, whose head and hunch 
are so productive in spermaceti, belongs to a milder sea, but he sometimes strays 
to the Aleutians. The Narwhal, with his two long tusks of ivory, out of which 
was made the famous throne of the early Danish kings, belongs to the frozen 
ocean; but he, too, strays into the straits below. As no sea is now mare clau-
sum, all these may be pursued by a ship under any flag, except directly on the 
coast and within its territorial limit. And yet it seems as if the possession of 
this coast as a commercial base must necessarily give to its people peculiar ad-
vantages in this pursuit. What is now done under difficulties will be clone then 
with facilities, such at least as neighborhood supplied to the natives even with 
their small craft. · 
In our country, the whale fishery has been a great and prosperous commerce, 
counted by millions. It has yielded very considerable gains, and sometimes 
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large fortuneA. The town of New Bedford, one ·of the most beautiful in the 
world, has been enriched by this fishery, and yet yon cannot fail to remark the 
impediments which the business has been compelled to overcome. 'l'he ship 
ltas been fitted on the Atlantic coast for a voyage of two or three years, and 
all the crew have entered into a partnership with regard to the oil. Traversing 
two oceans, separated by a stormy cape, it reaches its distant destination at last 
in these northern seas, and commences its tardy work, interrupted by occasional 
rest and opportunity to refit at the Sandwich Islands. This now will be 
changed, as the ship sallies forth from friendly harb.ors near the game which is 
its mighty chase. 
From the whale fishery I turn to another branch of inquiry. Undoubtedly 
there are infinite numbers of fish on this coast ; bnt in order to determine 
whether they can constitute a permanent and profitable fishery there are at 
least three different considerations which must not be diarega.rded : 1. The ex-
istence of banks or soundings. 2. Proper climatic conditions for catching and 
curing the fish. 3. A market. 
( 1.) The necessity qf banks or soundings is according to reason. Fish are 
not caught in the deep ocean. It is their nature to seek the bottom, where they 
are found in some way by the fisherman, armed with trawl, seine, or hook. As 
among the ancient Romans private luxury provided tanks and ponds for the 
preservation of fish, so nature provides banks, which are only unmense jisl~­
preserres. Soundings attest their existence in a margin along the coast, but it 
becomes important to know if they actually exist to much extent away·from 
the coast. On this point our information is already considerable, if not decisive. 
'The sea and straits of Behring, as fat· as the frozen ocean, have been sur-
veyed by a naval expedition of the United States under Commander John 
Rogers. From one of his charts now before me, it appears that, beginning at 
the frozen ocean and descending through Behring straits and Behring sea, ern-
bracing Kotzebue sound, Norton bay, and Bristol bay, to the peninsula of 
Alaska, a distance of more than twelve degrees, there are constant uninterrupted 
soundings from twenty to fifty fathoms, thus presenting an immense extent 
propPr in this respect for fit"hery. 'I'he famous Dogger bank, between England 
and Holland, teeming with cod, and constituting an inexhaustible fishing ground, 
ha::; ninety fathoms of water. South of Alaska another chart shows soundings 
along the coast, with a considerable extent of bank in the neighborhood of the 
Shumagins and Kodiak, being precisely where all the evidence shows. the ex-
istence of cod. These banks, north and south of Alaska, taken together, ac-
cording to the indications of the two charts, have an extent unsurpassed by any 
other in the world. 
There is another illustration full of instruction. It is a map of the world, in 
the new work of Murray on Mammals, "showing approximately the one hun-
dred fathom line of soundings," prepared from information furnished by the 
hydrographic department of the British admiralty. Here are all the soundings 
of the world. At a glance you discern the remarkable line on the Pacific 
coast, beginning at 40° of latitude and widening constantly in a northwesterly 
direction; then, with a gentle concave to the coast, stretching from Sitka to the 
Aleutians, which it envelops with a wide margin, and then embracing and cov-
ering Behring straits to the frozen ocean; the whole space, as indicated on t.he 
map, seeming like an immense unbroken sea meadow adjoining the land, and 
coustitnting plainly the largest extent of soundings in length and breadth 
known in the world, larger, even, than those of Newfoundland added to those 
of Great Britain. 'l'his map, which has been prepared by a scientific authority 
simply in the interest of science, is an unimpeachable and disinterested witness. 
Actual experience is better authority still. I learn that the people of Cali-
fornia have already found cod banks in these seas, and, not deterred by distance, 
have begun ·to gather a harvest. In 1866 no less than seventeen vessels left 
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San Francisco for cod fishery on the Asiatic coast. This was a long voyage, 
requiring eighty days in going and returning. On the way better grounds were 
discovered among- the Aleutians, with a better fish ; and then, again, other fish-
ing grounds, better in every way, were discovered south of Alaska, in the 
neighborhood of the Shumagins, with an excellent harbor at hand. Here one 
vessel began its work on the 14th May, and, notwithstanding stormy weather, 
finished it on the 24th ,July, having taken fifty-two thousand fish. 'rhe largest 
catch in a single day was twenty-three hundred. The average weight of the 
fish dried was three pounds. Old fishermen compared the fish in taking and 
quality with that of Newfoundland. L~rge profits are anticipated. While fish 
from the Atlantic side bring, at San Francisco, not less than twelve cents a 
pound, it is supposed that Shumagin fish at only eight cents a pound will yield 
a better return than the coasting trade. It remains to be seen if these flattering 
reports are confirmed by further experience. 
From an opposite quarter is other confirmation. Here is a letter which I 
have just received from Charles Bryant, esq., at present a member of the Massa-
chusetts legislature, but for eighteen years acquainted with these seas, where he 
was engaged in the whale fishery. After mentioning the timber at certain 
places as a reason for the acquisition of these possessions, he says : 
But the chiefest value-and this alone is worth more than the pittance asked for it-con-
sists in its extensive cod and halibut fish grounds. To the eastward of Kodiak or Aleutian 
islands are extensive banks or shoals nearly if not quite equal in extent to those of New-
foundland, and as well stocked with fish. Also west of the Aleutian islands, which ex-
tend from Alaska southwest half way to Kamschatka, and enclosing that part of land laid 
down as Bristol bay, and west of it, is an extensive area of sea varying from forty fathoms 
in depth to twenty, where I Lave found the supply of codfish and halibut unfailing. These 
islands furnish good harbors for curing and preparing fish, as well as shelter in storm. 
In another letter, Mr. Bryant says that the shoals east of the entrance to 
Cook's inlet widen as they extend southward to latitude 50°, and that there are 
also large shoals south of Prince William sound, and again off Cross sound and 
Sitka. The retired shipmaster adds that he never examined these shoals to as-
certain their exact limits, but only incidentally, in the course of his regular busi-
ness, that he might know when and where to obtain fish if he wished them. 
His report goes beyond any charts of soundings which I have seen, although 
the charts are coincident with it as far as they go. Cook particularly notices 
soundings in Bristol bay, and in various places along the coast. Other naviga-
tors have done the same. Careful surveys have accomplished so much that at this 
time the bottom of Behring sea and of Behring straits as far as the Frozen 
ocean, constituting one immense bank, is completely known in its depth and 
character. 
Add to all this the official report of Mr. Giddings, acting surveyor of Wash-
ington Territory, made to the Secretary of the Interior in 1866, where he says: 
Along the coast, between Cape Flattery and Sitka, in the Russitm possessions, both cod , 
and halibut are very plenty, and of a much larger size than those taken at the cape or 
further up the straits and sound. No one who knows these facts doubts that if vessels sim-
ilar to those used by the bank fishermen from Massachusetts and Maine were fitted out here 
and were to fish on the various banks along this coast it would even now be a most lucrative 
business. The cod and halibut on this coast, up near Sitka, are fully equal to the largest 
taken in the eastern waters. 
From all this evidence, including maps and personal experience, it is easy to 
see that the first condition of a considerable fishery is not wanting. 
(2.) Prope1· climat?·c conditions must exist also. 'rhe proverbial hardihood 
of fishermen has its limits. Elsewhere weather and storm have compelled the 
abandonment of banks which promised to be profitable. On a portion of this 
coast there can be no such rigors. South of Alaska and the Aleutians, and 
also in Brist~>l bay, immediately to the north of Alaska, the fishing grounds will 
compare in temperature with those of Newfoundland or Norway. It is more 
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important to know if the fish, when taken, can be properly cured. This is one 
of the privileges of northern skies. Within the tropics fish may be taken in 
abundance, but the constant sun does not allow their preservation. The con-
stant rains of Sitka, with only a few bright days in the year, must prevent the 
work of curing on any considerable scale; but the navigators make frequent 
mention of dry or preserved fish on the coast, and it i::~ understood that fish are 
now cured at Kodiak. It had, for a long time, been customnry on this island to 
dry seal flesh in the air, which could not be done on the main land. 'rhus the 
opportunity of curing the fish seems to exist near the very banks where they 
are taken. But the California fishermen carry their fish home to be cured, in 
which they imitate the fishermen of Gloucester. As the yearly fishing product 
of this port is larger than that of any other in North America, perhaps in the 
world, this example cannot be witho'lt weigllt. 
(3) The market, also, is of prime necessity. Fish are not caught and cured 
except for a market. Besides the extended coast, where au immediate demand 
must always prevail in proportion to an increasing population, there is an exist-
ing market in California, which is at.tested by long voyages to Kamtschatka for 
fish, and by recent attempts to fino fishing grounds. San Francisco at one time ' 
took from Okhotsk nine hundred tons of fish, bt>ing about one-eighth of the 
yearly fishing product of Gloucester. Her fishing vessels last year brought 
horne from the Shumagin banks fifteen hundred tons of dried fish and ten thou-
sand gallons of cod liver oil. 'rhere is also a growing market in Washington 
and Oregon, too, unless I am misinformed. But beyond the domestic market, 
spreading from the coast into the interior, there will be a foreign markft of .no 
limited amount. Mexico, Central America, and the states of South Arnf'rica, 
all Catholic in religion, will require this subsistence, and being southern in cli-
mate they must look northward for a supply. The two best customers of our 
Atlantic fisheries are Hayti and Cuba, two Catholic countries under a southern 
sun. The fisherman of MassachuE'etts began at an early day to send their cod 
to Portugal, Spain, and Italy, all Catholic countries under a southern sun. 
Our " salt" fish became popular. The Portuguese minister at London in 
1784, in a conference with Mr. Adams on a commercial treaty with the United 
States, mentioned "salt fish" among the objects most needed in his country, 
and added, "the consumption of this article in Portugal is immense, and he 
would avow that the American salt fish was preferred to any other on account 
of its quality." (John Adams's writings, vol. 8, p. 339.) Such facts are-more 
than curious. 
But more important than the Pacific states of the American continent ar8 the 
great empires of Japan and China, with uncounted populations depending mur.h 
on fish. In China one-tenth subsist on fish. Notwithstanding the considerable 
supplies at horne, it does not seem impossible for an energetic and commercial 
people to find a market here of inconceivable magnitude, which will dwarf that 
original fur trade with China that was once so tempting. 
From this survey, you can all jndge this question of the fisheries, which I 
only state without assuming to determine. You can judge if well-stocked fish-
ing banks have been found under such conditions of climate and market as to 
supply a new and important fiElhery. Already the people of California have an-
ticipated the answer, and their enterprise has arrested attention in Europe. The 
Journal of Peterman, the Geograpltische Mittheilungen, for the present year, 
which is the authentic German record of geographical science, borrows from a 
San Francisco paper to announce these successful voyages as the beginning of 
a new commerce. If this be so, as there is reason to believe, these coasts and 
seas will have a new value. The future only can disclose the form they may 
take. They may be a Newfoundland, a Norway, a Scotland, or perhaps a New 
England, with another Gloucester and another New Bedford. 
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INFLUE~CE OF FISHERIES. 
An eminent French writer, an enthusiast on fishes, Lacepede, has depicted the 
influence of fisheries, which he il1ustrates by the herring, calling it " one of 
those natural products whose use lias decided the destiny of nations." With-
out adopting these strong words it is easy to see that suc;h fisheries as seem 
about to be opened on the Pacific must exercise a wonderful influence over the 
population there, while they give a new spring to commerce and enlarge the 
national resources. In these aspects it is impossible to exaggerate. Fishermen 
are not as other men. r:I.'hey ·have a character of their own, taking its com-
plexion from their life. In ancient Rome they had a peculiar holiday with 
games, known as Piscatorii Ludi. r:I.'he first among us in this pursuit were th:e 
Pilgrim~, who even before they left Leyden looked to fishing for a support in 
their new home, on which King James remarked: " So God have my soul, 'tis 
an honest trade; 'twas tpe apostles' own calling." As soon as they reached 
Plymouth they began to fish, and not long afterwards appropriated the.profits 
of the fisheries at Cape Cod to found a free school. J!"""~rom this Puritan origin 
are derived those fisheries which for a while were our chief commerce, and still 
continue an important element of national wealth. '.rhe cod fi::>heries of the 
United States are now valued at more than two million dollar::> annually. Even 
they are inferior to the French fi::>heries, wllo::;e annual product is more than 
three million dollars; and these again are small by the side of the British fish-
eries, whose annual product i::; nvt far from twenty-five million dollars. Such 
an interest must be felt far and near, commercially and financially, while it con-
tribtites to the comfort of all. How soon it may.prevail on the Pacific who can 
say 1 But this treaty is the beginning. 
Of course it is difficult to estimate what is so uncertain, or at least is pros-
pective only. Our own fisheries, now so considerable, were small in the be-
ginning; they were small even when they inspired the eloquence of Burke in 
that most splendid page never equalled even by himself. But the Continental 
Congress, in its original instructions to its commissioners for the negotiation of 
peace with Great Britain, required aa a fundamental condition, next to inde-
pendence, "that these fisheries should be preserved unimpaired. While this 
proposition was under discussion Elbridge Gerry, who had grown up among 
the fishermen of Massachusetts, repelled the attacks upon their pursuit in 
words which are not out of place here. "It is not so much fishing," he said, 
"as enterprise, industry, employment. It is not so much fish ; it is gold, the 
produce of that avocation. It is the employment of those who would otherwise 
be idle, the food of those who would otherwise be hungry, the wealth of those 
who would otherwise be poor." After debate it was resolved by Congress that 
"the common right of taking fish should in no case be given up." For this 
principle the eldest Adams contended with ability and constancy until it was 
fixed in the treaty, where it stands side by side with the acknowledgement of 
Independence. 
In the discussions which ended thus triumphantly the argument for the fish-
eries was stated most compactly by Ralph Izard, of South Carolina, in a letter 
to John Adams, dated at Paris, 24th September, 1778; and what he said then 
may be repeated now : 
"Since the advantages of commerce have been well understood, the fisheries have been 
looked upon by the naval powers of Europe as an object of the greatest importance. The 
FreRch have been increasing their fishery ever since the treaty of Utrecht, which has en-
abled them to rival Great Britain at sea. The fisheries of Holland were not only the first 
rise of the republic, but have been the constant support of all her commerce and navigation. 
This branch of trade is of such concern to the Dute.h that in their public prayers they are 
said to request the Supreme Being that it would please Him to bless the government, the 
lords, the States, and also the fisheries. The fishery of Newfoundland appeca.rs to me to be 
a mine of infinitely greater value than Mexico and Peru. It enriches the proprietors, is 
worked at less expense, and is the source of naval strength and protection."-Jo/m Adam's 
Works, vol. 7, p. 45. 
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I have grouped these allusions that you may see how the fisheries of that 
day, though comparatively small, enlisted the energies of our fathers. Tradi-
tion confirms this record. '!'he sculptured image of a cod hanging from the 
ceiling in the hall of the Massachusetts bouse of representatives, whrre it was 
placed during the last century, constantly recalls this industrial and commer-
cial staple with the great part which it performed. And now it is my duty to 
remind you that these fisheries, guarded so watchfully and vindicated with 
such conquering zeal, had a value prospective rather than present, or at least 
small compared with what it is now. Exact figures, covering the ten years 
between 1765 and 1775, show that during this period Massachusetts employed 
annually in the fisheries 665 vessels, amounting to 25,620 tons, and only 4,405 
men. In contrast witli this interest, which seems so small, although at tile time 
considerable, are the present fisheries of our country; and here again we ha\'e 
exact- figures. The number of vessels in the cod fishery alone in 1861, just be-
fore the blight of the war reached this business, was 2,753, amounting to 137,665 
tons, a·nd with 19,271 men, being more than four times as many vessels and 
men, and more than five times as much tonnage, as for ten years preceding the 
revolution was employed annually by Massachusetts, representing at that time 
the fishing interest of the country. 
Small beginnings, therefore, are no discouragement to me, and I turn with 
confidence to the future. Already the local fiilheries on this coast have devel-
oped among the generations of natives a singular gift in building and managing 
their small craft, so as to excite the frequent admiration of voyagers. The 
larger fisheries there will naturally exercise a corresponding influence on. the 
population destined to build and manage the larger craft. '!'he beautiful baidar 
will give way to the fishing-smack, the clipper, and the steamer. All things 
will be changed in form and proportion; but the original aptitude for the sea 
will remain. A practical race of intrepid navigators will swarm the coast, 
ready for any enterprise of business or patriotism. Commerce will find new 
arms ; the country new defenders; the national flag new hands to bear it aloft. 
SUMMARY. 
Mr. President, I now conclude this examination. From a review of the origin 
of the treaty, and the general considerations with regard to it, we have passed 
to an examination of these possessions under different heads, in order to arrive 
at a knowledge of their character and value; and here we have noticed the ex-
isting government, which was found to be nothing but a fur company, whose 
only object is trade; then the population, where a very few Russians and 
Creoles are a scanty fringe to the aboriginal races; then the climate, a ruling 
influence, with its thermal current of ocean and its eccentric isothermal line, by 
which the rigors of that coast are tempered to a mildness unknown in the same 
latitude on the Atlantic side; then, the vegetable products, so far as known, 
chief among which are forests of pine and fit· waiting for the axe; then the min-
eral products, among which are coal and copper, if not iron, silver, lead, and 
gold, besidrs the two great products of New England, "granite and ice;" then 
the furs, including precious Ekins of the black f\lX and sea otter, which origi-
nally tempted the settlement, and have remained to this day the object of pur-
suit; and lastly, the fisheries, which, in waters superabundant with animal life 
beyond any of the globe, seem to promise a new commerce to the country. All 
these I have presented plainly and impartially, exhibiting my authorities as I 
proceeded . . I have done little more than hold the scales. If these have inclined 
on either side it is because reason or testimony on that side was the weightier. 
WHAT REMAINS TO BE DONE. 
As these extensive possessions, constituting a corner of the continent, pass 
from the imperial government of Russia they will naturally receive a new name. 
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They will be no longer Russian America. How shall they be called 1 Clearly 
any name borrowed from classical history or from individual invention will be 
little better than a misnomer or a nickname unworthy of such an occasion. 
Even if taken from our own history it will be of doubtful taste. The name 
should come from the country itself. It should be indigenous, aboriginal, one 
of the autochthons of the soil. Happily such a name exists, which is as proper 
in sound as in origin. It appears from the report of Uook, the illustrious navi-
gator, to whom I have so often referred, that the euphonious name now applied 
to the peninsula which is the continental link of the Aleutian chain was the sole 
word used originally by the native islanders, "when speaking of the American 
continent in general, which they knew perfectly well to be a great land." It 
only remains that, following these natives, whose places are now o11rs, we, too, 
should call this ''great land" Alaska. 
Another change must be made without delay. As the settlements on this 
coast came eastward from Russia, bringing with the Russian flag western time, 
the day is earlier by twenty-four hours with them than with us, so that their 
Sunday is our Saturday, and the other days of the week are in corresponding 
discord. r.rhis must be rectified according to the national meridian, so that there 
shall be the same Sunday for all, and the other days of the week shall be in 
corresponding harmony. Important changes must follow, of which this is 
typical. All else must be rectified according to the national meridian, so that 
within the sphere of our common country there shall be everywhere the same 
generous nile and one prevailing harmony. Of course, the unreformed Julian 
calendar: received from Russia, will give place to ours; old style yielding to 
new style. 
An object of immediate practical interest will be the survey of the extended 
and indented coasts by our own officers, bringing it all within the domain of 
s~ienc>e and assuring to navigation much-needed assistance, while the republic 
is hono!·ed bv a continuation of national charts, where execution vies with 
scienee, and t'he art of engraving is the beautiful hand-maid. Associated with 
this survey, and scarcely inferior in value, will be the examination of the coun-
try by scientific explor:ers, so that its geological structure may become known 
with its various products, vegetable and mineral. But your best work and 
most important endowment will be the republican government, which, looking 
to a long future, you will organize, with schools free to all and with equal laws, 
before which every citizen will stand erect in the consciousness of manhood. 
Here will be a motive power, without which coal itself will be insufficient. 
Here will be a source of wealth more inexaustible than any fisheries. Bestow 
such a government, and you will bestow what is better than all you can receive, 
wi1ether quintals of fish, sands of gold, choicest fur, or most beautiful ivory. 
REPORT OF THE RON. HUGH McCULLOCH, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, 
ON ALASKA, AIJCOMPANYING THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE REPLYING TO 
RESOLUTION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 19TH OF 
DECEMBER, 1867. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
February l, 1868. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith, to be communicated to the House 
of Representatives, in partial response to their resolution of inquiry addressed 
to you on the 19th of December last, of which a copy was referred to this de-
partment by the Secretary of State on the 8th ultimo, the results of a cruise to 
the waters of the territory recently acquired from Russia, undertaken during 
the past summer by the steam revenue cutter " Lincoln," under orders from 
this departm6llt. The primary object of the cruise was to afford protection to 
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the revenue during the period of doubtful and uncertain jurisdiction between 
the ratification of the treaty and the formal occupation of the country. Ad-
vantage was taken of the occasion to procure information regarding the char-
acteristics and resources of the country. A large number of specimens in 
the various branches of natural history have been collected which will be de-
posited at the Smithsonian Institution. A portion of them are already there. 
Inquiries respecting the new territory have been instituted by the depart-
ment in other directions, but the results of them are not yet in condition to be 
transmitted. They will, however, be submitted as soun as possible; it is hoped 
within a few weeks. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. H.McCULLOCH, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
His Excellency the PHESII>ENT. 
Schedule of enclosures with letter o/ the Secretary o/ the Treasury to tlte PTes-
ident o/ February l, relative to Alaska. 
A. Instructions to Captain Howard. 
B. Memoranda from Smithsonian Institution. 
C. First report of Captain Howard. 
D. Letter of Captain Howard respecting administration of justice. 
E. Second report of Captain Howard. 
F. Lieutenant Hodgsdon's report of ascent of Makustrin mountain. 
G. Captain Howard's final report. 
H. Report of botany, by Dr. Kellogg. 
I. Letter from Coast Survey transmitting report of party. 
K. Report of Assistant George Davidson. 
L Appendix to report of Mr. · Davidson. 
M. Report of r.rheo. A. Blake on geology. 
N. Report of W. G. W. Harford on conchology. 
0. Vocaqulary of native languages. 
P. Meteorological abstract for Sitka from 184 7 to 1852. 
Q. Daily meteorological record, May 1 to September ~9, 1867, at Sitka. 
R. Daily meteorological record on Lincoln during the cruise. ' 
A. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June 4, 1867. 
SIR: You will proceed without delay to San Francisco, and take charge of 
' the steamer revenue cutter "Lincoln," commanded by Captain White, which 
has been designated to make a voyage to Sitka, and the Russian possessions in 
America, lately ceded to the United States, to acquir~ a knowledge .of the 
country with a view to the due protection of the revenue when it shall have 
become a part of the United States, and for the information of Congress and 
the people. 
The "Lincoln " is now undergoing repairs at the navy yard in San Fran-
ciso, and is expected to be in readiness on your arrival. You will see that she 
is provided with supplies, suitable for the voyage, which is expected to occupy 
several months, and you are authorized t0 add to her outfit such articles as in 
your judgment are necessary to her efficiency in the service assigned her, but 
you will be required to observe iu all respects the most rigid economy. • • • 
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Before leaving San Francisco there will be received on board ,five persons, des-
ignated by the Coast Survey office, with their instruments, equipments and sup-
plies, to whom will be afforded throughout the voyage all proper facilities for 
the accomplishment of the objects intrusted to them. Doctor Kellogg, of San 
Francisco, will accompany the expedition as surgeon. It is understood that he 
and Captain White are both experienced naturalists, and it ig desired that they 
may prosecute diligently the line of investigation prescribed by the Secretary 
of the Smithsonian Institution in the memorandum herewith transmittt~d . 
The vessel will be expected to leave San Francisco as soon as possible after 
your arrival, and will first proceed quickly to Sitka to communicate with the 
Russian authorities and present the letter of Baron Stoeckl, herewith enclosed. 
It will be remembered that the country is yet subject to the exclusive dominion of 
Russia, and that until the formal transfer of it to the United States; the latter 
can exercise no control within its borders, except through the courtesy of the 
Russian government. 
The collector at San Francisco has been instructed in conformity with the 
desire of the Russian minister to send an officer to Sitka by the first vessel 
bound thither to remain for the present and superintend the discharge of cargoes 
permitted to land by the Russian authorities. 'rhe department designated for 
this service Lieutenant Galvin L. Hooper, or, if he cannrJt go, Lieutenant George 
W. Moore, and has given instructions for his guidance, copies of which are 
herewith enclosed. 
If neither of these officers have gone to Sitka, you will convey one of them 
in the ''Lincoln," and deli-ver to him the enclosed package, addressed to the 
United States officer at Sitka. You will also call upon the Russian consul at 
San Francisco, and take any communication he may d-esire to forward. 
After visiting Sitka you will employ the vessel according to your best judg-
ment to effect the purposes of the expedition, between the southern limits of 
the country and the westerly extremity of the Aleutian islands. 
It is not expected that you will pass to the north of those islands, though 
you are at liberty to do so if it seems best. The objects to which attention 
will chiefly be given are-
1. The most available channels of commerce, the probable haunts of smug-
glers, and the most suitable points for custom-house and revenue stations. 
2. A general reconnaissance of the coast, soundings, appropriate locations for 
lights, and other aids to navigation, and certain local surveys desired by the 
Coast Survey office. 
3. 'ro discover available coaling stations, and particularly to determine the 
fitness of Annalaska islands for that purpose. 
4. To ascertain by careful soundings the location and extent of the fishing 
banks said to exist off the coast to t,he southward. 
5. 'l'o pursue the course of inquiry as to the geographical and physical 
characteristics, the resources, productions and climate of the country, suggested 
by the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution in the communication herewith 
enclosed, and to preserve specimens to be carefully forwarded to this department 
immediately on your return; 
It is desired that the results of the explorations be committed to writing so as 
to be transmitted to the department without delay, that it may be received, if 
possible, by the first of December next. More minute instructions the depart-
ment is of course unable to give, but they are the less necessary on account of 
your experience in those regions, upon which, of course, the department -very 
considerably relies. . 
It is suggested that much valuable information may be obtained at San Fran-
cisco that will aid to guide the labors of the expedition. * * • 
Before quitting the country on your return you will a second time visit Sitka 
to convey despatches to San Francisco. * * * You will be expected to 
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report progress briefly from San Francisco, and at every other point where an 
opportunity occurs. If any other instructions are deemed necessary they will 
be forwarded to Sitka with the expedition that is expected to go there, and re-
ceive formal possession of the territory after the exchange of ratifications of 
the treaty. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
Captain W. A. HowARD, 
Revenue Cutter Service, New York City. 
B. 
H. :McCULLOCH, 
Secretary qf tlu Treasury. 
Suggestions relat1:ve to objects qf scientific ~nvestigation for tke expedition under 
Captain Howard, along the coast qf Russian America,from the Smitluonian 
Institution. · 
WA8HINGTON, May 27, 1867. 
SIR : Your letter informing us that an expedition was to be sent to Russian 
America, and inviting suggestions as to scientific points worthy of attention, has 
been duly received, and I beg leave to enclose, in reply, the accompanying 
memoranda relative to meteorology, ethnology, and natural history, which we 
should be pleased to have placed in the hands of the gentleman who has charge 
of the party. The meteorological suggestions were prepared by myself, the 
ethnological by :Mr. George Gibbs, and those which relate to natural history by 
Professor Baird. 
With many thanks for your courtesy in asking our co-operation, I remain, 
yours, respectfully, 
JOSEPH HENRY. 
Ron. JoHN F. HARTLEY, 
Assistant Secretary qf tlze Treasury. 
I METEOROLOGY. 
1. Keep a journal of the weather at regular intervals of time, noting-
( 1.) The direction of the wind. 
(2.) Face of the sky as to cloudiness. 
(~.) Direction of motion of upper and lower clouds. 
( 4.) Rain, snow, hail, fogs, &c. 
(5.) Temperature of air and water. 
(6.) Pressure of air. 
(7.) Moisture by wet and dry bulb thermometers. 
2. In recording any observation give the exact time, latitude, and longitude of ship, and 
name of the observer. 
3. When bnt two observations are made in the course of the day, the hours should be 8 
a.m. and 8 p.m.; when three observations, at 7 a.m., 2 and 9 p.m. If the number of 
observers is sufficient a record of temperature and pressure may be made hourly or bi-hour ly 
for a week together when the vessel is stationary, in order to ascertain the daily variations. 
Unusual phenomena should be recorded at the time of occurrence. 
4. The indications of a maximum and also of a minimum thermometer should be recorded 
at least once a day. 
5. The observations with the wet and dry bulb thermometer are very important, and should 
be carefully made at least three times a day in a place treely exposed to the ~m. The difference 
between the wet and dry balb will be less in warm weather when the air is nearly saturated 
with vapor, and also in cold weather when 1t contains very little moisture. The wet bulb, 
however, should always be the lower ; but in some cases during a low falling temperature 
the water absorbed by the covering of the wet bulb may become frozen, and while evolving 
its latent heat will prevent as rapid a descent of the mercury as in the case of the dry bulb, 
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which may be at the time lilxposed to a current of cold air. If the observation, however, be 
continued suffieiently long, and the temp£>rature remain steady, the covered bulb will finally 
indicate the lower temperature, though it be covered with a coating of ice. 
6. The furce of solar radiation should be observed every day at noon, with a b~ackened 
bulb thermometer, surrounded by a vaccum, enelosed in an outer glass envelope. In default 
of this apparatus a common thermometer may be used, the bulb of which is surroundeJ. by 
floculent black wool. 
7. Note every appearance of shooting stars and fire balls; give their direction among the 
stars, starting and ending points; give the intensity of light of fire ball as compared with 
that of day; the size compared with that of the moon. If au explosion is observed listen fur 
sound for perhaps two or three minutes. Make special observations for shooting stars on 
seveml nig·hts about the 12th or 13th of November. Observations should be kept up for several 
nights on, before and after these epochs, fvr the purpose of comparison. Other periods less 
marked may be noted, namely: April from 23d to 24th; June from 15th to 20th; October 
ldth; December 6th and 7th; January 2d. 
8. The temperature of the surface of the water should be frequently taken, first to ascer-
tain if there are any variations from day to day, when the vessel is at rest in the same place; 
and, second, to determine the variations from place to place when the vessel is in motion; in 
certain cases, such as entering a warm stream, the chauge may be very sudden. 
For determining the snrface temperature, the water may be drawn in a bucket, care being 
taken to let it remain long enough overboard to obtain the temperature of the water. If a 
thermometer be let down into the water to obtain the surface or deep·sea temperature, its 
bulb should be surrounded with several coatings of cloth, in order that the temperature may 
remain loug enough stationary to admit of its being read on deck without sensible change. 
Care, however, must be taken that the thermometer remain in the water suffideutly long to 
acquire the temperaturA of the latter. 
9. Frequent observations should be made to ascertain the direction of currents by a com-
parison of dead reckoning with astronomical observations, and to afford data for subsequent 
determioations, bottles containing a sheet of paper, giving the latitude, longitude. and time, 
with clirrctions as to where the paper is to be sent by the finder. should be frequently turown 
overboard. The bottles should be of transparent glass, in order that the white paper may be 
seen at a distance. The ordinary black bottle is so near the color of the sea as to escape 
notice unless cast on shore by the waves. 
10. The color of the water should be noted, as this may be important in connection with 
currents, shoals, &c. 
11. After a storm, measure the height of the waves by ascending the shrouds to an eleva-
tion which shall just bring the line of vision of the distant horizon over the crest of the 
wave, while the ship is in the hollow. Note time when high waves are ob<~erved without a 
storm, and also their direetion; they give indications of a storm having occurred at a distance. 
12. Note the appearance of the sky over stream like that of the Gulf when at a dibtanee 
from them on either side; also, whether water-spouts occur more frequently within their 
limits than in other parts of the ocean. Make frequent observations of the surface tempera-
ture on approaching and leaving the streams, also their width. -
1:3. Carefully note the time and place of entering and leaving the northeast trade winds. 
14. The direction of the motion of the highest fleecy clouds is important, and should be 
entered whenever they are seen. The direction of the lower clouds, . as well as the surface 
·wind, should be noted. ' 
15. In recording fogs when they are at a short distance, give the height of the upper and 
lower surface when not resting on the water, and be careful to note the temperature of the 
air and water before and after entering. · In sailing near the land observe the condition of 
light.bouses in regard to fogs, whether the top or bottom of the tower first becomes visible, 
as seen across the fog. 
16. Hazy weather is sometimes produced by what is called dry fogs, which may be due 
to volcanic dust or other solid substance in powder. If anything of this kind be deposited 
on deck, speeimens should be carefully collected and preserved. 
17. Note the points along the western coast of Central America where the trade·wind from 
the east blows strongly across the isthmus to the Pacific, as well as the direction and inten-
sity of this wind. 
18. In the case of thunder-storms note the direction from which the storm comes, the time 
of its passage across the ship, and by subsequent angular observations, determine the length 
and breadth of the meteor, as measured on the surface of the earth, and also its altitude. 
'l'he whole disturbance of the atmosphere, in case of a thunder-storm, is frequently confined 
to a space of three or four miles in one direction, and from two to three miles in the other. 
The change of the wind should be noted during the ·approach, passage, anJ end of the 
storm, and also the character of the lightning, whether sheet, zigzag, or ramified, and par-
ticularly whether it is in the form of a globe or ball of fire. Note, also, the character of the 
thunder, whether loud, faint, a sudden explosion, or a continued reverberation. If the ship 
should be struck, all the particulars of the effects produced should be carefully described. 
During the passage of the electrical discharge along the mast of a ship the natural elec-
tricity ot all the other parts of the vessel will be disturbed, and in this way effects may be 
produced in the «abin not immediately referable to the primary discharge. 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--13 
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It is stated that thunder-storms are not observed on the ocean beyond a certain 1atitud~, 
and also on land, along the northwestern coast of America, there are places where they 
never, or very rarely, occur. Facts in regard to this point are, interesting. 
19. In case of the occurrence of a tornado or cyclone, every change in the direction and 
intensity of the wind should be noted, the barometer and thermometer constantly watched, 
and their indications given, the appearance of the sky, and particularly the motion of the 
lower and upper clouds, as compared with the surface wind. If the centre of the storm be 
passed through, a lull will probably be ob::;erved coinciding, perhaps, with the lowest altitude 
of the barometer, and followed by a change in the direction of the wind. If the vessel be 
in north latitude, and the storm be that of a true cyclone, the direction of its centre may be 
determined by facing the wind and extending the arms. The right band will then extend to 
the centre of the storm. · 
Copies of the logs of all vessels which are subsequently met with that have encountered 
the same storm should be collected. 
20. In observing the aurora, note whether an arch be formed, the bearing of its apex, give 
its altitude from time to time, and any changes that may take place in it, and whether a dark 
cloud exists in the segment beneath, while the other parts of the heavens are unclouded. 
When auroral beams appear they frequently move laterally along the arch. Note whether 
this motion is to the east or to the west. This observation is important in ascertaining 
whether the electrical discharge, to .which the aurora is undoubtedly due, be to or from the 
earth. 
'Vhen the beams of the aurora shoot up toward the zenith, note whether any mistiness in 
the atmosphere becomes iustantaneously perceptible, and whether this continues or soon 
d1sappears. Note whether the beams in any case are visible between a distant mountain, or 
a cloud, and the observer, and whether sounds accompany the meteor. 
21. In going up the ·western coast it should be recollected that the magnetic needle bas a 
large easterly variation, increasing as we advance northward; care should therefore be taken 
to state whether the register of the wind, arch of the aurora, &c., is made in reference to the 
maguetic or true north, and to which the accounts of the directions of the wind you may 
obtain from others relates. 
2.~. Note the appearance of water-spouts and the condition of the air as to temperature 
and moisture under which they occur, the direction of their motion, and whether they appear 
siugly or in numbers. Observe whether the top spreads out with currents of air moving 
hom it in every direction as if from a centre, and if the ship is near observe the effect on the 
barometer and whether the dirPction of the wind is then toward the spout. 
23 .. Regular observations should be made on land when opportunities occur on all the 
objects mentioned in paragraph one. Inquiry should be made as to the occurrence of 
thunder-storms, appearance of the aurora, amount of rain and snow, early and late frosts, 
as to whether cracks are produced during very cold weather in the earth by the shrinkiug of 
tl.Je surface, thickness of the ice in harbors, time of planting and reaping, of flowering of 
plants, leafing, &c., of trees, kinds and quality of grain, vegetables, &c., which are grown. 
24. Observations should be made of the temperature of the ground at the depth of an inch, 
a foot, aud a yard, the depth to which frost extends, and in higher latitudes the depth to 
which the thawing reaches. 
25. Observations on clear nights should be made as to radiation from the earth and the 
deposition of dew on glass, wood, wool, &c. 
H.-NATURAL HISTORY. 
1. It will of course be an object on the part of the commission of the Treasury Depart-
ment to illustrate the capabilities of Russian Ameri'ca in reference to its furs, fisheries, and 
forests, as well as its mineralogical and geological products. Understanding that the Coast 
Survey will take especial charge of matters pertaining to geological observations, we would 
call attention to the importance of securing full collections of all the animals known in the 
Russian American fur trade. Of these the most important is the sea otter, all the different 
recognized varieties of which should be procured, and of different ages, with, if possible, 
one or more skeletons. The black fox of the islands should be obtained for compari:;on with 
that of the mainland already in possession of the Smith~onian Institution. The different 
kinds of seals, especially the fur seal, of different ages, including very young and very old, 
and if possible a walrus of medium size, should be secured; good specimens of the Rocky 
mountain white goat with black horns, and of the big-born if it occurs, the bears, &c., will 
all be of interest and value. These skins should be obtained unmutilated, and having the 
entire exterior preserved, head, with lips and ears, feet, tail, &c., so that they may be 
mounted and set up. Skulls, and if possible skeletons, of all these animals will be desirable. 
2. Among anilllals of economical value the different species of cetaceans, whales, porpoises, 
black fish, grampus, &c., are of course very prominent. Of the smaller, it is very desirable 
to have skins for stuffing; of any the skulls with;;,the entire skeleton, if procurable, will be 
useful, and especially so if a sketch of the animal in the flesh can be taken showing shape, 
proportions, and distribut~on of color between the upper and under surfaces. Very little is 
known of even the whales of the North Pacific, as to their true relation.sbip with those of 
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other parts of the world, and something of importance may be done in this connection by 
the commission. 
3. Among the Aleutian islands is a great variety of sea fowl, more or less unknown to the 
naturalist, and which will be of much interest. The most desirable of them are the ,small 
sea pigeons, dovekies, &c., some not larger than very young chickens. All the different 
kinds of these should be soug-ht for and secured, as also the different kinds of cormorants, 
gulls, ducks and geese, and the land birds of the islands. Good collections of birds made 
at Sitka and in possession of the Smithsonian Institution render it less necessary to prose-
cute careful research into the ornithology of that island; but Kodiak, Annalaska, and the 
other Aleutians are almost entirely unknown in this connection and any collections will be 
of value. 
4. Of the fishes it is desirable to secure good skins of large specimens of all the different 
food species, as cod, halibut, salmon, sturgeon, &c., in order that they may be properly 
stuffed and placed on exhibition. Any spet:imens of shells and other marine animals will be 
of interest to the naturalist. 
5. Specimens of the timber trees of the country should be secured, and sec.tions with the 
bark on should be made to show the character of the wood. These should, however, always 
be aceompanied by specimens of the foliage and fruit of the same tree to indicate its true 
botanical character, together with an account of the extent and magnitude of the forest. 
Specimens of a!.!y other plants of known economical value should also be obtained. 
6. In making any collections as suggested, care ;:;hould be taken to attach a label or other-
wise marldng each specimen, so as to show the exact date and locality. Much of the value 
of these objects will be lost, unless such facts accompany them. Especial attention, too, 
should be paid to their preparation and packing, so that they may not be injured or destroyed 
on the way back If possible the skins of birds and animals should be sent borne even 
before the return of the expedition in order that time may be allowed to have them properly 
prepared and mounted for exhibition. Any packages addressed to the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, care of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, San Francisco, will be forwarded free of 
expense. 
7. If the services of a competent naturalist can be procured in San Francisco it will be of 
much importance and tend to add to the value of the information relative to the economieal 
natural history of the country. An allowance, too, will probably have to be made to me~t 
expense of purchasing such furs as cannot otherwise be obtained, as sea otters, &c., as it is 
of great importance to be able to exhibit them to Congress. The magazines of the Russian 
American Company at Sitka will probably contain nearly every kind of animal known in 
the fur trade. 
Ill.-ETHNOLOGY. 
As language affords one of the readiest, and perhaps the most certain mode of tracing 
affinity among the races of men, it is particularly desired to collect accurate vocabularies of 
a sufficient number of words in common use to make at any rate approximate comparisons. 
Fuller ones and grammars or partial grammatical forms should be obtained of course, when 
practicable, but as this is not likely to be the case during so short a voyage, such results as 
are attainable should be looked for. It is probable that Prince Maksoutoff, in accordance 
with the example of his predecesors, Admirals Woewodsky and Furuhjelm, will aid in this 
by distributing the blanks furnished for the purpose to agents at the various ports of the 
Russo-American Fur Company. The most important tribes remaining are those extending 
from Copper river along the coast to Cape Fairweather, especially those known as Ugalentses 
and Galshanes. New voc~,bularies are, however, wanted of all the Eskimo tribes, including 
the Namollos of the Asiatic side of Behring strait, of the Aleutians, the Kenaiens, and the 
Koloshians, in their various languages and dialects. 
The collection of articles of indigenous manufacture or employment will, of course, form 
an object of particular interest, and should extend even to the most common and trivial. 
Drawings, or, better still, photographs, should be made of dwellings, tombs, &c. Should a 
photographer accompany the expedition, it is most important that portraits of good size be 
taken of individuals of as many tribes as possible, less with the view of displaying their 
dress and ornaments than their features, form of the bead, &c. A collection of skulls rep-
resenting each tribe should be made as far as possible, particularly of the Eskimo nations, 
great care being taken to give locality and race. 
c. 
UNITED STATES REVENUE STEAMER LINCOLN, 
Sitka, Russian America, August 17, 1867. 
StR: I have the honor to report as follows: 
'l'he Lincoln, Captain J. W. White, having been reported (on Saturday, 20th 
July, six p. m.) ready for sea, I directed the scientific party to repair on 
board the next morning at nine o'clock. At ten a. m., with the Wayanda, 
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Captain Selden, in company, got under way and proceeded to sea under steam, 
the Wayanda leading the way with ease. Having seen us clear of the "Heads," 
she returned to San Francisco. The wind blowing too fresh to make any 
headway directly against it and a strong current, made sail close-hauled and 
stood to the westward; ship carrying sail without heeling a single" strake"-
in fact, better than any vessel I ever sailed in, making from five to six knots. 
At two a.m. on the 22d tacked in shore; at ten p.m. passed Point Arena. The 
coals (anthracite) purchased in San Francisco proved so bad we were unable to 
raise more than one-third (!) pressure of steam, which was a source of great 
anxiety to me, our time for explorations being so very limited by the advance 
of the season. 
In obedience to the orders of the department I had called on the Russian 
consul and received despatches for the governor and authorities at Sitka. 
On Friday, 26th, at ten p. m., anchored in Royal bay, off Vancouver island; 
at daylight on Saturday morning run into Victoria and commenced coaling ship, 
having previously telegraphed from San Francisco to have coals in readiness. 
Mr. Davidson, chief of coast survey party, landed transit and set up observa-
tory to compare and test his chronometer, &c. Although his officers were on 
shore all night, the weather did not permit good observations. Remained on 
Sunday to give another opportunity, the weather favoring the supposition we 
should be successful. We were again disappointed, and at two a. m. brought 
instruments and observatory on board; at four got under way. 'I'he tide, how-
ever, was too low to pass over the bar, flood-tide making at eleven a. m.; 
steamed out of the harbor and stood up Puget sound, to pass between Van-
couver's island and the mainland. 
At Victoria I ascertained that a number of American and English schooners 
and sloops loaded with goods and liquors had proceeded north to trade with 
the Indians, this traffic having been previously interdicted. 
On r:ruesday, 30th, at nine p. m., anchored in Beaver harbor, off Fort Rupert, 
Hudson Bay Company station, at the extreme northern end of Vancouver's 
island. Here two whiskey-trading · schooners were found from the north, en 
route to Victoria and Port Townshend for a further supply. Unless this baneful 
traffic is suppressed we shall have a continuou!'l war with the Indians. The 
Hudson Bay Company never under any circumstances permitted a drop of 
liquor sold or given to them, and under no circumstances did they break faith 
with them; hence their perfect control over them. As I have received no 
instructions in regard to the course to be pursued toward these incendiaries, I 
shall, when our flag has been hoisted over the territory, destroy all liquors brought 
into it for traffic, and send the vessels away, if under American colors; if any 
other nation, seize and send them to the nearest port for adjudication. I hope 
tl1is course will meet the approbation of the department. Until laws or regula-
tions are perfected for the government of this, territory I shall consider it as an 
Indian reservation, so far as liquors are concerned. 
Beiug aware that this was almost unknown territory, it was necessary, in 
order to work understandingly, to determine the boundary line. Finding it 
was also the desire of Profes::sor Peirce and Mr. Davidson to observe for that 
object here,-I readily consented, as I was also desirous of laying the Lincoln on 
the beach to reduce the new propeller, cast and shipped at Man island. We 
found that the surface was too great for the e!lgines, and that it required too 
high steam to procure a sufficient number of revolutions, hence I reduced it six 
(6) inches on the forward part, hoping thereby to save fuel and gain speed under 
canvas, with propeller strapped up and down the stern-post, or disconnected. 
':rhe French government have adopted this plan, and claim great success. The 
other propeller (three-bladed} taken off was, by my request, placed on board 
the United States storeship Jamestown, en route for Sitka, where it could be 
made available if required. 
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Having remained six days without the least proRpect of obtaining a sight at 
the sun or stars, we, on the lOth, at daylight, steamed from Fort Simpson into 
Chatham straits, through Dixon passage, en rnute outs£ de to Sitka. It was om 
desire to verify the headlands of Prince of Wales, Ken, and Banenoff islands, 
this passage being our boundary, in accordance with the treaty between Eng·-
land and RusRia. The rain and fog, however, prevented our getting anything 
more than an imperfect bearing, without any obRervations; in fact, to this port 
it was so thick on our arrival in the bay of Sitka that we anchored without 
knowing our position in reference to the town. When the weather cleared 
sufficiently to show it to us, bearing north by northwest, four miles distant, we 
immediately got under way, and at ten a. m., August 12, moored ship off the 
town of Sitka. A boat with the governor's aid and captain of the port came 
alongside with the compliments of the port. 
At three p. m., with Lieutenant Moore as aid, I called on Prince Maksonoff, 
governor of the colonies and Russian American Fur Company, and delivered 
the despatches I received from the Russian consul at San Francisco, with the 
newspapers of the day. The next day, with my officera and the officers of the 
Coast Survey, made a formal call, :which was returned the day following by the 
prince and princess. I found the best disposition evinced by the governor awl 
authorities, and I regret exceedingly that he and the people should be annoyed 
.by a set of unprincipled scoundrels, calling themselves Americans, from Vic-
toria, who are takipg up claims by staking off lots throughout the town, includ · 
ing even the governor's garden and the church and church property. I called 
the governor's attention to the matter, inasmuch as they informed me "they 
l1ad permission to select any parcels of land without houses upon them." He 
said he had given them no permission, but distinctly stated he had nothing to 
do with the matter; should they build or fence a vacant lot they were responsi-
ble to their government. 
I find the governor considers the country as belonging to the United States 
from the day of ratification, and considers the hoisting of our flag a mere matter 
of ceremony; in the mean time the duties of the Russian Fur Company demand 
his most serious attention. I beg leave to be distinctly understood in these 
remarks. I do not wish it to be inferred that the governor is indifferent to the 
interest of the United States; on the contrary, he is too fearful of giving offence 
to the people of our country, and consequently permits these men to assume 
rights incompatible with present relations. . 
I fill up with coals and water here, and proceed direct to Ounalashka island, 
in obedience to instructions; but I regret to say that, from information I hwe 
received from the prince and officers of the Russian American Fur Company, as 
well as captains trading in steamers on the coast, the coals on all the Aleutian 
islands are too light, with too much residuum, for steaming purposes. The 
Russian American Fur Company gave up the attempted use of them long since, 
and obtained all their coals from Vancouver's island. 
I am happy to say, however, that the fisheriAs, from inquiry, and the timber, 
from our own evidence, so far, justify me in stating that the government will 
uot be disappointed. 'fhe same result would be _attained in our fur trade, 
provided Congress passed judicious and stringent laws, prohibiting the whole-
sale destruction of the fur-bearing animals now so abundant and well protected 
by Russia. 
I enclose a list of all persons on board the Lincoln, in the event of any dis-
aster. I also enclose a copy of instructions to Acting Inspector George Forsaith, 
of Maine, who has taken and subscribed the oath of office before me, and gone 
on board the Otter, Hudson Bay Company steamer, with a cargo of dutiable 
goods, to be landed in transitu at the mouth of the Stiken river, and intended 
for t.heir trading posts in the British possessions. The steamer Otter will also 
conclude her trading with th(j Indians within our new territory. Governor 
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l\faksonoff considered ·it absolutely necessary she should make this cruise, in 
order to keep faith with the Indians and save trouble to us, likely to grow ou~ 
of their deficiencies, the Indians being governed entirely by the laws of retalia-
tion. He, however, would not permit her to leave without our consent. I 
trust this, as well as the appointment of Captain Forsaith, will meet the appro-
bation of the department. I would respectfully recommend Captain Forsaith 
be permanently appointed as deputy collector and inspector, as it will be found 
necessary to appoint several officers of this grade to service. Apart from a 
cutter with a· very strong crew, I consider it necessary that a steam launch, 
similar to the one (Stager, belonging to the Union Telegraph Company, San 
Francisco) I reported upon before leaving San Francisco, be attached to the 
cutter on this station. I send this communication via Victoria, Vancouver's 
island, also a telegram to be forwarded from same place. 
Respectfully submitted: 
Hon. HuGH McCuLLOCH, 
W. A. HOWARD, 
Captain U. S. R. Marine, 
Special Agent Treasury Department. 
Secretary if the Treasury, Washington. 
D. 
UNITED STATE<~S REVENUE STEAMER LINCOLN, 
Sitka, August 17, 1867. 
SIR : In obedience to your telegram respecting the administration of justice 
in Russian America, I respectfully report as follows : 
The administration of justice and puishment rests entirely in the hands of the 
governor of the colonies, excepting "capital offences." In such event, he ap-
points a "commission" to inquire into the facts. If, in his opinion, the charges 
are sustained, he sends the accused to Amoor, with the witnesses, where the 
case is tried and carried into effect. 
All other catieS are tried by the governor in person. PunishmP-nt are degra-
dation from rank, whipping, fine, and impriRonment with hard labor. There 
are neither justices of the peace, judges, or civil officers of any kind. A "record 
book" is kept by the company officers, in which wills, or transactions requiring 
verification, are entered. A small fee is paid for such entry. 
There were fiz:e cases sent to the A moor last year. The governor complains 
of the want of judges, and considers the responsibility too great. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
W. A. HOWARD, 
Capt. U.S. R. lllarine, Specwl Agent. 
Hon. HuGH McCuLLOCH, 
Secretary o/ tlw Treasury, TVashington, D. C. 
E. 
UNITF.D STATES REVENUE STEAMER LINCOLN, 
Kodiak, Aleutian Islands, September -, ] 867. 
SIR: On Thursday morning, 22d August, at 10.30 a. m., in a heavy rain and 
blow, with a falling barometer, (then 29.60,) got up steam and passed out of 
New Archangel, bound west, a very heavy sea on. At 2 p. m. Mount Edge-
comb bore north six miles distant, from which we took our departure. As we 
cleared the cape, the sea became more regular and squalls less frequent; it was 
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evident that as we passed sea ward, al}.d getting away from the influences of the 
high mountains about Sitka, the weather improved. 
In latitute ;')9 ° 04' north, and longitude from 142° 12' to 142° 37 1 west, there 
iR said to exist a bank, rocks out of water, and by some, islands, but are laid 
down in several charts in diffPrent positions. I therefore determined to fix their 
exaet position, they being in .fair· way to Cook's inlet from Sitka; consequently 
I steered for them on the night of the second day; blowing fresh and threaten-
ing ; hove to for daylight, when we continued on our course, but did not dis 
cover either bank, rocks, or islands. When sights were obtained one day after, 
working back, our track was directly over the specified position of the bank and 
islands. We had sounded with two hundred fathoms and less every two hours, 
but got no bottom. I will not, however, pretend to assert there are no such 
bank or rocks; both might lie to the eastward of us--certainly not to the west-
ward. 
I had hoped to have found near this rock (Pamplona) a fishing-bank, in ac-
cordance with the wishes of the department. I reluctantly gfl,ve up the search, 
because had I found it the position could not have been accurately ascertained, 
as we had had no observations for twenty-three days. I therefore steered for 
Kodiac, the most important point of this colony. 
On the 26th, at 10 a.m., we anchored off the island of Kodiac, within two 
miles of the Russian American Transportation Company's store-houses and town; 
raining and blowing hard. I immediately visited the commander (Captain 
Pauloff) on shore, presenting him an open letter from Prince Maksoutoff, (here-
with enclosed,) 'directing every assistance to be given us the expedition required. 
I found Kodiak in soil and climate superior to Sitka. With the exception of 
one Russ and one German, the inhabitants are Alutis, save a few half-breeds, 
(creoles, Russ and Alutis.) The latter are a hardy race, filling the positions 
cf captains, mates, pilots, clerks, &c. Many are educated in St. Petersburg. 
The commander of this station is a half-breed, his wife, priest and wife, with 
large families. These persons are all desirous of becoming citizens of our 
counJ;ry, provided they see their way clear to support their families. 
I consider this island more important in a commercial or agricultural point 
than Sitka. Although the land is good and will raise m >st vegetables and 
fruits known to extreme northern climcttes, still there does not appear to 
be sun sufficient to ripen the products, although well grown potatoes, turnips, 
and lettuce arrive at great perfection Berries', such as as raspberries, strawber-
ries, whortleberries, (excepting gooseberries,) do not ripen well, although of a 
large size and well-filled. How much cultivation may be able to effect I am 
unable to say. The inhabitants insist upou it that this has been an unusually 
wet season. 
The Russian American Ice Company of San "b-,rancisco have their ice pond 
and houses, with a tolerable wharf, located on Wood island, forming a portion 
of the harbor of Kodiac. An officer cf the customs is required here, with a 
good sail-boat capable of encountering bad and heavy weather. 
Pretended fishing vessels trade to a large extent in and about Kodiak and 
the adjoining lands, exchanging bad brandies and whiskey for furs and fish. 
There are on and about Kodiak a cla.,s of men ( creoles) termed freedmen, ex-
empt from military and naval service by the Czar, if given to the company, 
(Russian American Transportation Company.) After such company service they 
are exempt from labor or service on other islands, but labor otherwise, under the 
n'gulations of the American Fur Company, taking fish and hunting furs, which 
they are obliged to dispose of to the company at a stipulated price; in case of 
want and sickness are provided for in an exceedingly small way by the com-
pany; also pensioned in the same ratio for loss of limbs in company's service. 
1.'he Alutis are an industrious, clean, respectful, good-tempered, and in a 
measure, religious people, and, without a single exception, communicants of the 
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Greek Church, young and old demanding .and receiving a blessing· fro~ their 
pastor when encountered. 
'l'here are also on Kodiak a small number of unchristian Indians, purchased 
by the Russian American :F'ur Company to prevent their sacrifice on the death 
of some chief:,; or masters to whom they had been slaves by capture in war or 
hereditary. rrhey are termed Koloschians, and· comprise a small village near 
the company's depot. 
Accompanying this i:'l a statement of the resident inhabitants of the different 
stations comprised in the Kodiak district, numbered 1; also answers to some 
questions I propounded tfl the resident pastor, numbered 2. 
Having obtained such observations as the heavens wonld permit, and exam-
ined the country as far at-1 the boisterous and rainy weather would allow, and 
having made the residents and natives understand their position and rights 
under their new flag, I prepared to leave. 
On the ·31st August, at 6 a. rn., I proceeded to sea en route for U nga and Ouna-
lastka, notwithstanding the officers 9f the company insisted it was too lat,e in 
the season to visit that section, and their vessels were all en route home to 
winter, having collected all furs for the season. On my arrival at Ounalastka I 
found such to be the fact; the last vessel of the season had received its furs and 
sailed for Sitka. 
On the evening previous a barque passed to the northward, and, under the 
impression she might be a whiskey trader, I determined to overhaul her. On 
leaving the harbor we passed throug·h North strait, between the islands of Ko-
diak and Afognak, into Alaska strait. We discovered the stranger under all 
sail, standing to the westward seeing us, he hove to. Captain White boarded 
him ; it was the William Gifford, Captain :F'ish~r, whaler, three years from New 
Bedford; last from Sandwich Islands, in AprH last; bound here for wood and 
water; had never traded with Indians, and had no liquor on board. We 
steamed through Alaska straits to the ocean with a heavy gale from the south-
ward; thick and rainy weather. 
On Wednesday the 4th September, steering southwest by west, heavy sea 
on and very foggy, we sounded. at intervals for fishing banks. At 12 45 break-
ers were suddenly discovered directly ahead; put the helm down, took in all 
saH, and with great difficulty cleared the breakers, head off; sounded in seven 
fathoms water. Had the ship run twice her length further all hands mut:t have 
perished; the sea was tremendous. Having stood to t.he south and east until 
clear of danger, we hauled on our course to the south and west; at night hove 
to ; thick and heavy weather. In order to find fishing banks I had directed 
soundings to be taken every two hours, which were laid down on our chart. 
September 5th, found an excellent bank with sixty fathoms water; coarse black 
sand, shells, and rocks. We soon commenced catching some of the finest and 
fattest codfish I ever saw; two at a haul weighing from eighteen to thirty-five 
pcunds and from thirty-two to thirty-seven inches in length; after taking 120 
clenred up decks. · 
On the morning of the 6th bore away northwest for Akoutan pass ; made the 
land, but the weather became so thick was obliged to haul off and heave to ; by 
the persuasion of Captain White, (who felt sure of his position, verified by the 
the island of Sanak,) the pilot was induced to run in; we soon found our posi- • 
tion was correct. At 3 p. m. moored ship in Hooloot harbor, eleven fathoms, 
good holding ground and perfectly land-locked; in fact, one of the best harbors I 
ever saw. 'l'here are, however, several equally as good in this island, (Ounalstka.) 
At this point the Union Telegraph Company had deposited two hundred 
(200) tons coals, (which I had permiRsion to take at cost price of placing there,) 
otherwise I could not have reached this station at this season, as our progress 
drpended entirely on steam. 
I called immediately upon the authorities, presenting a letter from Prince 
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:Maksoutoff, directing every assistance required to be offered us. A copy is 
herewith enclosed, numbered--
Skin launches with lighter men ( AlutcR) were employed to assist in coaling 
ship, having on board only two days' steaming. 
011r observatory was put up ou shore also, tent for transit; flags for survey-
iug harbor; parties Eent out to examine the condition of the country and its 
resources in minerals and its agricultural properties. 
On Saturday, September 7th, a party consisting of First Lieu.tenant Hodge-
don, Surgeon Kellogg, Assistant Engineer Ball, and Mr. Blake, geologist, at-
tached to United States Coast Survey party, two seamen, and four Indians as 
guides -and to assist in carrying instruments, tent and stores, all under command 
of Lieutenant Hodgedon, left the ship at 9 a. m., to ascend an active volcano 
some lfi to 20 miles from the ship. Provisions for three days were furnished 
them. This volcano had never been visited by the Russians or Alutes, and is 
called by the former "Makushinsky" mountain. The party returned on the 
fourth day, in good condition; although a very difficult task to accompli,;;h, which 
they did, hoisting and leaving on its extreme highest pinnacle the U ujted States 
revenue ensign. I have the honor to enclose the report of Lieutenant Hodgedon, 
numbered 3. I respectfully ask that the name of ''Lincoln" may be given to 
this volcano, her executive officer being the first man ever reaching its summit. 
Apart from coaling, three boats were constantly absent fro{Jl the ship, exam-
ining the fishing grounds, obtaining specimens of ores, shells, grasses, &c., from 
land and sea. 
The main village and station of the Russian American Fur Company is 
"Hooloot," consisting of thirty-five (35) Alutes, four ( 4) Russian houses, two 
(2) stone houses, and an excellent church, with three hundred (300) inhabitants, 
one RuEsian, (trader of the fur company,) the priest and family, with doctor and 
family, half breeds, very intelligent and well educated people. The natives 
(Alutes) are clean, healthy, and well behaved people-exceeding by far in polite-
ness any in the same walks in life I ever met before. 'l'hey will make excellent 
citizens, and a thrifty race, respect and treat with great kindness their women, 
not obliging them to perform the drudgery so universal among Indians else-
where. 'l'hey have, however, acquired the taste of the Russians for strong 
drinks, and if the opportunities of obtaining it are not too great, they will, 
under our rule, being granted land and the privilege of trade, soon become good 
citizens. I am pleased to forward to the department one of their canoes carry-
ing two persons, in which they capture whale, sea otter, seal and fish; there 
are very few instances of loss in the heaviest surf or sea; they are sometimes 
upset, but generally manage to right them again without loss. 
Nota single tree grows upon this or the adjacent it:lands; a few pines (spruce) 
have been transplanted from ''Kodiak," and notwithf'tanding they were planted 
in the best sheltered soil, they with diffieulty maintain a sickly existence. 
Grasses are abundant to the summit of hills, eighteen hundred feet above the 
level of the sea. I do not know a country better adapted for stock. See re-
port of Dr. Kellogg. 
Having received on board sufficient ·Coals to fill our bunkers; obtained sights 
from sun, moon and stars for proximate results; visited those sections near us, 
to give the necessary information required by the expedition, on the 12th of 
Septl'mber I dirf'cted preparations made for t:ea. 
I herewith enclose a list of the inhabitants of "Ounalstka '' district derived 
from the archives of the church in 1867, being one thousand nine hundred and 
sixty-eight males and females, ( 1,968.) 
On the 13th September, at 6 a. m., got under way and proceeded, through 
another passagP, into the north Pacific oeean, weather exceedingly pleasant aud 
c<~lm, the volcano (Mount Lincoln) in sight perfectly for the first time since our 
arrival; the three volcanoes on U nimak island also in sight from their base to 
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the summits. One pilot wl10 for twenty-five years had been on this coast in 
company's 1:1ervice, never-saw them all before at the same time. 
After rather boisterous passage of eight days and twelve hours (8. 12) mostly 
under canvas, arrived in a dark rainy night and anchored in Sitka -bay. Next 
morning proceeded to the anchorage off New Archangel and anchored ; here 
we found the United States steamer Resaca, Commander Bradford, and store-
!:' hip James town, Lieutenant commander S. McDougall, also the army trans-
pol't Buena Vista, arrived that morning twenty-three days from San Francisco. 
'l'he barque Mameluke, with coals for the United States revenue marine, 
(653 tons,) arrived from Nanimo on the 27th, twenty-three days' passage. 
Having found New Archangel to be totally unfitted for a commercial post of 
any magnitude by its difficult access, contracted harbor and poor anchorage, I 
determined to explore the vicinity for one better calculated for our requirements. 
Therefore, on the 23d of September, I got under way and proceeded along the 
main i:;land of Sitka, examining the different arms and indentations. 
On the 26th anchored in a bay whose soundings and location possessed the 
attributes of an excellent harbor. I made explorations on shore and found the 
best possible location for a town, cleared of timber, high and capable of good 
drainage, with an abundance of excellent drinking water, in fact a mountain 
stream passing on either side of the location, stored with trout and game-the 
facilities by timber and location perfect for building wharves or piers; also in 
the vicinity of excellent sea fishing and hunting grounds, fourteen miles west 
of New Archangel. This port ha1:1 three clear and excellent passages to sea, 
with good intermediate andoragPs, while New Archangel possesses neither of 
these ad vantages, and should never be attempted at night. On the arrival of 
the troops I shall recommend this location to the commanding general, which 
will be supported by the naval officers, as well as mercantile marines, who are 
ex.ceedingly anxious to secure safe and good anchorage before the winter sets in. 
The port of New Archangel was selected by the Russians for its capabilities of 
defence against the Indians alone; having a port capable of containing one or 
two vessels at one time, was sufficient for their purposes-they were driven 
from a much more eligible position ten miles west of the present town. There 
is another and very serious objection to this port; it is the head village of the 
Sitka Indians, where their dead have been burned and bnried for many years, 
occupying the only portion of the site capable of improvement on the harbor 
front. To remove these people or to interfere with their dead would cause au 
exceedingly bad feeling, particularly as they are already suspicious of us, and 
do not like the change of flags. When I was on this coast in the year 1855, 
in command of a merchant ship, I hoisted the Hudson Bay Company's flag in 
consequence of the bad feeling then said to exist among the Sitka and Stikeone 
tribes towards us. 
I hope I may be pardoued in suggesting that the greatest care should be 
exercised in the selection of officers tor this coast, with minute and special in-
structions for their guidance in the treatment of Inclians, in this and the eastern 
portion of our territory. They are a warlike people, possessing all the suspi-
cion anil treachery of a savage race, and -are capable of destroying a free and 
profitable trade for many years on the coast of Sitka and our eastern posses-
sions to the British line. 
Keeping in view the instructions of the department for the discovery of coal, 
I have at every anchorage sent a party with the geologist to attain, if possible, 
that object. 
When I left Port Lincoln to examine its approaches, I despatched an officer 
and six men with the, conchologist and geologist, with three days' provisions, to 
search a stream having shown indications of a superior quality (if not anthra-
cite) of coals. 
The party returned and joined the ship at this anchorage, having consumed 
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thrir pmdsions. The geologist brought undoubted evidences of (if not anthra-
cite) a very snperior quality to any yet seen on the coast, found at the mouth 
of a small stream and five miles up, entering into a small bay with good anchor-
age (already examined by us) and in the immediate vicinity of Port Lincoln. 
The fallen timber, moRs and underbrush on the banks of the stream were im-
passable to them with their limited time and means. He is, however, of the 
decided opinion that a superior (if not anthracite) coal is to be found there. I 
respectfully recommend an exploring party, properly provided, be sent there to 
dr.velop the discovery, or permission given to make the facts known. 
(To be continued.) 
Respectfully submitted : 
Hon. HuGH McCuLLOCH, 
, W. A. HOWARD, 
Captain United States Revenue Marine, 
Special Agent 1"'reasury Department. 
Secretary if the Treasury, Washington, D. C. 
F. 
UNITED STATES R~:<:VENUE STEAMER LINCOLN, 
Captains' Harbor, Ounalaska Island, September 11, 1867. 
SJR : I would most respectfully beg leave to make the following report of au 
expedition fitted out by your order to make the ascent of the Makushinsky 
.mountain, (situated on the northeast portion of the above island,) and kindly 
placed by yourself under my charge. . 
The party, consisting of Dr. A. Kellogg, surgeon of the ship; Mr. T. A. 
Blake, geologist, attached to the United States Coast Survey party; Mr. C. H. 
Ball, assistant engineer: two seamen, and myself, startt;Jd from the vessel at 9 45 
a. m., on the morning of the 7th instant, in the cutter, having some six or eight 
miles to proceed by water to the valley leading to the foot-hills of the above-
mentioned mount. At 12 m. reached the beach, having added to onr party four 
Indians-one to act as a guiile, the others to pack our tent and proviRions. 
After a few preparations, such as packing provisions, compass, barometers, and 
thermometers, we finally got started at 12.30 p. m., after having received a 
hearty grasp of the hand and a "God speed you" from our worthy captain, 
White,) who had kindly accompanied us thus far on our journey. 
On the start we had a heavy tramp through the high marine grass and low 
willow bushes for about one mile, when we struck a stream of ice-cold water, 
which is fed from the glaciers and snow of the Makushinsky, and followed its 
course-rather a circuitous one-some six miles up the valley, flanked on each 
side by mountair].S frum eight hundred to twenty-five hundred feet high, covered 
with greensward nearly to their peaks, not a tree to be seen far or near-rather 
a curious sight to some of us, who have until lately been on a station where 
scarcely a place eould be seen without its being thickly covered with timber. 
At 5.30 p. m. came·to a halt, about three and a half or four miles in an air-line 
from the beach, at the foot of a hill seven hundred and twenty-six (726) feet in 
height, (which was afterwards proven by observation of the barometer and 
thermometer,) over which we have to pass to reach the foot of our coveted moun-
tain. On making a few observations about us we came to the conclusion to 
camp for the night in a gorge a little to the right of our line of march, pitched 
the tent, and made things as comfortable as circumstances would permit. At 
7 p. m., after finishing a light repast of hard bread and bacon, retired, being 
somewhat tired with the first afternoon's march. The weather lookihg stormy and 
cheerless, we agreed to take our Indian friends inside the tent for shelter-its 
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size be-ing only eight feet square. Rather a conglomerated mass was presented to 
our view; when all were stowed, it was, in seaman's parlance, sleeping "heads 
and points." 
At 6 a.m. turned out, (morning of the 8th,) having passerl rather an uncom-
fortable night, owing to the crowded state of our small apartments; struck the 
tent, and, after having eaten a spare breakfast, made a start up the slope of the 
fir~t mountain, the side of which was very precipitous, and eight hundred feet 
in height. A shor1i distance from the top two ravines came nearly together, 
leaving a very narrow ridge for us to ascend. Here we were forced to crawl-
one false move and we would have been dashed to pieces at the bottom. We 
at last reached the top in safety, being thirty-five minutes in the ascent. From 
here the scene which was presented to our view beneath was truly beautiful. 
Stopping for a few moments to rest, we again started; our course now laid over 
small peaks interspersed with small valleys or ravines. At 9.30 a. m. came to 
a Rteep mountain, in shape forming a frustum of a cone, our guide informing us 
that this had, a few years since, been an active volcano, which fact was clearly 
demonstrated from the amount of lava on its slopes and rents in the earth about 
it. We concluded, instead of going around its base, to ascend and make an 
examination of its summit. At 10 a. m. reached the peak; from here a most 
magnificent view of the glaciers at the foot of· the Makushinsky was presflnted, 
also of the valley beneath and the sea to the northward. The peak of this 
mountain w·as found to be by observations nineteen hundred and twenty-seven 
( 1,927) feet above the level of the sea. After a hasty glance about, nothing of 
interest being seen on its peak, commenced the descent on its opposite slope, 
and continued on our course towards the westward. This point was as far as 
onr guide had ever been, so we had now to rely on our own judgment to carry • 
ns safely through. Our course w:;ts rather a perilous one, being along the sides 
of very steep mountains and still steeper ravines, often having all we could do 
to keep from being hurled into the abyss below. At some time or other there 
must have been a most violent eruption of nature about here, which must have 
shaken these mountains even to their foundations; their tops seem to have been 
shaken to pieces, while along the slopes the detached portions had lodged; but 
onward we marched, or rather scrambled. At 12.45 p.m. we at last struck the 
foot of the long-looked-for mount, and after a few moments' rest, commenced the 
:1scent over the glaciers, nerved by the knowledge that we were the first of the 
human family who had ever undertaken to solve any of its mysteries. ~rhe 
peak being most of the time covered with a thick fog, at other times, but only 
for a few seconds, it could be dimly defined rearing its summit far above the 
clouds. Onward we go, bidding defiance to the many broad, fearful, and almost 
fathomless chasms over which we are forced to pass. After a tough trudge of 
about two thousand feet, we came to the snow limit, which proved somewhat 
easier for travelling than the glaciers, although, perhaps, much more dangerous, 
owing to the many chasms being filled with drifting snow ; however, by keep-
ing a good lookout we managed to pass safely along. At 3.30 p.m. all the 
party were commencing to feel weary with their steady march, and were alm.ost 
ready to come to a halt anywhere and camp in the snow. Thinking that we 
might find a more comfortable place to tbe leeward of a high bluff about one-
q uart.er of a mile ahead of us, I despatched Mr. Ball with one man to take a 
look around the point of it, with orders to make a signal if he should find it a 
more sheltered place; within half an hour heard a loud shout arid commenced 
plodding along towards the point; in a short time turned ·the point and found a 
snug place fo.r camping about four feet above the snow; cleared away a few of 
the rocks and pitched the tent; the weather looking . threatening, took the pre-
caution of placing a good quantity of large rocks about the foot of it. '!'here 
not, being- a twig or spire of grass to be seen to make a fire, concluded to take 
a bite and retire for the night, for the purpose of keeping ourselves warm, as the 
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air was beginning to grow cl1illy-thermometer falling rapidly 10° since arriv-
ing at this point. Soon after having arranged ourselves, some in positions 
almost indescl'ibable, it commenced to rain; the wind began steadily to increase 
up to 9 p. m., when it blew a fresh gale until 11 p.m.; the wind and rain then 
ceased, and the weather cleared up. rrhis proved to be the most uncomfortable 
night experienced on the expedition; at times during the heavy blasts of wind · 
and rain we began to grow fearful that our tent would take wings and leave us 
roofless to the storm, but, thanks to our precautions, it held fast for the night. 
On the morning of the 9th arose at 5 a. m; weather clear and cold, thermometer 
standing at 34 °. Commenced preparing Otusel ves for continuing the ascent by re-
freshing the "inner man" with a few slices of raw bacon, the peak being more 
clearly defined at this time than at any other. During both the ascent and descent 
a light-colored vapor, such as steam, could be plainly seen slowly issuing from its 
summit, at the same time a strong sulphurous smell was perceptible in the atmo-
sphere. Concluded to leave the tent and provisions at this point until our return, 
not wishing to be encu~bered with any luggage whatever. Thinking that every-
body was ready for a move, gave the order to march, when, much to our sur-
prise, found that our guide and his party were rather inclined to take the back 
track than the forward one, (although they were entirely out of provisions;) 
however, after a few moments' parleying with them, they concluded that discre-
tion was the better part of valor, and agreed to continue with us. Finally, got 
fully under way at 5.40 a. m.; weather getting thick and stormy-looking; ther-
mometer at 370. At 8 a.m., on reaching a large lava heap some twelve or fif-
teen hundred feet above our camp, the weather cleared up for a few minutes, 
giving us a grand view of the various mrnmtain peaks to the southward and east-
ward of us, all of which from our height we were enabled to overlook. I should 
jndge we could Eee a distance of between forty and fifty miles. Our view, how-
ever, was of but short duration, a thick fog quickly enveloping everything about 
us. Soon a severe snow-storm set in, which, with the heavy blasts of old Boreas 
from the peak, commenced· to make us feel uncomfortably cold, thermometer 35° .50; 
so, after a short rest on the lava rocks, made another start. After a rapid climb 
of some fifty or one hundred feet, struck a slope of frozen snow. Here we en-
countered considerable difficulty in ascending, the snow being frozen so hard that 
it was with much exertion that we could press the heels of our boots into it; but 
after much hard work we at la~t reached another huge heap of lava rocks, whose 
summit towered some two hundred feet above us. Here, after a few moments' 
resting, commenced again to climb the rocks; soon reached the topmost one. 
Everything being completely enveloped in a very thick fog, we conld see but 
a short distance about us; so commenced taking observations of barometers, (of 
which we had three,) and thermometer. Barometer showed on its face 23.63 
inches; thermometer, 30°.50, which was the lowest they fell during our trip. 
Suddenly, as if by magic, the fog cleared away, rev~a1ing the mouth of the crater 
at a distance of some six or eight hundred feet beneath and to the right of us, 
from which a light greenish-yellow smoke slowly arose. It also showed us that 
we were on the highest peak of the mountain, and at the edge of the crater 
below, towards its mouth, seemed to be filled with drifting snow, having many 
huge chasms running in all directions about it. rrhe fog as suddenly enveloped 
us again as it had lifted, leaving us as it were suspended in the air on a very 
small clump of rocks. Held a consultation as to the practicability of our reach-
ing the mouth of the crater, but all came to the conclusion that it would be rather 
a dangero,us a9d foolhardy pieee of business; (all the knowledge we wished to 
seek had been proven, that the mc,untain was in active eruption.) Snow com-
mencing to fall heavily, and wind rising, began to prepare for descending. 
Placing the ensign of our service on the lee side of a huge lava rock, and securing 
it well against the heavy squalls of wind abounding at this height, and picking 
up a few pieces of lava to remind us of our expedition in days to come, we began 
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to descend at 10.30 a. m., having been on the peak one and a half hours, only 
one opportunity being presented to us of viewing the crater. 
Reached the camp at 11.30 a. m., and soon had everything in readiness for 
continuing· the descent. Reached the foot of the mountain at 12.30 p.m., and 
continued on over the foot hills by the same direction as we first came. At 2.30 
p. m. our guide stopped on a small hill, the top of which was composed of a red 
clay and large pieces of lava. Here he dug a hole some six inches in depth, 
when steam carne out so hot that an egg could have been in a very few moments 
cooked there. No doubt, by digging a few feet, a boiling hot spring could be 
struck. At 4.45 p. m. ·arrived at our first camp, well tired out with the day's 
work, pitched the tent, and after eating a good supper retired for the night. On 
the morning of the lOth arose at 6.15 a. m., after having had a tolerably good 
night's rest, partook of a light breakfast, struck the tent, and commenced our 
march for the beach, where we arrived at 11 3:· m. At 3.30 p. m. embarked in 
the cutter which had been sent for our party. At 5 30 p. m. arrived on board 
the ship, all well and in good spirits, being well pleased with our expedition to 
the Makushinsky mountain. It was found by comparing barometers and ther-
mometer8 at same time both on ship and mountain top, that its height was five 
thousand six hundred and ninety-one (5,691) feet above the level of the sea. 
Hoping, sir, that this report, although written by one whose forte is not in 
writing, may meet with your approval, I am, sir, very respectfully, your most obe-
dient servant, 
D. B. HODGEDON, 
First Lieutenant U. S. Revenue Marine. 
· WILLlAM A. HowARD, 
Senior Captain U. S.Re·venue llfarine. 
G. 
UNITED STATES REVENUE STEAMER LINCOLN. 
SIR : I respectfully continue my report carried forward to 23d September. 
In daily, in fact, hourly, expectation of the arrival of the commissioners and 
treasury agent with instructions for me, I remained very impatiently until 8th 
October, when I got under way and proceeded to Redoubt, said to be an excel-
lent harbor and a very superior fishing station, east of this port. It proved to 
he a small arm of the sea, fifteen (15) miles distant from New Archangel, at 'the 
head of which emptied a deep lake twenty-five (25) miles long over a bed of 
1·ocks twenty (20) feet perpendicular at high water. On this fall are three large 
fish-traps, into which the salmon enter endeavoring to get into the lake; as they 
are unable to escape, they are taken with a scoop net, salted and pressed into long 
vats, and barrelled for shipment to California, Sandwich Islands, and other 
markets. ri'wo thousand barrels were taken one season. 
This lake and surroundings were examined by the scientific corps ; specimens 
of grasses, timber, and shells were taken. Captain White sounded out the bar· 
bor, or arm, and we pronounced it a safe and good but deep anchorage, although 
subject to strong gusts from the mountains, but safe with prpper ground tackle. 
On the 9th, having received a supply of excellent and very large salmon for 
all hands, I proceeded in search of another station said to be from twelve to fif-
teen miles to the northward, and equally as good. On emerging from the Re-
doubt we discovered the J. L. Stephens standing off and on, waiting for a pilot. 
The Lincoln was directed to steer for her; firing a gun, she stood toward us. 
A pilot wa.s put on board and she followed us into the harbor of New Archangel. 
On board the J. L. Stephens was General J. C. Davis and staff, one company 
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of artillery, one company of infantry, quartermasters' s~ores, quarters for officers, 
barracks for soldiers, mules, &c., &c., the commissioner being on board the 
United Btates steamer Ossipee, Captain Emmons. 
The harbor of New Arcbangel being very circumscribed, badly sheltered, with 
poor holding ground, I had dete.rmined if possible to prevail on the commanding 
general to visit Port Lincoln. (See last report.) 
On the 11th October raining and blowing hard; received on board General 
Davis's staff and Lieutenant Commander McDougal, commanding United States 
ship Jamestown, and proceeded to Port Lincoln, which was examined minutely 
as to harbor and town site; pronounced by all very superior to New Archangel 
in all and every respect ; certainly the proper location for a commercial port. 
Returned to New Archangel same night and anchored. 
Knowing the Ossipee was a very slow steamer, I determined to proceed at 
once to Chilcate, the head of Chatham straits, month of Chilcate river, held by 
the most powerful tribe, and perhaps the most warlike and troublesome on the 
coast, (this was also the terminus of the Hudson Bay Company's trading in 
Russian possessions north,) hoping to retm·n in time to receive the commissioner 
and assist in the ceremonies of hoisting the flag of the United States. 
On the 13th October blowing hard, with rain. We got under way and pro-
ceeded towards Peril straits, en route for Chilcate. At 7 p.m., being very dark 
and stormy, anchored in a narrow passage in six (G) fathoms of water, good 
holding ground. On the morning of the 14th pleasant weather; passed through 
Peril straits and anchored at the entrance of Chatham sound. Meeting a 
canoe, I sent a message to the chief, living not far distant, to meet me at our 
anchorage that night, which he did. I found him one of the most sensible 
and considerate Indians I had ever met. I entertained him in my cabin, explain-
ing to him that the Bostons (Americans) had purchased the country from Russia, 
showed him the flag, which he promised to respect and protect. He said, ''Per-
haps better for Indians; perhaps not." The Russians had always been good 
friends, and the King George men (English) had at stated times sent ships to 
trade with them for furs, supplying them with powder, ball, blankets, and shirts. 
Would we do the same 1 On my assurance that we would, he was satisfied. 
He had brought in his canoe some potatoes for sale. He wi~hed to know if the 
Boston chief would accept them to eat, but if too small for him (me) would he 
accept them for the crew? I, of course, could not refuse them. On his depart-
ure he thanked me for the "good talk," would tell his people to be fr~ends with 
the Bostons. I made him a present of some tobacco, powder and lead for his 
rifle ; he left well sati::di.ed, promising to watch for the ship on returning and bring 
some deer, which he did. 
On the morning of the 14th blowing, (barometer 28°.99, very low,) raining 
hard; wind northwest. Got under way and stood up Chatham sound. Off the 
mouth of Ice strait (a cross sound) discovered a canoe with seven Indians pad-
dling towards us ; stopped the steamer. rrhey came alongside, and demanded 
to be shown tlte sMp, then go up Ice strait and show all the people ship ; give 
them molasses, bread, and whiskey. Being unable to comply with their requests, 
they departed, saying, " You come to Ice strait, we give you good fight." These 
Indians from the earliest navigators have been known as a treacherous and quar-
relsome people. H~d they got on our decks, seen the guns and number of men, 
they would not have made the threat, I am confident. They should be closely 
watched, however, and be given to understand they will be punished on the first 
attempt to annoy the AJTiericans. They are not a strong tribe, but are constantly 
at war with their neighbors. 
Dark and dismal weather, the tops of the mountains now and then visible, 
covered with snow, raining very hard bP.low and snowing on the mountains. 
No bottom with one hundred fathoms line; night coming on it was necessary 
anchorage should be obtained. Soon opening an arm of the sound we steamed 
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up it two miles an4 a half and found good anchorage in thirteen fathoms, sanely 
bottom, under the lee of an island. During the night it blowed and rained 
very hard, bnt we had found good shelter. 
At 6 a. m. barometer 29° 10', thick and raining; up anchor and stood into 
and up Uhatham sound towards Ohilcat.e; found the Engli::;h and Russian charts 
all wrong per compass and otherwise. We steered from point to point as they came 
in view, and at 3 p. m. anchored where we supposed Ohilcate was or should be. 
Soon appeared ten or twelve canoes and came alongside ; permitted some of the 
Indians to come on board. I was informed by a small chief they were at war 
with their own head chief, who was up the river at the main village, twelve hours' 
paddle. I would not treat with him as head cl1ief, as be desired, but explained 
to him the fact of the purchase of the country, &c .. &c. I made him, however, 
suitable presents of tobacco, bread and molasses, but no liquor, very much to 
his disgust. He left with his party not quite well pleased with thier gains. I 
had contrived to get a runner, unknown to this chief, to inform the head ch1ef of 
our arrival, and invite him to a talk. 
This being an important point for the coast survey, preparations were made 
on a small island, (God's island,) near the ship, for a set of sights; the latter 
part of the night being propitious, some good ones were obtained. 
Next morning, 17th October, blowing too fresh to send a boat from the ship; 
towards noon, however, it died out; I sounded round God's i::;land; found good 
anchorage and shelter. 
At 1.30 five large war canoes came alongside, one with the Hudson Bay 
Company's flag flying, and Jack, pilot and interpreter in full uniform of an 
English officer, came on board. The head chief soon arrived wjth his wife, 
(daughter of the great chief of the Stikines,) and were received in the cabin, 
where I had a long "talk" with him. He is a very qu11rrelsome Indian, and 
tries one's patience exceedingly. Whiskey not being given him he was much 
incensed and said, "If I had no presents, coats, trowsers and shirts, why come ? 
'"l'alk without whiskey was nothing; s'pose plenty whiskey and presents, then 
talk good." 
1 was well aware of the character of this chief, and knew it was necessary 
to secure his good opinion and friendship for the Bostons. (Americans,) other-
wise it would be unsafe for any small trader with the flag of the United States 
to go there. 
I felt exceedingly the want of presents for such occasion1:1. I had not, how-
ever, asked the department for any, nor the power to purchasE~· Whiskey I 
had but would not give him any, knowing it was the intention of the depart-
ment to prohibit all traffic in it. 
After an hour's talk he was convinced the ship was not a trader, but the great 
American (Boston) chief sent to talk with him; that presents would be made 
him, provided he was true to the new flag; also being assured that traders 
would come at the proper seasons. Pr'esenting him with a handsome and new 
overcoat, lined with red broadcloth, and fully trimmed with braid, tobacco., 
molasses and biscuit, an American flag and staff, which was fitted in the bow 
of his canoe, he departed much better disposed than I had anticipated. Several 
minor chiefs and friends of his(" Uhatsquit") were made suitable presents, and 
all departed at sunset, kindly disposed towards their new rulers. The United 
States flag was hoisted at Ohilcate within a few minutes of the time it was 
hoisted .at New Archangel, as it was afterwards ascertained. Having attained 
the object of our visit, I next day steamed down Chatham sound towards 
New Archangel, picking up as Fromised the Indian chief with a canoe loaded 
with venison, which was purchased for the ship's company. This night, being 
unable to find anchorage, kept under way all night. 
At 1.30 p. m. on the 19th October anchored in 1N ew Archangel, with the 
flag of the Union flying over the government home. Having performed the 
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necessary visits of ceremony to the new and the past governments, I turned 
my attention to the remaining duties assigned me. 
October 20th, received instruction from the department through Mr. Dodge, 
special agent of the Treasury Department and acting collector of custom,, 
rendered him all the assistance required,.purchased for him a custom-house 
boat with two pair sculls, awnings, &c., &c., also sent him the iron safe of the 
Lincoln. 
Having in a great measnre accomplished the object of the expedition in the 
western quarter, I prepared to leave for the eastern. 
The Mameluke coal ship was discharged and coals put in a store, which, with 
wharf on a small island opposite the town, I claimed from the commission for the 
Treasury Department, placing on a sign-board over the main entrance, "Cus-
tom-house stores." 'rhere are (470) four hundred and seventy tons best Nani-
mo coals in this store, subject only to the demands of the revenue cutter service. 
1 have directed Mr. Dodge not to permit the navy to use it, unless in case of 
absolute distress, and then only on the condition "the same amount and char-
acter be returned to the coal house." 
I had left directions in San Francisco to send coals by the first army transport. 
One hundred and fifty-three tons were sent by the steamer J. L. Stephens, an 
army transport, but the freight was so outrageous, viz: twenty (20) dollars per 
2,000 pounds, with the original cost sixteen (16) dollars per ton, I prevailed 
upon the assistant quartermaster of the command to receive it, transferring· the 
bills of lading to him, the price of coal and freight to be refunded at San Fran-
cisco, which was perfected as per vouchers; the coal in store costing only 
nineteen ( 19~ dollars per ton at ships tackle's in New Archangel harbor. 
Having coaled the Lincoln with all the despatch the boieterous and rainy 
weather would permit, supplying the custom-house with everything possible to 
put it in working order, I paid my respects to the late Russian and present 
authorities, offering to take d~spatches, &c, &c. Paying all bills against the 
ship, I got under way at 3i p.m., in a heavy rain, blowing a gale from southeast, 
falling barometer, (29° ;) determined to anchor in Port Lincoln, not c.onsidering 
Sitka safe should it blow a heavy gale as appearances indicated. At 5 p. m. 
came to in Port Lincoln with single anchor. the gale increasing and roaring 
overhead like a train of railroad cars running with great speed; at this time 
hardly a breath blew across the ship's dE-cks. At day light the wind suddrnly 
shifted in a terrific squall and struck the ship broadside on, heeling her three 
strakes, (what no canvas had done;) before she swung head to it, she broke 
adrift, but on letting go a second anchor she brought up head to the wind, and 
during the day the gale was very heavy, but the ship lay perfectly easy, with-
out any sea or feeling the wind, the harbor being so perfectly protected-thus 
demonstrating the perfect safe'ty of Port Lincoln. The great disasters at Sitka, 
and the narrow escape of the O.ssipee from foundering, show its violence, as well 
as the unfitness of Sitka (New Archangel) for a port of entry. Had the Lincoln 
remained that night she could not have escaped destruction; she would have 
been driven on shore, had her anchor held, (which I conceive impossible in such 
holding ground,) by other vessels drifting upon her, which subsequently sunk. 
The l\fameluke's masts were blown out of her; other vessels had their boats 
blown from their tackles and dashed to pieces. On the morning of the 29th, 
left Port Lincoln, passed through Peril straits to Chatham sound; next morning 
entered Prince Frederick's sound and proceeded to the island of Kake, the resi-
dence of a tribe well known for their ferocity and thieving propensities. It was 
this tribe that murdered Mr. Eby (formerly collector of customs) on Puget 
sound some years since; a whiskey trader was captured last year, and three 
men murdered, (English.) I was desirous of treating with these Indians, par-
ticularly as their villages are at the very entrance of the passage from sea, 
entering our new possessions on the main and eastern shores. 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--14 
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At 2 p. m. stood into the harbor of Kake; fired a gun; a number of canoes 
soon came alongside; of the number was a small chief, "One-eyed r.rom," whom 
I had carried to San Francisco in the year 1855. Through this chief I had 
hoped to gain influence, but his great age and well-known friendship for the 
Bostons had lessened his influence. I soon perceived that I must adopt a very 
decided course with the main chief, who had come on board. I took him into 
the cabin, explained to him that the country was no longer "King George's," 
but "Boston's," (this tribe never acknowledged the Russians, and always traded 
with the Hudson Bay Company,) who would hereafter purchase their furs, &c.; 
that this ship was the Great Boston chief's ship, bad nothing to sell, and would 
not give them whiskey; he was evidently not pleased with the new arrange· 
mentR. Most of the canoes learning we were desirous of purchasing potatoes 
for the crew went on shore for them, soon returning alongside. Captain White 
arranged with the chief the price per barrel, &c. Obtaining no whiskey, and 
dissatisfied with the new arrangements, he refused to permit his people to dispose 
of the potatoes at the stipulated price, but raised it 100 per cent., which of course 
was at once refused. I had, when in the cabin, made him a present of tobacco, 
but refused him even a glass of whiskey. I also refused to acknowledge him 
in a "paper" as the head chief accepted by the Hostons until he had shown his 
friendship for them. This chief was laboring under the suspicion we had visited 
them to retaliate for the death of Mr. Eby. One of the Indians engaged in 
the murder was pointed out to me. Observing I was eyeing him rather closely, 
he went into hit! canoe and paddled a short distance from the ship, and did not 
again return on board. I of course made no allusion to the affair, being well 
aware they were justified in killing Mr. Eby, in accordance 'with. their laws of 
1·etaliation. One of their chiefs was killed by Commander Swartwout, of the United 
States ship Massachusetts, by a shot fired from that ship, which was not approved 
of by the community of whites in Puget sound-hence the death of Mr. Eby, 
previously the collector of customs, and supposed by the Indians to be at that 
time a "chief of the Bostons." 
I made several of the minor chiefs presents of tobacco; "One eyed-Tom" a 
shirt, and other small articles in addition. At sunset permitted all to leave the 
vessel, telling them I should sail early in the morning; if they had any deer or 
potatoes to sell then, come alongside and I would purchase. 
At 6 a. m. next morning we steamed out of the harbor en route through 
\Vrangell strait for the mouth of the Stikene river. I am confident this tribe did 
not consider our visit a peaceful one until we had left them without molestatiou. 
A very good custom prevails on this coast, in giving Indians what they term 
"paper," stating the character of the bearer; these ''papers," particularly by 
Hudson Bay Company officers, state fairly the character of the Indian, his in-
fluence, if any, with his tribe, his power and willingness for harm or good. One 
of the minor chiefs handed me a paper warning every one to place no confidence 
in him. These papers are highly valued and kept for years unsoiled. "One-
eyed Tom" presented me one from my chief officer, dated May, 1855, "directing 
any person finding this Indian astray or lost, to guide him to Murray's shipping 
office, San Francisco," over twelve years in his possession and unsoiled. 
I am confident this tribe will cause us no trouble, and will be very happy to 
be unmolested and allowed to trade. 'l'he ship having left them in a friendly 
manner, has convinced them of our good intentions. As soon as the chief shows 
a disposition to be friendly, he should be recognized by us as the "chief of the 
Kakes ." Recognizing the chiefs in the manner mentioned gives them weight 
with their tribes, besides having a responsible person to appeal to. There are 
many pretenders who are silenced by demanding their papers. 
r_t'he mountains bordering Prince Frederick's sound were covered with snow, 
and considerable floating ice (from glaciers) near the entrance of Wrangell strait, 
which is a dangerous passage to strangers, narrow and crooked. We sounded 
through with boat ahead at low water, finding water enough for the largest shipd. 
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On the morning of November 1, entered Clarence strait, or sound, and pro-
ceeded direct to 1he mouth of the Stikene river ; at 2 p. m. anchored in High-
field harbor. I went on shore in the barge, and found Captain Forsaith, acting 
inspector of customs, and two persons in charge of a Union 'relegraph station, 
with 500 miles telegraph wire and a large quantity of supplies belonging to the 
said company. I had sent Captain Forsaith here, in charge of the goods on 
board the Hudson Bay Company's steamer Otter, in transitu for their posts in the 
interior. As this is one of the most important points on this coast, (mainland,) 
in our new possessions, I directed Captain Forsaith to remain. (See letter, 
November 2.) En route to the village I met the principal chief, Shakes, going 
on board, with his wife ; I received them on board my barge, and carried them 
on board the Lincoln. I entered at once into the most friendly relations with 
this young chief. He had a very bad felon on his hand, which Surgeon Kel-
logg lanced, which freed him from great pain. Everything he had was at our 
service, at reasonable rates. Very few of his people were at home, however, 
the greater portion having gone hunting and fishing for their winter supplies. 
I authorized this chief, at his own request, to seize the whiskey sellers, taking 
them and their vessels at once to Captain Forsaith. I have no doubt he will 
do it, being impressed with the fact of the injurious tendency of whiskey 
among his tribe. I gave him an American flag and a paper recognizing him as 
"Oon-mis-ta," son of Shakes, the principal chief of the ~tikene tribe. 
I should have endeavored to go up the river with the Lincoln, had the 
weather been suitable. From the best information I could obtain, I could have 
proceened abont thirty ( 30) miles from the mouth, to a station established, since 
our purchase, by the Hudson Bay Company, it is said, directly on our line. 
Four American miners, from 120 miles up this river, applied for passage to 
Puget sound, which was granted them. They reported favorably of the Sti-
kene ; said they had made each five hundred ( 500) dollars clear of all expenses. 
They would return in the spring with provisions and implements for future 
operations. 
At 5 a. m., November 3, under way, steaming through Clarence strait 
nearly all day, with heavy but short snow squalls. At 7 p. m. run into 
Ward's harbor, (entrance of 'l,orgas channel,) and anchored in twelve fathoms, 
muddy bottom; a perfect harbor, 84 miles from Stikene river. 
On the 4th, at 5~ a. m., left Ward's harbor, stood down Clarence strait, 
entering Dixon's passage, our southern boundary line, at 4 p. m., crossed it, 
and entered the harbor of Fort Simpson, and anchored. 
Thus ended the observatory cruise of the Lincoln, regretting so little has 
been effected, by the lateness of the season, the extremely boisterous and rainy 
weather, as also the tardiness of the commissioners, which kept us many days 
that might have been employed in examining the eastern archipelago and the 
main shores bordering on British Columbia. 
I beg leave, however, to Lear testimony to the untiring exertions of Mr. 
Davidson and Coast Survey party to accomplish an almost impossibility. For 
many days and nights they watched in vain for sun, moon and stars, which led 
us almost to believe neither ever had been or would be seen. Their industry 
has not been unrewarded, and their reports will, I doubt not, show satisfactory 
results. All specimens and collections I have intrusted to Mr. Davidson to 
forward to Washington, for such distribution as the department may deem 
proper. 
Surgeon and Naturalist Kellogg's report on timber and grasses is herewith 
respectfully enclosed, with the remark, that no man could by any possibility 
show greater zeal in the cause than this gentleman, and I most respectfully 
recommend him to the consideration of the government for any future examina-
tions of like character. 
r:rhe Lincoln left Fort Simpson on the morning of the 5th November-
·. * 
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barometer 29° 301, falling, and threatening a gale. At 1 o'clock could with 
great difficulty steam against the wind, and perfectly smooth sea. Finding 
anchorage under an island, we brought to, in 17 fathoms water, with both an-
chors and seventy-five fathoms chain. 
On the 11th, at noon, anchored in Victoria harbor, Vancouver's island, 
British Oolumbia. Prepared immediately to . coal ship. Coast Survey party 
put on shore their "observatory," and were fortunate in obtaining good observa-
tions for verification of their former work. 
Having coaled ship, received the British admiral's and American consul's 
mails and despatches, we steamed from Victoria on the 14th November for, and· 
arrived in, San Francisco on the evening of the 18th; four months (less two 
days) absent. having sailed and steamed six thousand two hundred and ninety-
seven (6,297) miles, without the loss of a man or an accident of any kind. 
Having stated, iu detail, each and every movement of the Lincoln, it now 
becomes my duty to reply to the following queries, viz : 
1. The most available channels of commerce, the probable haunts of smug-
glers, and the most suitable points for custom-houses and revenue stations. 
The most available channels for commerce are through Dixon's entrance, up 
Chatham strait, Clarence strait, F1~ederick sound, Lynn channel, to the mouth 
of Chilcate, New Archangel; Copper river, Cook's inlet, Kodiak, and Ouna-
lashka, throug·h Akentan pass into Behrings' sea-into Illilook or Captain's 
harbor; all of which afford the best harbors. 
The haunts of smugglers, at present, are mostly confined to the Prince of 
Wales archipelago, from the Stikene to the head of Lynn's canal and mouth of 
· Chilcate-in fact, among all the islands and rivers comprised in the Hudson 
Bay Company's lease from the Russian Company ; they are, however, extending 
to Cook's inlet and Kodiak. 
A port of entry should be established on Baranoff island, temporarily, at 
New Archangel; but, as I consider the harbor unsafe and too limited for a com-
mercial port, (sufficient, however, for a trading station,) it should be permanently 
established at Port Lincoln, fourteen miles west of New Archangel. Should 
the troops put up their quarters and storehouses there next spring, it would 
secure the location of the first commercial port in the most available and secure 
position. 
An inspector is required at Stikene, Kake, Kodiak, and Ounalashka. Cap-
tain Forsaith, acting inspector, was placed at Stikene by me, and accompanies 
the Hudson Bay Company's steamers up the river when conveying goods in 
transitu to their interior posts. 
2. A general reconnaissance of the coast was made as far as an opportunity, 
at this season, would permit ; and the Coast Survey party were indefatigable in 
their exertions to correct errors and fix points, both night and day. The result 
of their operations will be made public through that bureau. 
Points were examined and marked for light-houses, subject to future opera-
tions, and when it is decided where the principal ports are to be located. 
3. To discover available coaling stations, and particularly to determine the 
fitness of Ounalashka island for that purpose. 
No place in the world possesses greater ad vantages for a coaling station than 
Illilook harbor, in Ounalashka. Vessels of any draught can discharge and load 
by hauling alongside of a steep bank, using a "wheeling" plank. 
. I recommend as coaling stations Highfield harbor, mouth of the Stikene 
river, (the revenue marine has thirty-two tons left there by my instructions,) 
Saint Paul's harbor, Kodiak, New Archangel or Port Lincoln, (the revenue ma-
rine has already at the latter, under cover, four hundred and seventy tons best 
Douglas Nanimo coal,) and Ou:salashka, Illilook harbor. 
4. To ascertain, by careful soundingR, the location and extent of fishing banks 
From the northeast end of Kodiak to Oumnak islands, a distance of seven 
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hundred miles, and within a few miles from the land, in proper soundings, cod-
fish of the very best description are taken, limited only by the number of lines 
employed. Those taken by the Lincoln varied only from thirty-two to thirty-
seven inches in length, and from thirty to thirty-eight pounds in weight; short, 
dark, and very fat fish. Hal1ibut, turbot, place or sole, flounders of immense 
size, are taken in large numbers when the bait is appropriate. Salmon abounds 
in all the islands and rivers on the main; trout in all the lakes and streams ; 
deer and moose, with all northern game, in the woods ; the bays and creeks 
alive with ducks, geese, curlew, and snipe. 
The" right whale" abounds among these islands, particularly around Ouna-
lashka and Kodiak, where good harbors can be found at ail times. 
5. r_ro pursue the course of inquiry as to the geographical and physical char-
acteristics, resources, productions, and climate of the country, suggested by the 
Smithsonian Institute, to preserve specimens, &c., &c. 
rrhe report of Dr. Kellogg, surgeon and botanist, herewith enclosed, answers 
a portiOn of the above queries. The resources of the country lie in its fi:"heries, 
furs, ice, timber, (the latter in a portion of the territory only,) and coal, speci-
mens of which were discovered five miles from Port Lincoln, at the mouth and 
up a stream emptying into a sheltered bay with good anchorage. It was taken 
to San Francisco by Mr. Blake, our geologist, and subjected to the test of the 
"blowpipe," and pronounced equal to English or Welsh. Should the department 
not deem it necessary to examine further, or develop this discovery, I respect-
fully ask that publicity may be given to its)ocation and quality. The import-
ance of this diilcovery, should it prove to be abundant, can hardly be calculated, 
particularly when it is remembered that the greater part of all the steaming coal 
used on the Pacific is imported from our eastern coast, England, and Australia. 
That copper is abundant up Copper river, some considerable distance from its 
mouth, there is not a shadow of a doubt. I re8pectfully iluggest that the party, 
under orders of the War Department, that is to proceed on a reconnaissance for 
selection of sites for encampments and posts, be directed to examine Copper 
river for that object. 
Many specimens, floral, grasses, woods, shells, fish, &c., &c., are en route to 
the Smithsonian Institute, to be distributed under the ordera of the honorable 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
For information relative to the climate, I enclose herewith a meteorological 
journal kept from the entry into our new territory until our exit from it. 
I would very respectfully call the attention of the department to the magnifi-
cent trade opened by this transfer, and consequently lost to Russia and Great 
Britain, but which, if unprotected by legislation, will in a very few years be 
entirely lost to ns. The Russian American Fur Company protect in a most 
careful manner the "fur-bearing animals," killing only the males of a certain age, 
never exceeding the number necessary for the supply of the market. Fur seal, 
for example, were taken on certain islands north of the Aleutian chain to the 
number of 180,000 the last and several previous years; treble the amount might be 
taken any season. The firing of guns near the haunts of these animals, as also 
the sea otter, is strictly forbidden. rrhe former are driven on shore by the natives 
in their (bydonkers) skin canoes; landing, they place themselves between their 
landing and sea; drive them a sufficient distance inland ; select them and kill 
them with clubs, permitting all not selected to return undisturbed to the haunts 
until the next season. 
The sea otter are hunted singly in the skin canoe and taken with darts or 
spears, thrown with great dexterity from the hand by a small board lever. rrhis 
animal, found formerly only on the coast of California, is now confined to a very 
small space in our territory ; would in three (3) years, if unprotected, be driven 
to the Asiatic coast. The value of the fur seal (to the company) is three (3) 
dollars; the sea otter, from forty to seventy ( 40 to 70) dollars. 
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Legitimate trade will protect itself by capital invested in a powerful company, 
but the illegitimate must be suppressed by the strong arm of law. Whisky, 
for which the natives will sell anything they possess, even wife and children, 
must be strictly prohibited, the possession of which will cause murders of the 
whites, and hence an Indian war. 
It is very certain that the settlers on the English islands will avail themselves 
of the abrogation of these companies and enter at once into an illicit trade. 
The liudson Bay Company's store at Victoria, Victoria island, has one hundred 
thousand pounds ( c£ 100,1900) sterling of goods, well selected for Indian traffic, 
which can be purchased, less the duties paid in the United States. 
To protect fi·om infringement our revenue and license laws, I very respect-
fully recommend an appropriation be asked for a steam revenue cutter, of the 
tonnage of the Lincoln, and two (2) steam launches, such as are used on board 
our frigates and first-class sloops of war by the navy. 
The launches can be built with engines on board, complete and ready for ser-
vice, at Mare Island navy yard, for three thousand five hundred dollars each. 
"With the permission of the department I will present plans and specifications, 
with cost of construction of the proposed cutter for Alaska. 
Respectfully submitted: 
W. A. HOWARD, 
Capt. U.S. Rev. Marine, Special Agent Treasury Department, 
Commanding Alaska Expedition. 
Ron. HuGH McCuLLOCH, 
Secretary qf the 'Treasury, Wasllington, D. C. 
H. 
Report qf the botany qf tlu 'Voyage qf the United States steamer Lincoln, Cap-
tain J. W White, under the command qf Captain Wzlliam A. HowaTd, 
United States revenue service, A. D. 1867, by A. Kellogg, .ilL D., surgeon 
and botanist. 
1.'he Russian American expedition was hastily extemporized and its labors 
crowded into a few months, at an unpropitious season, with a climate yielding 
scarcely a day of fair weather properly suited to botanical purposes. Add to 
this our crampedfacilities and only rare and incidental opportunities afforded, 
and we shall see why the field of thorough observation and collection must 
needs be very limited. 
The steamer Lincoln, Captain White, under the command of Captain William 
A. Howard, United States revenue service, arrived off the western coast of Alaska 
before the middle of August, A. D. 1867. 
1.'he coast of Alaska, from Fort Simpson north to Sitka, like that of Oregon, 
is broken, but much more precipitous, and clad on all sides, to the topmost 
ledges, with a dense growth of timber. 
At Fort Simpson, near the southern coast boundary, we find the western 
hemlock spruce, (Abies Mertensiana,) or, as most authors regard it, a variety of 
A. Canadensis. Its growth is much larger and freer, and is considered some-
what more durable than the eastern Canadian; and, like it, the bark is esteemed 
excellent for tanning. On the coasts and islands northward this tree greatly 
abounds. 
Here also we found the Sitka spruce, or pine,* as it is erroneously called, 
(Abies Sitlcensis.) With lumber-dealers this is often styled white pine. This 
"* Spruces, in common parlanee, are steeple-topped trees. Pines, on the contrary, are more 
flat-topped, with long, twisted foliage, and more closely noted, consisting of two to five needle-
shaped leaves in one common boot. 
To make confusion worse confounded, the hemlock spruce is also designated as Sitka pine. 
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very spiry spruce and the hemlock, like the Douglass and Menzie's spruces on 
the coasts below, mantle the rugged rocks and steeps from tidewater to their 
tops with a dark evergreen foliage. They cling to bare rocks, never leaning in 
the least, but prim and spruce as a foppish soldier on parade. "rhey climb the 
tall steeps, dripped or drenched in everlasting rains, toning down and softening 
the savage scene with their sombre shades. 
We' saw but one true species of pine, (Pinus contorta, Doug.,) the Jersey 
or scrub pine, (Pinus inops, Ait.) In this region it is always found in sphag-
nous swamps or in sources of retarded streamlets, and rarely of any available 
size. Near Sitka we found it a foot to eighteen inches diameter and thirty to 
forty feet clear trunk; but such examples are probably rare. 
The little juniper, ( Junipe1·us nana, Willd.) 
The best timber tree, by far, is the yellow cedar, ( Cup1·essus Nutkatens£s,• 
Hook.) From this point more or less north and south it is said to abound; but 
our personal observations only verify its existence northerly. At Fort Simpson 
it is now scarce, although we saw a sleeper thirty feet long, twenty-eight inches 
at the butt, eighteen at the extremity, and eight inches thick, besides unwrought 
knees, &c., used for boat-building, for which purposPs it is unsurpassed, in ad-
dition to its lightness, toughness, ease of workmanship, and great durability. 
Under constant exposure to rainy weather and water, it is neither liable to 
watersoak nor subject to the attacke of the teredo, at least for the first four or 
five years. 
The original constructors of Fort Simpson laid the ground timbers of pine, 
thinking it the best. An accidental piece of this cedar being used, on rPcently 
replacing the rotten timbers, h was found to be the only sound log left after 
twenty-one years' trial. Similar facts at Sitka, verified by samples of an old 
wreck constructed of this cedar, which is still as sound as the day the vessel 
was built, though now thirty-two years since; even the iron bolts or spikes 
show no signs of corrosion. 
This is the wood formerly exported to China, and often sent back to us famed 
for excluding moths, &c. 
The timber is sought after by the Indians, and the choicest canoes are made 
of it. Much is annually destroyed by belting and peeling the bark as far as 
they can reach, for working into baskets and wearing apparel, and covering 
their buts, or packed in canoes as portable shelters for camping purposes. At 
Noquarshinsky bay, standing in our tracks without moving, we counted twenty-
three trees killed in this manner. ·r.rhis practice is, no doubt, general, and has 
served greatly to diminish its abundance along the coasts, together with other 
demands made upon it. The grain indicates a rapid growth, and there is no 
doubt of its desirableness for forest culture. 
The whole coast to Sitka and far northward exhibits one uniform topography 
and similar climatic conditions; being rainy and foggy, and the growth is nearly 
or quite the same throughout. 
Unfortunately, this vast region of islands and continental coast is not bor-
dered at the bases of these lofty timbered ranges with sloping or level bottoms ; 
but is gashed with precipitous and inaccessible gorges, the peaks, for the most 
part, being capped with snow, which, melting in summer, together with the con-
tinual rains, make every rockless footstep a sphagnous, miry morass. Altitude 
passes for naught here; even the mountains are miry to their tops. 
The climatic conditions of the coast of Alaska appear to be governed in a 
great degree by those laws which govern the currents of the air and ocean, as 
well as the general law of latitude. Thus this north Pacific climate is very 
moi::;t and much milder relatively to the same latitudes on the Atlantic; hence, 
the wood limit extends about seven dt-grees nearer the Pole on the Pacific side. 
* C!tamcecyparis Nutkatensis, Spach. 
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Ai:3 these coast ranges precipitate the excess of moisture, and thus furnish a 
temperate supply of rain to the interior, we should expect a driel' and more varied 
climate, with a corresponding flora. 
On the southern boundary, at Fort Simpson, we found as fine herd's grass 
(PMeumpratense) as any country can boast. It had escaped and was growing 
wild in thick lodged masses, without care or culture; and at Sitka the common 
white clover (Trifolium 'repens) and the Medick or burr clover, ( Medicugo 
denticulata,) recently introduced by California trade. They seem to flourish 
and bloom well; hence the use of these and similar grasses as green fodder 
appears quite practicable; but no reliance can be placed on any of them for hay 
and winter feeding, as in such a climate no haying is possible. Turnips, beets, 
carrots, parsnips, potatoes, and other root crops, together with cabbages and the 
like, are here the main resource. 
Along alluvial bottoms, if they can be said to exist in any mentionable 
sense, the balsam poplar is seen, (Populus balsamifera var. Candicaus.) This 
tree is often of sufficient size for canoes. At Badowe's Cove, Ohilchat, Globoko 
lake, &c., we saw large trees, some in groves. This timber is scarce on the 
lower bays and coasts, still · the drift shows it to be sufficiently abundant in 
the interior. 'J.1he red alder, so named on account of the sap or fresh·cut wood 
turniug cherry-red and ever after retaining that ~olor, (this is the Alnus 'rubra, 
Boug.; Alnus Oregona, Nutt.,) grows here to quite a tree, forty to fifty feet 
high, but in general much smaller. 
'l'he shrubby white alder, (Alnusfruticoda, Ledob.,) on the contrary, retains 
the w bite color of the wood, and burns well in the green state. The Sitka wil- · 
low (Salix brocltystackys, Bentb., or S. Sitckensis, ~anson) is a common shrub, 
seldom more than eight inches in diameter and ten to thirty feet high. 
A few minor shrubs, e. g., Menzie's, (Meazie ferruginea, Smith,) and the 
horrible ginseng, (Panax kor'ridum, Smith,) horrent with spines, throughout 
the Alaskan territory-the roots formerly the food of the betrothed, &c. 
Under-shrubs and plants bearing berries are highly esteemed, serving the useful 
purpose of purifying the blood from scurvy and other effects of a long-continued 
gt oss animal diet. 
The stump currant (Ribes taxiflorum of Pursh; R. affine, Doug.) has good-
flavored fruit. It has been spoken of as R. prost1·atu,m, Le Her., and designated 
as foetid; if this should prove to be the same, we can only say it varies, or 
tastAs-about which there is no disputing-will differ. Its autumn foliage is 
charmingly crimsoned. The monster-leafed currant, though large-fruited, has a 
strong terebinthinate odor, and is unpalatable, (R. bracteosum, Doug.) 
Tl1e spreading winter gooseberry is a tart and fine fruit, (the R. divaricatum, 
Doug.,) found investing old deserted Indian lodges, as well as woody marsh 
borders and bottoms. The best of the black or glaucous-bloom whortleberries, 
is the little dwarf bilberry, ( Vaccinium ccespitosum, Mich.) The common bil-
Oonalaska, but at Sitka of inferior flavor; the shrub at the former place one to 
berry or bleaberry ( V. ckamissom!s, Bong.) we found of very good quality at 
two feet-Sitka larger. The large oval-leaf bilberry has an indifferent black 
fruit. The bog bilberry, ( V. ulig,inosum, L.) berries large, black with bloom, 
juicy, but not very wholesome. The cowberry, ( V. ·vitis-idea, L.,) stem a span 
high, box-leaved, beautiful pale pink flowers on the tips; berries bright red and 
blushing at the sun, acid and but little inferior to cranberries, and often growing 
with the small species, ( V. oxycoccus ,·) both of these make an excellent jelly, 
brilliantly beautiful as the purest carmine. If these '\\'ere largely cultivated in 
otherwise worthless peaty bogs and sphagnous morasses, an unlimited market and 
good fortunes conld be realized. . 
The Russians are in the habit of making a very elegant and exceedingly 
palatable jelly by mashing the berries and straining the juice from the pulp, 
which is thrown aside, and cooking with a little water, adding "potato flour" 
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or starch to thicken. No dish can be more fascinating, or delicious, for a sauce 
to mutton or game, or eaten alone with sugar and cream. 
Several species of blackberries and raspberries are great favorites. The large 
salmon berry, of two varieties, (Rubus spectabalis, Pursh.,) has large ornamental 
flowers, white and rose-colored, found throughout Alaska along the sea-coasts, 
but finest flavor in Oonalaska. The great thimbleberry of the west, (R. nut-
kanus, Mocino,) of fragrant, vinous odor, and fine flavor. The northern or 
Arctic blackberry, (R. articus, L.,) amber berries delicious. The cloud berry, 
(R. chammmorus, L. ;) fruit of large grains, very rich, and in Unalaska often 
almost black; the finest flavor of any known. 1'he bird-foot bramble, (R. 
pedotus, Smith,) fruit grains few, too small, pulpy and red; found in shady woods, 
cre~ping over mosses and rotten logs. 
The red whortleberry ( Vaccmzum parvifolium, Smith,) we had well nigh for-
gotten in this enumeration ; the one most universally sought after, and is the 
finest for tarts and pies, &c.; not a native in the season would be without them. 
Red elderberries (Sambucus pubens, Mx.) are boiled, besides varioutJ roots 
with which they flavor their fish, soups or chowders, or thus contribute to their 
nutriment. Even the hips of the early wild rose (Rosa hlendana, Ait.) are 
used; also, wild lovage, &c. 
'rhe Kamtscbatkan lily we found both nutritions and of a pleasant, sweetish, 
amylaceous, and mucilaginous quality; this bas, by some authors, been consid-
ered a true lily ; the litLle bulboidlet scales surrounding the main stem corm 
being considered as true scales and the flower lacking nectaries ; others of later 
authority consider it a species of checkered lily, ( Frittilloria chamtsclwtcensis, 
Fisch.;) the roots are remarkably neat and white, quite inviting to the eye as 
well as to the palate. This plant could undoubtedly be cultivated to advantage 
amid moss bogs and incessant rains, regardless of snows and storms. This is 
the edible lily of northern travellers. 
The roots of grasses, land and swamp polygonums, &c., we must forego. 
The roots of arrow grass ( Menyantlzes trifoliata) might under culture be 
greatly improved in quality, when in a state of nature they serve so well for 
needful culinary purposes. 
rrhe island of Kodiack is mostly bare of trees but not of herbage, for vari-
ous herbs and grasses clothe the mountains to their summits, interspersed with 
shrubs of alder, willow, elder, and here and there a narrow-leafed poplar. All 
that is worthy the name of timber here is the Sitka spruce, (Abies Sitkens'ls.) 
'l'his tree resembles in form and foliage our silver firs. The largest we saw 
were three feet in diameter, ninety to one hundred feet high. The average size 
is seldom two feet, and they are relatively of low growth and rapid taper, and 
apt to be too knotty, and in open exposures branching to their bases. In the 
governor's yard were some masts and spars over a hundred feet in length, scarcely 
tapering two inches in thirty or forty feet ; yet these were from Kodiac island, 
so that good timber of this spruce may be obtained, although we had no oppor-
tunity of seeing noteworthy specimens in a growing state. Many masts and 
spars are from Spruce island, ten to fifteen miles distant, from whence they are 
floated in rafts. 
The mountains here are in general more abrupt toward the sea and sloping 
inland, yet on the sea sides we find a few foot hills and rolling ridges on which 
only are distributed the forest growth, which is by no means continuous, but 
marked with beautiful verdant openings like planted lawns; the sombre green 
of their foliage is slightly relieved by a silvery tint; but one unvaried form, too 
precisely conic, with a stiff and rigid horizontal spray, renders the scene somewhat 
monotonous, unaccompanied, as it is, by any other forest trees. There is at 
Sitka a variety of this spruce with finer pinacles and pendant waving branch-
lets, we think, more beautiful, though less regular. 1'his timber growth is con-
fined to the eastern valleys and declivities, indicating that the currents of air, 
like that of the ocean, are chiefly from the western quarter. 
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The lowland leas are limited in extent, often to a few acres, which a1·e liable 
to be too wet; the summer climate here, unlike Sitka and the coast below, is, 
however, sufficiently fair for haying. We saw many mown valleys where a 
good supply of hay from the native grasses had been secured for winter use. 
The cattle were fat and milk abundant; we did not, however, relish the flavor 
of the butter, although it looked yellow ana remarkably rich; whether this was 
owing to the making, we could not determine. The rural villages we visited, 
(two on Ullova, or Spruce island,) most of the inhabitants were far away in 
search of berries ; to their credit be it noted, the floors were well scoured, and 
many rude indications of neatness observed. It is, therefore, fair to presume 
that these coarse weed and wild gmsses were accountable for the flavor of the 
butter. On this island we saw many cozy and sheltered valleys under very 
rude and limited culture; only here and there a valley shorn by the scythe, but 
everywhere abounding in grass or sociable circles of spruce, alders, and willows, 
elders, and Menzies shrub of humble proportions, and a few small poplars. 
A.t one of these settlements, the only person at home was a venerable, gray-
haired Russian; before his hut were hundreds of salmon, hanging on poles, 
drying, exposed to the weather, cured without a particle of salt. Our host, 
with native hospitality, and true politeness, brought forth a kit, or large bucket, 
well nigh filled with the choicest luxury of the village, to wit, pickled mush-
rooms, which, we were assured, had been gathered only three days previous to 
our visit. I tasted them, and pronounce them good in point of flavor; but I 
recognized them as the agaricus mutabalis, which, in the uncured state, were 
known to me as exceedingly nauseous, affecting very disagreeably the fauces 
and throat, even causing sickness by simply holding them for a few moments 
in the palm of the hand. I, therefore, dared not eat them. These are a part 
of the market resources of the settlement ; doubtlees designed for the governor, 
or some notable personage at Paul's bay, as Mr. McPherson, our interpreter, 
informed us. 
Unalaska, on the side visited by the Lincoln, (or Captain's bay,) in the month . 
of September, A.. D. 1867, abounds in grasses, with a climate better adapted 
for haying than the coasts of Oregon. The cattle were remarkably fat, and 
the beef very tender and delicate, rarely surpassed by any well-fed stock. In 
this island we found much unmown grass. The available and good arable land 
which we saw lay, chiefly, near the coast, formed by the meeting, mixing, and 
massing of the mountain and valley washes, with the high surf-sand of the sea, 
which formed a remarkably rich, light, and genial soil, well suited to garden 
and root-crop culture. The turnips, here, were large, and of excellent quality. 
Carrots. parsnips, and cabbage, lacked careful attention, but were good. Pota-
toes were in bloom-which should not be allowed-and, therefore, scarcely half 
grown. They are cultivated in elevated beds, about three or four feet across 
the flattened top. Our mode of tilling, by hilling or ridging, we think, would 
be far preferable in a climate like this-too often drenching the earth with an 
excess of moisture, which requires to be 1·eadily shed, or be clouded with cold 
fogs, so that the crops require to make the most of the quickening sun and fair 
weather. It occurs to us that many choice, sunny hill-sides here would produce 
good crops under the thrifty hand of enterprise. They are already cleared for 
the plough. 
Where grain-like grasses grow, and mature well, it seems fair to infe! that . 
oats and barley would thrive, provided they were fall-sown, like the native 
grasses, which are often in such haste to take root that they even sprout in the 
ear before reaching the soil. This is abundantly verified by reference to our 
collection. Several of these grasses had already matured, and cast their seed 
before we arrived, showing sufficient length of season. Indeed no grain will 
yield more than half a crop, of poor quality, if they do not fail altogether, when 
spring-sown, whether north or south. 
A.. KELLOGG, Surgeon. 
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I. 
CoAsT SuRVEY OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., January 15, 1868. 
SIR: As requested in the department letter of the 9th instant, I have the 
honor to transmit herewith a copy of the report addressed to me by Assistant 
George Davidson, comprising the results of his reconnaissance of the coast of 
Alaska, and his remarks on the natural features and prospective resources of the 
territory. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
Hon. H. McCuLLOCH, 
Secrctarry of the Treasury. 
BENJAMIN PEIRCE, 
Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey. 
K. 
Report of Assistant George Davidson relative to the coast, features, and re-
sources of Alaska territory. 
U. S. CoAsT SuRVEY STATION, 
San Francisco, California, November 30, 1867. 
DEAR SIR : I herewith submit the report of the operations of my party on 
the geographical reconnaissance of Alaska. 
1'he first part exhibits the inception and plan of work proposed, and the de-
tails of execution. '!'hen follow descriptions of the coast, of the great oceanic 
currents of the North Pacific, and the discussion of their influence upon the 
routes between Japan and China and the Pacific coast of the United States; of 
the climate, vegetable productions of the country, the minerals, fisheries, furs, 
&c., and of the inhabitants and their prospective relation to the new order of 
rules and trade, with official statements of their numbers. Details of the coast 
line, harbors, bays, headlands, &c., are given, in part, from personal observation, 
but principally from the descriptions of Vancouver, Mearer, Portlock, Dixon, 
Lisiansky, &c. 
Geographical determinations depending upon the field computation of Assist-
ant Mosman's astronomical observations are given for the stations occupied. 
The general coast map, not yet finished, is compiled from the maps of Te-
beukoff, from manuscript maps, kindly furnished me by Prince Maksoutoff, 
gover11or of the late Russian colonies, and from examinations of my own. 
I also propose a plan of carrying on the work in this new region, where the 
refined methods of more favorable coasts must be modified, and instruments 
improved to obtain observations rapidly with our usual precision. The mode 
of working, means by which accurate results can be obtained, and the proper 
season for field parties, have been especially studied, and I am sure that in these 
matters, alone, the Coast Survey has obtained information and experience which 
will more than save the cost of our operations on this expedition in the next 
season's work. 
The appendices contain inf,lrmation that could not well be introduced in the 
body .of the report, and yet of interest and value. 
'rhroughout the report all bearings are true, unless otherwise specially men-
tioned, and distances are in nautical miles. Even on a coast with prevailing 
good weather and control of the steamer's movements, the amount of labor for 
a full season would have been large for a party limited to five persons; but on a 
coast comparatively unknown to us, and proverbial for thick, rainy, and heavy 
weather, it could not be expected that all would be accomplished in less than 
three months of a working season. The intention was to cover the ground as 
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far as practicable, and accomplish whatever the means at our command and the 
shortness and unfavorableness of the season would permit. A very important 
desideratum was to obtain a clear and comprehensive view of the nature of the 
country, so that judgment could be pronounced upon the best method of con-
ducting the survey of this coast in connection with the developments of the 
fishing banks. 
On the 18th of May you telegraphed .asking me to undertake the labor of 
conducting this new enterprise, and I confess I did so contrary to my own judg--
ment and the advice of my physician; but, willing to make auy sacrifice for the 
benefit of the work, under your instructions 1 left New York on the 11th of 
June, and as no vessel under my direction was specially assigned for this work, 
they contemplated my receiving transportation and assistance from the United 
States revenue cutter Lincoln, then under orders to proceed to Alaska upon 
special duty of the Treasury Department. Captain William A. Howard, United 
States revenue cutter service, bad the sole direction of the vessel's movement 
in the execution of his special duties, and received from the honorable Secretary 
of the Treasury "instructions, in accordance with your request, to receive on 
board the Lincoln a Coast Survey party of five officers with their instruments, 
equipments, and such supplies as they may consider necessary for the voyage, 
and also to render every assistance and facility in his power to enable them to 
carry out the instructions of the Coast Survey office." 
I reached San Francisco on the 3d of July, :md at once proceeded to re-or-
ganize my party, which had lost a valuable member by the drowning of Julius 
Kincheloe, sub-assistant, upon the bar of Tillamook, while in the discharge of 
his duty. He had served with me in California in 1 860, and I had been very 
favorably impressed with his energy, faithfulness, and integrity. 
We were detained eighteen days in San Francisco waiting the completion of 
repairs, &c., upon the steamer, and a small house having been built forward to 
accommodate four persons, I was enabled, through the kindness of Captain 
Howard, to carry a larger number of assistants than originaUy contemplated. 
'The party was composed of myself, A. T. Mosman, sub-assistant for astronom-
ical work, with Stehman Forney, aid, as his assistant; George Farquhar, sub-
assistant, as dranghtsman and hydrographer; William Hamel, temporary aid, as 
draughtsman, interpreter, and assistant in making local snrvey8 and taking 
views; Albert Kellogg, J\1. D., temporary aid, as botanist; W. G. W. Harford, 
temporary aid, as conchologist and naturalist; r.rheodore A. Blake, temporary 
aid, as geologist and mining engineer; and John Leeds as tidal observer for 
Sitka, during the absence of the party westward, and for continuing a complete 
series of tidal observations during the winter. Myself and three assistants were 
accommodated in the forward-deck house; four assistants in the wardroom, and 
the tidal observer on the berth deck. 
The Mercantile Library Association, the Odd Fellows' Library, and several 
citizens of San Francisco, cheerfully lent me numerous volumes of travels and 
explorations on the northwest coast, and scientific works of natural history and 
reference. 
George H. Mumford, esq., president of the California State Telegraph Com-
pany, kindly permitted photographs to be taken of the maps of exploration to 
the Stikene river, constructed under the direction of the Russian Telegraph 
Company. At a later date I received from him a general map of the explora-
tions through the Kvichpak, and one of the details of the exploration within 
a radius of five hundred miles of Sitka. He also very liberally placed at 
my service the use of the telegraph line to Victoria for the determination of 
the difference of longitude. Unfortunately the line had not sufficient repeat-
ers, and the weather was too wet to work through without them, as had been done 
in dry weather. 
To Captain Oliver Eldridge, agent of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, 
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I acknowledge the obligations of the survey for permission to trace the course 
of the China and San Francisco steamships between the latter port and Yoka-
hama. On our homeward voyage he directed the steamer to sound on the exten· 
sive bank south of the Cortes shoal, as laid down on the French chart No. 1997; 
and Captain Lapidge, of the Golden City, entered into the investigation with his 
usual interest and spirit, but we were unsuccessful in obtaining bottom with two 
hundred fathoms of line. As no observations had been obtained since leaving 
San Francisco, the vessel had doubtless been set off bv the currents from the 
Santa Barbara ch::tnnel, so that we may have passed the" outer eJge of the bank. 
Captain Eldridge has also promised to direct the use of the patent log, to b8 
used in combination with astronomical observations, for the determination of the 
ocean currents on the routes to Panama and to China, so soon as I arrange a 
system of observations and record, and I am assured of the hearty co-operation 
of the commanders and officers of the line. Admiral Thatcher, United States 
navy, commanding the North Pacific squadron, supplied me with eigat of the 
best chronometers belonging to the navy, and not then in us8. All these chro-
nometers are of American manufacture, and it will be a matter of interest to 
know, from the final discussion of the results of our observations, their value in 
comparison with foreign instruments. The field computations indicate the supe-
riority of the American instruments. Four coast survey chronometers, that have 
been many years upon this coast, were also taken. No special provision was 
made for the location of these chronometers on the vessel, and nine of them 
placed in a well padded box of nine compartments were secured under a small 
table in our room, while three had to be placed in the washstand. 
To cover all contingencies on such distant duty, I had provided a double set 
of instruments for observing time and latitude: a Wi:irdemann transit for time 
alone; another, with the usual means of obtaining time, and my improvement for 
latitude observations by the method of the zenith telescope. As the reported 
normal condition of the weather was cloudy, a ten-inch Gambey vertical circle 
was added for time and latitude observations. Instruments for determining the 
magnetic elements, for making local triangulations, &c., &c., were added. U n-
fortuna~ely, no accommodation was provided for them on the vessel below deck, 
and throughout the expedition they were secured on the quarter-deck and 
covered with old canvas, which proved an inadequate protection against the 
weather, as some of the boxes were opened on different occasion:'! W1th two or 
three inches of water in them. 
I furnished a liberal outfit for collecting and preserving specimens of the 
botany, natural history, and mineralogy of the country, feeling satisfied that you 
would approve of this outlay, which was not in my estimate of expenses, as the 
original number of my party was limited to five. Box tide-gauges had been 
provided for the establishment of permanent tidal stations at Sitka and our west-
ernmost limits of exploration;' and it is a pleasure for me to repeat what I tele-
graphed you upon my arrival at San Francisco, that the portable observatory, 
transit blocks, tide and chronometer boxes were nearly completed under the 
direction of Assistant A. F. Rodgers upon my arrival, and that he had secured 
for me nearly every available map relating to the northwest. 
During the delay consequent upon the vessel's repairs, :M:r. Mosman estab-
lished a secondary astronomical station on Russian Hill, mounting his transit 
upon the transit block of :M:r. rrhomas Tennant's observatory, and obtained the ' 
error of the chronometer up to the last night of our stay. He observed the 
transits of forty-four stars upon seven nights. Upon our return to San Fran-
cisco I obtained permission from ,T udge H. P. Coon, mayor of this city, to 
establish the observatory in Washington square and avoid the necessity of 
carrying the observing chronometers to Russian Hill. In return for this priv-
ilege Mr. Mosman established a meridian line within the limits of the square, 
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whereby the variation of the compass may be observed by the surveyor of the 
city at any time. Observations were made upon thirteen stars on two nights. 
On the 21st of July we left San 1!-,rancisco with strong head winds and heavy 
sea for thirty-six hours, quite sufficient to change the stationary rates of the 
chronometers. The subsequent weather was beautiful, and as the vessel kept the 
coast close aboard I had a very favorable opportunity of refreshing my memory 
with the appearance of the coast and coast range, making additional descriptions 
for the directory of the Pacific coast of the United States. 
We arrived at Victoria on the 27th; the observatory was set up and _instru-
ments mounted. The series of observations upon two nights was brokl 1, but 
sufficient data obtained to give good errors to the chronometers. Latitude obser-
vations were not made because my plan contemplated the connection, by trian-
gulation, of the station at this place with the coast survey station at Point Hud-
son. Mr. Mosman observed the transits of five stars upon two nights, watching 
his chances between the shower of rain and breaks in the clouds. Twenty-four 
observations with the vertical circle were made upon the sun for time. 
1!-,rom San Francisco I had telegraphed Assistant James S. Lawson to pro-
ceerl to Victoria with the United States coast surveying brig Fauntleroy and 
await my arrival, that I might fully communicate to him, and verbally explain 
the work to be executed during my absence to the northward. 1'he old work 
of triangulation, topography, and geographical determinations in the Canal de 
Haro and Rosario strait, embracing among others the island of San Juan, executed 
by me in 1853 and 1854, had never been connected with similar and subsequent 
work of mine commencing at New Dangeness, and extending through Admiralty 
inlet nearly to Steilacoom, on Puget's sound. 'l'o make this connection I laid 
out a scheme of triangulation that should connect this disjointed work, embrace 
the astronomical station at Victoria, and also afford bases for the incidental de-
termination of the heights and geographical positions of prominent peaks among 
the Olympus range. 'J1he latest value of the latitude and longitude at Point 
Hudson was furnishen to Assistant Lawson to enable him to compute the L M 
Z's of the triangulation by the time of our return. 
Should the travelling rates of the chronometers from San Francisco to Victoria 
be found unsatisfactory from the very boisterous weather with which we started 
out, and might encounter on our return in the season of southeast gales, this 
connection, with the " best geographically determined position on the northwest 
coast," north of San Francisco, would give us a new initial point, as the pro-
gramme contemplated our returning to Victoria. Another object was to deter-
mine the difference of longitude between San Francisco and Victoria upon our 
return should the telegraph line be in good order, for which I had the free use 
of the line. It is hardly necessary to say that' daily comparisons of the chro-
nometers were regularly made by the coincidence.of beats between the mean and 
sidereal t.ime chronometers, as also before and after every series of observations. 
Leaving Victoria on the morning of the 29th of July, the vessel was detained 
a few hours by running aground on one side of the channel to Victoria; passed 
through the Canal de Haro and the Swanson channel inside Pender, Saturna, 
and Mayne islands, and into the gulf of Georgia by the Active pass ; steamed 
all night through this gulf and entered Johnstone's straits in the morning. 
Within a few miles from the entrance the widLh of this passage is contracted to 
half a mile, and the vast body of water rushes at certain stages of the current 
with a velocity of six to nine knots per hour. At this point, when the overfall 
was very great, a fog suddenly shut down upon the strait, and the vessel was 
driven with great velocity towards the perpendicular rocky walls of the passage, 
and for an instant placed in imminent danger. In other reaches of the straits 
we measured the velocity of the current seven nnd a half miles per hour. 
From Queen Charlotte's sound. at the north end of Vancouver, we entered 
Fitzhugh sound, in latitude 510 25'. No published surveys exist northward of 
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Vancouver island, except those depending altogether upon the examinations of 
Vancouver and the points forming the southwest point of the entrance to Ji-,itz-
hugh sound, being corrected in outline by us; I have proposed to call it Point 
Hodgson. rrhe Engli:;h government has, within the last ten years, made a re-
connaissance from Washington sound to the north end of Vancouver island, and 
the work is nearly completed thence to Fort Simpson in 54° 34'. 
At Belbella, one of the anchorages among these straits, where the vessel an-
chored for a couple of hours, Mr. Mosman managed to obtain between rain 
squalls six observations upon the sun with the vertical circle for time, but the 
vessel left before noon, so that the latitude was not determined. Pending the 
publication of the English maps it is assumed at 52° 101• 
In--- sound, in about latitude 53° 121, where the channel is not over a 
mile wide, Vancouver frequently sounded with one hundred and sixty-five and 
one hundred and eighty-five fathoms of line half a ship's length from shore 
and found no bottom. I was anxious to measure the actual depth of these fine 
inland passages, bounded as they are by precipitous mountains measuring from 
three thousand to six thousand feet in elevation; but as it was reported advisa-
ble not to st.op the vessel on account of a leak in the boiler needing attention, 
_my request could not be gratified. The steepest slopes of these mountains are 
covered with large spruce trees from the water's edge to an elevation of two or 
three thousand feet. High among their masses are large lakes discharging their 
waters down the steep rocky sides, and forming a beautiful variety in the grand 
scenery forever overshadowing these waters. 
At Lawson bay, about latitude 54° 02', the geologist of the party found the 
first change from the uniform granitic character of the formation through which 
all the sounds are apparently cut. Numerous low wooded islands, hence north-
ward, are composed of slate. 
In passing through these straits many views of the scenery were taken by 
:Mr. Hamel. 
On the evening of the 3d of August we reached the anchorage off the Hudson 
Bay Company's trading station and stockade at Fort Simpson, located on the 
English map No. 2426, in latitude 54° 34' and longitude 1300 251 30 11 • 
During the repairs to the vessel the observatory was put up within the stock-
ade by permission of the factor then in charge, Mr. Mosman having been unable 
to find a location sufficiently firm to plant the transit block. 
r:rbe great amount of rainfall in this region, and the absence of much direct 
sunlight, keep the earth in a thoroughly soaked condition and covered with a 
sphagnous morass over a foot in thickness. r.rhe weather was cloudy and rainy 
until our departure on the morning of the lOth, no observations for latitude 
were obtained, and but fou.r broken transits of stars on the night of the 4th for 
time, and twenty-four observations upon the sun with the vertical circle. I put 
up the magnetometer for determining the magnetic declination, but never ob-
tained an observation for azimuth. The departure of the vessel was delayed 
upon my account, as I was very anxious to determine this position and make it 
the starting point for our coast reconnaissance. 
Up to this place the botany, geology, and conchology of the various anchor-
ages had been faithfully examined by the party, although outside the limits of 
our territory. · 
On the morning of August the lOth the vessel started for Sitka by the outside 
route in such thick fog and rain that it was next to impossible to determine the 
position of any points on the north shores of Dixon's sound ; but a few cross bear-
ings were made upon the rocks lying in Chatham sound to the southward. The 
unknown but strong currents passing through the channels of the Alexander archi-
pelago, the thick weather, and the great numb er of courses run by the Russian 
pilot, were complete drawbacks to anything like accurate work. About 5 p. m. 
the sun broke out for a few moments, and I observed a dozen altitudes for time 
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and made comparisons of the chronometers in hopes of seeing Cape Kygane, the 
southwestern point of the new territory; this we were fortunate in doing in 
an hour or two, passing close to it, but unable to see more than two hundred feet 
elevation, as thick rain-clouds covered the higher parts. The strong current-
rips indicated that no great dependence could be placed upon the log distances. 
'l'hence heavy southeaet weather carried us by the evening of the 11th to 
Sitka sound, which we entered without seeing either head or any land since 
sighting Forrester's island; and after moving about among reefs and islets the 
veesel anchored in thirty-five fathoms water closely surrounded by wooded 
islets, with very thick weather. Next morning after the fog lifted we saw Sitka 
lying to the N.NvV., about three miles distant. The expedition was well 
received by Prince ::M:aksoutoff, governor of the Russian colonies, who promised 
every assistance. The observatory was set up in the town, and observations 
made at every available moment during our stay. The weather during this 
time was incessantly rainy and cold, as exhibited by the meteorological record 
and tables annexed We were informed that it was the wettest season that had 
been known for many years. . 
Sub-Assistant Farquhar was directed to select the site for a base for the sta-
1 tions and set up signals for a local triangulation, but I finally undertook it my· 
self and made a small triangulation to include the eastern aud western road-
steads or harbors. 'The weather was so excessively bad that but little could be 
accomplished, and at each effort all hands returned soaking wet, and the instru-
ment drenched. Incidental observations were made to determine the positions 
and elevations of the surrounding mountain peaks. The weather was too thick 
to see Mount Edgecombe during our stay, and too rough to risk a boat in the 
search for the Zenobia Rock and other dangers not accurately laid down on ex-
isting charts. Mr. Mosman was unable to get a single observation upon any 
star; in fact there was not a sufficiently clear interval in which to put the transit 
in the plane of the meridian. By dint of constant watching he managed to 
obtain seventy-two observations with the vertical circle upon the sun for time, 
but none for latitude. The magnetometer No. 6 was set up on J aponski island, 
near the magnetic and meteorological observatory of the Russian American 
Company, and several days' observations obtained for absolute magnetic decli-
nation, but a very unsatisfactory observation was obtained for azimuth; a better 
.one was measured upon our return from Oonalaska. 
From the governor I obtained the use of the printed records for fourteen years 
of the observatory 'of the company at Sitka, and have tabulated the monthly and 
yearly means for the height of the barometer, thermometer, the force of aqueous 
vapor, the rainfall, and the annual number of days on which rain, snow, and 
hail fell, or on which fogs prevailed. This is appended to my report, and forms 
a very instructive datum for the study of any plan of work. 
I located a permanent tidal station at Sitka, and Mr. :Forney superintended 
the placing and securing of the box tide-gauge. Upon the authority of the 
English admiralty charts, which state the rise and fall of the tides at 'full and 
change of the noon at five to seven feet, these box-gauges were made fifteen 
feet long ; but we soon found that the rise and fall reached as much as thirteen 
feet, and consequently two boxes and rods were spliced to make one, which by 
permission of Prince ::M:aksoutoff was secured at the end of the wharf, where I 
subsequently built a house for the protection of the observer during the winter, 
as it was imposf:lible to obtain board and lodging for him in the immediate vi-
cinity. 
Mr. Mosman made a permanent bench-mark for reference and connected it 
by levelling with the reading wires of the staff. 
During my absence to Oonalaska, tidal observations were made every ten 
minutes from one and a half hour before to one and a half hour after every 
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high and low water, and from 7 a. m. to G p. m. at every half hour between the 
above series. 'rho record appears to have been faithfully kept. 
The observer being well drilled to his duty, and the weather being very se-
vere during the wi11ter, I have directed that for every high and low water the 
observations shall be made every ten minutes for three-quarters of an hour before 
and three-quarters of an hour after the expected epoch; also that a regular 
series of meteorological observations be kept up. This will afford the observer 
time to make up his duplicates. 
I think little trouble will be experienced here on account of water freezing 
inside the box, but have decided that a gallon or two of petroleum or whale oil 
be poured down the box, and the supply be kept up, in case there is a tendency 
to freeze or coating of ice around the inside of the box and impede the action 
of the float. 
A marine clock and watch were left with the observer; the former is compared 
regularly with one of the mean-time chronometers of the Russian American 
Company, and thus accuracy secured in time. 
A few days since I received notice that the tide-gauge had been carried away 
in the severe storm of October 28; but having left a spare box, rod, and float 
to cover such contingencies, and General Jeff. C. Davis, United States army, 
military governor of Alaska, having promised his assistance. to repair any dam-
ages, I am satisfied that the observations are again under way. 
From Sitka lVIr. Blake, the geologist of my party, made several boat expe-
ditions to examine localities reported as affording silver ore, bismuth, &c., but our 
information was either designedly untrue or based upon the hopes rather than 
the knowledge of the informants. 'These trips were made in the usually shock-
ing weather. In one of them an extensive deposit of fine, white marble was 
found about fiftee11 miles from Sitka, cropping out upon the water's edge, with 
deep water close to it. 
Dr. Kellogg, botanist, was unremitting in his examinations of the botany of 
the vicinity. Prince lVIaksoutoff directed that specimens of the different woods 
be obtained for me by our return. 
Mr. Harford, conchologist and naturalist, seized every opportunity of adding 
to our collection of shells, and obtained and preserved the specimen of birds 
shot. 
On the 22d of August the vessel left Sitka by the middle channel, with 
rainy weather and southeast squalls. Her destination was the Russian factory 
of Fort Constantine in Port Etches, at the southeast point of the entrance to 
Prince William's sound, in latitude 60° 21', longitude 146° 53'. · ':rhe course 
was laid to run over the reported position of Pamplona Rock, and the reef re-
ported just to the westward of it. On the trip several attempts were made to 
obtain soundings with two hundred fathoms of line, but no bottom found. 
This important reef is laid down on different maps with longitudes differing 39r 
and latitudes ranging 31• 'rhe vessel's course in the vicinity of this danger 
was to the northward and eastward of it, and she passed the locality at 5 a. m., 
about three miles north of the northern position ; but no rocks were seen 
ancl no special examination attempted, although birds were seen and heard that. 
do not go far from land. To determine the position of this danger was one of 
the duties of my original plan, as some doubts are expressed of its existence, 
even by the navigators of the Russian American Company, but I refer you to 
my descriptive report of this coast for particulars. 
From Sitka to this place we had a current in our favor of about ten miles in 
forty-three hours. 
}'rom the Pamplona Rock a course was laid to pass near the assigned position 
of the sea-otter banks, especially as it would only increase the distance to Port 
Etches half a dozen miles ; but during the day, the weather looking squally 
from the southeast, and the pilot reporting the general prevalence of bad weather 
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at the entrance, the pwgramme was changed, and the vessel headed for St. Paul 
on the island of Kodiak, which we reached August 26, through thick weather. 
On this trip observations for time and latitude were made upon every opportu-
nity. · 
In approaching the northern and eastern part. of Kodiak from the direction of 
Kayakor Middleton island, the same bank was found that Portlock got one 
sounding· of seventy fathoms upon in 1788, in latitude 580 10', and longitude 
149° 141, over one hundred miles from St. Paul. The first sounding from the 
Lincoln was eighty fathoms, over a bottom o.f small stones, mud, and sand. 
Fishiiig-lines ,were got over, but nothing took the bait, whieh we subsequently 
found taken with avidity in another locality. '_rhence to St. Paul the soundings 
decreased to forty-five fathoms in thirty-five miles, increasing again half-way to 
St. Paul to ninety-five, with no bottom. At the various localities where bottom 
was reached, the lead showed broken pieces of rock, black pebbles, &c., always 
associated with mud. 
The observatory was at once landed, and the astronomical station selected 
on the bluff at the Routh side of the cove, about half a mile northeast of 
the town. Mr. Mosman succeeded in obtaining the first really good obser-
vations since leaving San Francisco. During our stay of five days, thirty-
seven transits of stars were observed on three nights for error of chronom-
eters, and 100 observations on nine stars upon two nights, with the vertical 
circle, for latitude. Observations were made for absolute magnetic declination 
with the magnetometer, and azimnth observations made in connection there-
with. 
I measured a base, and selected points for a local triangulation of the 
northern channel from the northwest pJint of Wooded island to the flagstaff 
in St. Paul; we had only one and a half days fair weather in which to do the 
work. Bearings upon the dangerous reef called vVilliams's bank, off the entrance 
to the north channel, were obtained. The locality of a dangerous rock in 
the middle of the entrance to this channel was given to me by Captain 
Archimanditoff, who lost a vessel Hpon it. I refer you to my letter No. 21, 
August 31, 1867, for a description of the harbor of St. Paul, which was 
formerly the first, and is now the second post of importance of the Russian 
American colonies. 
From General Pavlofi I obtained a specimen of the volcanic ashes that fell in 
March, 1867, over this i13land to the depth of half an inch. r_rhe nearest vol-
cano is that of the Redoubt, on the west shore of Cook's inlet, and distant in a 
straight line 165 miles. 
I was very anxious to establish a tidal station at this place, but while it was 
difficult if not impracticable to get a competent observer, I deemed it more im-
portant to establish one on the westernmost island we should visit. It was pro-
posed. to visit St. Paul island in the Behring sea, and subsequently Cook's inlet, 
both demanding study and consideration as tidal stations. 
From St. Paul I reported to you upon the aids necf\ssary to navigation iu 
approaching that anchorage. 
On the 31st of August we starte(l for Oonalaska, passing out of the north 
channel of St. Paul through a narrow strait, between Kodiak and Spruce islands; 
then through the northern strait between Kodiak and Afojnok islands; then 
through the Chelekoff or Alaska strait, between Kodiak and the southeast 
shores of the peninsula of Alaska. It was impossible to determine the relative 
positions of the headlands along the northwest shore of Kodiak, as the weather 
bad shut down thick, squally, and rainy before getting through the northern 
strait, and by evening, when we were off the western point of the island, the 
bad weather had increased, with heavy rain, fog, and squalls from the south-
east. At night compasants played about the stern davits. 
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On this trip the second of the patent logs was lost, and the third could not 
be made to rec:Hd reliably. 
At noon on the 4th of September the vessel suddenly and unexpectedly made 
the southern end of Lannach reef, only a couple of hundred yards ahead, in a 
dense fog, with light winds and heavy swell from the southward. ~"'or a 
minute or two she was in the most imminent danger. 
On the morning of September 15th, with variable weather, bottom was found 
in fifty fathoms, and observations for time obtained by Thl r. Mosman. At noon 
the weather was very thick and drizzly, with a heavy swell from the southward, 
and bottom found with sixty-five fathoms of line, upon which was a baited 
book. The lead was allowed to remain upon the bottom a few minutes, and 
when brought up had a fine cod upon it. All the available lines were soon in 
requisition; the fish bit so rapidly and eagerly that frequently two and in some 
cases three were brought up on one line. 
We drifted all the afternoon along this bank with the same depth of water, 
the fish biting well, though all were in capital condition and full offood. 'l'heir 
maws were full of a variety of fish, among others the halibut, squid, sealice, 
&c. The smallest fish weighed about twelve to fourteen pounds. We obtained 
no further observations that day, nor the next, on account of the same thick, 
disagreeable weather ; but from 1\fr. Mosman's observations I place that part 
of the bank where we caught the cod in latitude 530 301, longitude 1640 30', 
lying sixty-five miles east-southeast true from the middle of the Akoutan pass, 
and forty miles south-southeast from the U nimalski pass. The longitude is 
better than the latitude. The weather was altogether too unfavorable to make 
an extended examination of the locality. At four in the afternoon of September 
sixth we anchored in the entrance of Oolachta harbo~;, in the bay ofOonalaska, 
and a couple of miles outside the village and harbor of Illoolook. }"'or a full 
description of this locality I refer you to my letter number 22, dated September 
12, when reporting upon the best position for a light-house in this bay. 
:M:r. lVIosman established the astronomical station on the extremity of the 
boulder tongue forming the ha<rbor of Oolachta, and during the seven days of 
our stay obtained eleven transits of stars for time upon two nights, sixty upon 
the sun with the vertical c.ircle for latitude, and six for azimuth in conneetion 
with the observations for absolute magnetic declination. As at all former sta-
tions, l\fr. :E'orney assisted Mr. Mosman as recorder, and as magnetic observer 
after the instrument was placed in position. 
I commenced the work for a local triangulation, to embrace Oolachta and 11-
loolook harbor and approaches, but after setting up nearly all the signals and 
measuring a base on the first day, was taken violently ill and confined to my 
berth three days. When the weather permitted the remaining signals were set 
up, and observations made by Sub-Assistant Farquhar, and by Mr. Hamel, with 
Mr. Forney as recorder. During my illness Mr. Forney set up the box tide-
gauge at the usual landing place in front of tha village of Illolook. When able 
to visit the village I ascertained that this situation was not available in winter, 
on account of the swell coming in directly from the Behring sea, not very vio-
lently, but too great for the tide-box to withstand, or to obtain satisfactory re-
sults with an untrained observer. A study of the few tides observed here, av-
eraging not over four feet, and therein differing so greatly from the large tides 
at Sitka and Kodiak, satisfied me of the importance of this station, where the 
Pacific ocean and Behring sea intercommunicate. For a permanent station I 
selected a poAition at the northwest end of the point formed by the stream be-
hind the town and the bay in front, and made a contract with the factor of the 
Russian American Company to construct a pier, as per accompanying written 
agreement, together with a wharf to connect it with the shore, and also to assist 
the observer in removing the gauge from its present position and setting it up 
at the proposed site. I paid him half the contract money in advance. Mr. 
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:Mosman established a bench mark upon the church, and determined the differ-
ence of level between it and the top of the gauge. This difference of level 
should receive frequent attention, because the earthquakes have in some cases 
depressed particular localities. I was shown one part of the point, m~ar that 
selected for the future station, where the ground had sunk about one foot. At. 
the time of our visit no one was competent to undertake this duty. 
The tidal observer for this station is an Aleutian, named Paul Panship, sur-
geon of the Russian American Company at this place ; besides his regular 
tidal duties, which are similar to those d6scribed for the Sitka observer, he will 
make a regular series of meteorological observations, embracing the barometer, 
wet and dry bulb thermometers, temperature of the water, sky covered, force and 
direction of the wind, &c. I left with him one Coast Survey mean time chro-
nometer, Aneroid barometer, three thermometers, books, paper, &c., lantern, 
hatchet, nails, and some pieces of scantling, because no wood is found on the 
island. Lest the tide-box be carried away by storms or ice, I left with him a 
fifteen-foot open gauge, divided to feet and tenths. His instructions, of which 
I furnish you a copy, were translated into Russian. The dates of observatiou 
will be those of the United States. In addition to these duties he is to collect. 
at his own expense and preserve for the Coast Survey specimens of the skele-
tons and skins of land and watei· animals. For all these services I engaged 
to pay him ten dollars per month in gold, and took his voucher for three and a 
half months' advance pay. 'rhe priest of the Oonalaska district has promised 
to advise him if any difficulty should arise. 
From Innocent Shayatnikoff, priest of the Oonalaska district, residing at Illoo-
look, I obtained a copy of his original meteorological observations from October, 
1866, to May, 1867, and should have received much more, but that our time was 
limited, and he was not aware at first of my wish to gather all such information. 
He is a man of sagacity in observing natural phenomena, and would be a valuable 
person in such a region for collecting information. He gave me a sketch of a 
paraselene which he observed February 19, 1867, from 8£ a. m. to 2 p. m. I 
append sketch of the same, merely as a specimen. From this bay I directed 
Messrs. Blake and Kellogg to make the ascent of the volcano of Makushin~ki, 
and furnished them with barometers to determine the elevation. Two officers 
and two men from the ship formed part of the expedition, and several Aleutians 
accompanied them to pack their provisions and tent. 'rhe summit of the volcano 
was reached in three days, and the party had a short glimpse of the great crater, 
whence are constantly emitted vast volumes of sulphurous vapor, steam, &c. The 
mountain is covered with eternal snow, and from its side towards Captain's har-
bor, (the western half of Oonalaska bay,) a small glacier works down the valley 
to a point about 2,100 feet above the ocean; the snow level is about 3,000 feet 
above the ocean, and the line of vegetation ceases at 2,500 feet. 'l1he elevation 
of the peak was made 5,691 feet by one of the barometers-two having reached 
the limit of their range a thousand feet lower. At daylight of the morning of 
their ascent, Mr. Mosman fortunately obtained some measures of the zenith dis-
tance of the peak with the vt:rtical circle; but they remain uncomputed until the 
distance from his station is known. I append the observations made upon the 
trip. 
At this harbor tbe proposed trip to the island of St. Paul, about 240 miles to 
the northward, was abandoned by Captain Howard, and also that to Cook's inlet, 
on account of the lateness of the season, the short supply of coal, and the antici-
pated bad weather. Therefore our destination was Sitka direct, that the vessel 
might take part in the ceremonies attending the transfer of the territory, and the 
raisi.ng of the American flag by the commissioner. \Ve started from Oolachta 
on the 13th of September, with a fine day and a beautiful view of the volcano of 
Makushinski, from the crater of which were rolling volumes of cloud-like vapor. 
'The vessel passed throngh the narrow strait, between Oonalaska and Unalga 
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islands; the heavy swell of the Behring sea was lost, and the Pacific entered 
without perceptible motion. From the Pacific approach to this entrance, the 
view was magnificent; far to the southwestward stretched the mountains ofOona-
laska; both passages and boundaries were sharp and distinct. The volcanic 
peak of Akoutan, 3,532 feet high, was alone enveloped in cloud, while far to the 
north and northwest were Yisible the snow-clad volcanic peaks of Destruction, 
.5,525 feet elevation, Shishaldin, 8,953 feet, and between these wer8 smaller peaks 
and a snow-covered range ; beyond Shishaldin another curiou~ly-shaped snow-
clad peak was visible. These mountains were distant from sixty-five to ninety-
five miles. Captain Archimanditoff, who had served thirty years in the employ-
ment of the Russian American Company, informed me that he had never seen 
the sea so calm, nor such an extensive line of island shores visible at any one 
time. 
A view of the straits was taken by Mr. Hamel. When in latitude 53° 38', 
longitude 1650 24', we sounded in 104 fathoms over a ~ottom of black sand, the 
middle of Akoutan straits bearing north, 430 west, distant thirty-three miles. 
The vessel after some heavy weather from east, round by the south to west, · 
reached Sitka sound on the evening of. the 20th of September, passing through 
the western channel, in very thick weather, late at night; being guided in part 
by the light upon the governor's house, which was lighted in answer to our 
signal gun. 
On the 21st, the observatory was again set up at Sitka, and during our stay, 
until October the 13th, when we started for Chilkaht river, Mr. Mosman 
obtained 70 transits of stars for time upon nine nights; 168 observations with 
the vertical circle on the sun for latitude and time; and 276 observations with 
the vertical circle upon 18 stars for latitude. Observations for azimuth, to 
determine the magnetic declination, were also made. In this work he was 
assisted by Mr. Forney, as recorder. For local triangulation, Mr. Farquhar set 
up two or three signals towards the west channel, and occupied two stations. I 
remeasured the base twice. 
September 23d was arranged for the geologist and botanist of my party to 
make a boat excursion to the south end of Partovshiskof island in search of 
some magnetic iron ore, the locality reported to have affected the compass so 
much as to reverse the direction of the needle; but the programme was changed 
by the steamer carrying the whole party and agreeing to return next night. At 
night the vessel anchored in Kotbeana bay; the next day she went into Little 
Nagwoshinski bay, and getting aground, Messrs. Mosman and Forney sounded 
through the channel to the northwest entrance, while the vessel returned and 
passed into Olga strait, anchoring there with rainy, thick weather. But even 
with this disagreeable weather, Mr. Blake went to the reported locality of iron 
ore and returned unsuccessful. 
On the 25th we had the first clear day for a week, and the vessel ar.chored 
in Little Nag·woshinski bay in sixteen fathoms over soft muddy bottom, abreast 
of a low flat space on the south side of the bay, one mile from the northwestern 
entrance. This low ground was bordered on both sides by small streams, and 
was covered with a heavy carpet of water-soaked sphagnum, forming almost a 
bog. The tree~ which had been growing on this space many years before had 
evidently been torn away by their roots, and the holes are now filled with water. 
The extent of this comparatively cleared ground is about twenty-five acres, and 
its greatest elevation above water about twenty feet ; in front the shore is low 
and flat; behind it is a narrow valley with great mountains at the head. I have 
described this small valley because it has been proposed to the military gov-
ernor of Alaska as a suitable location for a military post. Around this part of 
Nagwoshimki bay, on either side and abreast the entrance, the borders are com-
paratively low and densely wooded. 
From this place I was very anxious to return to Sitka for transit observa-
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tions, to obtain the travelling rates of the chronometers for the last month, but, 
not having power to do so, Messrs. Mosman and Forney, after making twenty-
four observations upon the sun with the vertical circle for time, made an exam-
ination of the N ewski passage leading to the Kloacheva sound and Peril strait. 
I went up the arm of the bay making in from the north, and found the depth of 
water across the inlet sixteen fathoms, with soft black mud bottom. Mr. Blake 
again made search for the iron ore, and incidentally made some soundings in the 
bay at the south end of Soukoi strait, of which he furnished a sketch. 
After heavy rains during the afternoon and night of the 25th, the weather 
cleared a little on the 26th, and the vessel went to St.John's bay, about eight 
miles distant to the northward. Mr. Blake made an examination of the r:;mall 
stream corning in here, and reported to me that his experiments upon specimens 
found there indicated the existence of good coal. An expedition was agreed 
upon for the next day, when the vessel went to the entrance of Kloacheva sound, 
and upon returning left Messrs. Blake and Harford with an armed boat's crew 
in Newski etrait to return to the bay, make further examination and report to 
·me at Sitka, where we arrived a. m., September 29. Messrs. Blake and Har-
ford made 0ne day's examination in a very heavy rain and storm of wind, and 
reported to me on the afternoon of the 29th with specimens of coal. I refer you 
to his report on this subject. 
The 30th of September was the first fine day we had seen, and I was anx-
ious to make a personal examination of the position of the Zenobia rock, at the 
entrance to the west channel to the harbor of Sitka, but could not procure a boat 
for this duty. Transit observations for time were obtained by Mr. Mosman. 
On the eighth of October the vessel carried General Dana to the Redoubtski 
in Oserski bay, at the outlet of Gloubokoe lake; the weather was too thick and 
rainy for astronomical observations, but on the trip I made observations upon 
the summit of Mt. Edgecombe, to determine the diameter of the rim of the cra-
ter. The next day the vessel started for Sitka, and I left Messrs. Hamel and 
Blake, with one sailor granted from the vessel, to make a sketch of this entrance 
and to examine the ge~logy of the bold gorge in which the lake lies and at 
whose head is an .immense glacier. On the 12th I obtained from the governor 
a pilot to accompany a boat from the vessel to bring back this party, who re-
ported to me next day. 
On the evening of October 9th we obtained our first letters from the A1.lantic 
since J nne 21. 
On the 13th, the vessel started for the mouth of the Chilkaht river, in latitude 
59° 14', at the head of Chatham str::tits. That night we anchored at the south 
entrance to Olga strait, but the weather was cloudy and we got no observations. 
The next night we anchored under Point Skalitch, at the eastern entrance to 
Peril straits; again the weather was cloudy and no chance for observing. On 
the 15th we anchored in Barlowe Cove, at the head of Admiralty island, in very 
heavy squally weather. As we were rounding the northwest point of the cove 
we saw an immense glacier through the thick weather, and got a bearing upon 
it north 15° east by compass. On the 16th we anchored at the mouth of the 
Chilkaht with very squally and rainy weather, and no chance for observing. 
Soundings made ]n Chatham strait with 150 fathoms of line gave no bottom. 
On the 17th, Mr. Blake made a short visit to the glacier on the west side of the · 
strait in latitude 59° 09' approximate, and during the day and evening Mr. 
Mosman made 126 observations upon five stars and the sun, with the vertical 
circle for time and latitude. The station is upon a small island without trees, 
about two miles from the mouth of the river. His results place it seven miles 
further north, and three minutes of arc east ofTebenkoff's position, and seven miles 
north and eleven minutes east of Lindenberg's. We reached Sitka on the 19th, 
and Mr. Mosman got good transit observations, after which the weather was 
very bad for many days. 
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Four stations were occupied by Mr. Farquhar in extending the local triangu-
lation of Sitka harbor. Mr. Mosman made his last observations at Sitka on 
the 26th, obtaining on this last visit twenty-five transits of stars on five nights. 
From the tidal observations I computed the mean rise and fall of tides at 
Sitka for two months ; and Mr. Forney the times of the moon's transits. 
l\fr. Mosman was engaged in reducing field work for the difference of longi-
tude betv,reen Sitka and Kodiak, Oonala~ka and Chilkaht. 
On the 27th of October the vessel started for Victoria by the inland route, 
and was at anchor in Little N agwoshinski inlet when the heavy southeast gale 
of the 28th swept over Sitka, driving three or four vessels ashore, and nearly 
foundering the United States steamer Ossipee at sea. Captaip Dall, of the 
steamship John L. Stephens, has informed me that during the gale he steamed 
through the throat connecting the two harbors, to the eastern one, and anchored 
there in 9~ fathoms, trailing well to the northern shore abreast the hospital, and 
held on by a single anchor of two thousand pounds throughout the blow. His 
vessel stands very high above water, having been built for the trade between 
Panama and San Francisco; therefore the gale had a large amount of surface 
to act upon. When her anchor was got, after great labor, it brought up a large 
quantity of very tenacious mud. He pronounces the botto:r:n capital holding 
ground ; wher0as the Russian navigators of the company have held that it is 
not good, being gravel, with a coating of mud, and that a vessel lies uneasily ; 
but the Stephens discharged the remainder of her army freight from this 
anchorage. 'l'he Russians acknowledged that the gale was the heaviest that 
has visited Sitka for many years. As the eastern anchorage is larger than the 
western, and free of sunken rocks, the adoption of it as the better anchorage 
for large vessels may be confidently recommended. On the 29th of October 
the vessel again anchored at Skalitch, the southeast point of the entrance to 
Peril strait from Chatham strait; weather thick and no observation. On the 
30th anchored at Cake harbor; weather unfavorable, rain and clouds. October 
:31st anchored in Wrangel passage; weather cloudy and thick. On the 1st of 
November anchored off the north end of Wrangel island, near the mouth of.the 
Stakien river, and remained here two nights, but got no observations on account 
of rainy weather. November 3d we anchored in a small basin at the north 
entrance to Tongas narrows, but the night was thick and cloudy, with rain. 
November 4th we were at l!..,ort Simpson, with rain and thick weather. Novem-
ber 5th we anchored near Lawson bay during a very heavy squall from the 
southeast, accompanied by the lowest barometer reading of the season-28.94 
inches. November 6th we anchored in Horne bay with the John L. Stephens, 
and thick, rainy weather. November 7th, at Bell bella, with rain, th('n~e through 
Queen's Charlotte's sound, Johnston's straitf1, Gulf of Georgia, Active pass, 
Swanson channel, and Canal de Haro to Victoria, where we anchored on the 
11th, when Mr . .Mosman set up his observatory and transit, and during the 
afternoon got twenty-four observations on the sun for time with the vertical 
circle, and transits of two stars during the evening~ which closed in cloudy and 
rainy. On the 12t~ a good series of transits was observed, and the observa-
tory and instruments taken down. 
I have received Assistant J. S. Lawson's report of the work on the triangu-
lation connecting the work of Washington sound and Admiralty inlet with the 
present astronomical station at Victoria, and thus bringing forward the latitude 
and longitude of my old astronomical station at Point Hudson, "the best 
geographically determined position on the northwest coast," north of San Fran-
cisco. 
In the plan I proposed for this work I urged upon Mr. Lawson the necessity 
and expediency of adopting the light-houses as triangulation stations, and occu-
pying eccentric points. In his table of L. M. Z's, embracing seventeen sta-
tions, nine or ten of them had been previously occupied by me between 1853 
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and 1857, but some of them have been necessarily reoccupied. His computa-
tion places my astronomical station at Victoria in latitude 48° 25' 30".33, and 
longitude 123° 22~ 1911.42, or Sh. 13m. 29s.29. 
r.rhe vessel arrived in San Francisco on the night of the 18th of November, 
and several nights were lost on account of rain; but Mr. Mosman finally obtained 
good sets of observations, thus giving us means of determining the difference of 
longitude between San :E'rancisco and all the Washington r.rerritory stations, 
Victoria, Belbella, Fort Simpson, Copekygane, Sitka, Kodiak, Oonalaska, and 
the Ohilkaht, by Il!eans of eleven and twelve chronometers. 
The following results of Mr. Mosman's field computations are given as ap-
proximate, but sufficiently close for most practical purposes. 
Assuming station at San Francisco to be in longitude 8 hours 9 minutes 33.3 
seconds, we have the following, together with the observed latitudes and varia-
tions: 
San Francisco, longitude ................. . 
Victoria, longitude . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
Sitka, latitude_ .... 570 021 5111 , longitude .. 
Kodiak, latitude- .. 570 451 2511 , longitude .. 
Oonalaska, latitude. 530 531 5411 , longitude .. 
Chilkaht, longitude. . . . . . . . . . • . . ....... , . 
h. m. s. 
8 09 33.3 
8 13 18 4 
9 01 05.7 
10 09 16.2 
11 05 51.1 
9 01 37.3 
Magnetic variations. 
2so 46' 7" E. 
26° 01' 2" E. 
190 43' 1" E. 
Mr. Mosman is under instructions to reduce all his work this winter, unless 
you otherwise direct. 
The report of W. G. W. Harford, conchologist of my party, is annexed, and 
I cannot refrain from commending him as an earnest, conscientious worker, ever 
ready and willing to exrcute any duty aRsigned to him. 
Dr. Kellogg, botanist, hns made a preliminary and popular report of the 
woods, &c., of the regions visited, and will send his final report by the next 
steamer. He has been indefatigable in the execution of his duties, which he 
has pursued with enthusiasm. 
r.rheo. A. Blake, geologist and mining engineer, is preparing his report, and 
will forward it by next steamer. He was always ready and anxious to under-
take any boat expedition whenever the interests of the survey could be ad-
vanced in his department. His opportunities for work as a geologist were par-
ticularly bad, on account of the almost impassable nature of the country, its 
covering of sphagnum, and the short time we could spare at any station. 
For Mr. Mosman, I can speak in the highest terms of his efficiency and pro-
ficiency in the different branches of the work of such an expedition. The dis-
cussion of his observations will show his ability as an observer, but cannot in-
dicate his aptness and ingenuity in overcoming details of execution under ad-
verse circumstances. His watchfulness in such an unfavorable climate fre-
quently saved many days by quickly seizing opportunities that an ordinary 
observer would let slip. Without his assistance the geographical results of the 
expedition would have been meagre, or taxed my strength to the uttermost; and 
I cannot do less than earnestly recommend him for promotion at the close of the 
expedition. . 
Mr. Forney has diligently performed all the duties as~igned him, and has ex-
hibited a constant desire to thoroughly understand tl~e different operations of 
the survey. 
Mr. Hamel, who had been in the party of Assistant A. F. Rodgers, was of 
great service to me in his acquaintance with the Russian language, both in trans-
lating and interpreting. All the views made on the trip were executed by him; 
the computation. of the local triangulations :md·the plotting of most of the work. 
All that he undertakes is done faithfully and cheerfully. 
Mr. Farquhar was engaged in reducing Tebenkoff's charts, and in reducing 
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manuscript maps obt~ined from the governor and navigators of the Russian 
.American Company. He kept the regular meteorological record of the expe-
dition. 
My assistants generally have always endeavored to lighten my labors and 
given a hearty support to all my undertakings, and I thank them sincerely for 
the sympathy they ever displayed. 
THE COAST OF ALASKA-GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
The Pacific coast of Alaska commences at the southward, in latitude 540 401, 
forming tbe north shores of Dixon soun::I, and sweeps in a long, regular curve 
to the northward and westward for 550 mileE, to the vicinity of the entrance 
of Prince William's sound, and thence 725 miles southward and westward to 
the extremity of Alaska peninsula, where the line of islands generally known 
as the Aleutian stretch towards the coast of Kamts~hatka in a long curve, with 
the convexity to the south. 
The highest point of the great bend of the main coast line north of Sitka is 
in latitude 60~0 and longitude 145~0 at Controller's bay; and the western and 
southern point of Alaska peninsula is in latitude 550 and longitude 1630, where 
it is separated by the dangerous strait of Isanotsky from the extensive but 
nearly snow-clad island of Ounimak, with great volcanic .peaks covered with 
eternal snow. 
From Isanotsky strait the Aleutians sweep in a very regular curve to the 
southward and westward for 750 miles, reaching the latitud~ of 51~0 in longi-
tude 180°, and thence northward and westward 325 miles towards Behring's 
island, in 55° of latitude and 1950 of longitude; but Alton, the western of the 
.Aleutians, and Copper island, just east of Behring island, are separated by a 
strait 200 miles wide, through the middle of which the boundary line of the 
treaty passes. 
The Aleut,iafr-islands are the SlJ.mmits of the mountain .range which sweeps 
along the}fmericarl coast from the southward, thence round the head of Prince 
William's sound ahd Cook's inlet, and down the Alaska p~ninsula. The 
peninsula and islands are marked by many volcanoes in activity, and reaching 
elevations as great as 12,000 feet on the west shores of Cook's inlet, 8,953 feet 
on Ounimak, 5,6!)1 on Oonalaska, 4,852 on Atkha, 6,975 on Tanaga, 3,700 on 
Kyska, and 3,084 on Altou. 
North of the peninsula of Alaska the coast has a general direction northward 
to latitude 66° in the Arctic sea, indented by four large bays or sounds, respect· 
ively named Bristol, Kouskovin, Norton, and Kotzebue; and receiving among 
others the great river Kvichpak, having its sources about the one hundred and 
thirtieth degree of west·.fongitude in British America. 
The extensive sheet of water north of the Aleutians to Behring's strait, in 
latitude 65.Zo, and between the American and Asiatic continents, is known as 
Behring's sea, and, so far as sounded, consists of a very extensive submarine 
plateau of remarkable evenness of surface at a very small depth. It is marked 
by several large islands, upon two of which, St. Paul and St. George, are located 
Russian factories. 
Off the southeaetern shore of the Alaska peninsula lies the large island of 
Kodiak, which baR numerous adjacent islands separated by narrow and naviga-
ble straits. North of Kodiak, and forming part of the eastern shore of the 
.Alaska peninsula, is Cook's inlet, 15.9 miles long and from 50 to 20 miles in 
width, penetrating the territory to latitude 61 o, longitude 150°, and receiving a 
large river near its head. 
The great extent of water lying in the curve of the coast between Dixon 
sound and the south part of Kodiak has been named, by the Supedntendent of 
the Coast Survey, the Gulf of Alaska. 
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From Dixon's sound, in 540 40', to the Chilkaht, in 590 141, the main land is 
guarded by a vast archipelago of very large islands, most of them having high 
mountains throughout, and all covered with a dense growth of large spruce and 
cedar. The dimensions of this assemblage of islands averages about seventy-
five miles east and west, and two hundred and sixty-five miles north-northwest 
and south-southeast, divided by numerous navigable passag·es, one of which, 
named by Vancouver Chatham straits, stretches in a straight line one hundred 
and ninety-five miles nearly north-northwest from Cape Ominaney, in latitude 
560 101, to thA mouth of the Chilkaht, in latitude 59° 14', with an average width 
of seven or eight miles, and great depth of water. This great strait has nu-
merous anchorages and small bays, and several large passages connecting it 
with the other straits to the eastward, and two important ones to the sea north 
of Sitka. Of the latter, one passes to the Gulf of Alaska, about twenty miles 
north of Sitka sound, with a navigable branch to Sitka, and the second through 
Cross sound, or Icy strait, to Alaska gulf, about seventy-five miles north of 
Sitka sound. The north shore of Cross sound is the southern part of the 
peninsula of the main land lying between Chatham strait and the Gulf of Alaska, 
and the termination of the great range of coast mountains that embraces l\Iounts 
St. Elias, Fairweather, and Orillon. 
'ro the above extensive archipelago I would suggest the name of "Alexander 
archipelago," in honor of the Emperor of Russia. 
From Cross sound the coast is very slightly indented by bays up to the ex-
treme northern part of the Gulf of Alaska, in longitude 142o. Here the exten-
sive area of water, islands, and peninsulas, known as Prince William's sound, 
stretche~ iuland to the base of the great mountains for sixty miles, with a width 
of nearly the same distance. 
One hundred miles westward of that sound is Cook's inlet, and the peninsula 
lying between them is denominated Kenay peninsula. 
IITENERAL APPEARANCE OF THE COAST. 
rl'he sea-coast of the Alexander archipelago is formed of very irregular out-
line on account of the numerous bays, straits, and islands. The south coast, 
facing upon Dixon sound, and extending eighty miles from the mouth of Port-
land canal to Cape Kygane, exhibits headland, shore, and mountains covered 
with Sitka spruce and yellow cedar to their summits. The mountains attain an 
elevation of two or three thousand feet, with no valleys for cultivation between 
them. 'l1he same description applies to the coast from Kygane to Cross sound. 
It is remarkable that outside the sea-coast line of this archipelago but two 
islands are laid down, both being small, and ten to fifteen miles off the island of 
Prince of Wales. The same absence of coast islands westward of Cross sound 
is remarked as far as the eastern mouth of Copper river, in longitude 144 °, 
being a distance of five hundred miles of coast from Kygane. 
Westward of Cross sound the coast mountain range attains an elevation of 
about eight or nine thom~and feet, covered in most part with perpetual snow; 
with some magnificent snow peaks reaching the great height of nearly 15,000 
feet, and frequently seen at a distance of over one hundred and fifty miles at sea. 
The immediate seacoast west of Stuya bay, thirty-two miles northwestward 
from Cross sound to Prince Wil1iam's sound, is comparatively low wooded 
ground, but close backed by icy-faced steeps that come down from the high 
mountain range, and, as at the head of Behring's bay and Icy bay, frequently 
reaching the coast line. 
A great part of the immediate shores of Prince William's sound is low, as 
are most of t1e projecting arms and some of the islands on the western side. 
The extreme northwestern arm of this sound stretches through what is laid 
down on the map as low ground, to within ten miles of the head of r_rurn-again 
arm of Cook's inlet. 
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The western shores of Kenay peninsula are low and well wooded, but rise to 
bold mountains a few miles back. Although the elevation of this spur is less 
than that of the Mount St. Eliae range, yet it is sufficiently great to develop 
numerous glaciers, which work down to the waters of the sound and to the 
heads of the bays on the southeast coast. A very large one exists on the lake 
at the head of the river, debouching into Cook's inlet about latitude 60° 20'. 
'rhe peninsnla of Alaska appears to be formed by a continuation of the Mount 
St. Elias range, broken or deflected at Prince William's sound, and embraces 
some very high and volcanic peaks. The southeast shores of the peninsula are 
generally bold and rocky, and as far westward as abreast of the island of 
Kodiak there is timber on the low margin of the coast, but gradually becoming 
scarcer to the west of Kodiak, when it ceases altogether. vVith the narrowing 
of the peninsula many bays indent its shores on both sides, and numerous lakes, 
connected by small streams, exist among the mountains. The northwest coast 
is low and sandy, and backed by a narrow low belt of land covered with herb-
age. For the last sixty miles to the westward the peninsula is comparatively 
low, and nearly divided into islands by deep bays indenting its shores. 
The chain of mountainous islands thence westward to the coast of Kamtschatka 
commences with the high and extensive one called Unimak, having near its 
eastern extremity the great volcanic peak of Sbinshaldin, said to have an eleva-
tion of nearly nine thousand feet. Further westward the islands diminish in 
extent and frequency, yet have ·among them many high volcanic peaks. The 
climate also changes, judging from the appearance of the snow upon the high 
range of Unimak in September, when there was no snow on the mountains of 
Oonalaska, except on the peak of Makushinski, with its 5,700 feet of elevatian 
and small glacier. This modification of climate should naturally be expected 
when the warmer waters and winds of the Pacific can pass fully through the 
numerous straits. West of Oonalaska we should expect a colder climate from 
the influence of the Behring sea current flowing south, unless more than coun-
terbalanced by the warmer south winds from the Pacific. 
Abreast of the southeast coast of the peninsula of Alaska, for one hundred 
miles from its extremity, lie numerous large and high islands, extending as far _ 
off shore as sixty miles, and reaching the latitude of 540 39 1 in longitude 159°. 
Some of the Russian navigators inform me that the positions of these islands 
are poorly determined, as their business rarely called them amongst them. 
Broad off the southeast coast of the peninsula towards Cook's inlet, and sep-
m·ated from the peninsula by the Chelekoff strait, twenty-five to thirty-five 
miles wide, lies the large and impo~'tant island of Kodiak, with Spruce, Afojnak, 
and other islands to the northeastward, and the Trinity ielands off its southwest 
extremity. 
The elevation of the mountains of Kodiak rise probably over three thousand 
feet, as some were trigonometrically measured that were twenty-four hundred 
feet high quite near the coast. 
This island and its accessories may be really considered a prolongation of the 
peninsula of Kenay parallel with the peninsula of Alaska, and the Chelekoff 
strait a continuation of Cook's inlet. 'J.1he north end of Afojnak island is only 
forty miles from the south end of Kenay peninsula, with a cluster of high bar-
ren islands lying between them. 
That extensive banks exist well out to sea, off the south and southeast coast 
of Alaska, Kodiak, and some of the Aleutians, there can remain little doubt, 
from the few observations of the old navigators and the determinations made 
upon this expedition. The limit of that off the northeast end of Kodiak, dis-
covered by Portlock in 1786, has been extended; and an important fishing bank, 
situated off the Akutair and U nimak straits, heretofore unknown, has been 
sounded upon, and its position approximately determined, in very thick weather. 
Soundings obtained thirty miles off the Shumagin islands indicate a bank in 
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that vicinity. Other banks, frequented by the codfishing vessels from San Fran-
cisco and Victoria, exist in the western part of the Gulf of Alaska and toward 
the Shumagin islands, but their exact position is kept a secret by the parties 
interested, and we visited this region too late in a bad season to fall in with any 
of the fishing vess6ls. Part of the fishere visit the sea of Ochotsk, abounding 
in cod. 
Of the waters adjoining the coast very little is known with accuracy. The 
currents have been only incidentally determined; the surface and deep-sea tem-
peratures have not been investigated, and the general results are obtained from 
the practical experience or opinions of navigators, in a region where the oppor-
tunities for determining a vessel's position are very limited indeed, on account 
of the large percentage of thick weather. 
From the navigators of the Russian American Company I have obtained 
much valuable information, and I desire to especially mention Captains Paul 
Lemasheffsky and Harion Archimandlitoff, for their log -books, extending over 
fifteen years, and for tracings of manuscript maps. These logs are forwarded 
to you with the collections of the expeditions. From Captains Newbaum and 
Kadh1 I obtained many interesting facts and descriptions, and some manuscript 
maps and tracings. 
In consulting the works of the old navigators I find many important descrip-
tions of headlands, bays, &e., scattered through their voluminous pages, but it 
would require more time than is at present at my disposal to collate them. Yet 
it is a matter that should be undertaken at once, and every authority scrupu-
lously searched that may possibly afford a single fact, because I am convinced 
that it would take years of labor of a few parties of the Coast Survey in such a 
climate to amass this straggling information. Such a compilation would also 
indicate the points specially needing examination. 
Considering the means at their disposal, and the special objects of the Rus-
sian American Company, they have added very much to our stock of general 
geographical knowledge, and I am satisfied that the archives of the company 
would reveal much more. In matters of minute detail their surveys are defi-
cient, but their general results are ~ood. 
CURRENTS OF THE NORTH PACTFTG. 
'rhe north Pacific presents a peculiarly striking analogy to the north Atlantic 
in the existence of a great warm current, which sweeps along the eastern coast 
of Asia to the northeastward, crosses the Pacific, and washes the northwest 
coast of America, ' affects the climate of the whole coast, and gives a much 
higher temperature along the seaboard than would exist under normal circum-
stances. The map herewith appended, exhibiting the tracks of the San Fran-
cisco and China steamers, shows the general direction of this ocean stream. 
The .Japanese have long been well aware of this great current, which washes 
the southeastern shores of their empire, and have given to it the name Kuro-
Siwo, or Black Stream, from its deep blue color when compared with the neigh-
boring waters of the Pacific. It has been noticed by nearly all the old 
navigators and explorers, and a systematic series of observations was under-
taken by the United States expedition to Japan under Commodore Perry. 
r:rhis singular current, with the water at an average maximum temperature of 
860-beiug that of equatorial waters, and the same as the Gulf Stream of the 
Atlantic-affords a solution to the fact of the Bonin islands, in the latitude of 
27~0, having an exclusively tropical vegetation, the cause of which was long a 
mystery to naturalists. It also accounts for the productiveness of the southern 
islands of the .Japan group in sugar a~d other products, usually confined to 
intertropical regions. 
The results of observations, corroborated by the fact .of the high temperatnre 
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above s~ated, show very satisfactorily that the Japan stream has its origin in 
the great northern equatorial current. 
This great northern equatorial current, leaving the coast of Lower California 
and the Gulf of California between the fatitudes of 15° and 25°, sweeps across 
the whole Pacific, with its axis two or three degrees south of the Sandwich 
Islands, and thence continuing on the parallel of 150, and coming gradually 
northward until it passes the position of the Ladrone islands, in latitude 170 
and longitude 214° west, is gradually deflected to the north and northeast, 
along the Asiatic coast, but apparently with decreased velocity; although Beechy 
says that, when between the south end of Formosa and the island of Botel 
'l'obago Sima, lying sixty miles eastward, he experienced a current which car-
ried the vessel north 56°, west twenty-six miles in the night, or two and a 
half miles per hour. He does not state the temperature of the water; and 
several leagues off the V ele Rete rocks, situated off the south end of Formosa, 
the weather being nearly calm, the vessel was drawn into a very strong current 
rip, and continued in it several hours, during which no bottom could he found 
with one hundred fathoms of line. Experiments with a buoy gave a current to 
the southeast of seven-eighths of a mile per hour, but he doubts the accuracy of 
the results. The water was much agitated and made considerable noise, and 
had a vessel seen it or heard it in the night she must have taken it for breakers 
and put about. On Beechy's voyage from the Sandwich Islands to the Ladrones 
he kept outside tbe northern limit of the great equatorial stream, and expe-
rienced a counter current to the eastward of nearly seven miles per day. 
At one hundred and twenty leagues eastward of Formosa the Monsoon cur-
rent of the Caroline islands runs northward and then northeast, to add its waters 
to those of the great Japan str_eam. 
The combined waters of the Caroline and equatorial streams are thrown 
against the island of Formosa in latitude 220 and longitude 239° west; thence 
deflected to the northward and northeastward, and in the parallel of 31 o strike 
the southern extremity of Japan, and pass close along the northeastern coasts 
of Niphon. Off the south and east point of Niphon, in latitude 35°, longitude 
2200 west, the stream begins to spread, and by the time it reaches latitude 380 
and longitude 210°, it has been divided or split into two by the intrusion of 
the cold polar current. The contact of the cold and. warm waters gives rise to 
the constant fogs that exist in this region. One branch of the stream, called 
the Kamtschatka current, moves to the northeast nearly parallel with the coast of 
Japan, the Kurile islands, and the coast of Kamtschatka, its axi spassing just 
east of Copper island, in latitude 550, longitude 191 o, and running directly 
for Behring strait. The other and greater branch follows the parallel of 350 
eastward, being deflected a degree or two toward the south in longitude 1800 
by the impinging of the cold Behring sea current, running southward through 
the Fox islands; but in longitude 1700 it regains its latitude, and finally reaches 
the latitude of 45°-500, in about longitude 1480, where it appears to again 
divide. The main body of the stream stretches directly towards the coast of 
America, runs down the east coast of Oregon and California, and finally sweeps 
back into the great northern equatorial current. The existence of this current 
is well demonstrated by the wrecks of Japanese junks upon the coast of Wash-
ington Territory and Oregon. Many years ago, upon the beach south of Point 
Adams, at the entrance to the Columbia river, there was cast away a Chinese 
or Japanese junk, with many hands and a cargo of beeswax. 'l'he ship was 
totally lost, but the crew saved. In support of this Indian tradition pieces of 
this wax, coated with sand and bleached nearly white, are occasionally thrown 
upon the beach after great storms. 1!-,ormerly a great deal was found, but now 
it is rarely met with. In 1851 we saw many pieces of it. In 1833 a Japanese 
junk was wrecked near Cape Flattery, of which accounts can be found in 
Belcher's narrative and in that of the United States exploring expedition. 
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Within the last four years a Japanese junk was found in mid-ocean by the 
bark Aukland, and the crew brought to San Francisco. T.hese wrecks are 
abundant evidence of the force and direction of this great current, in conjunc-
tion with the prevailing summer winds. 
Of the northern branch of this great stream, :flowing towards Alaska, I will 
speak hereafter. 
The Kamtschatka current after passing through Behring strait keeps along the 
coast of America, as is fully proved by the existence of drift-wood along the 
Ehores and in the waters of the current, while none is found on the Asiatic 
coast or in the waters adjacent. I have this season conversed with whaling 
captains who left the Arctic as late as October 12, and their experience of years 
confirms the above statement. Moreover, the interesting fact may here be 
stated that there has rarely been such an open season in the Arctic as that 
just passed. Captain Williams went as far westward as 188°, and bad then 
nothing but open sea before him. Captain Thomas went as far north as 72° 55'. 
From both I have many facts of importance in regard to the locality of Herald 
island, &c. This current passes through the Behring strait with a velocity 
ranging from one anrl a half to three knots per hour. It is hardly probable 
that it can run with much greater velocity, as the whalers can generally work 
against .it wHh a head wind. r_rhe ice that sometimes mov~s southward through 
the strait is not fairly attributable to a change in the current, but to the fact 
that the warmer water of the Kamstchatka current striking the American coast 
permits the ice to form on the shores northwest of East cape, and even to 
overlap the cape. A heavy northwest wind coming up will break up this point 
of ice and force it southward against the current. 
The great body of water carried into the Arctic ocean, through the Behring 
strait, doubtless assists in forming the current which runs out of Davis strait 
into the North Atlantic, forming the cold polar current that hugs the eastern 
shore of America as far south as the peninsula of Florida, and even underruns 
that current. 
Among the tangible proofs of the origin and existence of the Kamtschatka 
current are the following : In September, 1862, a Japanese vessel was wrecked 
on the island of Altou. She had been driven off the coast of Japan two or 
three months before with a crew of twelve men, of which she had lost nine 
before going ashore, and had thus been drifted eighteen hundred miles in this 
current. "Among the :floating bodies which the sea drives upon the shores of 
Copper island, the true right camphor wood, and another sort of wood very 
white, soft, and sweet-scented, are occasionally found." 
But the whole of the waters of the Kamtschatka current do not pass through 
Behring ·strait. Striking against the eastern capes of the Asiatic coast and 
against the south shore of the large island of St. Lawrence, part of the waters 
are deflected to eastward, southwara, and finally westward of south, casting 
their :floating wood on the American coast and the north shores of the Aleutian 
islands. Navigators assure me that when passing south of the Aleutians, be-
tween 175° and 1850 of longitude, they encounter a cold current from the 
northward, bringing with it masses of sea-weed, doubtless torn from the shores 
of the islands. In the vicinity of the island of St. Lawrence the temperature 
' of this return stream is 470; north of the Aleutians it is also 47°; near these 
islands and south of them it is 49°, southeast of them 51°. 
Between the Kamtschatka current and the Asiatic coast and islands is a cold 
polar counter current, coming from the Behring sea. It follows the coa::;t of 
Kamtschatka, the trend of the Kurile islands, gives rise to the currents flowing 
west into the south part of the Ochotsk sea, and strikes the northern and eastern 
part of the coast of Japan. 
A small amount of the water of this current passes into the Japan sea 
through the Tsti.gar strait, but the greater part keeps along the east coast inside, 
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and probably underrunning the great Japan stream, the northwestern edge of 
which is strongly marked by a sudden depression in the temperature of the 
water, amounting to 16° and 20°, while the borders of the Etream where it chafes 
are marked by strong current rips, often resembling heavy breakers on reefs 
and shoals. This difference of the thermal condition of the waters of these 
two streams causes a harassing prevalence of fogs. 
Near the origin of the great Japan current the stream is usually confined 
between the islands of J:1-,ormosa and Majicio·-Sima, with a width of one hun-
dred miles, but to the northward of the latter it rapidly expands on its southern 
limits and reaches the Loo Uhoo and Eonin groups, attaining a width to the 
northward of the latter of five hundred miles. Its southern and eastern limit 
is not distinctly defined, there being a gradual thermal approximation to that of 
the air and water. 'I'he velocity of the stream varies much, and we have no 
reliable data whatever of its velocity towards the coast of America. The 
United States Japan expedition determined its velocity between the south end 
of Formosa and the straits of Tsugar, a distance of nine hundred miles, at 
thirty-five to forty miles per day; and npon one occasion, off the Gulf of Yedo, 
in latiturle 34C', its maximum strength was recorded as high as eighty miles per 
day. In the latitude of 350, at seventy leagues from the coast, its direction is 
east northeast, and its rate forty-eight miles per day; while at twenty-five leagues 
from the coast in the same latitude, it is seventy-two miles per day, corroborating 
the above maximum velocity. King also assures us that in these latitudes he 
found it running at the rate of five miles per hour. rrhe rate and direction 
vary with the season as well as the distance from the coast. In November its 
course becomes more northerly, and in July more easterly. 
The western body of the Eehring sea current from the north strikes this great 
stream in about latitude 39° and longitude 205° west, and splits it, b:ut being 
too feeble to overcome it, passed beneath it and is grad<Ially brought to the 
surface upon reaching shoaler water. We have thermal observations in proof 
of the existence of a cold sub-stream between Florida and the Bahamas, and 
we also know clearly the existence of " cold walls " working, as it were, against 
and through the stream of the Atlantic. The whirls and eddies observed in 
the middle of the great Japan stream, off the coast of Japan, indicate the 
existence of a similar cold sub-current; and walls of cold water are indicated 
by the observations of the United States expedition. Eeechy's thermal obser-
vations in the axis of the stream in latitude 350 and longitude 134~0 west, 
corroborate these indications, for he found the temperature of the water at seven 
hundred aJ;J,d sixty fathoms 2H0 colder than at the surface; and two days later, when 
on his course north northwest to Petropaulski, in the fork between the Kamtschatka 
and ,J Rpan streams, ''the temperature at one hundred and eighty fathoms was 
as cold as .at - five hundred fathoms in the above position; and also that it was 
20° colder at three hundred and eighty fathoms in this position than it was at 
seven hundred and sixty fathoms in the above." 'I'hus at three hundred and 
eighty fathoms he found the temperature 480 colder than the surface water of 
the great stream which had already left the coast of Japan twelve hundred 
miles. Of course under such thermal conditions Beechy found himself enveloped 
in dense and continuous fogs and drizzling rains all the way to Petropaulski, 
with the exception of one day in latitude 500. 
While there is no doubt whatever that the greater body of water of the great 
Japan stream flows to the eastward after dividing off the coast of Japan, the 
fact is also evident from the decreased velocity of the Kamtschatka current off 
the coast of that peninsula, where Tesi?an found it, in the latitude of Petro-
paulski, running at a rate of only seven to ten miles per day in an east-northeast 
and northeast direction. rrhe observations upon the western limit of the cold Beh-
ring seacurrentalsoindicate the contracted width of this current. On the contnuy, 
the eastern and main branch has, in the longitude of 165° west, a breadth of 
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200 of latitude from 22° to 43o. On the southern limit the temperature is 78°, 
or four degrees above that of the great equatorial current returning fi·om the 
California coast ; and its northern limit of 64 °, or 11° to 13° greater than the 
variable curr~nts to the northward. 
The passages of the China and San Francisco steamers will, in time, afford 
us means of determining many peculiarities of this current. 
In the vicinity of the great northern curve of this current, about longitude 
1500 and latitude 440, all navigators have found drift-wood, seal, sea-otter, 
land-birds, and many indications of land. I have collected many notices of 
this character, and will submit them to you in a separate report. Between 
this great bend and the Sandwich Islands lies Flieurens whirlpool or eddy. 
Neither the great stream, nor any part of it, is laid down as passing as far 
north as latitude 500, and hence is not supposed to pass into the Gulf of 
Alaska; but it is reasonable to suppose that, while the great body of the 
stream sweeps round and follows the direction of the western coast of America 
to the Gulf of California, a branch continues direct towards the Alexander 
archipelago, and, striking the southern part of that coast, is deflected to the 
northward and westward, and follows the trend of the coast round the Gulf of 
Alaska to the westward, and, finally, to the southwestward. Upon no other 
supposition can we reasonably account for the high isothermal line that exists 
directly upon this coast. The current to the northward, westward, and south-
westward, along the coasts of the Gulf of Alaska, is well known to navigators, 
and is generally conceded to have a velocity of ten to twenty miles per day. One 
of the Russian navigators informs me that he has found it running at least thirty-
six miles per day. Upon our trip from Sitka to the Pamplona rocks, on a 
straight course, we found but little current in our favor, but between the Chou-
magin islands and the S~nnach island and reef, it was very strong to the south-
ward along the coast. If the position of the reef is correctly laid down, we 
experienced a current of not less than four or five knots per hour, between 
eight o'clock a. m. and half-past twelve p.m., on the 4th of September. 
A study of the tides of Alaska will aid in solving the problem of the exist- . 
cnce of this extreme northern branch; and an explanation of the region of 
the ocean where the divide takes place may develop causes for the division of 
the great stream and the deflection of each part. 
There is doubtless an eddy between this Alaska branch when sweeping west-
ward and the main stream running eastward; for Lisiansky. on his voyage 
from .Kodiak to Sitka, in June, 1805, which he made in six days, to within a 
few miles of Mount Edgcumbe, with fair winds, had an "easterly current 
which had pushed him forward, during the last five days, and still flowed in 
the same direction." 
I have been thus extended in my investigations upon this great Japanese 
stream and its branches, that its effects upon the climate of Alaska may be 
properly understood, and also its effect upon the question of the great circle 
route from San Francisco to China. 
These currents, their effects upon the weather, and the prevailing westerly 
winds, will, in the absence of the strongest advantages, decide the question 
against the great circle route from San Francisco to Yokohama, or even to 
Hakodadi. Observation has demonstrated the almost continuous state of foggy 
and thick weather resulting from the meeting of the cold waters of the Behring 
sea current with the northern edge of the great Japan stream flowing eastward . 
The experience of tbe steamship Colorado, of 4,100 tons, on her first voyage 
from Yokohama to San Francisco, in attempting to run along the great circle 
route, was so fearful as to deter the vessels of the line again attempting the 
northern passage. The Colorado had to run southward to reach good weather. 
The local and very variable currents about the Aleutians, the thick weather, 
and the supposed existence of islands south of the chain, combine to render an 
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approach to them extremely hazardous ; but, with fine weather, no coast affords 
better marked outlines and landmarks. 
A vessel, making the great circle-track to the eastward, would have the great 
Japan stream in her favor to about latitude 43°, longitude 204° west, or about 
1,440 miles ; then the cold J?ehring sea current and the end of the Alaska current 
to latitude 470 and longitude 1570 west, or 1,980 miles; finally to San . F~·an­
cisco, about 1,860 miles, passing through the great bend of the Japan stream where 
so many indications of land have been recorded, and where the weather is 
almost invariably thick and bad in summer, and cold and boisterous in winter. 
On this track the summer winds would gellerally be favorable, and, with good 
weather, it would be altogether the desirable route, but, with thick, foggy 
weather for nearly the whole of this distance, undetermined velocity and direc-
tion of the currents except in general terms, great variability of climate to pas-
sengers and cargo, and extra hazard and risk to life and sbip, some great aud 
positive advantage over all these must exist to warrant the adoption of it. ~'he 
westward trip would have heavy, adverse winds nearly the whole distance; 
large sea and ad verse currents for two-thirds the distance. In such a case, a 
few days extra bad weather would consume the vessel's coal and run the sup-
ply short just when in the axis of the main stream. 
The greatest inducement for adopting the great circle, under such circum-
stances, would be the discovery of deposits of good coal among the Aleutian 
islands, or within a reasonable distance of the harbor nearest the great circle 
route. 
'rhe commercial advantages of the steam route to China, through the warmer 
and more equable latitudes, must always outweigh any merely theoretical and 
shorter but more hazardous route. A study of the currents, winds, and weather, 
on the lower latitude route, will lead to the conclusion that is being solved prac-
tically. From the south end of Japan to San Francisco, a course very little 
north of a direct line on a Mercator projection carries a vessel across the grea t 
Japan stream, in part through the axis of the maiu branch flowing east~vard, 
acroSJl the northern part of Flieurens whirlpool, and across the California 
stream, with favorable or light winds the greater part of the ' diBiance. In 
returning, the course should be southward of the direct course, taking advan-
tage of the California stream and favorable north west winds, and entering the 
upper limit of the watet:s moving westward to the longitude of the Sandwich 
Islands, to form part of the great northeru equatorial current, thence weRtward, 
through variable fl,nd feeble currents, until the upper limits of the western part 
of the equatorial current are entered. The other advantages of this route are 
fine weather and an equable and warm temperature. This line is already com-
peting for the passenger travel between France and England and China, and it 
is an important consideration with the company that the passengers will not 
have to undergo a rapid transition from the heat of the tropics to the penetrat-
ing fogs of the north Pacific. 
Should good coal be developed near Sitka, a depot for the company could be 
readily established on some of the islands near the present route of the ships, 
and supplied from Alaska. By taking advantage of the ocean currents and the 
prevailing northwest winds, much quicker time could be made by the coal· ships 
than the distance would lead us to suppose. 
Of the smaller and local currents in the Behring sea and among the Aleu-
tians, it is hardly necessary to enter into detail, as mention of them will be 
made when describing the features of the coast. 
THE CLIMATE. 
The e~perience and observations of a few months upon this coast can do 
little towards determining the average conditious of the climate ; but, through 
H. Ex. Doc.l77--16 
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the kindness of Prince Maksouloff, I haYe been able to compile much valuable 
recorded information, and have received many interesting facts from the per-
sonal knowledge of the Russian navigators. 
The existence of a branch of the Japan stream, carrying to this coast its 
waters, with a high thermal condition, imposes, at the outset, the necessity of 
a high isothermal line along the whole northwest coast of America. The rec-
ords of the state of the thermometer establish the fact, and the botany of the 
whole region adds its certain conformation. 
On our passage inside of Vancouver'a island, from Victoria to Fort Simpson, 
in 540 341, the temperature of the surface water, in the latter part of July 
and early part of August, was 52°.1; that of the air, 54°.9. Outside 
the Alexander archipelago, from Fort Simpson to Sitka, in 570 03', the tem-
perature of the surface water was 53° .1, air 54.9. In Sitka harbor, where 
cold waters of the mountains affect the waters of the sound, our observations, 
from August 13th to the 22d, gave 50°.5 for the surface water, and 53°.4 for 
the air. On the voyage from Sitka to Kodiak, August 22d to the 26th, the 
surface water was 49°.4, and the temperature of the air 53°.5-the tempera-
ture of the water decrea~ing from 50°.6 to '17° .1, but variable. In the harbor 
of St. Paul's, from August 26th to the 31st, the surface water was 45° .8, air 
49°.5. On the voyage from Kodiak to Unalaska, August 31st to September 
6th, the surface water was 45° .9, and very uniform; the temperature of the 
air was 48.9. In Oolachta harbor, in Unala"ka bay, from September 6th to 
the 12th, the surface water was 45°.4, and air 51 °.0-the temperature of the 
water reaching as low as 42°.9. :E\·om Unalaska to Sitka, September 13th 
to the 20th, the surface water wal'3 49° .4, rising from 46° to 50°. In Sitka 
harbor, h·om September 21st to the 26th, the surface water was 49°.4, and the 
air 51°.6. At the mouth of the Ohilkaht river, at the head of Chatham strait, 
in latitude 59" 12', and 60 miles east of Mount Fairweather, October 17th and 
18th, the temperature of the water was 39°, aud the air 42°.2. At Sitka, on 
the 27th of October, when the mountains were covered with snow, and snow 
and hail had fallen on the water, its temperature was 41°, and that of the air 
44 °. Iu all these cases it is remarked that the temperature of the air was 
nearly three degrees higher than that of the water. Li8iansky, _on his voyage 
from Kodiak to Sitka, August 16th-20th, 1SC4, with fresh westerly winds, 
found the temperature of the air 59°, and barometer 29.5 inches, but he records 
no observations for the temperature of the water. June J 5th-22d, 1805, on 
his voyage from Sitka to Kodiak, with moderate easterly winds, the tempera-
ture of the air was 53°, barometer 29.5 inches; November 11th to 15th, 1804, 
on the voyage from Sitka to Kodiak, with fresh easterly gales, the temperature 
of the air was 46°, barometer 29.2. The observations of Lisiansky have a 
certain value, but the temperature of the water would have added greatly to 
their importance. We see in those 1·egularly recorded by my party, three 
times a day, that a great body of warm water exists off the coast; for we 
hardly reach 60 miles inside the archipelago before the temperature decreases 
from 460.5 to 390. 
'The whole southeast coast of the Alaska peninsula is ba•.hed by these same 
waters which retain a high temperature to Kodiak; thence westward this 
temperature decreases, although the latitude decreases. 
'l'he report of Dr. Kellogg exhibits a flora that could not exist in this latitude 
without an unusually high isothermal condition, accompanied with a great con-
densation of vapor and precipitation of rain. 
Our collection of shells has not yet been studied sufficiently to afford data on 
this point, but we have the authority of S. P. Wood ward's manual of the 
mollusca for saying that among the Aleutian islands "the influence of the 
A8iatic current is shown in the presence of two species of Haliotu, while 
affinity with the fauna of W. America is strongly indicated by the occurrence 
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of Patello, ( scurra,) three species of Crepid11,la, two of Fiscurella, and species 
of Bullia, Placunomia, Oardita, Saxidomus, and Petricola, which are more 
abundant and range further north than their allies in the Atlantic." 
So far separated from works of reference on this distant expedition, I have 
not been able to obtain much data concerning the climate of the interior of 
Alaska. From gold miners who have been nearly ten years on the Stakeen 
river, debouching in latitude 560, I learn that east of the coast range of moun-
tains the summers are dry and comparatively warm, the winters very severe, 
with heavy falb of snow that completely stop mining operations. 'l'he country 
is sparsely covered with a growth of small trees. Major Pope, engaged in ex-
ploring the inland route for the Russian American 'l'elegraph line, reports that 
in latitude 55° and longitude 126°, two degrees south of Sitka, and 160 miles 
east of Queen Charlotte's sound, '~ground ice" can be found at any time of 
the year at a depth of from six to eight feet below the surface, and in that 
region the surface usually freezes to the depth of two feet in the winter, leaving 
an intervening stratum of unfrozen soil from four to six feet thick. 'J.lhis ground 
ice does not prevent the growth of vegetables, a fact confirmed by Seeman in 
his "Botany of H. M. S. Herald, 1845-51," in western Esquimaux land. In that 
region he found vegetation flourish where the ground ice was but two feet from 
the surface. 
CLIMATE OF SITKA. 
Appendix No. 5 gives much valuable meteorological information condensed 
from the full and detailed observations made at the Sitka Magnetic and Meteo-
rological Observatory, on J ap0nski island, sustained by the liberality of the 
Russian American Company since 1847. 'J.lhe later published records have not 
been received from St. Petersburg, but I have been able to obtain those up to 
186~ inclusive. By this abstract it will be seen that the mean temperature of 
the year at Sitka, in latitude 57° 03", derived from twelve years' observations, 
is 42° .9 ],ahrenheit. 
Beginning with the month of March, we can judge of the temperature of the 
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In the general table will be found one month of unusual cold and extraordi-
nary clearness of weather. In November, 1853, the mean temperature of the 
month was only 19°.85, but 0.451 inch of snow fell upon parts of six days, 
and the month was marked by strong northeast winds. The highest mean for any 
month in twelve years is 58°.3 for July,· 1860, during which month nine days 
are recorded upon which rain fell, but no record appears of the amount. 
The mean of all the minima taken from the daily observations for nine years 
of the above period is 38° .6, and of the maximum for seven years 48° .9, show-
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ing a remarkably equable climate, whilst its humidity is demonstrated by the 
small differences of the wet and dry bulb thermometers. 
The mme appendix exhibits the monthly and yearly amounts of rain, melted 
snow and hail that have fallen for fourteen years, and also the number of days 
in each month upon which rain, snow or hail fell, or thick fogs prevailed. 
rl'he average annual amount of rain, melted snow and hail that fell in 14.09 
years was 83.39 inches, or within a fraction of seven feet, (yet less than what 
falls at the mouth of the Columbia river,) and the average annual number of 
days upon which rain, snow, or hail fell, or heavy fogs prevailed, was 245, or 
two days out of every three, while it does not follow that the other days have 
a clear sky. · 
The following scheme exhibits the rain fall for the different months : 
Years. Months. Inches. Seasons. Rainy days. 
14 March ..•.••.......••••..•••.. 4.84 Spring. 19 
13 April .............••...•..... 5.02 J40,0 18 
13k May .......................... 4.14 18 
];~;} J uue ........•....•....•••.... 4.04 Summer. 22 
14 July ..••......••...•...•..... 4.10 liJO. 4 21 
15 August ....••..••••••...•.•••. 7.28 23 
15 September .....••.••.•.•••••.. 10.46 Autumn. 23 
15 October .•.•.••••.•.•...•.••.. 11.87 30°.8 26 
14 November .................... 8.49 23 
14 December .................... 8. 21 Winter. 19 
14 January ...................... 7.64 22°.9 20 
14 February ..•••....•••..••..... 7.08 18 
The greatest amount of rain that fell during any one year, according to the 
tabulated appendix, was 95.8 inches, or 8 feet, in 1850; the smallest was 58.6 
inches, in 1861. 1'he most that fell in any one month was 19.5, in October, 
1853; the smallest was .5 inch, in November, 1853. But appendix No.7 shows 
that a rainfall of 21.3 inches took place in August, 186'7 ; 16.0 inches in Sep-
tember, and about 15 inches in October, or quite 52 inches of rain during the 
period of our expedition to Alaska. 
Appendix No.7 gives in detail the daily means for the months of May, June, 
July, August, and September, 18o7, indicating, in part, the weather we have 
unfortunately encountered, and the amount of clear sky, from means of nine-
teen hourly observations each day. 
Lutke has given interesting tables, compiled from two years' observations in 
1828 and 1829, wherein we find there were, on an average, each year, 170 
days calm, 132 days with moderate winds, and 63 days with strong winds. 
Also, an average of 7 4 fine days, 17 4 days on which rain or .snow had fallen at 
intervals, and 117 days on which rain or snow had fallen continually. . 
The enormous amount of rainfall along a seaboard essentially cloudy through-
out the year, has its normal effect upon the class of vegetation that will succeed 
in ripening under such conditions of climate. The whole extent of country 
subject to these rains is covered with sphagnum from one to two feet in depth, 
and even on the steepest hillsides this carpet is saturated with water, and renders 
progress through it very slow and difficult, especially when there is a heavy 
growth of wood and underbrush. At Fort Simpson, the Stakeen, Chilkahl, 
Kodiak, Unalaska, and the islands westward, this morass exists to the summits 
or snow line of the mountains. In no· part of the country, except on two or 
three mountain sides on Chatham strait, between the eastern entrance of Peril 
strait and the mouth of the Ohilkaht, have we seen herbage or trees destroyed 
by fire, aB is so universally resorted to in W ashiogton and Oregon, both by the 
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natives and by the settlers. At our different stations we attempted to obtain 
the temperature of the earth three feet below the surface, but never penetrated a 
foot before the hole was. filled with water. 
The prevailing winds in winter are easterly, and if from the southward are 
accompanied with rain and snow; when from the northeast the weather is gen-
erally clear and cold. The stormy weather commences in October ; storms and 
tempests are frequent ia November and December, and from the vicinity of 
Sitka the aurora borealis is seen frequently and very brilliant during clear, cold 
nights. 'rhe winter weather breaks up about the end of March, and the Russian 
America Company's vessels are ready for their first fur trading early in April, 
when the weather is cold but comparatively dry. March, April, May, June, 
and July, and sometimes August, are good months, with an average monthly 
rainfall not much greater than that on the Atlantic coast. 
11he general opinion of the old navigator~:~ and fur traders, who visited and 
sometimes wintered on this coast, was, that after the midule of September it was 
next to impossible to continue their examinations or trading trips, and they 
either sought more southern latitudes or wintered in some well-sheltered harbor. 
The latter was generally avoided, on account of the losses · sustained in their 
crews by the ravages of scurvy. It is to be noted, however, that these trading 
vessels for discovery alone rated only from 100 to 320 tons burden. 
The weather in Cook's inlet, north of 60° of latitude, is said to be much 
better in summer th&n along the coast generally. When fogs and rain are 
prevailing along the seaboard and at the entrance to the inlet, clear skies and 
pleasant weather exist twenty miles within the inlet, unless very heavy south-
easters be blowing. Dixon reports that from July 19 to August 30, 1786, he 
observed the mean state of the thermometer to be 58~0. Unless exceptional, 
this is warmer than Sitka. Most of the old navigators speak of the pleasant 
aspect of its shores and its summer climate. The company's navigators all com-
bine to commend it. Unfortunately we have not any available records of 
meteorological observations at the Russian factory of St. Nicholas, on the east 
side of the inlet, at the month of the river Kakny, in latitude 600 32'. 'J..1eken-
hoff says the climate of Cook's inlet is more expressed than the rest of the colo-
nies. The thermometer in summer frequently rises to 950, (28° Reaumur,) and 
in wi.nter falls as low as 58° below zero, ( 40° Reaumur,) when the inlet freezes 
as far south as Katc4etmakski bay. In the spring the great tides break up 
the ice, which very often lifts rocks of considerable size and scatters them over 
the bay and its shores. 
We have no regular record of the temperature at Prince William's sound, one 
hundred miles east of Cook's inlet. The following extracts from Meares's in-
troduction to his narrative must be taken with the knowledge that he wintered 
here under very unfavorable circumstances, in a small bay, close under the north 
flank of high mountains that did not allow the ;ays of the sun to reach him. 
He had at noon in miowinter but a faint and glimmering light, .the meridian sun 
not being higher than 60-he was in latitude 60° 301-and that obscured from 
them by hills reaching 220 high to the southward; snow covered the earth to 
a great depth. He run short of good provisions, and lost most of his crew by 
scurvy. 
On the last day of October, 1786, the thermometer fell to 32°, with the morn-
ings and evenings sharp. 
In November, the thermometer ranged from 26° to 28°, and forming ice from 
the vessel to the shore. 
In December, the temparature fell to 20°, where it continued most of the 
month. 
In January and February, 1787, the temperature continued for the greater 
part of that time at 15°, although it sometimes fell to 14°. In the first lmlf of 
January were heavy falls of snow. 
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March was cold as January and February, with much snow ; the tempera-
ture continued for the most part at 1fl0 to 160, although it sometimes rose to 17°. 
T'he first part of April was frosty, accompanied with violent southerly winds. 
At the end of the month the thermometer in the sun rose to 32° ; at night it 
fell to 27°. 
To the middle of May the thermometer in the shade stood at 40°, and at night 
fell to 32°, with thin ice, and the main body of ice with which his vessel, was 
surrounded began to loosen from shore. 
Reflecting upon the high latitude of this sound, its waters embraced by high 
mountains on three sides, chilling it with the eternal snows and glaciers of the 
Mount St. Elias range, we may be surprised at the comparatively high temper-
ature of the winter, especially in the location he selected, out of the reach of 
all sun influence for a couple of months. At this high latitude the lowest record 
he gives is 14° :Fahrenheit, but the uniformity is remarkable, and especially as 
continuing below 32° for six months. 
r:l'ebenkoff ( 1848) gives a dark picture of the appearance and climate of Prince 
William's sound, calling it desolate, gloomy, and deserted; surrounded by rocks 
and pine forests; mountains covered with eternal snow, and enveloped in per-
petual fog·, or invisible with drizzling rain. Rain falls sometimes for a whole 
month, and there are not more than sixty or ninety sunny days in the year. 
During the months of July and An gust the thermometer. showed 59° on fair 
days and 46° on rainy days. The frost in winter is very severe, but of short 
duration, for the south winds change it suddenly to thaw and rain. 
CLIMATE OF KODIAK. 
I was unable to obtain any meteorological record at St. Paul, and our knowl-
edge of it is extremely limited. ·In general terms we know that it is warmer in 
summer than at Sitka, and colder in winter; and this. is corroborated by the fact 
that ice obtained at Sitka for the San Francisco market was found unfit for com-
merce on account of being full of air-holes, &c., by which it rapidly melted, and 
recourse was had to the ice formed by the colder wi11ters of Kodiak. The 
y~arly supply to San Francisco for the whole interior and seaboard consumption 
is about three thousand two hundred tons, of which nearly one-half is lost by 
melting ; and it is a curious fact that the demand is no greater now than it was 
fourteen years ago. 
The following information concerning the ice crop was obtained at San Fran-
cisco and St. Paul : rrhe ice lake is about five hundred yards from the shore and 
nearly surrounded by wood, so that the spray from the ocean beach does not reach 
it. It is partly artificial, having been increased in area and depth by the forma-
tion of a dam sixteen feet high, which gives the lake an extent of two thousand 
two hundred feet, by seven hundred, and a depth of twenty- two feet. r:l,he sur-
plus water drives an o·vershot wheel giving motion to a saw-mill. The ice crop 
comes to maturity by December; the cutting commencing when there is twelve 
inches thick of clear, solid ice, and ending in February, when it has generally 
increased to eighteen inches. The cold is uniform and the ice has not been known 
to make more than one and a half inch per night, although the thermometer 
has been once recorded as low as 18° below zero during the last five or six years. 
During these unusual cold epochs the air is quite calm and labor practicable. 
The average fall of snow is three feet and lasts until J nne, when it disappears 
very quickly, and grass springs forward with remarkable rapidity. In the latter 
part of Augufit we found grass growing from the sphagnum and having an aver-
age height of not less than two feet, while in many places it was fully three feet. 
It is usually cut about the first of August, and cures well and rapidly with a few 
warm days. Some stacks we examined were in as fine condition and as sweet as 
any we have seen on the Atlantic slope. Western men with us corroborate our 
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botanist in saying that this is really a fine grazing country, and capable of sus-
taining a very large number of cattle. The condition of the cattle we saw about 
St. Paul and on Spruce island, at the freedmen's settlement, was fi-ne, and the 
flavor of the beef we obtained was good. 
Lisiansky mentions barley having been sown in 1804, and that it succeeded in 
many places; but the dark and rainy weather is unfavorable to agriculture. 
Cabbages, carrots, turnips, and potatoes are successfully raise@, and the natives 
have many well-fenced gardens on the low ground abreast of Observatory cove. 
Potatoes were in bloom when we left, August thirty-first. 
The clearness of the weather depends entirely upon the direction of the winds. 
Fine weather accompanies winds from the south, round by the west, to north ; 
with easting in them, fogs and rain _ prevail. During the month of December, 
though the winds blew from the north, the weather was tolerably mild. 1'he 
thermometer was not lower than 380 till the twenty-fourth, when it sunk to 260. 
The ground was then covered with snow and remained so sev<:ral months. The 
winter, however, was not supposed to set in till the beginning of January. Dur-
ing its continuance, a few days of February excepted, the air was dry and clear, 
with fresh winds from tbe points between west and southwest. 'The severest 
frost was on the twenty-second of January, when the thermometer fell to zero. 
The last days of February and the beginning of March were also so cold that 
the mercury stood between 13° and 14°. During this period I purposely meas-
ured the thickness of ice in tbe ponds near the settlement, and found it to be 
eighteen inches. On thR ninth of March commenced the return of spring. 
(Lisiansky, page 171.) The winter we passed here was an exceptionally dry 
one. (Page 190.) 
The navigators of the 'Russian American Company assure me that the most 
violent winds are those coming in great gusts from the mountains behind the 
town, sometimes even unroofing the houses and driving the vessels from their 
moorings. The old archives of the company doubtless contain much valuable 
information about the climate and productions of this place, as St. Paul was orig-
inally their principal establishment, and only yielded to Sitka on account of the 
warlike character of the Roloschians, and the greater abundance of sea otter 
about the Alexander archipelago. 
During our stay at Kodiak, from August twenty-sixth to the thirty-first, the 
mean temperature of the air was 49°.5 and of the water' 45° .8. 
CLIMATE OF THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS. 
Our sta.y at Unalaska was too limited to enable us to judge of the climate 
except in the influence it has upon the botany of the islands. 
'l'hcre are no trees of any size whatever upon any of the Aleutian islands. 
A few Sitka spruce brought to Unalaska bay, and planted upon an island in 
the western roadstead, or Captain's harbor, some thirty years since, are said not 
to have grown as many inches in that time; but it appears to me quite proba-
ble that if trees wt>re placed iu good situations at first, and properly attended 
to, they would succeed. This single and unsuccessful attempt well exemplifies 
the retarding effect which the single and sole aim of fur trading has had upon 
the development of the colony. 
Not a stick of timber can be procured nearer than Kodiak, and every bit of 
drift-wood is eagerly seized upon for fuel, for which the inhabitants are depend-
ent upon the heavy growth of sphagnum covering mountain and valley. Grasses 
grow luxuriantly, and when cut and cured are used to feed the small Siberian 
breed of cattle through the winter. 
The barometer observations of my assistants made during the ascent of the 
active volcano of Makushinski, September 7 to 11, place the line of perpetual 
snow on that mountain at 3,110 feet, while the lowest limit of the small glacier 
was one thousand feet lower; and vegetation ceased at 2,500 feet above the sea. 
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On the 13th of September, when we passed through tl1e Unalga strait to the 
Pacific, the whole outline of mountain summits to the east and west was sharply 
and clearly defined against a beautifully clear sky, and snow had not yet ap-
peared upon them. 
But the published meteorological observations of the Greek Bishop Veniam-
isnoff, made at Illoolook, between the years 1825 and 1834, afford much useful 
material from which to draw fair conclusions of the climate. I have rearranged 
his abstracts and placed the results in the Appendix No. 5, but present some of 
th e results in this place. The dates are reckoned according to "old style." 
'l'he mean temperature of the year, from nine years' observations, is 38°.03, or 
4°.9 below that of Sitka. 
Months. 
March .• _ .•..•.•••••..•••••••.••••••••••••••••....•...••.. 
April .••••....••••.•••••••...•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••. 
1\lay .................................................... .. 
June ...••...•.•......•... -----· •••••. ·•••••·•••··•···••·· 
July .......•••••.••••.••..•...•....••••••••••...•..•..... 
August------ .•............•••..•••.•.••...•.••.•....•••.. 
Septen1 her ............................................... .. 
October ..••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
N ovetn ber .....••..•••••••...••••..•••••.••.••••.•••••.••.. 
D ecember .••••....•.•••••••••.••••.••••••••••••.•••••.•••. 
J anuary .............•••..•.••••.••••...•••..••••.••...... 
F ebruary . ••••...•••....•••..••....••••••••.••..••..••••.. 
Degrees. 
29.9 ~ 33.4 
41.3 
46.2 ~ 50.6 
5l. 9 
43.7 ~ 36.7 
32.4 











The mean range during the day, from the morning to the afternoon observa-
tion, is only 5° .0. The highest temperature recorded is 77° upon two occa-
sions, and the lowest 0°.6 below zero; but only upon nine occasions is it recorded 
less than ten degrees above zero. 
The mean height of the barometer for nine years is 29.7 4 inches; the heigh est 
reading during that period being 30.71 inches, and lowest 28.37 inches. The 
barometer reaches its highest monthly mean 29.91 inches in July, when winds 
from the southeast to southwest prevail; and its lowest 29.60 inches in Novem-
ber, when westerly winds prevail. 'l'he fluctuations of the barometer are very 
great throughout the year, averaging 1. 78 inch; the greatest ran~e being 2.31 
in December, and the least 1.07 in July. 
'l'he clearest months, without clouds, are December, January, and February, 
when the north and northwest winds prevail. 
August, September, and October are the months in which the most rain falls, 
during which time winds from the south to west prevail. The rainfall is not 
recorded, but be says that rain falls during some part of the twenty-four hours 
upon one hundred and fifty days of each year, and estimates the total fall at 
only 27 inches, which must be much underestimated. 
Snow falls some time in every month except June, July, and August ,and is 
recorded in every month except July. 
'Thunder-storms are very rare, only seventeen being recorded in seven years, 
and none in winter . 
.Earthquakes are comparatively frequent, no less than thirty-two being recorded 
in seven years. 
The clearest month is January, and at any season clear weather accompanies 
or follows north winds. Very strong winds prevail from October to March. 
At Unalaska the aurora borealis is rarely seen, it being recorded but once 
during the above period of observation, when it appeared like the dawn of day 
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on the 16th of Februarv, 1831, 0. S. On the horizon it was dark, but higher 
up the sky was lighter." 
It was my pleasure at Illoolook to make the acquaintance of the Rev. 
Innocent Shayatnikoff, priest of the Unalaska district, and to receive from him 
a copy of his meteorological journal from October, 1866, to March, 1867. I 
have had it translated and arranged in Appendix. No. 5. He has a full series 
of observations, but his time was too short and too much occupied to copy more 
than the above before our departure. As he expressed a desire to add to our 
stock of knowledge of this region, I furnished him with some official envelopes 
addresE~ed to you. 
VEGETABLE PRODUCTIONS. 
At Sitka fruit trees were introduced in the governor's garden, and special at-
tention devoted to their culture, but they have not borne fruit, except a few small 
specimens that never matured. Berries abound throughout the country in great 
abundance and of large size, but generally lack flavor, on account of the absence 
of direct sunlight. Most of the berries were ripe when we left for Kodiak, Au-
gust 22, and potatoes were in full bloom. The potatoes yield well, but are of 
small size and watery. Cranberries grow wild, are quite small and well-flavored, 
but not in abundance about Sitka; they might be easily cultivated here, and 
would form a valuable addition to the California market, which now receives its 
supplies from the northern coast. None of the cereals are cultivated, and it is 
very doubtful if they would succeed. In fact, except a few very small gardens 
belonging to private individuals, nothing is cultivated, the population trusting 
mainly for their food to the annual supplies brought ,from St. Petersburg by the 
company's vessels. rrhere is no space cleared about Sitka for the raising of 
grass, and there are few horses and cattle drmanding it; but there appears no 
difficulty in raising as large crops of grass as at Kodiak, if the land were cleared 
of wood and the increase of cattle demanded it. 
The prevailing forest tree is the Sitka spruce, growing to great size and cover-
ing every foot of ground, climbing the steepest mountain sides to the height of 
2,000 or 2,500 feet above the sea. We have measured felled trees of this spruce · 
that were 180 feet long and four feet thick at the butt, whHe adjacent standing 
trees measured over six feet in diameter, and were branchless for over fifty feet. 
Hemlock, alders, and willows are found, but the most valuable wood of the 
country is the yellow cedar, with a fine, even texture, fragrant smell, good-size, 
and greater strength than the spruce. I first called public attention to the Port 
Orford white cedar, in 1851, and, while admitting_ its many good qualities, have 
no hesitation in saying that the yellow cedar of Alaska~ a much superior wood. 
It is readily ·worked, takes a smooth surface, and is remarkably durable. It 
will make a valuable addition to the cabinet woods of the California market, is 
superior as a ship timber to any on the coast, and, from our short examination, 
we are EZatisfied that it may be obtained of ample size for frames and knees of 
ordinary-sized vessels. At Skalitch anchorage one was measured 18 feet in 'cir-
cumfereuce, and estimated over 125 feet in height. I have obtained and for-
warded to you part. of the keelson and frame of one of the Russian American 
Company's small vessels, which was constructed of this wood over thirty-two 
years ago, and has been lying a wreck upon the beach for several years. It 
exhibits not the least sign of decay or teredo attacks; the wood around the 
copper and iron bolts is nearly as well preserved as on the day they were driven. 
'l'he hulls of all the trading and fishing vessels on this new coast may be con-
structed of this durable wood upon any of the innumerable bays of the Alex-
ander archipelago. 
While the vast forests of wood exist upon the waters of Puget sound, Ad-
miralty inlet, and the Straits of Fuca, it may be commercially unprofitable to 
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cut and ship even this yellow cedar to the California market, unless native labor 
can be obtained at low rates to get it out; yet, even if unavailable at the pres-
ent time, it affords an inexhaustible resource in future, and will prove of the 
greatest importance as the supplies decrease to the southward. 
This timber is found from the southern boundary of Alaska to the furthest 
point northward we examined in Chatham strait. 
The spruce, yellow cedar, hemlock, &c., cover the coast as far north as S'terya 
bay, whence westward to Prince William's sound very little is known, all navi-
gators reporting a very forbidding low coast, covered in part with wood, but 
closely backed by the great St. Elias range, with its summits averaging from 
8,000 to 9,000 feet, and every gorge filled with snow or glaciers. The Russian 
Company has no factory along this stretch of coast, and their explorers report 
numerous small streams running through it to the ocean. 
On Prince William's sound, notwithstanding the severity of the winters, vege-
tation is reported to spring up with great rapidity, and berries of every variety 
and in great abundance flourish where the low shores are not densely covered 
with spruce, alder, and birch. 
The same remarks apply to Cook's inlet, with its warmer summer and more 
vigorous vegetation. Its shores are covered with timber. 
Similar products continue to Alaska peninsula and the northern part of the 
island of Kodiak, although on this island we found the trees smaller and shorter, 
and growing only in the valleys or low grounds, and in comparatively small 
areas along the northern coast lines. We saw none covering the mountain sides. 
Mention has. already been made of the productions of Kodiak, in the vicinity of 
St. Paul. At this place anP, upon the lands about the settlements on Spruce 
island my assistants estimated the number of cattle at two hundred. 
The vegetable productions of Unalaska were found similar to those of Sitka 
and Kodiak: but no trees exist west of the middle of Kodiak and the penin-
sula abreast it. Turnips and potatoes are cultivated by a few of the Aleutians, 
after removing the covering of sphagnum from the soil; and were there any 
proper and cultivated incentive to industry and improvement, no one can doubt 
the capability of the soil affording ·fair quantities. Bishop Veniamisnoff says 
that the potato yields from four to seven fold and attains "great size," from 
three to ten making a pound weight ! He is our authority for saying that 
among the mountains of Unalaska are found great numbers of dead willows. 
I found growing in Unalaska bay, in great quantities, in certain localities, the 
pea called by botanists pisum maritimum, and from its luxuriance and size have 
little doubt but that it could be readily cultivated. It was found in all the stages 
from flowering to the ripe fruit on the 7th of September. Seed was procured 
for growing on the Atlantic coast. Captain Bryant has found this pea growing 
as far north as Norton sound, in latitude 640. Throughout the whole country 
the fields are brilliant with many-colored flowers, gratifying the eye, and satis-
fying the explorer that the country has a moderate climate. 
The navigators of the Russian American Company inform me that the pro-
ductions of all the islands to the westward are similar to those of Unalaska., 
Tekenhoff says that the potato is cultivated by the inhabitants in every village 
of the country. · 
Northward of the peninsula of Alaska from Bristol bay, in 58°, to the mouth 
of the K wichpak, in 63 °, I have no available sources of information concerning 
the vegetation. 
Further to the northward we have the evidence of Seeman, in his "Botany 
of the Voyage of H. M:. S. Herald, 1845-'51," to show that the coast even in this 
high latitude has a vegetation due to a much lower latitude. He says the climate 
is considerably milder than that of the eastern shores of America in the same 
latitude. The proofs we need not deduce froru artificial tables; nature herself 
has written them on the face of the country. The abundance of animal life, the 
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occurrence of many southern plants, and above all, the limit- of the woods, if 
compared with the opposite shores, furnish indisputable evidence. On the east-
ern side of America no forests are found above the mouth of the river Egg, above 
the 60th degree oflatitude; on the western they entered as far as latitude 660 44', 
or nearly seven degrees further towards the pole. "The summer sets in most 
rapidly, and the landscape is quickly overspread with a lively green; flocks of 
geese and ducks arrive from the south; the plover, the snipe, and many other 
birds tnliven the air with their notes.'' "The sun is now always above the hori~ 
zon, and the rays falling continually upon the surface of the earth prevent the 
temperature from cooling down too much; and thus, notwithstanding the low 
altitude of the sun, a degree of warmth is produced which, u.nder other Circum-
stances, would not be possible, the thermometer rising as high as 61 o Fahren-
heit. With the sun shining throughout the twenty-four hours the growth of 
plants is rapid in the extreme. The snow has hardly disappeared before a mass 
of herbage has sprung up, and the spots which a few days before presented 
nothing save a white sheet are te.eming with an active vegetation, producing 
leaves, flowers, and fruit in rapid succession." 
The whole country, from Norton sound to Point Barrow, is a vast moorland, 
whose level is only interrupted by promontories and isolated mountains. 'rhe 
rain and snow-water, prevented by a frozen soil from descending, form numer-
ous lagoons, or when the formation of the ground opposes this, bogs, the general 
aspect and vegetation of which do not materially differ from those of northern 
Europe, being covered with a dense mass of lichens, mosses and other uligi 
nons forms. Places are covered with plants and sometimes difficult to pass. 
''Wherever drainage exists, either on the shores of the sea, the banks of the 
rivers, or the slopes of the hills, the gtound is free from peat. Such localities 
are generally clad with a luxuriant herbage, and produce the rarest as well as 
the most beautii'ul plants." 
"'rhe aspect of some spots is very gay. Many flowers.. are large, their colors 
bright, and though white and yellow predominate, plants displaying other tints 
are not uncommon. Cape Lisburne, (in latitude 68° 52',) one of the most pro-
ductive localities, looks like a garden." 
"About Norton sound groves of white spruce trees and salix sper:iosa are fra-
grant; northward they become less abundant, till in latitude 66° 4', on the banks 
of the Noatak, the pinus alba disappears." 
To prevent the ravages of scurvy, the Esquimaux "collect for their winter 
stock raspberries, whortleberries and cranberries, which are placed in boxes 
and preserved, by being frozen into such a hard mass that in order to divide it 
recourse must be had to the axe." 
"In the sub-arctic regions there are plants which the eye is accustomed to 
meet in the plains of more temperate climates, • * * • besides annuals 
and biennials, and shrubs and trees." "A peculiar feature of the vegetation is its 
barmiest~ character. The poisonous plants are few in number, and their qualities 
by no means virulent." , 
It is a curious fact, that throughout our exploration no reptile, toad, lizard or 
similar animal was seen, and Seeman states the same iu regard to the arctic 
and sub-arctic regions. 
Captain Thomas informs me that this season (1867) has been remarkably 
open, and that he reached the latitude of 720 55'. From the position of" Plover 
island," north of 71°, he skirted the low coast to the north-northwest and to the 
west-southwest, and saw it stretching far westward to include the " extensive 
high peaks" of the maps. So this "Plover island " is only a hill forming the 
eastern termination of a very extensive land, which was covered with a very 
luxuriant coat of green. 
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MINBRALS. 
Of these little is known, and Prince Maksontoff confessed that the company 
had been so persistently engaged in procuring furs and studying the best 
methods of keeping up the supply that no thorough mineralogical exploration 
had ,been made, although a large cabinet of mineralogical specimens for com-
parison had been furnished by the company to the chief establishment at Sitka. 
Under his direction the very few in possession of the servants of the company 
were transferred to me and referred to the geologist. · 
~he great desideratum of the Pacific coast is coal, and we had been led to 
suppose that some of the reported deposits in Alaska were really coal, but the 
specimens from the island of Unga, given to me by the governor of the Russhn 
colonies, are nothing more than lignite, thickly marked with iron pyrites. More-
over, at the worked out-crop in Coal harbor it exists in veins of rarely more 
than a foot in thickness. '_l1his coal has been faithfully tried on the Russian 
steamers, and after very many experiments · has been abandoned and recourse 
had to the N anaimo coals from Vancouver's island. The navigators and engi-
neers of the Russian steamers inform me that it is very light, burns with great 
rapidity, and leaves very much ash and clinker. The same general remarks 
apply to the coal obtained from English harbor, at the entrance to Cook's inlet, 
and first found and reported by Portlock. But I am informed that at the north-
west point of the entrance to Tchugatchnik bay, under the anchor point of old 
navigators, there is an unworked vein of coal of seven feet in thickness, and 
this or similar veins crop out upon the shore of Cook's inlet for twenty miles to 
the northward towards Anchor Point. This coal has not been opened, and I 
forward to you a manuscript map by one of the Russian captains showing its 
position. I also send a manuscript map of English harbor. 
Two positions on Chatham strait are reported to furnish coal. One has been 
worked and tried by the Russians and condemned ; the other depends upon 
Indian reports. Should petroleum come to be used as a steam-producing fuel 
on steamships, there is a. prospect of a supply being obtained from the southeast 
shore of Alaska peninsula, at or near Katmay bay, in latitude 58° 01', longitude 
154° 541, and abreast of Kadiak island. I have been furnished with a speci-
men of the crude oil obtained there two or three years since. The finder 
reports that he found three streams in the above locality covered with petroleum. 
It also remains to be seen whether the specimens of bituminou8 coal which 
were discovered by the geologist of my party will lead to the discovery of a 
deposit of this coal sufficient in quantity and quality to make it available. So 
favorable are all the geological surroundings that I would respectfully urge upon 
the government the necessity of having a thorough and exhaustive examination 
made of this locality. Such exploration could be aided by an escort of the 
troops from Sitka, under the guidance of scientific men. I refer you to Mr. 
Blake's report for the geological indications which suggest the strong probability 
of a large deposit of good coal. · 
Specimens of pure copper have b0en gathered from various localities, but the 
principal source is on the Atna or Copper river, about twenty-five or thirty miles 
above its mouth, where discovery and research are retarded on account of the . 
reported hostility of the natives. I have obtained from Mr. Klinkefstrom, 
Russian consul, at San Francisco, a specimen of this copper, and masses of 
about a cubic foot are obtained from the river. All the peculiarly-figured cop-
perplates of the natives, twenty-six inches by fifteen inches, and so much prized 
as heir-looms by the Indians as far south as Vancouver's island, are hammered 
out of pure copper obtained from this river. 
· Copper combined with quartz is found in several localities, and Bishop Ven-
iamisno:fft5ky say::~ that near Makushimsky bay, between the distant pass and 
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the Tarasoosky bay, therP exists a lake high am'mg the mountains, and that 
metallic copper is found along the shores of the lake. 
Silver has been reported in several places, but when my assistants sought the 
localities the guides could not point them out. At St. Paul I found specimens 
of quartz with sulphate of iron and lead. Upon analysis in San Francisco, 
kindly made for me free of charge by John Hews ton, jr, M. D., it was found 
to contain only $4 15 per two thousand pounds, and had in it a trace of gold. 
Gold is found on the Stakeen river, and even with very crude means of work-
ing the miners report that they can make from $2 to $7 per day, but the climate 
forbidd them working more than six months of the year. Proper methods of 
working the fine gold placers of this river would yield twice the above amount. 
Gold is reported on the Kakny river, which enters Cook's inlet on its eastern 
side about latitude 60° 321, at the Russian station of St. Nicholas, but I have 
no authentic information on the subject, beyond the statement by 'retenkoff. 
While we were at Sitka experienced miners made two prospecting tours over 
part of Baranoff island, but without finding the color. The slate and quartz 
formation around Barlowe cove, at the head of Admh·alty island, on Chatham 
strait, in latitude 58° 241, is almost an exact counterpart of many rich gold lo-
calities in California, but the heavy weather that prevailed while we were there 
a few hours prevented any other •than a casual examination of one view of 
quartz five feet thick cropping out upon the shore. It was much disintegrated 
and abounded in iron pyrites. 
In Little Naquoshinski inlet, fifteen miles from Sitka, my party discovered 
very fine marble in inexhaustible quantities, and at the mouth of the Chilkaht 
specimens of marble of a very coarse grain, and othel's of a remarkably fine 
crystallization, ·were discovered, all being very pure and unmarked. 
On the flank of the mountain Verstova, which attains an elevation of 3,4 7 4 
feet, bismuth of remarkably pure quality is said to be found, my informant 
being one of the Russian American Company's officers. The weather was so 
shockingly bad and the season so late that it was impracticable to send a party of 
exploration, although the time would occupy but one day. The specimen I ob-
tained was said to have come from the Koloshu river, but that appeared doubt-
ful, as it was not water-worn, and Mr. Blake made two explorations of the river 
for two or three miles without discovering any signs. 
Iron ore is reported in the vicinity of Sitka, but after two searches in the lo-
calities indicated the examination was abandoned; yet in this case I attribute 
the failure to our informant's inaptitude for topographical description. 
'rhe hot springs, lying on the southwest part of Sitka sound, about fifteen 
miles from Sitka, were not visited, and we know nothing more than from the 
meagre descriptions of others. They are sulphurous, and reported to effect 
cures in rheumatic affections. 
FUR-BEARING ANIMALS. 
Of the number and value of the different varieties of skins obtained from the 
Indians by the Russian American Company, it is impossible to form an opinion, 
as the very existence of their trade depended upon the secrecy with which it 
was conducted. That the company has been able to maintain a large establish-
ment in persons and material is strong circumstantial proof of the value of the 
trade. The almost absurdly small amount of trading articles paid to the Indians 
for their most valuable skins is so marvellously low that it would astonish those 
who have to pay such enormous prices for the manufactured furs in om· large 
cities. The company itself must realize over a thousand per cent. upon the first 
cost of the skins, and then the Coast Indians are not engaged solely in hunting, 
but act as intertraders between the company's agents and the interior Indians, 
who are never permitted to visit the coast. The Hudson Bay Oo~pany has 
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had a purchased right to trape in certain localities on this coast, and their traders 
have availed themselves to the uttermost to obtain the greatest possible supplies. 
From the mouth of the Ohilka1J.t alone they took this year over twenty-three 
hundred martens or Hudson bay sables. 
It i8 useless for me to enter into the description of the different kinds of furs 
upon the coast, or of the habitat and relative abundance of the different animals. 
The governor of the company had a map in colors exhibiting at a glance the 
localitiEs of every fur animal and its frequency. 'rhis map was obtained for 
the government by Captain Howard. 
'J1he policy of the company has been to maintain a regular supply, and to this 
end they place restrictions upon the trade, even designating islands and localities 
where the animals shall not be taken. When the supply of any animal is run-
ning short, or an island is found peculiarly adapted to support certain kinds, a 
stock is placed upon the island and the natives forbidden to hunt there for a 
series of years. 
The use of fire-arms is prohibited in the pursuit of certain animals, as the noise 
is certain to drive them away. The number of sea-otter skins now annually 
obtained does not amount to over eleven hundred, where the supply seventy 
years since, in the Alexander archipelago alone, was eight thousand, of which 
it was confessed that the American fur traders secured over sixty per cent. 
Between Y akootat bay and Dixon sound, Tebenkoff says that not a single sea 
otter is found, attributing their absence not so much to their destmction as to 
the noise of fire-arms. 
An important consideration in sustaining the value of the fur trade, and thereby 
continuing an industrial pursuit to the natives, will be the rigid governmental 
direction of the proper seasons for killing the different fur-bearing animals, and 
to a certain extent the manner of taking them. Where the practice is to kill by 
spears and arrows, without guns, it will be wise to continue the custom, at least 
until the inhabitants have become accustomed to the new order of things, and 
the habits of the traders. Where the practice prevails to kill with fire-arms, it 
appears politic to permit the sale of inferior powder and arms in prescribed 
quantities, otherwise those natives obtaining fur-bearing animals and game by 
these means will be at a loss to keep up the supply with bows and arrows, which 
they have abandoned many years. Every Indian in the Alexander archipelago 
and along the main possesses one or more muskets, and one or two single or 
double-barrelled pistols; bows and arrows are unknown, except as mere matters 
of trade as curiosities, and for those purposes obtained from interior or very 
distant tribes. 
In a few years the whole fur trade will degenerate into an illicit traffic with 
whiskey smugglers, unless the most rigid and inflexible means are employed to 
suppr~ss it. The Indians themselves give aid and comfort to the smuggler by 
timely warning of approaching danger by false information to the officers of the 
law, and by secreting the small vessels of the smuggler when being searched for. 
The thousand harbors of the coast, the thick weather, and the multitude of 
channels and straits, many of which are not even yet laid down, give the advan-
tage to the smuggler. 
THE FlfSHERIES. 
Next to the fur trade, in its legitimate pursuit, the fisheries of the coast of the 
new territory will prove the most valuable and certain; in fact, I consider them 
the most important acquisition to our Pacific coast. As the banks of Newfound-
land have been to the trade of the Atlantic, so will the greater banks of Alaska 
be to the Pacific; inexhaustible in supply of fish that are equal if not superior 
in size and quality to those of the Atlantic; and the pursuit thereof developing 
a race of seamen yearly decreasing, as our steam marine, commercial and naval, 
is increasing. 
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We have the reiterated and disinterested statements of all the old navigators 
and fur traders, that every part of the coast abounds in cod, halibut, salmon, and 
every variety of fish inhabiting comparatively cold waterfl, and the experience 
of the present expedition established the truthfulness of their descriptions. 
At some of the entrances to shallow fresh-water streams the water is packed 
with salmon, and the bears come down in numbers to feed upon them, selecting 
the heads only. On some of the beaches, near these streams, the seine will take 
them in thousands. In the bays leading to the small streams at their head, on 
the southeast side of Alaska peninsula, the salmon are crowded so thickly that 
the progress of a boat is impeded, and should a southeast storm arise at such 
times the fish are driven on the beach in innumerable quantities; one of the 
Russian navigators assures me that he has seen the beach strewn two to three 
feet thick with the stranded salmon. 
I forward you a sketch of the outlet of Gloubokoe, or Deep lake, on the south 
side of Sitka sound, where the Russian American Company have built dams, 
traps, foot-bridges, houses, &c., in the most substantial manner. The dams and 
traps lie across the upper part of the rapids, which have a fall of nine feet over 
rocks. The traps are large rectangular spaces made with stakes placed perpen-
dicularly and near enough to each other to allow a free flow of water, and yet 
prevent the salmon passing between them. The side of the trap towards the 
descent has an opening like the entrance to an ordinary rat-trap on a large scale. 
The fish rushes up the rapids and passes through this opening to the staked en-
closure, where it remains swimming against the moderately strong current. 
When several salmon have entered they are lifted out by a kind of wicker 
basket, and placed in large boxes lying between the traps, of which there are 
six, with means of adding as many more. '.rhe last year's catch that was packed 
for market amounted to 520 barrels, containing from eighteen to twenty-five 
salmon each. As high as one thousand salmon have been taken in one day. 
The great winter food of the natives is dry and smoked salmon, of which they 
lay in very large supplies. 
But the most valuable fish on the coast is the cod, and, so far as ascertained, 
it has already been very profitable to those interested in it, although in one or 
two instances losses have occurred by finding the cargo improperly cured. Those 
persons interested in it refuse to givP- detailed information of their outfit, catch, 
profits, or banks where the fish are caught. It is, however, generally under-
stood that the principal fishing grounds are off the Fox islands, while some fish 
off the island of Kodiak, and a few go as far as the Ochotsk sea; fishing along 
the western shores of the peninsula of Kamtschatka, where the fish average about 
twelve pounds each. · 
In our voyage to Kodiak and Unalaska, and returning to Sitka, we saw none 
of the numerous fishing fleet that was out this season; probably on account of 
the lateness of the season, but more likely because we passed through the 
Ohelckoff strait, between Kodiak and the peninsula. The Portlock bank, which 
we sounded over, off the northeast part of Kodiak, is possibly not a favorable 
ground for cod on account of the muddiness of the bottom, although certain 
localities may afford good feeding grounds. 
In 1866 twenty-three vessels, comprising barks, brigs, and schooners, started 
from San Francisco for the various fishing grounds, but concealed their particular 
destinations; their time for leaving San Francisco is as early as March, arriving 
on the grounds in April; and they should leave about September. 
Two or three small schooners sailed from Victoria and made fair catches, so 
much so that the importation of cod into the ports of British Columbia has ceased. 
The amount of fish brought into the San Francisco market in the season of 
1866 was estimated at from 800 to 1,000 tons, which would appear a very low 
estimate, as all the vessels reported full cargoes. No tongues and sounds were 
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quoted, and were evidently not saved; and only a small quantity of cod-liver 
oil was saved by one of the vessels from Victoria. 
'rhe supply from the Alaska banks has stopped the importation of codfish 
from the eastern ports to San Francisco, and when the curing process is properly 
understood and carried out the Pacific coasts of America and Asia will become 
consumers. 
The fish have not been cured on the Aleutian islands because the territo!"y 
belonged to Russia, but were kept in salt as long as six months, or until the re-
turn of the vessel to San Francisco, evidently to the injury of the cargo. Many 
of the persons engaging in the business knew nothing of the manner of catching 
or of curing the fish, yet the prices commanded were from thirteen to seven and 
a half cents (gold) per pound; and last February the average rate was nine 
and a half cents. One vessel carried her full cargo direct to Australia, and 
received eight cent's per pound. 
The large amount of fish consumed in California, where the population is 
largely Catholic, bas always created and sustained a large demand, and the 
new cargoes are quickly disposed of at rates ranging as high as thirteen cents 
per pound. The southern coasts of America are almost wholly Catholic in their 
population, and so soon as the fish are well cured, the demand from that source 
will increase. It is doubtful whether we can compete with the Asia tic fisher-
men in their own ports. 
Some of the vessels are said to commence fishing along the Alaska coast 
north of 54° 40', and to work northward along numerous banks which they 
appear to have found. The fish are taken in from 15 to 40 fathoms of water; 
the best fish in the deepest water. 
It has been found practically that the Ochotsk sea is too distant from San 
Francisco, and the fleet of 1867 from San Francisco were supposed to be bound 
generally to the vicinity of the Fox islands. They report that wherever the 
water is sufficiently shoal the cod is very abundant. In 1866 the largest ,takes 
were off the Shoumagin islands, off which we got soundings this year in 40 and 
50 fathoms at a distance of thirty-five miles. 
'.rhe soundings of Portlock, of Vancouver, and of this expedition prove the 
existence of a comparatively shoal bank, extending along the sontheaster·n coast 
of Afognak and Kodiak, with a deep pocket of ninety fathoms, no bottom, 
twenty-five miles east of St. Paul. The shoalest water obtained on this bank 
by this expedition was forty-five fathoms in latitude 580 16', longitude 149° 42', 
according to Mr. Mosman's observations. It is fair to assume that this bank 
extends along the southeast shore of Kodiak, as incidental and unconnected ob-
servations indicate. South by east fourteen miles from the eastern end of the 
easternmost of the r.rrinity islands Vancouver found bottom at 50 fathoms. 
Soundings on the English chart 2172 give 55 fathoms nearly midway between the 
Trinity isles and Oukamok island, which lies on the prolongation of the longer 
axis of Kodiak., fifty miles from the Trinity. Fifteen miles SOU:th of Oukamok 
Vancouver got 75 fathoms, sand and shell bottom. Thirty-five miles east from 
the south end of the island of Niuniak, the southernmol:'t of the Choumagin 
islands, we obtained coral and sand bottom in forty fathoms of water; the posi-
tion, as determined by Mr. Mosman, is in latitude 540 381, longitude 158° 30'. 
Ten miles further westward the depth of water was fifty fathoms. In neither 
, of these localities were any attempts made to fish. 
r.rebenkoff gives soundings of 45 fathoms fifty miles south 83° west of the 
southernmost point of the Choumagins, on the line and nearly half way towards 
the dangerous reef and island of Sannach. From that position the nearest 
islands to the northward are about thirty-five miles distant. In latitude 54 ° 
20' and longitude 162° 301, about nine miles southeast from the Sanmich reef, 
we got bottom in 35 fathoms, rock and barnacles being brought up by the lead. 
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But the exact point of the reef from which we took our clepartuye was not known, 
on account of the dense fog prevailing when we unexpectedly made it. 
The bank where trial was first made for fish was found on the fifth of Sep-
tember, during a prevalence of thick weather. Mr. Mosman fortunately seized 
an opening and obtained good observations for longitude; with an approximate 
latitude, the position is in latitude, 530 35' and longitude 164° 101, and near it 
soundings were obtained in fifty fathoms of water, the lead bringing up sand 
and a small star-fish. vVith thick drizzly weather the vessel drifted to the 
northwest by com pas~, un6l sixty-five fathoms were strnck with sandy, peb-
bly bottom. Here the lead-line was baited, and while on the bottom the 
first cod took the hook. 'rhe fish proved very plenty, fat, and bit eagerly; 
frequently two were brought up on a double-hooked line, and sometimes three 
were brought up on a line with three hooks. The largest measured thirty-seven 
inches in length, and several reached thirty-six inches. '.rhe finest was thirty-
six inches long, twenty-three inches girth, and weighed twenty-seven pounds; 
was very fat, aud certainly of as fine if not finer flavor than cod I had eaten 
eleven months before, freshly caught on the south coast of N ewfonndland. 
The vessel drifted all the afternoon over this bank, with the same depth of 
water and fish biting well, although all appeared in capital condition and their 
maws full of food, such as squid, halibut-head, fish the size of a herring, sea-lice, 
&c., &c. We got no observations that noon or afternoon, nor any all tbe next 
day, on account of thick, foggy, drizzling weather, but the vessel could not 
have been far from latitude 530 40' and longitude 1640 30', lying 65 miles east-
southeast true from the middle of the Akoutan pass, and 40 miles south-south-
east from the Unimal pass. The weather w-as altogether too unfavorable to make 
an extended examination of this locality. The fifty-fathom position is 40 
miles broad off the nearest island of the Kriniatzkin group, lying between 
Ounimak and Oonalaska. Much deeper water, 104 fathoms, over a bottom of 
black sand, was subsequently found in latitude 530 3S', longitude 165° 251, forty-
three miles westward of the above cod bank, and twenty-five miles broad off 
the islands. 
In addition to the already acknowledged success of the cod-fishers from San 
.Francisco and Victoria, and our own experience, I add that of Captain Bryant, 
formerly a whaler in the North Pacific, and now an influential member of the 
Massachusetts legislature, quoting fror:1 your notes of May 2G : "Behring's sea 
is a mighty reservoir of cod and halibut, so that he never threw over his lines 
without bringing up fish in whatever part of the sea he might happen." The 
soundings of this sea, and of the Arctic ocean north of Behring's strait, indicate 
it as the most remarkable submarine plateau of such great extent yet known. 
On the eastern half of this sea soundings of less than fifty fathoms are found 
over an extent of eighteen thousand square miles. 
" South of Alaska, at a distance of say fifty miles from shore, there are banks 
running parallel to the coast, admirable for cod-fishing; these banks can usually 
be recognized by the lighter color of the water." · 
The fishing smacks carry their bait from San Francisco at a cost of about one 
hundred dollars in gold for a one-hundred-ton vessel. We fished with clams, 
the schizotherus nuttallii, obtained at Fort Simpson on our way up; but there 
are plenty of small fish, herring, clams, &c., suitable for bait, in all the harb(ws 
along the coast. 
The i'mportance of the possession of these islands can hardly be overestimated; 
not only can our fishermen enter and fish in every bay when heavy weather 
compels them to leave the banks, but they give ample opportunities for the suc-
cessful curing of the fish, certainly as great, if not greater, than I saw on the 
south shore of N ewfounclland. Instead of making the long trip to and from 
San Francisco, and of keeping the fish so long in salt, especially if imperfectly 
cleaned, it appears feasible to make a general depot and curing establishment, 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--17 
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as at Kodiak, whence vessels could carry the catch of all the smacks, which 
might readily refit in winter and be ready for the opening of the next season. 
I mention Kodiak as affording the nearest available timber for repairs, and as 
already a depot for the ice crop of the Pacific. . 
In conversation with the governor of the Russian colonies upon the value of 
the cod fisheries, he acknowledged that the Russian government had not been 
aware of the extent, value, and importance of the cod grounds as a new industry 
in the Pacific. While its commercial value is so great to us, it will prove of 
great :::ervice to the Aleutians, who are patient, skilful, and fearless in their fish-
ing. Under proper guidance they may be very profitably employed in the 
taking and curing of fish; and in order that our fi shermen may know where to 
find labor among these islands, I have procured from the priest of the Unalaska 
district the population of every village from Alton to U nga. 'rhese statistics 
will be found under the head of population, &c. · 
'.rhe waters surrounding the 'l'erritory of Alaska ha·1e alway::; been celebrat~d 
for their whale fisheries, and the Russian American Company formerly paid 
some attention to this branch of industry and profit, and had surveys made in 
Cook's inlet for ascertaining the proper anchorages and harbors for their whalers 
in winter. They even established a ship-building establishment in one of the 
bays between Prince vVilliam's sound and Cook's inlet. But as the whaling 
was not so remunerative as the fur trade, their whole efforts were directed to the full 
legitimate development of that business. Some of the Russian navigat'lrs inform 
me that their best whaling ground, from the middle of June to the middle of 
July, was in the region named Fairweather ground by the American whalers, 
and lying between the Pamplona reef and the shores off Mount Fairweather. 
'.rhe richness of this locality is confirmed by all the old navigators and fur 
traders, who found t.hese waters abounding in whales, especially in the region 
of the Barren islands between the peninsula of Kenay and the island of Kodiak. 
As early as June 4, (1787,) Dixon, when four or five leagues off Port Mulgrave, 
found many whales playing about his ship. Captain Bryant, in his notes, sayR 
that Fairweather ground is at proper seasons the great receptacle of the mollusk 
called " whale's food," (clio, a small animal with a flat head, body, and taillike 
a tadpole, but having in addition a pair of wings, by means of which it pro-
greflses.) 
The clio boTealis inhabits the Arctic seas, and when the weather is calm is so 
abundant that the surface of the ocean is covered by them. They swarm in 
such myriads as to serve as the great part of the food of the whales. 
"'l'his mollusk drifts along with the coast current towards the west at the 
rate of about one mile per hour. During this season the sea and all the adjacent 
bays are filled with the whale. The mollusk collects under the lee of the sub-
marine range of Pamplona. The whaling season continues from the last of 
,June to the middle of July." 
It becomes an interesting question to trace back the path of this mollusk; 
the indications of whale in the vicinity of the divide of the Japan current, about 
latitude 4 70 and longitude 147°, are such as to suggest the probability of the 
mollusk being brought by the great stream towards the coast. The old navi-
gators notice many whales in that region as early as April. 
About Unalaska we saw numbers of sperm whale in September, and in Au-
gust the sperm whaler, William Gifford, was entering the north strait of Kodiak 
to fill up, reporting as having left the coast of Queen Charlotte's island, where 
four other sperm whalers were fishing this season. The Gifford was out from 
New Bedford since November, 1863, her .time being five years. She had sent 
home 2, 700 gallons of sperm oil, worth $90,000 in gold, and had on board four 
hundred barrels more, intending to take nothing but sperm whale, until near the 
end of her cruise. 
The command of all the bays and straits of the north west coast resorted to 
,../ 
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by the whale gives very great advantages to our whalers, that need only be 
mentioned to be appreciated : fishing at all seasons, opportunities to winter 
and refit, depots for cargoes, and regularity in transshipping them to the east or 
to the Pacific ports. 
A great many whales are found in the straits of the Archipelago Alexander, 
bnt the very deep water is a drawback to successful fishing. 
For the last six years the whaling fleet of the Arctic has averaged not less 
than eighty vessels, of which seventy belonged to the U nitcd States. 'l1heir 
average catch in those waters amounts to not less than twelve hundred barrels 
each, and about ~0,000 pounds of whalebone, reckoning the latter at sixteen 
pounds to the barrel of oil. One reason given to me by the whalers for pre-
ferring the Arctic regions over the gulf of Alaska is the shallower water. In 
the Arctic ocean and Behring sea the depth of water is about thirty fathoms, 
and the whale, in "sounding," after being struck, drives his head into the muddy 
bottom, and bas it covered with mud when he rises. 'l,he whaler learns readily 
where and when he will rise in .such a depth ; but in the deeper waters of the 
gnlf of Alaska, the whale does not strike bottom in sounding, and it is very 
difficult to estimate where he will rise, and not unfrequently sounds again and 
again, anc1 thus draws the boats far from the vessel. 
WALRUS IVORY. 
Coal harbor, on the north side of the island of U nga, has been the point for 
receiving the walrus tusks, obtained from the Walrus islands, on the north side 
of the Alaska peninsula. During the winter the walrus is said to be driven 
by great bodies of ice into the larger bay, thirty miles long and ten miles wide, 
embracing the Walrus islands. Here the Indians kill them, secure the tusks, 
and trade them to an employe of the Russian American Company stationed at 
the storehouse in Moller's bay, at the mouth of a small stream in latitude 55° 
551, and longitude 1600 411• Hence the stock was carried on the shoulders of 
the natives, or on dog-sledges, across the peninsula to the head of Portage bay, 
twelve miles deep by fonr miles wide, and lying north-northwest and south-
southeast by compass, and directly north of U nga island. Iu Portage bay they 
are met by another body of Indians in their bidarkas, or skin canoe3, f~·om 
Coal harbor, whither the tusks are transported. In some seasons ten tons of 
these tusks are secured by the Indians, and they are valued at seventy cents 
(gold) per pound at Sitka Large quantities of the tusks are obtained in trade 
and capture b_y the Arctic whalers, who also try out the oil. 
The systematic hunting of the walrus, prompted by better prices than have 
been paid by the barely life-sustaining tariff of the Russian American Company, 
will develop this valuable branch of industry. Arctic whalers j nst from those 
waters assure me that the number of these animals is incalculable. 
HERRING. 
In September, when drawing the seine for salmon at Iloolook harbor, several 
herring were obtained of large size, fatter and of much finer flavor than the 
herring 'caught on the California coast. No information was obtained of the 
season when they visit the coast. 'l1hey are found in the vicinity of Sitka, 
and doubtless visit the whole seaboard. Portlock mentions that, "when hauling 
the seine, he caught large quantities of herring and some salmon. The herrings, 
though small, were very good, and two hogsheads of them were salted for sea 
store." 
The herring, besides its own intrinsic value, has an important bearing on the 
question of the cod fisheries in supplying bait, which is now carried from San 
Francisco for that purpose at large prices. 
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'POPULATION AND GENERAL CHAHACTERISTICS OF THE INHABITANTS. 
It is not necessary to enter into an elaborate account of the divisions and 
~ubdivisions of the Indian races that inhabit the seaboa~·d of Alaska, although 
I have had translated some materials upon that subject; nor is it expected that 
I will give any account of the manners and customs of the people. 
The annexed official table of the population of Alaska, excluding Esquimaux, 
Koloshians, and inland tribes, has been obtained, through the kindness of Prince 
Maksoutuff, from the archives of the Russian American Company at Sitka, and 
includes the Russian half-breeds, (known throughout this territory as Creoles,) 
the Aleutians, which embrace the Aglemootians of Alaska peninsula, and the 
natives of Cook's inlet, or Kenay bay, Prince William's so1md, and Copper 
river. 'l'he inhabitants of Lemusin, Behring, and Copper islands, are embraced 
by the table; but in arriving at the numbers now subject to the laws of the 
United States, they and the Russians are excluded from the final enumeration. 
'l'he total adult and minor population then stands 4,511 males and 4,505 females. 
'l'he Koloshes are inhabitants of the Alexander archipelago, and extend as 
far west as Copper rlver, whither many of them go to trade every season; they 
are supposed to number fifteen hundred or two thousand, although 'l'ebenkoff 
places them at 40,000! and describes them as a fierce and treacherous race. 
The Esquimaux, north of Norton sound and round the Arctic shores, are 
estimated by Beechy to number twenty-five hundred. 
Through the courtesy of the officers of the company, I am aLle to further 
subdivide the survey given in the table among their respective islands and 
districts: 
On the island of Alton, 115 male and 105 female Aleutians. 
On the island of Atcha, 146 male and 159 female Aleutians. 
On the island of St. Paul, 147 male andl36 female Aleutians. 
The population of the islands and villages uf the Unalaska ancl U uga dis-
tricts was kindly furnished me by the priest of Iloolook, and differs slightly 
from the rec.ords at Sitka. It is here given in extenso, as indicating to our 
fishermen and traders where labor can be procured. It is compiled for the 
year 1867. · 
On Oonalaska island: 
In the Illoolook settlement.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153 156 
:Makushiuski village . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 26 
Koshu-ghin-ski. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 33 
r.rcheruofski . ... . ... ' . . . . . . . ........... ' ...•. ' . . . 33 29 
Setshekinski . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 28 
Imagwinski. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 1{) 
Making a total of 570 souls on Oonalaska island. 
On Biorka island- - . -- - - . - . - .. - - •. ___ ... __ - ........ _ . 43 42 
.A.kon . - - ..... - - - . . . . . ... - - .. - - ... - . . ...... - - . . 50 49 
.A. vatanok- . - ....... - - - . - .... __ . . ...•... __ ..... _ . 22 23 
Fidalga ..... _ ....... __ ... _ .... _ ...... __ .. __ ... _ _ 21 22 
Svin-noy. - . - ..•...... _ ..... _ .... __ ... _ ...• _ . . . . . 13 9 
U mnak .......•..•... ___ ........ _ . . . . . ____ ... _ . . 50 51 
Making a total population of Oonalaska district 96.5. 
UNGA IHSTRICT. 
On U nga island ...... - - ... _ ......... _ .... _ ........ _ . 80 84 
Korovinski ................ _ ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 12 
Ascension ........ - ... - .......... , . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 15 
U uin1ok .... - .......... _ ..... _ .. __ . _ ........... _ . 28 29 
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Peninsula Alaska : Males. Fem'a1efl .. 
In Pavlofski village. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 21 
Belkofski village.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 103 
Mmjheski village ............ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 3& 
Making a total population of the Unga district 558. 
On St. Paul island... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156 150' 
St. G·eorge island................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 75 
Making a total population, under the charg·e of the Priest of Oonalaska, of' 
1,968 souls. 
Upon the islands of Kodiak and Afognak there are of Russians, 50 males; 
of Creoles, adult males, 209; children, 240; adult females, 216 ; children, 196 ; 
of Aleutians, adult ~ales, 628; children, 326 ; adult females, 560; children, 
324; making a total of 2,499. 'l'he Koloshia_n colony, at St. Paul, formed of 
redeemed slaves of Sitka, is not enumerated; judging from the number of 
houses, they probably number sixty people. 
On Alaska peninsula, opposite Kodiak, there are of Aglemootians, 439 adult 
males, and 311 children; of adult females 422, . and 261 children; making a 
total of 1,433. 
'l'he Indians about the entrance to Cook's inlet, and round to Copper river, 
number 223 adult males, and 151 children ; 225 adult females, and 113 children. 
The Indians in the northern part of Cook's inlet number 324 adult males, 
and 167 children; 393 adult females, and 203 children. 
'The Aleutians are very distinct in their looks, rnanners, language, and cus-
toms from all the other Indians of the northwest, and many of them bear a 
close resemblance to the less marked of the .Japanese, so muchv so that the q ues-
tion at once arises whether this people has not been directly derived from cast-
away or ship-wrecked inhabitants of Japan, carried thither by the Kamtschatka 
branc.l1 of the great Japanese stream ; but it is not our province to investigate 
the problem in this place. They are a quiet, patient people, gifted with a great 
deal of ingenuity, and always trusted implicitly by the Russians. The priei3t of 
the Unalaska district is an Aleutian, and a man of more than ordinary natural 
ability and taste. The surgeon of the company service at Illoolook, now the 
Coast Survey tidal observer, is also a full-blooded native, who will, I feel satis-
fied, acquit himself creditably iu his observations. Many of the block-houses 
of the Russian Company are constructed by the Aleutians; and the church at 
Illoolook is a good specimen of their workmanship ; even the capitals of the 
interior wooden columns were carved by them with rude means. 'l'hey make 
skilful mechanics, and the principal mechanician and instrument-repairer at 
Sitka is an Aleute, who early displayed talent, and was seut, at the company's 
expense, to St. Petersburg, where he learned tlHl business of an optician. His 
workmanship exhibits talent that needed a large field to develop. r.rhis man's 
wife, a full"blooded Indian, and their daughter, attended by command the ball 
given to the United States officers by the Prince and Princess Maksoutoff, 
during our stay at Sitka. 
rrhe bidarkas or skin canoes of the Aleutes, constructed for one, two or three 
persons, are fine specimens of ingenuity and form; the light frame is constructed 
of wood, where the article is so scarce that it must be brought from Kodiak or 
sought for on the beaches. In the management of these canoes they display 
cool courage and thorough knowledge of their capabilities. In the early days 
of the first sea otter lwnters, they made coast voyages of a thousand to fifteen 
hundred miles with them, travelling from Unalaska as far as Sitka sound. Van-
couver found seven hundred of these canoes, with fifteen hundred natives of 
Unalaska and Kodiak, as far eastward as Behring bay. Baranoff took six 
hundred of these canoes and one thousand men to ~itka in 1804. As models 
they are not excelled by any of those I have seen on the Pacific coast ; and as. 
'imple mechanical constructions, they are vastly superior to any southward. 
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Their large skin boats, bidars, capable of carrying from forty to sixty persons, 
were used in trading between distant islands as far as St. Paul and St. George, 
when the Russians first reached the country. They are still in m::e, and were 
employed at Oolachta harbor to coal the Lincoln. 
'rhe Aleutes are very ingenious in their traps for catching the smaller fur-
bearing animals, very neat in their spears, walrus barbs, and sinew twine, and 
apt in adopting the simplest means to obtain their ends. I have a specimen of 
their application of the cam in so trifling an article as a clasp for holding the 
edge of any fabric which they are sewing. They soon become very handy with 
the use of ordinary tools, do good blacksmith work, use the lathe, &c.; but 
unfortunately have had few incentives to continued industry and improvement. 
The great number of officially recognized holidays during the year-eighty-six 
besides Sundays-has a very bad effect upon their industry, and tends to keep 
them close acquaintances with poverty. In fact, the want of incentive for in-
dustry is the great drawback to development in general on this coast, and would 
appear to have been the unexpressed but inevitable policy of the Russian Ameri-
can Company. 
In carving figures from walrus tusks, or the tusks of the fossil mammoth found 
on Kotzebue sound, the Alentes display patience, and in many cases considerable 
ingenuity, constructing out of walrus tusk small figures of hunters, rocks, seal, 
and fish, representating the practice of seal hunting, making mimic representa-
tion of their dancing and musical entertainments, &c., &c. 
In -hunting the sea otter and seals they exhibit their tenacity of purpose by 
watching for days at a time rather than lose the object of their pursuit. They 
do not use the bow and arrow but the small iYory-lie:;c,ded spear, thrown with 
the aid of a hand board, and their exhibitions of skill proved their expertness 
and proficiency. Most of the crew~ of the Russian Company's vessels arc com-
posed of Aleutes, but they do not make the hardy sailor that the European or 
American does. 
Another peculiarity we noticed in their favor at Unalaska: whenever a woman 
was one of two or three persons in a bidarka, she was not compelled to use the 
paddle, as we have heretofore invariably seen on the Pacific coast. 
No murder has been committed among the Aleutians for the last fifty years, 
and when one did occur the whole race was horror-struck. 
Of the Kolol3hians, of the Alexander archipelego, we have seen comparatively 
little. They have forty large houses outside the stockade at Sitka, averaging 
thirty feet front by fifty deep and twenty in height, constructed mostly of boards 
from two to four feet wide, which they make from the spruce and cedar Enor-
mous posts and beams form the frame, amd they are roofed with boards similar 
to the sides, but have no chimneys, only an opening in the roof for the exit of 
smoke. Some of them have pretentious to comfort and cleanliness inside, having 
well-scrubbed boards laid for a floor, round the centre space ofsix or seven feet 
square, which is filled in with pebbles and used as the fireplace. Their canoes, 
hollowed from the trunks of trees, display much less ingenuity and grace than 
those of the Chinooks of the Columbia river, or the Clallams of the Straits of J uca 
and Admiralty inlet. 'rhey have always been a fighting race, attacking the 
early traders and discoverers whenever they could do so at an advantage. 'fhey 
attacked Vancouver's boats upon several occasions, and in 1798 attacked and 
destroyed the first settlement of Sitka, a few miles westward of the present lo-
cation. In 1804 they had a stockaded village and fort at the present site of 
Siika, with several four and six-pounders worked by American traders, and 
sustained an attack from the Neva under Lisiansky. 'fhe error in all the past 
policy of treating with them has been to acknowledge the importance and power 
of their chiefs, so as to secure their trade in furs from rival traders. 'I' his error 
has been continued to the present day, and upon the slightest opportunity, or 
for fancied sHght, they assume immense airs, swagger with cool insolence, and 
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threaten war. The practice of the Russian American Company of selling to 
them certain quantities of rum has transmitted to our government a legacy preg-
nant with many evils. 'rhe policy of trading fire-arms, powder, and ball to 
them for temporary gain in trade has assisted in degenerating the race and 
effectually destroyed their natural wealth, the sea otter. 
The problem to be solved is a peculiar one, and it would be out of plare in 
me to make suggestions as to the best policy to be pursued in treating them, 
especially as the present military governor, Major General J. C. Davis, com-
bines the requisites for success in managing and controlling them, although his 
policy must suffer much derangement by the illicit introduction of spirituous 
liquors, so readily and secretly effected through the hundreds of harbors and 
channels of this archipelago, especially as the Indians, from a love of rum, assist 
in warning and hiding the smugglers. Uniform kindness, strict justice, prompt 
decision, and rigid execution of purpose are the corner-stones of any policy by 
which they can be humanely governed. 
As traders they are shrewd, long in deciding, exacting presents after a bargain 
is made, and do not hesitate to break any contract. On the Stakeen river they 
caused some annoyance to the early miners, but of late they have not proved 
troublesome, especially since the death of two prominent hostile chiefs. The In-
dians from the neighborhood of Kaki are the same that sent a canoe load of fight-
ing men, about the year 1856, all the way from the Clarence strait to \Vhidbay 
island, in Washington Territory, to behead a collector of customs, Ehey, in re-
taliation for the killing of one of their chief men when the United States steamer 
J\fassachusetts opened her batteries on the temporary encampment of Stakeen 
or Kaki Indians, on the sand point opposite the saw-mills of Port Gamble, ·where 
the men were employed as laborers. 
'rwo or three years since some of the sub-tribes, twenty or thirty miles west 
of the Stakecn, captured the English trading schooner Royal Charlie, murdered 
her crew, and plundered and scuttled the vessel. In May, 1862, between two 
hundred and fifty and three hundred of the Indians on the west side of Chatham 
:strait, and about twenty-five miles north of Cross sound, seizfld the captain and 
-chief trader of the Hudson Bay Company's steamer Labonchere, of seven hun-
dred tons, on the quarter-deck, and taking possession of the vessel drove the 
-crew forward. But parleying took place, and the crew having a large gun 
trained aft, agreed to fire off their rifles, the Indians afterwards doing the same, 
and finally leaving the vessel, which at night quietly steamed away and was 
afraid to return for a year. It is bnt just to the Indian chiefs to say that when 
the vessel returned they covered her deck with fine sea-otter and other skins as 
a present to the captain and trader and a token of peace. One or two other 
instances of attack upon small traders have been brought to rny notice, but 
€nough has been stated to show that these Indians must be treated with firmness. 
The commercial rivalry that has existed between the traders of the Russian 
American Company and the Hudson Bay Company, which held a trading lease 
{)f part of the Russian sea-bound territory, has tended to keep alive and engen-
der excited feelings on the part of the Indians. Illicit traders, with whiskey in 
their cargo, will heighten all the bad passions of the race. Tebenkoff says the 
Koloshes are treacherous, proud, and fond of gain, but that the first quality has 
been gradually controlled since the introduction of steamers in the fur trade, 
the Indians acknowledging that these vessels can find them out promptly and 
punish them. 
The natives inhabiting the ·coast between Behring bay and Prince William's 
sound are called Ogalent2;; they are not numerous, reckoning only about thirteen 
hundred souls, and living upon fish and the products of the soil and trade. 
The Coast Indians on the southwestern part of the Alexander archipelago are 
Hyders, and belong to the nation that occupies the Queen Charlotte's islands. 
From Portland canal southward towards Vancouver's island, along the main and 
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the bordering archipelago, the Chimsoasin nation holds the country nearly to 
Millbank sound, where the Bellbellas commence and continue down Johnstone 
straits. 
Of the characteristics of the natives of Prince William's sound, Cook's inlet, 
and Alaska peninsula we have no recent information. They doubtless have 
changed in many respects since the fur trading has given them means of clo'thing 
and luxury to which none of them are averse. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CAPES, BAYS, HARBORS, ISLA~DS, &C. 
It would be almost impossible, within reasonable limits, and certainly beyond 
the labor of one person in the time allowed, to give a detailed description of 
the great numbers of known harbors and anchorages, rocks, islands, and points 
that abound in the Alexander archipelago. Indeed so numerous are they that 
many of them are yet unexplored or known only in general characteristics to 
the trader. From Icy strait and the mouth of the Chilkaht to the head of 
Puget sound this great labyrit1th of waters stands unequalled in the worlrl fo1< 
safe and bold inland navigation. The scherries of Finland and the fiords of 
Norway sink into insignificance before the great dimensions of these straits and 
sounds. By their exploration and description Vancouver is entitled to indispu-
table celebrity. A number of harbors have been partially examined and pre-
liminarily surveyed by the old navigators and by the officers of the Russian 
American Company. Many of these have been already published in detached 
form in books and maps, and charts of travel, but no attempt was made to arrange 
them in any sort of order until Tebenkoff undertook to aggregate the labors of 
Vancouver, La Perouse, Kotzebue, Beechy and others, with the numerous Rus-
sian explorations, in an atlas of thirty-eight charts published in 1848. This 
descriptive memoir does not t11l the r~quirements of a directory of the coast, but 
is more occupied with the names of the officers who made certain explorations. 
Many of these tentative examinations were made in their searches for new fields of 
traffic, for winter harbors for the whalers of the company, and also to instruct 
the mates in such duties, and to familiarize them with the different parts of the 
coast. 
By very numerous voyages and systematic reports, combined with compara-
tively recent English and French explorations, they have improved the general 
geographical positions of prominent points and harbors along the whol~ coast 
and on the line of the Aleutians, although a vast amount of general, and especially 
of detailed labor, is yet to be accomplished. In fact there is not even a small 
map of any part of the coast, or of any harbor, which can be counted as worth 
more than a reconnaissance or preliminary survey. 'rhe shortness of the work-
ing season and its uncertainty, combined with the paramount object of the fur 
trade, accounts for the lack of geographical knowledge of this coast, and in con-
sideration of these drawbacks I think the company de:::erves great credit for the 
amount of geographical work they have accomplished. 
DIXO~ SOUND. 
This sheet of water, opening upon the Pacific ocean, lies between the north 
side of Queen Charlotte's sound and the south capes and shores of the Alexan-
der archipelago, between the latitudes of 540 101 and 54° 35', and longitudes 
131° and 13310. :From the north part lead several straits and sounds ; from 
the northeastern part leads the channel to Portland canal, the southern dividing 
, line between British Columbia and Alaska. 
Dixon sound opens southward upon extensive waters leading southward 
among the islands. It is comparatively free from dangers, having, however, a 
few rocks on the north side that are reported to be not well laid clown. 
It is named on some maps Granitza sound, and on others Kygane strait. It 
was discovered and named by Dixon. 
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PORTLAND CANAL. 
This extensive arm of Dixon sound forms the southeastern dividing line be-
tween British Columbia and Alaska; commences in latitude 54° 41' according 
to Vancouver's map, and the entrance lies between Point Maskelyne, on the 
mainland near Fort Simpson, and Point Wales, upon an island lying northwest 
from Point Maskelyne. Vancouver places the latter in latitude 54° 42~1 , longi-
tude 1500 15' west, (vol. 1, p. 327,) while the position of Point Wale~ from the 
map is in 540 41~ 1 , and longitude 150° 201• "The entrance is not more than 
two and a half miles across, and this, at the distance of a few miles, seemed to 
Ge materially contracted." l<"rom the entrance the canal runs north 350 east 
twenty miles, with an average width of three miles, with channels breaking off 
to the east and west, where it receives Observatory inlet, a large branch which 
comes about forty miles from the north-northeast. The north point dividing 
the inlet from the canal was named by Vancouver, Point Ramsden, and placed 
in latitude 540 591, and longitude 149° 57~' west, (page 336.) At first, when 
entering upon the survey of the canal and inlet, Vancouver was "uncertain 
which to consider the main branch." (Vol. 2, p. 330.) 
The canal continues from the above point with the course north 23° west, for 
seven miles; then north 300 east, for thirteen miles; north 20° west, for thirteen 
miles; north 7° west, for ten miles; north 270 east, for nine miles, and terminates 
in latitude 55° 451, and longitude 1490 54'. (Page 340, vol. 2.) 
'J.1he distance, on the above courses, taken from Vancouver's map, sum np 
seventy-two miles, and in his narrative he says the total "distance from its 
entrance to its mouth is about seventy miles; which, in honor of the noble 
family of Bentinck, I named Portland's canal." (Page 371, vol. 2.) 
"'rhe shores of this inlet were nearly straight, and in general little more than 
a mile asunder, composed mostly of high rocky cliffs covered with pine trees 
to a considerable height; but the more interior country was a compact body of 
high barren mountains, covered with snow, (July 29, 1793.) As we pursued 
this branch, salmon in great plenty were leaping in all directions ; seals and 
sea-otter were also seen in great numbers, even ''There the water was nearly 
fresh, and which was the case for upwards of twenty miles from its termination." 
(Vol. 2, p. 340.) 
CLARENCE SOUND. 
From tbe north side of Dixon's sound, in longitude 1312°, Clarence sound 
opens with a width of fifteen to twenty miles; runs in a general northwest by 
north direction for one hundred and twenty miles; thence westward twenty 
miles; and finally south-southeast for twenty-five miles, with tbe large islands 
called Coronation and Wan·en, at its western entrance, where it mingles its waters 
with those at the entrance to Chatham strait. The average width of the whole 
sound is about seven miles, but at some places its available channel is much 
reduced by islets and rocks. In a measure it surrounds the island called Prince 
of Wales, the southern point of which is the initial point of the boundary line 
between Alaska and British Columbia. Numerous straits are reported to exist 
through parts of this large island, dividing it into an extensive group, and is 
hence sometimes called the Prince of Wales archipelago. From the eastern 
side of Clarence straits great arms penetrate in a general direction to the north-
eastward until they reach the base of the Coast mountains; these arms or inlets 
are known as the Boca-de-quadra, Behm's canal, a large one not named, Ernest's 
sound, Stakeen sound, Wrangel's straits, &c. Their waters are navigable, the 
shores generally very bold and covered with timber; and the whole forming. an 
intricacy of inland navigation difficult to describe in detail, and best studied on 
the chart. The southwestern and parts of the eastern shores of Prince of Wales 
archipelago have remained unexp1ored since the examinations of the Spaniards, 
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who left little more than numerous names to prominent capes, points, unexplored 
bays and straits. 
Clarence sound forms part of that vast and unparalleled system of deep inland 
navigation extending from latitude 470 031 to 590 15'. 
The southeasternmost anchorage and Indian village in Alaska is on the main-
land just east of Cape 1!-..,ox, and about fifteen miles northwest from Fort Simp-
son, with an intricacy of small bays and channels leading north and east, and 
connecting with the Portland canal. 
FORT SIMPSON. 
'rhe most available anchorage in this vicinity at present known, is in the cove 
abreast of Fort Simpson, in latitude-, longitude-, where the Hudson Bay 
Company have a stockaded trading post, the principal one for a1l the extent of 
country north of Beaver harbor. 
A small sketch showing the anchorage and the approaches for two miles has 
been published by the British admiralty. 
CAPE NORTHUMBERLA~D. 
This is the southern point of the entrance to Clarence sound and lying be-
tween it and the '.rongas narrows. It is the extremity of the group of islands 
called the Gravina group; is low, close to the water, but rises to high ridges of 
a thousand or fifteen hundred feet, wooded from the water's edge to the summits. 
vVhen coming out of the Tougas narrows a low wooded islet is seen lying off 
the cape. Vancouver describes the dangers around the cape as follows : (Vol. 
11, p. 380.) The southernmost of the rocks lying off Cape Northumberland is 
a round lump of barren rock, very small, always above water, and which has 
some breakers lying at a little distance off its southeast side. The southeastern-
most of these rocks lies from the south rock north 43° east, distant four and a 
half miles, and is a low, flat, double rock, always above water, but has much 
broken ground in the neighborhood. 'rhe southwesternmost rocks are two small 
rocks above watel', with much broken ground to the north and northeast of them 
and in a direct line to the southeasternmost rocks. They bear from the south 
rock north 440 west, distant five and a half miles. Between these and the 
eastern shore lie many dangerous rocks and breakei:s ; but no dangers appeared 
northward of the south rock, between it and the other rocks, where the channel 
to all appearance appeared to be free from impediments. He does not give the 
distance of that southernmost rock from the cape, bnt puts it in latitude 54 ° 441• 
On the chart it is placed 7~ miles south of Northumberland cape. 'rebenkoff 
places the southernmost islet inlatitude 54° 46~ 1 , longitude 1310 13', and five 
miles so nth of the cape, with the track of the Russian vessels on either side. 
PORT GARD~ER. 
The first bay and anchorage in the entrance to Clarence sound is Port Gardner, 
on the western side, and eight miles north-northeast of the southeastern extremity 
(Cape Chacon) of Prince of Wales island. 'rhe entrance is in latitude 54° 49', 
longitude 131° 451, and ou Tebenkoff's atlas is laid down about a mile wide and 
two miles deep, expanding into an ample basin inside the mouth, which has an 
islet and rock in it. The course to enter this bay is marked on another Russian 
chart as on the north side of the islet. No depth of water or details are given. 
Another bay and anchorage is indicated as a stopping place for trading ves-
sels about two miles further northward, along· the same shore. 
In latitude 55° 01 1 there is marked another small bay and anchorage on the 
south side of the southeast point of the entrance to Moira sound. No name is 
given to this anchorage, but the large bay filled with islands just to the south-
ward is called Tchitchagoff by the Russians. 
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TONGAS BAY 
Is on the easteru side of the sound, on the middle one of the three large islands 
forming the Gravina group lying between Tougas narrows and Clarence sound. 
'fhere are two entrances to this harbor, separated by a large wooded island, or 
rather by a group of five or six smaller islands. Both are in latitude 54 ° 59', 
and the islands separating them are in longitude 131° 23', and have an extent 
of two miles each way. Point Davison (named by Vancouver) is the southwest 
point of the Gravina island, and forms part of the shore to the western entrance. 
There is an extensive reef off this point, stretching southwestward about a mile 
and a half. The eastern point, being the south point of the island in the entrance, 
is named Point Percy, and the passage between these points is two miles wide 
and runs about northeast for four miles, coutrac1s to a mile in widt.h, when it 
runs north one mile, northwest two miles, where it suddenly contracts to a very 
narrow passage to the west for half a mile, and expands to a large basin two 
miles long, north and south, and one and a half wide, east and west, with ten to 
fifteen fathoms of water in it. Where the channel is first contracted to one 
mile in width the soundings range from thirty to twenty fathoms, with anchorages 
of fifteen to twenty fathoms in several places. There are several small islets 
in the channel, but they have deep water close to them. 
Rough plans are given of this bay by Tebenkoff and in other Russian charts 
from that of Etolina. The rise and fall of tide is stated at fourteen feet. 
GRAVINA ISLANDS. 
The three large islands and numerous small ones designateu as the Gra-
vina group have never been outlined. T,yo large channels pass through them 
from fJlarence sound to the 'l'ongas narrows, which opens into the sound in lati-
tude 55° 28', and has several anchorages throughout its length, with a very 
pretty basin on the east side of the northern entrance and two or three miles 
inside the northern point. '.rhis basin has a small islet in its entran<;e, and 
anchorage is obtained in twelve to fifteen fathoms of water over a muddy bottom. 
At the north entrance to 'l'onga8 narrows the north arm of Behring's canal 
leads from Clarence sounu to the north-northeast. 
MOIHA SOCND. 
The entrance to this sound lies in about latitude 550 02', is about two miies in 
width, and has several islets off each point. It penetrates Wales island about 
six miles to the southwest ; then turns sharply to the northwest for six or eight 
rni}es, beading near the heads of Oholmondely sound, which comes from the 
north-northeast. and Tliakak bay, which comes from the southwest from Cor-
dova bay. 
"The land in the neighborhood of Moira sound is high and rather steep 
towards Clarence sound; but north of 'vVedge island, (in latitude 55° 97',) the 
straight and compact shores are moderately eleyated, and the interior country is 
composed of lofty though uneven mountains, producing an almost impenetrable 
forest of pine trees from the water side nearly to their summits, but by no means 
so high as we had been accustomed to see in the more inland country." (Van-
couver, 2, p. 3tH.) 
CHOLMO;\TDELEY SOli~D. 
In latitnue ~5 ° 17', Point Tchacihe, or Watch Point, runs two miles directly 
west to the eastern side of the entrance to Cholmondeley sound, one or two miles 
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wide, and off which lie several islands. rrhis sound runs south-southwest for 
ten or twelve miles and opens into se~reral unexplored arms. 'rhe head of the 
main body of water lies near the heads of Moira sound and of Tliakak bay, 
which opens into the northeast part of the unexplored bay of Cordova. On 
the inside of the entrance to the sound and on the eastern side lies the native 
settlement of Chasintzeff. 
KAZARN BAY. 
An anchorage is laid down at the entrance of Kazarn bay, the opening to 
which lies in latitude 55° 271, longitude 1320 011, one and a half mile inside 
the point eastward of it. A large island lies northeast of this point; while a 
broad unexplored arm of the sound runs westward of Kazarn. 'l_lhe bay is four 
miles long, about one mile wide, runs about south-southwest, and has a settle-
ment at its head. 
A second bay lies just west of Kazarn and is represented as unexplored. 
r he great arm running to the westward is said to bend to the northwest, and 
finally to bend to the eastward, opening again upon Clarence sound in latitude 
55° 40', where the Russian chart has an anchorage, and another five miles to 
the southeast. 
PORT STEWART. 
In the north arm of Behring's canal, opening into the east side of Clarence, 
in latitude 559 301, at the head of Tongas narrows, lies Port Stewart, off which 
the islets three-eighths of a mile northwest of the south point lies in~latitude 
55° 38' 15", longitude 131° 36 1, on the western side of the canal. From the 
south point the north point bears north by west one and a half mile. 
The general direction of the bay is northwest, and the depth two niiles; but 
the upper part of the bay, receiving a small stream, is nearly filled by a flat at 
its western part, leaving a small bay in the north part land-locked with from 
six to nine fathoms of water, and one-quarter of a mile in extent; this has a 
narrow channel with seven fathoms close to the north shore, and rocks and 
shoal ground to the south of the channel. 
The-islets on the south shore are nearly connected by shoals only visible at 
low water; but good entrance may be had in :fifteen to twenty fathom'l to the 
northward, and between them and a row of three smaller islets one-quarter of 
a mile off the northern shore. One-quarter of a mile south of north point ia a 
rocky patch with deep water all around. 
On the same side of Behring's canal, six miles north of Port Stewart, lies the 
opening to an extensive bay running four miles west-northwest, with islets and 
rocks in the entrance, and an extensive settlement noted at the head on Teben-
koff's chart. This bay has no name on the charts. 
The point of land making out between Behring's canal and Clarence sound is 
called Qaamano by Te her1koff. · 
rrhc south point of the entrance of Ernest sound is called Point Mesurier, and 
is situated in latitude 550 46 1, with a rock lying over a mile west-northwest from 
its extremity. From the point the shore runs east four miles to the entrance 
of a small bay not yet named, and running to the southeast two miles. It is 
one of the anchorages of the Russian steamers. 
'I'he low wooded point called 'ronkoi, on the western side of Clarence sound, 
and seven miles west-northwest from Point .M:esurier, bas an anchorage on the 
north side, about one mile inside the point. The depth of water is not marked. 
This point lies abreast of the mass of islands forming the southern point of York 
island, (Duke of York, Vancouver,) and Clarence sound is here contra~ted to a 
width of four miles . 
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From Tonkoi point the shore runs northwest by west for six miles, to the 
narrow opening of a large basin which Tebenkoff marks as an anchorage. It 
has a small islet in the entrance. 
In latitude 560 151 the large arm called Stakeen strait makes into Clarence 
sound from the northeast. This strait leads to the mouth of the Stakeen river 
by two arms. '.rhere is no station immedia.tely at the mouth of Stakeen river, 
but on the northeast part of Wrangel island (Kachanna on '.rebenkoff) i:~ the 
small harbor of Etoline, in latitude 560 31 1 3011 and longitude 1320 23' 30 11 , 
where the Russians formerly had a stockaded factory. The harbor is very cou-
tracted, only five hundred yards wide, opens to the northwest and runs to 
the southeast for about six hundred yards, but has good sounding::~, regularly 
decreasing from ten fathoms at the entrance, to three and a half well inside the 
bay, abreast of the small island. A plan of this is given in the Russian cluv·t 
No. 10 of the Pacific ocean series. This harbor is within two miles of the north 
end of the island, off which lies a small islet, between which and the point we 
anchored in about sixteen fathoms, and found disagreeable counter currents run-
ning. From this islet the mouth of the Stakeen river, fronted by very extensive 
sandflats, lies nearly north eight miles distant. These flats extend southward. 
from the mouth for six miles, and westward six miles, from the main to the 
islands forming the north shores of Stakeen sound, and thus blocking a straight 
wide passage to Frederick sound, (Prince Frederick's sound of Vancouver,) ex-
cept for boats at high water. The river has a channel through these flats close 
along the main shore to the south ward. 
STAKEEN SOU~D. 
The broad sheet of water leading westwat:d from the Stakeen river to the 
northeast bend of Clarence sound is named Stakeen sound by r.rebenkoff. It is 
four miles wide and about twenty miles in length, with a large number of islands 
near its eastern end, and lying directly off the flats of the Stakeen. 
RTAKEEN RIVER. 
r.rhis river is reported by the Russian American Telegraph Company to be 
navigable for boats for one hundred and fifty miles, to the mouth of the great 
canon, where the river bursts through a narrow gorge three hundred. feet deep. 
and S'1id to be only seven feet across at the top, but wide as the present bed of 
the stream. 
Glaciers come down to the river in several places from the flanks of the 
mountains, but all of them come down upon the right bank of the stream. 
The general course of this river is laid down on the photographic maps for-
warded to yon, and on larger maps 'obtained from the Russian American Tele-
graph Company. 
WRAl\'GEL STRAIT. 
It would serve no practical purpose to endeavor to describe the intricacy of 
islands and sounds south of Frederick sound and east of Chatham slrait. There 
is only one available channel between Clarence and Frederick sound east of 
Coronation island, and that is Wrangel strait, opening from the northwestern 
part of Stakeen sound, in latitude 560 351 and longitude 132° 48'. It is tor-
tuous, very narrow, has low wooded shore's, broad beaches, and a mid-channel 
depth of not less than four or five fathoms. A sketch of this, on a large scale, 
is given on sheet No. - of the Russian charts of the Pacific ocean series. This 
sketch is not very accurate, but can be used, especially at low water. when a 
fe~ rocks not laid down upon it, show themselves. 
Fl'Om the nol'th end of fV.rangel strait is visible the first great glacier that we 
have seen upon the shores of these waters, although two are reported even south of 
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Fort Simpson, on the arms penetrating the continent in that vicinity. This 
glacier is on the north side of the eastern part of Frederick sound; and from two 
islands, about three miles northwest of Wrangel strait, it bore north by west 
true distant ten or fifteen miles, as well as we could judge through the mist and 
rain. Rain clouds completely enveloped the tops of the mountains between 
which it flowed. It was seen over a low point on the north and east side of the 
sound, and apparently opened upon the shore in the bay east of Point Vandspot, 
about latitude 570 06', longitude 132° 54.1• In this vicinity one of the early 
ice ships filled in with glacier ice in the winter of 1853-'54. 
Anchorage is laid down on the west side of Point V andspot, but no Jepth is 
marked. 
CAPE KYGA~E. 
Returning to Dixon sound, and following the Pacific shores northward, we 
first notice Cape Kygane or Muzon, the extreme southwest point of the.territory 
of Alaska, in latitude 540 421, longitude 132° 39', according to the chart of 
rrebenkoff, who gives a very indistinct view of it at a distance of twenty miles 
from the direction south 43° west. 
On the 11th of August we saw the cape within the distance of a mile, but 
covered with rain-clouds nearly to the water. A view of the cape as it appeared 
to us was secured. I can find no description of this important head land in any 
of the narratives within my reach. 
Very fortunately I was able to obtain sextant observations near the cape in 
a momentary break in the clouds, and hope the results will allow us to consider 
its position moderately well determined. 
rrhe water around the cape appeared bold, but showed strong current mark-
ings inside our position, which was about one mile distant·. 
CORDOVA BAY. 
Between this cape and Cape Nunes, eighteen miles eastward, is an extensive 
unexplored bay called Cordova, extending northward about fifteen miles and 
filled with wooded islands, bare islets, and rocks. From the northwestern part 
of thit> bay an unexplored strait is said to lead to the southeasternmost arm of 
the extensive waters called Bucarrelli bay or sound. 
KYGANE HARBOR. 
On the east side of Cape Kyg<tne and about two and a half miles northward 
of its extremity, after passing a great number of islets close along the shore, 
-three harbors open to the eastward upon Cordova bay, and two and a half miles 
west of the southern point of th'e first large island (unnamed) in the bay. The 
soundings in the approaches to the harbors are about forty fathoms. r.rhe 
southern harbor is about three-eighths of a mile wide, runs west-northwest for 
one and a half mile, and has a large islet inside and towards the southern shore. 
Up to this islet the soundings are not less thau thirty fathoms, and thence 
gradually d<!crease towards the head. 
The second entrance, less than half a mile north of the southern one, is the 
opening into two arms of one bay, divided by a long narrow island lying west-
northwest. 'l'he southern arm is that used as an anchorage ; is one mile deep 
and less than a quarter of a mile wide, with soundings of six fathoms at the 
entrance, increasing to sixteen fathoms, and then diminishing to eight at tho 
head, where there is quite a snug boat cove on the south side, and a narrow 
passage to the northern arm on the north side. 
The northern arm or harbor has almost the same dimensions as the other, 
with deeper water at the entrance, (twenty-eight fathoms,) and a basin with sh. 
to eight fathoms at the head. 
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rrhe anchorage in the middle harbor or southern arm of the two northern 
harbors is placed in latitude 54° 46', and longitude 132°, 451, 30", according 
to the chart of Etolina, given on the Russian map No. 1. rrebenkoff gives 540 
42', and 1320 39', with a rise and fall of tide of sixteen feet. 
KAZAN BAY. 
The west shore of Cape Kygane is indented by many small bays open to the 
ocean swell. In latitude 54: 0 48', eleven miles west-northwest of the cape, is 
the entrance to the large bay of Kazan, divided into two by the large island 
called Dolgoi or Long island. 
rl'he bay is three miles wide at the entrance, and stretches eight miles east-
northeast, and at its head is filled by a large number of small islands. Between 
the south shore and long· island the width of the bay is about one mile, and 
from the southwestern point of the entrance, called Point Bazan, runs east-north-
cast for five miles, having soundings of twenty fathoms in the entrance, wiLh ten 
to fourteen until the east end of the island approaches a point from the southern 
shore, when a depth of eight fathoms is found in the passage half a mile wide. The 
anchorage is to -the east of the point of the main, with bottom in fifteen fathoms. 
rrhe Russian navigators inform me that in southwest gales a heavy swell rolls 
into this bay, which is exposed directly to the ocean, yet I cannot but believe 
that perfectly safe anchorage is to be had here. 
I judge this bay to be the Port Meares of Meares. (Meares, page 329.) 
Tebenkoff places Cape Bazan in latitude 5! o 48', and longitude 132° 54', 
and states the rise and fall of tide at fourteen feet. He gives a rough eye sketch 
of it in chart ~o. 9. 
FORRESTER ISLAND. 
The south end of this island lies in latitude 54° 48', longitude 133° 29', distant 
thirty miles west 1~0 north from Cape Kygane sixteen, miles broad off the coast 
an(L twenty miles south of Cape Bartolomo. Tebenkoff lays it down as a high 
island five miles long by one and a half mile wide, with rocks off the south end, 
and rocks and an islet off the north end. We passed it in the night of the 11th 
of August in thick rainy weather, and got a very indistinct glimpse of it. 'l'he 
following description is from Meares, page 327, August 13, 1788: 
Douglass island is a small island about two miles in circumference, and there are two or 
three small, low, and rocky islands lying off its north and south ends. It is very high, and 
coveretl with verdure, and may be seen at the distance of sixteen or seventeen leagues. It 
lies ten leagues from the main land, in the latitude of 54° 513, and longitude 133° 11'. 
Dixon does not refer to it in his narrative, but named it in his view and in 
his map, where he locates it in latitude 55°, and longitude 133° 42'. In the 
sketch, where it is represented as a high island with several rounded hills, he 
places it in latitude 55° 121, and longitude 133° 42'. 
Vancouver simply calls it a small high island. Teben koff gives a p:wr view 
of it at the distance of twenty-five miles. 
WOLF ROCKS. 
In latitude 55° 1', longitude 133° 24', Tebenkoff lays down a small islet 
and rocks distant nine miles north 17° east from the north end of Forrester iEland. 
Vancouver describes it, vol. ii, p. 299, thus : 
From Cape Bartolomo, in latitude 550 12t' south, 21° east, distance fourteen miles, and 
twelve miles from the nearest shore, lies a very low, fiat, rocky islet, surrounded by rocks 
and breakers, that extend some distance from it. 
From its isolated position he considers it "one of the most dangerous im-
pediments to navigation that he lud met . with on the exterior coast, and hence 
jt obtained the name of the W o]f Rock." 
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Meares ~peaks of it as follows : 
Between Douglass island and the main there is another island of lesser extent, which is 
rocky, barren, and almost level with the water. Between these two islands he steered his 
course by compass east-southeast, but could get no soundings with fifty fathoms of line. 
It is reaeonable to assume that he referred to the land to the northward as 
the main land. 
CAPE BARTOLOMO. 
:F'orre8ter island and the vV olf Rock are nearly on the prolongation of the 
long, narrow peninsula stretching southward and terminating in Cape Bartolomo 
in latitude 55° 121, longitude 133° 331, to the eastward of which peninsula lies 
a large archipelago, in great part nnexpl~red, but through which the Russian 
vessels are accustomed to pass. The cape is called Cherekoff on some of the 
Ru8sian charts. Close to its southern extremity are marked sunken rocks with 
very deep water outside. 
BUCARRELI ~OUND. 
The sound eastward of the peninsula, of which Cape Bartolomo is the southern 
termination, is very extensive and filled with large islands, between which pass 
wide channels with deep water. From it pass two or three channels or straits 
merely indicated on the chart of La Perouse, who has soundings along the 
shores of the greater part of it. This examination extended for twenty-five 
miles northeast and covers an area of nearly four hundred miles. Within this 
extensive sound are numerous bays with soundings indicating good anchorages. 
I have not a copy of La Perouse's work, and am compelled to compile from a 
Russian reduction of his chart. 
'l'his sound is the Puerto del Baylio Bucarreli of Quadra, 1775, and deserves 
examination, as the indications upon the Russian chart No. 10 of the Pacific 
series, and upon 'l'ebenkoff chart No. 9, are tltat inside channels lead from Cor-
dova bay into this sound, and thence from the north of it through another un-
explored channel whose northern entrance opens nearly opposite Warren island 
at the northwest entrance to Clarence sound, and of course abreast of the south 
entrance to Chatham strait. An anchorage is laid down on the north side of an 
island lying off the north entrance of the last mentioned unexplored strait, in 
latitude 55° 551• 
CAPE ADDINGTON. 
This cape is the westernmost point of the island forming the western boundary 
of Bucarreli sound, and lies seventeen miles north 28° west from Cape Barto-
lorna. ' •A conspicuous promontory" (Vancouver, 3, p. 299) laid down by 
Tebenkoff in latitude 55° 27~', and longitude 133° 45', and described by Meares 
as "a high bluff land lying in the latitude 55° 28', longitude 133° 39' ," and 
named by him Cape Adamson. 
From it the general tre~d of the shores of the islands forming the north 
boundary of Bucarreli sound is northeast for fifLeen miles, where numerous rock>'~ 
are laid down ; thence the trend is northwest for twenty miles to the eastern 
end of vVan·en island, lying in the eastern part of the entrance to Clarence 
sound. 
:F'rom Cape Addington the western end of Coronation lies north 30° west 
thirty-one miles distant, and Cape Ommaney, at the western side of the entrance 
to Chatham strait, lies nearly on the same course at a distance of fifty miles. 
It will thus be seen that Capes Bartolomo, Addington, Coronation island, and 
Cape Ommaney lie nearly on the same course, which is the general trend of. the 
outer coast and headlands from Cape Kygane, in 54° 42', to Cape Fairweather, in 
.58° 51'. 
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CAPES POLE AND DECISION. 
The entrance to Clarence sound lies between Coronation island on the west, 
and Warren island on the east. It is about six miles wide, and in mid-channel 
there is no bottom with one hundred and twenty fathoms of line. 
Cape Decision, on the west, lies in latitude 56° 31, and Cape Pole in 55° 58!', 
lying about east-southeast and west-northwest, eleven miles from each other. 
Coronation island lies five miles south of Cape Decision, with some large 
islands between them, but affording a passage one and a half mile wide between 
the cape and nearest island by which vessels pass between Chatham and Clar-
ence sounas. Coronation island is high, eight miles long east-northeast and west-
southwest, by four miles wide, and the western point is laid down by Tebenkoff 
in latitude 55° 551, and longitude 134° 10'. Between the northeast part of the 
island and the nearest island an anchorage is laid down in one of the Russian 
charts, but no depth of water given. 
Warren island is four miles east-southeast and west-northwest by two miles 
in width. Between it and Cape Pole, which is distant two miles to the east-
ward, lie several lurking rocks and islets. One and a half mile south of the 
middle of the island are several rocks; five miles south from the northwestern 
point of the island several rocks are laid down, and south by east six miles from 
the northwest point lies a small islet. 
HAZY ISLANDS. 
These islets lie eight miles west of Coronation island, and "form a group of 
small rocky islets about a league in extent, lying south 7° east at a distance of 
sixteen leagues from Cape Ommaney." (Vancouver, 3, p. 298.) r.rhis is evi-
dently an error of the text of Vancouver, who places them fifteen miles south 
of Ommaney and in latitude 55° 54~'. 
Tebenkofi' places them sixteen miles south of Ommaney and in latitude 55° 
55~', longitude 134° 252-'· 
ln 1787 they were named by Dixon, who placed them in latitude 55° 551• 
Tebenkoff callt~ them the Timanof islands. 
CAPE OMMANEY. 
This island lies in latitude 56° 102-', longitude 134° 282-', and forms the 
western point of the entrance to Chatham strait, which is sometimes called 
Christian's sound at its mouth. The eastern point of entrance is Coronation 
island. Abreast of Ommaney the strait is twelve miles wide, and the eastern 
shore remarkably broken by bays and guarded by rocks. 
This cape is the southern extremity of Baranoff island, upon which Sitka is 
situated. It "constitutes a very remarkable promontory, that terminates in a 
high, bluff, rocky cliff, with a round, high, rocky islet lying close to it, and by 
its shores on its eastern side taking a sharp northerly direction it becomes a very 
narrow point of land, which, having been seen by Captain Colnett in his mer-
cantile expedition to this coast, was by him named Cape Ommaney, and the 
opening between it and Cape Division, Christian sound," being the entrance to 
Chatham sound. (Vancouver, 3, pp. 266, 267.) This rocky islet "was named 
Wooden's Rock." (Vancouver, 3, p. 298.) 
PORT CONCLUSION AND PORT ARMSTRONG. 
Between five and six miles northward from Cape Ommaney, on Chatham 
strait, or Christian sound, lies the entrance to Port Conclusion, whose southern 
point is formed by an island about a quarter of a mile long, north-northwest, 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--18 
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with deep water all round it, except toward the main point southwest of it; 
between these lie an islet and sunken rocks. l!"rom this island to the north 
point of the bay the direction is north and distance one mile, with seventy-five 
fathoms of water in mid-entrance. From the middle of the entrance the bay 
has a direction south 27° west for two and three-quarters miles, contracting for 
the last mile to a little over a quarter of a mile in width, forty-four fathoms of 
water. The deepest water in the bay is eighty-seven fathoms. About half a 
mile west by north from south point is land, and no rocks are known to exist. 
Three-quarters of a mile inside the south point there is a small cove, one-quarter 
of a mile in extent, facing north, with anchorage over irregular bottom in from 
five to fifteen fathoms. One and a quarter mile inside the entrance is a very 
narrow cove, one-quarter of a mile long, about one-eighth of a mile in width, 
with four fathoms of water, and openiug to the southwest or contracted head of 
the bay. In this cove Vancouver anchored. 'l'he head of this cove is sepa-
rated by only one-quarter of a mile from the head of another bay southeast, 
and coming from the strait. It is one mile long, runs nearly north, and has a 
very narrow entrance, with four fathoms. Inside are soundings in seven or 
eight fathoms. 'l'he Russian chart designates this as Alexander bay. 
The latitude of the north point of the island forming the south point of Port 
Protection is !56° 16', and longitude 134° 27'. 
The north point of Port Protection, called Point Eliza, also forms the south 
point of Port Armstrong, which has an opening to the east from the strait of 
less than a quarter of a mile in width for half a mile in length, with soundings 
from ten to seven fathoms. Inside this narrow channel the bay expands to a 
basin one mile long by half a mile wide, with thirty-four fathoms of water, de-
creasing to twelve and eight close to the shores. '.rhe general direction of this 
port and its entrance is south 70 ° west, and extends one mile and a quarter. 
Vancouver gives a plan of it and describes it in volume 2, pp. 268, 269. 
PORT MALMESBURG. 
'l'his bay lies directly east of Port Conclusion, and sixteen miles north 60° 
east from Cape Ommaney, and twenty-three miles north of the west point of 
Coronation island. Between this cape and the harbor the intermediate shore 
is deeply indented by many small open bays and guarded by numerous rocks. 
The harbor is easy of access by keeping near the southern shore, and affords 
very excellent shelter, with soundings from seventeen to thirty-four and twelve 
fathoms of water. From the entrance its direction is northeast for three miles, 
then south-southeast for three miles, with some rocks and islets in it. It is 
conveniently situated to the ocean, and has its north point in latitude 56c 171' 
and longitude 134° 71• Its north point is called Point Harris, and rendered 
very remarkable by being a projecting point on which is a single hill, appearing 
from many points of view like an island, with an islet and some rocks extend-
ing nearly to the southwest of it. (Vancouver, 3, p. 286.) He gives no plan 
of it. 
PORT PROTECTION. 
This bay is situated on the northwest extremity of Wales island, where the 
Clarence sound turns from its north and south c~mrse abruptly to the east. It 
opens to the northwest, and its southern extremity or head lies at the base of a 
very remarkable barren, peaked mountain, which Vancouver calls Mount Calder. 
This is conspicuous in many points of view, not from its superior elevation when 
compared with other mountains on the main, but from its height above the rest 
of the country in its immediate vicinity, and from its beiug visible in various 
directions at a great distance. Point Baker, on an islet close to the shore 
from the northeast point of entrance, from whence the opposite point lies south 
27° west, at a distance of three-quarters of a mile. The channel is good and 
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free to enter, yet there is one lurking rock, visible only at low tides, lying 
south 13° east six hundred yards from Point Baker. 'The kelp upon it will 
give warning at high water, and on all sides there is a depth of from eight to 
twelve fathoms close to it. 
About a mile to the north of Point Baker is situated a bank on which sound-
ings are irregular from fifteen to thirty-two fathoms, and at the meeting of the 
tidal currents causes a race and rip that appear dangerous, especially at the 
flood, but numerous soundings detected no less than fifteen fathoms upon it, 
and sixty fathoms between it and the shore. 
Tebenkoff has a rock near mid-channel of the sound, lying about two miles 
west of the westernmost point of Port Protection; and another three or four 
miles southwest of the same point. 'They are not in Vancouver. 
This harbor has a general direction from mid-entrance south 36° east, for 
about two and a quarter miles; its width from one thousand to six hundred 
yards ; and the upper part terminates in shallow coves and a basin. The sound-
ings are irregular, from 30 to 50 fathoms, and where Vancouver places the 
anchorage in 21 fathoms, the rock in the channel bears north 33° west, Point 
Baker north 250 west; the western point of the bay north 820 west, and a 
small islet, with rocks off its northwest point, lies east less than a quarter of a 
mile distant. On the east and southeast of this islet is anchorage in 20 to 14 
fathoms, but with contracted space. The bottom at the anchorage of Vancou-
ver is hard and rocky, and the position exposed to north and northwest winds, 
but well protected from southeasters. The shores are in most places steep, 
rocky, and covered with an impenetrable forest of spruce and other trees. Sev-
eral streams of fresh water are found, and halibut were caught by Vancouver. 
Vancouver found the latitude of Point Baker 560 20' 30", and 'rebenkoff 
gives the longitude 1330 32'. 
Vancouver gives a plan of the harbor. 
'The foregoing descriptions give all the details that need b~ compiled at pre-
sent. Numerous harbors and anchorages exist throughout Chatham strait, 
Frederick sound, Steven sound, Peril and Icy straits, but no details have been 
given of them, as they are known only to the traders of the Hudson Bay and 
Russian American Companies. These anchorages and the general route of the 
trading vessels are laid down on the accompanying charts, with such additions 
as have come to my knowledge while passing through these waters. 
General sketches obtained from the governor of the Russian colonies are 
being arranged,_for transmission to you, and for incorporation in the maps. 
However, a tew general items of interest may be introduced here. 
The shores on both sides of the Wrangel straits are generally low and flat, 
covered with spruce, and cut by numerous sloughs, affording water-courses from 
the high m,ountains in the background. 
In latitude 56° 51' lies the southwest point of the entrance, nine miles wide 
ofFrederick sound from the Chatham strait, and running in a general direction 
to the mouth of the Stakeen. 
From the north side of Frederick, thirty miles from its entrance, opens 
Stephen's strait, that runs north-northwest for about sixty miles parallel . to 
Chatham strait, separated thBrefrom by Admiralty island twenty-five to thirty 
miles wide, and enters the Chatham strait in latitude 580 241, where a fine bay 
exists on the north point of the island, open to the north, and about five miles 
deep. We anchored near the head in sixteen fathoms over soft, muddy bottom. 
It is called Barlowe's cove. 
TAKOU RIVER. 
From the northeast part of Stephen's strait an arm runs north by east for 
fifteen miles, receiving the river 'Tako1i, up which the Hudson Bay Company 
carry their supplies to the interior. 
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CHILCAHT RIVER. 
North of Admiralty island the Chatham strait is usually designated Lynn 
canal, at the head of which enters Chilcaht river on the west, separated by Se-
duction tongue from a deep bay on the east. 
':rhe astronomical station of the coast survey was on the small treeless islet 
off the mouth of Chilcaht, ana Mr. Mosman founil the position to differ from 
the survey of Lindenberg, of the Russian American Company. The correction 
in latitude is seven miles. The field computation places the above islet in 'lati-
tude 59° 12' 1511, and longitude 135° 25' 5411 , assuming the longitude of Sitka 
to be correct. 
The Chilcaht river has a bar at its mouth that is bare at low tide, and the 
influence of the tides is felt but a few miles above the bar. An Indian village 
of twelve large houses exists inside the bar on the left or eastern bank of the 
river. 
A sketch of Chilcaht river and approaches, showing anchorage, &c., is given 
on the Russian map No. 10, of the Pacific series. 'l'he bottom is a very tena-
cious blue mud, affording capital holding ground. 
In latitude 59° 71, abreast of Seduction tongue, a magnificent glacier comes 
from between high, bold, snow-covered mountains on the western shore, and has 
forced out a low point, now covered with spruce trees, into the canal. When 
we passed it, going northward, the fog hung over it so closely that we could see, 
QVer the timber, only a part of its deep scarred front. Southward of the main 
glacier a small branch comes through a crooked ravine to the water's edge. 
1!-,rom onr anchorage, abreast of Observatory island, I obtained measurements of 
the part of the glacier visible east of the mountain's flanks. Assuming my dis-
tance at six statute miles, the part exposed was fifty-seven hundred feet long; 
of this, forty-two hundred and sixty-five feet had a very uniform and regular 
inclination of 40 43' 21 11 , and the height of the part cut by the mountain-side, 
or fifty-seven hundred feet from its front, was six hundred and forty-five feet. 
Part of the ice was obtained and the melted water added to our collection. 
From the same anchorage, a remarkable snow-clad peak bore across the strait 
south 46° east, true, rearing its head far above its fellows in the range, and 
attaining an elevation of six thousand feet by estimation. From the striking 
resemblance which the upper northern profile presented, it was very appropri-
ately named the Lion's Head. 
PERIL STRAIT. 
In latitude 57° 27 1 Peril strait opens from Chatham strait to the westward, 
giving an inland navigation thereby to Sitka sound, and also opening through 
Klokacheva sound into the gulf of Alaska, in 57° 19'. 'I'he navigation of this 
strait, until better known, should be made under the direction of a pilot, and 
at or near slack-water low-tide, as there are several narrow places where the 
currents and counter-currents are very strong. 
From the northern side of Peril strait, about mid-way through, an unex-
plored passage is reported to exist, leading northward to the south shores of 
Cross sound in Icy strait. 
CROSS SOUND. 
In latitude 58° 91, Icy strait or Cross sound (of Vancouver, },orest strait of 
'l'ebenkoff) opens from the west side of Chatham strait and communicates through 
broad waters to the Gulf of Alaska in latitude 48° 91• It is also said to commu-
nicate with Peril strait through an unexplored channel indicated on the chart, 
while another unexplored channel leaves the former and opens upon Chatham 
strait at a point midway between the entrances of Cross sound and Peril strait. 
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SPASIA BAY. 
Several harbors are reported to exist along the shores of Cross sound. ] 1 ive 
miles within the southeast point of entrance from Chatham strait the Russian 
traders have an anchorage laid down in Spasia bay. The extreme northwest 
point is two miles Rorth of the entrance of the bay, which runs west-southwest 
about one mile, with thirty-five fathoms in mid entrance, diminishing to four over 
a level bottom half way up the bay. The Russians anchor in a very small 'cove 
just within the southeast point of entrance, in four fathoms water. The latitude 
of this point is given by Tebenkoff as 58° 6', and longitude 135° 8'. A sketch 
is given on the Russian map No. 20. 
CHATHAM STRAIT. 
This magnificent arm of the sea stretche~ in a straight line through the north-
ern part of the Alexander archipelago. From Cape Omrnaney, in latitude 560 101, 
where it is twelve miles wide, to the head of the eastern arm , in 59° 20', it main-
tains a nearly uniform width of seven or eight miles, with no dangers except 
close along q1e shores. The depth of water is very great, and no soundings 
have ever been laid down on it. In latitude 58° 32' we found no bottom with 
one hundred and fifty fathoms of line. Its general direction is north thirteen 
degrees west for two hundred miles, and if the chart of Tebenkoff is correct, a 
course drawn throughout its length would not touch either shore. From it 
branch the great straits eastward and westward, leading to the base of the coast 
range of mountains and to the Pacific ocean. Its northern termination is in a 
higher latitude than Mount Fairweather, while the peninsula between them, ter-
minating on the north shore~ of Icy strait, is a region unexplored, and from all 
indications the home of the glaciers. 
FROM CAPE OMMANEY TO CAPE EDGECOMBE . 
From Cape Ommaney, in latitude 56° 101, to Cape EdgPcombe, in latitude 57° 
11, longitude 135° 461, the distance is sixty-six miles, and the general trend of 
the coast north forty degrees west, indented with numerous bays of large and 
small extent, and generally bounded by a bold, rocky shore covered with spruce 
to the water's edge,and backed by a high mountainous country very much broken 
and filled with timber. 
RED CAPE. 
l!-,om·teen miles north, forty-six degrees west from Cape Ommaney is Red cape, 
the southwest point of a large arm of the sea making six miles into the land north-
ward and having a width of two miles. · '_l1hree other deep bays indent the shore 
between Cape Ornmaney and Red cape. 
POR'I' BANKS. 
'rhirteen miles north-northwest from Red cape is the south point of the three-
miles-wide entrance to Port Banks,with three large arms penetrating the island, 
one of them nearly crossing to Chatham strait. The north arm is a continua-
tion of the main bay, which stretches about north-northeast for nine or ten miles, 
and in this arm the Russian navigato~·s inform me. there is anchorage. Four 
miles within the entrance along the southeast Bhore, and one mile before round-
ing the point opening the two interior arms, 1'ebenkoff gives a well protected 
anchorage and deep bay opening towards the north. rrhe soundings in this 
anchorage are fifteen fathoms. 
Tebenkoff calls this bay Whale bay, but it is the Port Banks of Dixon, who 
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entered it in June, 1787. He gives a sketch of it, and the details of the south 
harbor appear better than those of Tebenkoff. He says, page 193: "On our 
approaching the land the channel ahead had the appearance of a river from the 
north, but the tide setting strongly out of it, and the wind shifting to the north-
ward, we stood into a fine harbor which now opened to the southeaet. At the 
entrance we had soundings from fifty to sixty-five fathoms of water over a rocky 
bottom; but as we advanced further in the soundings lessened to twenty-one 
fatho.ms with mud, on which we came to anchor, being completely land-locked 
and within musket shot of the shore both to the northward and southward.'~ 
He gives nineteen fathoms at the entrance, which is to the eastward of two small 
islands abreast the west point; and he hns four islets inside, and also a stream~ 
not laid down by Tebenkoff. The south point of the entrance from the ocean 
he calls Point Lander; the north point is unnamed. 
This port should be examined and its capabilities known, as it may afford 
good refuge and protection to a vessel unable to make Sitka sound by stress of 
northwest winds, or heavy southeast weather coming up. 
The north point of Port Banks forms the south point of a broad open bay 
six or eight miles deep and ten miles across. The shore runs north for eleven 
miles, and then west-southwest for six or seven, forming this unnamed bayt 
with a cluster of large islets near the middle of it, and extending out to the 
general line of the coast. They are called the Egg islands, but I can find no 
description of them. 
Thence to Biorka island, the south point of Sitka sound, the coast is cut by 
several narrow arms running deeply into the shore, and. guarded by great num-
bers of islets and rocks laid down only in a general manner. 
SITKA SOU~D. 
Between the south point, formed by Biorka island and Cape Edgecombe, 
lying north 46° west and south 46° east, twenty-three .miles from each other~ 
lies the entrance to Sitka sound, having a depth of ninety fathoms outside the 
middle of the entrance, and very bold water in every direction. 
Biorka island is comparatively low and wooded, about two miles in extent, 
north and south, and the same east and west. It has a sunken rock one mile 
south of its south point, and several islets, but along its west and north faceR the 
water is thirty fathoms deep close in shore. On the north face of Biorka, one 
and a half miles east of the northwest point, is a small cove, opening to the 
northward, with soundings of eleven, nine, and seven fathoms laid down inside 
the heads. Off the entrance to this cove are soundings in twenty-five fathoms 
sandy bottom. rrhe Russian navigators inform me that this would make a good 
pilot station. 
Two mile5 west of the islet which lies off the northwest point of Biorka is a 
single sunken rock, where a heavy sea breaks only once every five or six min-
utes. It is said to have ten feet of water on it, and if so, must be very pointed. 
The Russian navigators inform me that they have repeatedly watched the break 
upon it, and that the rocky patch of nearly a mile in extent laid down on the 
English chart No. 2,337 of Sitka sound does not exist. 
All the adjacent islands are low and wooded, but the main land is well 
marked by very high mountains. 
Cape Edgecombe is notedly marked by the extinct volcano of Mount Edge-
combe, bearing north 52° east, four miles distant from the extremity of the 
cape. 1.'he shores are covered with timber to the edges of the bold high bluffs 
of rock and lava, fringed with innumerable rocks. rrhe cape presents the ap-
pearance of a wooded plateau extending to the base of the mountain, inter-
rupted only by two small hills between the cape and mountain. But the great 
feature and landmark is the mountain itself, which is peculiarly marked, and 
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has no counterpart in this region. It rises 2,855 feet above the sea, and the 
top, forming the rim of an ancient crater, appears nearly horizontal, and has a 
diameter of two thousand feet by my measurements. The sides from the sum-
mit down have a gentle and regular inclination of about twenty-five degrees, 
are marked by deep furrows, destitute of trees or herbage, and present in sun-
light a dull reddish appearance. In winter it is covered with snow. It is sit-
uated upon Krouzof island, of which the south and eastern sides form the north 
and west shores of Sitka sound and the passages northward, while its north side 
forms the south shore of Klokacheva sound. Tebenkoff gives a view of the 
mountain and cape. 
From Cape Edgecombe, the north shore inside the entrance to the sound runs 
a general and nearly straight course of north 85° east for seven miles to Etmo-
loi point, or Point of Shoals, off which, at the distance of a mile, lie the Low 
island and rocks, with a passage reported between the point and island. Nearly 
midway between these points, and one and a half mile off shore. lies the mod-
erately high wooded island of St. Lazara or Cape island, with from twenty to 
five fathoms of water between it and the shore. 
'l_lhe south shore inside the entrance to Sitka sound is broken by innumerable 
rocks and low wooded islets. and indented by large bays. 'l'he whole shore is 
covered with spruce, making it difficult to distinguish the islands. No sunken 
rocks are known to exist nearer the entrance than Williams's bank, five and a 
half miles north-northeast from the northwest point of Biorka, and lying some 
distance off the low islands inside. The bank appears to consist of four or five 
sunker~ rocks, upon some of which the sea invariably breaks. . 
Within the entrance the sound contracts its width to six miles between Point 
of Shoals and Williams's bank, with deep water to and inside that line. From 
Point of Shoals to Bouranof point, forming part of the south shores, the bear-
ing is south 80° east, the distance seven and a half miles; and on this line the 
sound is contracted by the Low island and rocks, one mile distant from Point of 
Shoals; by the Vitskari and adjacent rocks, three miles distant; by the Kuli-
choff Rock and adjacent sunken rocks, five miles distant from this same point. 
Deep channels exist between Low and Vitskari, Vitskari and Kulichoff, and 
Kulichoff and the islets off Bonranoff Point, with, however, dangerous rocks in 
the latter. But the channel invariably used by the Russians is that between 
Vitskari and Kulichoff. On the English chart this channel is erroneously con-
tracted by the laying down of a sunken reef extending one mile east of Vits-
kari, nearly on the line towards Kulichoff. The Russian captaius inform me 
that they can and have passed Vitskari along its southeast face within half a 
cable's length when stem·iug a direct course to .Mochnati, a course north 62° 
east, true. We have made it close aboard when corning in at evening, with 
very thick, heavy weather from the southeast, and saw no breakers to indicate 
such a reef; in fact, were misled by not finding the breakers. We have also 
seen it from the south-southeast when there was no breaker off its eastern face, 
but the breakers on the reef one mile north of it really appeared to be breaking· 
off the eastern face of the rock. It appeared to me, from the distance of a mile 
or two, to be about forty yards long and ten feet above high water, with a 
rough irregular surface. In smooth weather it has been landed npon, and I 
have already recommended that a light be placed upon it, as from thi.s point it 
would illuminate an arc of the horizon beyond the sound from 56° west toward 
Biorka island, south 88° west toward Cape Edgecombe, aud be a guide to clear 
the rock off Biorka. .F'rom the northwest point of Biorka it bears no1·th 6° 
east, distant seven miles. From the rock off Biorka it bears north 21° east, 
distant seven and a half miles. 
Kulichoff Rock is laid down on the English chart south 10° east, two miles 
from Vitskari. It is about t.wenty feet high, and less in extent than Vitskari. 
'l'here are sunken rocks to the north and south-southwest of it, about half a 
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mile distant, and one towards Vitskari, about a quarter of a mile off, with deep 
water and dangerous sunken rocks between the Kulichoff and the islets off 
Point Bouranoff. But Tebenkoff and the old Russian charts place the Vitskari 
and Kulichoff three miles apart, while the latest unpublished Russian examina-
tions about Kulichoff place the reef a short distance north of the rock, with a 
passage of twelve fathoms between them and close to the rock. The English 
chart places Kulichoff more than two miles from Bouranoff, but the latest Rus-
sian determination makes it only one and a half mile. I forward to you the 
old Russian chart, upon which are placed the unpublished results of late Rus-
sian examinations, kindly furnished me by Prince Maksoutoff. 
For four mile~ inside of Vitskari Rock we find clear, deep water, up to the range 
of wooded islands and rocks lying for two miles outside of Sitka, ':rhrough this 
barrier of islands there are three channels to the anchorages east and west of the 
town. These passages are known as the eastern, middle, and westward, the 
former being the longest, and the middle one the shortest, to either anchorage. 
In approaching these islands in thick weather, the officers of the company en-
deavored to find the island of Mochnati, which is from twenty to thirty feet 
high, rocky, and covered with a thick growth of spruce, whose dark foliage, 
with the black rocks beneath, brought out in relief by the surf breaking along 
its front and on the outlying rock, makes it discernible through the fog when 
other islands are invisible. This islet lies between the middle and western 
channels, and a vessel making it can take either, and safely run then for the 
anchorage. When the fog is lifting, from the coming in of a westerly wind, 
this island appears first. Abreast of Mochnati the western channel is about 
three--quarters of a mile wide, with a large reef, bare at low water, forming the 
western side; and the middle channel is contracted by sunken and exposed 
rocks to a much narrower entrance. 
'l'he English chart, based upon that of La Perouse, gives a good idea of the 
channels and the anchorages, which should only be entered under the guidance 
of a pilot, or with good local knowledge. 
It would be useless to attempt to describe the labyrinth of channels and islets 
passing in every direction, like tentacula from the sound, yet a few items may 
not be without interest. 
A good passage exists between the north part of the sound and the eastern 
end of Klokacheva sound, which enters from the Gulf of Alaska, in latitude 
58° 20', and continues through Peril straits to Chatham straits. We have 
made several examinations through these waters, and changed materially their 
shapes on the English chart. Cross bay was furnished me, in manuscript, by 
Prince Maksoutoff, and Hayward harbor was made by Mr. Blake, when exam-
ining that locality for reported magnetic iron ore. . 
The Newski passage, between Olga strait and Peril strait, is quite narrow, 
and has sunken rocks upon its shores. Mr. Mosman made a series of sound-
ings through it, indicating plenty of water. This rough sketch, from compass 
bearings throughout, in a rain-storm, makes the strait narrower than laid down 
on the charts. With a thorough survey of this strait and of Klokacheva sound, 
another entrance is afforded to Sitka sound to vessels driven north of Cape 
Edg~combe by heavy southeasters or by the currents in light airs. 
'l'he indications of my small local triangulation about Sitka harbor proper, 
would seem to show that the base line of the original survey was erroneous, 
and this may possibly explain the announcement on the English chart that 
"there are discrepancies between this chart and the plan of Sitka ( 2348) which 
cannot be adjusted." · 
The harbor of Sitka is very contracted, and, in the western anchorage, nu-
merous mooring buoys have been laid down by the Russian-American Company 
near the town, although this part of the harbor is narrow and marked by three 
:Sunken rocks. The eastern harbor receives the greater sweep of the south-
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easters, and a heavy swell is said to be brought in from the sound, so that the 
company's vessels like to anchor in the western, as they can discharge more 
readily, and especially because, during the winter, the officers and crews are 
taken from the ships, which are left with only one keeper. But the British 
men-of-war use the eastern harbor. 
In the great gale of October 28, 1867-the severest at this place for Yery 
many years-three or four vessels broke adrift from their moorings and several 
were driven ashore. The steamship John L. Stephens dragged her anchor, but 
having steam up and getting· her anchor, steamed through the throat connecting 
the two anchorages, and anchored in nine fathoms in the eastern harbor, where 
she rode out the gale easily, and afterwards experienced great difficulty in get-
ting her anchor, so firm a hold had it taken in the tenacious bottom of mud and 
sh.ell. The Stephens is an old Panama steamer, Yery high out of water, and 
had but one anchor, of two thousand pounds. 
From the Coast Survey tidal observations of two months, from August 21 to 
Oc.tober 21, we find the mean rise and fall of the tide to be 7.8 feet, and at the 
full and change of the moon 11.9 feet. The extreme range observed during the 
above period was 13 feet, and the least range 2.1 feet. The Russian charts 
and authorities give the rise and fall between 14 and 15 feet, and this is the 
accepted fact. The English chart states "H. W. :E'. and C. Oh. 34m.; spring 
rise 5 to 7 feet." Our determinations of the tide give, therefore, an important 
correction to establish opinions and authorities upon this subject. 
Sitka is the principal establishment of the Russian-American Company, and 
comprises about one hundred and twenty good block-houses, storehouses, bar-
racks, workshops, saw-mills, churches, hospital, and the governor's headquar-
ters. It contains nine hundred and sixty-eight inhabitants, of which three 
hundred and forty-nine are Russians, and the remainder creoles or half-breeds 
and Aleutians. Outside the stockade are forty large Indian houses, facing the 
western Lm·bor, and occupied by not less than one thousand Koloshes during the 
winter. 'rbe site of the town is cramped, and it is a mere question of time and 
expansion when these Indian houses will be removed. For years the Russians 
have bad about a dozen guns directed along the face of the Koloshian village. 
':J.1he geographical position of the Coast Survey astronomical station, at the 
head of the ship-yard, and near the new United States barracks, is: latitude, 
57° 02' 5111 ; longitud8, 135° ] 6' 25.5''; or, in time, 9h. 01m. 05.7s.; magnetic 
declination, 28° 46.7' eat<t, in August, 1867. 
The harbor of Sitka being contracted, exposed to severe southeast gales, dif-
ficult of access, and having no extent of land fit for cultivation, the question 
has been raised whether a better harbor cannot be found in the vicinity afford-
ing safe anchorage, of easier access, ·and greater space, with surrounding soil 
that may be cultivated. 
ST. JOHN'S BAY. 
This harbor may be considered the southeast termination of Klokacheva sound, 
and nine miles from its entrance. It is also at the north entrance to N ewski 
passage, and has good anchorage near the bead in sixteen fathoms of water. 
':l'he shores are bold and rise to mountains covered with spruce to the water's 
edge. The stream at the head comes into the bay through a narrow low valley 
between high mountains. We anchored here in October, 1867, and discovered 
specimens of the best bituminous coal on the Pacific. 
COAST LINE. 
From Cape Edgecombe the general trend of the coast to Cape Phipps, in 
latitude 590 301, longitude 1390 42', foTming the southeast point of the entrance 
to Behring or Yakootal bay, is north 40° west, and the distance 190 miles; 
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with the greatest deviation from this course at the entrance to Cross sound, 
whose north point is twenty-six miles northeast from the above course. 
}"\·om Cape Edgecombe the general trend to Cape Fairweather, in latitude 
5SO 41', longitude 1370 48', is north 300 west; the north point of the entrance 
to Cross ttound lying fifteen miles northeast from this line. 
From Cape Edgecombe to Sturzy bay, twenty-three miles southeast of Fair-
weather cape, the cost is bold, rugged, and rocky, bounded by great numbers 
of rocks, and indented by numerous small bays, and the larger entrances into 
Chatham strait. 
From Cape Edgecombe to the island forming the new point of the entrance 
to Klokacheva sound, tho direction is north and distance twenty miles. 
KLOKACHEVA SOUND. 
The entrance to this sound from the Pacific lies between latitude 570 18' and 
570 22'. 'l'he south point, named Cape Georgiana by Portlock, is narrow, com-
paratively high and wooded, with the Morskoi Roc.k lying one mile north 630 
west from it, with twenty-seven fath0ms between them. 'l'he north point, 
lying north one-half west from the south point, appeared from the inside of the 
sound to be about 250 feet high and covered with spruce trees, with high 
mountains lying to the northeast. These mountains are covered with wood 
half way up, but bare and rocky at their summits. 
'l'he sound runs directly east five miles, contracting at its narrowest place to 
one mile, between the rocks off the north and south shores. It opens into Fish-
jug bay and Peril straits at the northeast, and into N ewski strait and St.John's 
bay at the southeast. Of the north shore the rocky islets extend half a mile, 
the southernmost lying three and a half miles inside the entrance, and are low 
and bare. Nearly abreast of them, off the south shore, lies the low wooded 
island of Sinitsin, with rocks off its north point. 
Between Cape Georgiana and Sinitsin island a small bay, named Kaliiiii'ia, 
makes in to the southeast, and then to the southwe:st for a mile and a half. and 
said to afford good shelter in seven fathoms of water well in. But from its 
position I should judge that the heavy swell of southeast and southwest gales 
would be felt. On its eastern side a wooded mountain about fifteen hundred 
feet high rises very abruptly. 
Sinitsin island nearly touches the southern shore of the sound, and rocks are 
laid down between them. To the southeast of this island the shore is laid down 
straight on the maps, but from our position in the middle of the sound the shore 
appeared to retreat well to the south, heading in a low valley, with the high 
mountain that flanks Kalin:na bay to the west, and wooded bill of about six 
hundred feet high on the east. No rocks appeared in the entrance of this appar-
ent bay, yet it might afford a good harbor of refuge. 
In the middle of the eastern part of the sound we found fifty-five fathoms of 
water. 
This sound is the Bay of Islands of Cook, the Salisbury sound of Portlock, 
whose boats in 1787 passed through it and by the Soukoi inlet to the north part 
of Sitka sound. 
Cape Georgiana was subsequently named Point Amelia by Vancouver, and 
is designated as Siouchi Point on recent English charts. 
MARY BAY. 
Between Capes Edgecombe and Georgiana the shore is deeply indented by a 
large open bay named by Vancouver, but never entered by him. One of the 
Russian captains informed me that he was compelled to anchor in the southern 
part of it for three days, during heavy southeast and southwest gales, at great 
hazard. A rough sketch of this anchorage is given on the Russian chart No.9 
of the Pacific series. 
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From the north point of Klokacheva sound to Cape Edward, in latitude 
570 401, longitude 1360 15', the general trend of the coast is north 400 west, and 
the distance twenty-four miles, with a slightly retreating shore of bold cliffs and 
innumerable rocks. 
BAY OF CHAMIDDLES. 
Six miles northward of Klokacheva sound Tebenkoff has a bay entering the 
land about three miles eastward, but has roeks marked in the entrance. I can 
find no details or information about it. 
From Klokacheva sound to Cape Cross the coast is bordered by low wooded 
islands among which Portlock says there appear several places of good shelter. 
The mountains rising almost directly from the coast are quite high and irregular, 
some well wooded and others quite bare. Between the· Bay of Chaos and Cape 
Edward, the bold coast line recedes a few miles, but the general direction is 
maintained by the great number of outlying islands; to this bend of the shore 
Tebenkoff has given the designation Bay of Islands. 
Vancouver says that off Cape Edward lies a cluster of small islets and rocks. 
Tebenkoff has the islets and rocks, and lays the cape down as broad, extending 
two miles north and south, bold, high, and rocky. 
From Cape Edward to Cape Spencer, in latitude 580 141, longitude 136° 34', 
forming the northwest point of the entrance to Cross sound, the general direc-
tion of the coast is north 160 west, and the distance thirty-four miles, passing 
tangent to Cape Oross. in latitude 570 ."561• 
POINT BINGHAM. 
This rocky headland, in latitude 580 3', longitude 136° 27', forms the south-
west point of the entrance to Cross sound, and lies south 16° east, eleven miles 
from Cape Spencer. Between it and Cape Edward the coast is bold and rocky, 
gu'lrded by islands, indented by two bays three or four miles deep, and by a 
broad entrance to Cross sound ten miles south of Point Brigham and six miles 
south of Cape Cross. 
The bays were judged by Portlock to afford good shelter, but the vast num-
ber of wooded and bare islands and rock that extend to the distance of three or 
four miles from the shore, will render entering such harbors unpleasant and haz-
ardous until better known and described. 
PORTLOOK HARBOR. 
rrhis large bay has been fully described by Portlock, but his sketch of it is 
merely a rough estimate, and he makes no mention of determining its latitude, 
although his map places it in 57° 451, and Vancouver says that about six miles 
north of Cape Edward the harbor that appeared of easiest access was consid-
ered Portlock's harbor, in latitude 570 44', but the weather was thick, foggy, 
and rainy, and the shores not well seen. 
Portlock says : " On drawing near the opening, and about two miles from the 
shore to the northwest of it, we had twenty to twenty-five fathoms of water over 
a muddy bottom, and just in the entrance were some high, barren rocks." 
The following is the best description I can make from Portlock's sketch and 
text: The opening to Portlock's harbor lies between two points lying north-
west and southeast from each other and distant from three to four miles apart. 
This entrance is, however, divided into three passages by two large, bluff, ·wooded 
islands lying directly between the points. The southeast island received the 
name of Hogan, and that to the north.west, Hill. The south passage is about 
half a mile wide, with bold shores and twenty fathoms of water. The middle 
passage is a mile wide at the outer part, but at the inner part is contracted to 
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half a mile, with ten fathoms of water, by two bare islets and rocks from the 
southeast point of Hill island. The northern passage is narrow, and no sound-
ings are given. Rocks lie off the southeast point of the bay, off the south point 
of Hogan island, and bare, rocky islets and rocks off the northwest point of 
Hogan island. The south side of Hill island is "low land, forming itself into 
several small bays, from whose points are breakers at no great distance," with 
bold rocks extending nearly half a mile off the southeast point. 
The deepest water in the middle passage between Hill and Hogan islands is 
forty-six fathoms over rocky bottom; the length of this passage is about a mile; 
has bold, rocky shores, and the course in is nearly northeast by east. I shonld 
judge the best course in would be to steer east-northeast for a wooded islet inside, 
and lying half a mile north-northeast from the north point and islet of Hogan 
island; between this wooded islet and Hogan island a depth of thirty-two 
fathoms is given. 'rhe southeast passage is about a mile in length. 
Immediately upon passing the bold rocks off the southeast point of Hill island, 
the water deepens very quick1y to thirty and forty fathoms, and a most spacious 
and excellent harbor opens to view, trending to the northwest and southeast. and 
running deep into the northward, -vyith a number of small islands scattered about. 
Running up towards the northwest part 0f the harbor, and after passing the 
small island close to the north side of the northeast point of Hill island, Port-
lock anchored in thirty-one fathoms of water, muddy bottom; the rocks of!:' the 
east part of Hill island being just shut in by the small island, and bearing south 
three or four miles. (According to the sketch they bore about south-southeast, 
distant one mile.) 
The country adjacent to Portlock harbor abounds with white cedar, which 
was cut and sawed into sheathing-boards; (page 262.) This is evidently the 
yellow cedar of Alaska. · 
Tebenkoff 's chart gives no idea of a deep bay in this locality, although he 
has the name in latitude 57° 451• 
CROSS SOUND. 
The entrance to this sound is wide, open, and unobstructed by rock, shoal, or 
island. This appears to be the case for ten miles within the heads, and Van-
couver says that, if it possesses any navigable objection, it is the unfathomable 
depth of ·water which everywhere exists except very near the shores, along 
which in many places are detached rocks, lying, however, out of the way of 
navigation, and sufficiently conspicuous to be avoided. 
The entrance is eleven miles wide between Cape Spencer on the north and 
Point Bingham on the south, bearing south 16° east from the former. Ineide 
of Cape Spencer the sound expands into a great bay running fifteen miles north-
northwest, and from ten to four miles wide. Six miles inside of Point Bingham 
a passage two miles wide opens to the south-southeast and runs ten miles in 
that direction, when it turns abruptly to the west-southwest, and reaches the 
ocean in about six or eight miles. 
'l'his sound has been called Icy strait, and appears to well deserve the ap-
pellation. Tebenkoff says that ice is found the.re all the year, impeding navi-
gation; and in July and August Vancouver's officers found part of the passage 
almost closed with the ice. Frequently the masses of ice are detached from the 
face of the glaciers, covered with gravel and earth, and these drifting in the 
sound are often taken for rocks awash. Upon the chart I have marked the po-
sition of the different glaciers that come down from the terminal spur of the 
Mount Elias and Fairweather range to the heads of the bays opening upon the 
north shore. 
The general direction of the sound is north 60° east for thirty miles, then 
south 56° east for twenty-four mi]es to Chatham strait. Point Bingham is in 
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atitude 588 03 1, longitude 136° 27', and Cape Spencer in latitude 58° 13' and 
ongitude 136° 341• 
PORT ALTHORP. 
Vancouver has given a sketch of this bay, the entrance to which is situated 
on the south shore of Cross sound, ten or eleven miles north 41° east from Point 
Bingham, and ten miles east 6° south from Cape Spencer. The entrance to the 
bay, opening from the sound, lies between two islands north and south of each 
other, and is bordered by a number of rocks and islets. It has nine fathoms 
of water in it. " The channel is clear, free from danger, and is one and a 
quarter mile in width, with a tolerably snug cove, just within the entrance and 
off the south face of the western part of the island, that forms the north point 
of entrance." Here Vancouver anchored in fourteen fathoms, a cable's length 
from shore. rrebenkoff puts the anchorage down in ten fathoms sandy bottom. 
"This high, narrow island, affords great protection to the bay, which is two and 
a half miles wide just inside. Nearly in the middle of the bay, and one league 
southeast by south from the anchorage, are some detached rocks. The island 
forming the south point of entrance is about two miles long, and stretches to 
the south-southeast toward Point Lucan, f1om which it is separated one mile, 
but the space is £lied with numerous islets. "At Point Lucan, which ia situ-
ated from the anchorage south 23° east four and a half miles, the width of the 
harbor is two miles, from whence it extends south 36° east about six miles, and 
terminates in a small basin that affords good and secure anchorage, the best 
passage into which is on the eastern shore, rocks and an islet guarding the west." 
Vancouver gives the latitude of his anchorage 58° 12' 0011 ; Tebenkoff gives 
the longitude 1.36° 12'. 
The surrounding country is covered with spruce trees. 
ISLAJ.-.DS IN CROSS SOUND. 
The islands that lie north-northeast from Port Althorp contract the middle 
of the sound very much, and almost close the passage to the east. Between 
these islands and the shores that form the north and south sides of the sound 
there are two narrow channels ; the northernmost, being the widest, il:3 nearly a 
mile across; the southernmost is about half that width, both of which are free 
from rocks and shoals or any other obstructions than the large masses of floating 
ice which at that time of the year (July) rendered each of these channels very 
dangerous to navigate. The track of the Russian steamers is laid down through 
the southern passage. 
FOREST CAPE. 
Fifteen miles northwest from Cape Spencer is Forest cape, having a small 
open bay on the eastern side making in a mile or two the northward, and dis-
tinguished by having the sea-coast glacier at the northeast side of it. A small 
islet lies well up in tbe bay, and rrebenkoff has one nearly a mile south of the 
cape. 
STURYA BAY. 
Thirty-two miles northwest from Cape Spencer is the narrow and dangerous 
opening to this bay, which extends inland north 55° east for six miles, and 
spreads into two arms at right angles to the former course, and each arm extends 
about three miles, with an average width of one to two miles. 
The entrance lies two or three miles northwest of the termination of the rocky, 
bold bluffs of the coast coming from the southward. On Tebenkoff's chart the 
immediate coast is represented as low and sandy, yet, on the enlarged chart 
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taken from La Perouse. it is bold and rocky, with rocks stretching across the 
entrance fi·om the west point nearly to the southeastern point. The southeast 
point of entrance is placed in latitude 58° 361, longitude 137° 161• The best 
anchorage is immediately behind and inside the north point; a second anchor-
age is laid down a mile and a half beyond the north point and under the north-
west shore. In Shiltz's report to Baranoff, (July, 1776,) he says: "The en-
trance to Sturya bay is most dangerous; the strong currents, rushing over hid-
den rocks, from rapids which almost entirely conceal the channel, and thus add 
to the danger. In fair weather my vessel was being towed in when the water 
before me appeared one and a half fathoms higher than in the bay, and we shot 
the descent with irresistible speed and great danger. Once inside, all immedi-
ate danger ceased. 'rhe bay is large and filled with rocks and sands; no wood 
at the immediate entrance, and no position fit for a settlement. The bay is des-
titute of fish except halibut, which abound only in spring and summer. In the 
winter the bay abounds in sea lions, (phoca jubata,) but the common seal 
(phosa vitulina) is very seldom seen." 
Other navigators pronounce the entrance dangerous. 'rhe shores a short 
distance inside the entrance are described as " composed of enormous cliffs 
eight and nine hundred feet high, overhanging fathomless waters; the glacier 
ice, forced from the the mountain gorges, covers the surface of the water all the 
year round. No sound but the fall of great masses of ice disturbs the silence 
of this terribly grand but gloomy gorge." 
Three miles inside the entrance is a large wooded island called Egg island, 
with soundings of thirty fathoms close to it. 
In 1786, La Perouse anchored in this bay and named it :E'rench Port; but it 
is not known that any other vessels than those of the Russian American Com-
pany have visited it. I have not the voyages of La Perouse from which to 
describe the bay. 
Northwest from the northern arm of Sturya bay, in the direction of Mount 
Fairweather, is a similar mountain, though not so high, named Chillon, by La 
Perouse ; its latitude as determined by him is 58° 18' and tifteen minutes of arc 
east of Fairweather, which will place it in longitude 137° 121• It is nine miles 
from the n·earest shore. 'l'he natives call both these mountains Sturya peaks. 
'l'ebenkoff gives a view of them from a distance of 105 miles. 
About two and a half miles north of the entrance to Sturya bay, a small 
river enters the sea, and at the proper season salmon enter and ascend it in great 
numbers. 
CAPE FAIRWEATHER. 
From Sturya bay to this ,cape the distance is 22 miles northwest, with the 
immediate shores low and sandy, with a margin of low ground covered with 
trees, running a few miles to the foot of the snow range of Mount Fairweather. 
It is situated in latitude 58° 51 1 and longitude 137° 48'. Vancouver says: 
" 'l'his cape cannot be considered a very consp~cuous promontory ; it is most 
distinguishable when seen from the southward, as the land to the west of it re-
tires a few miles back to the northward, and there forms a bend in the coast; 
it is the most conspicuous point we noticed eastward of Cape Phipps. It is 
terminated by a low bluff cliff on a sandy beach, near which are a few detached 
rocks." A small stream epters about a mile east of the extremity of the cape. 
The magnificent peak of Mount Fairweather, lifting its eternally snow-covered 
head to an elevation of 13,946 * feet above the ocean, and frequently visible at 
a distance of one hundred and fifty miles at sea, lies in latitude 58° 57' and 
longitude 137° 271, and nine miles from the nearest shore and twelve from Cape 
Fairweather. 
"Captain Vasilieff, of the Olkritic (Discovery) determined this altitude. British Admi-
ralty Chart has it 14,708 feet. 
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Six miles north of Cape Fairweather a small stream enters the ocean. r.reben-
koff has a glacier marked upon it one or two miles inland. 
CAPE FAIRW~ATHER TO CAPE PHIPPS. 
rrhe general direction of the coast from Fairweather to Phipps, the south 
point of the entrance to Behring's or Yakootal bay, js north 62Q west, and the 
distance 71 miles. The shore leaves this general direction as much as seven 
miles, about ten miles north of Fairweather cape, where is the eastern boundary 
ofDry bay. 
Tebenkoff describes this stretch of coast from the details of the head LJ.en of 
the parties sent to hunt the sea otter, and says the shore is a "narrow strip of 
land, low, level, and covered with wood. Its breadth between the sea-shore 
and the foot of the mountains is five to seven miles, and many rivers and streams 
enter the narrow plain in different directions, and serve as so many canals for 
the purpose of inland navigation; but all the rivers are small and shallow. The 
most important of them is the river Alsekb, which at twelve or fifteen miles 
from the shore is divided into five branches, which flow through such low ground 
that the high waters very frequently cover a great extent of it, and at such times 
really form a shallow bay, having a width of twelve miles upon the ocean, and 
extending inland to where the Alsekb divides. In the middle of this Dry bay 
is a rocky island two or three miles in extent and covered with wood. 
From the mast-head Vancouver saw lagoons over the low beach of this coast 
and communicating with the ocean through breaks in the beach, across which 
the surf broke with much violence. 
The range of mountains forming a snow-clad barrier behind the coast hence 
to Prince William's sound, is said IJy Tebenko:ff to attain an elevation of eight 
or nine thousand feet, and from all their gorges great glaciers force their irresisti-
ble way upon the low land. A notable interruption of these mountains is men-
tioned by Cook and by Vancouver, who describes it as a plain composed of a 
solid mass of ice, a frozen snow, inclining gradually to the low coast border; it 
was remarkable for its apparent smoothness, uniformity, and the clean appear-
ance of its surface. It was forced through this great valley or interruption from 
the accumulating mass of ice on higher ground beyond. No position is given by 
Vancouver for this break. 
BEHRING'S BAY, OR YAKOOTAT. 
Cape Phipps, in latitude 59° 301, longitude 139° 42', forms the southeast 
point of the entrance to this bay, but it should be borne in mind that this outer 
cape is called on the Russian maps the Ocean cape, and that they designate the 
point three miles northward of it as Cape Phipps. The northwest point of the 
bay is Cape lVIanby, in latitude 59° 43', longitude 14-00 6', and bears north 470 
west from Cape Phipps, Rnd distant eighteen miles. 
Vancouver says that, " off Point Man by the water was found to be discolored 
at the distance of four miles from shore, where no bottom could be found with 
the hand-lead." Puget says, (Vancouver, 3, p. 237,) "The dangers in Behr-
ing's bay, particularly between Cape Manby and the island forming Port Mul-
grave, are considered to be numerous, since several rocks were seen just showing 
their heads above water." Tebenko:ff does not refer to any such danger, and it 
is quite probable that Puget took for rocks detached and floating masses of ice 
covered with earth or stones, such as he subsequently met with in Cross sound. 
Tebenkoff's chart represents the north shore as low and sandy and covered 
with wood to the base of the mountains, from which flows a stream emptying 
into the bay fifteen miles north by east from Cape Phipps, and having an exten-
sive sand-bar at its mouth. In the text of his work he says that Manby or 
Great cape is high, and at some places steep and rocky; that the shores of 
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Yakootat are mountainous, woody, and in many places cut by glaciers; but the 
climate is better than that of Prince William's sound. 
The southeast shores are broken and fringed by numerous wooded islands with 
low shores, and forming a great number of small bays and anchorages with very 
deep water in most of them. 'rhe entrances to these anchorages have strong 
currents and are represented by the Russians as difficult of access for sailing 
vessels. 
Inside of Cape Phipps of the Russians, and three miles south, half east, is a 
low wooded point called Point Turner, with very deep water quite close to it, 
and a reef of rocks parallel to it running along its eastern face a little more than 
a quarter of a mile distant. Between this reef and the long point the depth of 
water varies from twenty to ten fathoms, and the anchorage is well up the shore 
of the point to avoid the very strong currents that rush past it. This and the 
adjacent waters comprise the Port Mulgrave of Vancouver. Tebenkoff gives a 
sketch of the islands and channels, &c. 'l'he depth of water between Cape 
Phipps and Cape Turner is from fifty to eighty fathoms, and the currents are 
said to run with great rapidity. The tides rise seventy-eight feet. 
A spur from the Coast mountain range comes towards Ocean cape parallel and 
close to the southeastern shore of the bay; its southern extremity reaches within 
two or three miles of the coast, where the low shore is cut bv a connected series 
of lagoons and streams, leading ten miles east-southeast fro~ Port Mulgrave. 
Cape Phipps and the Ocean cape are represented as low and sandy and 
wooded a short distance back, but the whole point or peninsula is an intricacy of 
crooked channels, with from one to four fathoms of water in them. For five 
miles inside the point the shm·es are low, cut up by lagoons, covered with wood, 
and in many places the shores are covered with water in the rainy season. 
The general direction of the bay is north 34° east for twenty-four miles, 
diminishing from eighteen to two miles in width, four miles from the entrance 
to Digge's sound at the head, which Tebenkoff says receives "a small stream 
which comes from between enormous masses of ice; the mouth of this stream is 
in latitude 590 541, longitude 139° 23'. Here Malespina, being disappointed in 
finding the northwest passage, called the harbor 'Assurance bay,' and its en-
trance Fe1'1·ero, (Maldonado's Christian name.)" Vancouver has described the 
bay, and says the progress of Puget was barred at the entrance to Digge's sound 
by a solid barrier of ice. The Russian chart represents its shores as masses of 
ice, and named it Disenchantment bay. 
Cape •rurner is laid down in latitude 59° 331, longitude 139° 351, and Teben-
koff's sketch is compiled from the examinations of Booligin and Komtchenko; 
the first of whom laid down the anchorage in Y akootat northeast of Khantak 
isiand, and the latter those on the south side in 18~3. 
The Russians formerly had a post on the lagoon inside Cape Phipps, but it 
has been abandoned. 
CAPE PHIPPS TO CAPE SUCKLING. 
From Ca.pe Phipps to Cape Suckling the course is north 78° west, and the 
distance one hundred and twenty-five miles, with the coast curving northward 
of this line as much as twenty miles, especially at the entrance to Icy bay. 
This stretch of coast is a low fringe of level plain lying between the ocean and 
the foot of the mountain range to Mount Elias. 'l'he soil is sand and gravel 
covered with sphagnum, through which grow the spruce, and from which grass 
springs. No wood, however, exists between Cape Manby and Cape Riou, and 
Vancouver describes it as presenting a naked barren eountry, composed of ap-
parently loose unconnected stones; gradually the surface assumes a brownish 
appearance as if from vegetation. The average width of this skirting is only 
about three miles ; where it reaches the mountains the ravines are filled with 
eternal ice, and all the streams cutting through it are small and shallow, and 
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come from the glaciers. From the description of this mountain range, its ap-
proaches, glaciers, &c., this low border of stony coast line may be considered 
simply as a great combined moraine from all the glaciers. 
The depth of water close in shore is generally from five to twelve fathoms at 
two cables' lEngth, and at two miles is from thirty-five to forty fathoms. The 
coast current is to the westward, as has been noticed by all navigaters. 
ICY BAY. 
From 0ape Phipps to Cape Riou the distance is fifty-one miles and the direc-
tion north 65° west; Cape Riou, in latitude 59 ° 531, and longitude 141° 14', 
from the southeast point of Icy bay, which runs nearly north for seven miles 
from the middle 'of its entrance. Vancouver describes the point as low, well 
wooded, with a small islet detached at a little distance to the westward of lt, 
and not laid down by '.rebenkoff, nor seen by Belcher, who says that the point 
is a low sandy or muddy point with a rough and dirty-colored ice base. 
The north point is called Icy cape, and lies north 52° west, distant seven 
miles from Riou. The eastern shore is low, and backed by a large lake ; the 
western shore is a compact mass of ice, and terminates towards the ocean in a 
high, abrupt, cli:fl'y point; inside the entrance of the Lay Tebenkoff gives 
soundings in twelve and fifteen fathoms, to the head, where the depth is five 
fathoms. There can be no anchorage here with southerly winds, which would 
set the whole force of the swell into it. 
Vancouver gives a view of the western shores of Icy bay, with mount St. Elias 
in the background. Belcher says, "the wr.ole of this bay, and the valley above 
it, was found to be composed of (apparently) snow-ice, about thirty feet in 
height at the water-cliff, and probably based on a low, muddy beach." The 
soundings of Tebenkoff demonstrate the existence of the bay; while Vancouver 
was within a league of cape Riou and saw into the bay. 
It is probable that the glacial formation on the bay may sometimes fill it; 
and that the island which Vancouver saw was a mass of earth-covered ice 
aground. 
MO"LNT ST. ELIAS. 
'J.1his great snow peak lies in latitude 61 ° 22~', and longitude 140° 54', and 
rises to an elevation of 16,938 feet, according to 'rebenkoff. According to the 
British admiralty chart No. 2172, it is 14,970 feet high, and is situated twenty-
nine miles from Icy cape, and twenty-three miles from the head of Icy bay, 
which receives a stream from the flanks of this range. This remarkable pyr-
amid of eternal ice is acknowledged by all the old navigators and discoverers 
as a magnificent spectacle from the sea, especially when the whole Coast range 
to Mounts Fairweather and Crillon is visible. In 1839 it began to emit volumes 
of smoke and vapor from a crater opened on its northeast side, and in 1847, 
when the earthquake occurred at Sitka, Mount St. Elias ejected ashes and 
flames. There appears to have been a general subterranean disturbance at 
this epoch, for 1\fount Baker, in Washington Territory, in latitude 48° 45', was 
in a state of eruption, and shocks were felt along the Aleutian islands. An 
earthquake was felt on Agamok, one of the Choumagin group, and in Alaska 
peninsula Pavloff's peak ejected ashes and flame. 
The mountain is visible over a hundred and fifty miles at sea, and has been 
sketched by Vancouver, and others. 
CAPE YAKTAGA. 
rrhis is a low, rounding point of land, . twenty-three miles west of Icy cape, 
and is the first point along this low shore where outlying rocks have been noted. 
'l'hree or four miles southwest of the southern extremity of the cape, Tebenkoff 
lays down sunken rocks with thirty-five fathoms of water outside of them. 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--19 
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J,AEDA. 
Sixty-nine miles west from Icy cape is the southern extremity of an exten-
sive reef, stretching six miles south of a short space of rocky shore-line. It is 
in latitude 590 58.1, longitude 1430 43', and called Laeda by Tebenkoff. No 
soundings are given in the vicinity. Between it and Cape Yakataga, two or three 
streams enter the sea. Vancouver, who was close in with the land at this place, 
note:, a sand point lying off two or three miles. 
From Cape Suckling this reef lies east seventeen miles, and from the south 
point of the reef making south of Kayes island, it bears north 720 east, distant 
thirty-six miles. 
CAPE SUCKLING. 
Between Kayes island and the Laeda reef lies the low point called Cape 
Suckling, its eastern extremity laid down in latitude 590 591, and longitude 
1440 11'. '.rhe south face of the cape was nearly east and west for five miles, 
and from its eastern limit commences that long reach of low, sandy beach, from 
five to ten miles in width, which runs hence bordering the coast to Hinchin-
brook island, a distance of seventy-fi.ve miles. This extensive sandy flat is cut 
through by numerous streams finding their way from the low shores to the 
Dcean. At the distance of one or two miles from its outer edge the depth of 
water is not more than five to ten fathoms. Small streams fed by lakes and Ly 
rivulets from the glaciers abound along the shores; and one large river, to be 
hereafter mentioned, finds its outlets between Kayes and Hinchinbrook islands. 
KAYES, OR KAYAK ISLAND. 
The southern point of this island lies in latitude 590 49', longitude 1440 53', 
with an island and reef off it. It is called Cape Hamond by Vancouver, and 
St. Elias by Tebenkoff. Greywinke, quoting Belcher, says Kayes island, as 
seen from the east, appears as two islands. 'l'he southern point is a high table 
rock, bare of vegetation, of a white color; the other is a high land of moderate 
elevation, with three naked peaks, the feet of which are covered with timber. 
The west side is nearly straight, and runs northward twelve rp.iles. The 
eastern face of the island runs from the south point, where it is very narrow, to 
tlie northward; and in latitude 59° 381, where it is three miles wide, runs east-
northeast for six miles. Off this eastern point lies a rocky reef, stretching two 
or three miles to the broad sandy beach west of Cape Suckling. 
Tebenkoff gives a view of this island, which is represented as having a 
mountain at each end from his point of view. 
Vancouver describes the north shore of the island as a low tract of land, well 
wooded, and that it is indented by small coves. 
WINGHAM ISLAND. 
Off the northw~st point of Kayak island lies Wingham island, about two 
miles distant, with six fathoms of water between them, but a bar of two fathoms 
connecting the southeast point of Wingham with the north shores of Kayak. 
Wingham island is low, four miles long north and south, by two ruiles wide. Off 
its north point are laid down some rocks, but on its eastern side, reached by 
passing its north end from the west through a narrow channel and close to the 
shore, Vancouver says it forms a tolerably well-sheltered roadstead even against 
the easterly winds; and that good anchorage will be found to the southward of the 
first small beach from its north point at a .commodious distance from the shore; 
at this anchorage the northeast point of Kayak bears south 63° east, and Cape 
Suckling north 76° east. 
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The nearest point of the main shore lies north, seven miles distant from the 
north end of Wingham island, and is called Cape Hey. 
CONTROLLERS' BAY. 
The indentation in the coast north and east of Kayak island, and west of 
Cape Suckling, was callP.d by Vancouver, Controllers' bay, into the northwest part 
of which enters a small river called the Chilkaht, emptying into a larger lake of 
the same name. 
In the middle of the northwest part of this bay, and six miles off the mouth 
of the Chilkaht, lies the island of Kanak, two or three miles in extent and over-
grown with wood. South of this island, and towards the edge of the great 
flats, are many shoals covered with grass, and having the appearance of small, 
low islands. 
A DOUBTFUL ROCK. 
Tebenkoff gives all that is known of a rock or bank supposed to Rxist in 
latitude 590 36 1, longitude 1440 50', and in the track of ves.:iels bound to Port 
Etches from the position of the Pamplona .rock. "Tradition says that south 
of the island of Kayak there exists a rock. l\fate Zaykoff, in 1781, being with 
Alexander N ewski, states in his report that ' being afraid to run in the fog fur-
ther south on account of a bank situated south ofKayak, we were compelled to 
lay to.' Guided by this remark, I locate it on my chart with a doubtful sjgn, 
thirteen miles south of. the southern extremity of Kayak island." 
PAMPLONA ROCKS. 
Many doubt.s have been expressed about the existence of these rocks, and es-
pecially as to their being visible. In your letter with notes from Captain Bryant, 
he says that there is a submarine range in the vicinity of the position usually 
assigned to it, but this can hardly be the case if they are the resort of the sea 
otter, as will be shown to be the case. 
rrebenkoff says: "In the approximate latitude of the Dry bay (latitude 590 
03') there exists a rock discovered in 1779 by a Spaniard, Captain Arleiga, 
which he called rock Pamplona. In1794 lVIate Talin, in the ship Orel, (Eagle,) 
saw it and named it after his vessel, but did not determine its position." 
The navigators of the Russian American Company are divided in opinion 
about it; but agree that one of their number reports seeing it as a three-pointed 
rock; another informs me that he sailed over the longitude laid down by Te-
benkoff and did not see it, although the day was clear and a man aloft on the 
lookout. 
On the various charts in my possession, the position ranges three miles· in 
latitude, and thirty minutes of arc in longitude. 
In August, 1867, the .revenue steamer Lincoln intended to search for it, and 
when about twenty miles south 60° east of its supposed position hove· to and 
sounded with 180 fathoms of line, but found no bottom She drifted to the as-
cribed latitude about three o'clock in the morning, but a dozen miles to the east-
ward, then steered a course that passed four miles north ofits ascribed point, at 
five o'clock a. m., with a clear horizon. At 7 ~ hours a. m, in latitude 590 12', 
and long·itude 1430 05', no soundings could be had with 180· fathoms of line. 
No other efforts were made to find it, although the noise of birds frequenting 
land had been heard during the early morning. 
Vancouver's account uf tl:ri.s rock is as follows : George Portloff informed 
us that a very dangerous rocky shoal, about fifteen miles in le11gth, lies by com-
pass in a direction south by west sixty-three miles from a place called by them 
Leda Unala. This Mr. Puget conceived to be near the point that had beeq 
named Point Rion, the eastern cape of the entrance to Icy bay. Portloff him-
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self l1ad been on this shoal, taking sea otters, and stated that the first discovery 
of it was owing to a Russian galHot having had the misfortune some years be-
fore to be wrecked upon it ; two of the crew were drowned, but the rest escaped 
in their boats. Since that period an annual visit bas been made to it for the 
purpose of killing sea otters, which are there met with; and as it generally 
proves advantageous, Portloff meant to stop there on his return. "From the 
Spaniards, also, I afterwards became acquainted that a very dangerous rock 
existed in this neighborhood, the situation of which they had taken great pains 
to ascertain, and had found it to be south 41° east from Cape Suckling at the 
distance of 36°, and which was called by them Roca Pamplona; when this was 
delineated on our charts it appeared to lie in the direction south 77° east distant 
eight miles from the rocky shoal described by Portloff; hence it may be inferred 
that Portloff and the Spaniards intended the same shoal, although it is not stated 
by the latter to be so extensive as by the former. 
"It is without doubt dangerously situated for the navigation of this coast." 
:jf :jf :jf rrhe circumstantial evidence appears to me too strong to 
doubt the existence of this rock. 
OTCHEK, OR MIDDLETON ISLAND. 
The longitude of this island is not positively determined. It was visited in 
1838 by one of the mates of the Russian American Company, and he reports 
that it is above seven miles long from north to south, with a breadth of about 
three miles. The north end is in latitude 590 301, longitude 146° 301• Off both 
extremities of the island ~re reefs extending for three miles on the prolongation 
of the longer axis. Off the northern reef is a rock upon which the water breaks 
in great jets, giving it the form of a pillar, even with a comparatively smooth sea, 
and it bas been appropriately named the Fountain. 
On the west side is a rock situated southwest three miles from the northern 
point of the island, and north-northwest of the place used for anchoring, where 
a small cove exists with thirteen fathoms of water over a gravelly bottom. 
The surface of the island is comparatively low, and quite level, (see the 
sketch on Tebenkoff's chart,) but the shores are craggy. A few buts are scat-
tered about the island and serve as shelter for the natives temporarily sojourning 
here for the purpose of collecting sea weeds and hunting seals. Several small 
lakes, places of refuge for birds of passage, are found along the eastern shore. 
None of the early traders or explorers saw this island. 
SEA-OTTER BANKS. 
This bank lies nearly equally distant between the north end of Otchek and 
south end of Kayak islands, being north 50° east, twenty-three miles from the 
former, and south 80° east, thirty-two miles from the later. It is laid down as 
two rocks east-northeast and west-southwest of each other, with twenty and 
forty fathoms close to them, and a line of soundings is laid down with depths 
of forty, fifty, fifty-five, and sixty-five fathoms, extending southwest by west 
for nine miles. 
The reef was discovered in 1798, with the announcement that to the "south-
east of Hinchinbrook island (Khtagalook) thete exists a bank which the Tsuga 
natives assure us abounds in sea otter.'' The existence of this. bank was 
doubted for a long time; however, in 1842, Mate Lindenberg, of the Russian 
American Company, saw it, but having an overcast sky he determined its posi-
tion approximately from Nutchek island, and obtained latitude 59° 441 and lon-
gitude 1450 541• 
COPPlm RIVER. 
From Cape Kanak, in latitude 60° 13', longitude 144° 561, the coast runs 
west by north one-half north for thirteen miles to the eastern mouth of the 
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Copper river, situated in latitude 60° 17', longitude 145° 20', thence northwest 
to the broad mouth of the same stream, passing several smaller mouths of the 
river before reaching it. Thia principal mouth is a wide, shoal bay, opening 
upon the broad, low, dry coast line, and extending in a general direction north-
northeast to the great bend in latitude 60° 40', and longitude 145° 45', where it 
is two miles wide; thence it sweeps to the south-southeast for twenty-three 
miles parallel to and about three miles from the ocean shore, around the spur 
from the mountain chain to an island where the two principal streams divide, at 
a distance of six miles from the mouth of the eastern one. The whole of the 
low delta formation is attributed to the debris brought down .by the Copper 
river, which has been partly traced by officers of the Russian American Com-
pany, several degrees northward having been reached by an expedition follow-
ing Kneek river, flowing from Lake Plavejno, in latitude 62° 10', and longitude 
149° into Cook's inlet, and from the lake ascending 'rli::~heeteen river reached 
Copper river. 
The current of the lower reaches of the river is slow, and the delta, thirty 
miles in extent, is overgrown with willow. Tebenkoff says that in the princi-
pal mouth of the river a small rocky islet of one mile in extent is situated half 
way to the great bend. 
Grewinke says that the gorges bordering the river are filled with ice twenty 
fathoms thick and one mile wide near the river. In some places this ice is cov-
ered with a fertile soil, upon which mass bushes and berries are growing. In 
the middle of the river ice masses are often seen covered with fresh green bushes 
and ripe berries. One hundred miles above the rapids of the Atna the 'rchet-
chitna enters from a lake one hundred miles east of its mouth. 
The name i.s given to the river on account of the deposits of native copper on 
its banks. '.rhe inhabitants have tried to retain the secret of its location, ancl 
several parties have been murdered or held slaves in attempting to explore the 
country; but one of the officers of the company informs me that the copper is 
found about twenty-five or thirty miles above the eastern mouth, and in various-
sized masses of pure copper. 
The natives call the river, especially the eastern mouth, the Atna. From its 
mouth it runs one hundred miles northward, then to the north northeast and 
northeast. Its banks are mountainous, particularly the right one, where the 
mountains form precipices with glaciere in all the gorges. The noise of ava-
lanches may be heard for many miles along its course. 
'rhe Russian trading post is in latitude 61° 28' 0611, longitude 145° 16', and 
the officers report the river as scantily peopled. 
The natives inhabiting the coast between Yakootat and Prince V\Tilliam's 
sound are called Oogalentz, l!nd number about thirteen hundred soulA. They 
have their own language, and inhabit the banks of the streams, living upon fish 
and such berries and vegetables as they can gather or gww. 
CAPE HINCHINBROOIL 
The southeast extremity of this cape is north 650 west, distant sixty-four 
miles from the south of Kayak island, and is designated the Ocean cape on 
'febenkoff's chart. It lies in latitude 600 16', longitude 1460 4 7'. From this 
point the shore stretches west northwest and then northwest for three miles to 
the entrance to Etches harbor, (Nutchek, of the Russians.) 
The cape is the south point of Hinchinbrook island, whose southeast face runs 
about north 500 east, seventeen miles, towards the great mouth of Copper river, 
and is laid down as a bold shore terminating at and connecting with the south-
west point of shoals making out from the west point of Copper river entrance 
by low flats. From four to seven miles eastward of the northeast point of 
Hinchinbrook, called Cape Bentinck, two or three small islets are laid down in 
Tebenkoff on the edge of the shoal sandy flat. 
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SEAL ROCKS. 
A group of small rocky islets lies off Cape Hinchinbrook, on the prolonga-
tion of the southeast shore of the island, and seven miles south 52° west from 
the eastern part of the cape; and also seven miles broad off the southeast shore 
of Montague isfand. In this vicinity of much fog they form a dangerous im-
pediment, directly in the mid entrance to Prince William's sound. 'l'ebenkoff 
has a view of them. 
POR'r ETCHES, OR NUTCHEK BAY. 
The north point of the entrance to Port Etches, situated on the southwest 
part of Hinchinbrook island, is in latitude 60° 21', and longitude 1460 52' 5011 • 
From it the southernmost of the Porpoise rocks lies south 560 west, one and a 
quarter mile distant; the nearest land directly south two miles; the narrowest 
part of the entrance southeast one and a half mile; and the inner part of Cape 
Hinchinbrook, south 250 west, three and three-quarter miles. Bold water exists 
around the shores and also in the immediate vicinity of the Porpoise rocks, but 
soundings are wanting on the north side of these rocks. Between Porpoise . 
rocks and the south shores the soundings range from sixty to thirty fathoms; 
in the middle of the entrance fifty fathoms, decreasing to thirty-five. 
The bay runs north 57° east for five and a half miles, diminiehing rapidly in 
the last two miles to a narrow shallow bay. The southeast shore is bounded 
by high mountains, skirted along the immediate shore with a narrow belt of 
wooded land. 'l'be northwest shore is bold, and for the first two miles formed 
by the southeast face of a high peninsula, terminating at the northeast by Cape 
Phipps, where a narrow channel separates it from the 'main, and gives passage 
to a large inner bay or lagoon, the head of which stretches south west towards 
the sound, from which it is separated by a beach only a few hundred yards 
wide. 'rhis lagoon is about two miles long and nearly one wide, with shallow 
water occupied by flats, but affording a channel of twelve feet wate1:, nearly to 
Fort Constantine, which lies north only two-fifths of a mile from the north point 
of the entrance to Etches. 
Where the passage leads from Port Etches to Constantine harbor, as the 
lagoon is called, the shores recede and form a bay a mile wide, northeast and 
southwest, and nearly three-quarters of a mile deep, with anchorage in from 
five to seven fathoms of water half a mile from shore, and over very even bot-
tom. At the best anchorage Point Phipps bears west, and three rocky islets 
north. A small atream empties from the north into this indentation north of 
the above rocks. 
'l'he Russians have an anchorage in the cove on the southeast shore, east-
southeast from Point Phipps, with two small streams entering it. It appears 
well protected and bas regular soundings in five and four fathoms. Portlock 
anchored here in 1787, and called the island protecting it Garden island, because 
he planted a variety of garden seeds upon it. This anchorage affords an abund-
ance of muscles and crabs, and the Indians supplied Portlock's vessel with 
plenty of cod and halibut caught in the bay. He named Constantine harbor 
Brook harbor. 
The English chart by Belcher gives a depth of two and a half fathoms as the 
least water into Constantine harbor, but a rock having only six feet at low water 
is laid down on the Russian survey by Chernoff in mid-channel. The current 
through the strait, which is only two hundred yards wide, sometimes runs four 
knots per hour. On the outer bay they are also quite strong, and the rise and 
fall or tide is stated to be nine and a half feet. 
1!-,ort Constantine serves as a defence of the Tchugatz Indians against the en-
croachments and attacks of the Koloschians and U galentz. 
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At this bay Portlock cut sticks for Bpare topmasts, mizzenmast, and main-
yard, besides getting out boards, &c. His men caught fine cod and halibut in 
plenty; large quantities of herring, and as many as two thousand salmon at 
each lmul of the seine. 
SNUG CORNER UOVE. 
Twenty miles north of Point Etches entrance is the south point of a long low 
wooded peninsula, stretching well into the sound from the east-northeast, and 
formed by Port Fidalgo on the north and Port Gravina on the south. Off this 
point lie rocks, and a large islet off its west point. The northwest point of this 
peninsula forms the western point of the entrance to the Snug Corner cove of 
Oook, where the Discovery was anchored. I have not Cook's narrative with 
me for the description of this place . 
.MO~TAGUE ISLAND. 
This large and high island may be said to lie broad in the entrance to Prince 
William's sound, with passages thereto at the northeast and southwest extremi-
ties of the island. It is forty-five miles long, with an average width of seven 
miles, and lies northeast by north and southwest by south, its southern point 
stretching well out into the Gulf of Alaska, and situated in latitude 59° 46', 
longitude 148° 1'. The northern point lies abreast of the entrance to Port 
Etches, about five and a half miles distant, forming the principal entrance to 
the sound, and through which the currents rush very strongly. The currents 
through the entrance west of the southern extremity of the island are repre-
sented as running three and four knots per hour, and quite irregularly. 
· The immediate shores of the island are well-wooded, and much lower on the 
northeastern side than on the eastern. 
On the northwest shores are two or three open anchrn·ages, protected from the 
heavy southeast winds by the high lands to the eastward. 
Off a low projecting point, covered with wood, on the southeast face of the 
island, fifteen miles from the south end, lies a group of six small islets. rrhey 
are composed of steep cliff.:;, nearly level on their tops, and may serve as a 
guide in thick or gloomy weather. They are tolerably well-wooded, and thereby 
not liable to be mistaken for the Chiswells, which are entirely barren. This is 
'rebenkoff's opinion, but the Chiswells lie nearly sixty miles to the west-south- ' 
west. In his map, Portlock places a line of rocks and soundings in four to 
eight fathoms one mile off the south end of the island, designating them as 
"coral rocks." Dixon gives a view of Montague island. 
PORT BASIL, OR .M'LEOD'S HARBOR. 
This bay is situated on the northwest shore of Montague island, twelve miles 
within the southwest point of the island, and nearly abrPast of the island La-
touche, that forms the west side of the channel. Portlock says that-
After a boat examination he hauled in for it, and anchored in twenty fathoms, over a 
muddy bottom. In running into the bay, just off the south point, the soundings were seven 
and eight fathoms, over a bottom of black mud and sand. This bank appeared to me nearly 
across the mouth of the bay, and, after passing it, the water deepened to twenty-one fath-
oms; and with this depth the south p::~int of the entrance bore southwest by south, about 
one and a half mile; the north point bore northwest by west t west, about one mile; and 
the distance from the nearest northern shore was about a mile. 
His rough sketch of this bay shows that it lies about northeast by east for 
three and a half miles, with irregular soundings from the seven-fathom bar 
entrance to twenty-two fathoms in spots, and carrying ten fathoms to the head. 
In the extreme northeast part is a small indentation. half a mile in extent, with 
four and a half to six fathoms water; and ::t stream flows into the eastern part 
of this cove. 1.'he whole east head of the harbor is an extensive flat. A vessel 
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can lie in the cove in four and a· half to five fathoms, about a cable's length from 
shore, with the south point of the harbor just shut in by the point forming the 
cove. This point may be taken close aboard, as the water is quite bold. 
The south point of the entrance is called Point Bryant; the northern, Point 
Woodcock; their distance apart, about two miles, bearing northeast by north 
and southwest by south. 
The only wind to which this bay is exposed is from the southwest, and then 
a vessel may run up into the cove and anchor in four and a half fathoms. 
From McLeod's harbor, in sounding across the channel towards Latouche 
island, fifty and sixty fathoms are fuund over a muddy bottom soon after 
quitting the harbor ; no bottom in mid-channel with seventy fathoms. Close to 
the shore of Latouche island, within a cable's length, the soundings are from 
forty to fifty fathoms, and these are carried to the north extreme of the island. 
HANNING'S BAY, 
Northeastward from McLeod's harbor the shores of Montague island are bold, 
with soundings of thirty fathoms over a muddy bottom, about a mile from land. 
About five leagues from McLeod's harbor, Portlock says he came to a deep 
wide bay where vessels may safely ride at anchor in from twenty to ten 
fathoms, muddy bottom. With ten fathoms the anchorage is near the bottom 
of the bay, and about half a mile from shore, but the best anchorage seems to 
be nearest the south side, and no nearer the shore than in hom ten to twelve 
fathoms water. A fresh-water stream enters into the south part of the bay 
where Portlock drew his seines, and in one tide caught a quantity of salmon 
sufficient to load two boats. 
GREEN ISLES. 
They lie four miles westward of the northern part of the island, and the 
soundings in the channel to the sound vary from thirty-five to twenty fathoms, 
until nearing the Green isles, when the water shoals, and frequently seven and 
eight were found by Portlock, with rocky and shell bottom. Patches of kelp 
were numerous near the shoal soundings. 
CHALMERS HARBOR. 
The north point of this harbor lies in latitude 60° 17', longitude 147° 78', 
. and is named Point Gilmour. Rocky patches with kelp lie off the entrance, and 
two islets off the south part ; the inner and larger one is called Wilby's island; 
the outer islet, half a mile off shore, lies about west-southwest, two-thirds of a mile 
from Point Gilmour. Outside the entrance and kelp patches, the soundings are 
regular for two miles, when seventeen fathoms is found. 
'rhe entrance is one-half a mile wide, with twenty-one fathoms off Point Gil-
mour, and muddy bottom. 'l'he harbor extends about one and a half mile to 
the northeast, and has a land-locked cove one mile from the entrance, with cap-
ital anchorage in seven fathoms, muddy bottom. Along the northwest half of 
the bay the soundings are ten to fifteen fathoms; rocks exist in the eastern part 
of the bay. 
Where Portlock anchored, with twenty-one fathoms of water, a small island, 
being the westernmost part of the bay, bore southwest half a mile distant; the 
north part of the bay, being the point off Stockdale's harbor, bore NW.! N. 
distant tbree and a half miles; and the bottom of the bay northeast by east two 
miles. The westernmost of the two rocks between which hit' vessel entered 
was just above water, and bore W. ! S. more than a mile distant, and the 
easternmost rock was covered, the tide being then two-thirds flood. He says 
that it would not be prudent for any vessel to run through this passl}ge in thick 
weather; but when the weather is clear it is tolerably safe, with a good look· 
out, the lead going, and keeping nearly in mid channel. 
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ZAIKOFF BAY. 
Tebenkoff has two large indentations in the north end of Montague island ; 
the western one is evidently unexplored, and the eastern one, with rocks and 
an islet on its east shore, lies abreast of the entrance to Mutchek bay, eight or 
nine miles distant. It is named Zaikoff bay. 
PRINCE WILLIAM'S SOUND. 
This extensive body of water bas an area of about twenty-five hundred 
square miles, and bas a somewhat triangular shape, reckoning the base from 
Cape Puget to the head of Cordova bay, and the apex at the head of Port 
Wells, in latitude 61° 09'. 
The easternmo~t part of the sound is the head of Cordova bay, whose waters 
reach within four miles of the great bend of Copper river, with an intervening 
low wooded point. Many of the islands, and of the p:tojecting points, are low 
and covered with wood; but behind these rise eternal barriers of ice mountains, 
and especially to the north. The waters of the sound are very deep, the ri~e 
and fall of the tides quite large, and the currents in the different channels are 
very strong, with strong tide ripplings in the entrance between Port Etches and 
Montague island. The waters of the sound are chilled by the large amount of 
ice-water from the Glaciers; and, in consequence of this and the colder air fr.om 
the mountains, meeting the warmer waters and warmer vapor-laden airs from the 
Gulf of Alaska, the weather is very changeable, and sudden squalls of wind 
and thick fogs prevail. 
North and west of the sound lies an elevated range of mountains, stretching from 
Mount St. Elias and enclosing the sound round to the north. 'rhe highest peak 
is about eighty miles distant from the shores; and Tebenkoff saw the range in 
1848 in all its grandeur, but remarked no indication of any active volcanoes. 
On the north shore glaciers come down to the heads of the bays, and Whidbey 
says that such great masses are sometimes detached from their faces that the 
noise of the shock passes over the sound like dull, heavy thunder, and he felt 
the earth tremble at a distance of six miles from the locality of one of these 
concussions. 
There is communication between the western part of the sound and Cook's 
inlet, and Vancouver understood that a party be met with had crossed from 
Gurn::~gain's arm of Cook's inlet to Passage canal of Prince William's sound, 
but Tebenkoff says that looking at the short distance which separates these 
waters, it would seem as if the isthmus were the best route of intercommunica-
tion; but the natives prefer to take either of the outside routes, or a portage of 
eight miles from Resurrection bay, in latitude 60° 07', to the lake whence the 
Kakny river rises, and descends to Cook's inlet, in latitude 60° 32', where the 
Russians have the stockaded post St. Nicholas. 
The passage on the isthmus passes through a ravine between two mountains, 
and the ravine is covered with ice, beneath which flows a stream. During sum-
mer this ice melts, and leaves a continuous cavern adorned with icy stalactites 
overhanging the stream. Some courageous natives during their winter travel 
take the isthmus route, when the ravines and precipices are covered with drifted 
snow. 
CAPE CLEARE. 
This is the southern head of Montague island, but I find no description of it 
in the works at my command. It is situated in latitude 59° 46', longitude 
148° 1', according to Tebenkoff's chart, and Portlock lays the coral rocks one 
mile off its extremity. From this point Cape Puget lies north 58° west, distant 
eighteen miles, while between them lie two large islands, with an opening between 
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Latouche and Montague of nine miles at the entrance, diminishing to four miles 
in about eight. Two other openings exist, of about a mile and three miles wide, 
respectively, leading through comparatively narrow channels to Prince William's 
sound. Little is known of their peculiarities and availability. 
POINT ERRINGTON. 
This is the south point of the middle island between the south end of Mon-
tague island and Cape Puget, and lies five miles east of the latter. It is thus 
described by Vancouver: "A high, steep, barren promontory, of small extent, 
connected to the s~uth end of the island by a nal-row isthmus." 
POI~T PYKE. 
North of Point Ebrington about five or six miles is the south point of an 
unnamed island. It is bold and rocky, with a number of islets lying off it, 
and was named by Vancouver, who states that it is remarkable for its sugar-
loaf form. To the nortli of Point Pyke is a tolerably well-sheltered bay, sur-
rounded on all sides by lofty, abrupt, snowy mountains. 'l'o the north of this 
there is a second bay, and also a narrow opening ten miles .long to the north-
east. 
KENAIG PENINSULA. 
The eastern shores of Prince William's sound form the northeast part of the 
peninsula of Kenaig, and its outer or gulf shore commences with Cape Puget. 
From Cape Puget to Cape Elizabeth the shores have been very well explored 
by the Russian navigators, searching for good harbors and shelter for the Rus-
sian whalers. Their reports show that the line of coast is broken by bays :md 
coves, but none offering good anchorage, there being very close to the shores 
not less than thirty to fifty fathoms of water. '.rhe coast is very rocky and 
steep and mountainous, yet covered with wood, while the ravines and gorges 
between the mountains contain in many places glaciers which stretch back from 
the heads of the bays even to the gorges descending towards Uook's inlet. 
CAPE PUGET. 
This cape is in latitude 59° 551, longitude 148° 34', and from this point the 
coast has a general trend for one hundred and ten miles to the 'l'schugatz 
islands, formerly known as Cape Elizabeth. There is a glacier at the head of 
the bay just west, and forming the cape, and in the second bay, seven miles 
westward, a large glacier comes down into the ocean, and is reprPsented to me 
by the Russian navigators as a ~ery beautiful and grand object, when seen in a 
clear day. I find no description of Cape Puget, but Tebencoff's map repre-
sents it as a bold, high, rocky head, with a face two miles long toward the south-
east, and having a line of rocks in front, with an islet off the eastern termination. 
RESURRECTION BAY. 
This extensive arm of the sea, from fifteen to twenty miles long and six to 
three miles wide, lies twenty-five miles west of Cape Puget and northeast of 
the Chiswell islands. It was well known in the last century and selected as 
the future ship-yard of the Russian American Company; but it does not present 
the proper facilities, on account of the great depth of water, the severity of the 
climate, and the wild nature of the coast. In Vancouver's time four English 
shipwrights were conducting the ship-building of the company at this place. 
By frequent explorations of the company officers the position of this bay is 
well known, but I have found no detailed description of it. Tebenkcoff repre-
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sents the western shore as low, the head as shallow, with a glacier at the north-
east part; the eastern shore as bold and rocky, and Cape Resurrection, the 
eastern point of entrance, as a long, moderately low, narrow point, but rocky 
and abrupt. Three large, low islands lie southwest, west, and northwest of 
this cape, while the Ohiswell islands form a large group fifteen miles southwest 
of it. 
CHISWELL ISLANDS, 
Forty-sAven miles south, 750 west from cape Olean, the f!outh point of Mon-
tague island, 'rebenkoff locates the seal rocks five miles outside of the Ohiswell 
islands. Fifteen miles off these Vancouver obtained soundings in seventy-five 
fathoms, and Portlock gives seventy-six fathoms over a muddy bottom forty-five 
miles south, 60° east from them. 
The recession of the coast line between cape Puget and the seal rocks is 
named Blying's sound, indented by several large bays open to the south. 
Of the Chis well islands Vancouver says : " We passed them and found the 
centre of the southernmoflt group in latitude 59° 31'; from these the easternmost, 
which is a single detached rock, lies north 54° east about a leag·ue distant, and 
the northernmost which the hazy weather permitted our seeing, having several 
less islets and rocks about it, lies north 150° east, five miles distant. These were 
.all we saw of the Ohiswell islands, which are a group of naked, rugged rocks, 
seemingly destitute of soil and every kind of vegetation. The southern group 
is named the seal rocks by Tebenkoff, and the middle and principal one of the 
five is placed in la~itude 59° 34', longitude 1490 331• What Vancouver called 
the Ohiswells proper is in reality a group of islets and the broken and numer-
ous points of two long low wooded promontories, stretching southward and form-
ing Ayalik bay, off whil:h lies the Ohiswell islands, north by west five miles 
from the seal rock. 
PYE ISLANDS, NUKA BAY. 
Seventy-six miles south, seventy-two west from Cape Oleare, lie the Pye 
islands, forming part of the eastern shore of the deep bay of Nuka, fifteen miles 
long and six to two miles wide. This bay has a general direction to the north-
northeast, with alternately low and bold rocky shores, while the main arm has 
several smaller ones. The head of the eastern one,. seventeen miles north-north-
east from the southernmost of the three Pye islands, is formed by a glacier 
The other main arm extends to the north northwest, and then north northeast, 
and is much more extensive than the eastern. The shores of both are wooded. 
Vancouver says: " 'rhe southernmost part of the Pye islands, in several points 
of view, forms a very conspicuous peak. and although not remarkable for its great 
height, yet from its singular appearance is not easily to be mistaken in the neigh-
borhood,as it descends with great regularity from its· summit to the water's edge. 
Its southern extremity, by our observations, is situated in latitude 59° 19'. 
He says that a group of rocks lying south 750 west, nearly four miles distant 
from the southernmost of the Pye islands, must be very dangerous in thick 
weather, especially as at high water, during the spring tides, it is probably over-
flowed." Tebenkoff says the rocks lie south 60° west, six miles distant from 
the southernmost part of the Pye rocks, and two and a half miles square off the 
large rocky islands forming the western side of entrance to Nuka bay. The 
approximate geopraphical position of the southern point of the Pye islands, 
according to 'rebenkoff, is latitude 59° 20', longitude 150° 301• 
Nine miles east by north of the Pye islands Vancouver gives soundings in 
seventy-five fathoms. Vancouver says the coast in this vicinity is in most 
places very mountainous and descends rather quickly into the ocean, except in 
those places where it is broken into valleys, some of which are extensive and 
, 
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gradually incline to the water side. These, in some instances, in the middle of 
May were buried in ice, and some within a few yards of the wash of the sea, 
whilst here and there some of the loftiest pine (spruce) trees showed their heads 
through this frigid surface. The whole of this exterior coast wore a more wintry 
aspect than the shores of Cook's inlet in much higher latitudes. 
PORT DICK. 
Half way from the Pyeislands to Cape Elizabeth the outt:>r Cape is called Point 
Gore, in latitude 590 19', longitude 150° 58', and three miles wide entrance to 
the west of it is the opening to Port Dick, which runs northward ten miles, with 
a broad arm ten miles long penetrating to the west. The immediate shores of 
this bay are low and wooded with streams coming into the head of each arm, 
and no glacier laid down on Tebenkoff. 
TH!JNGATZ ISLANDS. 
Three large islands, from two to three miles off the southern end of the Kenaig 
peninsula, are disposed in a curve around it. 'The eastern and western are 
large, three or four miles extent, and lie twelve miles apart. The middle one 
is smaller, and lies half way between them and a little to the southward. These 
islets are laid down one mile off the western side of the eastern island; rocks 
above and below water one and a half miles off the west side of the middle one, 
and rocks one mile off the southeast face of the western one. I find no detailed 
description of these islands, but Tebenkoff represents them on his chart as high 
and bold. 1'hey form the northeast shore to the entrance to Cook's inlet. The 
southernmost one lies in latitude 590 t.', longitude 151° 35'. 
CAPE ELIZABETH. 
'The western point of the western island of the Tchugatz is named Cape 
Elizabeth, and is formed by high land. Tebenkoff lays it down in latitude 59° 
91, longitude 151° 511• In the strait between the 'l'chugatz island and the main 
or Kenaig peninsula there is a good anchorage and shelter, according to Port-
lock, whose boats traversed all these waters; but Vancouver doubts the exist-
ence of a channel to the southward and eastward through these narrow straits, 
as he discovered some low, lurking rocks, which had the appearance of being 
connected with a cluster of rocks above the surface of the sea, lying from the 
cape south 500 east, at the distance of three or four miles. 
It is important this locality should be examined, on account of the possible 
development of coal in this vicinity and the extraordinary numbers of whales 
visiting this neighborhood. Portlock says that near the shore of Cape St. Her-
mogens the whales were visible in every direction, as far as the eye could see, 
in great numbers, (August 18, 1786.) Moreover, these narrow straits may be 
available for the passage of small vessels and steamers when the tide ·rips are 
dangerous in the main straits. 
COOK'S INLET. 
1'he entrance to this great arm of the sea lies between Cape Elizabeth on the 
east and Cape Douglass on the west, which lies S. 71° W. forty-seven miles dis-
tant from the former. The entrance is broken by the northern islet of the Ko-
diak group, and the Barren Island Point banks is the northernmost point of the 
Kodiak group; and nearly midway between this point and Cape Elizabeth lie 
the Barren islands, in two principal groups, the extreme eastern and western 
points of both being thirteen miles apart, in a general E. by N. and W. by S. 
direction, and bounded by latitudes 580 531 and 58° 591 and longitude 151 o 531 
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and 152° 19', with a channel three miles wide between the groups, and supposed 
by Portlock to have great depth of water. 
The Barren islands are very high and totally barren, and the vicinity reported 
by Portlock to be full of whales in vast numbers. Dixon says that near St. 
Hermogens their blowing looked like breakers on an extensive reef of rocks. 
From Cape Elizabeth to the eastern of the Barren islands, called Amatulvi, 
the course is S. 17° W., and the distance ten and a half miles. 'rhis strait is 
called the eastern passage and has bold shores and a depth of ninety-five fath-
oms over coarse sand in mid-channel. The currents rush through here with 
great velocity, and, for an hour, at certain changes in the tides occasion great 
rips, which Tebenkoff ma.gnifies into something very alarming ; but I cannot 
find evidences of their exceedingly dangerous character elsewhere. Portlock 
says that in passing from the Barren islands for Cape Bede (northeast of Cape 
Elizabeth) he passed several strong ripplings of a tide. Tebenkoff says: 
The tide rips, however dangerous, do not extend across the ·whole entrance, but are expe-
rienced, for about an hour, in the middle. 
The sea suddenly rises and boils with a tremendous noise, and forms high, short, and 
irregular waves, which topple with all their volume over the vessel that happens to be among 
them; even during a strong, fair wind the lower sails flap against the mast, while the upper 
ones are perfectly filled; the vessel refuses to obey the helm, and the hatches must be bat-
tened down. 
CAPE DOUGLASS. 
The formation of this cape is sand and rock, and is a low sandy point stretch-
ing westward five miles into the sea from the base of very lofty mountains 
wrapped in snow, which, as late as May, covers the surface of the low margin 
of shore to the water's edge. '.rebenkoff gives a view of the cape, wherein it 
appears moderately low and rocky, and without wood, but no signs of it being 
sandy. . 
'.rhe south side of the cape has soundings laid down in six, eight, nine, and 
eleven fathoms, with two reefs of rocks lying seven and eleven miles to the 
south and the south-southwest, with passages between them and the shore, off 
which they lie about three and one miles respectively. On the north shore three 
miles from the point of the cape is Dry bay, an indentation with a broad shoal 
just inside its heads, which are one mile apart. Southwest from the cape, about 
sixteen miles, and seven miles inside the nearest shore, Tebenkoff lays the 
"Four Peaked mountain." Seven or eight miles north, 390 west from the cape, 
lies a very low flat island, four or five miles long, in a north and south direction, 
and about a mile wide; off its north end, Tebenkoff lays down sunken rocks 
for a mile and called it Kamishak. Vancouver named it Shaw's island. The 
ge(lgraphical position of Cape Douglass is latitude 58e> 53', and longitude 153" 
16'; from it Cape Elizabeth bears north 71° east, distant forty-seven miles; the 
western point of the Barren islands, east thirty miles; and Point Banks south 
65° east, thirty-two miles; and the eastern side of the island of Augustine north 
9° west, distant twenty-eight miles. 
POINT BANKS. 
I can find no description this northernmost point of the Kodiak group, 
which form the eastern shore of Chelekoff straits. The point lies south 65C 
east, thirty-two miles from Cape Douglass. 
COOK'S INLET. 
'rhe general direction of this great arm of the sea is north-northeast, and its 
length one hundred and sixty miles. Within the Capes Douglass and Elizabeth 
it expands to sixty-five miles in width; in fifty-five miles from the entrance it 
contracts suddenly to twenty-five miles, whence it gradually dimiuishes to twelve 
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or fifteen, with the channel contracted by several extensive flats off the rivers 
emptying into it. Its extreme northern point is in latitude 61 o 16', at the mouth 
of the Suspectna river coming from the north and "abounding in slate." 
Cook's inlet is the great boast of the Russian navigators and authorities as 
the best part of Alaska, and has been favorably noticed by nearly all the old 
discoverers. The well-known existence of coal upon its shores and in its bays 
may make it a very valuable acquisition to the Pacific coast. The eastern shores 
of Cook's inlet, after passing Tchugatchnek bay, is undulating, and this charac-
teristic extends fifteen miles inland to the base of the mountains. It has a pleas-
ant, green appearance in summer, covered with herbage and dotted with patches 
and clumps of timber. But the character of the soil is marsh and peat. The 
same sphagnum we found throughout the Alexander archipelago, Kodiak and 
Onalaska. Eastward of this comparatively low ground rises the mountain 
range that extends through the length of the Kenay peninsula, and filled with 
glaciers on both flanks. The western shores have a narrow border of low 
wooded land at the foot of the Alaska mountains. Westward of Mt. Augustine 
island the shores appear the margin of " an extensive low country lying before 
the base of theRe rugged mountains." (Vancouver.) Northward of this island 
the shores are "indented and broken into coves and small bays that appear ca-
pable of affording anchorage." " rrhe points of the entrance to these bays are 
in general steep and rocky, behind which rises a compact mountainous country 
to a considerable height, clad in perpetual snow. A narrow flat margin along 
the shore is tolerably well wooded." Twenty miles northwest by west from 
the northeast point of Augustine, is a small bay opening to the southeast, with a 
small islet on the south side of the mouth. At the head of this bay is a fac-
tory of th~ Russian American Company, from which a trail leads about seven 
miles through a gap in the mountains, to a series of Rmalllakes discharging 
within a distance of fifteen miles into the great lake of Illiamna, which empties 
through the Kaichak river into Bristol bay; on the northwest side of the penin-
sula of Alaska. • 
The great volcanic peaks of !Iliamna and Redoubt, rising to 12,066 and 
11,~70 feet elevation respectively, (see views in r.rebenkoff chart,) lie in the 
range of compact, connected and very high mountains binding the western shores 
of the inlet, Lut throughout these waters the shores are well wooded, and north 
of the Redoubt the mountains retreat well to the northwest. 
Twenty-eight miles northwest of Cape Douglass iR the eastern point of Au-
gustine island, about eight miles in diameter and nearly round. Between it ancl 
the shores to the south-southwest, sixteen miles distant, lies the bay of Kam-
ichak, with soundiugs from seven to thirteen fathoms on a line directly across 
it from north and south, and passing tangent to the west side of the island . 
. AUGUSTINE fSLAND. 
This forms a very remarkable island, rising with a uniform ascent from the 
shores to its lofty summit, which is nearly perpendicularly over the centre of 
the island, inclining however, a little to the eastern side. Towards the south 
side the shore is very low, from whence it rises with a regular but steep ascent 
and forms a lofty, uniform, conical mountain, presenting nearly the same appear-
ance from every point of view, and clothed down to the water's edge with snow 
and ice, (May, 1794,) through which neither tree nor shrub protrude. Great 
fragments of ruck line its northeast, nodh, and northwest shore~, which are steep 
and rugged. The natives say these rocks are borne there and deposited by the 
great masses of ice driving out of the inlet when it breaks up, and they affirm 
to noticing the increase within not remote times. 
1'he width of the passage between the western side of the island and the 
nearest jutting, rocky point of the mainland to the west-northwest is six miles, 
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through which Vancouver's boats passed half a league west ·of the island in 
seven, five, and nine fathoms, and anchored on the northwest side, in twelve 
fathoms, over muddy bottom. 
T,he shores of this bay, named Bourdien's bay by Vancouver, as well as the 
shores of the whole inlet, have been closely examined and well delineated by 
the officers of the Russian American Company. 
On the mid-channel of Cook's inlet, before reaching the great contraction of 
the bay abreast of Anchor point, in latitude 590 48', the depth of water is thirty-
three fathoms, and decrea:ses very regularly to ten fathoms at the head, in 61 o 
06 1, where the approximate rise and fall in spring tides is twenty-seven feet. 
The extremity of the peninsula of Kenay, for the last fifty miles towards Cape 
Elizabeth, is only twenty miles wide, owing to. a long arm of the inlet, called 
Tchugatchek bay, making in the southwest point and nearly parallel with the 
peninsula. The southwest and northwest shores of the extremity of the penin-
sula are indented by several good harbors, now assuming importance on account 
of the deposit of coal well known to exist there, and of others previously known 
only to the Russian authorities, and on this expedition communicated to me with 
manuscript maps. 
PORT CHATHAM, 
'rhis is the first bay inside Cook's inlet on the shores of the Kenay penin-
sula, and the southern points of its entrance may be said to be formed by Cape 
Elizabeth. Vancouver gives a plan of it whi~th has been copied by Tebenkoff. 
From that cape, marked by a small islet off it, the southwest point of the 
inner entrance to the harbor bears north 43° east, distant five and a half miles, 
and half a mile before reaching that point there is a rocky patch marked by an 
islet. Inside the entrance the harbor extends about ten miles east, and has 
an average width of one mile. 'rhe passage into it after leaving Cape Elizabeth 
is free from all obstructions but such as are sufficiently conspicuous or easily 
avoided. These consist principally of shoals that extend a little distance from 
each point of the harbor. Even between the islet and rocky patch southwest 
from the south point of the entrance, a passage exists that has from seven to 
twelve fathoms of water. 
'rhe soundings in general in Port Chatham are tolerably regular from five to 
twenty-five fathoms; the bottom a stiff clay. The shores are in most places a 
low border, very well wooded with spruce and some shrubs. This border forms 
a narrow margin between the shore and the foot of the mountain, up which to 
a certain height trees and plants grow ; but the tops of the mountains are cov-
ered with snow. (May, 1794.) The anchorage on the south shore is one and 
a half mile inside the point in latitude 590 14'. The rise and fall of the tides 
near the changes of the moon is fourteen feet, and neaps about eleven feet, but 
they are greatly influenced by the force and direction of the winds. 
Vancouver considers this harbor, with reference to it:: proximity to the ocean, 
easy of access, egress, and convenient communication with the shoreB, superior 
to any in these regions. But he never examined Tchugatchnek bay, where the 
currents are not so uncertain and variable, where the bay is four or five miles 
wide, and especially where bright cleat weather exists while the whole of the 
Cape Elizabeth region is in fog and drizzle. Russian aud American captains 
give the preference to the northern bays. 
GRAHAM HARBOR. 
Eleven miles north, 27 degrees west from Cape Elizabeth, is the long, round-
ing, low, wooded point named Point Bede, guarded by some rocks. Off this 
point the ebb curi·ent sets from the north, by compass, at the rate of two knots 
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per hour ; the flood sets from the south, and runs nearly at the same rate ; the 
rise and fall of the tide is reported at fourteen feet. 
For five miles beyond Point Bede the shore runs about northeast by east to 
the south point of the Graham harbor of Portlock, (the English harbor of the 
Russians.) 
Through the kindness of the Russian officers I am enabled to forward you a 
tracing of a manuscript chart of this bay, with rocks laid down that have been 
very recently discovered. rl'his harbor is the one where coal was first discovered 
on this coast by Portlock, and the anchorage close under the north point was 
named Coal bay by him. He gives a sketch of the harbor and a view exhib-
iting the locality of the coal seams. 
The entrance to the harbor is formed by Dangerous cape on the north and 
Russian Point on the south, the former lying north 180 ea8t, two and a half miles 
from the Alexander port on the latter. A rocky reef extends one mile north-
west from Dan~erous cape, and detached rocks with intervening deep passages 
stretch out three-quarters of a mile southwest from the same cape. 
There is a Russian station and an Aleutian village on Russian Point, and a 
" pleasant piece of land about two hundr6d yards wide stretches southward and 
westward of this point for one mile, bordered by a good sandy beach on one side, 
and on the inside by a small lake of fresh water, which empties itself into the 
sea " three-quarters of a mile from the station. This lake or lagoon is one of 
a chain of lakes reaching well inland. This ''beach terminates at each end in 
high points of land, which form a snug bay where small craft might lie with 
safety." From Russian Point an extensive shoal makes broad off the shores of 
the above beach for one mile, with part of it, just under the point, bare at half 
tide. 
r.rhe general direction of the bay is south 62° east for four and a half miles ; 
then south-southeast for two miles, ending, however, in very extensive mud flats, 
receiving several small streams, which Portlock entered with his boat at high 
water. 'l'hese streams were filled with salmon, which the bears came down to 
feed upon. 
One mile within the entrance, and nearly in the middle of the bay, lies Pas-
sage island, about half a mile long in the direction of the bay, and a quarter of 
a mile broad. Abreast of the inner point of this island the harbor con tracts to 
one mile in width, maintaining that width for the next three miles. 
From the southwestern point of Passage island a long reef extends over a mile 
west-southwest, nearly aeross the south channel to Russian Point, off which a 
very narrow passage exists, and Portlock says he examined it and found plenty 
of water. 
'l'he passage on the north side of the island is the better one, with rocks off 
each point for a couple of hundred yards, but leaving a channel of five hundred 
yards wide, with seventeen fathoms of water over a muddy bottom. 
In entering this bay by the north channel Portlock says he found a " strong 
outset current, although the tide was flood," and upon leaving it " with the flood 
tide was carried out very rapidly by currents to the northward past Dangerous 
cape." · 
'Three-quarters of a mile inside the point, abreast of the east end of Passage 
island, a number of sunken rocks stretch across the harbor about half way. 
The Russian sketch exhibits one rock in this ledge above water, and three and 
five fathoms over the rest. It will be well to pass a quarter of a mile east of 
Passage island to clear a sand tongue making out from it, and then haul south-
ward for the southern shore towards a house on the beach. 
Safe anchorage may be had anywhere in the harbor, and towards the head in 
ten fathoms water, where the bottom is muddy. 
Close under Dangerous cape is Coal bay, a sml:\>11 anchorage of less than half 
a mile in extent, with soundings from twelve to five fathoms over fine black sand. 
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To enter this cove and clear the reef off the cape, run for Passage island until 
the cape bears north by east one-half east (true) about one mile distant, and 
steer north 30° east (true) towards the middle of the cove. It will not be safe 
to bring the cape anyt!ling to the north of the first course, as a rock with one 
and a half fathom at low water lies north 500 west one mile from the north 
point of Passage island. A village is located on the small stream in tbe south-
east part of the cove. 
A second cove, twice as large as Coal bay, lies one mile south-southeast from 
the latter, with good anchorages in ten to fifteen fathoms of water. 'l'he northern 
shores of this cove, which is about three-quarters of a mile wide, are bold and 
rocky, and guarded by rocks, but at the head of it there is a fine smooth beach, 
near which is a run of good water. Another opening, close under the point at 
the so nth, is the entrance to a salt-water lagoon or lake, called Celaric lake. Here 
Portlock reports wood of different kinds in great abundance, such as pine, (spruce,) 
black birch, witch hazel, anJ p 1plar. lVIany of the pines are large enongh for 
lower masts of vessels of four hundred tons, and in every place were plants and 
shrubs of many varieties growing with great strength and vigor. 
'I'he latitude of the village in Cove bay is given me by Captain Archirnand-
itoff as 59° 2 ·4', and the longitude 151° 49' 3311 , the latter depending upon 
that of Sitka. At the Alexander port the latitude is 59° 21' 50", longitude 
151° 62° 1.5". The variation of the compass is stated to have been 30° east 
in 1848. 
From th e 8ntrance to Graham harbor the direction to Anchor Point is north, 
and the distance twenty-seven miles, forming the broad gulf to the mouth of 
'l'chugatchnek bay. 'l'he general direction of the coast line from Graham harbor 
to the head of this bay is north 50° east, and distance thirty-nine miles, this 
course being very nearly that- of the south shore of the gulf and bay. 
Six and a half miles northeast by east of Dangeeous eape is the opening of 
a small bay with shallow water, but anchorage close under the western point in 
four or :five fathoms. According to Tebenkoff's chart, there is six fathoms in 
the entrance of the bay, which is about three miles long, north and south, and 
two-thirds of a mile wide. Rocks are laid down on the manuscript map close 
to each point, which are represented as bold and rocky. The points lie north-
east and southwest of each other. 
Three miles east-northeast of the eastern point of the latter bay is a bold, 
rocky point, forming the southwestern point of the entrance to a broad bay full 
of islands, with a long arm penetrating some miles to the southeast, but unex-
plored. Twenty-five fathoms are noted in the entrance, and anchorages desig-
na,ted close under the western point. 
TCHUGATCHNEK BAY. 
Nineteen or twenty miles north 54° east from the reef off Dangerous cape is 
the north point of the entrance to 'l'chugatchnek bay. This point is low, three 
miles long, and over half a mile wide, stretching from the north shore half way 
across the entrance. In approaching this point the manuscript map obtained 
from the Russian officers locates two sunken rocks that are almost in the middle 
of the approaches to the bay. The first one bears south 66° west, five and 
a half miles from the extremity of Entrance Point, and the second south 
fi9° west, distant two and three-quarter miles from the same. Tebenkoff does 
not give them on his chart. Close off the point ten and fifteen fathoms are 
given, and twenty-seven in the middle of the entrance. 
From this point the bay has a general direction north 4 7° east for nineteen 
miles to the head, but the last four miles are occupied by a broad flat, with an 
island in it, although Tebenkoff gives four fathoms around this island. 'l,his 
flat carries a broad margin along the whole northwestern shore, even to Entrance 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--20 
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Point. Along the inside of this tongue (Entrance Point) the beach or flat ex-
tends nearly half way to the point, contracting the anchorage bay, but still 
leaving it about one and three-quarters of a mile in extent, with seven fathoms 
of water. Upon this tongue, abreast of the broad beach or flat, is a long, nar-
row lagoon. Outside of the point, to the northward, is a broad beach for some 
miles to the northwest. Inside this tongue of l;:md, and abreast the anchorage, 
there is found an extensive coal seam, seven feet thick, and not yet worked by 
the company, because, as I understand, it opens upon the beach at low tide, and 
will require outlay of capital to develop and work it. This, or similar seams, 
crops out on the shore between the bay and Anchor Point in two places for an 
extent of several miles. 
1!-,rom Entrance Point three miles south 75° east there is an islet joined to the 
southern shore by a low sand tongue; this increases the actual width of the 
entrance of the bay. East of that islet are two or three coves, but no soundings 
are given for them, except at the entrance of the second, where twenty-seven 
fathoms is laid down in the approaches. 
rrhe geographical position of the extremity of Entrance Point is latitude 590 
37' 10", and longitude 151° 22' 1011 • 
From Entrance Point the coast runs nearly straight for twenty-one miles north 
500 west to Anchor Point, in latitude 59° 51' longitude 151° 531• 
The climate of this bay is much preferable to that at Graham harbor. Nav-
igators inform me that they have anchored here, and had clear, beautiful weather, 
while they could see the thick, heavy masses of fog and rain clouds along the 
mouth of the inlet in the vicinity of Cape Elizabeth. In winter it is, however, 
very cold, and in excessively cold winters the whole inlet freezes nearly or quite 
flS far south as Anchor Point. 
I fumish you a manuscript chart of the coast, including Tchugatchnek bay, 
from Russian Point to Anchor Point. 
I bring this subject to an abrupt termination at this date, (December 27,) 
because it is uecessary to close at some point, as the deecription of the whole 
coast hence to the Arctic ocean, including the Aleutian islands, &c., will require 
several hundred pages, and demand the searching of all the old and recent nav-
igators for the details of headlands, bays, &c., scattered through their narra-
tives. Such materials are very valuable, but inaccessible to the navigator, the 
whaler, and the fisherman, yet should be gathered by the Coast Survey. 
especially as it would require years of examination in such a climate, and with 
such short working seasons, to aggregate a thorough descriptive memoir of the 
coast. Most of the descriptions are meagre and indefinite, but they could re-
main until supplanted by the minute accuracy of the survey as the work pro-
gresses, just as the compiled charts will gradually yield to our exact determina-
tions. 
I have yet a large amount of interesting information to communicate during 
the reduction of our observations for the determination of geographical positions, 
upon the probability of islands in the Gulf of Alaska and adjacent waters, cur-
rents, &c. It will, however, require much time and study to place it in proper 
shape, but will be communicated as early as practicable. I may, however, 
mention here t.bat during my voyage home I ascertained where the vessels en-
gaged in cod-fishing principally fish. r_rhe waters between Alaska peninsula 
and the Chowmagin islands are well protected from the heavy swell of the Pa-
cific, ·and the San Francisco vessels have generally resorted there, and it is 
their practice on Saturday nights to run for Coal harbor, on the north end of 
U nga islanrl, and remain tllere over Sunday night, when they again start for a 
week's fishing. 
I have not incorporated my proposed plan of operations for the Coast Survey 
work demanded on the coast of the new territory, where new means and 
methods must be devised to insure progress with the necessary precision of the 
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Coa~t Survey, because, upon reflection, I have thought it advisabl<~ to develop 
it in a separate communication in detail, that would have little interest outside 
the organization of the work. · 
Very respectfully and truly yours, 
' 
GEORGE DAVIDSON, 
Assistant United States Coast Survey. 
Professor BE:\TJAMIN PEIRCE, 
Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey, Wa.7l~ington, D. C. 
L. 
Appendix to report qf Mr. Davidson. 
UNITED STATES CoAsT SuRVEY STATION, 
Sitka, Alaska, August 21, 1867. 
DEAR SIR: In accordance with your instructions, I make the following re-
port upon the aids necessary to navigation in Sitka sound, and the approaches 
to the harbor of New Archangel or Sitka: 
'J.1he heads forming the entrance to Sitka sound are the south point of Kruzov 
island. called Cape Edgecombe, -and the north west point of Biorka (Beech) 
island; the latter bearing E . by S. -;1 S., (compass,) eleven miles from the former, 
which is the rocky, bluff shore of the flooded plateau making out from the· base 
of the extinct volcano, Mouut Edgecombe, situated about four and a half miles 
north-northeast from the cape, and having a very extended horizontal summit, the 
rim of the crater, and 2,800 feet above the ocean, with regularly sloping sides. 
Thus far I have seen it in thick weather only, and consider it a remarkable and 
characteristic land-fall for · this port. It bas been esteemed such by navig·ators 
of all countries, there being nothing similar to it in this region. The navigators 
of the Russian American Company inform me they consider it the most recog-
nizable headland along this coast, being readily known fifty miles at sea. Tbe 
immediate shores of Cape Edgecombe are formed of high, bold, and rocky bluffo, 
mostly of lava, and guarded by many rocks. 
'l'he southern end of Kruzov island, forming the north side of Sitka sound, 
runs from Cape Edgecombe, a general course of NE. i E. for se\'en miles, to 
Otmoloi Point, or Point of Shoals. Nearly midway between these points, and 
one and a half mile off the shore, lies the wooded islet of St. Lazareff, or 
Cape island, with from twenty to five fathoms between it and the shore. 
From Otmoloi Point, on a line directly across the sound, to Bauronov Point, 
on the island of Baranoff, the bearing is E. by N. i N., and distance seven and 
a half miles, being· the narrowest part of the sound, which is further contracted 
on this line by dangerous reefs and rocks, leaving, however, between them three 
passages, with deep water, and nearly one and a half mile wide. Among these 
dangers lies Vitskari Rock, or rocks, with adjacent sunken reefs. The principal 
rock, I judged, in passing it, to have an extent. of over one hundred feet, and 
::~.bout ten feet above high water, with an irregular and broken surface Upon 
the English chart No. 2337 a reef is laid down as stretching out one mile to 
ti1e northeastw:trd; but Captain Lemaschaff~ki, of the Russian American Com-
paJJy, informs me, on a north-northeast course, he has passed, in very deep water, 
one quarter of a mile from Vitskari. As I saw it, the breakers do not extend 
far from the rock. l!.,rom Otmoloi Point it bears E. by N. iN. about three and 
a quarter miles, and from the northwest point of Biorka NW. by W. £ W., 
seven and a quarter miles. 
Biorka island is about two miles long, in a northwest and southeast line; com-
paratively low, with rocky, bluff shores, especially marked on the north side, 
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and a couple of islets off the northwest point. It is covered with low trees. 
The navigators of the Russian American Company inform me that there is a 
narrow, contracted harbor, about one mile and a half east of the northwest point 
of Biorka, with ten, seven, and five fathoms of water, affording protection from 
the southeast swell. 'l'his would, doubtless, afford a capital anchorage for pilot-
boats. 
On the English map 2337, there is laid down, two miles NE. by E. 2- E. 
from the north end of Biorka island, a rocky patch, of half a mile in extent, 
having ten feet of water upon it at low water . . Captain Lemasehaffski informs 
me that he has watched this rock when a very heavy but smooth swell was 
rolling in, and that it breaks only in one single 8pot, and then only every few 
minutes, (say five or six.) He expresses his conviction that there is no more 
than one tock in this situation, with deep water around it. 
}-,or four miles inside the Vitskari and Kulichoff rocks, the sound is free from 
dangerR up to the range of numerous islets and rocks lying for two miles outside 
the anchorage of New Archangel. Through this mass of islets there are three 
channels leading to the anchorage, known as the eastern, middle, and western 
channels, the former being the longest. In approaching these islands, in thick 
weather, the navigators of the Russian American Company endeavor to make 
the island of Mochnati, which is from twenty to thirty feet high, rocky, and 
covered with a thick growth of spruce, whose dark 1oliage, with the black 
rocks beneath, brought out in greater relief by the surf breaking around its base, 
and on the outlying, sunken rock, makes it discernible through the fog when 
other islands are unrecognizable. This islet lies between the entrances of the 
western and middle channel, and a vessel making it can take either, and safely 
run through for an anchorage. When the fog is lifting from the coming in of a 
westerly wind, or otherwise, this island appears to stand out clearly before tl1e 
others do. When abreast of Mochnati, the western channel is about three-
quarters of a mile in width, with a large reef, bare at low-tide, and two or three 
rocks, visible at high water, forming the western side of the channel. The 
middle channel is contracted by sunken and exposed rocks to a much more 
limited entrance. From Vitskari rock to Moclmati, the bearing is NW. by N.i 
N., and the distance five miles. 
I would therefore recommend that two lig-hts be established in Sitka sound; 
one on the Vitskari Rock, and the other on Mochnati; that the building on the 
former be painted black, as being much more readily made out in thick weather, 
especially with breaking water around it. 'l'he buildings on Mochnat.i should 
be white, if the mass of trees is retained, as should be the case. If these trees 
are cnt down, it will be a serious mistake. If the tower is built higher than the 
tops of the trees, (which I judge to rise seventy-five feet above the island,) the 
upper part should be painted black. 
'I'he light on Mochnati should be of about the same order as that on Fort 
Point, in the Golden Gate, and, I think, need not rise more than eighty feet 
above the water. 
'I'he light on Vitskari should be about 100 feet above the sea, and thus be visible 
from a ship's deck about 16 milel'l, in clear weather. It would command anarcofthe 
horizon of 70 degrees from bW. by W., round the south, to S. SE., a few degrees 
of this arc being intercepted by the island of St. Lazareff. A vessel from the 
southward would thus open it by Biorka island, when well in with the coast. 
I think the light should be about the same order as that of Point Boneta, at the 
entrance to the Golden Gate. 'l'he present arrangement of an approaching ves-
sel's gun in thick weather, or at night, being answered by a gun and light from 
the governor's house, might well be retained, in part, by answering a vessel's 
gun from Vitskari, if practicable. 
It was impo::;sible to land upon Vitskari during our stay at New Archangel, 
on account of continued bad weather, either to measure its extent, or to ascer-
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trtin the nature of the rocks, and the difficulties of working there; but from our 
examination, of the rocks on the adjacent islands, there is no doubt of its afford-
ing secure and ample foundation. 
Of building material there is quite a variety in the vicinity of Sitka; the best 
we have discovered is a marble formation of great extent and fine texture only 
fifteen miles from N6w Archangel, outcropping to the water's edge, with a bold, 
high hill behind it, and a narrow channel with six fathoms water in front of it, 
and three fathoms directly at the shore at high water. On the other side of 
this narrow channel is a broad flat, bare at low water, making out ftom the 
opposite shore. 
I have not referred to the Kulichoff rock (twenty feet out of water, with 
adjacent reefs) as requiring argument against its claims for a light-house site ia 
preference to Vitskari, because I consider the Vitskari the more dangerous locality, 
and on that side of the sound which -v-essels would prefer to work in, as the 
southern and eastern shores of the sound are broken up by innumerable hllets 
and rocks. 
In additi<m to lights it may be necessary to add buoys upon the edges of the 
Vitskari and Kulichoff reefs, but this will require a detailed examination to 
determine the necessity. and whether buoys can be anchored here. On the 
edge of the reef forming the west side of the entrance to the western channel 
I recommend a buoy, or the building of a beacon (stone) on the outer extremity 
of the part uncovering at low water. The whole extent of this ledge is about 
one-quarter of a mile northwest and southea::;t, and one-eighth of a mile wide. 
Upon the rock in mid channel north-north west of the west end of J apouski 
island, and northeast one-half east from the west end of Battery island, uncovering 
at half tides, I would propose that a beacon of dark stone be built. This would 
save the expense of replacing and repairing buoys, and be a much better and 
more readily recognized mark in thick weather. I think it should have a base 
of about twenty feet diameter, and rise in the form of a frustum of a cone to 
twenty fe(' t elevation. 
Upon the rock in the channel abreast the western part of the Indian village. 
I recommend that a mooring buoy be affixed. rrhe rock is marked as out of 
water on the British Admiralty chart 2348, but it is covered at high and ordinary 
low waters. 
At the entrance to the midJle channel lies the Polionoi Rock, about four feet 
above high water, with a passage of deep water on either side. 
In the eastern channel are several sunken rocks. Simpson's Rock, with t.wo 
and tl1ree-q uarter fathoms, one-quarter of a mile south by west from the end of 
Quitoway island, and over half a mile from Liar or Pig Rock, with the main 
channel between them, and ten fathoms close to it. 
About five-eighths of a mile northwest by west from Simpson's Rock lies the 
rl'zaritza Rock, with one fathom water, and upon which the sea sometimes breaks; 
it has ten fathoms close to it. This rock bears northwest three-quarters, distant 
oue-balf mile from the northwest point of Oshipki island, with a deep channel 
between them. 
The Zenobia Rock, reported to have from eight to fifteen feet water upon it at 
low water, is laid down by one of the captains of the Russian American Company 
to the eastward of the line joining Pig Rock and Kulichoff Rock, and reports it 
as a bayonet rock. On the English chart 2337, it is placed half a mile west of 
the above position. Another navigator of the Russian American Company 
could not find this sharp rock, but found one having a flat top in a slightly 
different locality. The position of this rock can only be found and determined 
in good smooth weather, either by sweeping or watching for eddies around it. 
There is a depth of ten to seventeen fathoms close alongside. From the south . 
side of Dolgoi island it bears one-quarter south (compass) and distant nearly a mile 
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from the west end of the island. It will be necessary to make a detailed exami-
nation of this locality for the position of a buoy. 
lf a complete system of lights was warranted by the commP-rcial importance 
of this sound, it would be necessary to locate a light upon Cape Edgecombe, 
and another on Biorka island in addition to the foregoing; but under present 
circumstances I think the inner lights and aids to navigation are sufficient and 
:first needed. 
Very respectfully and truly yours, 
Professor BENJAMIN PEIRCE, 
GEORGE DAVIDSON, 
Assistant United States Coast Survey. 
Superintendent [;~ S. Coast Survey, TVashington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES CoAsT STATIO:\f AT ST. PAuL HARBOR, 
Kodwk Island, Alaska, August 31, 1867. 
DEAR Sm: In accordance with your instructions I make the following report 
upon the aids to navigation necessary for the approaches to the harbor of St. 
Paul, Kodiak island. 
1'his station of the Russian American Company was formerly their chief depot, 
but now ranks next in importance to that of New Archangel or Sitka. It is 
situated near the northern extremity of the island of Kodiak, in latitude 570 4 71, 
and longitude 1520 181, both approximate. 
The island of Kodiak, one of the most important in the newly acquired territory, 
lies broad off the southeast side of the peninsula of Alaska, separated therefrom 
by the Kodiak strait, twenty-five miles wide It lies in a north-northeast and 
south-sout~west direction, having a length of about eighty-five miles and an 
average width of forty-five miles. At either end are groups of islands which 
give an aggregate to the Kodiak group of 155 miles. 
The harbor of St. Paul is tormed by a group of islands lying in the northwest 
part of the extensive bay of Chinyak. To the northwestward of it liP- extensive 
bays and straits formed by the islands of Afognak, Evrasl1echey, \tV hite Fir, &c. 
At the town of St. Paul there are about one hundred well built Jog houses 
and stores belonging to the Russian American Company, with one Greek church. 
One of the islands forming the harbor is the location of the improvements of the 
1\ussian Ice Company. An extensive pond has been dammed up beyond the 
reach of salt spray, and the supplies of ice to the San Fraucisco market require 
the services of five or six vessels for the transportation of about five thousand 
tons of ice annually. 
r_rhe immediate shore of Kodiak, forming the west side of the harbor, is broken 
by rocky bluffs, and stretches from White Fir cape to the head of Women's 
bay, nearly south, for twelve miles; but from "\Vhite Fir cape to the town the 
distance is only three and a half miles, the shore being bold and rocky, except 
one smflll cove with low pebbly beach, t>YO miles within the point. 1'he channel 
abreast the town is very contracted, being not over two lmndred and fifty yards 
wide, with mooring buoys put down for the company's vessels, of which one 
only can lie at the storehouse landing, wl1ile one or two othf:'rs are in the stream. 
For large vessels tl1ere is room for one only. · 
The length of this narrow part of the channel is nearly one mile, and is formed 
by Near island on the southeast, about one and a half mile long, lying almost 
parallel with the shore of Kodiak, and attaining an elevation of one huudn'ld and 
fifteen feet, whence a very extensive view is had of the surrounding bay and 
islands; but the horizon cannot be seen over the larger and outer islands, called 
the Wood1·d and Barren or Long island. The western shore of Wooded island is 
I, early straight, and alternately rocky, bluff, and pebbly beach for one and a half 
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mile northward, nearly parallel to the shore of Kodiak, ancl five-eighths of a 
mile distant therefrom, forming an outer anchorage of large extent, with plenty 
of water, but irregular water. Vessels anchor off the small cove in fifteen 
fathoms southwest by south from the north end of Wooded island; but in this 
position they are exposed to the winds drawing directly in the north channel 
from the north and northeast. 
'l'he point of Wooded island, where the ice company have their improvements 
and wharf, is a low, pebbly beach one mile ea.st of the north entrance to the 
narrowec't channel of St. Paul. Abreast of this point the counter currents are 
very strong, and are said to run six miles per hour, making a short, disagreeable 
sea, with the wind from southeast. Two of the three buoys abreast the wharf 
have been torn away by vessels moored to them in southeast weather. 
To the south of St. Paul an anchorage is formed by Near island and two 
others, giving a space within the three-fathom curve of one mile and three-
eighths of a mile wide, with water from four to ten fathoms. 'rhis is not gen-
erally used, because vessels do not enter or leave by that channel into Chinyak 
bay-the eastern approaches to it, one mile and a half distant, being contracted 
by rocks. The officers of the Russian American Company inform me that a very 
heavy, disagreeable swell rolls into this anchorage from the open bay of Chin yak. 
'l'he two entrances to St. Paul harbor generally adopted are designated the 
northern, round the north end of wooded island, and the southern, round the 
south end of the same island. Both ends of this island have extensive reefs off 
them. 
Wooded island is somewhat the form of a lozenge, being two and a half miles 
long, north-northwest and south-southeast, and one and a half mile across. Its 
surface is undulating, and diversified by open spaces covered with herbage and 
masses of timber and shrubbery, giving it a pleasant appearance from sea. The 
shores are generally bold, rocky bluffs that attain, on the outer face, an eleva-
tion of about one hundred feet. The island, in the highest part, may be about 
two hundred and fifty feet above the sea. To the eastward of it, and separated 
by a channel one mile wide, lies Long or Barren island, which is nearly four 
miles long, north-northeast and south-southwest, averaging a mile in width, with 
alternate low and bold shores that rise to two hundred feet, the surface rolling, 
and varied by herbage and a few scattering patches of trees. It has extensive 
reefs off its north and south points, and the channel between it and Wooded 
island has not been sounded out, but is said to afford deep water. Its northern 
extremity lies four and a half miles east of White Fir cape, and has a trident 
shape. On the west side, and one mile within the northwest point, is the open-
ing to an extensive land-locked harbor with from three to ten fathoms water. It 
is about three-quarters of a mile long and one-quarter of a mile broad. Here the 
Russian American Company at one time had a small settlement, and a place for 
making bricks, abandoned on account of the inferior character of the bricks. 'l,he 
north point of the iRland is about two hundred or two hundred and fifty feet 
high, with bold, rocky shores ; the surface rolling, and covered with herbage. 
We passed close to it, when entering St. Paul by the south channel, and I had 
a fair chance tl> judge of its availability and importance as the position for a 
light-house. We left by the nortb channel, close around White Fir cape, and 
confirmed our first impressions. It would be seen by vessels corning out of 
Narrow strait to the west-northwest, and from Rabbit bay, when clear of Spruce 
island. A reef with a small islet makes off three-quarters of a mile from the 
point, while a reef and islet lie half a mile southeast from the south end. 
Both channels have dangers in their approaches ; the northern channel has a 
sunken ledge called "Williams' Bank," lying three miles north of the north end 
of Long island. It has deep water around it. Upon it were formerly two buoys, 
reel and blue. The bearings I obtained upon the breaker on this bank, from my 
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sta:ion on Near island, place it l1alf a mile nearer the northwest point of Long 
island than it is laid down on the charts ; and from that station, recommended 
&sa second lighthouse site, it bears north 440 1~' east, (compass.) Between it 
and the reef off the northwest point lies a sunken, sharp, isolated rock, not on 
any map. and having but ten feet of water upon it at low water, with very deep 
water around it, and no breakPr seen upon it. One of the Russian American 
Company's vessels, the Kodiak, struck upon it in April, 1860; her bottom 
pierced, when she filled ann was lost. Its position was afterwards determined, 
the locality having been found by watching the swirling of the currents. It is 
two miles north-north west from the north west point of Long island, and with 
Williams and the reef off the point, lies on the prolongation of the shore of the 
west side of the island. One mile north-northeast from White Fir cape is a rock 
and reef. 
In the southern approaches lies a single rock, called the Humpback, eighteen 
feet above water, having bold water around it, and bearing south 630 east, three 
miles from the south point of Long island. Other daugers near the entrances 
of the harbor are exhibited in the accompanying sketch. To avoid these inner 
dangers, and also to give a vessel's position by cr0ss-bearings upon two objects 
to avoid Williams' bank and the Humpback, I would recommend a harbor light 
to be located upon the high ridge at the northern end of Rocky island, abreast of 
the town-the flagstaff bearing --. From my station, about one hundred and 
fifteen feet above the sea, I saw the flat-topped islets off Ohinyak point, about 
one hundred and twenty feet high, over the south end of Wooded island; am not 
certain that I saw the Hurnpbar-k, but feel sure that a slight elevation of the 
light would be seen from a vessel's deck near the rock, over the bluff, south 
point of Wooded island. The light woulil be seen up to the anchorage off the 
ice company's wharf by both channels, and also for the whole bay of Ohinyak 
and the channel to the south and east. 
The reefs in the entrance to the channels to the southeastward of Near island 
have generally some large rock showing above water; but a buoy would be 
needed on the north end of the reef, making nearly half a mile northward from 
the extremity of Topaskoff islet, with seven fathoms water close to its extrem-
ity. A buoy should also mark the extremity of the reef making north from 
the north point of Near island, and forming one side of the entrance to the 
narrow harbor of St. Paul. A shoal spot of rock covered with barnacles, and 
showing; white, (locally attributed to chalk,) with nine feet of water on it at 
low water, is laid down by the navigators of the Russian American Company 
one half a mile south by east from the t:outh point of Wooded island, and one-
half of a mile southwest by west from the inner Humpback rock, lying off the 
reef at the south end of Wooded island. About half wav between this inner 
Humpback and the south end of Long island, on a line o( deep soundings, lit's 
a rock with four feet, but it will always be avoided by keeping outside that line. 
rrhere is no doubt but that the approaches and entrances to this harbor need 
extensive and detailed examination. 
'l'he two lights recommended are amply sufficient to mark the approaches and 
entrance to the harbor, however important it might become. Should only one be 
built, I recommend that upon Long island. 
The materials for the Hght on Long island could be very safely landed in the 
land.locked bay on the west side of the island, and thence transported to the 
sitb, about one mile distant. Upon Near island a roadway would have to be 
made along the steep sides of the island for carrying up stone and materials ; 
probably the stone composing the island might be adapted for building purpose~:J; 
it crops out at the summit of the island. 
Stone for buildings is found in the harbor of St. Paul; it consists of a highly 
m0tamorphic sandstone; in some places very much shattered into fragments too 
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small for use; in other places it can be found in available quantity. The gen-
eral character of the stone in this vicinity is slate. I know of no limestone here 
for the making of lime. 
Very respectfully and truly yours, 
Professor BENJAMI:\1 PEIRCE, 
GEORGE DAVIDSON, 
Assistant U. S. Coast Survey. 
Superintendent U S. Coast Sun;ey, lVashington, D. G. 
UNITED STATES CoAsT SuRVEY STATrON, 
OolacMa Rarbo'r, Unalaska Bay, Septem be1· 12, 186 7. 
DEAR SIR: In accordance with your instructions I make the following report 
upon the aids to navigation necessary to Unalaska bay, in Unalaska island, one 
of the group of Fox islands : 
Unalaska bay lies on the north side of Unalaska island, which has a.length 
of nearly sixty-five miles southwest by west and northeast by east, (compass,) 
and an average width of fifteen miles. Cape Koleochta, the eastern point of the 
entrance to the bay, lies about ten miles west-southwest from the middle of 
Akatan strait, lying between the Island of Akatan on the northeast and Unalga 
island on the southwest, and connecting the Pacific ocean with the Behring sea. 
The middle of the passage, which is three miles wide, lieB in latitude 54° and 
longitude 166°, both approximate. Cape Koleochta is a rocky precipitous 
headland, rising to an elevation of about 2,000 feet, and well marked when 
seen from the strait by a high pinnacle rock close to its base, while about half 
a mile outside of it lies a rocky ledge not laid down on the charts. The west-
ern head is high, bold, and £ >rms a long, curving shore line for two or three 
miles. It is called Cape Cheerful, and, upon approaching it from the northward 
and eastward, is readily recognized by a large cascade of 150 feet high plung-
ing directly into the sea from the base of an extinct volcano about ~,500 feet 
high; from Cape Koleochta it bears west-southwest about eight and a half 
miles. 
The general direction of the bay is about south-southwest for eleven miles, 
contracting to a small harbor called Captain's harbor. The bay, about half way 
inside the entrance, is divided by a bold, high island called Ahmaknok, rising 
precipitously to an elevation of 1,800 feet, and stretching southward with de-
creasing elevation to Captain's harbor, so as to form Illoolook harbor on its 
eastern side, eight miles inside Kaleochta cape. From the northeast point of 
this island a long, narrow, low boulder tongue, covered with coarse herbage, 
makes out and stretches southward for one and a half mile, and about one-half 
mile from the island, forming another fine land-locked harbor, called Oolachta 
bay, having from fifteen to twenty fathoms of water throughout. Near the ex-
tremity of this tongue is a half-finished house. On the extremity was estab-
lished the 8econdary astronomical station of the Coast Survey, where Sub-
assistant JVIosman got good observations for latitude, longitude, and magnetic 
declination. Between this tongue and the eastern shore, which is 2,500 fet:>t 
high and precipitous, lies the entrance to Illoolook harbor, one rnile wide, with 
a depth of water from twenty to seven fathoms over irregular bottom. The 
rock laid down on some maps nearly in mid-c!Jannel is really quite close to the 
eastern shore. The village of Illoolook lies at the head of the harbor, about 
eight miles from Kaleochta cape, and two and a half miles from Ahmaknok 
head, and faces the Behring sea. At this village I establishtd a tidal station, 
at which Mr. S. Forney, aid, erected a box-gauge, as will be detailed in my 
report. 
'I'he location for a light-house for Illoolook harbor proper would be on the 
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bluff, about one mile north of the vi11age, and three-quarters of a mil~~ south of 
our observatory, on a prolongation of Oolachta tongue ; but it affords a very 
limited arc of visibility, and, on account of the extent of the -harbor and bay, 
and their freedom from bidden dangers, I do not deem it advisable to locate a 
light so far inside, but would recommend the adoption of a point on the outer 
face of the precipitous head of Ahmaknok, as marked in the accompanying 
sketch. 
· After putting up the signals for the local survey of Illoolook, and examining 
around the base of this cliff for light-house pnrposes, I was taken ill and con-
fined to my berth so that I could not extend the examination, but confirmed my 
judgment wht>n leaving the bay on the steamer. 
On the outer face of this head the light would have an arc of visibility ex-
tending from north 70° west, (compass, ) tangent to Cape Cheerful, round by 
the north to north 24 ° east, tangent to Cape Kaleocbta. In this situation it 
would possess the advantage of guiding a vessel into Captain's harbor, on the 
we~t side of Ahmaknok island, and would be seen after passing seven or eight 
miles westward through Akatan strait. 
A position would have to be selected about 100 or 150 feet above the water, 
where the wall-like cliff begins to slope inward, and possibly a cutting made to 
give space for the base of thfl tower, which should be painted white, as it would 
be projected against the dark, rocky mass behind it. To reach the position that 
would open Cape Cheerful, a roadway would have to be made for about half a 
mile from the lowland at the head of Oolachta bav, where a vessel can anchor 
in ten fathoms, rocky bottom, close to shore. Th~ dwelling could be located 
here, where some of the Aleutians have small patches of garden for raising tur-
nips and potatoes. 
'I'his bay may become an important. point for the curing of the codfish caught 
on the bank we dis~overed in tlJis vicin1ty. It is sometimes visited by whalers, 
but no supplies are at present obtainable to induce their visits. Upon our 
coming out of this bay and passing· eastward through the narrow strait of 
U nalgH, lying between the small island of U nalga and Unalaska, we counted 
ten sperm whales within an hour. Upon our entering, a week previous, we saw 
nearly as many to the east-southeast of the straits. 
In my report will be found a more particular description of these straits, ac-
companied by a view taken of them from the southeastward. 
V ery respectfully and truly yours, 
Prof. BENJAMIN PEIRCE, 
GEORGE DAVIDSON, 
Assistant United States Coast Surve?J. 
Supe1·intendent U. S. Coast StJ/JTey, TVasltington, D. C. 
J\L 
REPORT OF THEODORE A. BLAKE, AID UNITED ST A 'l'ES COAST SURVEY, 
UPON THE GEOLOGY OF ALASKA. 
SAN FRANCISCO, November 30, 1867. 
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to present to you a report, based upon geolog-
ical notes made by me as geologist of the recent expedition to Ala!:)ka. I regret 
that it is not more complete, but must plead as an excuse the hurriedness of 
our trip, few opportunities for exploration, and the short time allowed for its 
preparation. · 
Hoping that it may meet with your approval, I remain your obedient servant, 
THEO. A. BLAKE, 
Aid United States Coast Survey. 
GEORGE DAviDsoN, Esq., 
Assistant D. S.C. S., and Cltief rif Expedition to Alaska. 
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General topograplziral and geological features if tl~e nortlz,western coast of 
America, ji om tlw straits qf Juan de Fuca to the pa1·allel qf sixty, nortk 
latitu,de. 
By a glance at the charts of the northwestern coast of America it will be seen 
that the entire coast between the straits of Fuca and about the sixtietl1 parallel 
is cut up into a vast archipelago of islands, between which are narrow a11d in-
tricate ch:mnels, aboundiug in good anchorages, and affording peculiar facilities 
for inland navigation. 
The shores of the mainland are deeply indented with long and n'arrow inlets, 
bordered by high and abrupt mountains, generally wooded from near their sum-
mits down nearly to the water's edge, presenting natural views of the wildest and 
most impressive character. 
Of the islands, the largest and most important is Vancouver. Further north 
is the large and outlying island of Queen Charlotte. The city of Victoria is 
situated upon the southeastern extremity of the former, at the head of a narrow 
inlet from the straits of Fuca. 
The land on the western and northern coast of Vancouver's ishnd is high 
and mountainous, while on the southeastern shore, particularly in the neighbor-
hood of Victoria, it presents a gently undulating surface of large ex~ent. 
The southern shore of the straits of Fuca is very bold, being bord ered by the 
Olympic range of Snowy mountains, in Washington Territory, the peaks of 
which attain an altitude of fleven thousand eight hundred feet above the sea. 
The shores of Vancouver in the vieinity of Victoria are rocky but rarely high. 
rrhe prevailing rock is highly crystalline, granitic in appearance, but consists of 
feldspar and foliated hornblende or pyroxene, and is probably igneous in its 
origin. It is well exposed along the shores of the harbor and on the summits of 
the hills b9.ck and to the east of the city. 
':rhe most prominent geological feature is the grooved, scooped, and rounded 
surfaces of thi~ rock; no angular summit~ or pieces in sit?t are to be found ; the 
rocks everywhere present the f"ame rounded summits and smr;oth surfaces. 
Perhaps the most striking example of this is to be seen in the small, barren, 
rocky island off the southeastern extremity of Vancouver, known as Trial 
island, which we pa8sed in approaching Victoria upon the return of the expe-
dition I measured the direction of several of the grooves along the shore east 
of the Hudson Bay Company's store, and found that it was quite uniform, not 
varying much from north 10° west magnitude. In some places they,are a foot 
or more in width and of equal or greater depth. 
In the outskirts of the city, between' it and Beacon Hill, at the head of the 
small inlet which forms the harbor, is quite a large area of level alluvial land . 
A ditch or drain recently dug through this for a considerable distance, the 
bottom of which I should estimate to be at least twenty feet above high water, 
has exposed an ancient sea beach. The marine shells which occur there are all 
of existing species. 
'l'he existence of this b~ach proves a comparatively recent upheaval, and its 
deposition subsequent to the extensive denudation and erosion caused by glacial 
action on the the underlying roeks. 
1'he eastern coast. of Vancouver, as well as the shores of the small islands to 
the eastward, are fringed with recent deposits, horizontally stratified, soft and 
friable. Upon these the sea is constantly encroaching, as shown by the piles of 
debris under the steep banks, which are generally not over fifty feet in height. 
Erratic boulders of rock, the material of which is foreign to their present 
position, are of frequent occurrence. On the left shore of Active pass, going 
north, is one which containt:~, by estimate, at least eighty cubic yards of stone. 
Seventy miles distant from Victoria, on the eastern side of Vancouver's island, 
extensive deposits of coal occur, known as the Nauaimo mines. These mines 
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were opened in the year 1852 by the Hudson Bay Company, but have since 
passed into the hands of other parties. 
The total shipments of coal from them from the year 1852 to the present 
time prob~bly exceed two hundred thousand tons, and, according to Macfie,• 
amounted at the end of the year 1861 to one hundred and twenty-three thousand 
nine hundred and thirteen tons; the shipments for the year 1864 were twenty-
nine thousand and forty-two tons. 
The coal is highly bituminous, well suited for family use and steaming pur-
poses. Tl1e beds are known to belong to the cretaceous period, and are much 
upheaved and faulted, rendering their exploration difficult and expensive. 
The coal is furnished on the wharf at Nauaimo at six dollars (gold) per ton. 
The following is a statement of analyses showing the composition of this as 
compared with the other coals of the Pacific coast, given by J.D. Whitney, in 
l1is Report upon the Geology of tl1e State of California, vol. i, p. 30. 
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'rhe mines known as the Bellingham Bay coal mines are located in Washington 
Territory, very nearly opposite those of Nauaimo, and are probably of the same 
geological age. 
Entering the gulf of Georgia, which for a considerable distance separates 
Vancouver's island from the main land by the .Active pass, we cross the forty- , 
ninth parallel or nortq,ern boundary of Washington Territory; but a few miles 
north of this line is the mouth of Frazer river, upon the headwaters of which, 
in British Columbia, are the gold mines that caused in the year 1858 the great 
gold excitement in California. 'l'his river rises in about 55° north latitude and 
122° west longitude, and running in a southerly direction for four hundred miles 
in the valley between the Rocky mountains and the prolongation of the Cascade 
range, breaks through the latter at about 50°, and, flowing through a compara-
tively broad alluvial valley in a westerly direction, empties into the gulf of 
Georgia. 
I have been unable to ascertain the total amount of gold shipments made by 
Wells, Fargo & Co. from Victoria, which would give an approximate idea of the 
yield of these mines, but those from the year of discovery, 1858, to the year 1861, 
inclusive, amounted to $3,750,111 30.t 
Howe sound, a few miles above tbe mouth of Frazer river, is the first of a 
series of long, narrow, and deep inlets, bordered by high and rugged mountains, 
with which the whole coast of British Columbia and that of the southern part 
of the new Territory of Alaska are deeply indented. 
At the head of the gulf of Georgia, Vancouver's island approaches nearer the 
main land, an'l is separated from it and the adjoining islands, first, by Discovery 
paHsage, and afterwards by Johnstone's straits, which end near Queen Char-
lotte's sound, north of Vancouver. 
'l'he land bordering these channels is high, particularly on the southern shore 
" Vancouver Island and British Columbia, by Matthew Macfie, F. R. G. R., London. 1865. 
t Vaneouver's Island, its Resources and Capabilities, by Charles Forbes, M. D., surgeon 
royal navy: Victoria, ll:l62. 
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of J olmstone's straits, where it varies from one to five thousand feet in elevation, 
Mount Palmerston being the highest summit, (5,000 feet.) 
A few miles below Fort Rupert four beds of good coal are said to exist, and 
on the opposite side of the isla_nd, in Quatsino sound, (sometimes spelled Kos-
keemo,) five beds, varying from three to six feet in thickness, are reported to 
have been found. 
The inlets which occur at the bead of the gulf of Georgia, northeast of Van-
couver's island, are worthy of special remark They are from forty to sixty 
miles in length, from one to two miles only in breadth, and are walled with ab-
rupt mountai11S from four to eight thousand feet in height, the highest being 
Superb mountain, (8,000 feet,) at the head of Butte inlet. 
According to the accurate charts of Captain Richards, royal navy, there are 
places in these fiords, within one half mile or less of shore, where no bottom was 
found at three hundred fathoms. 
Going through the narrow channel, east of Hope island, we crossed Queen 
Charlotte's, and entered Fitzhugh sound and Fisher's channel, near the head of 
which is the Indian town of Bella Bella. At this place the rocks are metamor-
phic, as shown by the regularly stratified slates occurring there. 
About twenty-five miles northeast fi·om the entrance to Milbank sound is a 
high pyramidal mountain, estimated at three thousand feet in elevation, wooded 
to the summit, with the exception of a white streak some three hundred feet 
broad at its base, and extending from the bottom to within perhaps three hun-
dred feet of the summit. 1'his is probably the scar of an avalanche that has 
laid bare the rocks that have been afterwards stained white with the wash from 
decaying vegetable matter, though its appearance at first suggested a limet~tone 
formation. 
rrhe mountain masses around Carter's bay ar~ apparently made up of a hard 
and highly quartz ore granite. 
The scenery in the narrow channel going north from Carter's bay is very 
remarkable. Huge granitic mountains rise on either side to heights estimated 
from twenty-five hundred to three thousand feet; in many places bare rocky 
surfaces are exposed, but in general they are densely wooded with evergreen 
trees nearly to their summits, on which, and in the shaded ravines on their 
northern slopes, lie patches of snow. 
The winter accumulations of snow on these mountains must be very great, 
for their sides are furrowed with channels produced by running water, and 
scarred by avalanches or snow slides, which have cut huge swaths in tlJe thick 
timber. Another prominent feature in this channel is the great number of cas-
cades to be seen in passing; the larger and more imposing ones are the outflows 
of lakes situated high in the mountains, and but a short distance from the channel 
itself. 
At Lawson's bay, opposite the mouth of Skeena river, the rocks are meta-
morphic slates, sandstones, and shales, trending northwest and southeast; some 
small barren quartz veius accompany the slates. 
Fort Simpson, an important trading post of the Hudson's Bay Company, is 
situated on the northern part of Chemsian island, at the bead of Chatham sound, 
within a short distance of the southern limit of the new 'l'erritory of Alaska. 
The islands in the immediate neighborhood to the southwest are compara-
tively low, though to the north and northwest high snow-capped mountains are 
to be seen. The rocks in the vicinity of the fort are regularly stratified mica 
schists, generally garnetiferous, and sometimes pyritiferous ; these pass into 
gneiss and granite. Their trend, as examined along the shore near the fort, is 
nearly northwest and southeast, (mag.,) and their dip is thirty degrees to the 
northeast. 
The schists . are seamed with numerous intercalated quartz veins, in some in-
stances· highly charged with iron pyrites. According to the factor of the Hud-
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son's Bay Company at this post gold is to be founcl by panning almost anywhere 
in the vicinity; repeated trials which I made at different points, particularly in 
the bed of a small stream two miles northeast from the fort, failed to establish 
the correctness of l1is assertion. 
On the Stach in river, one hundred and fifty· miles north of Fort Simpson, 
which for the last thirty miles of it~ course flows through our rrerritory, deposits 
of auriferous gravel have been worked for several years. The principal mining 
camp is at Shakesville, in British Columbia, on the river, one hundred and fifty 
miles from its mouth. The gold is generally fine and smooth; the yield has 
been from two to eight doll fus per day to the man, working in the simplest way 
with a rocker. Owing to the rigorous winter climate, depth of snow, aud neces-
sity of transporting provisions from the mouth of the river in the winter montl1s, 
to afford subsistence during the spring and summer, the mining season is neces-
sarily short. 
According to information received from a Mr. Sargent. at Sitka, and fully 
corrobor::tted by other intelligent parties, a remarkable canon exists on the Sta-
chin river, commencing a short distance above Shakesville, and extending for 
fifty miles further back into the interior. at places two hundred feet and over in 
depth, and varying from seven to forty feet in width at top, though the channel 
through which the river flows is wider. 
According to information received from different miners, who have spent many 
years on the Stachin, the timber in the interior is superior to that along the coast. 
On the east side of Mangel island, near the telegraph company's station, the 
rocks are regularly stratified, and consist of clay, slates, and a micaceous sandstone. 
A miner, recently from Shakesville, states that three miles above the town, on 
the river, is a vein or bed of good anthracite coal; this lacks confirmation. 
On the islands north of the mouth of the Stachin river, and east of Sitka 
island, are considerable areas of level alluvial land, particularly at the head of 
Mangel straits, the narrow and intricate channel through which we passed en 
route for the Stachin river. 
SITKA AND ADJOINING ISLA:\JDS. 
Sitka, or Baranoff island, lies between the parallels of 56° 10' and 57° 38' 
north latitude, and the meridians of 134° 20' and 125° 26' west longitude. The 
town of the same name, at present the most populous in the territory, is situated 
about midway on the western coast at the head of Sitka bay. On the northwest 
t<ide of this bay, Hnd lying between Sitka island and the ocean, is Edgecombe 
island. The volcano of Edgecombe, which forms a prominent landmark for 
navigators in entering the bay of Sitka, rises "from the broad and gentle slope 
terminating in Cape Edgecombe, on the southern part of the island. 
Between the islands of Edgecombe and Sitka are the smaller islands of Kref-
stoffsky and the more northerly one, Portowtscbikof. 
West of the town of ~itka, at the head of the bay, is an archipelago of small 
islands that forms an effectual barrier against the sea, but through which the 
approach is somewhat difficult. 
The island itself is very mountainous. The summits have a peculiarly sharp 
and jagged appearance. Snow and ice-glaciers of limited extent-are to b3 
seen on the flanks of the mom1tains in varinns directions. 
For an elevation of at least two tbonsand feet the island is covered with a 
dense growth of evergreen trees, the principal varieties of whieh are the Sitka 
spruce, giant ar l::- or vitre, and the hemlock. 
Immediately behind the town, on the east side of a small stream called Indian 
river, Verstova mountain, a sharp angular peak, rises to the height,_trigonometri· 
cally determined, of 3,37 4 feet. 'l'his, Grewnigk, in his book on the north weRt 
coast of America, incorrectly states to be the highest mountain ori Sitka island, 
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which is one mass of rugged mountains, many of which are cappeJ. with eternal 
snow. 
Th~ chara~ter of the shore line is but a reproduction on a smaller scale of that 
of the northwest coast already described, being very much cut up by narrow 
inlets and deep bays. 
I made, during our stay at Sitka and its vicinity, several excursions to various 
points, embracing a range of coast from twenty mileR north to twelve miles south-
west of the towu. 
The rocks upon which the town of Sitka is built consist of a hard conglomerate 
or grit, sometimes coarse, but generally fine, often passing into argillite; this 
formation extends from the Deep sea, twelve miles southwest from Sitka, of 
which I shall speak more in detail, to the northern end of Portowtschikof, and, 
according to Grewnigk, over the northern end of ~Jdgecombe island ; the island 
of Krefstoffsky, as well as the smaller islands west of Sitka, being composed of 
rocks of the same general cht~.racter. 
Grewnigk* statt!s (p. 20) that "the Russian engineer Doroschin found in 
Naquashinski bay, opposite the island of Krefstoffsky, limestone, alRo silver and 
iron ores in remarkable quantities; more accurate information in regard to this is 
wanting." 
I visited the limestone locality, which proved to be in N aquashinski bay, op-
posite to the northeastern end of the larger island, (which, as far as I could learn, 
had no name,) east of Krefstoffsky, and separated from it by Olga straits. 
No silver or iron ores were found by me, and I doubt their existence in that 
locality. 
According to Dr. Tilling, a gentleman of high culture and of scientific attain-
ments, large deposits of magnetic iron ore occur on the east coast of ~Jdgecombe, 
0pposite the island of Krefstoffsky; owing to an error in poiuting out on the 
chart the exact position of the locality, mistaking the island Portowtschikoff for 
Krefstoffsky, it was not found, though some time was spent in searching for it. 
He afterwards corrected the error ; but circumstances were such as to prevent 
further exploration, and the report was not verified. 
About ten miles southwest of Sitka is what is known as the Deep sea, a long 
and narrow fresh-water lake, ten miles in length and rarely over three-quarters 
of a mile in breadth. This deep lake trends northeast and southwe::~t; id nine 
feet above tide-water, with which it is connected through a break in the moun-
tains on the ncJrthwest side about midway of its length. 
It disc~arges its surplus water into Oyerskoi bay, an inlet making in to the 
southeast from Sitka bay, at the head of which is located the fishing station 
called the Redoubt. 
The lake is bordered by high and precipitous mountains, varying by estima- · 
tion from fifteen hundred to three thousand feet in height; the summits on 
the northeast side are generally sharp, while those opposite are rounded. Ab-
rupt aiJd nearly vertical cliffs of sienitic granite are to be seen near the head of 
the lake on the southeastern side. 
At its head is a narrow valley covered with a thick growth of alders and 
wooded with heavy timber. 
The view of the snow-capped and ice-covered mountains beyond, once the 
foreground of autumnal tinted foliage, and through the tops of the lofty ever-
green trees, is very remarkable for its extreme beauty. I have no doubt as to 
the existence of an extensive glacier on its flank, though the limited time at my 
command did not admit of my continuing on up the valley. 
r~rhe reconnaissance of the shores which I made shows that the rock on the 
southeastern side is sienitic granite, while that on the north western is a grit 
similar to that at Sitka. 
*Beitrag zur Kenntniss der orographischen geognostischen Beschaffenheit der Nordwest-
Kuste Amerikas mit den anliegcnden Inseln, von Dr. C. Grewnigk.-St. Petersburg, 1850. 
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The line of separation seems to cross the lake obliqlu>ly; at least within one 
mile of the northeastern end sienitic granite is to be found on both sides 
The origin of this deep lake is to be ascribed to glacial action ; it may have 
formerly existed as an inlet from the ocean, and by upheaval became a fresh-
water lake, a supposition not at all unlikely, for traces of volcanic action still 
exist on the narrow strip of land which separates its southern end from the 
ocean, in the hot sulphur springs occurring there. The incrustation deposited 
py these water~ consists mainly of sulphur. 
While exploring along the course of a Rmall stream which empties into St. 
John's bay, north of Sitka. in the granitic detritus, along its banks I found 
pieces of coal; these were largely intermixed with rock, to which their preserva-
tion was undoubtedly due. 
In company with Mr. Harford, the conchologist of the expedition, a more 
extended exploration was made. Owing to the great difficulty of the travelling 
and unfavorable weather, we were unable to pursue investigations for a greater 
distance than seven miles from the mouth of the stream. It was our intention 
to camp for the night and explore the branches of the crAek, but the impossi-
bility of stru:ting a fire in th~ drenching rain, everything being perfectly satu-
rated with water, and our own condition from constant wading in the stream, 
by which alone we had been able to penetrate as far as we did, rendered this 
impossible, and we were compelled to retrace our steps to our camps on the 
bay. 
The general course of the stream is east and west; its rise for the firRt four 
or five miles is not very rapid ; along its banks are small areas of flat alluvial 
land, particularly near its mouth. The channel often separates into two or 
three, enclosing small islands on the level bottom land. The rocks in situ a te 
rarely exposed, but at two points on the stream fine black shales and soft fri-
able sandstones, wit~ut fossils, however, were seen trending approximately 
northeast and southwest, aud inclined at a high angle. Pieces of coal, much 
intermixed with foreign substances, principally limestone of p:eater or less size, 
were found along the course of the stream for a distauce of four miles. Highly 
crystalline limestone, white, streaked with gray, was also found in the detritus. 
The dense growth of timber, thick masses of fallen and decaying trees, covered 
with deep moss, thickets of the thorny shrub, panax honida, and the general 
mountainous character of this locality, will render its future exploration exceed-
ingly difficult. 
On examination the coal found proves to be bituminous, but the bed or beds 
from which it was broken will, if discovered, afford coal of vastly superior 
quality to any heretofore known to exist in the territory. 
'rhe eastern coast of Sitka island presents an almost unbroken front of snow-
covered mountains, showing a marked climatic difference from that of the west-
ern, the climate of which is of course modified by its proximity to the open 
sea, and probably by a warm current setting from the Asiatic coast., analogous 
to the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic. 
'rhe only opportunity of examining the rocks on the eastern side was at 
Schelich bay, on the northeastern extremity of the island, where the rock is 
sienite and, I judge, metamorphic. 
I had no opportunity of visiting the extinct volcano of Edgecombe, but during 
our stay at Sitka had several fine views of it. It is a very eymmetrical volcanic 
cone, two thousand eight hundred feet in height. Its angle of slope is about 
twenty-five degrees. 
Accordiug to Lisiansky the crater is three miles in circumference and its depth 
two hundred and eighty feet, which Grewnigk remarks is twice as large as that 
of Stromboli. 
There is but little vegetation on its steep slope, though it is well-wooded at 
its base. Grewnigk states that the western coast is composed principally of 
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basaltic lava, while on the eastern shore the rocks are found to be a porous an .. 
desite or feldspathic lava, and a mixture of glassy feldspar with pitchstone, when 
compact resembling porphyry. 
Accounts as to its activity in former times differ. Lisiansky was on the sum-
mit in 1804 and found no evidences of recent volcanic action. 
Along the shores of Barlow's bay, at the northern extremity of Admiralty 
island, on the east side of Chatham straits, are numerous quartz veins. Our 
time there being very short and the weather exceedingly inclement, I was en-
abled to visit but one of them, which is exposed in the high rocky bluff on the 
western side of the bay. Its course is the same as that of the regularly strati-
fied, fine-grained mica schists which enclose it, viz., northwest and southeast, 
magnetic dip vertical. The only metalliferous ingredient which I found was 
iron pyrites. 
The Indian settlement Ohilcat is located at the head of Lynn channel, on the 
eastern side of the western bay, the head of the inlet being divided into two 
bays by a peninsula projecting to the southward. 
Our time at this locality was very short, but particularly interesting on ac-
count of an opportunity of visiting the extensive and beautiful glacier which 
issues from a narrow gorge on the west side of the channel, nine or ten miles 
south of Ohilcat. 
After leaving the ravine it spreads itself into a vast fan-shaped mass from two 
to three miles broad. At its base is a low flat a quarter of a mile in breadth, 
made from the wash from the deposits at the foot of the glacier, which are com-
posed of fragments, sometimes of great size, of slate, sienitic granite and a 
finely crystalline, beautiful white marble. 
r.rwo moraines are to be seen on its northern slope, showing it to be made up 
by the confluence of at least three, and perhaps four, smaller ones. 
Its angle of inclination, determined from calculations on observations made 
by yourself, from where it issues from the ravine to its base, is 40 23', the dis-
tance being three-quarters of a mile. 
On the east side of Lynn channel, stretching for twenty miles along the shore, 
is a lofty range of snow-covered and sharp-pointed mountains, in which every 
marked depression has its glacier of greater or less extent. 
KODIAK, AND ADJOINING ISLANDS. 
r.rhe island of Kodiak lies east of the peninsula of Alaska, between the parallels 
of 56° 451 and 58°, and is separated from it by Schelekoff straits. 
The settlement of St. Paul's is on the northeast coast of the island. The gen-
eral appearance of the country is strikingly different from that of the coast north 
and south of Sitka. Though the island is generally mountainous, the valleys 
are broader than on the island of Sitka. The growth of trees (Sitka spruce) is 
apparently confined to within narrow limits, none being noticed at a greater 
elevation than from three to four hundred feet, and these being in groups and 
clusters, not covering the entire face of the country as at Sitka. 
In the vicinity of the settlement of St. Pauls, and along the shores to the north 
of it, the rocks are metamorphic, shales and sandstones trending twenty-three 
degrees to the west of north (true.) 
'J.1he finely-comminuted shales give to the beaches in the vicinity a peculiarly 
black appearance. The sandstone, which is hard and durable, is much shattered, 
though pieces one cubic foot in size, for building purposes, may readily be ob-
tained. 
A mile or more north of the town a small quartz vein, highly charged with 
iron pyrites, galena, and blende, is to be seen in the bluff along the shore. An 
assay of a small sample of this, made at the laboratory of the San Francisco 
assaying and refining works, by Mr. John Hews ton, shows it to contain four 
dollars and some cents in silver to the ton, as well as a trace of gold . 
. H. Ex. Doc. 177--21 
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The small island east of St. Paul's, called Doljoi, also Wooded and Spruce 
islands, seem to be made up of the same material as that occurring at St. PauPs. 
Lines of stratification in the mountains back of town, at the head of the bay to 
the west, are distinctly visible. It is doubtful if any volcano exists on the island 
of Kodiak; no evidence~ of it were seen in passing through the narrow straits 
to the north of the island. According to Grewnigk graphite occum in small veins · 
on the western coast. 
I was informed by Captain Paul Lemascheffsky, of the Russian American Fur 
Company, that lead ore, probably galena, occurs in considerable quantities in 
Eagak, or Orloffsky bay, on the east ·side of Kodiak, latitude 57° 13', and that 
a good article of roofing slate, is to be found at the same locality. 
ISLAND OF UNALASKA.-EXPEDI'l'ION TO AND ASCENT OF THE VOLCANO 
MAKUSHIN. 
The shores of Unalaska, as seen from the Akoutan Pass, are bold and rocky; 
the hills and mountains are covered with grass, but not a tree is to be seen on 
the island. 
The eastern shore of Captain's bay, at the head of which the chief settlement 
of the island, Illulook, is situated, is formed of hills varying from one thousand 
to eighteen hundred feet in height, the mass of which consists of porphyries 
and volcanic breccia. These rocks are frequently intersected with narrow trap-
dykes cutting them in all directions. 
The town itself is situated on a narrow strip of low land, formed of volcanic 
detritus, between which and the main island a small stream runs and empties into 
Captain's bay . 
. '.rhe few days that were spent by the expedition at Unalaska were employed 
in an exploration and ascent of Mount Makushin, an active volcano on the 
northwest part of the island. 
The party, composed of Dr. Kellogg, botanist of the expedition, Lieutenants 
Hodgson and Ball, officers of tbe Lincoln, and myself, started on the morning 
of the 7th of September, passed through the narrow passage between the long 
narrow island in Captain's bay and the main island, the shores of which are 
entirely composed of volcanic rocks, and landed on the beach at the head of 
Captain's bay. 
A valley, at the head of which Makushin is located, some miles in length and 
at the beach one mile and one half in width, lay before us. '.rhis gradually 
narrows down to one-half a mile in breadth five miles to the westward, its course 
being nearly due east and west. On either side, high, steep, and grass-covered 
hills rise to heights estimated from eight to fifteen hundred feet, the sides of 
which are gullied by streams from the patches of melting snow on or near their 
summits. 
A river one hundred feet wide at its mouth, and having its main source in the 
snows and glacier of Makushin, winds through the valley, approaching the 
northern more than the southern bordering hills, and finally flows into Captain's 
bay quite near the southern limit of the valley. 
The alluvial land is covered with a luxuriant growth of grass, very dense and 
often breast high, and although much of it is a marsh, it is probably susceptible 
of drttinage. A small willow shrub covers considerable area along the banks 
of the stream. 
We camped for the night on the north side of the valley, four miles distant 
from the beach. The morning of the following day we ascended the grassy 
range of hills north of our camp. Opposite this point, on the southern side of 
the valley, is a bold volcanic range, with sharp and angular peaks, rii!ing from 
a ravine ~which enters the valley from the southwest. Its serrated summit is 
marked by snow in patches, from which the water flows, marking its flanks with 
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silver threads, which contrast beautifully with the dark frowning crags and bare 
rocky surfaces. . . . . . 
Passing over a senes of shght elevatw~s and depresswns, we Ieached the foot 
of a bare conical hill, made up of volcamc ashes. The ascent was. soon made, 
and we beheld, for the first time, a panoramic view of the sur.rou~dmg country 
and waters. The island, with its deeply indented shores and mtncate ch~nnels; 
its complex system of mountain peaks, with .here and there a volcamc cone 
rising in beautiful symmetry and overshadowmg the shari? and more angular 
summits of surrounding hills; the bold and rocky shore l.me, produ_ced by. the 
action of the water cutting the hills away at their base, causm~ extensive cavmgs 
and slidings-an action greatly assisted by the ~harp and fre9-uent shocks of 
earthquakes which occur h~re. Anot?er pr.omment ~eature !s the numerous 
trap-dykes which stand out m bold rehef, owmg to thmr superwr ~ardness, an.d 
stretching out. into the water form rocky reefs, or~ and over whiCh the sea IS 
constantly breaking. To the west, the valley, which had .narrowed down at 
the point before mentioned, lay beneath us. 'rhe stream, whiCh had run nearly 
upon a level with its banks, now tumbled and foamed through deep rocky gorges 
and channels which it, with its own power, had cut through the volcanic debris 
and lava outflows, instead of one of its channels, are numerous; while further 
west, they spread out into a fan-like form and drain the vast amphitheatre of 
mountains which flank the grand snow-covered volcano. A glacier, with im-
perfectly formed moraines, curves gracefully around a sharp ridge formed by an 
outflow from the side, which reaches to within, perhaps one thousand feet of the 
summit. 
Descending this small volcanic cone, which by barometrical measurement is 
nineteen hu:rrdred and twenty-seven feet high, and following the summit of the 
ridge, we gained the side of a rocky spur which juts from the flank of the main 
mountain, and from thence passed to the deposits of the glacier which have 
accumulated in enormous quantities at its foot. The finer material is constantly 
being removed by running waters, leaving large angular masses of porous basal-
tic lava piled in heaps. 
We had now gained the lowest 1imit ·of the glacier, at an elevation of nineteen 
hundred and sixty-nine feet. · 
On either side of the glacier vertical walls of lava rjse from one to two hun-
dred feet in height, which from a distance resemble huge fortifications. But 
little difficulty was experienced in traversing the ice, the inclination being small 
and the crevasses generally narrow. The line of perpetual snow was reached at 
an elevation of two thousand nine hundred and seventy-nine feet. 
We camped for the night at an elevation of three thousand two hundred and 
eighty-seven feet; the thermometer stood at 34° before morning. 
During the night we heard subterranean noises in the direction of the crater, 
and experienced a heavy gale, which threatened to carry away our tent. 
To the northwest of our camp, looking across the snow-field and a wild chasm, 
a bold and rugged wall of lava forms the western side of a bay making in from 
the north. 
'rhe mist and fog rolling in from the sea made the view rather uncertain, but 
I am quite confident that a much deeper bay exists to the north of the volcano 
than is indicated upon the charts. 
On the morning of the 9th, leaving our camp, we started for the summit with 
a good prospect for a comparatively clear day, but before 9 a.m. we were en-
veloped in a thick fog, and it was only by the change of slope and sound of 
running water in the crater, that we were made aware of our final success. 
The slope which to our camp had not exceeded twelve, became much steeper, 
from fifteen to seventeen, and near the summit was twenty-five degrees. 
The fog lifting for a moment gave us a view of the crater, two thousand feet 
broad by estimate, and filled with snow, in the northwest portion of which was 
an orifice giving vent to clouds of smoke and sulphurous fumes. 
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The thermometer indicated 320, or the freezing point. 
The return to camp was made by compass, the fog being so thick as to obscure 
objects twenty feet distant. 
We reached the point on the beach from which we started on the morning of 
the following day, retracing with some unimportant variations the route by which 
we went. 
The observations for elevation were made with three aneroid barometers, 
which, to an elevation of about four thousand feet, corresponded very closely ; 
beyond that point one ceased to indicate, though the others continued to work 
satisfactoril v to the summit. 
The height of Makushin, as determined by these observations, is five thousand 
nine hundred and sixty-one (5,961) feet. 
At least three extinct volcanic cones are to be seen on the peninsula north-
east from Makushin volcano ; one rises from the water near the entrance to and 
on the northeaRt side of Captain's bay. 
On the morning of our departure from Unalaska, after passing to the south 
through the Akoutan passage, we had a most magnificent view of the snow-
covered volcanic peaks on U nimak island, and the vast intermediate snow-fields, 
glaciers reaching down nearly to the sea. 
The accompanying sketch gives but a poor illustration of the view, but will 
serve to indicate approximately the relative positions of the volcanoes, two of 
which are remarkable for their symmetry and height, Pogromnaja and Shishaldin. 
Destruction peak, so called from the destruction of life caused by its eruption 
in 1863, is between the two just mentioned. 
KNOWN FOSSILIFEROUS LOCALITIES OF ALASKA-MINERAL RESOURCES-VOLCA-
NOES AND GLACIERS. 
According to Grewnigk, fossils of the carboniferous age occur at Cape Beau-
fort, on the Arctic coast, of the jurassic period, at the bay of Katmai, on the 
east coast of the peninsula of Alaska. 
Tertiary fossils have been collected at Sacharow and Igatskoi bays, on the 
island of K odiak, at Pawlowsky bay, on the peninsula of Alaska; also on the 
island of Unalaska, at the north-northwest foot of Makushin. 
Mastodon bones and teeth are found at Eschotty bay, Kotzebue sound, and 
on the Biblilow islands in Behring's sea. 
Exaggerated ideas have been formed of the known mineral wealth of .Alaska. 
Beds of coal are known to exist at three different localities, viz : on the eastern 
shore of Cook's inlet, on the Kenaian peninsula, all the way between Fort 
Nicholas and Tschuwatichick bay, are two coal beds visible at low water, which 
are said to be from four to five feet in thickness. 
I am indebted to Captain Paul Lemascheffsky, of the Russian .American Fur 
Company, for the following information: On the coast of the peninsula of 
.AlaP.ka, opposite the island of Kodiak, latitude 58° 101, longitude 154 17', is 
a bay in which the company's steamer Constantine, under command of Captain 
Luidfoos, anchored, in 1865. He found there a vein of good coal, two feet in 
thickness. 
On the island of Unga are two workable beds, one of twenty-six inches, the 
other of thirty inches in thickness, according to the measurement~:~ made by Mr. 
Shroder (an employe of the Russian American Company) for the Russian gov-
ernment. They are exposed in a high bluff, and are inclined at an angle of 
eight degrees. 
Coal is also known to occur in the neighborhood of Cape Beaufort, on the 
Arctic ocean, and it is probably of good quality, but its position is such as to 
render it of no commercial importance. 
The coal from Cook's inlet and the island of U nga is of known poor quality, 
being nothing more than lignite, and is of the most recent geological age; with 
regard to that on the peninsula of Alaska, accounts are contradictory, but the 
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probability is that it will be found to have had a contemporaneous origin, and 
to be of the same lignitic character. 
The entirely different character of the pieces recently found on the island of 
Sitka would induce the expectation of the ultimate discovery of coal on that 
island of an earlier geological age, similar to that found at Nauaim, and on 
Queen Charlotte's island, further south. 
Extensive deposits of iron ore are reported, though none as yet are known to 
have been found. 
I received from Mr. Kadin, in Sitka, some small specimens of galena, said 
to have been brought by the Indians from Whale bay, about twenty miles 
south of Sitka. 
Gold.-It is doubtful if gold occurs on the Stachin river, within the limits 
of the new territory, in sufficient quantity to pay for working. Its existence 
is reported on the Takoo river, north of the Stachin; on the Copper, and with 
more certainty on the Kaknoo river, at the mouth of which, on Cook's inlet, 
the Russian fort St. Nicholas is located. 
Copper.-Masses of metallic copper, many pounds in weight, have been 
brought from Copper river, though little or nothing is known of its original 
locality ; expeditions which have been undertaken for the exploration of that 
river having either been driven back, or the members murdered by the Indians. 
As far as could be ascertained, no silver ores, proper, have been yet found in 
the Territory; at least, in such quantity as to give promise of profitable working. 
It is to be remarked here, that considerable difficulty was experienced in 
ascertaining facts in regard to the localities of ores, minerals, &c., either on 
account of the extreme reticence on the part of the Russians, induced by the 
hope of future personal gain, or by the restrictions under which they may have 
been placed. 
A volcano on the northern part of Prince of Wales' island, latitude 56° 101, 
is the commencement of a series of volcanoes extending along the coast a dis-
tance of two hundred and fifty miles, culminating in Mount St. Elias, the ele-
vation of which, as given on the chart, is 14,970 feet. 
On the western side of Cook's inlet is the commencement of another series, 
Goryalaya and Illiaminsk mountains, respectively 11,270 feet and 12,066 feet 
in elevation, which stretches to the southwest, forming the peninsula of Alaska 
and the long chain of Aleutian islands, extending far towards the peninsula of 
Kamtschatka. The trend of the rocks, both on the western coast of British 
Columbia and of the southwestern part of Alaska, as also those east of the 
peninsula of Alaska on the island of Kodiak, is parallel to these two great lines 
of upheaval. 
Glaciers, which have played such an important part in the configuration of 
the northwest coast, cutting it up into such a vast labyrinth of channels and 
·islands, are quite numerous along the coast and inland waters north of Sitka 
island ; these, perhaps, attain their grandest proportions on the flanks of Mount 
St. Elias, where, I am told, there is one thirty miles in width, reaching to the sea. 
The lowest known limit of existing glaciers on the coast is at the head of the 
narrow inlets to the east of Fort Simpson, in British Columbia, latitude 54° 
approximately. 
N. 
REPORT OF W. G. W. HARFORD, AID TO UNITED STATES COAST SURVEY, 
UPON THE CONCHOLOGY OE' ALASKA. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., November 29, 1867. 
DEAR SIR : I submit herewith a report of the collections made by me in the 
various departments of natural history. The limited time previous to your 
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departure for the east prevents a more complete report from being made, and 
also renders it impossible to identify all the species collected. 
'.rhe birds, fishes, &c., are sent forward as collected, the localities in each 
case being correctly given and attached to the specimens. The mollusca being 
more particularly within my department of study, are, with the exception of 
three or four species, identified and properly labelled according to the present 
standard, and conforming to the labelling of the collection of the California 
Academy of Sciences ; the collection of the State .Museum, made by the geo-
logical survey of this State; and the private collection of Mr. R. E. 0. Stearns, 
of San Francisco; to the latter gentleman, to Dr. J. G. Cooper, and to Pro-
fessor J. D. Whitney, State geologist, I gratefully acknowledge attentions and 
facilities afforded to me in making up the list of shells. 
It is unnecessary to remind you that the limited number of species and speci-
mens collected at the various points at which the Lincoln stopped is due to 
want of opportunity and the unfavorable condition of the weather and the tides. 
'rhe conchological collection is not without interest, as we have detected sev-
eral of the boreal forms of the north Atlantic, and a few species identical with . 
the species of the northeast coast of North America. 
I regret exceedingly that the collections are so meagre. 
In closing, permit me to acknowledge the consideration and kindness which 
I have met with from yourself as chief of the Coast Survey party in this expe-
dition. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. G. W. HARFORD, 
Aid United States Coast Survey. 
GEORGE DAVIDSON, Esq., 
Assistant U. S. Coast Survey, San Francisco, Cal. 
LIST OF SHELLS COLLECTED-W. G. W. HARFORD, COLLECTOR. 
1. Saxicava pholadis, (Linn.,) var. arctica; Sitka, Bellabella, Kodiak, Ouna-
laska. 
2. Mya arenarid, (Linn. ·;) Kodiak. 
3. Schizothreries Nnttalli, (Oour. ;) Sitka, Kodiak. 
4. .Machrera patula, (Dixon ; ) Kodiak, Otinalaska. 
5. Macoma naseeta, (Oour. ;) Kodiak. 
6. Macoma inquinata, (Desh.;) Fort Simpson, Bella bella, Kodiak, Spruce 
island. 
7 . .Macoma inconspicua, (Br. and Sb'y ;) Fort Simpson, Ohilcaht, Kodiak, 
Spruce island. 
7 A. :M:aera Salmonea, (Opr. ;) Kodiak. 
8. Standella planulata, ( Oour. ;) Kodiak, Ounalaska. 
9. Tapes Staminea, var. Petitu, (Desh. ;) Fort Simpson, Chatham sound. 
10. Tapes Staminea, var. ruderata, (Desh. ;) Fort Simpson, Carter's bay, 
Sitka, Bellabella, Kodiak, Spruce island, Ounalaska. 
11. Saxidornus N uttalii, (Oour. ;) Fort Simpson, Carter's bay, Sitka, Kodiak. 
12. Cardium corbis, (Mart.;) Sitka, Bellabella, Carter's bay, Kodiak. 
13. Cardium Olaudum, (Gould;) Sitka, Kodiak, Ounalaska. 
14. Sel'l·apes Gramlandicus, (Ohern.;) Kodiak, Ounalaska. 
15. Kellia Laperousii, (Desh. ;) Ounalaska. 
16. Lasea rubra, (Mont.;) Sitka. 
17. Mytilus edulis, (Linn;) Fort Simpson, Carter's bay, Bellabella, Sitka, 
Kodiak, Spruce island. . 
18. Modiola modiolus, (Linn.;) Sitka, Ounalaska. 
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19. Modiolaria lrevigata, (Gray;) Ounalaska. 
20. Acila castrensis, (Hinds ; ) Sitka. 
21. Placunanomia machochisma, (Desh. ;) Kodiak, Ounalaska. 
22. Helix Columbiana, (Lea;) Sitka, Chilcaht river, 59° 9' north. 
23. Helix Vancouverensis, (Lea;) Sitka. 
23A. Helix, (Sp. ;) Ounalaska. 
23B. Helix; Sitka, Ounalaska. 
23C. Vitrina glauca (?); Ounalaska. 
23D. Yua lubrica, (Mull;) Sitka, Kodiak. 
24. Siphonared (probably) thersites, ( Cpr. ;) Fort Simpson. 
25. Katherina tunicata, (Wood ; ) Sitka. 
26. Tonicea lineata, (Wood;) Fort Simpson. 
27. Tonicea submarinored, (Midd ;) Fort Simpson. 
28. Mopalia muscoza, (Gould;) Vancouver's island. 
29. Mophalia W ossnessenski, (Midd;) Fort Simpson. 
30. Mophalia lignosa, (Gould;) Fort Simpson. 
31. Acinrea patina, (Esch ;) Kodiak, Fort Simpson, Ounalaska, Sitka. 
32. Acinrea pelta, (Esch ;) Sitka, Kodiak, Ounalaska. 
33. Scurria metra, (Esch ; ) Sitka. 
34. Glyphis aspera, (Esch;) Sitka. 
35. Haliotes Kamschatkana, (Jonas ; ) Sitka. 
36. Calliostoma costalum, (Mart.;) Sitka. 
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37. Margarita papilla, (Gould;) Fort Simpson, Bellabella, Sitka, Ounalaska. 
38. Margarita helicina, (Mont.;) Oun~laska. 
39. Phorcus pulligo, (Mart.;) Sitka. 
40. Crepidnla grannis, (Midd ;) Captain's Harbor, Kodiak, Ounalaska. 
40A. Crepidula navicelloides, (Mutt ; ) Bellabella. 
41. Bittium :filosum, (Gould;) Fort Simpson, Carter's bay, Bellabella, Sitka. 
42. Littorina Sitkana, (Phil.;) Chatham sound, Carter's bay, Bellabella, 
Sitka, Kodiak. 
43. Lacuna solidula, (Leon ; ) Ounalaska. 
44. Isapis fenestrata, (Cpr. ;) Ounalaska. 
45. Natica clausa, (Br. and Shy.;) Fort Simpson, Kodiak, Ounalaska. 
46. Lunatia pallida, (Br. and Sb'y ;) Captain's Harbor, Ounalaska. 
47. Prime Oregonense, (Redf. ;) Ounalaska. 
48. Amycla gausapata, (Gould;) Fort Simpilon. 
49. Amphissa corrugata, (Roe;) Fort Simpson, Carter's bay. 
50. Purpura crispata, (Ohern.;) Fort Simpson, Bellabella, Lawson's Harbor, 
Carter's bay, Sitka. 
51. Purpura canaliculata, (Dur.l. ;) Chatham sound, Carter's bay, Bellabella, 
Sitka, Kodiak, Spruce island, Ounalaska. 
52. Purpura Saxicola, (Val.;) Ounalaska. 
53. Purpura Saxicola var. fluscata, (Tb's. ;) Fort Simpson, Carter's bay, 
Bellabella, Sitka. 
54. Ocinebra interfossa, (Opr. ;) Carter's bay, Bellabella, Sitka. 
55. Oerastoma foliatum, ( Guel ; ) Bella bella, Sitka. 
56. Trophon multicostalus, (Esch. ;) Ounalaska. 
57. Chrysodomus dirus, (Roe;) Chatham sound, Fort Simpson, Carter's bay, 
Bellabella, Sitka. 
58. Chrysodomus liratus, (Mart.;) Ohilcaht, Kodiak, Ounalaska. 
59. Volutharpa ampullacea, (Midd,;) Ounalaska. 
60. Volutharpa, (?).(species;) Captain's Harbor, Ounalaska. 
61. Fusus, (species;) Kodiak. 
62. Buccinum, (?)(species;) Fort Simpson, Bellabella, Sitka, Kodiak, Ouna-
laska. 
63. Yoldia, (species; Stomach of Halibut;) Kodiak. 
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[From Lisiansky's Voyage Round the World in 1803, 1804, 1805, and 1806.] 
Vocabulary of the languages qf tlw natives of Kodiak, Oonalashka, Kenay, 
and Sitka. 
NOTE.-In the vocabulary of Oonalashka the lett(lrS nh, printed in italics, and k and n, when final letters, 
should be half sound only. The inhabitants of this country have this singularity that they pronounce the 
tlt with the same facility and precisely like the English. The Sitkans observe three tones in every word of 
length, of which the middle one is the lowest. The language of Kenay is very difficult to be expressed; k, 
with an asterisk preceding it, has a sort of double sound, not unlike the clucking of a hen. 
English. Oonalashka. Kodiak. Kenay. Sitka. 
A. 
Apple tree .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. Kootst ........... . 
Arrow . . . . . . . . .. • .. . Ahathak........... Hok............... Jz.zeen ..... • .. • . .. Choonet ......... .. 
Autumn ............. Sakoodee Kinham .. Ooksvoak .......... Nak-le ............. Takooneehate ... .. 
B. 
Bad.... .. . .. • .. .. . .. Machheedolekan . .. Aseelnok .. • .. .. . .. Tsooheelta... .. .. .. Sliakooshke ..... .. 
Bargain ............. Toomhidada ....... Youoho ................................ Naoo ............. . 
Basket . .. . .. .. .. . .. . Ahiahatsak .. . .. . .. Haggek........ .. . . Hakki............. Hinahkakaakee .. .. 
Bason . .. . .. . . . .. • .. Kalukak........... Aludak............ . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .... . . Tseek ............ . 
Bath . .. . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . Maggeyveek . .. . . . . Nallee ................................ . 
Bathe yourself. ...... Keecheeheeda ...... Hohe .................................. Etashooch ........ . 
Bay, the. . .. . .. .. .. . . Oodok. .. . . . . .. .. . . Kanhiak . .. . . . .. . . . Botnoo .. • .. . .. .. .. Key .............. . 
Bear................ Tanhak...... ... . . . Pagoona........... Hank-ta .... .. . . . . . Hoots ........... .. 
Beat .............. ~. Toovvada ......... Ahtoho ............ Neelchah .......... Chok ............ .. 
Believe .............. Looceda ........... Ookheekeen ........................... Klehakek avaheen. 
B elly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sanhoon...... . • .. . Akcehka . . . . • .. . . . Schboot . .. . .. . . . .. Kayu ............ .. 
Berry . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . Keeoolhet. . .. .. . . . . Kakk~...... . .. .. . . Knatagget ....... .. 
Birch tree ............................... Kadzouleek ........ Tshoo*kia ......... Attagge .......... . 
Black ............••. Kahchehzeek .... .. Toonhoohalee ...•.. Taltashe. .. . . . ..... Toochahete ....... . 
Blackberry .. .. .. . . . Ooneehnok .. . .. . .. Tshoovavak . .. .. . . Kaantsa .. .. .. .. .. . Kanett~ ......... .. 
Bladder . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sanhook........... Keelmak........... *Kbis.............. Athooktee ........ . 
Block of wood ....... Yahamkaka ....... Kobohak .......... Keyheytsakh ...... Shaak ............ . 
Blood............... Amak............. Aook.. ... • • . . .. • • . Kootaalthin .......................... .. 
Board .............. Aleiok ............. Alcku ............. Opitgaale .......... Ta .............. .. 
Boots . .. .. .. .. • .. .. . Oleeheek .. .. .... .. Peenadeek......... Sestlia........ ... .. Hvon ............ .. 
Bow ............. , .. Saeheek........... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Tsalthan........... Saks ............ .. 
Boy................. Anektok........... Tanohak . .. .. . .. . Ts*kanik-na....... Hattakoo ......... . 
Bracelets ............ 'l.'ameek ........... Talik vahhat .......................... Chicatooh ........ .. . 
Bragger, a........... Adaluke . . . . . . . . . . . Sahkvatoolee . • . . . . Htahootetnash . . . . . Hatektsaatee ..... . 
Brave .. • .. . . . . .. .. . Ehatooleekan...... Chak fiak.......... Astsa*kan .. .. . .. .. Hikaaka. ........ .. 
Brother . . .. . . . . .. . . . Aheetoken......... . .. .. . . . • . . .. .. .. . . . Kallll.............. Ahhonoh ........ .. 
Brother, eldest....... Luthan............ Angaha .................................................. .. 
Brother, youngest .... Keenheen .......... Oouaga .................................................. .. 
Burn................ .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. Kvahkaho .. . .. .. .. Teenhklute.. ... ... Kaheekan ....... .. 
Bush................ . .. . . . . . .. . • . .. . . . .. Iliahenot .... . . . . . . Kankya .............................. . 
Buy ................. Akeeda ............ Youoho ................................ Hanasliahoon ..... . 
c. 
Canoe ............... Ek-yak ............ Palayak ........... Ktsekooa .......... Yakoo ............ . 
Cap . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Chahoodak .. .. .. .. Shaliohnok .. • .. . .. Stcheekeetsll....... Saahva .......... .. 
Catch ............... Sooda ................................. Inlhkit ............. Alshit ............ . 
Cheat... . .. .. .. .. .. Adalficeda......... Eklunv~ho......... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Kooltooehiheneska. 
Cheek ............... Oolloohak ......... Taholskok ......... Shinkoosba ........ Kavvosh .......... . 
Child................ . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ... .. Oodzveelhak....... Shareehkahan...... Tookonahee ...... . 
Chin . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Inlakoon........... Tamelok .. .. .. .. .. Shtoonee . .. .. . .. .. Kakatatsah1. ..... . 
Come here ........... Athemeenahkada .. Tykeena maoot .... Oontsa ............. Atkoon kehekoot .. . 
Copper.............. Kannooyak . .. .. . .. Kanooya........... Choochoona...... .. Esk ............. .. 
Cough. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. • . . .. .. .. .. . . .. Kooek .. .. . . . .. . . . . Khas .. .. . . . . .. . . .. Iskohok ......... .. 
Coward . . . . • • . . . . . . . Ehatoolik.......... Mamoo keelnok.... Chaitsk -~.......... Kootliahitchan .... . 
Cry ................. Kithada ........... Keya .............. Nchah ............. Kaah ............. . 
Cure . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Oohaeda........... .. . • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. Shtatnooliah .. .. . .. Ootoohanakoo ... .. 
Cut, a ............... Teenoonhaseetee ... Kilehtok ........... Hootnaanltoo ........................ .. 
Cutdown ............ Toohoda ........... Chaggidzu ......... Kitsalg ............ At-hoot .......... .. 
D 
Dance............... Aiuhahada... ...... Seelga....... .... . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. Atleh ............. . 
Darkness ............ Kahihakaiuleek .... Tamleek ........... Heelhakle ......... Kaoocheekeet ..... . 
Day...... . . .. .. . .. .. Anneliak . .. .. . . . .. Ahanok . . . .. . . . . . . Chaan ....................... · ...... - · · 
Day, to .. .. . .. .. .. .. Vanaeeneliak .. .. .. Aganaho~k........ Chaan............. Ittat ............ - .. 
Devil...... .. .. .. . .. Ahlikay .. .. .. • .. .. Yack.............. Tskanna~h......... Tseekiekaoo ..... .. 
Die ..................................... Togoo ............. Cheennah .......... Eenena .......... .. 
Dig ................. Anhooheda ........ Hahoo ............. Kookeelia ......... Ekahek ........... . 
Dog ................. Aykok ............ Piuhta ................................. Kekle .......... .. 
Door................ Aheelrek .. .. • .. • .. Ommeek . .. . .. .. .. Tooka*k.... ..... .. Voldt-haak .... ... .. 
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Vocabulary of the languages qf the natives qf Kodiak, ~c.-Continued. 
English. Oonalashka. Kodiak. Kenay. Sitka. 
Down, lay it......... Inhanoonahada •• :. Ley hue .•• • .. . • •• . Neeneeltalh........ Chavveke ......... . 
Drink ............... Idhootsia .......... Tanha ............. *Keet-noo .......... Itanna ........... .. 
Drown.............. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. Keeten .. .. .. .. .. .. Tgataalnan .. .. .. .. Ootahoo ......... .. 
Dry................. Keechheeda........ Keenhtsiaho . • ... • . Nooletsooh.. • ... • . Kahook ........... . 
Ducks .............. Sakeedak .......... Saholheet. ......... Tinaaltga .......... Kaoohoo .......... . 
E. 
~=~~e.::::::::::::::: ~~~!~!s~k:: ::::::: g~~~:h_e_~~:::::::: ~~~~1~~~:: ::::::::: ~~k~~k::: ::::::::: 
Ear-rings ............ Neetokak .......... Akhleetot .......... Stsakeel-a .••...••. Ahkookootlee .... .. 
Ear-rings for the nose. Suklook........... Mydak........ ... .. Sneeh-a ............................. .. 
Ears .•••.•...•••..•. Tootoosakeen.... .. Chiudok ••••.•..•.. NoolteehastFeel-oo ..........•••..••••••• 
Earth ............... Chekeke ........... Noona ............. Alshnan .•••...•••. Sleenkeetaanee ... . 
Eat .. .. .. . . • • • • • . . • . Kada . . • .. . .. • .. • • . Peedoho . • .. . . • . .. . *Keeoolh • .. . . • .. • . Hha .............. . 
Ebb ................. Agook ............. Keendok ............................... Hinnahlene ...... .. 
Eggs................ Samlokamnaholik .. :Manneet........... . . . . . . . . . • • . • . .. .. . . Kooto ............ . 
Ermine .................................. Ameetadook ....... Kaholgena ......... Taa .............. . 
Evening .•.••••...••• Anneliak Kinhan ... Akfoak ..••....•••. Haalts ...•.•...•.•. Hanna ..•••••••••.• 
Eye ................. Thak .............. Inhalak ............ Shnash-a ............................. . 
Eyebrows . .. .. • .. • .. Kamteenchnaneen . Kablute . .. .. .. .. • . Sheen took......... Kaatsa_ ............ . 
Eyelids.............. Thankah-senee . • . . Koomoogaenga . • • . Snoutootsa......... Kaokahekhoo .••.•• 
Eyes................ .. • .. .. • • • • • .. .. .. .. Inhaliok . .. • .. . . .. . Shnashaika . .. . .. • . Kavvak ......... .. 
F. 
Fall, let ............. It-heeda ........... Ihtshu ... . ......... Nootthilneeh. ...... Nakeek ........... . 
Farewell............ Ang-an............ Hvy-ey...... ... . . . Nootheetoosh .. • • • • Tekooshkee .••.•••. 
Father .............. Athak ............. Adaga ............. Tookta ............ Kyesh ........... .. 
Father, a grand ...... La-Toben .......... Abaga ............. Chata ............. Ahleelhkoo ....... . 
Pather-in-law ............................ Chaggiga .......... Shpatssa .......... Ahgoo ............ . 
Peather . .. • • • . . .. .. . Samaka • .. . . . .. • • • Chooluke .......................... :. .. Taoo ............. . 
Fever............... . .. . .. . .... • . .. .. • • . Oknehvahtok .... . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. Kootsiti-iet ....... .. 
Find ................ Ilhada ............. Igoohoo ............ Nooinlheesh •••..••. Akakooshee ....... . 
Pingers ............. At-hooneen ........ Sva(mga ........... Slutska ............ Katlek ............ . 
Finger, fore ......... Choohvahozik ..... Teekha ................................. Katlehonee ....... . 
Pinger, middle....... Teeklok........... Agoolpaga......... . . .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. Katlehtlen ....... .. 
Finger, third ............................. Ahanovyaha ........................... Katlaekakoo ..... .. 
Finger, little ......... Icheelokacheedon .. Iggelekoga ............................. Kavoonkachek .... . 
Fire................. Keyhnak . .. • .. . .. . Knok............ •. Taaz-ee • .. . . • .. . . . Haan ............. . 
Flood .••..••.•••..•. Chehdooto6leek •••. Tooneehtok .............. . ···••• .. ..... . Takeenaten •••••••. 
Flower...... . . . .. • . . Chehogniac . .. . .. • . Pateehnet ................................................ .. 
Fool, a.............. Dahkaheholuke.... Oosvilnok... ..... .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. ... .. Khleakooshke ..... . 
Poot ................ Keetok ............ Jo-oga ................................. Kahooss .......... . 
Pootstep ............ Cheemek .......... Toomeet ............................... Kahoosiete ....... .. 
Forehead ............ Tannyak .......... Tatka ............. Sheent-hooboonoo .. Kakah ............ . 
Fox ................. Ookcheen .......... Kabiak ............ *Kanoolsha ........ Nakatse ......... .. 
Frost ................ Keych6k ........... Nunhla ................................ Koossaat .......... . 
G. 
Gather.............. Tahseda ......... .. 
Get up . .. .. . .. .. • .. . Ankada ......... .. 
Girl, a young........ Aehadok ........ .. 
Give ................................... . 
Give me to drink • • • . 'l'een taanak chheda 
Give me to eat ..••••. Teen achhooda .•••. 
Go ................. . Icha .............. . 
Go away ........... . 
Go, let ............. . 
Inahanehooda .••.•. 
Ihneeda .......... .. 
God ................ . Ahoh ............ .. 
Good .............. .. Mach-heeseleek ..•. 
Gown or Parka ..... . Sakeen ........... . 
Gown made of intes- Cheebdan ......... . 
tines, 
Aohkee ........... . Inhtat ............. Kooteet .......... .. 
Nanhahtoon ..... .. Htaneelcheet ....••. Keetan .......... .. 
Aggeahak ....... .. *Keisen kooya . • • • . Shaact .•••.••...••• 
Taho ............. . Shla"kanhoot .. • .. . Ahcheete ........ .. 
Tanhamook cheeg- Hashnoosheet-ye .. . Atevat-heen ...... . 
geedna. 
Nakmeekcheeggidna Hashoolhinda .... .. 
Keada ............ Htsaneeltooh ..... .. 
Aooha............. Tsaneeltoosh ..•.•.. 
Peedzu .............................. .. 
Ahyun .. • .. • .. . .. . Na*kteltaane .... .. 
Aziglee............ Pohallen .......... . 
Atkook.. ... • .. .. .. Shtak-a .......... .. 
Kanahluk.......... Keystah·a ....... .. 
Ahehatnet6 •••••••• 
Kooshte .......... . 
Ahkootsoohoo .••••. 
Cheennab ........ .. 




Grass .............. . 
Green .............. . 
Keybak . . • • .. • .. • . Booit.............. *Katsban .. ..... • .. Chookvan ......... 
Chidhaiok ......... Cboonball.lee ....... *Kteelt-heen ....... NeebeenteeahenM •• 
Gull, aHea ......... . Slookak . .. .. .. • • .. Kadaiat............ Baacb .. .. .. . .. .. .. Kekliatee ........ .. 
Guts ............... . Anhek............. Kelut.............. Shintsika . .. .. • • • • . Kanass1. .......... . 
H. 
Hail................. Tahenem daks kee· Koubdat........... Cboochoon kalt*ka. Katetst ........... . 
too. • 
Hair ................ Imleen ............ Neoet ............. Stseahoo ........... Koshabaoo ........ . 
Hand . • .. .. . .. .. . • .. Chianh .. .. .. .. • .. . Taleba.... .. .. .. .. Shcoona........... Kacheen ......... .. 
Head ................ Kambek ........... Naskok ............ Shangg-e .......... Ashaggee ......... . 
Healthy ...•••....... Anbahaseehelek .••. Chacheedok .••.•••. Poballen ..•••••.••. Klekabluneekoo .••• 
Heart ............... Kannuheen ........ OongooatagA ....... See*ktee ........... Kateh ........... .. 
He or she ............ Ikoon .............. Oona .............. Hhoon ............. Youta ............ . 
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Vocabulary qf tlle languages of the natives qf Kodiak, ~.-Continued. 
English. Oonalashka. Kodiak. Kenay . .,. Sitka. 
High................ Kaelik............. Kanahtoolee .. . . . .. Tretilhnoz .. . .. .. .. Klyahie kooleekti .• 
Hill, a small. ............................ Poonhok mihlenok. Koonalthishi ....... Koocha ........... . 
Hold your tongue.... Toonook Talhada.. Nuhneelu . . . . . . . . . *Ktooteelcheet ........................• 
Hook, a fish ......... Imhazeen .......... Sagoliak ........... Ekshak ............ Shalhootet ....... .. 
House, a .......•.... Oollon .....•....... Naa or Chekhliok .. Youiah .....•...... Heat ......•......• 
How much .......... Kannahen .•••.•... Kouhcheen ........ Toonaalt-hti ....... Koonsa .•..•••.•••• 
I. 
Iron ••••.•..••...... Komly ahook ..•.•• Chyavik ••••.••.••. Tayeen ............ Kayez .•••••.•••••• 
J. 
Just...... . . . . . . • . . . . Adaloohooluke..... Eklunolnok........ .. • • . • • • • . . • • . . • • • . . Klekilhyitaek .••••• 
K. 
Knee ................ Cheedheedak .•.• .. Chiskoohka ...•••.. Scheesh ...•••.....• Kakeeh ....••.•..•• 
Knot of a tree ....... Yahhoomtalee ...... Avyak ............ Kzeekna .............................. . 
Know, do you not, me Teen ahkatahkoh- Nalsvahpoonhaka.. Heet a shitneetoo... Hateesekooggti .•••• 
teen-ee. 
L. 
t::::::::::::::::::: ~=~r:~~~~-:::::::: N anooak . . • • .. . . • • Ban . • • • • • .. . .. • • • . Aakli ...•.•.••...•• Pelu .•...•.••..•... *Kat-oon ........... Kahanee .........•• 
Lie, to ................................. . Eklu .. . • . . • . . .. . .. Heentseet...... . . . . Hataakeehoon .... . 
Light ............... Anhalyak ......... . 
Lion, a sea .......... Kavooak ........ .. 
Aggiek ............ Keetsool. .......... Ooteekaan ....... .. 
Adahluk ........... Atahhlut .......... Taan ............. . 
Lips ................ Athek ............ . Hluhkli ............ Ezak .............. Kahak-a .......... . 
Liver ............... Ahhek ............ . 
Live, where do you.. Kananhoon a-koot-
Aunga ............. Sezzeet ............ Kakeykoo ........ . 
Nanee-cheet .••.•.. Ndah tokee-eetgan. Kooksehhetti .•.•••• 
hin. 
Loose .••..•.••••.•.. Ihkeecha .•••..•.•. Tamaho • • • . . . . . . . . Keeliahtoonah.... . . Kotooveeh ..•...... 
Louse ............... Keetok ..•.•....•.. Naaeta ..•......••• You ............... Betst ............ .. 
Low ................ Kasloken ......... . Achahkeelnok ..... Tzeelhkats ............................ . 
Lungs ........••.•... Hoomehek •.•...... Kamaganok ........ Stsat-tska .•..•..•.. Kakahakoo ....... . 
M. 
Man .•••••••.•..•••• Tayaho .•.••••••••. Shook •.•••..•••••. Teennli ..••••..••.. Chakleyh ......... . 
Mat ................. Sootok ......•...•. Pehat .................................. Toots ............ .. 
Moon ............... Tooheedak ........ Yaalock .•.....••.. Ne-e ............... Teess ............. . 
Morning ............. Keelyam ........... Oonoak ................................ Keskhe .......... .. 
Morrow, to .......... Kelliohen .•........ Oonoago .......... Neelkoonda ..•..... Sekanneen ....... .. 
?.foss ...•.•......•............•..•......• 0-ot ..........•.•.. Naan .............. Tsikahli .......... . 
Mother ...•.••...•.. Annak ............ Anaha ............. Annli .............. Aklee ............ . 
Mother, grand ....... Kookanh ...•.•.... Maga .............. Choota ............ Ahlilhkoo ......... . 
Mother-in-law....... Satemheen ............................. Sh-o ............... Ahchaan .......... . 
Mountain ............ Koothook .......... Poonhok anhlee .•.. Teheyle ........... Shahata .......... . 
Mouth .............. Aheelrek .......... Kanok ....•.....••. Shnaan ............ Kak-e ....••.••.•.• 
Murderer............ Aleet-hoozok . . . . . . Tohodgisnoolee • • • . Cheekilhuhe .. . . . . . Chakoote ........ .. 
Muscles • • • . . • • . .. • • . Vyhak... .. • • • . • • . . Kabeeliot. •.. .• . • . • . • • ••• •. . . . . . . . .. • • . Haak ............. . 
N. 
Nails .•.•••.•••••.••. Kaahelren .•••..••. Stoonga ...•.•..... Skanna .....•.....• Kahakoo ...••••••• 
Neck ................ Oouk ..........••.. Ooyakoga ............................. Kasetll. ............ . 
Needle .............. Inukak ............ Meenhon .......... *Klean*kheen ..... Ta»katel ......... . 
Nephew .......•.•.•. Omnin ............. Ootsooga .......... Shooja ............. Ahkeelk ......... .. 
Net, a fish ........... Koozmahek ........ Agaloo ..........•• Tahveelh ............................. . 
Night ............... Amak ..•.••.....•• Oonuke ............ *Kaa*k ...........• Taat .............. . 
Nose ......•.•....... Anhozin ........... Keenaga ........... Tsanalleetga ....... Kaclu ............ . 
Nostrils •••...••••••. Anhozin Hookik .•. Padzifahka .••••••. Shneek ...•••.••... Kaslutoo ..•••..•••• 
0. 
Oar ................. Ahkadvoozeek ..... Chaheeyoun ....... Khaneetste ........ Ahhli ............. . 
Old ................. Ollek .............. Kaneehlak ......... Keychee ........... Ooteeshen ....... .. 
Otter, a river •••..... Aakooya ••.••••... Aakooya •.••••..•. Tact-him ..•....... Kooshta ...•.•.•••• 
Otter, a sea .•••..•••• Cheenatok ......... Ahnfl .............. To*k-es ............ Youhch ........... . 
P. 
Palm of the hand.... Chankala.......... Toomliga . • • .. . . • .. Slya*ka .. • • .. .. • .. Kachentak ....... .. 
Pay, to .................................. Nalsyaho .......... Kiushilhnah ........ Agakenesnee ..... . 
People • • • • • • . . • .. . .. Tayahoamnaholeeh Shoot.............. Koht-ana .. . . . .. . .. Hsleenkeet ........ . 
Pillow .............. Kanheetak ......... Aggin ............. Tset-aazdeen ....... Shehet ............ . 
Pinefir .................................. Anknahaleet ....... Tspaalla ........... AaHe ............. . 
Plant, to ............ It-heeda ........... Lseelahkee ............................ Tankanakoo ...... . 
Play, to ............. Meehkada ......... Vooamee .......... Cheenleool. ........ Achkoolhiat ...... . 
Poor ••••••..•••••••. Itonasak ......•.... Nakheenahalee .•.•. Pa*khool ••••....•• Slshaan ........... . 
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Poplar tree ..•........•.......•.•.•••.•.. Cheehoo .•••.••••.. Esnee . .•.• •• ...• .. Tokoo .•••.••••.••• 
Porpoise . . . . . • . . . . . . Alladok . . • • . . . . • • . Manhak . • • • . • . • • • . Kooushee .....• ,... Chee-each ...•..••. 
Pregnant............ Idmaheleek . . • • . • . Aksaluke • • • • • • . • • . Halkhoon.......... Hetehahoo .•••.•••• 
Q. 
Quick ...•....•••..•. Ayahohodooleek ... Choogalee .•••..•.. Naheylhkeet ....... Chayoukoo •••.•••• 
Quilt, a bed .••..••.. Kallooheen.. •• . .•. Oolik .••.•.••••.••....••...••.•.••..•.. .••.•••••••••••..••• 
R. 
Rain ..•..•.••....••. Chehtak .•••••..••. Kedok .•••••..•••.•.•.•••.....•.••.•.•. Seevva .••.••••.••• 
Raspberry .•••••..••. Halohnak ...••••••. Alagnak .••...•.... Koolhkaha .•.•..•.. Kleakoo •••.....•.• 
Raven . • • • . • • . . . . . . . Kalkahyon . . • . • • . . Kalnhak...... .. . . . Cheenshla . • . . . . . . . Els ....•..•••••.••• 
Red................. Oolluthak.......... Kaveeglee • . • • . . • • . Tahalteley......... Haniahete .•••..••• 
Reindeer............ It-Hayok.......... T0ondoo........... Patchih....... •• • • . Tavve ...•...•.•••• 
Rejoice ..•••......•.. Kaanooda ..••.•.... Noonaneehsaha .•.. Nookooeelthoonh .. Nashook ..••.••.••• 
Rich . . • . . • • . . • • . • • • . Toohkooleek.. •. • . • Kaskok............ Kashkanlan . . • . • . . Antlinkintee ..•...• 
River . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Chehanok . • • • . . • • . Kooyk............. *Katnoo . . . . . . . . . • . Hateen .•.••..••..• 
Roe of fish .••....... Kamheesoo ......•. Chijoot orahmajoot. Kin ..•............. Kaakoo . ....••••••• 
Roof .........•.••... Oolankamoonheen .. Padoo ..•...••..••. Kan*ka .........•.. Hanataue ..•••.•••• 
Root ...•••.......•...........•.••••..••. Nooggihluke ..•••.. Chan ..•..•••.•.••. Ahhaatee •.••.••••• 
Rope ....••.••....... Oomnak ..•.....••. Cavahtsee .....•••. *Keelh ...•. . ..••.•. Tikh .•••.•.•••..•• 
Rude .••..•...••..••. Koosootoolt>ek .•••. Kamanahlee ..•.••. Tggeeknash ••••.•...•••••.••••••••••••• 
s. 
Sack, a .••...•••..••..•....•..•••••.•.... Haggek .•••.••..••• Oolks .• ••••••.•.•.. Koelh .•••••..••••• 
Sand .•.....•• : .•... .' Choohok........... Kabea............. Soohoo . . . • . • . . . . • . Klue .••..••..•.••• 
Sea ....•.•.......... Allaook ...•••...•.. Eemak ..•..••..... Noot-he ..•...•..••. Teyke ..••••.••...• 
Seal, a .......•••.••. Izok ..•...•....•••. Izuik .••......•.••. Kootsaheyls-e ...... Tsa ...••••••.••••. 
Sell ...•.•....••••••. Nooahada ..••••.••. Aggeechakue .........•...........•.•.. Ihoon ..••••.••..••• 
Send . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . Ahkaneeda . . • . • • . . Ty8kue............ . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • . . Koonaka ...•.•...•. 
Shoot ..••...•....... Toomheda ......... Peedeedzue •••..••. Teehkat ........... Atoont ....•••...••• 
Sick . . • . . . . • • • . • . • . . Takeehzeek . . • • • • . Knal-ha . • • • . • . . . • . Cheennah.......... Haneekoo ..•...••• 
Sing ...... ~ ......... Oonuhada ......... Atoova ............ Katalyaeh ......... Atkashee ........ .. 
Sister ............... Oonheen ............................... Ootalla ............ Ahklyak ......... .. 
Sit down ...... ~ ......................... Agomee ........... Neetsoot ........... Kanno6 .......... .. 
~liei;::::::::::::::: 1~~:~~ :::::::::::: ~:~~~::::::::::::: -~~~:~~: :::::::::: ~!ft~_-::.:::::::::: 
Slow................ Aiahohlokan....... Chookalnok........ Tsoonaheylkeet.... Takeynah .••..•.•• 
Slumber ................................. Kavahanee ........ Neeltseelh ......... Ahekho ........... . 
~~~; ::::::::::::::: ft~~~~=:~~ ::::::: :~ ~o~~~~- ::::::::::: ~{jo~~-~~: :::::::::: -~l_e:.t: ::::::::::::: 
Soft................. Kanha Heydoloken . Oonelnok.......... .. .. .. .. • . .. .. . .. • .. Katlyahete ...... .. 
Son-in-law .... .. . • .. Naahoon........... Neengouga .. • . . . • . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. • .. . .. Ahcehoh ......... .. 
Spark............... Keyhnak Kalmeeh- Kalski............. Chatalahi.......... Heektlya ........ .. 
Spoon .............. . 
Spring ............. . 
Stars .............. .. 
Steal. •••...•.•.••••• 
Step .............. .. 
Stick ............... . 
Stone ............. .. 
Straight ....•..••.••. 
Strong ............. . 
Summer ............ . 
Sun ............... .. 
Swim ............. .. 
T. 
zeek. 
Tahozek .......... . 
Kaneekeenhan ..••. 
Stan .............. . 
Chhada . ..•........ 
Keeton Keydhoneen 




Saakoodak ...... .. 
Ahhapak ........ .. 
Hoochihada ..•••••. 
Alugoon . . • • • . . . . • . Spata .•..•.•••...•. 
Oobnohkak........ Klek ............ .. 
Ageke . .. .. • . .. .. .. Sceen ............ . 
Teegleeha .. • .. . .. . *E;nazzeen ....... .. 
Toomeenha .......................... .. 
Pekhodak .......... Tgats . ............ . 
Yamak .....• ; . • . . . Kaleekneekee ..... . 
Nalekeeglee ........ 'l'sehalkhe ....... .. 
Tookneelee........ Tal t-hey .•.••..•.•. 
Kiek . ! ..... _...... Shaan ........... .. 
Madzak ........... Chaunoo ......... .. 
Quima............. Niba ............. . 
Shelh ............. . 
Takooite ......... . 
KootahanaM .••••• 
Ataoo ............ . 
Kakoostak ••••.•••• 
Kaats ............ .. 
Te ............... . 
Klyakavoostiek •.•• 
Hleetseen .•••.••••• 
Kootaan .......... . 
Kakkaan ......... . 
Echkootetec~a .•••• 
Tail................. Samchehcheheteen- ................... . Pka . • • • • • • • • • .. • • . Kooho6 .••••••••••• 
eenh. 
Take ................ Suda .••••••••••••• 
Take away by force . llyasuda ..••..••... 
Tear................ Oonhaseda ..•...•.. 
Teeth . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . Keahoozeen .....••• 
That ................................... . 
That is mine......... Vaya-myounh ..... . 
That is yours........ Inne-yemayounh .. . 
Thief.... . . . .. • .. • .. Chhaaheleek ...... . 
Thin . • • . . • . . . • . . . • . . Annatoolookan •••. 
Thread made of the Ihachahsyak ....... 
intestines of the 
whale. 




Oona ............. . 
Hvy Piga ........ .. 
Hvy lspitpin ..... .. 
Tooglunagalee ..••. 
Ameelnok ....... .. 
Keepak .......... .. 
Ilhkt:et ............ Shee .............. . 
Ktooshecheet • . • . . . Ashtseet-henesnee .• 
Chaanhklut........ Astcheetoot-hoot .•• 
Shreek-ha .. • .. .. • . Kaooh ............ . 
Keenee .. .. .. .. .. .. Eta ............... . 
Shish-iti .............................. . 
Non-iti ............................... . 
*Kaneesh .......... Ataootsate ....... .. 
Trelteet . . . . . . . . . . . Klyahiekooss(l .•••• 
Kattsah............ Tehkatasse ...... .. 
Throw ............ .. AnoosMa .......... Idzhoo ............. Yatsteeltuh .......................... .. 
Thumb ............ .. 
Tongue ....... ~ .... . 
Hootak..... .... .. . Kamluga .... .. . • .. Slukts............. Kaakoosh ......... . 
Ahnak ............. Oolue ............. Stseelue ........... Katnoot ......... .. 
Touch, do not ..••••• Anehtaganan .. .. .. Chagnilu. • • • . • .. • .. Tgaa ........................... - ..... . 
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Touch me, do not •••. Teen anehtahanok. Chahin nilnha ..•••. Ltoosilhan .•...•••. Henka tetsen ...••.• 
Tree ................ Yahak ............. Kobohak tsbalakua. Tsbalacooyo. ....... Shaak ............. . 
u. 
Urchins, sea ......... Ahoknok .......... Ootoot ............. · .................... Neets ............. . 
v. 
Valley .............. Chanhanak ........ Maak .................................. Shecheekeeka ..... . 
Vein ................ Ya-meekhap ....... Noogak ............ Tsah .............. Tass ............. .. 
Venereal ................................ ldoonak ........... Tsooeestat ......... Katluke ......... .. 
Volcano • • • • . • • . . • • . Kiehozim Keegnfihee lnhyak . • • • • • • .. • . . Tokoge-hnoohalley ................... .. 
w. 
Walk ................................... Quinhdeen ......... *Kanoontoosh ...... Haacacoo ........ .. 
Wash ............... Cheoohoda ......... Ohtok6 ............ Tnoonleah ......... Naootst. .......... . 
Water .............. Tanak ............. Tanak ............. Veelhnell .......... Ieen ............ .. 
Weak..... .. . • • • • . • . Kauhaleeken...... . Tookneelnok .. • • • . *Ktakhooleen . .. • .. Klekhleetseen ...•.• 
Wet .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . Chahtakohalik . .. .. Moodzok . .. .. • .. .. . .. • • .. • • • .. . .. .. .. . Ooteekek ........ .. 
Whale .............. Allok .............. Agvok ................................. Yaaga ............ . 
What ................................... Chashtoon ......... Tsatoo ............. Vasaet ........... .. 
Whatareyouafraidof Alkok Ehagteleet- Chay aleeksiu ...... Tsatsaeentsk ....... · ................... . 
heen. 
What is your name .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Namathoon .. • .. • .. Nteeneegee .. .. .. .. Coosisaggll ......... 
Where areyougoing. Kananoomeen ...... Natmenayouit ...... Ndah teenue ....... KooH~seheena kooh. 
Where were you ..... Kanaliok Teleet- Nahinpuden ....... Ndah toozitoo ...... Kooteseheekooteen. 
heen. 
White ............... Oommeleek ........ Katogalee .......... Talkall ............ Kletyahetll ...... .. 
Why................ Alkomeen .. .. .. • .. Chalooden . .. .. .. .. Tsatskoo .. .. .. .. .. Takotkaasa ....... . 
Wide ............... Slakseek .......... Ayanahtoolee ..... Trelt-han .......... Klyakil)-koohoo .. .. 
Wind ............... Kycheek ........... Kyauk ............ Kakneeoon ........ Keelhcha ......... . 
Winter .............. Kanfik ............. Ookseeok .......... Hhee .............. Taakoo .......... .. 
Wipe . . .. • .. • • • .. • .. Kidhooda .. .. .. . • • . Alshue . .. • .. .. .. .. Knin*kash ............................. . 
Wise . .. • .. .. .. .. • .. Akamkahek .. • • • .. Oodzveetoolee. .. .. Heet-aneezzan .. • .. Hakootsekll ...... .. 
Wizard .. .. .. .. .. • .. Koohok............ Tonanok .. .. .. .. .. Chaanchoo......... Eht ............... . 
Woman ............. Anhahenak .••..••. Agana.k ............ Mokelan ........... Shavvot ......... .. 
Work ............... Avvada ........... Chena. ............. Heetnoo .......... Echenenll ......... . 
Wound .................................. Keeye ............. Skoo*kna .......... Eeyete ........... . 
Y. 
Year .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. . Elok . • .. .. .. .. .. .. Cheeoolek .. .. . .. • . Shantto............ .. ................. . 
Yellow .•••••.••..••. l\1adelohnok ..••••. Choonhahlee. .••••. •.raltsahll .....•..••. Kandgeheenyahent6 
Young . .. .. .. • .. .. .. Soohonazak . .. .. .. Soonhak........... Kooteehazalheen .. . Is vat ............. . 
Nu'merals. 
!. ................ . 
2 ................. . 
3 ................. . 
4 ................ .. 
5 ................. . 
6 ................ .. 
7 ................ .. 
8 ................ .. 
9 ................ .. 
10 ................. . 
1!. ............... .. 
12 ................. . 
13 ................ .. 
14 ............ ------
15 ................ .. 
16 ................ .. 
17 ................ .. 
18 ................ .. 
19 ................. . 
20 ................ .. 
30 ................ .. 
Atoken .......... .. 
Arlok ............ . 
Kankoo ........... . 
Seecheen ........ .. 
Chaan ............ . 
Atoon ............ . 
Oolloon ..•.•••.•••. 
Kancheen ......... . 
Seecheen .••..•.••. 
Atek ............ .. 












A teem oolloon seeh· 
nohta. 
A teem kancheen 
seehnohta. 
A teem secheen seeh· 
nohta. 
Alhatiah .......... . 
Kankoodem atek .. . 
Ataoodzek .•••.•••. Tseelgtan ......... . 
Azlha ............. Nootna ........... . 
Peengasvak........ Too*k-e .......... . 
Stameek........... Tan*k-e ......... .. 
Taleemeek . • • . • • • . Tskeel-oo .•••..•••. 
Ahoi-lune .......... *Koojtonee .... ... .. 
Malehonheen ....... Kants-e-hll ........ . 
lnglulun .. . .. . .. .. Ltakool-e ........ .. 
Koolnhooen .••• --·~· Lkeetseet-hoo .•.••. 
Koolen ............ *Klujoon .......... . 
Athahtok ............................. . 
Klek ............ .. 
Teh ..••••..•...••. 
Notijk ............ . 
•rackoon .......... . 
Keecheen .•.••.•••• 
Ketooshoo ........ . 
Tahatoushoo ...... . 
Neetskatooshoo .. .. 




Malhognook .. .. • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . Cheenkaat avanhak 
teh. 
Pinga-yon-nook.... .... • • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. Cbeenkaat avanhak 
notsk. 
Stamanook .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. Cheenkaat avanhak 
tackoon. 
Talee manook...... .. .. • .. • .. • • .. .. .. .. Cheenkaat avanhak 
keecheen. 
Ahoyelooggenook.. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. . Cbeenkaat avanhak 
ketooshoo. 
Mals-honheenook... .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. Cheenkaat avanhak 
tahatoushoo. 
lnglu lugnook...... .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. Cheenkaat avanhak 
neetskatooshoo. 
Kooln hooyanook . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . Cheenkaat avanhak 
kooshak. 
Koolnook or svina.k. 
Sveena.k koolnook 
azluke. 
Tsilhatna .. • .. .. .. . Klek-ka .......... . 
Toot klujoon ......................... .. 
Seecheedem atek ... Sveena.k mallok .... Tange klujoon ........................ . 
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English. Onalashka. 
50 •••••••••••••••••. Chaanheedeematek. 
60 .•••.••..••....•.. Atoonhid.im atek ... 






100.................. Seesak ...••••••••. 
200 .••..••.•••....••. Alhim seesak ..•.•. 
Kodiak. Kenay. Sitka. 
Sveenak mallok Tskil-oo klujoon ..................... .. 
koolnook pin ha 
youlook. 
Sveenet pinhaion .. Koojts klujoon ..•.....•••..••••.••...•. 
Sveenet pinhaion Kankehohklujoon ..................... . 
koolnook. 
Sveenet staman ........................................... . 
Sveenet staman ....................................... . 
koolnook. 
Sveenet taleemaloot Tgastlun ............................. . 
Sveenet kooleen .••....•.•.••..•.•••.....•••.••.••.•••....•• 
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METEOROLOGICAL ABSTRACT 
Rain and melted snow fall at Sitka, in inches, with the number if 
~ t-Year. ~ .g 
:::1 E h a5 h ~ .,::::;. ,.. P.. >=I c:e ~ '"El ~ Q;) 
~ ~ 
:::1 
~ ~ ..,q ~ ~ 
---------------
~Rain ..... .. .... No record .. .. ----. ---- --- .. -------· 2.20 2.50 2.80 
*' 1847 Sn?W- ---- .... No record 0 0 0 
~ li".\:~. ~~:~::: : No record (a) ] 3 19 17 7.75 I. 30 I. 60 7.15 8.40 2.15 0.90 
* 1848 Snow ......... I. 00 4.50 2.95 I. 55 0 0 0 
~ :::::. ~~=~:::: IS 19 20 
17 (b) 12 (b) 13 (b) 7 
0.50 4.15 0.05 •• . No re cord .... 2.09 4. 16 
t 1849 Snow ......... 0.9G 3.80 4.85 ... No re cord .... 0 0 
' Rainy days .... (b) 5 (b) 9 (b) 16 (b) No re cord. (b) 20 24 
~Rain ..•••.•••. 0.101 7.732 (\ 652 3.628 ~{. 715 9.798 3.143 
t 1850 Snow ......... 3.420 3.567 I. 455 3. 016 0 0 0 
~ tt::.~~:~:::: 18 24 16 19 23 23 13 6.239 4.649 4.486 4.042 1. 577 5.336 4.673 
t 1851 Snow ......... I. 852 2.553 1.185 0. 201 0 0 0 
~ :~::.~~=~:::: 20 21 
19 14 14 20 20 
11.234 5.168 3.420 2. 244 4.719 (c)2.630 1. 891 
t 1852 Snow. . . . . . ... 0.148 2.683 I. 120 0. 920 0 0 0 
Rainy days .... 27 21 13 18 20 22 17 
t 1853 ~ Ra~n and snow. 15.028 4.055 3.610 3. 100 5.079 6.164 4. 124 Ramy days .... 30 15 21 13 19 20 22 
t 1854 ~ Ra~n and snow. 2.504 6.289 10.091 3.395 7.812 4.478 4. S95 
~ ::::y. ~~:~ ::: 15 22 23 27 27 22 22 4.438 12.508 6.047 5.451 2.793 5.080 8.114 
t 1856 Snow ......... 0 0.056 0.551 1. 250 0 0 0 
Rainy days .... 24 21 23 30 21 22 23 
~ Rain .......•.. 0.638 0.000 1. 023 6.562 2.600 5.795 10.889 
" 1857l Snow. . . . . . ... 2.480 2.035 1. 048 0 0 0 0 
Rainy days .... 16 12 14 23 2L 26 29 
* 1858 ~ Ra~n and snow. 8.807 4.223 8.794 4.465 1.306 3.781 5. 195 Ramy days .... 24 17 25 21 15 21 18 
~Rain .......... 15.275 4.490 3. 135 6.140 5.793 2.525 2.335 
* 1859 Snow. . . . . . ... 0.695 0 0.630 0 0 0 0 
Rainy days .... 25 11 16 20 25 16 21 
Rain .•.•••.... 11. 885 11. 130 2.920 5.095 2.220 ... No re cord .... 
* 1860 Snow ......... I. 085 2.670 1. 580 0.500 (c) ... No re cord .... 
Rainy days .... 24 22 21 21 12 17 9 
Rain ...•...... 7. 129 5.455 4.230 3.395 I. 550 0. 901 2.715 
* 1861 Snow ......... 1. 259 0.275 Ohf.mo. clear. 0 0 0 0 
J Rainy days .... 16 21 16 17 12 8 19 
, Rain .......•.. 0.800 4.820 0.789 2.044 4.926 2.492 1.504 
* 1862 Snow ......... I. 790 0.998 1. 485 ].058 0.622 0 0 
i Rainy days .... 15 16 19 20 15 13 14 
--------------------------
Totals ...•.•....••. 107.007 99.106 67.701 62.206 55.312 55.720 57.340 
Monthly mean rain fall .. 7.643 7.079 4. 8~~6 5.016 4.142 4.038 4. 103 
Mean rainy days ...•••. 20 18 19 ltl 18 22 21 
a. A clear month. 
b. No record of the hours upon which rain or snow fell-
c. Only twenty-four days' observations. 
d. Eleven and four fifths months. 
e. No record after the lOth. 
RUSSIAN AMERICA. 
FOR SITKA FROM 1847 TO 1862. 
days upon wl~ich, 'rain, snow, or hail fell, or when thick fog prevailed . 
;..: 
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3. 969 8.417 
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;..: ~ Q;> 
Q;> Q.) ~ ;..: ,.0 ,.0 
Q;> s s .s ..0 Q;> Q.) ~ .£ I> 0 
<:) 0 Q.) 0 
0 z ~ ~ 
8.65 5.45 4.95 39.80 
0 1. 41 8.20 4.61 
23 25 26 -----· ........ 
12.55 11.70 1. 95 76.80 
0 0 4.45 14.45 
(b) 24 (b) 22 (b) 15 . -... -.............. 
11.119 4.657 2.469 53.332 
0.288 0.976 1.115 11.979 
25 19 ]8 .... --- ........... 
14.067 9.336 5.593 83.301 
0 0.745 0.294 12.497 
27 24 20 ---- ·----· 
13.778 8.099 8. 059 66.056 
0 0.294 0. 314 6.399 
24 27 13 .... -- ........ -.. 
12.503 5.119 0.537 70.623 
0 0.492 1.177 6.540 
24 2L 9 ... .. -.... -.. -- .. 
19.527 0. 451 15.883 90.934 
26 cl'r mo. 6 · 28 .. -- ........ -- .. 
11.550 14.712 9.059 87. 171 
23 30 21 ----------
11.140 7.378 5.079 8:~. 826 
0 0.399 I. 432 3.688 
26 23 16 ............... , 
9.858 12. ti96 14.815 79.393 
0 0 2.463 8.026 
24 21 26 .. -... -- ............ 
9.186 14.245 8.120 81.776 
28 26 17 .. -....... -.. -- .. 
6.830 2.825 8.860 80.758 
0. l:~5 0.110 0.045 1.615 
24 10 24 ............ -.. -- .. 
9.750 ...•. No re cord .•.•.• 69.208 
0 ...•. No re cord ... --. 5.835 
24 18 cl'r mo. 7 ---· ------
13.073 4.665 All snow. 55.572 
0 0.990 2.572 5.0!:.16 
24 17 16 .................. 
14.021 12.039 10.967 78.474 
0 0 1. 522 7.475 
20 24 28 ......... ·-----
178.025 118.788 114.925 Average for 
14. 09 years. 
11.868 8.485 8.209 83.33 
26 23 19 ....... ------
f· For seven and one-third months. 
g. For eight months-
* Observations every l10ur. 








. -.. --- .... -.. 
(g) 44.41 
.. .. .. . -....... -.. 
..................... 
91.25 
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(d) 17. 163 
..... -.... ---- . 
90.934 
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..................... 
87.419 
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81.776 
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Barometer at Sitka, in inches,frorn 1847 to 1862. 




~ ~ ~ 
~ 0 ~ ;..: 
t- <D 
<D e<:!Cil • 
~ 
<D <D s <D' ..... 
Year. ..... 
..0 ~ 'S ..0 ~t> 'o :-S ~-~~ ~ ~ ~ UJ s 
<D s h >:l ~ P. ~t> ::s ~ ::s <D ..0 oo'"Cl ::s 1-1 ~ ~ 
0 <D <D ~ = ~ 1-1 ·s:: >:l QO P. ..... ~ t.l 
UJ <D g3~o ~ro 
"' p. ::s ~ t.l 0 <D <D 
<D,..c:j 
t:\1 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
<D 
0 z ~ P-1 p:; ..... ~~,...; &:; I-) ~ t-) rJ:J. 
----------------------------------
* ] 862 ........•.•.... 29.931 29.902 29.664 29.854 29.965 29.908 29.930 29.906 29.828 29.850 29.862 29.618 29.852 29.630 . .. -.... . ---- ... 
* 1861 .....•...•.•... 26.695 29.507 29.790 29.634 29.871 29.854 29.830 29.938 29.814 29.729 29.564 29.640 29.739 29.994 . ---- ... -----·-
* 1860 .........•.••.. 29.58~ 29.639 29.618 29.775 29.900 30.022 29.920 29.854 29.834 29.626 29.642 29.806 29.768 29.516 . .. -- ... -------
* 1859 ......•..•..... 29.660 29.510 29.489 29.929 29.852 29.822 29.897 29.910 29.735 29.656 29.800 29.792 29.754 29.518 . ----. - ···-··-
* 1858 ......•..•..... 29.860 29.828 29.932 29.691 29.877 29.887 29.988 29.882 29.866 29.602 29.563 29.478 29.702 29.462 . . ---.- -----·. 
* 1857 .....•...•.••.. 29.786 29.705 29.735 30.012 29.878 29.742 29.930 29.842 29.750 29.664 29.741 29.428 29.764 29.560 . ---- .... -----·-
t ] 856 ....••..•••.•.. 29.644 29.831 29.870 29.556 29.885 29.855 29.932 29.990 29.768 29.710 29.718 29.688 29.788 29.529 -----. - . --- .... 
t 1854 .....••••••.... 29.998 29.676 29.852 29.690 30.018 29.780 30.108 29.900 29.846 29.850 29.580 29.684 29.878 29.582 29.828 29.584 
t 1853 .•...•......... 29.388 29.830 29.878 29.926 29.938 29.938 30.020 29.992 29.862 29.606 t29.812 29.602 29.816 -.----- 29.816 -... --. 
t 1852 .•....••...•... 29.794 29.882 29.898 29.600 29.967 29.980 29.972 29.906 29.988 29.640 29.744 29.864 29.846 29.594 29.844 29.600 
t 1851. .............. 29.580 ~.538 29.844 30.087 30.048 30.053 30.016 30.060 30.054 29.772 29.778 29.888 29.918 29.658 29.917 29.612 
§ 1850 .........•.•... 29.630 29.686 29.758 30.106 29.991 29.892 30.036 29.954 29.931 29.678 29.484 29.862 29.830 29.590 . ----. - -------
------------------------------------------
Means .•••••.•••. 29.712 29.784 29.844 29.822 29.932 29.894 29.965 29.928 29.856 29.699 29.691 29.696 29.721 29.603 ... . ----- . ----- . 
*Observations hourly. tMeans of 17 observations eaeh day at 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., inclusive. ! A remarkably clear month, with continuous winds from theN. E. (true.) 















THERMOMETER AT SITKA, 1847-1862, (FAHRENHEIT.) 
I 
, CJ:) d I CJ:) d I 
"""" "' ,..r::::l ~ «! ...c:l ~ «! ~ ~ ..., 0 l> ..., 0 l> 
. I «! <!::1 ~ <!::1 ~ 
trj Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. S 'o «~ $ ~ «~8 $ ~ :>.. 8 0 • • ..... 0 • 
. ~ ~ :§ <D § ~ ~ <D § o , <D <Dd,..c:l ...... <D8,..c:l ...... g j >- ~ "'...,..., ~ ...,_.., 
;.... ------~------ -------- - --------------
...:{ o o I o 
--.:{1 1862 .............. *25.1 26.8 ' 34.9 
1861. ............. *31. 8 01.0 I 37.4 
1860 .............. *34.7 34.5 37.3 
~ 1859 .............. *;)3.1 27.5 1 34.7 
1858. - . - - - - . -- - - - . *28. 4 28. 2 37. 3 
1857 .............. *;29.1 29.3 •
1 
37.2 
1856 ............ . . t:57.8 39.2 41.0 
1851 ............. t28.6 32.7 1 33.6 
1853 .. --.......... t3:3. 2 36. 3 36. 5 
1852 .............. t:39.7 33. 8 32.1 
1851 ............. t30.0 34.7 37.6 
1850 ..........•... 21.9 34.9 26.7 


































































































































































* Observations hourly. II A r emarkably clear mouth, with continuous winds from the N. E. (true.) 
t Means of seventeen observations each day, at 6 a. m. to 10 p. m. inclusive. ~Minimum for three observations. 
t Daily means from three observations. 
















FORCE OF AQUEOUS •V APOR AT SITKA-1847-1862 
Elasticity if aqueous vapo1· at Sitka. 
I 
January. February. March. April. May. June. 
Year. 






- - - - -
e I ll e e e e 
--------------------- ------------
! 
1862 ...... -----· ------- -----· ------ .... * 0. 12:3 0.086 0. 139 0.081 0. 148 0.073 0.150 0,068 0.203 0.075 0.277 0.07G 
1861. - - - - .. - - - - .. - - - - - .. - - .. - - - - .. - - - - . * .158 . 086 . 178 . 081 .180 . 081 . 200 . 078 . 249 . 076 . 323 . 078 
I 
1 860. - - - - .. - - - - . - . - - - - .. - - - - . - - - - - - . - - . *. 187 . 090 . 180 . 088 .170 . 080 .191 . 076 . 242 . 077 . 312 . 084 
1859 .... ------ .. -----.----.--- .... -. --. *. 176 . 090 I . 135 . 086 . 16l . 081 .204 . 082 . 238 . 081 .294 . 077 
1858 ... - .. ---. ------- ... --· ·--- -- .. ---. *. 146 . 090 .140 . 083 .184 . b86 .204 . 081 . 255 . 080 . 312 . 083 
1857.-- .. -... ---.. . ----- -- . ---- .. ----. * .135 . oso I .137 . 083 . 170 . 077 . 233 . 083 . 277 . 080 . 318 . 083 
1856.----. --- .. - .. - ..... - - - - .. -- --. --- . t. 197 , 08t I . 212 . 083 . 225 . 088 . 209 . 083 . 274 . 078 . 311 . 081 
1854.--.----.---- .. ----------.----- ---. t.140 . Ob7 . 171 . 090 . 159 . 081 .205 . 077 . 248 . 084 . 302 . 083 
J 852 - - - - . . - - . . - - - - - . . - - - - - . - - • - . . - - - - . t.211 
I 
. 087 . 1~4 . 073 .192 . 079 . 261 . 084 . 299 . 083 . 087 . 176 
1R51 ................ - .. ----.- ... -- • · ---- t.155 . 086 .184 .mlJ .186 .082 . 201 . 072 . 275 . 077 . 325 . 082 
1850- .. - ... ---- .. -.--- ----- ... -- ... - ... t. 10~ . 085 .180 . 088 .128 . 078 . 194 . 086 . 244 . 082 .296 . 087 
Means ........ _ . . . __ ... _ ..... __ ....... -~~ 158 
-- ---~--- --------------
0.086 1--;167 0.086 1 0.168 O.C80 I 0.198 0.079 0.251 0.079 0.306 0. 082 
NOTE-e" expresses the force of aqueous vapor existing in the air, and e that which would exist if the air was saturated. 
*Observations hourly. t Means of 17 observations each day at 6 u. m. to 10 p.m. inclmive. ; The means are formed from the daily means deri·ved from the three each day 














Elasticity if aqueous vapor at Sitka-Continued. 
July. August. September. October. Novemher. December. Yearly means. 
Year. 
e" e" e" e" e" e" e" e" e'' e" e" c" e" e" 
-----------l----l----:----l----l----l----l----l----[----l----1----'--~- , ____ , ___ _ 
1862.- •. -............. 0. 347 0. 079 0. 349 0. 082 0. 286 0. 085 0. 224 0. 085 0. 212 0. 082 0. 188 0. 085 0. 221 0. 080 
1861. .................. 368 .082 .382 .085 .365 .088 .257 .088 .165 .081 .112 .08:3 .24G .082 
1860 .. - ... - - .. - ... --. . . 394 . 082 . 395 . 090 . 317 . 084 . 271 . 093 . 222 . 085 . 157 . 085 . 253 . 085 
1859 .... ····-- ·----· ·-
1858 ... - ..• ---.--- ... -
1857 .. -- --- ...... --.--
1856 ...... ·--- ··-··· -· 
1854 -- ........... - .. - -





















































































1851. .................. 378 .084 .410 .084 .:335 . . 086 .288 .084 1 .228 .086 1 .1371.0881 .2601 .084 
1850- ....... --........ . 362 . 086 . 393 . 090 . 330 . 092 . 255 . 089 1 . 201 . 085 1 . 189 . 089 . 240 . 084 























METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT ILLOOLOOK, UNALASKA, 1825-1834. 
Ob:>ervations if tl~e ba1'0meter at llloolook, Unalaska, reduced to 14° Reaumur, 63. 5° Fal~r. 
January. February. March. April. May. June. 
Max. I Min. I Mean. --~---I Max. I Min. I Mean. I Max. I Min. I Mean. I Max. I Min. I Mean. Max. Min. I Mean. Max. Min. j Mean. .. 
30.09 28.45 29.041 
29.59 28.58 29.030 
30.04 28.49 29.218 
29.94 28. 77 29.47 
29.73 28.36 29.29 
29.96 28.97 29.455 
29.51 28.42 28.983 29. n 28. 191 28 . . 958 29. ss! 29.841
1
29. 24:} 29. 9o 28.95 29.416 29.79 28. 88 [! 29. 364 
30. 19 29.49 29.588 29.94 28.49 29.243 30.02 28.56 29.219 29.92 29.02 29. 49B 29.89 29.04 29.491 
29. 97 28. 49 29. 279 30. 01 28. 771 29. 320 30. 04 28. 70 29. 414 . ___ .... ___ ..... _ .... ____ .. ___ .. I._ .. _____ _ 
29. 8-1 28. 35 29. 17 30.08 28.721 29.42 29.74 28.98 29. 32 30. 06 28.94 29.50 29.78 28. 96! 29. 44 
28. 69,28. 55, 29. 20 1 29.981 28.51 1 29.08 129.241 28.441 29.55 130.11 1 28.801 29.43 
30. 38 28. 87 29. 592 30. 12 28. 93 29. 639 30.20 28. 75, 29. 360 30. 01 28. 92 29. 505 
29. 891 29. 05 
29. SGI 28.87 
29.55 
29.542 
. _ 3o. o5 28. 2: 29. 101 3o. oo 28. I 51 29. 3~9 30. o3 ~5. 66 29. so1 29. 9~ ~8. 9o 29. 559 :o. 101 ~9. 1 ~ I 29. 642 
1832 .. ----. 1 30.22 29. OB 29.743 I 30,25 29.0/ 29.697 30.11 29.281 29.718 29.97 28. 98 29.533 29. So 29. 04 29.500 <9. 891 29. d 29.604 
1833 ....... 29.59 28.40 29.030 30.08 28.67 29.246 30.06 28.50129.302 30.11 28.60 29.573 29.80 29.17 29.518 ...... -- ---- ~ - --· ·-----
1831..----- 30. 14 28.26 29. 307 
1 I I 
1834 ....... 30.26 28.90 29.~ 30.39 28.49 29.599 30.26 29.17 ~860 29.99 28.791 29.499 30.00 29.44 ~713 29.U9i 29.07-29.528 
l\Ieans ~= 29. 9(1 28. 90-;,-317 30.03 28.66 29.341 1 30.03 28.57 29.416 30. 0:2 i 28.73: 29.429 29.95 29.021 29.464 29. 89: 29. 0,1: ~. 520 
Highest and ============1 .===,= .===!= .== 
lowestofthis I I I 
month ....... 30.26 28.26 ........ 30.39 28.27 .. .. .. .. 30.26 28. 15 ....... . 30.24 28. 44! ....... - ~ 38.11 1 28. 801 ........ , 30. 101 28. 87
1 
........ .. 

















Observations if the barometer at Illoolook, Unalaska-Continued. 
I 





Min. I Mean. Max. I Min. Min. I Me••: 
means. 
Mean. Max. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min. Mean. 
1825 ·--·-· 29.81 28.98 29.501 29.86 28.75 29.400 29.84 28.74 29.400 29.87 28.17 29.202 29.76 28.31 29.065 .. .. -- ... ......... ... -......... 29. 299H 
1826 •.. --- 29.78 28.99 29.447 29.85 29.21 29.551 29.64 28.41 29. 100 29.79 28.15 29.105 29.70 28.07 28.991 30.14 28.56 29.553 29.318 
1827-- .... . .. --- . . .. -- .... -.---- . . ... -.. -. . ... ... -- .. . -.. -.. - . . ... ... -... - .. -- ........ .. ... ... -.... 29.85 29. OJ 29.23 30.08 28.60 29.44 30.26 28.87 29.65 29.373172 
1828.----. 29.82 29.18 29.56 30.00 29.20 29.65 29.77 28.74 29.41 29.82 28.45 29.16 29.85 28.66 29.20 30.38 28.71 29.83 29.43 
1829 ---.-- 29.78 29. 19 29.578 30.22 29.09 29.519 29.79 28.GO 29.161 30.05 28.87 29.521 30.31 28.57 29. fi69 30.23 28. 88 29. 709,29. 438 
1830------ 30.03 ~9. 04i 29. ~;)3 29.87 28.95 29.457 30.15 QS. 54 29.402 30.05 28.94 29.518 29.93 28.05 29.076 29.92 28.07 29.328129.460 
18:31 ...... 30.04 29. 13 29. ,m 29.93 29.02 29.493 30.06 28, 95 29.176 30.04 28.59 29.586 29.91 28.21 29.542 29.55 28. 1] 28. 892,29. 397 
1832 ------ 30.05 29. 05 29. 685 29.95 29.00 29.511 29.89 28.90 29.538 30. OJ 28.45 29.536 29.82 28.46 29.214 30.32 28~ 64 29. 428,29. 572 
I 
1833 . ----- 30.00 29. 16 29. 712 30.04 29.11 29. 6]] 29.82 28.49 29.259 29. (i;,l 28. 51 29.019 29.63 28.65 29.388 30.22 28.07129.392129.368 




28. ; 129. 475:--------Means ..... 29.91 29.09 29.588 2fl. 97 29.04 29. 537 29. 87 28.66 29. 307 29.90 28.57 29. 319 29.88 28.39 29.287 80. 13 
=---== = ·====== ======== =========== ======= ========. 
~8.U7=]== Highest and lowest of this ----- -.-1 30. 31 month ...•.. 30.05 28.98 ...... - 30.22 23.75 ------ . 30. 15 28.41 ------- 30. 05 28~15 28. 05 -- - -- - - 30 38 - I . 
NOTE·-The barometer by which the above observations were made is marked Benjamin 94 XV, and was compared in 1827 with the barometer of the discovery vessel Seniavin 

















METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT ILLOOLOOK, UNALASKA, THERMOMETER, 1827-1837. 
Temperatu1·e observations at llloolook, Unalaska,from 1825 to 1834, old style. 
January. February. March. 
Year. Observed. Observed. 
A.M. I Noon. I P.M. I Mean. A.M. INoon.l P.M. I Mean. A.M. INoon.l P.M. I Mean. I Max. I Min. 
Max. I Min. Max. I Min. 
1---1---1 1---1---1--1---1 1---1---1---1---1---1 1---
}~~~ ~::: : :::: :::: J::: ::: :::::: · · · ~g: r · · :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :: :::: · · · ~r r · · :::::: :: ~ ::: ::: ~ ~: : ~ ~ ~ ~: :::::: · · · ~r f- · ::: ~:: :::: ~: 
1830 ......... 20.5 23.8 19.8 21.30 :39.9 2.7 26.1 33.0 26.1 28.4 44.4-0.6 17.1 24.8 17.9 19.9 45.5 0.5 
JB31 ......... 2&2 3~5 2a1 2&93 41.o ~5 2as 2~4 2a1 2~41 47.7 10.2 2a8 3~9 24.5 27.43 4~6 1.2 
1832 ......... 25.2 ~~0.3 24.3 26.60 41.0 7.2 34.0 36.9 3:3.2 34.77 48.9 25.2 33.9 37.8 3~.3 34.65 63.5 18.5 
1833 ......... 29.8 33.2 29.6 30.136 40.3 18.5 32.6 35.8 32.2 33.49 42.1 18.5 30.2 36.9 28.9 32.00 58.4 19.6 
1834.... . . . .. 29. 6 32. 3 30. 1 30. 31 39. 4 16. 2 31. 8 36. 6 30. 9 33. 10 45. 5 20. 7 29. 7 36. 4 28. 4 31. 53 48. 4 15. I 
~~~ 26.66130,02 25.98 ~56~ lo.82 3D.1s 34.34 29.71-3l.GS 45.7214.8 27.54 33.3Ef26."4 ----;9.93 51.6612.ls 
April. May. June. 
~~~~ : : : : : ::: : : : : ~: : : : : ~ ~: : : ~ : : : ... ~~: { . . : : : : : : : : : : J : : : ~ ~ : : : ~: : : : : : :: : . -. ! E f . . : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. -if f . . : : : : : : :: : : : : 
11;30 ......... 36.9 40.8 :14.8 37.5 50.7 29.7 39.5 42.6 37.3 40.0 55.6 32.7 45.7 46.3 42.3 44.8 56.7 40.3 
JS:H ........ 31.7 38.2 29.8 33.21 46.2 16.2 37.2 41.0 35.6 37.94 52.2 27.5 45.0 48.1 42.0 45.02 57.9 34.2 
1832 ......... 36.3 39.3 34.4 36.66 47.7 25.9 45.3 45.5 38.6 42.59 61.2 32.7 47.2 50.4 45.4 47.64 66.9 42.1 
1833 ......... 36.8 39.3 34 4 36.81 47.7 18.5 4:!.2 45.2 40.6 43.0 61.2 36.5 45.7 48.2 43.2 46.21 66.9 43.2 
1834 ......... 34.2 38.3 33.5 35.33 53.4 26.4 40.6 49.3 39.0 43.0 58.3 31.3 ...................................... .. 


















METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT ILLOOLOOK, UNALASKA, THERMOMETER, 1827-1 834. 
Temperature observations at lllooloolc, Unalaslca,from 1825 to 1834, old style. 
July. August. September. 
Yearly 
Years. 
A.M. I Noon. Noon.l P.M. Max. I Min. 
Means. 
P.M. Mean. Max. Min.. A.M. Mean. A.M. Noon. P.M. Mean. Max. Min. 
------- - - -- - - ---
1827 ...... . -.. -- .. .. .. -...... .. -......... .. ... ... .. -- ..... .. -... -- .. .. ... ---- ... ... - ...... ................ . ... -....... ......... ......... ... -... -- ... ............ .. .... -..... ............... ............. ......... ......... .............. .............. .. ................. 
1828 .. ---- . ... .. -- . .. ... -- .... ............... 50.9 .. ...... -.... ------ ............. .. .. ---. 56.7 .. ..... -..... ............. .. ........... 45.9 ............. ............ ---- ......... 
1829.----- 49.5 53.8 47.5 50.3 67.8 43.2 47.6 51.7 46.4 48.5 64.6 38. :3 45.3 48.5 43.8 45.7 56.9 30.9 
1830.----- 50.4 53.3 47.0 50.4 71.4 42. 1 53.9 56.9 50.3 53.7 77.0 43.9 42.5 46. 1 42.3 43.3 50.0 28.6 ............... 
1831.----- 46.6 48.2 43.8 46.19 64.6 39.4 46.6 51.3 44.4 47.45 61.2 40.3 39.9 4:t 1 37.9 40.82 52.2 32.0 ---- ......... 
1832 ... --· 51.4 54.5 49.0 51.66 70.2 43.2 53.6 58.4 !)2.5 54.90 77.0 42. 1 40.1 45.5 40.1 41.90 59.0 25.9 .................. 
1833. - - - -. 53. 9 57.5 51. 1 54. 17 76.3 44.8 49.8 53.8 47.0 50. 20 73. 6 38. 1 43.3 47.9 43.4 44.87 . ~~~ ~. . ~~~~- I :::: :::: 1834 ... ·-· ·----· ............... .............. 
==~==== 
- .. -- ...... --- ...... - .... -.... 
Means = 150. 36 
----




1827.----- . .. .. -- ... . -.... -. 35.8 ........... . .. .. -- . . .. ... -... . -......... ........... 36.5 ............ ............ . ...... -.... .. - .. -.... . ---- . 35.4 ·---·+-·--1828 ...... .. --- .... .. .. .. -.... . ----. 38.5 . ........... ............. .. --- .... .. ---- .. 31.8 .. ......... . ........... -.. -- .. - ....... 25.0 . .......... -----· 3tl.05 
1829 .. - --· 37.6 40.5 37.0 38.3 54.5 26.8 33.2 36.5 32.8 34.2 54.5 18.5 29.0 31.5 27.9 29.40 46.6 12.0 36.41 
1830 ...... 35.9 38.3 36.0 36.7 46.6 24.6 28.7 31.9 28.6 29.7 43.9 14.7 24.8 27.1 23.7 25.20 42.1 7.9 ~35. 51 
1831..---. 35.1 38.7 34.4 36.0!) 45.5 23.0 32.0 34.6 31.8 32.76 39.9 19.6 29.9 32.8 29.3 30.65 39.9 12.9 35.46 
1832.----- 34. 1 37.6 35.1 35.60 48.9 24. 1 33.5 35.2 33.7 34.13 47.7 26.4 29.3 31.3 30.1 30.26 45.5 18.5 3tl.52 
1833 ...... 34.7 39.2 34.3 36.07 48.9 20.8 26.3 3L. 4 26.3 27.99 37.2 6.1 26.7 29.0 26.1 ~7.30 38.7 5.0 37.73 
Ul34 .. ---- .. . ---- . ---- . .. ----. .................. .. .. .. -- . ............ .. .. .. -.... .. .. .. -.... .. .. -- ... . -- ...... -.. ---- ..... .. .. -- .... .. ---- .. . --- ... .. .. -- ... ....... ....... . ---- .. ............. ......... ....... 
-------------------------·----~-----------~ 
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Observations if the weather at Illoolook, Unalaska,for seven years, 1825, 1826, 





"' I! ~ ..n ~ '0 0 s p 0 o.) ~ 0 r;_£ 0" 
Months. 'Q -:9 :0 -:9 
~ -~ "' 0~ h C) h ~;.... "' 0 00 :i ell ell ;....- s:l '0 ci '0 ~ -:9 . "' ~ t{c s:l ell "' 0 ·o; 0 0 ~ 6 ~ 6 Q 0 ::s 0 P=l 00. ~ ~ ~ 
------------------
January .••••..•••..•... 11 32 Ill 55 58 118 15 0 5 
February ••••••.•....•.. 9 33 86 69 51 94 29 0 2 
March ••••.•••••..•.•.. 3 26 112 76 51 134 10 2 3 
April ••••.••.•.•....... 4 26 104 76 91 96 16 2 4 
May •••••..•...•.•••... 2 29 105 81 106 31 49 1 1 
June •••....•••....••••. 6 24 95 85 83 4 76 0 1 
July ••••.•••..•..•..... 0 22 1Hl 77 75 0 75 1 1 
August •••••••••••.•... 5 29 106 77 113 2 62 2 4 
September ••.••.•.....•. 2 28 107 73 143 39 33 3 3 
October ••••••••••...... 2 21 115 91 113 90 18 5 7 
N ovem her •••••..•...... 3 29 88 90 84 126 9 1 1 
December .••••.••••••.. 6 13 116 82 47 132 6 0 0 
-----------------
17132 Total ••...••••.•... 53 312 1, 263 932 1,015 866 398 
* Part of each of these years. Three observations each day. 
Thunder-storms and earthquakes noted in th.e above period as follows: 
Year. I Thunder-sto,ms. Earthquakes. 
1825.---- .. -.. 1 7 
1826 ....•.•... 2 5 
1830 .......... 0 2 
1831.- ........ 4 4 
1832 ... -...... 6 7 
1833 .......... 4 4 
1829 and 1834 ... 0 :3 
-----------
Total ...... 17 32 
---· 
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Months. ..., ..., oo·a 
00 00. 00. 00 <ll <ll s..= C'j C'j 
:::: :::: .-OJ) 
o:B 
<ll <ll .d o3·~ -:9 ..., -:9 '5 ~ 00 ~ 
Q,.Q 
~ ;.... 00 ;:::: ;:::: <ll 5 "0 0 0 o3 0 0 0 ~ . z z ~ rn 00. rn z >:1 C'j 
----------------
January •............. ... 120 22 52 74 88 29 49 60 138 
February ................. 58 20 81 66 74 45 48 62 148 
]\larch ................... 81 16 48 83 84 66 83 98 81 
ApriL .•..•....•.......... 5:3 32 63 81 81 87 79 67 90 
May ..•.................. 40 42 78 76 68 63 87 81 113 
June . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . ... 34 38 56 84 89 77 41 47 130 
July .••.................. 21 23 17 72 94 130 73 22 141 
August .•••............ - .. 37 16 15 74 76 85 101 G4 176 
September ................ 67 19 25 58 55 82 114 63 149 
October ..••.............. 52 J3 29 54 55 94 92 107 156 
November .......... ------ 68 18 :37 57 57 69 122 73 1:13 
December ..•••..•........ 139 20 47 39 50 52 55 114 134 
Separate observations in 




TotaL ..•.. ---- .... 966 401 1,127 1,022 1,089 l, 002 2,231 
t 
*January, February, March, April, October, November, December. t First 6 months, In this time abou 
160 observations lost. 
Obser,rations for tlte force if wind at lllooklook, Unalaska, for seven years 




236 137 59 4 l ] 2 
227 114 63 36 8 
255 167 80 46 7 
January .......... . 
February ......... . 
March ....•.....•. 
250 167 95 33 5 
272 187 66 21 0 
April. ............ . 
May ............. . 
June ............. . 330 Jl2 43 9 1 
July ............. . 279 104 53 13 0 
265 145 48 9 1 
206 131 85 46 2 
209 139 79 46 8 
August ........ ,. .. . 
September ........ . 
October. ......... . 
November. ....... . 234 1 15 77 54 ,J 
December ........ . 217 116 t-2 ~3 I 8 
Total ......... 2,980-1, 6~14 '830 427~  
Three observations per day. 
On the 17th of March and 
29th of October, 1833, the wind 
was extraordinarily strong. 
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Journal if meteorological obserliations at tlw village of lllooloolc, island qf Urta-
laska,from October, 1866, to April, 1867, by Re1'· Innocent Sfta1;atnik'[ff, priest 
if r;he Lrtalaska district. 
Direction · and force of 

























8 a. m 
Noon .. 















































































































. ----. N\V., moderate-.-----
--- .. . W. NW., moderate .... 
44.0 ---.GO .•• ---·----·----
------ S. SW.,light ____ ..... 
. ----. S. SE., moderate .. -_-. 
44. 7 S. SW., moderate ..... 
------ .... do ...... ------ __ __ 
.. ---. W. SW., moderate .... 
41.3 .... do .... ---- ____ ----
------ W. SW., fresh .... ----
-----· .... do ______ .... ------
40. 3 .... do ..... _ ... _ ..... . 
------ W., moderate ....... . 
------ .... do __________ ·-·--· 
38. 0 .... do ........... ____ . 
. - - - - . E., very strong ... _ . _ . 
·----- E. SE, very strong. __ 
38. 0 S. S\V., moderate .... . 
------ S. SE., fresh .. --·· .. .. 
. ---.. S. SE , moderate . _. ___ 
41. 7 .... do .. _- ....... ----. 
------ W.NW., fresh-------
------ N,V., very strong ... .. 
36. 7 .... do ..... _ ... _ ..... . 
------ W., moderate ____ --·· 
.. .. .. SW .. moderate .. - .... 
36.0 S. SE., light. ... ___ .. 
. ----. NW., moderate .. ___ .. 
. . ___ ..... do .. _._ ... _ ..... _. 
32. 7 .... do. __ ..... _ .. ____ . 
.. --.. NW., moderate ..... -. 
·----· .... do ............ -·-· 
36. 0 E. SE., fresh ... -.- ... 
·-·-·· Calm--·····--···--·· 
------ w.sw., light. _____ --
40.3 s. sw., light .. ---·---
.----. . ... do ...... _-- .. ----. 
...... N. NE., light------ __ 
35. 3 -N. NE., light. .. -.- ... 
-··--· .... do ...... ·---··--·-
-·--·- .... do ............... . 
35. 0 .... do. ____ .. ___ ..... . 
------ N.NE., light---·--· .. 
. . -- ...... do. __ -- .. __ - ..... . 
28. 3 .... do. ___ .... _-- .. _ .. 
-----· N.NE., fresh ........ . 
·-·--· .... do ______ .... ···--· 
36 3 .... do .. _ . _ .. ____ .. __ . 
--·--· .... do. _____ ·----- .... 
· ----· .... do ...... -----·----
3:3.7 N.NW.,fresh ....... . 
-----· N\V., moderate .... .. 
------ W.NW., moderate .. .. 
32.7 vV., moderate·--·---· 
-----· N.NE., light ________ _ 
.. ---. . ... do. ____ ... _ -- .... . 
33.3 N. NW., fresh ...... .. 
Sunshine and clouded. 
Sky interchanging the whole day. 
Sunshine and clouded. 
Sky interchanging. 
Overcast or gloomy. 
Clear. 
Sunshine. 
Clear and at times rain. 
Sunshine and clear all day, but 
in the evening rain. 
Sunshine and clear, but at times 
a wet snow falling. 
Overcast or gloomy, and much 
wet snow and strong rain. 
Clear and at times rain. 
Clear and sunshine; showers. 
Clear and sunshine . 
Clear and sunshine, with showers. 
Overcast, wet snow. 
Overcast, hail. 
Do. 
Sunshine and at times hail,clear, 
and clouded. 
Overcast and fine snow. 
Sunshine; at times snow. 
Clear and sunshine . 
Overcast; at times snow. 
Clear and sunshine, without cl'ds. 
Overcast, and wet snow. 
Overcast and dark. 




Cloudy and at times snow. 
Clear and sunshine. 
Clear and without clouds. 
Do. 
Clear, sunshine, and without cl'ds. 





Clear, sunshine, clouds. 
Clear and variable. 
Clear and occasional snow. 
Do. 
Do. 
Clear and without clouds. 
Do. 
Clear and occasional snow. 
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N. NE., moderate ... . 
.... do ............... . 
34. 3 _ .. _do ............... . 
SE., very fresh ...... . 
E. SE., very fresh .. _. 
39.7 _ ... do ............... _ 
E., very fresh .... _ ... _ 
. . . . do ............... . 
40.3 E. NE., very fresh .... . 
E., fresh ..•••...•.... 
E. NE., fresh ........ . 
~9. 7 N. NE., very fresh .. .. 
NE., moderate ....... . 
E. NE., moderate .... . 
40. 0 .... do ....•........... 
N. NE., moderate .... . 
.. . . do ............... . 
38.3 .... do ............... . 
_..... NE., moderate ....... . 
.... do ............... . 
40.0 .... do ............... . 
N.NE., light----·· .. . 
. ... do ............... . 
38.0 N.NE., moderate .... . 
vV., moderate ...... .. 
.... do ............... . 
:37.3 W. NW., very fresh ... 
NW., fresh .......... . 
.... do ............... . 
31.3 .... do ............... . 
vV. NW., moderate ... . 
N. NE., light ........ . 
34. 3 E. NE., fresh ....... .. 
NE., fresh .......... . 
NE., moderate ....... . 
36.0 N. NE., fresh ........ . 
Calm ............... . 
.. . . do ............... . 
31.7 N. NE., fresh ........ . 




25.0 -····· ............... . 
26.6 
Weather. 
Clear and without clouds. 
Clear, sunshine, clouds. 
Do. 
Gloomy and at times snow. 
Overcast and wet snow. 






Cloudy and at times rain. 
Overcast and at times rain 
Do. 
Clear and at times rain. 
Clear and cloudy. 
Do . 




Overcast and wet snow. 
Do. 
Do. 
Clear and clouds. 
Do . 
Overcast, wet snow. 
Clear and at times snow. 
Clear and sunshine . 
Clear and at times sno,v. 
Do. 




Clear and at times bailing. 
Clear and sunshine. 
Overcast; snow . 
Clear and at times snow. 
Do. 
Clear ; clouds. 
Do. 
Clear and at times snow. 
Gloomy, and thick snow. 
Gloomy and at times snow. 




Clear and sunshine. 
Cloudy and thick snow. 
Clear and at times snow. 
Do. 
Cloudy and at times snow. 
Clear and variable. 
Do. 
Cloudy and pouring rains. 
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8 p. ilL 
8 a.m. 
Noon .. 























































































































N. NE., fresh ....... .. 
NE., moderate ....... . 
.... do ............... . 
N. NE., very fresh ... . 
.. .. do .............. .. 
N. N\V., very strong .. 
NW., very strong .... . 
W. NW., fresh ....... . 
.... do ... ~ ........... . 
W., fresh ........... . 
vV.NW., fresh-·-----
···.do ............... . 
.. . . do ............... . 
N. NE., light. ...... .. 
Calm .............. .. 
E. NE., moderate .... . 
E. SE., moderate ... .. 
E. SE., fresh ........ . 
E. NE., fresh ....... . 
E., moderate ....... .. 
E. SE., moderate, ... . 
E., moderate ........ . 
S. SE., light ....... .. 
S. SW., moderate ... .. 
E. SE., very fresh ... . 
S., fresh ............ . 
.... do ............... . 
S. SvV., moderate .... . 
.... do ............... . 
S., moderate ....... .. 
N.NK, very fresh ... . 
N. NE., light ...... .. 
.... do ............... . 
N. NE., fresh ........ . 
... . do ............... . 
.... do ............... . 
N. NW., moderate .. .. 
N., very fresh ....... . 
. . . . do ............... . 
N.NE., very strong .. . 
W., very fresh ....... . 
W. SW., fresh ...... .. 
S. SW., fresh .. 
S. SW., moderate .... . 
.... do ............... . 
s. sw., light. .. ---- .. 
. . . . do ............... . 
S. SE., light ........ . 
E. SE., light. ____ .. .. 
E. NE., mo<lerate ... .. 
NE., moderate ...... .. 
N. NE., moderate .... . 
. . . . do ............... . 
.... do ............... . 
N., fresh ....... ------
Clear and cloudy. 
Dark; rain. 
Do . 
Dark, and wet snow. 
Do . 
Dark and at times snow. 
Dark and snow. 






Clear and without clouds. 
Clear and sunshine. 
Clear and at times rain. 
Clear and at times rain. 
Do. 
Dark, and wet snow. 
Dark, and heavy min. 
Clear and at times rain. 
Dark, and heavy rain. 
Clear and at times rain. 
Do. 
Dark, and fine snow. 





Dark and wet snow. 
Do. 
Clear and sunshine. 
Clear and cloudy. 
Dark, and fine snow . 
Clear, and fine snow . 
Clear and without clouds. 
Clear and cloudy. 
Dark, and fine snow . 
Dark and heavy. 
Dark, and fine snow. 
Dark and snow at times. 
Do. 
Clear and snow at times. 
Clear and sunshine. 
Clear and without clouds. 
Clear and cloudn . 
Do. 
Do. 
Dark and snow. 
Dark, and fine rain. 
Do. 
Dark and rain . 
Dark and snow . 
Do. 
~Mean temperature for December, 33. 87 degrees. 
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~ ~ <ll Direction and force of - s Weather. rLJ s the wind. <:) ~ ~ b ~ 0 ...0 -~ 
~ P:1 t-< ~ 
---------
1867. Deg. Deg. 
"'"Jan.l3 8 a.m. 30 ............ N., fresh ............. Clear and without clouds. 
Noon .. 32 ............ . . . . do ................ Do . 
8p.m. 29 30.3 N., very fresh Do. 
14 8a.m. 26 ............... N. NW., very fresh ... Clear and at times clouds. 
Noon .. 27 ............ . . . . do ................ Do . 
8p.m. 26 26.3 N., very fresh ........ Do. 
15 8 a.m. 25 ............. N. NW., very fresh ... Clear and at times snow. 
Noon .. 24 . .. .. -..... .... do ................ Do. 
8p.m. 24 24.3 N., very fresh Do. 
16 '3 a.m. 30 ........... N. NE., fresh ......... Clear and sunshine. 
Noon .. 31 ................ .. _.do. ___ ..••........ Clear and clouds. 
8p.m. 28 ~9.6 .... do ............ ____ Do . 
17 S a.m. 26 ............. .... do ................ Do. 
Noon .. 30 ........... . . . . do._ .... ____ ... _ .. Do . 
8p.m _ 31 29.0 N.NW., Yery fresh. _. Clear and at times snow. 
18 8 a.m _ 25 ............. N., fresh ....... -----· Clear and at times clouds. 
Noon __ 29 . ... -- ..... .... do ................ Do . 
8 p.m. 26 26.6 N.NW., fresh ... _ .... Clear and cloudy. 
19 8 a.m. 29 ------ N. NW., moderate _. _. Clear and at times snow. Noon __ 35 .............. N., moderate ... _ .... _ Clear and sunshine. 
8p.m _ 26 30.0 .. _.do. __ .. _. ____ ..... Clear and without clouds1 
20 8a.m. 19 ............. N. NE., lig-ht ......... Do. 
Noon .. 32 ............. . _ .. do .. _ .... __ .... __ . Clear and sunshine . 
8p.m. 28 26.3 Calm .. ___ ... _ ....... Clear and at times clouds. 
21 8 a.m. 26 ............ . . _.do. __ .. _. __ .. _ .... Do . 
Noon .. 38 ............. .... do ................ Clear and sunshine . 
8p.m. 29 3J. 0 .... do .... __ ._.--- .... Clear and without clouds. 
22 8 a,m. 3L .............. .... do ... ---. __ -- ..... Do. 
Noon .. 37 .............. E.NE., moderate ..... Do. 
8p.m _ 29 32.3 Calm ....•... ___ . ___ . Do. 
23 8a.m _ 25 .. ... .. -- .. N.NE., moderate ..... Clear and at times clouds. 
Noon .. 34 .............. .... clo ................ Do . 
8p.m. 30 29.6 E. NE., moderate ..... Clear and cloudy. 
24 8a.m. 34 ............ NE., fresh .. ----·· .... Overcast or dark, and fine snow. 
Noon .. 35 .............. . __ . do .........•...... Overcast, and heavy snow. 
8p.m. 33 34.0 .... do .. _ .............. Overcast and at times snow. 
25 8 a.m. 34 ............ N. NE., moderate ..... Clear and cloudy. 
Noon .. 34 ............ N., fresh .........•••. Do. 
8p.m. 23 30.3 .... do ................ Clear and without clouds. 
26 8 a.m. 27 .............. NW., moderate .. - .... Clear and cloudy. 
Noon .. 33 ............. W. NW., moderate ... Clear and sunshine. 
8p.m. 25 28.3 N. NW., moderate .... Clear and without clouds. 
27 8a.m _ 25 .............. Calm ................ Clear and at times clouds. 
Noon .. 32 .............. W., moderate ... -- ..... Clear and at times snow. 
8p.m. 26 30.6 .... clo ...........•.... Clear and at times clouds. 
28 8 a.m. 35 ........ .... do ........ _.- ..... Clear and without clouds. 
Noon .. 36 ........... S W., moderate .... - .. Clear and at times snow. 
8p.m. 35 35.3 Calm .....•.......• _. Do. 
29 8 a.m 36 ------ E., fresh ............. Clear and without clouds. 
Noon .. 38 .......... . ... do ... - .... --- ..... Clear and cloudy. 
8 p.m _ 35 36.3 NE., very strong ...... Do. 
30 8a.m. 36 ........... E. NE., very strong ... Dark, and wet snow. 
Noon .. 38 .............. NE., fresh ............ Dark, and fine snow. 
8 p. Ill . 35 36.3 .... do ...•............ Dark and at times rain. 
31 8 a.m 29 ........... N., gale .............. Dark, and fine snow. 
Noon .. 27 ............ .... do ................ Clear and cloudy. 
8p.m. 21 25.6 .... do ................ Cloudy and snow. 
*Mean temperature for January, 31.66 degrees. 
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Direction and force of 
the wind. Weather. 
- - --- ------1----------1- ------------
1867. 
Feb. J 8 a. m 
Noon .. 
8 p.m. 
2 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
3 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
4 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
5 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
6 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
7 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
8 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
9 . 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
10 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8 p.m. 
11 8 a.m 
Noon .. 
Sp.m 
12 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
13 8 a. m . 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
14 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
15 H a.m. 
Noon .. 
8 p. 111 • 
Hi 8 U.lll. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
17 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
18 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 
19 8 a.m. 
Noon .. 
8p.m. 

































































N., gale .... ~ ........ . 
N. NW., fTesh ....... . 
20.7 NW., fresh .......... . 
. ... do ....•...••...... 
. ......... do ............... . 
14.7 .... do ..•.•....•...... 
. ... do ............... . 
N. NW., fresh ....... . 
16.7 N., very fresh ....... . 
N. NW., fresh ....•... 
.... do ............... . 
17.7 W. NW., moderate ... . 
E. NE., very fresh ... . 
. ... do ............... . 
30.7 NE., moderate ....... . 
Calm .........•...... 
.... do ............... . 
35. 7 .... do ............... . 
. ... do ............... . 
. ... do ............... . 
38. 3 S. SE., moderate . ... . 
S. SW., moderate .... . 
SW., moderate ...... . 
35. 6 E. SE., very fresh ... . 
S .. fresh ..........•.. 
SW., fresh .......... . 
38. 0 .... do ............... . 
S. SW., fresh ....... . 
. ..... sw.j fresh .......... . 
33.3 E. SE., fresh ....•.... 
S. SE., moderate ..... . 
. ... do ............... . 
33. 6 Calm ............... . 
\V. N\V., very strong .. 
NW., fresh .......... . 
27.0 N. NW., fresh ....... . 
Calm ............... . 
. ... do ............... . 
33.0 SW., moderate ...... . 
tl., moderate ........ . 
. ... do ............... . 
45. () .... do ............... . 
. ... do ............... . 
. ... do ............... . 
44. 6 .... do ...... ......... . 
S. S\V.,fresh ........ . 
SW., fresh .......... . 
36.0 S. SW., fresh ........ . 
Calm ............... . 
. ... do ..... .......... . 
34.0 E. NE., fresh ........ . 
E. NE. , very fresh ... . 
. ..... SW., very fresh ..... . 
35.0 .... do ............... . 
\V. NW., fresh ....... . 
W. NW., moderate ... . 
33.3 N. NE., moderate .... . 
S., fresh ............ . 
. ... do ............... . 
41.6 .... do ............... . 
Clear and at times snow. 
Cloudy and at times snow 
:bo. 
Do. 





Clear and cloudy. 
Clear and at times snow. 
Clear and cloudy. 
Dark and snow. 
Dark. 
Dark and snow. 
Clear and without clouds. 
Clear, sunshine, and clouds. 
Cloudy and at time& snow. 
Do. 
Do. 
Clear and at times clouds. 




Clear and without clouds. 
Clear and at times rain. 
Clear and at times hail. 
Dark and at times snow. 
Clear and without clouds. 
Do. 
Clear, sunshine, and clouds. 
Clear and cloudy. 
Dark, and wet snow. 
Do. 
Do. 
Clear and at times cloudy. 
Clear and without-clouds. 
Do. 
Clear and cloudy. 
Dark, and fine snow. 
Clear and cloudy. 
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~ ell 0 Direction and force of s s the wind. ·weather. <J5 "' >. a ~ ~ ~ 0 ,.c 
8 ::q E-t A 
----------
1867. Dcg. De g. 
*Feb.21 8 a.m. 44 ... -.. -.. S., fresh ........•..... Clear and cloudy. 
Noon .. 48 . .. ... -..... .. . . do ................ Do . 
8p.m. 38 43.3 S., moderate .......... Clear and dark weather. 
22 8 a.m. 37 .... --- .. SW., fresh ....... ---- Clear and without clouds. 
Noon .. 44 .... -...... vV. SW., fresh ........ Do. 
Sp.m 34 38.3 .... do ................ Clear and cloudy. 
23 8 a.m 35 ............. W. SW .. moderate .... Clear and without clouds. 
Noon .. 36 ·35:·o· W., moderate ......... Clear and at times snow. Bp.m 34 SW., fi·esh ........... Do. 
24 8 a.m 26 "' ..... -.... W.NW., very fresh ... Clear and cloudy. 
Noon .. 25 ................. N. N\V., very fresh .... Do. 
8p.m. 21 24.0 N., fresh ......•.•.. __ Do. 
25 8a.m 26 ............... Calm--------·------- Clear and without clouds. 
Noon .. 29 ...... -....... .. . . do.-- ...... --- .... Do. 
8p.m. 17 24.0 . . . . do ........ ___ ..... Do. 
26 8 a.m. 32 . - ... -.... .... do ................ Clear, sunshine, without clouds. 
Noon .. 35 ........ -..... E. SE., moderate ...... Do. 
8p.m. 33 33.3 SE., fresh ............ Clear and cloudy. 
2i 8a.m. 39 ............... S.SE., fresh .......... Do. 
Noon .. 41 ............. . ... do .......•...•.... Do. 
Sp.m 35 38.3 .... do ...... ------ .... Do. 
28 8a.m 36 ..... -- .... .... do ................ Clear, sunshine, at times clouds. 
Noon .. 40 ... - .......... ----do ... --- .......... Do. 
M 
8p.m 34 36.6 SE., fresh ............ Clear and without clouds. 
ar. 1 Sa.m 35 .... -... -. S. SE., light .......... Clear, sunshine, without clouds. 
Noon .. 39 ............ Calm ........ _ ...... _ Do. 
8p.m. 32 35.3 .. . . do .. _._ .. _ ........ Do. 
2 Sa.m. 33 ............... .... do ......... __ ..... Do. 
Noon .. 43 -----· . . . . do ... -- .... __ ..... Do. 
8p.m. 28 34.6 .... do ...... -----· .... Do. 
3 8a.m. 32 -...... - .... .... do ........ __ ...... Clear and cloudy. 
Noon .. 45 -............. . . . . do ................ Clear and without clouds. 
Sp.m. 32 36.3 .... do ............ ____ Clear and cloudy. 
4 8 a. m . 32 ..... -...... N. NE., moderate ..... Clear and without clouds. 
Noon .. 36 ............... . . . . do ... -- ........... Clear, sunshine, without clouds. 
8p.m. 32 33.3 N. NE., fresh ......... Clear and at times clouds. 
5 8 a.m. 35 ............... NE., moderate ........ Dark, and fine snow. 
Noon .. 43 -... -..... - . __ .do ... --- .......... Dark, and wet snow. 
8p.m. 36 38.0 E.NE., moderate ..... Dark, and rain. 
6 8a.m. 37 -...... - ...... .... do ................ Dark, and wet snow. 
Noon .. 39 -..... -..... E., moderate ......... Dark, and heavy rain. 
8p.m. 35 ------ E.NE, light. ........ Dark, and fine snow. 
7 8 a.m 39 ....... -... - SW., fresh ........... Clear and cloudy. 
Noon .. 41 .. - ... -..... .... do ................ Clear and sunshine, no cloud:;. 
8p.m 29 36.3 Caln1 .... _ ...•... _ ... Clear and without clouds. 
8 8 a.m 35 ... -... -. E. NE., fresh ......... Dark, and fine snow. 
Noon .. 37 ............. E., very ii·esh Dark, and fine rain. 
8p.m. 35 35.6 . . . . do .. _ ..... __ ... __ . Dark, and heavy rain. 
9 8 a.m 38 .... -- ..... E. SE., very fresh ..... Do. 
Noon .. 40 ............ .. . . do .... __ ..•.... __ . Clear and at times rain. 
8p.m 36 38.0 E., very fresh ........ Gloomy, and heavy rain. 
10 8 a.m 36 .............. SB., fresh ............ Cloudy and at times rain. 
Noon .. 45 .............. S.SE., fresh .......... Do. 
Sp.m 34 38.3 ___ .do ... _ ....•. _ ..... Clear and at times rain. 
11 
I 
8a.m 32 ............... E.NE., fresh ......... Dark, and thick snow. 
Noon .. 42 ............... S. SE., fresh .......... Clear and at times snow. 
Sp.m 34 35.6 S. SE., moderate ...... Cloudy and at times snow. 
*Mean temperature for February, 33.32 degrees. 
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d ~ ctl R Q.) 
Direction and force of s Weather. 00. § the wind. 2 ~ ~ <l> '8 0 ..CI 
P=1 E-1 ~ 
---------
1867. De g. Dcg. 
"Mar.l2 8a.m. 31 Calm ...... __ . __ . ____ Clear, sunshine, without clouds. 
Noon .. 43 . . . . do ................ Do . 
8p.m. 29 36.3 . . . . do ................ Do . 
13 8 a.m. 37 . . . . do ................ Do . 
Noon .. 42 .... do ................ Do. 
8 p.m. 32 :i6. 0 .... do ................ Do. 
14 8 a.m. 34 S. SE., fresh .......... Clear and cloudy. 
Noon .. 39 .. . . do ... __ ... _ .. _ .... Do . 
8p.m 37 37.0 NE., fresh ............ Do. 
15 8 a.m. 35 N.NE, fresh. ____ .... Dark, and thick snow. 
Noon .. 47 N.NW., moderate·--- Clear and cloudy. 
8p.m. 35 39.0 vv. ~w., light .... ____ Do. 
16 8 a.m. 33 Calm ............ ____ Do. 
Noon .. 48 .... do ................ Clear, sunshine, and cloudy. 
8p.m. 35 38.6 E.NE., fresh ......... Dark, and wet snow. 
17 8 a.m. 40 S. SE., moderate ...... Clear and cloudy. 
Noon .. 45 S. SE., lig·ht. ......... Do. 
8p.m. 36 40.3 .... do ......... _ ...... Cloudy and at times rain. 
18 8a.m. 38 .... do ............ ____ Do . 
Noon .. 40 .... do ............ ____ Clear and at times rain . 
8p.m. :u 36.3 Calm ........ ---·. __ . Clear and without clouds. 
19 8 a.m. 38 . . . . do .. _ .... ___ ...... Clear and cloudy . 
Noon .. 44 S.SE., light. ......... Do. 
8p.m. 37 . 39.6 E, fi·esh. •"' "' .. ,.,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. e Gloomy and heavy rain. 
20 8 a.m. 45 S., fresh .............. Clear, sunshine, at times clouds. 
Noon .. 46 .... do ........ _ ....... Do. 
8p.m. 42 44.3 E. SE., fresh .... ------ Dark and rain. 
21 8a.m _ 44 ::::;.SE., fresh ...... ____ Clear and at times rain. 
Noon __ 45 .... do .... _ ........... Clear, sunshine, at times clouds. 
8p.m. 40 43.0 E.SE., fi·esh ....... __ Gloomy and heavy rain. 
22 8a.m. 42 S. :::;E., fresh ........ _. Clear and at times rain. 
Noon .. 49 .... do ... -- ........... Clear and cloudy. 
8p.m. 39 43.6 S.SW., fresh ......... Do. 
23 8 a.m 38 S. SE., fresh .......... Do. 
Noon __ 43 ... do ................ Clear, sunshine, without clouds. 
8p.m _ 42 41.0 E. SE., fresh ......... Dark and rain. 
24 8 a.m. 41 SE., fresh ............ Do. 
Noon .. 44 .... do ............ ____ Clear and cloudy . 
Sp.m. 37 40.6 S. SW., moderate ..... Do. 
25 8 a.m _ 42 .... do ................ Dark, and fine snow. 
Noon .. 43 .... do ................ Clear and cloudy. 
Rp.m. 36 40.3 \V., moderate. ________ Do. 
26 8a.m. 32 .... do .......... ·----- Dark and snow. 
Noon .. 34 W. SW., moderate _ ... Do. 
8p.m 28 31.3 NW., fresh ....... ........ Clear and doudy. 
27 8 a.m. 25 N., gale ...... ________ Do. 
Noon .. 23 N., very strong_·----· Cloudy and at times snow. 
8p.m _ 21 23.0 NvV., fresh.-----· .... Dark and at times snow. 
28 8a.m _ 23 ................................... ---· Clear and cloudy. 
Noon __ 35 . -- .. - ... ----- .... - ... --- --- .. Do. 
Sp.m. 27 28.3 SE., fresh ............ Dark and snow. 
29 8a.m. 37 S W., fresh _ ...... ___ . Clear and at times snow. 
Noon .. 42 .... do. __ .--: .. -- .. --. Clear, sunshine, without. clouds. 
8 p.m. 35 38.0 W., very fresh ........ Dark and snow. 
30 8 a.m. 29 N., fresh ............. Clear and cloudy. 
Noon __ 36 .... do .. _._ ... _______ . Do. 
8p.m _ 24 29.6 SE., moderate._--.- .. Do. 
* Mean temperature for 30 days in March, 36.81 degrees. 
H. Ex. Doc. 177--23 
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On steamer in Lincoln harbor. 









·wind and weather. 
Noon . . . . 20. 82 56. 0 · Southeast, cloudy, pleat:ant ....... . 
2p. m.... . 82 56.0 ----- . ........ do ................. . 
3 p.m.... . 82 55. 5 Southeast, sprinkling rain ........ . 
4 p.m.... . 80 54. 8 Southeast, cloudy, pleasant ....... . 
7 p.1n.... . 82 52. 8 ................................. . 
7 a.m.... 29. 86 53. 0 South-southeast, cloudy, pleasant.. 
8 a. 111.... • 87 54. 0 .............. do ... _ ..... __ ... ___ . 
9 a. m... . . 90 56. 5 .•••.•...•.... do ......... _ .... _ . _. 
10 a. m . . . 90 57.0 .............. do ... __ .. _ ... _ .. __ .. 
11 a. m .. . 90 56. 5 .............. do ......... _ ..... _ .. 
Noon.... .90 56.5 .............. do ................. . 
~ ~::::: ~ . J~ ~!J :::::: _-:::::: J~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::: ~ ~ ~::: 
Ga. m .....••••......•.......• __ •..... _ •.... _ •.... _ ••......... 
6a.n1 ...... · .................. ____ ------ ____ ........ ____ ..... . 
7a.m .... 29.86 
Sa. m.... . 86 
9 a.m.... . 86 
11.45 a. m 29. 88 
0.30 p. rn . 87 
3.10p. rn . 86 
7p.rn.... 29.86 









Southeast, cloudy, pleasant._ ..... . 
.............. do ...... · - ---· ..... . 
. .. --· ........ do._ .... ____ ....... . 
Northeast, cloudy, rainy ....... __ . 
.............. do ..... __ ........ _ .. 
West, cloudy, rainy_ ...... __ ..... . 
Southwest, cloudy, rainy ....... _ .. 

































On the expedition to Makushin volcano. 
Aneroid barometers. 
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REMARKS.-Mean of barometer readings at start and return taken as point from which to compute heights from all intermediate readings, 920 feet assumed, 
equal to one inch of barometer change. 
7th. Starting from beach at mouth of valley leading to Makushin, west side Captain's Harbor. 
7th. 2± miles from beach, by estimation ; weather pleasant; light fleecy clouds. 
7th. 3± miles from beach, by estimation ; weather pleasant; light fleecy clouds. 
7th. 31 miles from beach, by estimation ; weather pleasant ; light fleecy clouds . 
7th. 4 miles from beach, by estimation; camped for the night; head of valley near small stream running into left beach; during the night., heavy rain 
and strong wind. 
8th. Observations at camp. 
8th. On summit of bill above camp. 
i:lth. On this level snow lies in patches. . 
i:lth. On summit of extinct volcanoes. The bearing of station, 8 a. m., is approximate north 10° east compass, and by estimation It milo distant. 
8th . On the return of the party they found the earth, six inches below the surface, at the foot of this volcano, so bot that no one could bear the hand in 
it ; no observation of temperature; surface cool. 
8th . About the level of lowest ice limit. 
8th. On the glacier ; no vegetation above this; ascending along the glacier. 
8th. Travelling on snow for last 200 yards; angle of inclination 10°-12°. Thermometer broken; another subsLituted with no index error. 
8th. At 4 p. m. camped for night. Day has been cloudy and pleasant, with but lHtle wind. 
9th. Camped, by estimation, 25 feet higher than 3 p. m. station. Wind blew violently during the night. 
9th. At camp; morning pleasant; ascending along snow ridge. 
9th. Angle of inclination 15°-17° ; weather squally; some little snow and rain. 
9th. Angle of inclination 25°. 
9th. Summit of Malmshin; the peak to north is 75 feet lower by G. Davidson's observations of vertical angles, and the crater lies between the peaks 
and 25 feet below the northern. 
9th. Observations at snow limit on return of party; weather cloudy. 
9th. Ice limit; weather cloudy; no wind. 
9th. Camped at station 7 p. m. of September 7; ~eat~1er cloudy; rained hard during night. 
9th. At beach; frequent showers and gusts of wmd fro~ northwest. . . 
lOth. From summit saw part of the crater for a few mmutes, when dense fog arose w1th strong northwest wmd; the northern peak was not seen, 
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~~ I 
00 
Thermometer, Fahr. ..c:l 
C) gj § 
.a .e .n .n .o--- ~ ~ Date. ~~] ~ 
~o: .s Wind . 0 . • o.o ::l.-o 
~ ~~ ~~ 
,De, .s 
~~~ Dry. Wet. "' ~ ~~d ..c:l .... C) p, 0 .s ;:.., c;; .... -~~ ~8g ~ ..=: il=l ~ H w ------------- --- ---- ---
1867. 
May 1 29.586 46.19 43.11 50.6 41.9 59.7 . 065 E., NE., NW ........ 0 
2 29.702 43.45 4]. 7l 49.6 38.7 -------· . 275 SW., W., E ......... 0 
3 29. 926 43.13 40.75 49.4 33.8 ----·-· · . 050 SW., NE., E ........ 5 
4 29. 511 45.80 41. 43 47.3 41.0 -------· . 035 E., NE., SE .... ---· 0 
5 29. 547 42.35 40.32 45.9 40.1 ---· -- -· . 450 S., SE., E ...... 0 
6 29.717 43. fiB 42.89 50.3 37.4 -- --- --- . 040 SE., NE., NW ...... 1 
7 29.970 46.71 43.25 53.4 33.8 71.5 -------- S\V., NW., NE ..... 9 
8 :30. 135 46,40 41.74 52.2 38.5 67.5 -------- W.,NW ............ 5 
9 30.228 43.-29 40.77 47.5 38.7 67.5 . 210 s,v., NW., NE ..... 0 
10 30.255 43.90 42.05 47.7 38.7 -·--·-- · . 025 SW., NE ........... 1 
11 30. 239 44.73 42.64 50.0 38.7 59.0 . 040 sw., SE., NE ...... 2 
12 29.997 <17. 02 46.42 54.5 36.5 74.7 -------· SW., NE ....... --- · 10 
13 29. 93Q 51.37 47.00 58.1 42.8 67.0 -------· S W., NE ....... ---- 3 
J4 29. SRO 52.96 47.99 60.1 42.8 88.6 ---··-- · SVv ...... 3 
15 30. 00,! 50.29 46.98 55.6 42.1 73.6 ·------- s., vv ............... 2 
16 30.083 49.44 46.23 53.6 40.1 76. ·------- w ...... ----- ·----- 5 
]7 29.976 54.41 50.35 60.3 46.0 81.5 -------- s. , N ......... 10 
18 29. 943 51:l. 77 51.82 68.2 46.4 101.3 -------· SvV., var ....... ....... 9 
19 29.885 56.59 51.03 64.8 50.1 101.7 -------- Var. ..... ---------- 4 
20 29. 901 50.90 47.18 55.4 41.0 67.5 ·------· S., NE. ------------ 7 
2l 29. 756 54.14 50.68 58.6 47.7 R7. 6 -------- S., E., \V., var ...... 5 
22 29.769 52.81 49.76 60.1 45.5 -------- -------· E., NW ...... 3 
23 29. 600 55.96 50.62 62.6 50. 1 75.0 -------· NE., NW ........... 3 
24 29. 709 49.53 45.83 52.7 43.7 .. ~ . ... - . . 190 Calm ...... --------- 0 
25 29.788 49.38 4G. 04 52.9 44. 6 ............. . 015 Calm ...... 0 
26 29. 775 4;), 85 43.88 50.9 40.8 ----·--- . 665 sw., NE., E. 0 
27 29.-910 46. 44 4<1.15 50.4 42.8 -------- .160 S., S\V., E .......... 0 
28 29.988 48.22 45.86 51.8 44.1 -------- . 290 SW., NE., E . ....... 2 
29 29.915 49.61 46.24 51.8 46.4 ............. . 025 SE ...... .. .................. 0 
30 29.880 46.16 43.26 50.1 43. ::l -------· . 590 SE ...... .................... 0 
31 29. 921· 4!i. 85 43.23 48.2 41.0 ... .......... . 320 Vat·., calm .......... 0 
---------------------
Means ... 29.949 48.59 45.56 ----- ---- · ---------· . ............ 3. 445 
---------------- -----· 
June 1 29.893 47.03 44.41 52.2 36.5 ............ -------- Var., calm .......... 5 
2 29. 888 49.98 45.63 fi4. 9 42.8 83.7 . 025 sw.,w., NW ...... 2 
3 29.859 49.96 46. 60· 54.7 44.6 76. fi . 030 ssw., W., NW ..... 2 
4 29.818 47.56 43.36 51 3 42.3 56.3 .17:) S\V., N., NE. () 
5 30.025 47.39 45.98 50.9 44.4 ·------- . 005 NW., N., NE., E .... 0 
6 30. 049 50.66 45.99 52.2 44.6 62.6 ............ Calm, NE., E ....... 0 
7 29. 888 50.43 45.95 52.0 47.3 ---·---- .160 E.,s ...... --------- 0 
8 29. ~88 50.41 46.71 5:2.5 46.2 ------- . 290 E., S ...... 0 
9 29.951 49.53 46.87 52.7 4:3. 9 ............. . 220 Var., calm .......... 0 
10 29. 956 50.26 46. !JB 53.6 46.3 ............. .li70 SW., E., NW. 0 
11 29. 947 49. 94 46.24 52.5 46.0 ............ -------- NW., w ............ 0 
J2 30.085 51.53 50. ]2 54. '9 45.5 69.8 -------- sw., S., calm ....... 1 
13 30.159 51.3:3 49.81 55.4 41. 7 62.1 . .......... . SW .. NE ..... 5 
14 30.067 54.23 50.99 60.8 45. 5 86.0 -------- S., \V., sw ......... 8 
15 29.928 54. 81 51.48 59.2 43.5 86.0 -------· s .. \V., calm ........ 10 
16 29.857 56. Ol 52.96 6'!. 0 47.7 !JO. 0 ............. S~T., s ............. 4 
l7 29.861 51.1-1 50.45 55.2 46.6 ........... -------- sw., calm .......... 0 
JB 29. 772. 54.90 52.63 58.6 47.7 81.9 ............ sw., Vil ............ 9 
19 29. BOO 51.57 50.79 58.3 47.3 82.4 .010 W., s ...... ............... 1 
20 29. 863 50.22 49. 61 52.5 49.6 ............ . -------- sw ...... 0 
21 29.999 50.43 47.61 !12. 7 46. G ........... . 015 sw., vv., NW ...... 0 
22 30.053 52.68 50.19 60.6 43.9 66.2 -------· S,V,, calm, NW .... 5 
23 29.870 60.14 54.66 64.6 54.5 68.7 ---·---· S\V., calm, NE. 3 
24 2!J. 833 56.79 53.98 61.7 54.0 83.7 . UG5 SW., calm, Vv ...... 0 
25 29. 629 61.36 56.95 65.0 56.7 68.0 . 015 SE, E., NE .... ·--- 0 
!26 29. 688 53.44 51.93 55.9 50.7 -------· . 605 NW., W., S .... ---· 0 
27 29. BoO 55.94 52.29 62.1 50.55 -------· . 055 \V., SE., NE. 6 
28 29.960 58.84 54.63 65.0 52.2 99.9 ---····· w .. calm, SW ...... 1 
29 30.000 57. 9L 54.39 61.2 51.8 83.7 ---····· RW., W., N\V ...... 7 
30 29.891 58.23 54. 61 62.8 50.9 86.4 ·····--· sw., calm .......... 6 
--------------------
:Means ... 29. 91;5 52.82 49.83 ·-----·--· ·--------· ---··--· 1. 740 
-------·---- -------- - - --
July 1 29.777 58.75 54.95 62.8 5:3.4 88.7 ......... S\V., calm .......... 2 
2 29.896 56. 54 5:3.37 59.9 50.5 77.0 
. : :::~~~: t 
S'vV., var ..... 3 
3 29. 979 54.81 52.36 58.5 50.4 ----·-- w., calm ........... 0 
4 30.047 53.86 50.92 57.4 50. (l ··-··-·· w .. sw ...... 0 
5 30. 073 5:2.51 50.18 56.3 49.9 ·------- Calm ............... 0 
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i& '5 <D Thermometer, Fabr. ~ 
.e~ ---- -----
.::1 .,; J:, J:, :S ~ '2 
·8 ~.5 ~.g ~.g $~ . -~ 
0 '""' Q Dry. Wet. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3. § :::l 
~~~ ~~ ~~ =~o ~ 
~ := e.:i ~" >< c::: 
Date. 
Ju~~67" 6 30. 037 ~54. 76 --::-1---:- ---=--=- ---
7 29. 830 57.08 52. 77 61.7 47. 7 7?.. 5 
8 29. 672 56. 20 52. 75 (i0. 3 51. 8 69. l . 010 
!J 29. 810 53. 71 50. 31 58. 5 50. 5 
10 29. 692 53. 89 51. 78 57. 0 51. 8 
11 29. 735 53. :n 51. 64 55. s 50. 1 




13 29. 827 54. 25 51. 08 58. 5 46. 4 . ------- --.-----
14 29.683 55. 17 51.37 59.2 50. Q 
15 2!). 865 57. 13 52. 32 62. 4 47. 7 
16 29. 845 55. 44 51. 10 G:J. 1 50. 0 
17 29. 570 5l. 70 49. 87 54. 0 50. 3 
JS 29.681 54.40 51.30 58.:1 50.3 
J 9 29. 692 55. 78 51. 16 63. 9 45. 5 
20 29. 521 58. 45 53. 89 61. 8 46. 6 











22 29. 923 5:3. 44 51. 73 56. 3 50. 9 . -.----- .... -- .. 
23 29. 982 56. 09 53. n 59. o !i2. 5 I 
24 29.909 56.26 54. o7 oo. 8 50.5 -. _-1_· 1 __ -o __ --_ :: :_:o:o: ~: 
25 29. 831 53. 89 53. 69 59. 0 51. 8 v 
26 29. 920 5;), 04 53. 48 57. 6 51. 6 -- .. -- .. .. .. -- --
27 29. 896 5-1. 36 52. 83 58. 3 5l. 8 
28 29. 865 55. 02 55. 81 58. 5 50. 7 
29 29. 818 56. 99 51. 3·t 60. 8 53. s 
30 29. 876 54. 76 53. 80 56. 3 53. 4 
31 29. 508 52. 00 51. 35 54.50 48. 63 
_ .. __ . __ 
1 
. 36() 
m. 9 . 580 
71.1 .105 
.. ---... 1. 570 
-- -- -- -- . 335 

























































































































































































































:M:eans... 29. 816 5~88 5':_33 1-- .... ~~ ...... _-- .... __ · __ .. 20. 965 
Sept. 30. 212 52. 92 52. 02 I 55. 40 50. 45 . . . . . . . . . 2~5 
2 30. 116 50.00 45.50 53. 15 49.10 .. ------ . 003 
3 30. 077 48. 87 46. 85 55. 62 42. 57 64. 80 - .. -----
4 29. 822 46. 85 44. 60 34. 50 40. 55 . 405 
5 29. 954 52. 92 46. 17 59. 45 40. 55 79. 95 
6 30. 034 52. 25 48. 87 57. 87 64. 15 93. 65 --- .. - --
7 30. 057 54 . 27 52.17 55. 83 52. 92 63. 50 ------ .. 
8 30. 080 52. 23 51. 33 55.83 50. 45 . 705 
9 30.047 52.2.) 51.12 59.65 47.07 ........ , ........ 
·wind. 
S W., \V., calm ..... . 
S\V., calm ........ .. 
N\V., var ........ .. . 
S., 1'\E., var .. .. 
NW., S \V., calm .. .. 
1->\V.,calm ........ .. 
S\V., \V., calm .... .. 
SW.,N3 ........ . 
NE ........... --- .. 
H\V., Y:ll" .. --- ------
~i.i:·J.'';;J./~_-_-_-: ~ ~: 
XE., callll, ~\V .... . 
1~ .. cal1n __ ......... . 
~ \V., Yfll'.---- ------
sw., S., SE ...... .. 
R., H\V., calm ...... . 
S., NW .......... .. 
S W. , \V.. .. .. .... .. 
SW., S., NW ...... .. 
Var., calm ... . 
:·nv., calm ........ .. 
Calm .............. . 
E., NW ........... .. 
Vnr .............. .. 



























sw., }m., E 1 
E., 1-;E., var......... 0 
S., 1'\E., E.......... 0 
S\V., NE., var. .. .... 2 
Vnr................. 5 
S\V.,var ............ 0 
SE., E., NE., var. () 
S., SE., SW.... .... 0 
S\V., calm, N\V..... 1 
Var., NW., SW..... 0 
S., SW., NE., calm.. 0 
Calm, SW., E., S. 0 
S., calm, E., N., \V.. 0 
Var ................. 0 
SW., calm, Ng. 0 
S., SE., E,. NE. .... 1 
E., calm, N ......... 0 
\V., S., calm, E., SE. 0 
E., SE., NE., calm.. 0 
S., NE., calm, E., SE. 0 
K, S\V., SE., E..... 0 
I~.,V!l.l'....... 1 
E., SE., NE.... 1 
E., SJ<':., NJ<':.. ...... 0 
S., SW., SE ........ 2 
E., SE., NE.... .... 0 
E. SW., S., calm.... 1 
S\V. , culm, NW..... 0 
\V. ,calm ........... 0 
SW., calm, \V.. .... 1 
\V., calm ........... 4 
W., calm, NE., NW. 
Var ............... . 
\V., N\V .. calm, NE. 
E., NW., NE ...... . 
N\V., N., calm ..... . 
Var ............... . 
SW., calm, SE .... .. 
E., SW ............ . 
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- ------ ---- -------- ---- --- ---1--------
1867. 
Sept. 10 29.756 50.90 49.55 53.15 49. 10 69.30 . 215 SW., calm, var 1 
11 29.497 51.12 49.10 52.70 46.85 1. 040 E., NW ............ 0 
12 29. 538 47.75 46.17 51.12 46.05 . 450 E., NE., SE ........ 1 
13 29.634 47.97 45.72 51.80 43.25 ·······- -------- Var ................ 4 
l4 29.712 47.30 45.95 53.15 37.85 . 010 SW., NE., NW ..... 5 
15 29.918 49.77 46.85 53.60 45.50 72.90 SW.,NW.,W ....... 3 
16 29.880 51.12 49.55 53.60 47.75 1. 690 E., sw ............. 0 
17 30.042 50.45 49.10 52.60 47.30 . 215 Var ................. 0 
18 29. 941 52.47 50.00 57.75 48.20 2.115 E., SE., NE ........ 0 
19 29. 725 51.12 50.22 69.00 46.17 . 760 Var ................ 0 
20 29. 613 52.25 50.22 54.50 48.65 1. 040 Var ................. 0 
21 29.588 52.70 51.67 54.50 50.45 . 410 S., SE ........... , ... 0 
22 29. 679 49.77 48.65 51.57 46.40 . 550 SW., S., E .......... 0 
23 2!). 420 51.12 48.87 54.05 49.35 . 470 E., NE., SE .... 0 
24 29. 604 51.31 50.45 53. co 46.17 . 745 E., NvV., calm ...... 1 
25 29.866 4\l. ]0 48.20 51.80 46.17 3. 545 Calm, E., var ....... 0 
26 29.952 49.55 48.87 52.25 46.17 . 395 SW .. E., calm ...... 1 
27 2\J. 972 47.97 47.57 50.9 46.27 . 265 E., SE .............. 0 
28 29.472 48.20 46.85 50.00 46.85 1. 025 E.,NvV ............. 0 
29 29.841 47.07 45.95 52.70 36.95 -------- -------- NW., calm, SW ..... 6 
30 ---------- ---------- -----··--- ---------- ---·------ ............. . 050 -----------·--- ------ .. ..... ---- ------------------
Means of 
29days. 29.793 50.40 48.57 ................... ---------- ·------- 16. 350 
For the first 18 days of October the amount of rain was 7. 42 inches; observing then discontinued; heavy 













































Meteorological observations taken on board the steam cutter Lincoln wltile cruising in Alaskan waters. 
Thermometer in the open air. Barometer, anaroid. Wind. Weather. 
4 a. m. I 12 m. I 8 p. m. I Mean. I 4 a. m. I 12m. I 8 p.m. I Mean. 4 a.m. 12m. 8p.m. 4 a.m. 12m. 8 p.m. 














































































































































































































































































































30.13 SE., (8) . . ......... S. SW .. (•!) ...... .. 
30.06.1 SE.,(~ ) ........... S.SE.,(1) ....... .. 
29. 72. 2 (0) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. SE., (1) .. ~ ...... .. 
30.18.1 88 .. (3) ........... SE., (1) .......... . 
30. 45.2 SE., (2) ........... SE., (2) ......... .. 
:30.44 SE., (4) ........... SE., (2) ......... .. 
30. 27. 2 SE., (2) .. .. .. .. . .. (0) .. - ........... .. 
30. 20.2 E. , (l) ............. SE., (l) ......... .. 
30.28.1 SW. , (4) .......... SW.,(2) ........ .. 
30.28 sw., (2) " ......... sw., (2) 
30.13.1 SE., (2) ........... SW. , (2) ......... . 
30. 08.2 SE., (I) ........... W. , (2) ........... . 
29.99 s. sw., (1) .. ...... s. sw., (:3) ...... .. 
30.10.2 W.,(2) ............ S.SW., (3) ...... .. 
29. 95.2 E. SE., (2) .. . .. . .. SE., (2) .......... . 
29. 86. 2 (0)...... . .. .. .. . .. (0) .... .. 
30. 04. 2 s. sw. , (1) . .. .. .. (0) .......... .. 
30.15 (0) ................ NE., (1) ......... .. 
29. 86. 1 E. SE., (2) . .. .. . .. .F]. by S., (4) ...... . 
29. 91 S. SE., (2) .. .. .. .. S. SW., (5) ....... . 
29. 46 SB., (4).......... E. SE., (5) ...... .. 
29. 58.2 NE. by E., (2). .. .. SE., (4) .......... . 
29.75.1 NE.,(5) ........... W.SW.,(1) ..... .. 
29.72.2 N. NE., (:"3) ........ NW., (2) ........ .. 
29. 58 N. NE., (2) .· ....... N. by W., (3) .... .. 
~~:~~:~ ~~-(2).·.--~~~::::~~: ~k.-,-(6) .·.·_·_·_·_·:::: 
29.88.1 N. NW., (I) ....... S. by E., (:1) ...... . 
:30. 18. 2 SE., (1) . .. .. . .. . .. SE., (2) ......... .. 
:31.14 B. SE., (7) ..... : .. S., (9) ........... .. 
30.74.2 SW.,(4) .......... W.SW.,(2) ..... .. 
30. 35. 1 E. NE., (3)........ E. NE., (5) ...... .. 
30.57.1 S., (2) ............. SE., (3) .......... . 
29. 92. 2 E. SE., (5) .. . .. . .. E. SE., (5) ....... . 
29.88 sw., (3) ........... s. by w., (4) .... .. 
29. ~ll. 1 (0)...... .. . .. .. .. . SE., (2) ......... .. 
29.89.1 I s. SE., (2) .. " ..... s. SE., (2) ....... .. 
29. 87 (0).......... . . . . . . NE., (3) .......... . 
29.97.2 S,Y., (5) .......... 
1 
W., (4) ........... . 
30.14 s. sw., (4) ........ sw., (5) ......... .. 
30. 14. 1 I w., (1)............ w., OJ .......... .. 
30. 2:l (0)...... .. .. .. .. .. w., (1) .......... .. 
30.15. 2 E. by N., (3) ...... E. by N., (3) ..... . 
SE., (2) ......... .. 
s. sw., (!) ...... .. 
E. NE., (1) ....... . 
SK, (l) ......... .. 
SE., (3) ......... .. 
SK, (I) ......... .. 
SE. , (1) ..... . 
s. sw., (2) ...... .. 
SlY., (2) ........ .. 
(0) .... .. 
w. , (:2) .......... .. 
(0) .... .. 
(0) .... - .......... . 
SE., (3/ ......... .. 
SE., (2) ......... .. 
(0) .... ". " ......•.. 
SE., (2) ......... .. 
SK, (2) ." ....... .. 
(0) .......•....•••. 
S. SE., (4) ....... .. 
E., (5) ........... .. 
NE., (6) ......... .. 
SE. , (2) ......... .. 
N.NE., (2) ... . 
w., (2) ........... . 
S. SE., (4) ....... .. 
SE., (ll) ......... .. 
S. by K, (2) ...... . 
N. NE., (5) ...... .. 
sw. by w., (4) .. .. 
sw., (2) ......... .. 
S. by E., (4) ..... .. 
SE. by E., (4) ... .. 
S. by E., (2) ...... . 
S. SE., (5) ........ . 
S. SE., (2) ...... .. 
S. SE. , (l) ...... .. 
w., (4) ........... . 
w. sw., (4) ..... .. 
w., (2) ........... . 
W. NW., (3) .... .. 
NE., (l) ........ .. 
E. byN.t N., (5) .. 
D ........ D. and F .. 
H. ......... R ...... .. 
C ......... R ...... .. 
H ......... C. and D .. 
R ........ C ....... .. 
C. aml D .. R ...... .. 
0 ........ c ....... .. 
C ........ R ...... .. 
F ......... C ....... .. 
F. a nd R .. 1<~ ....... .. 
F. and R .. R ....... . 
0 ........ 0 ....... .. 
R ....... . R ....... . 
C ......... P ....... .. 
C. and R . . 0. and R .. 
C ......... C. and R .. 
H. ........ Rand C .. 
0 ......... C. and R .. 
0 ......... c ....... .. 
R ........ P ....... .. 
C. and R .. C ....... .. 
c ......... c ....... .. 
B. and R .. C ........ . 
C ........ C. and R .. 
~ : :: : ·. : :::I ~- -~~~ ~:: 
C ......... R ...... .. 
g-_·_·_·_·:::: 1 ~.:::: :::: 
F. and R .. 1 B. a nd C .. 
B....... B ....... .. 
R ....... R ....... . . 
F........ F. and R .. 
1<'....... F ......... 
F. and C F. and R .. 
c ......... c ....... .. 
c ........ c ....... .. 
C.andB .. C.audP .. 
u ......... 1 c ......... 
C. and R. ·1 C. and H. .. c ........ c .. .. 
C ......... B ....... .. 




c. and n. 
lc. and R 
0 .... ~ .. 
c 
c ....... 
F. and R. 
R ..... .. 
c ...... . 
0 ..... .. 
R ..... .. 
C. and n. 
C. and R 
·o ...... . 
n ...... . 
c ...... . 
c ..... .. 
c ..... .. 
c ...... . 
C. and P. 
c ....... 
C. and R. 
c ...... . 
0 ...... . 
c .. ... .. 
c 
R ...... . 
B ..... .. 
c 
R ...... . 
F ...... . 
F ..... .. 
F ..... .. 
c ..... .. 
c . .... .. 
c .. . .. .. 
c ..... .. 
c ..... .. 
c. 
B ...... . 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































30. OS. 1 
30. ]9. 2 
29. S5. 2 
30. 02.2 
29. S2 
29. S5. 2 



















:JO. 02. l 
29.72 
29. S9- 2 





















E.NE., (6) ..•..••. 
s., (7) .•••••••••••• 
s. sw., (S) ....... . 
S. SE., (4) ....... .. 
sw. by s., (S) .... . 
NE., (2) ......... .. 
E., (3) .....•....... 
SE., (2) 
SE., (2) ......... .. 
(0) .............. .. 
(0) ............... . 
SE., (4) .......... . 
(0) .•...••••••.•••. 
(0) ...... ···•·••••· 
E. NE., (2) ....... . 
(0) .............. .. 
(0) .....•.••• •••••• 




(0) ............... . 
E., (3) .•....•...... 
E., (2) ..........•.. 
(0) ..••••.••.•••••. 
SE., (2) .......... . 
(0) ...••••••••••••. 
E., (l) ........... .. 
(0) .............. .. 
(0) ..•••..•••..•••. 
(0) ..•..••••••••••. 
NE., (2) .......... . 
E. SE., (5) ...... .. 
S., (1) ............ . 
w., (2) .......... .. 
SE., (3) .......... . 
SE., (3) .......... . 
E. SE.,(2) ........ . 
SE .. (3) .......... . 
SE., (3) ......... .. 
SE., (3) .......... . 
SE., (2) ... . ...... . 
E., (2) ........... .. 
SE:, (4) ......... .. 
S. SE., (2) ...... .. 
SE., (4) ......... .. 
(0) .....••••..•.... 
E.,(1) ............ . 
E., (2) ........... .. 
SE., (4) ......... .. 
(0) 
R ....... .. 
c ........ . 
c ........ . 
c ....... .. 
c ........ . 
0 ........ . 
C. and R .. 
C. and R .. 
R ....... .. 
C. and R .. 
F. and R .. 
R ....... .. 
c ........ . 
C. and R .. 
R ....... .. 
B ........ . 
B ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
B .. .. 
c ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
B ........ . 
c ....... .. 
R ........ . 
C. andR .. 
c .... . .. .. 
c ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
c ........ . 
0 ....... .. 
C. and R .. 
c ....... .. 
B ........ . 
c ........ . 
R ........ .. 
R ....... .. 
c ........ . 
P ........ . 
R. and H .. 
C. and R .. 
c ........ . 
c ....... .. 
C. andH .. 
c ........ . 
R ........ . 
c ........ . 
0 ....... .. 
R ........ . 
C. andR .. 
R ........ . 
F. and R .. 
B. and C .. 
c ....... .. 
c ........ . 
C. and R .. 
c .... .... . 
R ....... .. 
O.andR .. 
0 ....... .. 
R ....... .. 
0 ....... .. 
F. andR .. 
P ....... .. 
R ....... .. 
c .... ····· 
B ....... .. 
B ....... .. 
C. andR .. 
B ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
B ........ . 
B ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
c ........ . 
P ........ . 
B ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
c ........ . 
c ....... .. 
C. and P .. 
c ........ . 
R ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
C. andR .. 
P ........ . 
C. and R .. 
R. and S .. 
R ........ . 
c ....... .. 
P ....... .. 
R. and S .. 
c ....... .. 
R ....... .. 
R ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
R ....... .. 
0 ........ . 
C. andR .. 
P ........ . 
c ....... .. 
c ....... .. 
F ...... . 
c ..... .. 
c ..... .. 
R ...... . 




F. and R. 
c ...... . 
R ..... .. 
c ..... .. 
0 ...... . 
R ...... . 
c ...... . 
B ....... . 
c ...... . 
c ...... . 
c ...... . 
B ...... . 
B ...... . 
c ...... . 
c ..... .. 
c ..... .. 
C. and R. 
c ...... . 
c ...... . 
c ...... . 
c ...... . 
c ...... . 
s ...... . 
C. andR. 
B ..... .. 
c ...... . 
c ...... . 
C. and R. 
H.andR. 
R ...... . 
c ...... . 
C. and R. 
P ...... . 
0 ..... .. 
R ..... .. 
R. and H. 
c ...... . 
R ...... . 
o ...... . 
C. andR. 
c ..... .. 
c ...... . 
c ...... . 
~ q 
r:n 
r:n 
~ 
~ 
z 
~ 
i:::: 
t?=:l 
~ 
~ 
0 
?--
~ 
O':l 
....... 
